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ABSTRACT 
Rivers draining arid basins increase in salinity content in the downstream area to the point 
where water users are often significantly damaged. The problem in some cases can be 
ameliorated by altering upstream water and land use practices. An economic trade off exists 
between the cost of such upstream efforts and the downstream benefits achieved. This report 
examines options for salinity management in the Colorado River Basin. 
The study sought to provide additional information to estimate 1) economic damages 
caused by various salt concentrations to agricultural and municipal water users and 2) economic 
costs of salinity control measures by upstream water users. Damages were estimated for high 
salinity levels to provide guidelines to project future conditions. Control costs were estimated 
with a physical model developed to predict the response of soil, water, and crop factors. 
Input-output models were used to estimate indirect economic impacts. 
Agricultural damages for each milligram per liter of salt concentration at Imperial Dam in 
the 900 to 1400 range were estimated to be $88.100 annually. Of the total, $28.200 are in the 
Imperial Valley and decreasing amounts occur respectively in the Palo Verde. Yuma. Colorado 
River Indian Reservation, San Diego. Coachella, and Central Arizona areas. Salinity caused 
damages to plumbing and appliances in the Los Angeles area were estimated to be about 
$112,000 per mg/l. Comparable estimates were $11,200 for Central Arizona and $11,400 for the 
Las Vegas area. As for controlled costs, 80 percent of the initial salt load could theoretically be 
at an incremental cost of less than $2.20 per ton. The comparison of the reduction measures 
showed on-farm practices to be the least expensive alternative for reducing salinity. Based on 
an approximation that 1 mg/l at Imperial Dam is equivalent to 10,000 tons of salt, the above 
estimated benefits of salinity reduction would be about $17 per ton. Salinity control projects at 
Paradox Valley and acreage retirements in the Grand and Uncompaghre Valleys were found to 
be economically justified but lining the Grand Valley Canal was not. 
The above estimates are approximations obtained from available data and can be improved 
by further studies to cover additional cost and benefit effects or by more comprehensive data on 
the effects covered. 
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PREFACE 
Water in the Colorado River beeomes inereasingly saline from the headwaters to 
downstream reaehes. Upstream agrieultural and munieipal water uses affeet the quantity and 
salinity of water available to downstream users, and that quantity and salinity affeets the value 
of the water for downstream users. In effeet measures to reduee the salinity of upstream flows 
benefit those downstream by reducing salinity damages to agrieulture and municipalities. The 
purpose of this study was to provide information on eosts of implementing proposed upstream 
salinity control measures on the Colorado River and on benefits of reduced damages to 
downstream water users. 
The study addressed a wide variety of economie effeets in order to make these estimates. 
Researchers were often faced with uncertain data. Some of the data used in the study has been 
changed by more recent findings even while the report has been in preparation and publication. 
Other quantities are still a legitimate matter of debate. 
As an example of the problems encountered, "indirect eosts" were suspected to be a 
signifieant component of total costs for remedial measures. At the same time, it was recognized 
that a definitive study of indirect costs would be outside the scope of time and effort provided 
by the project budget. Believing that it would be better to bring the subject into focus rather 
than to ignore it altogether. Professor Howe was ealled upon to undertake this part of the 
study. It was fortunate that Professor Howe was able and willing to do it because he had 
already completed several studies of a closely related nature eovering the Colorado River 
Basin. His challenge was to adapt his previous studies and the analytieal tools developed in 
them, along with results of relevant studies by others, to the specific questions of the salinity 
eontrol remedial program. The principal investigators would like to compliment him on an 
outstanding produet. 
It must be pointed out, however, that his effort was under serious constraint by the fact 
that the details of salinity control remedial measures to be implemented in the upper basin 
were not known. It was therefore necessary to make certain assumptions eoneerning possible 
remedial measures and their costs. Furthermore, it seemed the purpose of the project would be 
best served by assuming suffieient precision in the available data in order to introduce a 
sequence of forward linkages into the analysis. Thus, it was possible to indicate the nature and 
relative magnitude of indirect costs in a more comprehensive way than would otherwise be 
possible. 
The reader is therefore cautioned to view the indirect eost estimates as no more than 
illustrative of the nature and magnitude of sueh costs. More definitive estimates would require 
1) fully identified remedial measures and a quantitative understanding of their effectiveness in 
reducing salt load, and 2) a very expensive and time consuming field data collection effort. The 
investigators feel that such a study should be made, but that it is unlikely that both the 
foregoing conditions can be met. In the first place, remedial measures are being planned 
incrementally rather than as larger projects. Uncertainties as to the effectiveness of some of 
the proposed remedial measures will probably not be resolved until they are actually tried. It is 
equally unlikely that Congress or anyone else will provide the level of funding necessary to 
accomplish a fully refined indirect cost assessment. 
It seems, therefore, that the indirect cost of the Colorado River Salinity Control Program 
will remain in the realm of rough estimation, and/or speculation. The assessment of this project 
is presented here wit.h the expectation that it will serve as a guide to decision-makers as the 
remedial program unfolds. 'rhe approximations provided should certainly be useful in 
tempering the judgment of planners and decision-makers. 
The estimates of the direct costs of remedial measures should be conditioned with the same 
kinds of remarks. Here again, the specific remedial measures to be implemented in the upper 
basin were not identified at the time of the study, nor were accurate estimates available 
concerning the effectiveness of each measure. Rather than ignore important direct cost 
components in the total economics of salinity control, the investigators considered it profitable 
to incorporate a representative analysis. Again, inadequate funds were available to do more 
than this. 
Much the same reasoning also pertains to the damage estimates. The principal thrust of 
this project is to examine damages due to additions of dissolved salts in the water of the 
Colorado River. The focus is therefore on agricultural and municipal/industrial water users in 
the lower basin. The major effort was invested in estimation of crop yield reduction in irrigated 
agriculture and of the municipal/industrial damages associated with salts in the water. The 
availability and willingness to participate of veteran scientists with previous experience in 
studies of this type in the lower basin states was a major factor in making it possible for this 
study to achieve as much as it did. 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Control of the salinity in large river basins in arid 
areas is an interesting and difficult challenge to policy 
makers. All rivers contain dissolved salts acquired by 
leaching from soils and substrata or from inflows of 
saline water from underground sources. Normal urban 
and industrial development in areas adjacent to river 
basins further contribute to the salinity concentration 
through evaporation in reservoirs and return flows 
from irrigation. urban. and industrial withdrawals. 
Increased concentrations of dissolved salts usually 
have a detrimental effect on production and costs. 
Such detriments affect agriculture. industry. and 
households most noticeably in terms of increased costs 
of operation. There is also an indication of some 
adverse health affects. Nowhere in the United States 
are the problems of salinity management more sharply 
defined than in the Colorado River Basin. Further-
more. the water of the Lower Colorado Basin. with 
constantly increasing levels of salt concentration. 
flows into Mexico. 
It is imperative that measures to correct this 
problem are well-founded and based on sound 
concepts and information. It is contended that 
economic tools be employed to match the problem to 
policy decision criteria. Economically. the problem is 
that the well-being of some users of the river conflicts 
with the well-being of others. A perfectly competitive 
economy would yield allocation of resources such that 
no alternative pattern of resource use would make 
anyone better off without making someone worse off. 
It is evident that this ideal market situation does not 
exist in the allocation of water or in managing water 
quality for at least two reasons. First. prices do not 
correctly reflect the social value of resources and 
commodities. The individual decision-maker has no 
incentive to take all the costs or benefits into account 
in making a resource allocation decision. This implies 
that a misallocation of resources may occur. Second. 
producers of "public goods" such as improved water 
quality are unable to collect all the revenues from the 
beneficiaries. since users cannot be excluded for 
non-payment of price. Consequently, each user may 
expect to reap benefits from these public goods 
whether or not he pays the cost. 
The salinity problem in the Colorado River 
exhibits both of these aspects of market failure. It is 
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estimated that at least 50 percent of the salinity 
concentration in the river is due to external causes. 
This level of salinity, due to man-made influences, 
constitutes a negative externality imposed on down-
stream users. A private market approach would not 
succeed in attaining the most socially desired level of 
salinity because the producers of the improvements 
would be unable to collect the appropriate revenues 
from the downstream beneficiaries. 
In this research. the various aspects of an 
economically efficient program are identified and 
measured. Models involving river hydrology. agricul-
tural responses. municipal and industrial water uses. 
and interrelationships among these sectors are used to 
develop a socially optimal program. Irrigation 
management practices to control salinity problems are 
not discussed individually in this study but include the 
following methods: Ditch linings, soil management, 
salt leaching, and special bedding. This research will 
serve as a basis for eValuating a plan which has been 
submitted by the basin states to maintain salinity 
standards within the basin. 
In order to determine a socially optimal manage-
ment program. it was first necessary to estimate the 
losses due to the increasing levels of salinity. 
OBJECTIVES 
This comprehensive report of the salinity man-
agement options for the Colorado River was conducted 
with five specific objectives in mind. The first was to 
estimate the direct economic damages to agricultural 
users associated with specific alternative salinity 
levels in the basin water. The second was to estimate 
the direct economic damages associated with specific 
alternative levels of salt concentration for municipal 
water users in the basin. Objective three was to 
estimate the direct economic impact of possible 
salinity control measures on Upper Basin water users. 
The fourth objective was to estimate the indirect 
economic impacts associated with various salinity 
levels on agricultural. municipal, and industrial water 
users. Included in this objective was an estimate of 
indirect economic impacts associated with possible 
salinity control measures. The fifth objective was to 
express the results of the study in terms that would 
assist the United States Bureau of Reclamation 
(USBR) in economic evaluation of the alternative 
salinity control measures. 
RESEARCH PROCEDURES 
An approach was taken to evaluate the reaction of 
agricultural, municipal, and industrial entities to 
increasingly concentrated saline water found in the 
Lower Colorado River Basin. This included an 
examination of the response to high salinity levels in 
the past and a projection of these responses into the 
future to serve as a guide for salinity control 
proposals. An aggregation of damages and costs· of 
corrective measures were examined. This study was 
designed to correlate new information and update past 
information in order to assist in decisions of 
alternative remedial measures. 
The initial segment of the research was designed 
to estimate the direct agricultural damage due to 
various salinity levels. This included identification of 
the areas affected by the salinity problem, recognition 
of problem severity classes, definition of management 
alternatives, estimation of the cost of various 
management alternatives, estimation of yield respon-
ses due to specific salt concentration levels, and an 
aggregation of the agricultural damage function for 
the basin. Dr. Frank Robinson. Water Scientist, 
Imperial Valley Field Station of the University of 
California, and Dr. Ernest B. Jackson, Agronomist at 
the Arizona Agricultural Experiment Station served 
as co-leaders for the agricultural damage segment of 
the study. The United States Bureau of Reclamation 
(USBR), under the direction of Dr. Alan P. Kleinman, 
Chief, Economic Resources Branch. Lower Colorado 
Region. U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, conducted 
extensive research in estimating direct agricultural 
damages in the areas identified above. Their work. 
included in the study. summarizes much of the work 
submitted by Dr. Frank Robinson and Dr. Ernest 
Jackson and provides some estimates of the costs of 
crop losses due to various salinity levels. 
In meeting the second objective of the study. 
research was conducted to estimate direct municipal 
and industrial damage. This involved the identification 
of the specific areas affected and the type of damage 
relevant to each. Management alternatives were 
defined and their respective costs were estimated. 
aggregated, and expanded to represent the basin. 
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Two specific areas were identified and examined. Dr. 
Ralph C. d'Arge, University of California. Riverside 
and later at University of Wyoming, concentrated on 
two locations in the Los Angeles region of California. 
Next, research was conducted to provide an 
estimate of the direct economic impacts of controlling 
the Upper Basin. Included was an examination of 
direct loading by agriculture, municipal, and indus-
trial users, as well as natural diffuse sources. An 
estimation of the control costs for the specific levels of 
salt concentration was calculated. The research in this 
section was under the co-leadership of Dr. R.A. 
Young. Colorado State University, and Dr. Jay C. 
Andersen, Utah State University. Dr. Young exam-
ined the loading problems of the area, while Dr. 
Andersen was responsible for the development of two 
models to be used in estimating the direct economic 
impacts of the Upper Basin. A physical model was 
developed to predict the response of soil. water, and 
crop factors to irrigation, which was necessary to 
supply the basic data. Then an economic model was 
developed to predict the cost effectiveness of various 
programs. A multi-year analysis of management 
practices was subsequently developed. 
The final segment of the study involved an 
estimation of indirect economic impacts. It was 
necessary to assemble input-output models and 
operate these models to obtain indirect economic 
impacts for specific levels of salt concentration. Dr. 
Charles W. Howe, University of Colorado, conducted 
this research. 
Special appreciation is due Dr. Norman A. Evans, 
Director, Environmental Resources Center, Colorado 
S~ate University, and Dr. L. Douglas James, 
Dll"ector, Utah Water Research Laboratory, and 
Director, Utah Center for Water Resources Research. 
They have given liberally of their time to correlate the 
work of the many researchers involved in this project. 
Because of the tremendous size of the finding of 
this research, only summaries of the individual studies 
are included in the main body of the text. The 
complete reports are contained in the Appendices. 
Placement of the individual studies corresponds to the 
order of the objectives. The identification of the leader 
or co-leaders prefaces each report with a complete list 
of the contributors for specific study areas prefacing 
their respective reports in the appendices. 
. CHAPTER II 
ESTIMATES OF AGRICULTURAL DAMAGES 
INTRODUCTION 
This chapter is limited to an estimation of crop 
yield losses due to increasing salinity of the irrigation 
water in areas below Lee Ferry served by the 
Colorado River. Areas presently receiving Colorado 
River water are considered in detail, and a few 
irrigation districts which might receive water from 
the Central Arizona Project are considered hypotheti-
cally. In the latter instance, some possible blends of 
Colorado River water with that presently supplied to 
the districts concerned are used for estimating the 
crop yields to be expected as the salinity of the 
Colorado River increases. Expected blends of Colora-
do River water with northern California water were 
used in estimating crop yields in the Paeific Coast 
area. 
These estimates are based upon: 1) yield decre-
ment to be expected for certain crops due to the 
salinity ofthe soil solution, as worked out by the U.S. 
Salinity Laboratory and modified by a University of 
California Committee of Consultants; 2) the salinity 
expected to develop in soils having a given infiltration 
rate and drainage capability and irrigated with water 
having a given salt content, as determined on the 
Imperial Valley Field Station: 3) soil drainage classes 
and acreages in the areas involved, as determined 
from maps of soil series and associations prepared by 
the U.S. Soil Conservation Service; and 4) annual crop 
reports of the irrigation districts. 
In each irrigation district, the cropland was 
divided into "well," "moderate," and "poor" drainage 
classes (based upon infiltration rate and drainage 
capability) and equated to similar soils on the Imperial 
Valley Field Station for which mean salinity levels 
(electrical conductivity of soil extracts) to be expected 
had been established under irrigation with given 
water quality (TDS), given irrigation intensity, and 
best cultural practice for the soil. The principal crops 
were then partitioned on the different soil classes and 
projected on the basis of irrigation practice and 
expected salinity of the irrigation water as it 
progresses to about 1,200 mg/l ros predicted for the 
river by the year 2000. 
Estimates of yield reduction for a given crop were 
obtained by imposing the effective soil solution 
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conductivity expected for the drainage class, salinity 
level of the irrigation water, and irrigation practice 
upon the yield declination curve supplied by the 
California Committee of Consultants. For the areas 
which receive all of their water from the river, crop 
yields were computed directly on the expected river 
salinities. For the areas which may receive water from 
the Central Arizona Project or the Metropolitan 
Water District faciIities. yields were computed on 
salinities of possible blends of water with that 
presently available to the irrigation districts con-
cerned. 
GOa aDd. Yuma Projeeta 
The Gila and Yuma projects comprise a total of 
approximately 150,000 acres of irrigated cropland 
which was divided into 109,210 aeres of well drained, 
14,580 acres of moderately drained, and 25,020 acres 
of poorly drained soil (Appendix 1). Yield losses to be 
expected for the 10 major crops are projected on the 
basis of salinity level and irrigation method and 
summarized over soil drainage classes in Table 1. 
Colondo River Irrigation Projeet 
(Colondo River Indian 
Reservation, Parker. Arizona) 
A total of 105,734 acres of the Colorado River 
flood plain has been mapped and will be under 
cultivation within 15 years. Expected crop losses from 
increasing salinity are based upon this projection 
broken down into 57,096 acres of well drained, 32,778 
moderately drained, and 15,860 poorly drained soil. 
Yield losses for the different salinity levels and 
irrigation methods, averaged over drainage classes, 
are shown in Table 2. 
Central Arizona Projeet 
The CAP is expected to deliver an annual average 
of 1,200,000 acre feet of Colorado River water from 
Lake Havasu through the Granite Reef Aqueduct to 
the area of Central Arizona generally between 
Phoenix and Tucson. The present indication is that the 
major portion of this water will be required for 
municipal and industrial uses. But for the purpose of 
indicating how the Colorado salinity might affect crop 
production if CAP water is used for agriculture, some 
probable allotments are assumed for irrigation 
-
Table 1. Sum1T/4ry of yield losses in the Gila and YU1T/4 projects due to t'ncreaB1.ng salinity of irrigation water 
from the Colorado River and irrigation method as compared with present water quality and best 
irrigation practice - thousand tons. 
Irrigations Crop Per Year 900 
Cotton 16 
19,880 Ac. 
Alfalfa Hay 16 7.96 
33,410 Ac. 22 5.87 
29 5.03 
35 3.77 
Sprinkler 
Lettuce 16 7.36 
13,250 Ac. 22 4.73 
29 3.84 
35 2.80 
Sprinkler 
Cantaloupes 16 2.42 
7,630 Ac. 22 1.69 
29 1.32 
35 0.88 
Sprinkler 
Wheat 16 
29,060 Ac. 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Grain Sorghum 16 0.06 
12,130 Ac. 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Grapefruit 16 0.06 
2,300 Ac. 22 
29 
35 
Oranges and Tangerines 16 0.21 
17,600 Ac. 22 
29 
35 
Lemons 16 0.39 
10,700 Ac. 22 
29 
35 
districts supplied by the Salt River and San Carlos 
projects, and for one small independent district which 
is supplied entirely from groundwater. 
Salt River Project 
In 1973 the SRP supplied full irrigation service to 
120,136 acres of Salt River Valley Water Users 
Association crop land, and supplemental irrigation to 
16,249 acres of crop land outside of the SRVWUA 
under special contracts. In addition to this service, 5.6 
percent of the surface water diverted at Granite Reef 
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Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mg/l 
1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
0.10 0.29 
10.06 14.82 17.79 20.97 24.23 
7.96 9.89 12.83 15.82 18.80 
6.92 8.80 10.73 13.83 16.65 
5.24 6.92 8.38 10.48 12.41 
2.51 4.82 6.29 8.17 10.06 
9.80 12.52 14.44 18.48 22.03 
6.85 9.08 10.84 14.62 19.05 
4.73 7.74 9.39 13.18 16.37 
4.05 5.39 7.08 10.22 13.31 
1.87 3.53 4.88 6.43 8.33 
3.31 4.51 5.85 6.66 7.78 
2.42 3.16 3.82 4.87 5.89 
2.06 2.79 3.38 4.23 5.16 
1.47 2.06 2.64 3.38 3.96 
0.44 1.25 1.83 2.50 3.23 
0.18 0.54 0.84 1.20 1.56 
0.12 0.48 0.72 1.02 
0.24 0.54 0.84 
0.24 0.48 
0.18 
0.19 0.32 0.43 0.56 0.71 
0.06 0.17 0.26 0.39 0.50 
0.11 0.20 0.32 0.43 
0.09 0.20 0.30 
0.07 0.19 
0.13 0.23 0.33 0.44 0.53 
0.07 0.13 0.21 0.30 
0.02 0.07 0.14 0.21 
0.02 0.07 
0.47 0.65 1.20 1.67 1.96 
0.26 0.47 0.78 1.64 
0.08 0.26 0.52 0.78 
0.08 0.26 
0.88 1.62 2.26 3.04 3.68 
0.49 0.88 1.47 2.06 
0.15 0.49 0.98 1.47 
0.15 0.49 
Dam went to the Roosevelt Water Conservation 
District which irrigated 28,188 acres. 
The average annual flow of the Salt and Verde 
Rivers is approximately 850,000 ac ft with an average 
quality of 467 mg/l TDS. Average annual ground-
water pumpage is approximately 200,000 ac ft with an 
average quality of 980 mg/l TDS. The normal SRP 
water supply, therefore, is approximately 1,050,000 ac 
ft with an average TDS of 565 mg/I. If the SRP were 
given an annual allotment of 150,000 ac ft as the 
Colorado River salinity increased from the current 775 
mg!l above Parker Dam to about the expected 1,200 
mg!l, the resulting CAP-SRP blend would go from 591 
mg!l to 660 mg/} TDS. 
-- -
Table 2. Summary of yield losses on the Colorado Indw:n Reservation ID.nds due to increasing salinity of 
irrigation water from the Colorado River and irrigation method as compared with present water 
quality and best irrigation practice. projected on the basis of completed project acreage. 
Crop Irrigations Per Year 
900 
Alfalfa Hay 16 5.41 
(1000 Tons) 22 3.99 
28,490 Ac. 29 3.42 
35 2.56 
Sprinkler 
Cotton 16 
(1000 Bales) 
25,510 Ac. 
Wheat 16 
(1000 Tons) 22 
20,520 Ac. 29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Grain Sorghum 16 0.04 
(1000 Tons) 22 
7,500 Ac. 29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Cantaloupes 16 14.78 
(1000 Crates) 22 10.30 
1.580 Ac. 29 8.06 
35 5.38 
Sprinkler 
Lettuce 16 379.39 
(1000 Cartons) 22 182.11 
8,680 29 140.01 
35 102.17 
Sprinkler 
Onions 16 3.076 
(1000 Tons) 22 1.117 
1,580 Ac. 29 0.539 
35 0.373 
Sprinkler 
Salt River Valley Water Users Assodation. The 
134.225 acres of SRVWUA crop land was divided into 
73,815 acres well drained, 48,325 acres moderately 
drained, and 12,085 acres poorly drained. Only minor 
yield losses on the poorly drained soil would result 
from the CAP salinity and these losses would be due 
primarily to irrigation practice as is shown in Table 3. 
The SRP Supplemental Irrigation Service. The 
SRP Supplemental contracts include Fort McDowell 
Indian Reservation. Salt River Indian Reservation. 
and the irrigation districts of Gila Crossing, Maricopa 
Colony. Peninsular Horowitz, and St. Johns for a total 
of 16,249 acres irrigated in 1973. This was divided into 
8,937 acres well drained. 5,850 acres moderately 
drained. and 1,462 acres poorly drained. The only 
yield reduction would occur in alfalfa on the poorly 
drained soil, Table 4. 
The Roosevelt Water Conservation District. The 
RWCD has 34,703 acres of cultivated crop land, of 
5 
Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water,mg/I 
1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
9.24 13.97 17.50 21.17 24.59 
5.41 7.15 10.24 14.21 17.75 
4.70 5.98 7.71 11.56 14.78 
3.56 4.70 5.69 7.11 8.85 
1.71 3.27 4.27 5.55 6.83 
0.11 0.39 
0.13 0.39 0.61 0.86 1.12 
0.09 0.26 0.52 0.65 
0.20 0.39 0.61 
0.20 0.35 
0.13 
0.08 0.20 0.27 0.36 0.49 
0.04 0.11 0.17 0.25 0.32 
0.07 0.13 0.20 0.27 
0.06 0.13 0.19 
0.05 0.12 
20.94 33.91 44.56 56.55 66.32 
14.78 19.26 24.08 34.84 45.49 
12.54 17.02 20.61 27.74 36.63 
9.16 12.54 16.13 20.61 24.19 
3.14 7.62 11.20 15.23 19.71 
541.18 726.40 826.21 1072.38 1272.97 
309.13 463.36 579.02 782.37 979.42 
235.80 352.83 482.28 678.05 855.70 
147.58 196.77 285.00 457.36 612.31 
68.11 128.66 177.85 234.62 330.41 
4.834 5.242 5.569 7.202 9.080 
2.750 4.382 4.834 5.406 5.977 
1.862 3.434 4.589 5.161 5.645 
0.826 1.617 2.920 4.508 5.079 
0.249 0,498 1.203 2.447 3.936 
which 28.188 acres were irrigated in 1973. Their water 
supply averages approximately 50,000 ac ft of surface 
water from the SRP and 100.000 ac ft of groundwater. 
If an allotment of 50,000 ac ft CAP water is assumed, 
50,000 ac ft of groundwater would still have to be 
pumped to meet needs. The CAP water could be 
delivered either directly to the RWCD or mixed with 
the SRP surface water above Granite Reef Dam and 
then delivered to RWCD. The first alternative would 
result in a blend of 603 mg/l initially which would 
increase to 681 mg/l. The second alternative would 
result in a blend of 672 mg/l initially which would 
increase to 880 mg/l. In either event, yield reductions 
would result principally on the 7,877 acres of poorly 
drained soil, as summarized in Tables 5 and 6. 
ROQsevelt Irrigation District 
The RID has a total irrigable area of 38.152 acres 
irrigated entirely from groundwater. Their estimated 
Table $, Summa1?l ofyieUllosses on the Salt RiverVa:lleyWaterUsers Association 1n.nds due to ,"ncreasing 
salinity .of irrigation water /rom tke Central AriZona Pro:ject and irrigation method as compared with 
present water q'lUllity and best ,mgation practice, pro:jected on tke basis of 150, 000 acre feet per year 
of CAP water and 1,050,000 acre feet of 8RP water. 
T,O,S. Total Dissolved Solids in CAP. Water, mg/l 
of 900 1100 1400 
Crop Irrigatiorrs S.R.P. 
Per Year Water T.O.S. in C.A.P. - S.R.V.W.U.A. Blend 
565 607 632 669 
Alfalfa (Tons) 16 460 1380 2300 
43,655 Ac. 22 230 1380 
29 690 
Lettuce (Cartons) 16 3170 4120 6020 7920 
750 Ac. 22 1270 2220 3640 6020 
29 480 1270 2690 4590 
35 950 2690 
Onions (Tons) 16 15 82 212 149 
945 Ac. 22 45 67 112 
29 22 52 90 
35 35 35 
Grapefruit (Tons) 16 56 169 169 254 
1,550 Ac. 22 21 70 169 
29 35 106 
35 35 
Oranges and Tangerines (Tons) 16 99 161 297 446 
3,090 Ac. 22 37 124 297 
29 62 186 
35 62 
Carrots (Tons) 16 175 205 265 490 
865 Ac. 22 115 145 190 265 
29 75 115 160 220 
35 20 60 115 160 
Sprinkler 
Table 4. Summary of yield losses in the SRP supplemental area due to incre~'ng salinity of irrigation water 
/rom the CAP blended into the SRP irrigation system, and irrigation method as compared with present 
water quality, and best irrigation practices. 
Crop 
Alfalfa (Tons) 
2,560 Ac. 
Irrigations 
Per Year 
16 
22 
29 
T.O.S. 
of 
S.R.P. 
Water 
565 
pumpage is 160,000 ac ft with an average TDS of 1,300 
mg/l. If they were allotted 40,000 ac ft of CAP water, 
they could eliminate some of their worst wells which 
with the CAP water would improve their water 
quality at least until the CAP water reaches 1,300 
mg/l. Their blend would then go to 1,325 mg/l when 
the CAP water reaches 1.400 mg/l. 
The RID crop land is mostly well drained (35,000 
acres well. 2,280 acres moderate, and 330 acres poor) 
and therefore would be little affected by the salinity of 
CAP water. Yield losses, due principally to irrigation 
methods, are summarized in Table 7. 
T.O.S. in CAP. Water, mg/l 
900 1100 1400 
T.O.S. in CAP. - S.R.P. Blend, mg/l 
607 632 669 
30.0 91.0 152.0 
15.0 91.0 
46.0 
San Carlos Pro:ject 
The San Carlos Project encompasses 100,000 
acres of Indian and non-Indian lands. The water 
supply avera.ges approximately 190,000 ac ft of surface 
water and 75,000 ac ft of groundwater annually, This 
irrigates. after system losses, approximately 50,000 
acres with less than 4 feet of water per year. If they 
were allotted 150.000 ac ft of CAP water and allowed 
to pump 50,000 ac ft by lining the canals and laterals 
they could irrigate approximately 80,000 acres with 4 
feet of water per year. 
- ,-
Table 5. Summary of yield losses in tke Roosevelt Water ConsertJatWn District due to increasing salinity of CAP 
water delivered abooe Granite Reef Dam and tke resulting blend delivered to the RWCD, and 
irrigation method as compared with present water quality and best irrigation practices. 
R.W.C.D. T.D.S. ofC.A.P. Water, mgtl 
Blend 
Without 775 1000 1200 1400 Irrigations CAP., Crop Per Year T.D.S. T.D.S. ofC.A.P. - S.R.P. - R.W.C.D. Blenda 
617 
603 632 657 681 
Alfalfa (Tons) 16 500 300 800 1100 1500 
10,370 Ac. 22 100 400 700 
29 100 400 
Grapefruit (Tons) 16 460 330 610 760 1020 
1,390 Ac. 22 200 80 250 380 510 
29 80 130 250 380 
35 80 130 
Oranges and Tangerines (Tons) 16 690 500 920 1150 1540 
3,190 Ac. 22 310 120 380 580 770 
29 120 190 380 580 
35 120 190 
aOn the basis of 900,000 ac ft, S.R.P. surface water with 470 mg/l T.D.S. blended with 200,000 ac. ft. of C.A.P. water 
which is increasing in salinity, and subsequent delivery of 100,000 ac. ft. of this blend to the R.W.C.D. to be further blended 
with 50,000 ac, ft of groundwater with an average salinity of 765 mgtl. 
Table 6. Summary 0/ yield losses in the Roosevelt Water conservation District due to increasing salinity of CAP 
water delivered directly into tke RWCD system and'l.'rrigation method as compared with present water 
quaJityand best irrigation practices. 
T.D.S. 
Crop Irrigations of Per Year R.W.C.D. 
Water 
620 
Alfalfa (Tons) 16 500 
10,370 Ac. 22 
29 
35 
Grapefruit (Tons) 16 460 
1,390 Ac. 22 200 
29 80 
35 
Sprinkler 
Oranges and Tangerines 16 690 
(Tons) 22 310 
3,190 Ac. 29 120 
35 
Sprinkler 
The average salinity of project water is approxi-
mately 910 mg/l. With the introduction of CAP water 
as stipulated above the blend would begin at 858 mg/l 
and reach 1,098 mg/l with CAP water at 1,400 mg/l. 
District (non-Indian) lands consist of approxi-
mately 16,450 acres well drained. 12.800 acres 
T .D.S. of 50,000 ac, ft of C.A.P. Water, mg/l 
775 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
T.D.S.of 100,000 ac. ft ofC.A.P. - R.W.C.D. Blend, mgtl 
672 713 747 780 813 847 880 
1400 1700 1800 1800 2000 2300 2500 
500 1000 1100 1200 1500 1700 2000 
700 800 1000 1200 1500 1700 
100 300 400 700 1000 1200 
910 1170 1240 1320 1420 1650 2050 
460 690 760 840 1020 1170 1420 
330 510 610 690 840 1020 1170 
130 250 330 380 510 690 840 
200 
1380 1770 1880 2000 2150 2500 2765 
690 1040 1150 1270 1540 1770 2150 
500 770 920 1040 1270 1540 1770 
190 380 500 580 770 1040 1270 
310 
moderately drained, and 20,750 acres poorly drained. 
Crop losses due to salinity and irrigation method, 
projected on the basis of 40,000 irrigated acres, are 
summarized in Table,8. 
7 
The Indian Jands consist of approximately 24,890 
acres well drained, 12,170 acres moderately drained 
-Table 7. Sum'l1l4rg of yield lo88e8 m the Roo8evelt Irrigo:tion District due to increasing salinity of CAP water 
delivered directly into the RID 8ystem and irrigation method as compared with present water quality 
and irrigation practice. 
T.D.S. of 20,000 ac. ft. of C.A.P. Water, mg/l 
T.D.s. 
Irrigations of 775 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 Crop Per Year R.I.D. Water T.D.S. of 160,000 ac. ft of C.A.P. - R.I.D. Blend, mg!l 
1300. 
1169 1200 1225 1250 1275 1300 1325 
Alfalfa Hay 16 630 460 490 510 570 590 630 650 
(fons) 22 310 120 160 200 230 270 310 350 
9,189 Ac. 29 200 20 80 120 160 200 240 
35 
Alfalfa Seed 16 390 280 300 320 350 360 390 400 
(fons) 22 190 70 100 120 150 170 190 220 
4,071 Ac. 29 120 20 50 70 100 120 150 
35 
hrigated Pasture 16 570 400 440 460 510 530 570 600 
(Animal Unit Months) 22 320 130 170 210 240 280 320 360 
312Ac. 29 220 40 80 110 150 190 220 250 
35 60 10 30 30 50 60 60 
Sprinkler 20 
Lettuce 16 2980 1490 1490 2980 4470 
(Cartons) 22 2980 1490 1490 2980 4470 
221 Ac. 29 2980 1490 1490 2980 4470 
35 2980 1490 1490 2980 4470 
Sprinkler 
Table 8. S'Um'l1l4T'g of yield losses on tke district part of the San Carlos irrigatifm project due to increasing 
salinity of CAP water delivered directly into the San Carlos irrigatifm system and method of irrigation 
as compared with present water quality and best irrigatifm practice projected on the basis of 80,000 
irrigated acre8 in the entire project. 
T.D.S. of 50,000 ac ft ofC.A.P. Water, mg!l 
Irrigations 
T.D.S. of 775 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Crop San Carlos Per Year Water 
910 
T.D.S. of 390,000 ac ft of C.A.P. - San Carlos Blend, mg/l 
8S8 906 945 983 1022 1060 1098 
Alfalfa Hay (fons) 16 2340 2068 2340 2795 3083 3509 3983 4465 
7,344Ac. 22 1810 1487 1810 2004 2198 2340 2715 2924 
29 1487 1228 1487 1681 1874 2068 2340 2585 
35 1164 776 1164 1357 1422 1616 1810 2004 
Sprinkler 259 517 776 1164 1357 
Safflower (fons) 16 4 11 
1,435 Ac. 
Wheat (fons) 16 29 57 86 128 
3,225 Ac. 
Maize (fons) 16 64 16 64 111 143 176 223 271 
4,435 Ac. 22 32 64 111 143 
29 16 64 95 
Grapes (Tons) 16 16.3 12.8 16.3 19.8 22.1 24.4 27.9 31.9 
85Ac. 22 9.9 7.0 9.9 11.6 13.9 16.3 19.8 22.1 
29 7.0 4.7 7.0 8.7 11.0 12.8 16.3 18.6 
35 3.5 0.9 3.5 S.2 6.4 8.1 9.9 11.6 
Sprinkler 0.9 3.5 S.2 
8 
and 5,130 acres poorly drained. Crop losses due to 
salinity and irrigation method, projected on the basis 
of 40,000 irrigated acres, are shown in Table 9. 
Imperial V.y Irrigation District. The Imperial 
Valley Irrigation District is comprised of about 
470,000 acres of irrigated crop land which was divided 
into 59,500 acres of well drained, 87,500 acres of 
moderately drained, 222,000 acres of poorly drained. 
and 101.000 acres of very poorly drained soils 
(Appendix 2). Yield losses to be expected for the 13 
major crops are projected on the basis of salinity level 
and irrigation method and summarized over soil 
drainage classes in Table 10. 
CoaeheDa Valley County irrigation DistrIct. The 
44,000 major crop irrigated acres of the Coachella 
Valley were partitioned into 38,030 acres of well 
drained. 2,450 acres of moderately drained, 3,270 
acres of poorly drained, and 250 acres of very poorly 
drained soils. The expected yield decrements due to 
increasing salinity in the irrigation water are 
summarized over soil drainage classes in Table 11. 
Palo Verde Irrigation DistrIct. The Palo Verde 
Valley has about 95,700 acres of 10 major crops 
divided into 28,100 acres of well drained, 26,700 acres 
of moderately drained, 22,500 acres of poorly drained, 
and 18,400 acres of very poorly drained soils. The 
impact of increasing salinity on each crop is 
summarized in Table 12. 
Paeifi.e Coast Areas. Colorado River water used in 
the coastal areas is pumped through the Colorado 
aqueduct of the Metropolitan Water District of 
Southern California. The study of yield effects of 
increased salinity Ilarrows to the region served by the 
first San Diego aqueduct because ofsubstantial water 
blending in other areas. The areas expected to be 
impacted by Colorado River salinity comprise 34,821 
irrigated acres of which 9,054 acres of well drained 
soils, 17,739 acres of moderately drained soils, and 
8,028 acres of poorly drained soils. Salinity impacts on 
the 10 major crops are summarized over soil drainage 
classes in Table 13. 
VALUE OF DAMAGES IN AGRICULTURE 
The waters of the Colorado River are progres-
sively increasing in salinity. Some principal dissolved 
constituents in the Colorado River waters are calcium, 
magnesium, sodium, sulfate, chloride, and bicarbon-
ate. These and small amounts of other dissolved 
constituents. are commonly referred to as salinity. 
At the headwaters, the average salinity in the 
river is less than 50 milligrams per liter (mg/l) and 
progressively increases downstream until, at Imperial 
Dam, the present condition is about 865 mg/l. 
Projections of future salinity suggest values between 
1200 and 1400 mg/l at Imperial Dam by 2000. Should 
such salinity increases be realized, severe economic 
impacts would affect all users in the Lower Basin. 
The objective of the portion of the research 
reported here is to project changes in cropping 
patterns, physical output for each crop, changes in 
farm management, and dollar impacts in terms of net 
profit (Appendix 3). The damage estimates may be 
Table 9. Summary of yield losses on the Indi4n part of the San Carlos IrrigatWn Project due to increasing 
salinity of CAP water delivered directly i'Ilto the San Carlos irrigatWn system aitd method of irrigation, 
as compared with present water quality and best irrigatWn practice, projected on the basis of 80,000 
irrigated acres in the entire project. 
T.D.S. of 150,000 ac. ft. of CAP. Water, mg/l 
Irrigations T.D.S. of 775 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 Crop Per Year San Carlos Water T.D.S. of 390,000 ac. ft. ofC.A.P. - San Carlos Blend, mgtl 
910 
858 906 945 983 1022 1060 1098 
Alfalfa Hay 16 321 278 321 447 505 623 748 873 
(Tons) 22 243 199 243 269 295 321 365 423 
2,760 Ac. 29 199 165 199 226 252 278 321 347 
35 156 104 156 182 191 217 243 269 
Sprinkler 34 69 104 156 182 
Wheat (Tons) 16 5 11 16 23 
2,195 Ac. 22 
Maize (Tons) 16 5 5 9 11 14 17 21 
1,810 Ac. 22 2 5 9 11 
29 5 7 
Watermelon 16 103 90 103 139 155 182 221 252 
(Tons) 22 77 64 77 85 92 103 113 136 
425 Ac. 29 64 51 64 72 80 90 103 110 
35 46 33 46 54 59 67 77 85 
Sprinkler 18 26 33 46 54 
9 
Table 10. S'lLm'1Tl41'11 of yield losses in the Impwial Valley d'ILe to increQ./fl.ftp saH'nity of irrigation water from the 
Col.orodo River a:nd irrigatiqn method GB compared with present water q'lLallty and best irrigation 
practice - tAov.sand tons. 
Irrigations 
Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mg/l 
Crop Per Year 900 1000 1100 1300 1200 1400 
Alfalfa 16 130 180 244 327 371 481 
158,000 Ac. 22 100 129 170 280 302 343 
29 81 110 145 177 226 314 
35 59 87 111 138 173 205 
Sprinkler 43 76 104 137 168 
Asparagus 16 0.20 0.44 0.72 1.12 1.48 2.56 
4,000 Ac. 22 0.20 0.44 0.60 0.96 1.28 
29 0.08 0.32 0.48 0.72 1.12 
35 0.08 0.28 0.48 0.72 
Sprinkler 0.24 0.44 
Barley 16 0.4 1.2 3.8 
49,000 Ac. 22 0.8 1.2 . 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Cantaloupe 16 4.0 5.4 7.5 9.5 12.0 14.0 
12,000 Ac. 22 2.8 4.0 4.9 6.1 7.9 10.0 
29 2.1 3.3 4.4 5.4 6.5 8.4 
35 1.4 2.3 3.3 4.2 5.2 6.1 
Sprinkler 0.7 1.9 3.0 4.2 4.9 
Carrot 16 3.4 5.1 7.9 11.0 15.2 18.2 
4,000Ac. 22 1.7 3.1 4.2 6.0 9.0 12.8 
29 0.3 2.3 3.4 5.1 7.9 9.8 
35 1.4 3.2 5.7 7.7 
Sprinkler 0.9 2.3 
Cotton 16 0.14 0.36 0.59 2.15 
38,000 Ac. 27 0.07 0.42 0.42 
29 0.15 0.36 
35 0.15 
Sprinkler 0.Q7 
Lettuce 16 51.5 71.2 93.2 109.9 136.0 156.9 
36,000 Ac. 22 29.5 46.5 61.6 79.0 100.6 124.4 
29 24.3 38.7 53.7 65.5 89.2 107.2 
35 17.8 25.6 34.6 46.4 65.5 83.9 
Sprinkler 11.0 23.0 32.1 39.8 54.2 
Onions 16 1.3 1.8 2.5 3.1 5.7 7.5 
2,000 Ac. 22 0.7 1.4 1.8 2.7 3.6 
29 0.3 0.9 1.4 2.3 3.1 
35 0.3 1.2 2.1 
Sprinkler 0.3 
Sorghum 16 1.8 4.2 6.2 8.1 10.3 15.5 
50,000Ac. 22 0.8 1.7 3.5 5.7 7.7 9.3 
29 0.5 1.2 3.2 4.3 6.4 8.1 
35 0.2 0.5 1.2 2.4 4.3 6.2 
Sprinkler 0.5 1.2 2.6 4.5 
Sugar Beets 16 12 33 60 132 
63,000 Ac. 22 6 27 45 
29 12 33 
35 12 
Sprinkler 6 
Tomatoes 16 0.92 1.15 1.58 1.99 2.80 3.88 
2,000Ac. 22 0.61 0.92 1.15 1.31 1.73 2.28 
29 0.38 0.77 1.00 1.23 1.54 1.84 
35 0.16 0.46 0.77 1.00 1.23 1.46 
Sprinkler 0.31 0.69 0.92 1.15 
Wheat 16 2.1 3.9 7.5 10.2 13.5 22.2 
49,000 Ac. 22 0.4 2.1 3.9 6.2 to.7 12.1 
29 1.3 3.0 4.9 7.6 10.2 
35 1.7 3.0 4.9 7.1 
Sprinkler 0.4 1.3 3.0 4.8 
Table 11. Summary of yieUllo"es in the Coachella Valley due to incretuting sab.nity of irrigation water from the 
Colorado River and irrigation method as compared with present water quality a~ best irrigation 
practice - th.ousand tons. 
Irrigations Crop Per Year 900 
Carrot 16 
7,000 Ac. 22 
29 
3S 
Sprinkler 
Dates 16 
3,440Ac. 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Grapes 16 0.2 
7,480 Ac. 22 0.1 
29 0.1 
35 0.1 
Sprinkler 
Grapefruit 16 2.4 
7,700 Ac. 22 1.7 
29 1.5 
35 1.0 
Sprinkler 
Lemon & Lime 16 0.3 
2,000Ac. 22 0.2 
29 0.2 
35 0.1 
Sprinkler 
Onions 16 
320 Ac. 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Orange & Tangerine 16 1.0 
7,460 Ac. 22 0.7 
29 0.6 
35 0.4 
Sprinkler 
Sweet Corn 16 0.9 
4,900 Ac. 22 0.5 
29 0.4 
35 0.3 
Sprinkler 
Alfalfa 16 0.6 
3,600 Ac. 22 0.4 
29 0.4 
35 0.3 
Sprinkler 0.3 
used in conjunction with a simulation model of the 
Colorado River. As the simulation model is run under 
varying assumptions and conditions, major economic 
impacts related to salinity changes can be observed. 
Such economic evaluation will provide some of the 
basis both for evaluating salinity mitigation proposals 
and for measuring negative external impacts of future 
water resource development projects. This type of 
analysis is presently required by the Office of 
11 
Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mgtl 
1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
0.3 0.5 0.6 0.8 1.0 
0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.7 
0.2 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.5 
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.4 
0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 
3.5 7.3 7.5 7.7 7.9 
2.4 3.2 7.1 7.3 7.4 
2.1 2.7 3.3 7.1 7.3 
1.5 2~1 2.6 3.3 6.9 
0.6 1.3 1.9 2.6 3.3 
0.3 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.8 
0.3 0.3 0.7 0.7 0.7 
0.2 0.3 0.3 0.7 0.7 
0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 0.7 
0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.3 
0.1 0.4 
0.1 0.4 
0.1 0.4 
0.1 0.4 
1.4 2.9 2.9 3.0 3.1 
1.0 1.2 2.8 2.9 2.9 
0.8 1.1 1.3 2.8 2.9 
0.6 0.8 1.0 1.3 2.7 
0.3 0.5 0.8 1.0 1.3 
1.3 1.6 3.5 3.6 3.7 
0.8 1.1 1.3 1.7 3.5 
0.6 0.9 1.1 1.6 1.7 
0.4 0.6 0.8 1.1 1.3 
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.7 1.1 
1.4 1.5 2.3 2.6 2.8 
0.6 0.9 1.1 2.1 2.4 
0.6 0.8 0.9 1.3 2.2 
0.4 0.6 0.6 0.8 1.2 
0.4 0.4 0.5 0.7 0.8 
Management and Budget on all federally sponsored 
projects. 
Continuing work is expected to encompass all 
agricultural and M and I users in both the Upper and 
Lower Basins as well as the most promising salinity 
mitigation measures, in order to provide guidance as 
to the future development and management of water 
resources in the basin. 
~ 
Table lJ. Summo.rg of yield u,SS6sm the Palo Verde Irrigtitwn lMtrict aueto inc1'eaSing8aUnity of irrigation 
waterfrom the Colonulo River and irrigation method as compared with present water quality and 
bett irrigation practice - tkousandtom. 
Irrigations Crop Per Year 900 
Alfalfa 16 22.3 
38,000 Ac. 22 16.2 
29 13.2 
35 9.4 
Sprinkler 
Cantaloupe 16 
1,400 Ac. 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Watermelon 16 
1,300 Ac. 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Cotton 16 
13,900 Ac. 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Grapefruit 16 4 
810 Ac. 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Lettuce 16 
7,000 Ac. 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Lemon 16 6 
3,300 Ac. 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Onion 16 
3,500 Ac. 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Sorghum 16 0.08 
6,500 Ac. 22 0.05 
29 0.03 
35 0.02 
Sprinkler 
Wheat 16 0.50 
20,000 Ac. 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
StudyProeedures 
The agricultural areas modeled are all in the 
Lower Basin: San Diego coastal area, Coachella 
Valley, Imperial Valley, Yuma area, Palo Verde 
Irrigation District, Colorado River Indian ReserVa· 
Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mg/l 
1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
29.4 42.9 76.1 82.0 88.0 
21.7 29.9 36.8 72.4 77.6 
18.8 25.4 31.1 40.3 73.7 
14.3 19.3 23.4 30.3 36.6 
7.2 13.6 18.5 25.0 30.3 
6 9 14 17 
1 4 8 
1 4 
0.31 0.49 0.76 0.93 
0.05 0.22 0.44 
0.05 0.22 
0.48 1.06 2.12 5.24 
0.33 1.25 1.32 
0.49 1.06 
0.49 
0.21 
9 16 21 31 36 
5 9 15 19 
5 10 15 
5 
44 88 
44 88 
44 88 
44 88 
12 21 28 41 48 
7 12 20 26 
7 13 20 
7 
0.4 1.7 
0.4 1.7 
0.4 1.7 
0.4 1.7 
0.19 0.27 0.35 0.44 0.68 
0.09 0.16 0.26 0.34 0.40 
0.07 0.15 0.19 0.28 0.35 
0.03 0.07 0.12 0.19 0.27 
0.03 0.07 0.13 0.21 
0.91 1.52 2.32 3.07 3.77 
0.50 0.91 1.43 2.45 2.75 
0.31 0.71 1.14 1.74 2.32 
0.41 0.71 1.14 1.63 
0.31 0.71 1.12 
tion, and the Central Arizona Project (CAP) service 
area. Agricultural yield . decrements and alternative 
management practices which might be implemented 
by farmers as salinity leveIsincrease were evaluated 
by researchers of the University of Arizona and the 
University of California. These physical data were 
Table 13. Summary of yWid losses in tke Pacific Coast area due to increasing salinity of irrigation water from tke 
Colorado River and irrigation method as compared with present water quality and best irrigation 
practice - tJwusand tons. 
Irrigations Crop Per Year 900 
Avocados Surface 
13,256 Ac. Sprinkler 
Trickler 
Grapefruit Surface 0.55 
655 Ac. Sprinkler 0.16 
Trickler 
Lemons Surface 3.5 
3,158 Ac. Sprinkler 1.0 
Trickler 
Naval Oranges Surface 0.55 
1,145 Ac. Sprinkler 0.15 
Trickler 
Valencia Oranges Surface 4.48 
9,465 Ac. Sprinkler 1.30 
Trickler 
Potatoes Surface 
625 Ac. Sprinkler 
Trickler 
Strawberry Surface 
635 Ac. Sprinkler 
Trickler 
Tangerine Surface 0.78 
1,070 Ac. Sprinkler 0.22 
Trickler 
Summer Tomatoes Surface 0.11 
330 Ac. Sprinkler 
Trickler 
Fall Tomatoes Surface 0.74 
3,135 Ac. Sprinkler 
Trickler 
Spring Tomatoes Surface 0.2 
1,019 Ac. Sprinkler 
Trickler 
Limes Surface 0.22 
325 Ac. Sprinkler 0.06 
Trickler 
then used as inputs to a linear programming profit 
maximization model, wherein the optimal farmer 
response to salinity change was delineated. From this 
optimization for salinity levels from 900 to 1,400 mg/l. 
a damage function was defined for each impact area. 
This linear programming work was carried out by 
personnel of the Bureau of Reclamation. 
The Linear Programming Model 
The linear programming routine (APEX-I), 
utilized for analysis, was a program supplied by 
Control Data Corporation and run on the CDC Cyber 
74/28 system of the Bureau of Reclamation in Denver. 
This LP package has sufficient capacity and flexibility 
to allow modeling of all sizes of irrigation districts. 
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Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mg/l 
1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
0.6 1.7 2.8 
0.6 
0.80 1.06 1.36 1.55 4.50 
0.40 0.69 0.93 1.24 1.60 
5.1 6.8 8.6 9.8 21.1 
2.5 4.4 5.9 7.9 10.2 
0.82 1.08 1.39 1.58 3.39 
0.40 0.70 0.94 1.26 1.63 
6.52 8.64 11.09 12.64 27.14 
3.26 5.63 7.58 10.11 13.05 
0.06 0.27 
0.29 0.64 0.99 
1.13 1.49 1.92 2.19 4.70 
0.56 0.97 1.31 1.75 2.26 
0.29 0.49 0.64 0.80 0.97 
0.21 0.42 0.59 0.77 
1.88 3.28 3.75 5.16 6.56 
1.41 2.81 3.98 5.16 
0.8 1.4 1.6 2.2 14.3 
0.6 1.2 1.7 2.2 
0.32 0.42 0.54 0.61 1.31 
0.16 0.27 0.37 0.49 0.63 
The model was designed to maximize net returns 
to all farmers in a district above variable production 
costs and new capital investments subject to resource 
and production constraints. Detailed enterprise 
budgets for the crops representative of conditions in 
each irrigated area were used to develop the input for 
the linear programming model. 
The crops used were alfalfa hay, cotton, sugar 
beets, sorghum, wheat, barley, lettuce, tomatoes, 
asparagus, onions. watermelon, carrots, and canta-
loupe which account for about 90 percent of the 
acreages. Each of these crop activities was defmed on 
four soil drainage conditions: very poorly drained, 
poorly drained, moderately well drained, and well 
drained. The combination of each crop under each soil 
condition was then defined for six irrigation activities 
which include variations in frequency of water 
application as well as partial and full sprinkler 
systems. Available to each of the above combinations 
was a number of management activities. These 
activities were options open to the manager which he 
might employ, at a cost, in the face of rising salinity to 
mitigate the detrimental influence upon net returns. 
These activities include ditch lining, land leveling, 
deep plowing, tiling, special bedding practices, and 
leaching irrigations. Various combinations of crops 
were defined to allow more than one crop on each acre 
per year. The program was then run for six salinity 
levels from 900 to 1.400 mg/l with the difference in the 
value of the objective function indicative of the 
damage associated with the salinity change. 
Model Constraints 
The number of acres available for crop production 
was limited to the available land including double 
cropping and excluding the historical pattern of fallow 
land. The quantity of water available for crop use had 
an upper limit associated with the water rights. 
Various categories of labor were constrained or 
simply accounted for to provide labor use information. 
Fertilizer rows were utilized as well as rows for new 
capital investment. Existing management improve-
ments such as land presently tilled were inserted as 
data in the model. In order to restrict the production 
of high valued specialty crops, constraints were 
applied to total production of each commodity which 
serves as a proxy for the magnitude of market 
demand. 
The decrease in net profit available to farmers as 
a result of salinity impacts was estimated through 
repeated running of the linear programming model. 
Results-Imperial Valley 
In order to indicate the predictive ability of the 
model, a comparison of selected factors is given in 
Table 14. The approximation of the existing situation 
by using 900 mg/I shows a very good correlation 
between historical trend and model results. 
Table 15 shows, on a crop-by-crop basis, a 
comparison between actual data and model results for 
yields, acres, and production for the Imperial Valley. 
Table 14. SelectedjactorcQmpa:riBon historic and LP 
Model 900 mg/L 
Factor Historic L.P. Model 
Water Use - Acre· Feet 2,838,558 2,692,167 
Gross Output - Dollars 284,242,000 269,822,804 
Sprinkler to Establish 
Stand - Acres 56,600 69,973 
Full-Time Sprinkler - Acres 0 0 
Table 15. Comparison of actual conditions for ImperinJ Valley in 1974 with LP Model solution at 900 mg/L 
Crop 
Asparagus 
Alfalfa 
Watermelon 
Tomato 
Onion 
Historic 
Yield 
1.53 Tons 
7.45 Tons 
9.80 Tons 
7.68 Tons 
13.70 Tons 
Carrot 14.00 Tons 
Cantaloupe 5.88 Tons 
SUg3r Beets 22.00 Tons 
Sorghum 2.25 Tons 
Barley 1.90 Tons 
Wheat 2.14 Tons 
Cotton 2.43 Bales 
Lettuce 10.83 Tons 
Confidence Model 
Interval Production 
±0.16 4,533 
±0.33 1,072,288 
± 1.42 29,846 
±2.85 19,018 
±2.41 81,752 
Historic 
Production 
6,568 
± 2,035 
1,203,934 
±131,646 
25,777 
± 4,068 
16,951 
± 2,068 
64,846 
±16,906 
Model 
Acres 
2,963 
150,726 
3,046 
2,529 
5,967 
±3.42 67,254 56,462 4,804 
±I0,792 
±0.59 77,504 61,866 14,028 
±15,638 
±3.36 1,459,281 1,615,143 66,331 
±155,862 
±0.27 91,101 100,934 67,736 
± 14,048 
±0.21 52,606 95,500 27,687 
± 42,894 
±0.29 131,182 125,191 61,300 
± 80,945 
±0.80 100,182 74,722 41,199 
± 25,460 
± 1.01 6,411,159 515,815 59,202 
± 125,345 
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Historic 
Acres 
4,170 
176,051 
3,192 
2,401 
4,231 
4,657 
10,567 
69,193 
50,417 
51,766 
51,477 
36,625 
42,771 
1974 
Yield 
1.63 
9.00 
7.25 
1293 
12.00 
18.86 
7.53 
26.80 
2.30 
2.14 
2.53 
238 
1165 
1974 
Production 
7,500 
1,089,000 
29,000 
38,800 
36,000 
111,300 
62,500 
1,742,000 
1974 
Acre 
4,600 
121,000 
4,000 
3,000 
3,000 
5,900 
8,300 
65,000 
74,000 32,000 
12,000 5,600 
263,000 104,000 
215,800 87,000 
571,000 49,000 
The results of all model runs are then used to 
define a damage function. Alternative functional 
forms are shown in Table 16 and data are shown 
graphically in Figure 1. As can be seen, the 
exponential form provides a close approximation of 
the data generated by the model runs. 
Results-Other Areas 
Similar functions have been generated for all 
major areas of agricultural water use in the Lower 
Basin. Table 17 shows the results of the LP runs for 
each area and salinity level. As can be seen, the total 
annual damages over the 500 mg/l range result in an 
average impact per mg!1 of $28,167 for Imperial, $73 
for Coachella. $139 for San Diego, $2,654 for Palo 
Verde, $756 for Colorado River Indian Reservation, 
$1.334 for the Yuma area, and $11 for the Central 
Arizona Project area. The total for all agricultural 
areas considered in the Lower Basin is $33,133 per 
mg/lannually. These numbers are only averages over 
10,000 
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:E 
the range and should be used cautiously. A more 
accurate application is through the use of individual 
damage function. 
Table 16. Agricultural damage function estimates, 
Imperial Valley. 
Unit: $1,000 
Imperial Dam Model Quadratic Expon~tia1 
mg/l Estimate Fita Fit 
900 -1,000 1,906 2.145 1,728 
1,000 - 1,100 2,702 2,246 2,857 
1,100 - 1,200 4,294 4,226 4,722 
1,200 -1,300 7,539 8,085 7,806 
1,300 - 1,400 14,084 13,822 12,903 
~stimated by the equation: D = a + bx + ex2 where 
a = 104,465,155, b = -196,257, and c = 93.94; R2 0.96. 
bEstimated by the equation: D = bemx where b = 
11,343, e = 2.71828, and III = 0.0050262, R2 = 0.99. 
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Figure 1. (;bserved data with fitted damage ftnction-Imperial Valley. 
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Table 17. Agricultural damages by irrigated area ($/year). 
Salinity Imperial Coachella Palo Verde C.R.I.R. Coastal Yuma C.A.P. Range $/mg/l Range mgtl Total 
900 -1,000 1,906,439 277 73,759 17,676 3,746 34,687 368 2,036,952 20,370 
1,000 - 1,100 795,414 14,332 218,895 9,743 18,430 1,486 1,058,300 10,583 
1,100 - 1,200 1,592,172 476 177,691 17,433 5,867 15,812 423 1,819,874 18,199 
1,200·1,300 3,245,149 10,272 274,423 143,416 309,337 1,560 3,984,157 39,842 
1,300 ·1,400 6,544,502 11,041 582,141 189,966 59,661 278,641 1,506 7,667,458 76,675 
Total 14,083,676 36,398 1,326,909 378,234 69,274 666,907 5,343 16,566,741 
Range Average 28,167 73 2,654 756 139 1,334 11 33,133 
$ per mg/I 
Table 18 indicates the combined damages for all 
agricultural areas modeled and the predicted values 
using the exponential functional form. The function 
appears to provide a good estimate of the real damage 
function as the R2 equals .99. The data are plotted in 
Figure 2. These models will provide, at a low cost, 
information relative to the economic impact of any 
number of alternative operating, management, and 
structural policies which we may wish to evaluate in 
order to provide guidance for the "best" solutions to 
the salinity problems of the Colorado River. 
specified by the model runs. Hence. the estimates 
given here should be viewed as biased downward or 
on the conservative side. Actual losses in profit 
available to farmers are likely to be much greater if 
projected salinity levels are reached on the Colorado 
River in the absence of any mitigation measures. 
Table 18. Total agricultural damages. 
Application of Results 
The use of the damage estimates in project Unit: Dollars Per Year 
evaluation is summarized in Table 19. mg/I Observed Predicteda 
Suppose project "A," a salinity control project, is 
being investigated. Studies indicate that with the 
project the salinity level will be 885 mg/I. a reduction 
of 65 mg/l. Solving the damage equation results in an 
annual doUar impact of $601,600. This value becomes a 
"benefit" estimate for economic justification of the 
proposal. Similarly project "E," an upstream develop-
ment scheme, is found to increase the salinity level 
from 1,350 to 1,400 mg/I. Evaluating the 50 mg/l 
increase results in an annual doUar impact of 
$3.322,500 which becomes a cost chargeable to the 
proposed development. In like manner. any develop-
ment on the river ean be evaluated in dollar terms if 
indeed farmers respond to increasing salinity in a 
profit maximizing manner. Because of uncertainties 
surrounding data available to the farm operator. 
adjustments probably would not be as great as 
At Imperial Darn 
700 
800 
900 
1,000 
1,100 
1,200 
1,300 
1,400 
2,036,952 
3,096,252 
4,915,126 
8,899,283 
16,566,741 
661,138 
1,117,401 
1,888,541 
3,191,858 
5,394,618 
9,117,544 
15,409,730 
aEstirnated by the equation: D bemx where b = 
12,910, e = 2.71828, and m = 0.0052; R2 0.99. 
Table 19. Application of agricultural damage estimates to project evaluation. 
Salinity mg/! Total Annual Average 
Project At Imperial Darn Salinity Dollar Impact 
With Without Impact Impact Per mg/I 
A (Contro\) 885 950 -65 $ 601,600 $ 9,260 
B (Control) 980 1,050 -70 $1,082,800 $15,470 
C (Control) 1,050 1,150 -100 $3,035,100 $30,350 
D (Control) 1,225 1,250 -25 $1,577,500 $63,100 
E (Development) 1,400 1,350 +50 $3,322,500 $66,450 
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CHAPI'ERm 
MUNICIPAL DAMAGEESfIMATES 
THE CALIFORNIA INVESTIGATION 
It has been recognized for some time that 
variations in the chemical constituents of water may 
induce differences in corrosion rates, thereby affec-
ting the lifetimes of household water conveyance 
systems as well as household appliances using water. 
In this study, an attempt was made to measure 
economic losses associated with various salinity levels 
in household water (Appendix 4). Losses were 
measured for galvanized wastewater pipes, galva-
nized water pipes, brass faucets, dishwashers, 
washing machines, and garbage disposals. A statisti-
cal analysis was undertaken to compare estimated 
mean lifetimes for households in two locations in the 
Los Angeles area of California. 
Procedure 
Two municipal locations in the Los Angeles area, 
San Fernando Valley and Costa Mesa-Newport Beach, 
were divided according to socio-economic units based 
on differences in median home value, median contract 
rent, number of persons per household, age of 
structure, etc. A third area, Long Beach, was also 
included in portions of the analysis. Plumbing 
contractors serving each of these areas for at least 12 
years were also contacted along with local appliance 
dealers. This survey was designed to provide a 
distribution of lifetime estimates by type of plumbing 
fixtures or appliances. A regression analysis exami-
ning the relationship between estimated lifetime, total 
dissolved solids (TDS), and the socio-economic 
variable was conducted. 
A Conceptual Model 
There are basically two approaches to analyzing 
consumer or household decision-making with respect 
to water quality. One is to assume that sufficient 
low-cost information is available to home buyers such 
that preferred locations, those with the higher water 
quality, are valued more highly by consumers. 
Another assumption is that information costs are 
relatively high and water quality characteristics are 
considered insignificant to the home buyers when 
compared with other locational considerations (travel 
time to work, depreciation rates, socio-economic 
attributes of the neighborhood, etc.). 
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Since the aggregate cost of water softening 
devices, bottled water, acid rinses for swimming 
pools, additional detergents, and other direct consu-
mer expenditures for reducing the effect of poor water 
quality are typically less than 2-3 percent of income, it 
would appear more realistic to presume that 
information costs on water quality exceed the 
expected benefits of such information. It was assumed 
that the home buyer makes his purchase decision 
independent of variations in water quality except for 
an estimate of the corrosion of faucets and pipes. and 
perhaps a query on the age and condition of 
appliances. Once location is selected, then the 
consumer considers combinations of defensive expen-
ditures designed to achieve a desired level of water 
quality. Many of these defensive expenditures might 
be partially or completely capitalized into property 
values. 
Defensive expenditures undertaken by the indi-
vidual household would partially reflect economic 
losses associated with direct physical damages or loss 
of palatability due to poorer water qUality. In 
consequence, it was anticipated that actual marginal 
damages (WLD) would exceed measured physical 
damages (WLW), but were either greater or less than 
the losses capitalized in property values. That is, 
When the quality of water delivered to the 
household could not be altered, it was anticipated that 
the consumer would then make decisions designed to 
achieve suitable water quality through various water 
use activities. Those decisions included the purchase 
and use of a water softener, bottled water purchases, 
increased lawn and shrub watering, etc. Since the 
household cannot directly purchase water of varying 
quality, a demand function is not observable. The 
approach taken in this study was to estimate physical 
damages in terms of expected lifetimes and assume 
that the household would be willing to pay up to the 
economic value of those physical damages to avoid 
them. Clearly. this estimate does not consider how the 
household might, acting individually, avoid some or all 
of the consequences of poor water quality. 
Data Colleetion 
A survey questionnaire was developed and 
applied to plumbers and appliance servicemen in areas 
for which there were differing concentrations of 
salinity in water supplies in an attempt to obtain 
useful estimates of typical lifetimes of those goods 
suspected to be affected by salinity. Questions were 
aimed primarily at obtaining estimated typical 
lifetimes for various capital-cost items that had been 
identified in previous studies as being affected by 
salinity concentrations. In addition. the question-
naires attempted to obtain estimates of repair or 
replacement costs. 
. For the estimates of this study to be comparable 
to other work in this area, TDS was used as an 
appropriate measure of salinity. In order to generate 
data that could be applied to regression studies. it was 
necessary to find various locations for which the TDS 
concentration differed. The primary criteria for 
acceptance of various Los Angeles neighborhoods as 
possible survey locations were based upon the length 
of time that the area in question had received a single 
source of water. the extent to which the area had 
received a single source, the nature of differing water 
sources, and the availability of water records. With 
these qualifications in mind. three major locations 
were selected: San Fernando Valley, Costa Mesa-
Newport Beach. and Long Beach. Each location had a 
constant water supply source for at least twenty years 
and a long time series of water quality data were 
available. Each area had a different TDS level: San 
Fernando Valley, 210 mg/l; Costa Mesa-Newport 
Beach. 728 mg/lj Long Beach, 759 mg/l and 457 mg/I 
from two different locations. 
A list of potential respondents was developed 
from current telephone books and calls were made to 
set appointments for a field researcher to go through 
the survey with the respondent. This was necessary to 
restrict the response to a single socio-economic unit. A 
major problem with this survey procedure was the 
difficulty in arranging appointments and persuading 
the respondent to give up the time necessary to 
complete the survey form. In view of this problem, a 
second approach was used wherein survey question-
naires, with complete instructions. were mailed to the 
respondent. As a result of the two procedures, a total 
of 87 responses were received. 
Statistical Tests 
Since the sample size in each of the areas was 
approximately 30, it was appropriate to use a 
t-Statistic. The calculations for statistical significance 
are recorded in Table 20. These tests did not take into 
account alternative distributions or socio-economic 
variables. However, the results did conform with 
previous data in that there is no substantial TDS 
related corrosion in pipes with the exception of 
galvanized pipes. The major impacts of higher salinity 
levels are upon household appliances, faucets, and 
water heaters. 
The next statistical test involved the use of 
multiple regression analyses designed to examine the 
relationship between water salinity and the estimated 
lifetimes of various appliances or water conveyance 
systems and the effect of certain socio-economic 
variables upon this relationship (Table 21). In general. 
TDS tended to be the most significant predictor of 
lifetimes, but appeared to have little influence on 
copper piping, toilet flushing mechanisms, and cast 
iron wastewater pipes. 
None of the socia-economic variables was consis-
tently significant although "number of persons per 
unit" and "percent renter occupied" were often 
important. Conceivably. these variables reflect the 
level of use that an item receives. In general, there 
was evidence that the pbysical damage due to salinity 
is significant and that this damage may not be strictly 
linear over the 200-700 mg/l range of TDS. 
Eeonomic Damage Computations 
Damage cost functions were developed by 
estimating costs for each water affected appliance or 
pipe identified earlier. Cost estimates were assumed 
to have a time horizon equal to the economic lifetime of 
a typical housing unit. As such, the present value of 
any given cost would be related to TDS through the 
relationship between the lifetime of an article and the 
TDS concentration. 
Summary 
A comparison of the distribution between Costa 
Mesa (728 mg/l TDS) and San Fernando Valley (210 
mg/l) indicated a statistically significant difference in 
estimated mean lifetimes. The Costa Mesa-Newport 
Beach area had a shorter estimated mean lifetime for 
dishwashers, washing machines. garbage disposals, 
brass faucets. water heaters, and galvanized pipes at 
the 10 percent level of significance. No significant 
difference was found for the other water conveyance 
systems or fixtures at that same level of significance. 
The regression analysis. which examined the 
relationship between estimated lifetime. total dis-
solved solids, and the socio-economic variables, found 
none of the socio-economic variables to be significant 
other than the number of persons per household. This 
result may have been due to a lack of substantial 
variation in household characteristics across the two 
locations or an incorrect specification of the relevant 
economic variables. Further research is needed before 
it could be concluded that differences in socio-
economic characteristics have no impact on physical 
deterioration of household water systems. 
Estimated economic losses for a typical Los 
Angeles household. with the discount rate having 
been set at 8 percent. ranged from $620 to $1,010 in 
present value terms for an increase in TDS from 200 
mg/l to 700 mg/l. The estimated economic losses are 
two to three times higher than those previously 
reported in water resource literature. Aggregate 
damages to households in the Los Angeles metropoli-
tan area due to utilization of Colorado River water can 
be estimated by extrapolation to be between $880 
million and $1.44 billion in present value terms. or 
approximately $70 to $115 million as an annual cost. 
An improvement of 10 mg/l TDS in the Colorado 
River water delivered to Los Angeles residences. by 
implication. would lead to a cost saving of approxi-
mately $14 million in present value terms of $1.12 
million per year. This estimate is likeJy to be 
downward biased because it does not include all types 
of household savings such as on .purchases· of soaps, 
detergents, acid rinses for swimming pools, and 
others. On the other hand. it is likely to be upward 
biased because it does not include potential techno-
logical advances that partially ameliorate the physical 
damages at costs less than economic losses. 
THE CENTRAL ARIZONA AND LAS VEGAS 
AREA INVESTIGATION 
The Bureau of Reclamation elected to conduct 
onsite surveys in order to establish a broader 
statistical base from which to estimate damages 
attributable to salinity for the Pboenix, Tucson. and 
Las Vegas areas. The same questionnaire used in Los 
Angeles was also used for plumbing contractors and 
appliance dealers in the corresponding standard 
metropolitan statistical areas of the above three 
locations. 
As a result of the analysis. pecuniary estimates of 
damages were derived for the following household 
items: galvanized water pipes, water heaters. toilet 
flushing mechanisms, dishwashers, and garbage 
disposals. A statistical analysis compared the estima-
ted mean lifetime of these items between two 
municipal groups of differing water qualities. One 
group was comprised of the SMSA of Phoenix plus the 
Boulder City and Henderson areas from the SMSA of 
Las Vegas. The second group contained the remaining 
Table 20. Test for significantly different sample means. 
Water Heater 
Galvanized Wastewater Pipes 
Galvanized Water Pipes 
Toilet Flushing Mechanism 
Copper Water Pipes 
Plastic Water Pipes 
Copper Wastewater Pipes 
Plastic Wastewater Pipes 
Dishwashers 
Washers 
Garbage Disposals 
Brass Faucets 
San Fernando 
Valley 
(210 mg/l) 
8.74 
30.94 
17.28 
7.68 
44.08 
48.33 
43.82 
42.50 
9.60 
8.50 
8.47 
10.40 
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portion of the Las Vegas SMSA plus the SMSA of 
Tucson. The water quality of the tll'st group is 
estimated to average 735 mg/l while the second was 
observed to have a somewhat better quality of 500 
mg/I. 
Plumbing contractors and appliance dealers 
serving each of the above areas were contacted to 
provide estimates of average lifetimes for various 
plumbing fixtures and water using household appli-
ances. 
These estimates enabled a distribution to be 
constructed of average years of life by type of 
plumbing fixtures and appliances. A comparison of 
lifetime estimates between the two groups indicated 
that the following items had a statistically significant 
difference (longer average lifetime for Las Vegas-
Tucson lower TDS area): galvanized water pipes, 
toilet flushing mechanisms. water heaters, dish-
washers, and garbage disposals. No statistically 
significant difference was found for cast iron 
wastewater pipes, brass faucets. washing machines, 
and evaporative coolers. 
A typical household was constructed for these 
areas based on the percentage of homes containing the 
various water related items. Estimated economic 
costs for the representative household was derived in 
present value terms, utilizing an 8 percent discount 
rate for the damages in the range in water quality 
from 500 to 735 mg/I. 
Data CoDeetion 
Primary data were collected in the SMSA's of Las 
Vegas, Phoenix, and Tucson by asking similar 
questions as used in the Los Angeles area. Plumbers 
and appliance people were contacted and asked to 
provide estimates centered around the effect of 
salinity on the lifetimes of water related consumer 
goods. 
Estimated Mean Lifetime (Years) 
Costa Mesa-
Newport Beach 
(728 mgt!) 
5.22 
10.14 
11.25 
6.63 
47.50 
60.00 
43.78 
53.00 
6.50 
7.38 
6.86 
6.00 
Statistical 
Significance 
Different at 0.005 
Different at 0.005 
Different at 0.100 
No difference 
No difference 
No difference 
No difference 
No difference 
Different at 0.005 
Different at 0.100 
Different at 0.100 
Different at 0.050 
Table 21. RegressWn estimates for length of average 
lifetime and sal:initll. 
Water Heaters: 
In L=5.43771-0.42435 an TDS)-0.993220n#PERS/UNlT) 
(4.967)a,b (3.925)b 
+ 0.36828 (DUMMY) 
(2.406)b 
F = 13.34b 
R2 = 0.60 
Galvanized Wastewater Pipes: 
In L 7.42425-0.79571 (In TDS) + 1.05941 (DUMMY) 
F = 11.23b 
R2 = 0.51 
(4.227)b (3.248)b 
Galvanized Water.Pipes: 
L = 16.56015 - 0.00666 (TDS) - 3.78336 (DUMMY) 
F = 3.94c 
R2= 0.23 
Brass Faucets: 
(1.584) (1.883) 
In L = 6.35863 -0.69217 (In TDS) + 1.28617 (DUMMY) 
F = 1.4 
R2 = 0.15 
Dishwashers: 
(1.351) (1.420) 
In L = 4.05324 -0.34538 On TDS) + 0.42955 (DUMMY) 
F = 5.18c 
R2 = 0.30 
Washers: 
(3.175)b (1.870) 
L = 9.62161 - 0.00360 (TDS) + 1.45762 (DUMMY) 
F 2.07 
R2 =0.15 
(1.933) (1.305) 
Garbage Disposals: 
In L = 2.82352-0.13076 (In TDS) + 0.03794 (In DUMMY) 
F = 0.55 
R2 =0.05 
(1.013) (0.145) 
aThe values in parentheses are T ·Statistics. 
bDenotes statistically different from zero at the 99% 
level of a I-tailed test. 
cDenotes statistically different from zero at the 95% 
level of a I-tailed test. 
With the completion of the Central Arizona 
Project in the mid-1980s municipal water from the 
Colorado River will be delivered to Phoenix, Tucson, 
and the respective surrounding areas. Since both 
locations will potentially be affected by the salinity 
content of Colorado River water, it is important to 
assess the magnitude of economic impacts reasonably 
expected under present and future conditions. The 
salinity content of municipal water currently used in 
the Phoenix area was estimated to average 735 mg/l 
while Tucson's average was much lower at 550 mg/l. 
Results from the SMSA of Las Vegas indicated that 
varying water qualities exist for different locations. 
For example, Las Vegas (including North Las Vegas) 
was estimated to average 450 mg/l while Boulder City 
and Henderson had poorer quality water at about 680 
mg/l. 
Table 22 contains the number of responses 
tabulated from plumbers and appliance dealers in each 
of the five locations. In order to improve the statistical 
analysis, two groups were formed. One group 
consisted of the SMSA of Phoenix and the locations of 
Boulder City and Henderson. The water quality of 
these locations is approximately in the same range; 
therefore, in order to increase the usefulness of the 
small number of observations in Boulder City and 
Henderson, these three locations were combined to 
form one group with estimated average water quality 
of 735 mg/l. 
The second group was composed of Tucson and 
the remainder of the Las Vegas SMSA. These areas 
average between 450-550 mg/l and have approxi-
mately an equal number of observations. An average 
water quality of 500 mg/l was assumed to be 
representative of this group. 
Table 22. Tabulated responses. 
Plumbing Appliances 
Phoenix 126 21 
Tucson 38 31 
Las Vegas 30 21 
Boulder City 6 4 
Henderson 3 4 
Total Responses Obtairied 173 60 
Statistieal SigDifieance 
A test was used to determine statistical 
significance of mean lifetimes between the two 
groups. Table 23 lists each of the household items 
surveyed and the resulting mean lifetimes. Statistical 
significance was found to exist between the two 
groups for galvanized water pipes, water heaters, 
toilet flushing mechanisms, dishwashers, and garbage 
disposals. No significant differences were found for 
galvanized wastewater pipes, brass faucets, clothes 
washers, and evaporative coolers. In the cases where 
a significant difference exists, mean lifetimes of items 
at the lower salinity level are longer which support the 
hypothesis that poorer quality water reduces the 
economic usefulness of certain items. 
Economic Damage Computations 
Estimation of monetary losses (additional costs) 
for a typical household was derived by calculating the 
Table 28. Test for significantly different sample means. 
Item 
Galvanized Wastewater Pipes 
Galvanized Water Pipes 
Water Heater 
Toilet Flushing Mechanisms 
Brass Faucets 
Clothes Washers 
Dishwashers 
Evaporative Coolers 
Garbage Disposals 
Phoenix -
Boulder City -
Henderson 
(735 mgtl) 
42.23 
16.39 
7.79 
6.18 
9.48 
8.69 
7.28 
8.96 
6.03 
present worth of differing lengths of life attributable 
to different levels of TDS. The objective of this 
procedure was to determine the annual costs of 
replacement required to maintain the services of a 
certain household item over a 6O-year period. 
Damages were based on the capital replacement costs 
of household items in 1975 using an 8 percent discount 
rate. The results are in 1975 dollars which enables a 
direct comparison to be made with the estimates for 
the Los Angeles area. 
Cost streams were calculated for each significant 
item in Table 23 at both 500 mg/l and 735 mg!1 
following the same assumptions used in the Los 
Angeles study. Replacement was considered to occur 
at the end of the lifetime of the previous unit. Costs 
were adjusted for the final replacement period to 
equal 60 years which reflected actual costs incurred 
for this less than full life segment. For example, in the 
case of water heaters, lump sum costs of replacement 
occurred every 9.66 years after the initial investment, 
thus, replacing the unit five times covering 57.96 
years of the 6O-year household life. Costs for the 
remaining 2.04 years (less than the average economic 
lifetimes) were based on the relationship of replace-
Estimated Mean Lifetime (Years) 
LasVegas-
Tucson 
(500mg/l) 
40.15 
19.85 
9.66 
8.02 
10.28 
8.63 
9.01 
7.23 
7.58 
Statistical 
Significance 
No difference 
Different at 0.05 
Different at 0.02 
Different at 0.10 
No difference 
No difference 
Different at 0.02 
No difference 
Different at 0.05 
ment costs for this segment to costs required for a full 
economic life of 9.66 years and discounted in the same 
manner as previous lump sums. 
The present value of the cost streams for 
galvanized water pipes, toilet flushing mechanisms, 
water heaters, dishwashers. and garbage disposals 
are presented in Table 24. The difference between the 
resulting present value sum at 735 mg/l and 500 
mg/l is considered to be amount of additional costs per 
unit over a 6O-year period due to the increasing TDS. 
Since different households mayor may not 
contain some or all of the items. a typical household for 
each area was construed. Table 25 shows the number 
of units per household considered to be typical for the 
Central Arizona service area (SMSA's of Phoenix and 
Tucson) and the lower main stem of the Colorado River 
(Las Vegas SMSA and municipal communities along 
the river to the Mexican border). 
Total lifetime replacement costs were converted 
to costs per mg/l by dividing 235 (735-500) into the 
difference of the cost streams displayed in Table 24. 
These values were multiplied by the weighing factors 
Table 2.+. Present value of replac&'ng significant hmuehold items over 60-year life (8 percent, 1975 dollars). 
Phoenix - Las Vegas-Boulder City -Item Henderson Tucson Difference 
(735 mg/l) (500 mg/l) 
Galvanized Water Pipes 827.11 758.63 68.48 
Toilet Flushing Mechanisms 65.38 53.72 11.66 
Water Heaters 351.18 301.90 49.28 
Dishwashers 519.22 445.17 74.05 
Garbage Disposals 173.33 145.59 27.74 
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Table 25. TypiCal lwuBehold 'Unit for selected 
item8: CAP and lower mainstem. 
Item 
Galvanized 
Toilet F 
Water 
it Pipes 
Mechanisms 
Dishwashers 
Garbage Disposalsa 
aMean values of survey data. 
CAP 
(Units) 
0.50 
1.60 
0.985 
0.20 
0.61 
Lower 
Mainstem 
(Units) 
0.38 
1.61 
0.985 
0.25 
0.74 
contained in Table 25 with the results reflecting 
expected costs per mg!l per household. Next, the cost 
per mg/l per household was capitalized over the 
50-year period at 8 percent in order to estimate the 
corresponding annual costs. These values are con-
tained in Table 26 along with an estimate of number of 
household units for the CAP ana lower mainstem 
areas. 
bCensus of Housing, 1970, U.S. Census Bureau (U.S. 
The number of households for both areas is the 
annual equivalent amount of the present worth of 
households for the 50-year period in question. Since 
costs are on an annual equivalent basis also, direct 
multiplication results ir! total annual area damages per 
unit per mg/l shown in the last two columns of Table 
26. GPO, Washington, D.C., 1974). 
Table 26. Annual cost per h0'U8ehold per mg/l TDS and total cost per mg/l TDS-Central Arizona Project 
service area and lower mm.'nstem. 
Household Household CAP LMS Total Total 
Item Annual Annual Household Household Annual Annual Cost/mg/l Cost/mg/l Units Units Cost/mg/I Cost/mg/l CAP ($) LMS ($) CAP ($) LMS ($) 
1. Galvanized Water Pipe Systems 0.0118 0.0089 245,000 250,100 2,891 2,226 
2. Toilet Flushing Mechanisms 0.0064 0.0065 245,000 250,100 l',S68 1,626 
3. Water Heaters 0.0167 0.0167 245,000 250,100 4,092 4,177 
4. Dishwashing Machines 0.0051 0.0064 245,000 250,100 1,250 1,601 
5. Garbage Disposals 0.0058 0.0071 245,000 250,100 1,421 1,776 
CHAPrERIV 
ECONOMIC IMPACTS OF SELECTED SALINITY 
CONTROL MEASURES 
TBE GRAND VALLEY COLORADO CASE STUDY 
Salinity (dissolved solids) in water supplies causes 
significant economic damages to agricultural, munici-
pal and industrial water users in the Lower Colorado 
River Basin. Salinity is due to both natural causes (salt 
springs, surface runoff) and man-made causes (agri-
culture and industry). Total salt contributions from 
irrigation in the Upper Basin have been estimated to 
account for about 38 percent of the total damages 
which accrue to downstream water users. The saline 
irrigation return flow problem in the Upper Basin is 
unusual, in that substantial amounts of salt are 
"picked up" from ancient marine deposits beneath the 
irrigated lands in addition to the more typical fertilizer 
leaching and concentration of dissolved solids via 
evapotranspiration. 
This report focuses on the economic costs to 
water users of nonstructural methods of controlling 
saline irrigation return flows in the Upper Colorado 
River Basin (Appendix 5). The Grand Valley in 
western Colorado is used for a case study. 
The Grand Valley is located in west central 
Colorado at the confluence of the Gunnison and 
Colorado Rivers. The elevation is about 4,400 feet, and 
the normal growing season averages about 190 days. 
With an annual rainfall seldom exceeding 10 inches, 
irrigation is necessary to maintain a viable commercial 
agriculture in the valley. Approximately 57,000 acres 
of land is presently irrigated. Major crops grown 
include corn, alfalfa, sugar beets, small grains, and 
permanent pasture. Slightly less than 15 percent of 
the irrigated acreage is planted to pome and deciduous 
orchards and other specialty crops. 
The primary source of salinity comes from 
extremely saline aquifers (as high as 10,000 mg/l) 
overlying a marine-deposited Mancos shale formation. 
Lenses of salts contained in the shale are dissolved by 
water entering and coming into chemical equilibrium 
with the shale formation before returning to the river 
channel. Water enters the aquifers by seepage from 
delivery canals, laterals and drains (about 55 percent 
of the total), and from deep percolation from fields 
associated with application of irrigation water (about 
45 percent). Average annual salt pickup attributable 
2S 
to irrigated agriculture in the Grand Valley is 
estimated at 600,000 tons, or about 10 tons per 
irrigated acre. 
Engineering studies have recommended that 
return flow control programs begin with lining 
irrigation water conveyance systems. Such structural 
measures would be effective, but are relatively 
expensive. The Bureau of Reclamation's proposed 
canal lining and drainage program may cost in excess 
of $60 million (1973 prices), or over $1,000 per acre. In 
the hope that nonstructural measures, involving 
changes in the institutional system (incentives, 
constraints, penalties) could do part of the job less 
expensively, several modifications of present irriga-
tion practices were examined. 
ASlIWDptiODS 
Two practices hypothesized which influence the 
amount of deep percolation (drainage water) and 
hence salt pickup, are analyzed. First, irrigators may 
modify traditional irrigation practices by varying the 
rate of water applied per unit area in the crop season. 
Previous research by agricultural engineers has 
revealed that soil infiltration rates in the study area 
are high in the early part of the irrigation season, but 
drop to low levels as the season progresses. Hence, if 
most of the deep percolation is thought to occur in the 
first two irrigations, salt percolation losses can be 
minimized merely by changing a) the length of time 
water is allowed to run in each furrow, and/or b) the 
rate of application by adjusting the size or number of 
siphon tubes, and/or c) spacing of furrows, and/or d) 
use of basin irrigation. 
Crops typically vary as to deep percolation losses, 
even with similar irrigation practices. A second 
method of reducing deep percolation can be achieved 
by cutting back the acreage of crops which are high 
contributors in favor of those which are less of a 
problem. Both of these alternatives involves increased 
costs or decreased income to affected farmers. 
The Ec:oDomie Model 
Linear programming models of representative 
farm situations provide the basis for deriving 
estimates of the economic costs of nonstructural 
salinity controls. Data for the models were collected 
by personal interviews with 98 farmers, or 28 percent 
of commercial crop farmers in the study area. The 
models form a valley-wide characterization of farm 
sizes, resource levels, cropping patterns and irrigation 
practices. Measures designed to reduce salt pickup are 
analyzed in the model by introducing processes with 
varying water supplies, application rates, timing or 
irrigation methods. 
The linear program is a conventional short-run 
land and water allocation model with constraints on 
cropland. water and acreages of specified crops. The 
objective function is net return (defined as gross crop 
sales minus operating costs). Each crop production 
activity includes a coefficient representing annual 
deep percolation per acre. The model is solved to find 
the net income-maximizing situation for each of a 
number of constraints on deep percolation losses. It is 
assumed that salt is picked up at the rate of 5 tons of 
dissolved solids per acre foot of deep percolating 
water. This rate represents an average for the valley 
and reflects a compromise among conflicting esti-
mates. 
It could not be conclusively established that crop 
yields would be adversely affected by the more 
efficient irrigation practices. so no such cost is 
included. The 15 percent of the acreage in deciduous 
fruit orchards and other specialty crops are omitted 
from the analysis reported here. Net income losses 
due to hypothesized imposition of discharge standards 
are computed. 
Results 
Some of the more important results of the 
analysis are summarized in Table 27. The initial 
solution or "bench mark condition" with respect to salt 
pickup, net crop income. and irrigation water applied 
to crops is reported in part A. From the results 
summarized in part B. given our assumptions, it is 
readily apparent that improved irrigation efficiency 
can inexpensively bring about substantial reductions 
in that portion of salt pickup due to on-farm irrigation. 
The model indicates that about 80 percent of the initial 
salt load in return flows due to percolation from fields 
can be avoided at an incremental cost of less than 
$2.20 per ton. 
The results of crop substitution on salt pickup. 
summarized in part C, show appreciably higher 
estimated costs. Only about 40 percent of the initial 
salt load can be removed, and the incremental cost 
exceeds $60 per ton at that level of removal. By 
comparison, recent cost estimates of control by canal 
lining in the Grand Valley range from $14 to $100 per 
ton. Program benefits (present downstream damages 
avoided) are summarized elsewhere in this report. 
No detailed study of the important issues 
concerning the incidence of control costs or the 
mechanisms for financing abatement programs was 
undertaken. In generalities, the costs estimated here 
of crop substitution and much of those for changing 
irrigation practices would be borne by farmers 
themselves. Some portion (up to 75 percent) of the 
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Table 27. Consequences of implementing on-farm, 
nonstructural sali:nity controls in the 
Grand Valley: Selected results of the 
linear programming model. 
Salt 
Discharge 
in hrigation 
Return Flows 
Total 
Net Farm 
Income 
Irrigation 
Water 
Requirementa 
Incremental 
Direct 
Cost of Salt 
Removal 
-TONS- -$- -Acre Feet- -$ Per Ton-
A. Initial Condition (Both Cases) 
146,510 5,962,301 214,745 
B. Case I, More Efficient hrigation Practices 
Adopted: 
137,500 5,949,651 212,469 
100,000 5,897,019 202,995 
75,000 5,858,839 196,177 
50,000 5,807,160 180,015 
37,500 5,779,383 170,015 
C. Case II, Modification of the Cropping 
125,000 
112,500 
100,000 
87,500 
Pattern: 
5,797,679 
5,563,304 
4,854,002 
4,014,064 
219,012 
221,185 
227,348 
232,673 
1.40 
1.40 
1.53 
2.07 
2.22 
7.65 
18.75 
56.74 
67.20 
aincludes crop consumptive use, on-farm losses, and 
system delivery losses. 
cost of changing irrigation systems can usually be 
obtained through ASCS cost sharing programs. The 
administrative and enforcement costs would be 
absorbed by either the state or federal enforcement 
agency. 
CoDclusioDS 
Several limitations should be recognized in 
interpreting this analysis. First, neither the amount of 
drainage water associated with specified irrigation 
practices nor the rate of salt pickup per unit of 
drainage water are well established. In fact, 
considerable disagreement is found on these points 
among hydrology and soils specialists. Second, it may 
not be possible to increase irrigation efficiency to the 
degree assumed without some sacrifice in crop yield. 
Finally, the regulatory and social costs of imposing 
water quality standards have not been dealt with 
where the effluent of individual irrigators is not 
,identifiable. Present water distribution policies in the 
. area and Colorado water law do not provide any 
incentive for reducing return flows, and relatively 
drastic measures might be required to implement 
nonstructural controls. These and other political! 
administrative aspects remain to be studied. The 
structural measures may be expensive, but they 
would be relatively straightforward to implement 
within present institutions. 
Of the nonstructural control measures examined. 
a simple modification in present irrigation practices 
would apparently achieve a substantial reduction in 
salt pickup at a cost relatively low in comparison to 
other alternatives. However, this alternative might be 
difficult and expensive to implement, monitor, and 
administer. Substituting crops to avoid salt loading 
would be more costly and limited in scope. 
MODELING THE SOIL-WATER-PLANT 
RELATIONSHIPS: CASE STUDY IN UTAH 
Before it is concluded that modifications which 
reduce salinity leaching are really a valuable 
management tool, it is necessary to explore the actual 
response of crop, soil, and water factors to irrigation 
practices and the cost effectiveness of proposed 
irrigation practices. Specifically stated, this portion of 
the study involved the development of a physical 
model to predict the response of soil, water, and crop 
factors to irrigation and the development of an 
economic model which, using the physical model for 
basic data, predicted the cost effectiveness of 
irrigation management as related to return flow 
salinity (Appendix 6). These models were originally 
developed to determine optimal cropping and irriga-
tion strategies subject to certain constraints for a 
one-year period. A multi-year analysis was subse-
quently developed by using the final conditions of a 
given year for the initial soil salinity conditions of the 
following year subject to the assumptions of the 
physical model. The physical and economic models are 
discussed separately for purposes of organization and 
convenience to the reader. 
The Physical Model 
The model used in this study is concerned with 
the soil water flow in response to varying irrigation 
management inputs. The general equation for water 
flow is given as: 
~ = ~ (K aH) + a(z) .............. (1) 
ot az az 
in which e is the water content, t is time, K is the 
hydraulic conductivity, H is the matrix potential, z is 
depth, and a(z) is the root extraction term. 
The salt flow portion of the model is given as 
follows: 
ace = ~ (D ac) _ d(Cq) .............. (2) 
at az \ az dz 
in which C is the salt concentration, D includes the 
combined diffusion and dispersion coefficients, and q is 
the mass flux of water. 
To determine the influence of salinity on the 
crop yield, another component must be added to the 
model. This is done by assuming the relative yield was 
related to relative transpiration as follows: 
~ = ~ ............................. (3) 
Yp Tp 
in which Y is the dry matter yield of a given crop for 
the season, T is the transpiration for the same crop for 
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the same season, Y p is the potential yield for the same 
crop and season where soil water or salinity did not 
reduce yields, and Tp is the potential transpiration for 
the same crop and season where soil water or salinity 
did not reduce yields. The ratio of actual yield to 
potential yield under "ideal" conditions is an important 
component of the model and because of the stated 
assumptions may be represented also as the ratio 
T/Tp. The ratio is shown to vary considerably among 
various irrigation management practices and initial 
soil salinity levels. Since variation in the ratio reflects 
variation in agricultural productivity, it will be of 
interest to agricultural water users and policy makers. 
The procedure followed was to compute various 
consequences of a given irrigation management 
sequence for a typical season as a function of soil and 
crop conditions for that season. Three important 
factors were varied and the outputs predicted which 
resulted from the variation. The three factors were 
irrigation, initial soil salt concentration, and cropping 
variables. Irrigation was applied in the simulations 
according to the frequency used on the experimental 
farm in the Colorado River Basin during 1971. The 
amount of water applied was varied from zero to 
sufficient to cause considerable drainage. The initial 
salt concentration in the soil was assumed to be 
uniform at the beginning of the season at 20, 50, or 200 
millequivalents per liter. The 20 meq/l concentration 
represents present conditions on the experimental 
farm. The 50 meq/l and 200 meq/l are used to simulate 
salt buildup that would occur over several years if 
proper drainage, or insufficient leaching were not 
achieved. 
Three crops were simulated: alfalfa, corn, and 
oats. The variation of the crop component amounted to 
varying the root zone dimensions and the ratio of 
actual trans})iration to potential transpiration. The 
only situations deemed relevant for this presentation 
are those in which the depth of alfalfa roots is assumed 
to be greater than the depth of corn roots. Crop 
management variables are to be introduced in the 
discussion of the economic model. 
Table 28 shows the results of varying the water 
application rate and initial soil salt concentration level 
in the cultivation of corn, alfalfa, and oats. Table 28 
data show that the TIT p ratio for corn and alfalfa 
increased in value as the irrigation level increased 
until it reached 1.0 between the 40.8 and 56.4 
centimeter levels. TIT}) did not reach 1.0 for oats. 
However, the pattern of increase through the water 
application levels was similar to that of corn and 
alfalfa. The smaller values of T/Tp for oats are due 
chiefly to a more shallow root deptn. The data show a 
more significant decrease in T/Tp for alfalfa than for 
corn in the lower irrigation rates. This is due to a 
longer season of active water use by alfalfa and for a 
much greater proportion of transpiration to evapo-
transpiration for alfalfa than for corn. 
There was relatively little difference between the 
TIT p values of the two lower initial salt concentration 
""l! 
Table 28. Comparison of T /7'& and /inal, salt concentration for corn, aJfaIfa, and oats at vario'1t8 levels of water 
application and ifni ial salt concentration. 
Irrigation T/Tp 
and 
Rain 
em Corn Alfalfa Oats 
5.6 0.81 0.52 0.29 
5.6 0.77 0.50 0.28 
5.6 0.48 0.33 0.18 
10.3 0.89 0.61 0.37 
10.3 0.86 0.58 0.36 
10.3 0.55 0.42 0.24 
15.0 0.97 0.68 0.46 
15.0 0.93 0.66 0.44 
15.0 0.64 0.49 0.32 
22.0 0.98 0.80 0.59 
22.0 0.98 0.78 0.58 
22.0 0.78 0.63 0.46 
40.8 0.99 1.00 0.89 
40.8 0.98 1.00 0.88 
40.8 0.97 0.93 0.80 
56.4 1.00 1.00 0.97 
56.4 1.00 1.00 0.93 
56.4 1.00 1.00 0.93 
66.7 1.00 1.00 0.99 
66.7 1.00 1.00 0.99 
66.7 1.00 1.00 0.99 
levels, but there was a marked difference when the 
concentration was 200 meq/l. 
The results showing final salt concentration levels 
indicate a buildup of salts in the soil proffie for each 
crop until the water application reaches a high level. 
This buildup could have serious effects on yields if it 
were maintained over a long period of time. However, 
at the 56.4 and 66.7 centimeter levels, salt is leached 
from the soil and the buildup ceases. 
The data in Table 29 also demonstrate the buildup 
of salts that occurs in the lower four annual water 
application rates. The drainage figures show an 
upward flow of water until irrigation reaches 56.4 
centimeters, especially for the longer-rooted corn and 
alfalfa. The salt flow to groundwater figures show the 
amount of salts in millequivalents that transfer from 
the soil to the irrigation return flow. The negative 
values in the lower water application rates indicate a 
buildup of salts which occurs because of the· 
evapotranspiration process. At the two highest water 
application levels, the values are positive and indicate 
some transfer of salts from the soil into the return 
flow. 
The single point values relating water added to 
the T/TR are somewhat unrealistic in a real field 
situation because water is not distributed uniformly. 
Even with the best irrigation system there are parts 
Initial 
Final Salt Concentration 
Salt meq/liter 
Concentration 
meq/liter Corn Alfalfa Oats 
20 62 43 33 
50 127 97 78 
200 305 277 248 
20 60 42 33 
50 120 94 76 
200 296 269 242 
20 56 43 33 
50 116 94 76 
200 296 268 242 
20 40 41 43 
50 95 92 76 
200 291 263 240 
20 27 30 26 
50 64 64 58 
200 227 228 208 
20 23 24 24 
50 50 52 52 
200 189 195 185 
20 20 20 22 
50 42 44 43 
200 153 158 157 
of the field that receive more water than others. To 
account for this, a uniformity coefficient Cu has been 
defined as follows: 
Cu = 1-~ 
M 
in which M is the 8verageirrigation rate and D is the 
average deviation (sign ignored) about the average 
irrigation rate. When eu = 1, water application is 
. completely uniform. For the sprinkler irrigation 
simulation the coefficient used in the model was equal 
to 0.88. The value was 0.42 for flood irrigation. The 
values of T /~p and fmal salt concentration were 
adjusted for tnese variations in Cu to increase the 
accuracy of the model. The data showing the variation 
of TIT I! will not be presented in this work but are 
includea as part of the economic model. 
The Eeonomic Model 
The economic model is designed to suggest ways 
to maximize profits at various levels of salt outflow 
from the farm operation. This is done through the use 
of a linear programming procedure designed to 
minimize the income losses imposed by restraints on 
the salt outflow from the irrigation return flow. It is 
based on the physical model and on a set of cost and 
Table 29. Comparison of drainage and salt outflow to groundwater for corn, alfalfa, and oats at various levels of 
water application and initial salt concentration. 
Irrigation Drainage in Centimeters 
and Rain 
crn CQrn Alfalfa Oats 
5.6 -14.2 -9.7 -3.8 
5.6 -14.2 -9.4 -3.8 
5.6 -11.6 -7.8 -3.6 
10.3 -14.1 -9.5 -3.8 
10.3 -14.0 -9.3 -3.8 
10.3 -11.4 -7.7 ~l:5 
15.0 -14.0 -9.3 -3.8 
15.0 -13.9 -9.2 -3.8 
15.0 -11.4 -7.6 -3.5 
22.0 -13.6 -9.4 -3.8 
22.0 -13.5 -9.2 -3.8 
22.0 -11.3 -7.5 -3.3 
40.8 -8.7 -7.4 -2.5 
40.8 -7.1 -6.7 -2.4 
40.8 -6.2 -5.6 -1.2 
56.4 0.9 0.0 1.3 
56.4 1.0 0.4 1.3 
56.4 1.1 0.3 2.5 
66.7 10.5 8.8 10.0 
66.7 10.6 9.3 10.0 
66.7 10.8 9.4 9.9 
return data for the farm. The beginning point is to 
asSume that any amount of salt can be allowed to leave 
the farm. The model is set to maximize net income 
under this assumption. then it is successively' 
constrained to allow smaller and smaller amounts of 
salt outflow. Of primary concern is the reduction of 
income which accompanies this constraint on resource 
use. Also of concern are the cropping and irrigation 
management alternatives as they ,affect in~ome and 
salt outflow. 
As the salt outflow and income incrementally 
change, the model develops as a by-product the 
marginal relationship between salt outflow and 
income. From this relationship a shadow price is 
derived which reflects the value of an additional ton of 
salt outflow in terms of net income, or the amount of 
the income loss that occurs as salt outflow is 
incrementally reduced. This value can be compared 
with alternative ways of reducing salinity in the river 
or compensating the damages that accrue to down-
stream users. 
The linear programming model used in this study 
is a profit maximizing model which has the algebraic 
form: 
Maximize Z = ex 
Subject to AX ~ B 
X~O 
in which Z is net income or profit, C is the row vector 
of net revenue per unit of activity, X is the set of 
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Salt Flow to Groundwater in 
Initial Salt Millequivalents 
Concentration 
Meq/Liter Corn Alfalfa Oats 
20 -284 -195 -74 
50 -710 -472 -191 
200 -2320 -1561 -718 
20 -282 -189 -76 
50 -700 -466 -190 
200 -2280 -1860 -700 
20 -280 -154 -76 
50 -695 -458 -189 
200 -2280 -1840 -700 
20 -272 -148 -76 
50 -675 -461 -190 
200 -2260 -1840 -660 
20 -174 -148 -50 
50 -355 -370 -120 
200 ·1240 -1340 -240 
20 19 0 26 
50 49 22 66 
200 214 61 490 
20 210 178 198 
50 532 467 495 
200 2160 1882 1915 
activities or production processes, A is the matrix of 
technical coefficients or production relationships. and 
B is the column vector of constraints on resource 
availability _ 
Linear programming and the economic concepts 
involved were applied to the present study as fonows: 
1. The optimal combination of crops to be 
produced is selected subject to constraints on 
certain fixed inputs such as land. 
2. Many of the inputs are not fixed, therefore, the 
optimal combination of these inputs can be 
selected by considering their relative producti-
vity and cost. 
S. The optimal level of output per acre is defined 
and selected at the point where the value of the 
incremental unit of production or output equals 
the cost of the incremental unit of input. 
Using the multi-year calculation of soil salinity 
during a given year where the initial soil salinity level 
depends on the final salinity of the previous year, a 
simple recursive program was adopted to caleulate 
and maximize net income over a 6-year period. Instead 
of using stochastic processes to estimate supply 
relationships by the prices of commodities and their 
major competitors, we began with the technical 
structure of the decision-making process and derived 
from it the relationships connecting production to 
prices. costs, acreage controls. and technological 
changes. This technique was adapted to maximize net 
revenue subject to salinity constraints over a 6-year 
period. 
Decision options were analyzed which included 
cropping choices. water application alternatives of 
sprinkling or Hooding. and variations in the quantity 
of water applied during the season. Several combina~ 
tions of these alternatives were used in this study as 
shown in Table 30, except that Hood irrigation was not 
used on the lowest three levels of water application. It 
would be impossible to distnoute these small amounts 
of water uniformly over the season by Hooding. 
It was assumed that the farm under study had 10 
acres of each of the three soil salinity characteristics 
desen'bed previously: 20. 50, and 200 meq/l. There 
were also constraints to provide for crop rotation in 
order to allow for nurse crops for alfalfa seedlings and 
for disease control in corn production. 
Table 30. Ma'1l4{lement decision optitms utilized in 
the analllBiB of salinity ()'UtjWw. 
Water Irrigation 
Crop Application Method Plus Rain 
Corn 10.3 em Sprinkler 
Oats 15.0 Flooding 
22.0 
Alfalfa 40.8 Flooding 
56.4 
66.7 
BeBUlts 
Two main sets of results were desired for the 
single year and multi-year analyses. The first was the 
set of production activities that would maximize farm 
profits at each level of salt outflow. The second 
calculation desired was of the loss in income from not 
allowing an additional ton of salt to How out. As has 
been explained. the mirror image of this is the shadow 
price or the value to the farm of allowing an additional 
ton of salt outflow. 
A number of different situations were modeled to 
determine the manifold effects of variations in 
irrigation methods, rates of water application. and 
restrictions on the cropping combinations. Of the 
several situations that were simulated. two are 
deemed relevant for this presentation. In both eases 
corn is restricted to one-half of the acreage with alfalfa 
roots assumed deeper than corn roots. One ease 
simulates the conditions associated with sprinkler 
irrigation. The other shows the effects of Hood 
irrigation. Optimal cropping and irrigation strategies 
were calculated for both strategies for levels of salt 
output from zero to 12 tons per acre. These strategies 
were then simulated at each level of salt output and 
revenue figures were derived for the farm enterprise. 
In the first situation where sprinkler irrigation 
was used, the optimal cropping pattern for all levels of 
initial soil salinity and salt output was to allow the 
maximum corn cultivation of half of the acreage with 
the remaining acreage devoted to the cultivation of 
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alfalfa except for the restriction that oats be used as a 
nurse crop on one-tenth ofthe land. The higher water 
application levels dominate the irrigation strategy. 
The lowest two levels are never shown to be optimal 
for any crop in any situation. 
The pattern of net revenue and the shadow price 
of salt outflow for the first situation are shown in 
Figure 3 and Figure 4. The results indicate that at the 
very lowest levels of salt outflow the reduction in net 
revenue for the farm is considerable while the income 
loss is not great at a level of 80 tons for the 30 acres 
and becomes less significant at higher levels. It can be 
concluded by viewing these results that a zero output 
would be very costly if not entirely impossible. 
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When flood irrigation is used instead of sprinkl-
ing, alfalfa dominates the cropping pattern complete-
ly (again with an allowance for the oats as Ii. nurse 
crop), in the levels of salt output less than 6 tons per 
acre. In the low salt soil. the maximum allowed corn 
cultivation is shown to be optimal at the higher levels 
of salt outflow while some corn would be cultivated at 
the high salt outflow levels for the soil of higher initial 
salt concentrations. Only the three highest irrigation 
levels would be utilized under this situation with the 
highest level used at the higher levels of salt outflow. 
The net revenue and shadow price patterns are 
illustrated in Figure 5 and Figure 6. Essentially the 
same pattern is shown for this situation as for 
sprinkler irrigation except that the shadow price of 
salt outflow drops to a very low level at a lower salt 
outflow level. 
A number of interesting but somewhat expected 
results occurred in the multi-year simulations of 
irrigation management practices and optimal cropping 
patterns. The lowest level of water application (20 cm) 
resulted with a salt buildup in the soil profile which 
tended to taper off in the last few years of the 6-year 
period. This tapering was due to the effect of the 
optimal cropping strategy which let a few acres 
remain idle allowing a heavier water application for 
the remaining land which leached the salt from the 
profile of that part of the land. The heavier water 
application rates resulted in no extreme change in soil 
salinity over time. For the soil of high initial soil salt 
concentration, (50 and 200 meq/l), the highest water 
application rates brought an actual decline in soil 
salinity over time. As might be expected, the heavy 
applications flush the salt through the soil while the 
lighter applications result in less outflow but also lead 
to a severe degree of salt buildup in the soil. 
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According to the results from the profit maximiz-
ing model associated with the multi-year analysis, 
alfalfa combined with the necessary nurse crop of oats 
dominates the cropping pattern where minimum 
water application is allowed with sprinkler irrigation 
indicated as the optimal water application method. 
Corn with flood irrigation dominates the high water 
application method as well as the situations for 
maximization of profits. 
The lower water application rates cause very 
little salt outflow during the first few years, but the 
outflow increases during the final 2 years. The higher 
application rates are associated with high salt outflow 
which increases at a decreasing rate. 
The level of profits is maintained fairly constant 
in the two highest water application rates, but the 
profits are shown to decline in the lower rates as 
productivity declines due to salt buildup in the soil 
profile. In view of this result, the shadow prices 
indicated in the single year analysis are rendered less 
than an accurate reflection of the value to the farm of 
allowing higher levels of salt outflow. 
SUIIUIIAI'Y and PoHcy ImplieatloDB 
The costs of reducing salt outflows through 
irrigation management include the actual costs of 
improvements (i.e. sprinkler systems, ditch lining, 
etc.), and the reduction of income which results from 
falling yields when salts are allowed to accumulate in 
the soil profile. When these coats are considered. it is 
evident that a reduction in salt outflow to a level of I 
or 2 tons per acre (30 to 60 tons on the figures) is less 
expensive than any other current alternative for 
reducing salinity in the Colorado River. However. 
because of the salt buildup that would occur in the soil 
profile over time when salt outflow is low, the 
long-run costs are greater than might be supposed 
through the use of I-year analysis. A policy of zero 
output of salt from agricultural operations would be 
extremely costly if even possible. 

CHAPrERV 
ESTIMATIONOF ECONOMICIMPACTSFROM 
SAIJNITYREDUCTIONINTHECOLORADORIVERBASIN 
The second and third ehapters have estimated 
regional income losses for the Lower Colorado River 
Basin (Arizona-California) stemming from agricultural 
and municipal damages imposed by salinity. Appendix 
7 provides estimates of regional income losses to the 
Upper Colorado River Basin (in particu1ar, the Upper 
Main Stem Subbasin) which might follow the phasing 
out of certain economically marginal acreages. The 
fourth chapter desenDes the costs and other economic 
impacts of salinity control measures. This section 
combines these data with data from other sources to 
construct marginal cost and benefit schedules for 
varying quantities of salt load reduction. These 
schedules identify currently justifiable projects or 
programs for salinity control as accurately as was 
possible within the limitations of the available data. 
Data are available on the following projects or 
programs for salinity control: 
1. Paradox Valley of the Dolores River 
(Bureau of Reclamation Project). It is 
estimated that 180,000 tons/year can be 
eliminated by undertaking a groundwater 
pumping and evaporation scheme which 
would reduce water contact with buge saIt 
domes. The project will cost approximately 
$16 million. If we assumed indefinite life for 
the project facilities and a 10 percent 
interest rate, the annual cost of $1.6 million 
implies a cost per ton removed of $8.90. An 
increase in consumptive water use will also 
occur. We have assumed this loss to be 
10,000 ac ft per year. Afterwards. the 
Bureau estimated this to be 3900 ac ft 
annually, and this would reduce the costs of 
tons of salt removed by Paradox Valley. 
2. Grand Valley (part of Upper Main Stem 
Subbasin) canal lining scheme (Bureau of 
Reclamation). It is estimated that canal 
lining and better irrigation scheduling can 
reduce the salt load by 200,000 tons per 
year. The cost is estimated to be $59 
million, implying a cost of $80 per ton 
removed. Canal losses of about 40,000 
ac ft per year will be avoided, and We 
assume that no more than 20,000 ac ft of 
this represents actual saving of water 
which would not have returned to streams 
for further use. 
3. Improved on-farm irrigation practices. 
Leathers and Young have estimated that 
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4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
about 110,000 tons/year could be avoided 
at costs averaging $2/ton. These practices 
would also save 45.000 ac ft of consumptive 
use in the Grand Valley.1 
Modified cropping patterns I. Leathers and 
Young have estimated that salt loadings of 
21,500 tons per year could be avoided in the 
Grand Valley at costs of about $8/ton plus 
4300 ac ft of added consumptive use. 
Modified cropping patterns II. Leathers 
and Young estimate that further modifica-
tions could avoid an added 12,500 tons/year 
at costs of about $19/ton and 2200 ac ft of 
added consumptive water use. 
Howe and Young (Appendix 7) estimate 
that phasing out 8800 acres of cropland in 
the· Grand Valley would involve a regional 
income loss of $163 per acre per year, but 
saving 10 tons of salt per acre and reducing 
consumptive use by 14,800 ac ft per year. 
Howe and Young (Appendix 7) also 
estimate that phasing out 10,200 acres in 
the Uncompaghre Valley (part of the Upper 
Main Stem Subbasin) would also involve a 
regional income loss of $163 per acre, 
saving an assumed 10 tons of salt per acre 
per year and reducing consumptive use by 
16,000 ac ft per year. 
These data were used to rank these projects or 
programs in terms of cost per ton of saIt removed in 
order to develop a marginal cost scbedule for different 
quantities removed. There are, however, two difficul-
ties in proceeding to construct that schedule. The:first 
is that a joint product is being produced by most of 
these activities: salt reduction and a reduction in 
consumptive use of water (activities I, 4, and 5 
actually increase consumptive use of water). The 
waters of the Colorado River are fully utilized at the 
present time, so that water has a positive scarcity 
value. An acre foot freed from one use will be used 
beneficially at another location. An added acre foot of 
water consumed deprives downstream parties of its 
use. The opportunity cost has been estimated to be 
about $10 per acre foot, but that figure needs to be 
increased to $15 to allow for inflation in the cost of 
agricultural commodities since 1970. 
lJ...eathe1'8, K.L., and B.A. Young (Appendix 6). 
Thus, in costing out salt reductions, it is possible 
to subtract from (add to) the cost per ton removed the 
value of water simultaneously released from (added 
to) consumptive use and valued at $15 per ac ft. 
The second problem is that the quantities of salt 
associated with the various projects or programs 
listed above are not strictly additive. For example, if 
canal lining is undertaken, the salt reductions 
available through improved on-farm irrigation prac-
tice may be reduced. It is probably the case that the 
full benefits from such irrigation improvements could 
not be realized after modification of cropping patterns. 
Finally, it is clear that acreage reductions in the Grand 
Valley will reduce the areas to which improved 
irrigation practice and cropping patterns can be 
applied. 
To deal with this problem, we make the following 
assumption: 
The potential salt savings from activities 2, 8, 
4, and 5 (as listed earlier and all being in the 
Grand Valley) will be reduced in proportion 
to any acreage phased-out in the Grand 
Valley. 
Since there are 8800 candidate acres in the Grand 
Valley out of a total (non-orchard irrigated acreage of 
57,000 acres, this would represent a 15. percent 
reduction, 01' a reduction to 85 percent of the levels 
achievable without acreage phase-out. Thus if a cost 
schedule is constructed which contains Grand Valley 
acreage phase-out, the potential salt savings from 
activities 2, 3, 4, and 5 must be reduced by 15 percent. 
The Paradox Valley point source project and the 
phase-out of acreage in the Uncompaghre Valley are 
independent of the other activities. 
Table 31 gives the results of these calculations. 
with the various activities listed in ascending order of 
cost per ton of salt removed. Indirect downstream 
effects are also evaluated. See methods desen'bed in 
Appendix 7. 
The Colorado River is used both for irrigation and 
for municipal and industrial purposes (M&I). This 
study has dealt only with the regional damages which 
occur via agriculture. The small portion of M&I use 
(less than 5 percent of total withdrawals) inflicts some 
damage to residential public. commercial. and 
industrial equipment. These damages would have to 
be. added to the benefit schedule, but the small 
amounts of water withdrawn for M&I uses imply that 
the M&I benefits (damages saved) per ton of sBIt 
removed would be small. 
Benefits from salinity reduction take the form of 
damages avoided. Several eases were considered for 
various TDS intervals, 900-1100 mgll, 1100-1200 
mg/l, etc. The current TDS level at the major 
diversion point, Imperial Dam, is approximately 865 
mgll. It has been estimated that the TDS level at 
Imperial Dam will approach 980 mgll by 1980, 1100 
mgll by 1990. and 1200 mgll by 2000 in the absenee of 
salinity control programs, given the trends in Upper 
Basin water uses. For present analyses, it seems 
reasonable. therefore. to confine our attention to the 
salinity intervals 900-1100 mgll and 1100-1200. 
The relationship between a change in salt loading 
in the upper basin and the TDS concentration at 
Impe~ Dam is that approximately 10,000 tons equals 
1 ppm. This permits the conversion of the loss data 
into (1974) dollars per ton of TDS. These data are 
presented in Table 32. 
Table 38 presents annual benefits for the various 
activities under the different unit benefit values. 
Potential salt removal savings have been calculated 
assuming Grand Valley acreage reduction. Again, it is 
felt that the "no forward linkage" (defined on page 314, 
Appendix 7) cases most closely approximate reality, 
but forward linkages cannot be ruled out without 
Irb.is is an averagtl Vl!lue taken frolll Bureau of Reclamati!)n 
studies and given to the preaent author by John T. Maletie. 
Thble 81. Calculation o/net cost .o/ ,alitait1/ reduction by activit1/. 
Activity Independent Salt Saving Project Water Value of Net 
Salt-Saving Potential Cost Saved Water Saved Cost 
Potential c/G.V. Per Ton Per Ton Per Ton 
(Tons/Year) Acre. Ret. of Salt of Salt of Salt 
(Tons/Year) Extracted Extracted Extracted 
On-farm Practices 110,000 93,500 $ 2.00 44,700 $ 6.10 $- 4.lOa 
Paradox Valley 180,000 153,000 8.90 -10,000 -0.80 9.70 
Modified Crops I 21,500 18,300 8.00 - 4,300 -3.00 11.00 
G.V. Acreage Ret. 88,000 16.30 14,800 2.50 13.80 
Uncom. V. Acre. Ret. 102,000 102,000 16.30 16,000 2.30 14.00 
Modified Crops II 12,500 10,600 19.00 - 2,200 -2.60 21.60 
Grand Valley Canals 200,000 170,000 30.00 20,000 1.50 28.50 
Total 626,000 635,400 
;-his negative sign indicates the high desirability of undertaking these activities. Project costs may be somewhat under-
stated. See Leathers and Young (Appendix 5). 
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Table n. AnmuJl benefit,a per ton of ,aU load 
reduction: Alternative case, and ,aanity 
levels (1914 do1J4rs/t01l8). 
No 
Salinity Level Forward LinkageC Forward LinkageC 
At Imperial Dam Case Id Case 2e Caseld 
900-1100 ppm 8 Ob 81 
1100-1200 ppm 24 20 54 
aDamages avoided. 
bThis is interpreted as no significant damage. 
Cporward linkages, p. 314, Appendix 7. 
dLongnm. 
eShort run. 
Case 'P 
Ob 
55 
further study. In fact, Tables 31, 32, and 33 clearly 
indicate the erItieaI need for knowledge about forward 
linkages: if there are none, the unit benefit range is $0 
to $8. H we really don't know, tbe range is $0 to $81. 
Most decision-makers would not find the latter 
statement of much help. 
Figure 7 provides a visual summary of the data on 
the costs of salinity control projects and benefits from 
salinity reduction. Figure 7 sbows clearly that on-farm 
practices whieh mitigate salinity and reduce consump-
tive use are by virtue of their negative eost 
eeonomieally worthwhile quite aside from the reduc-
tion of salinity damages. The value of the water saved, 
evaluated in a basin context, is more than the cost of 
the steps taken. However. at present there is DO 
motifttioD for the private farm manager to undertake 
these steps since the benefits accure to other water 
users. As one moves to the rigbt on Figure 7, the 
Paradox Valley project is shown to be justified only if 
benefits exceed the $8/ton figure estimated for the 
first case with no forward linkages and a salinity level 
of 900 to 1100 ppm. Since the upper bound on unit 
benefits in the absence of forward linkages is $24 per 
ton (Table 32), it is clear that the second round of crop 
modification and the Grand Valley canal lining 
program are not economically feasible. unless long-
term forward linkages can be demonstrated. It 
appears quite likely that carefully designed irrigated 
acreage retirements and the Paradox Valley project 
are economically feasible. 
Table 88. Total annual 84linity reduction benefits by project, at variou.B unit benefit levels. 
Activity 
On-farm Practices 
Paradox Valley 
Modified Crops I 
G.V. Acreage Ret. 
Uncom. V. Acre. Ret. 
Modified Crop II 
Grand Valley Canals 
z 
o 
f-
a::: 
UJ 
Q.. 
(/) 
f-
(/) 
o (.) 
Q 
Z 
<t 
Totals 
30 
20 
10 
Tons Saved 
Per Year 
93,500 
153,000 
18,300 
88,000 
102,000 
10,600 
170,000 
635,400 
(/) 
f-
ti: 
_ _ Paradox Volley 
UJ 
z 
UJ 
m 
II) 
Total Annual Benefits (000) When Benefits Per Ton Are: 
0 8 20 24 55 81 
0 748 1,870 2,244 5,143 7,574 
0 1,224 3,060 3,672 8,415 12,393 
0 146 366 439 1,007 1,482 
0 704 1,760 2,112 4,840 7,128 
0 816 2,040 2,448 5,610 8,262 
0 85 212 254 583 8,586 
0 1,360 3,400 4,080 9,350 13,770 
0 5,083 12,708 15,250 34,947 51,467 
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Figure 1. Comparison of the costs and benefit' of ,alinity reductilm. 
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CHAPrERVI 
SUMMARY 
This research was designed to provide an 
evaluation of the reaction of agricultural, municipal, 
and industrial users to the increasing levels of salinity 
in the Colorado River Basin. Initially, agricultural 
users were identified and damages assessed. 
For the purposes of this study, estimates of crop 
yield losses due to various salt concentrations were 
based upon the salinity of the soil solution, the level of 
salinity expected to develop in soils with various 
infiltration rates and drainage capacities, soil drainage 
classes and acreages, and the crop reports of the 
irrigation districts. The principal crops were parti-
tioned on the different soil classes and yields projected 
on the basis of irrigation practices and the changing 
salinity levels of the irrigation water which is 
expected to reach the 1,400 mg!1 TDS level by the 
year 2000. Variations in blends of water sources were 
taken into account where applicable. Most of the area 
surveyed in Arizona gave little indication of extreme 
yield declinations, but this was attributed to the 
different water blends and the small proportion of 
poorly drained soil in relation to the total acreage. 
Currently on 90,000 acres of land in the Central 
Arizona Project, Yuma area, and the Colorado Indian 
Reservation are classified as poor drainage soils. This 
constitutes only about 17 percent of the 531,000 acres 
under irrigation at the present time. The California 
region indicated a much higher yield loss, principally 
because there is a much larger proportion of the 
irrigated soils which are classed as poorly drained or 
very poorly drained. Of the 650,000 acres of land 
under consideration more that 850,000 or 55 percent of 
the irrigated land was classified as poorly or very 
poorly drained. 
There are two options available in dealing with 
the problem of rising salinity levels. The first is to 
accept the damages in the form of declining yields and 
reduced acreages which ultimately will inhibit 
production. The second option is to practice one or 
more of the management options currently available 
to reduce salinity levels. Naturally, these options are 
not without cost. Some current management practices 
include diteh lining, land leveling, slip and moldboard 
plowing, leaching irrigation, and drip irrigation 
installations. 
These management practices require substantial 
additional investment in farm operations. ranging 
from $SO/acre for land leveling up to $600/aere for 
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sprinkler irrigation. If farmers do not have access to 
the large amount of capital required for such 
investments, they may be forced to change to more 
salt tolerant crops. For example, canteloupe. water-
melon and barley showed little effect from the 
increased salinity levels in the Imperial Valley of 
California. 
As previously noted, well drained soil was least 
affected, in terms of crop losses, by the increased 
salinity levels. This is also shown by the relatively 
stable production of the well drained land as salinity 
concentrations increased. It is worthwhile to note that 
the relative production of the other land classes 
declined as salt levels increased from 900 mg!1 to 1,400 
mg!1. However, when the levels actually reached 
1.400 mg!1, the relative of all land classes decreased. 
The annual damages for all agricultural areas 
considered in the lower basin was approximately 
$33,183 per mg/l of TDS. Any development on the 
river can be evaluated in dollar terms if, as we 
hypothesized, farmers do respond to increasing 
salinity in a profit maximizing manner. The actual 
losses to farmers are likely to be much higher if the 
alternative management practices are not applied. 
Next, municipal damages were evaluated and 
costs estimated for increased salinity levels. It has 
been recognized for sometime that variations in the 
chemical constituents of water may affect the lifetimes 
of household water conveyance systems and applian-
ces using water. Economic losses associated with 
variation in water use by households were measured 
for water heaters, various types of water pipes, brass 
faucets. dishwashers, waShing machines, and garbage 
disposals. 
Two locations in the Los Angeles area of 
California were included with each location being 
divided according to socio-economic units based on 
differences in median home value, median contract 
rent, number of persons per household, age of 
structure. ete. Plumbing contractors, along with local 
appliance dealers were contacted to provide estimates 
of the average lifetimes for the various plumbing 
fixtures and appliances. 
A regression analysis examining the relationship 
between estimated lifetime. total dissolved solids 
(TDS), and the soeio-economic variables was conduc-
ted. None of the soeio-economic variables were found 
to be statistically significant in variation in estimated 
lifetimes otber than tbe number of people per 
household. 
Estimated economic losses for a typical Los 
Angeles bousehold. utilizing an 8 percent discount 
rate, ranged from $620 to $1.010 in present value 
terms with an increase in TDS from 200 to 700 mg!1. 
Tbe estimated economic losses developed in this study 
are two to three times bigber tban tbose previously 
reported in tbe water resource literature. Aggregate 
damages to housebolds in the Los Angeles metropoli-
tan area due to increased salinity levels can be 
estimated to be between $880 million and $1.44 billion 
in present value terms. An improvement of 10 mg/l 
TDS in tbe Colorado River water delivered to Los 
Angeles residences would lead to a cost savings of 
approximately $14 million in present value terms, or 
$1.12 million per year. This estimate is likely to be 
downward biased since it does not include all types of 
household savings. On tbe other hand. it does not take 
into account technological advances such as using new 
types of pipe or water softening devices. 
An additional area relevant to this research, an 
estimation of direct economic impacts of the upper 
basin. was also examined. This included an inspection 
of the origin of the salinity problem and the impact of 
current users in complicating this problem. Salinity is 
due in part to natural causes (salt springs. natural 
runoff) and in part to man-made causes (agriculture 
and industry). Salt contributions due to irrigation in 
the upper basin have been estimated to account for 
about 38 percent of the total damage which accrues to 
downstream water users. A substantial amount of salt 
is accumulated from ancient marine deposits beneath 
irrigated land which is in addition to the usual 
fertilizer leaching and evapotranspiration that occurs. 
The economic costs to water users of nonstructural 
methods of controlling saline irrigation return flows 
were examined as opposed to the structural methods. 
Nonstructural methods included changes in the 
institutional system (incentives, constraints, penal-
ties) to modify current irrigation practices. It is 
possible to influence the amount of deep percolation by 
varying the amount and rate of water applied through 
the course of a normal growing season. Two specific 
practices include altering the length of time water is 
allowed to run in each furrow and/or adjusting the 
quantity of water in each furrow. It is also possible to 
vary deep percolation losses by cutting back the 
acreage of crops which traditionally are high 
contributors in favor of those which are less of a 
problem. Both of these methods involve increased 
costs or decreased income. 
It could not be established conclusively that crop 
yields would be reduced by more efficient irrigation 
practices. so this cost was not included. From the 
results obtained. it is apparent that improved 
irrigation efficiency can bring about a 75 percent 
decrease in salt discharge for a cost of $2.22 per ton of 
salt removals with only a 3 percent loss in total net 
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farm income. While 40 percent of the initial salt load 
can be removed by the use of crop substitution. it is at 
a cost of $60 per ton of salt removal. It was also noted 
that the evidence surrounding these conclusions are 
not without question. For instance. there is considera-
ble disagreement as to the rate of salt pickup per unit 
of drainage water. Also. it may not be possible to 
increase irrigation efficiency witbout some sacrifice in 
crop yield. Finally. there is no analysis of the 
regulatory costs or social costs necessary to improve 
water quality standards. 
In a further attempt to define the damages due to 
various salinity levels. a physical model was construc-
ted to predict the response of soil. water, and crop 
factors to irrigation. Various consequences of a given 
irrigation management sequence for a typical season 
were computed. Three important factors were varied. 
including irrigation practices. initial salt concentra-
tions. and cropping procedures. This model provided 
evidence that the elimination of salt leaching from 
irrigated land was accompanied by rather dramatic 
changes within the soil profile. Final salt concentra-
tion levels indicated a buildup of salts within the soil 
which implied that there could be a serious effect on 
crop yields if that level of salinity were maintained. 
However. when the irrigation level reached 66.7 cm. 
salt was leached from the soil and the buildup ceased. 
At the highest water application levels, there is an 
indication of some transfer of salts from the soil into 
the return flow. 
Given the information concerning salt buildup and 
leaching, an economic model was developed to suggest 
ways to maximize profits at various levels of salt 
outflow from the farm operation. A shadow price of 
the salt outflow, determined with the use of linear 
programming procedures, reflected a value of addi· 
tional salt removal or outflow. The determination of 
this value allowed a comparison of alternative 
methods of reducing salinity in the river or 
compensating the damages that accrue to downstream 
users. 
The level of profits for farmers remained fairly 
constant at high water application rates. but profits 
declined at the lower rates as productivity fell due to 
the salinity buildup. 
The actual costs of implementing improvement 
practices and the reduction of income resulting from 
declining yields as salts are maintained were included 
in determining costs of reducing salt outflows through 
irrigation management. When the total costs were 
taken into account. it was evident from a one-year 
analysis that a reduction in salt outflow to a level of 
one or two tons per acre was less expensive than the 
other viable alternatives. However, because of the 
potential salt buildup that would subsequently occur. 
the long run costs were greater than was indicated in 
the one year analysis. This implied that a policy of zero 
output of salt would be prohibitive if possible at all. 
In conclusion. these data were combined with 
data from other sources to construct cost and benefit 
schedules for varying quantities of salt load reduction. 
These schedules were designed to permit the 
identification of justifiable projects or programs for 
salinity control. The data available provided the 
essential ingredients of a marginal cost schedule for 
different quantities removed. 
In general this study dealt with damages which 
occur because of agricultural use since agriculture 
accounted for 95 percent of the total water withdrawn 
from the river. Damages to munic~pal and industrial 
users were identified and costs assessed as noted 
earlier in the study. Those damages were not included 
in the benefit schedule since the relatively small 
withdrawals for municipal and industrial purposes 
added little to benefits per ton of salt removed. 
Benefits from salinity reduction take the form of 
damages avoided. It was estimated that a change of 
10,000 tons of salt in the upper basin resulted in a 
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change of 1 mg/l in the salinity level for the lower 
basin. 
On-farm practices which mitigate salinity and 
reduce consumptive water may be eeoaomiealIy 
worthwbDe quite aside from the reduction in salinity 
damages. The value of the water saved, evaluated in a 
basin context, is more than the cost of the corrective 
actions taken. It is more important to realize that at 
the present time, there is no motivation for the 
private farm manager to undertake these steps since 
all benefits accrue to the Lower Basin. 
Since the upper bound on benefits is $24/ton in 
the absence of forward linkages, it is clear that the 
second round of crop modification and canal lining in 
the Upper Basin is not economically feasible unless the 
predominance of long-term forward linkages can be 
demonstrated. 
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APPENDIXl 
AGRICULTURAL CONSEQUENCES FROM SAIlNITY 
IN ARIZONA 
Ernest B. Jackson, Agronomist 
Arizona Agriealtaral Experiment Station 
GD..A AND YUMA PROJECTS 
The soils of the Gila and Yuma irrigation projects 
on the Colorado River in southwestern Arizona have 
been divided, generally, into series and associations 
by the Soil Conservation Service. They estimated the 
occurrence of the different series in the Wellton-
Mohawk Valley by means of soil profile studies made 
in holes dug on a 1/2 mile grid. The North Gila, South 
Gila, and Yuma valleys are maped more generally as 
associations, principally C-2 and C-3. C-2 is the 
Gilman-Vint Association which consists of 45 percent 
Gilman series, 25 percent Vint series and 35 percent 
soils of the Maripo, Agualt. Glenbar, and Imperial 
series in approximately equal proportions. C-3 is the 
Imperial-Glenbar Association which consists of about 
40 percent Imperial clay. 30 percent Glenbar soils. and 
30 percent Holtville. Gadsden and Cashion in about 
equal proportions. Brea is found in small areas but not 
named in either association. 
Since these valley soils were laid down by the 
Colorado and Gila Rivers, they occur in various 
intermingled patterns. often small irregular strips. 
For this reason, the valleys are cropped without 
regard for soil type unless experience has shown that 
a given area is unsuited to a given crop. Apparently, 
no attempt has been made to report any distribution of 
crops by soils. 
The soils of the Yuma and Wellton mesas are 
sandy and generally uniform with little variation. The 
Wellton Mesa is 95 percent, or more, classed as the 
Wellton series. The Yuma Mesa is entirely the 
Superstition series. 
With the assistance of Earl Champerlain of the 
SCS Soil Survey group at Yuma, estimates of the 
occurrence of the different soils were made as shown 
in Tables 1-1 and 1-2. These were assigned to three 
drainage groups by means of the soil series 
descriptions and equated to the drainage classifica-
tions shown by Robinson (Appendix 2, p. 83). 
Abbreviated soil series textural descriptions and 
pel'I!leabilities (where available) are also shown in 
Tables 1-1 and 1-2. . 
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Yields and acreages of the major crops in the Gila 
and Yuma projects were obtained from crop census 
data worksheets prepared by the Yuma Projects office 
ofthe U.S. Bureau of Reclamation. Weighted average 
yields for the Project are summarized over six years in 
Table 1-3. 
Since crop acreages of the major crops have 
steadily shifted toward the acreages now grown, the 
1972 acreages, rather than averages, were used in the 
projections for estimating future crop declination to be 
expected from increasing salinity of the irrigation 
water. The partitioning of crop acreages into drainage 
classifications is shown in Table 1-4. 
The effective values of soil saturation extract 
conductivities for the three drainage classes as 
worked out by Robinson and explained in his Imperial 
. Valley report (Appendix 2, Procedure, p. 88) are 
shown in Table 1-5. These data with the yield 
declination data from the California Committee of 
Consultants, shown in Table 1-6, were used in 
calculating the projected yields for the ten major crops 
shown in Table 1-7. Values of the ten major crops from 
1967 to 1973 are shown in Table 1-8, and costs of 
irrigation water are shown in Table 1·9. 
COLORADO RIVER mRIGATION PROJECT 
(COLORADO RIVER INDIAN RESERVATION 
PARKER, ARIZONA) 
The Bureau of Indian Affairs has classified the 
Arizona bottom land soils of the Colorado River Indian 
Reservation into four general classes. Classes I, 3, and 
4 were, more or less, carefully delineated, leaving the 
soils which did not fall into these three classes in class 
2. Billy Martin, Indian Service Soil Conservationist in 
the Parker office, equated the four classes to the SCS 
soil series classifications as follows: Class 1 is well 
drained loam similar to the Gilman series. Class 3 is 
well drained with medium textured topsoils and 
coarser textured subsoils similar to the Vint series. 
Class 4 is very well drained and includes loams and 
sandy loams underlaid with coarse sands similar to the 
Brios series. Class 2 includes the heavier less well 
drained fine textured soils. Approximately two-thirds 
...... 
Table 1-1 . Assignment of soil senes to drainage groups. a 
Soil Permea- Drainage Classification Acres Estimated 
Series Soil Texture bilityb Percent in./hr. Well Moderate Poor 
North Gila, South Gila, and Yuma Valleys 
Agualt: 0-27" Loam, 27-60" Sand 0.63-2.0 3,150 5 
Brios: 0-14" Sandy Loam, 14-22" Coarse Sand, 22-50" 
Stratified Coarse Sand 2.0 -6.0 3,150 5 
Cashion: 0-27" Clay, 27-29" Very Fine Sandy Loam, 39-42" 
Light Silt Loam 0.06-0.2 3,150 5 
Gadsden: 0-43" Clay, 43-60" Clay Loam 0.06-0.2 3,150 5 
Gilman: 0-13" Loam, 13-60" Very Fine Sandy Loam 0.63-2.0 12,600 20 
Glenbar: 0-27" Clay Loam, 27-56" Silty Clay Loam, 56-60" 
Clay Loam 0.2 -0.6 11,340 18 
Holtville: 0-17" Silty Clay Loam, 17-24" Silty Clay, 24-35" 
Silt Loam, 35-72" Loamy Very Fine Sand "Slow" 3,150 5 
Imperial: 0-60" Silty Clay "Slow" 12,600 20 
Maripo: 0-34" Sandy Loam, 34-60" Gravelly Sand 2.0 -6.3 3,150 5 
Vint: 0-25" Loamy Fine Sand, 25-27" Silt Loam, 27-33" 
Loamy Fine Sand, 33-36" Very Fine Sandy Loam, 
36-42" Loamy Fine Sand, 42-45" Fine Sandy Loam, 
12 45-60" Loamy Sand 
Yuma Mesa 
Superstition: 0-60" Loamy Fine Sand 
aFrom U.S.D.A. S.C.S. descriptions. 
bpermeability of most restricting layer. 
of this classification is similar to the moderately well 
drained Glenbar series, and approximately one-third 
is similar to the poorly drained Gadsden or Imperial 
series (Series descriptions are shown in Tables 1-1 and 
1-2). 
A total of 105,734 acres of the Colorado River 
flood plain has been mapped and will eventually be 
brought under cultivation. The annual crop reports 
(USDI, 1969-1973) show an increase from 51,149 acres 
cropped in 1969 to 62,748 acres in 1973. At this rate, 
all of the project acreage should be under cultivation 
within 15 years. 
At present, the lighter soils are cropped 
principally with alfalfa, but there has been no effort to 
determine the distribution of crops on the different 
soil types. For this reason, the crop acreages shown in 
Table 1-12 were arbitrarily assigned to the drainage 
classes on the basis of the percentage figures shown in 
Table 1-10, adjusted after assuming that approxi-
mately two-thirds of the alfalfa acreage is on the 
lighter soils of classes 8 and 4. 
Since the 105,784 acre project will all be under 
cultivation by the year 2000, the 1973 acreages shown 
in Table 1-12 were projected on that basis, as shown in 
Table 1-13. These are the acreages used for estimating 
future crop declination from increasing salinity of the 
irrigation water (Table 1-15). The yield declination 
data shown previously in Table 1-6 and used in 
calculating the projected yields did not include that for 
onions which is shown in Table 1-14. Values of the 
seven major crops from 1969-1973 are shown in Table 
1-16. Cost of irrigation water is shown in Table 1-17. 
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6.3 ·20.0 7,560 
6.0 . 21,000 100 
CENTRAL ARIZONA PROJECT AREA 
The Bureau of Reclamation awarded the first 
construction contract of the Central Arizona Project in 
April of 1973. Groundbreaking ceremonies were held 
on the shores of Lake Havasu on May 6, 1973, and it is 
anticipated that water will be flowing through the 
Granite Reef Aqueduct by 1980. This gives the 
Arizona Water Commission less than 5 more years to 
complete the task of allocating CAP water to the many 
potential users. They have "expressions of interest" 
from approximately a hundred sources. These include 
between 16 and 20 old established irrigation and 
drainage districts, newly formed districts, utility 
companies, mining companies, water companies, 
municipalities, military posts, ranches, individuals, 
and others. It is obvious that any sort of equitable 
distribution will be extremely difficult. 
In the course of negotiations which finally 
resulted 1h authorization of the CAP, the Department 
of the Interior assured Congress that there would be a 
water supply adequate to deliver an annual average of 
1,200,000 acre feet to the CAP during the 50-year 
project cost repayment period. However, in any year 
in which there should be too little water available to 
deliver the minimum allotments to California, Nevada, 
and Arizona, it is agreed that the shortage will be 
borne first by the CAP. By the same token, CAP will 
share in any surplus above these minimums. 1 
1Lower Basin allotments: California 4,400,000 acre feet; 
Nevada 300,000; Arizona 2,800,000. 
Table 1-2. Assignment of soil .erie. to d1'r1i:n4ge grouP" a 
Soil Permea- Drainage Classification Estimated Soil Texture bilityb Series in./hr. Well Moderate Poor Percent 
Wellton-Mohawk Valley 
Agualt: 0-27" Loam, 27-60" Sand 0.63-2.0 8,920 16.5 
Drios: 0-14" Sandy Loam, 14-22" Coarse Sand, 22-50" 
Stratified Coarse Sand 2.0 -6.0 4,590 8.5 
Gilman: 0-13" Loam, 13-60" Very Fine Sandy Loam 0.63-2.0 9,450 17.5 
Glenbar: 0-27" Clay Loam. 27-56" Silty Clay Loam; 56-60" 
Clay Loam 0.2 -0.6 1,890 3.5 
Holtville: 0-17" Silty Clay Loam, 17-24" Silty Clay, 24-35" 
Silt Loam, 35-72" Loamy Very Fine Sand ''Slow'' 2,430 4.5 
Indio: 0-10" Very Fine Sandy Loam, 10-60" Stratified 
Very Fine Sandy Loam and Silt Loam "Moderate" 5,400 10.0 
Maripo: 0-34" Sandy Loam, 34-60" Gravelly Sand 2.0 -6.3 8,910 16.5 
Meloland: 18-26" Silt Loam, 26-71" Silty Clay "Slow" 1,350 2.5 
Niland: 0-23" Stratified Gravelly Sand and Sand, 23-48" 
Silty Clay "Slow" 540 1.0 
Ripley: 0-12" Silty Clay Loam, 12-20" Coarse Silt Loam, 
20-32" Very Fine Sandy Loam, 32-60" Fine Sand "Moderate" 1,620 3.0 
Vint: 0-25" Loamy Fine Sand, 25-27" Silt Loam, 27-33" 
Loamy Fine Sand, 33-36" Very Fine Sandy Loam, 
36-42" Loamy Fine Sand, 42-45" Fine Sandy Loam 
45-60" Loamy Sand 6.3 -20.0 8,910 16.5 
Wellton Mesa 
Coolidge: 0-63" Sandy Loam 2.0 -6.3 270 2.5 
Dateland: 0-10" Loamy Fine Sand, 10-17" Fine Sandy Loam. 
17-33" Loam, 33-66" Sandy Clay Loam 2.0 -6.0 270 2.5 
Wellton: 0-6" Loamy Sand, 6-17" Light Sandy Loam, 17-28" 
Gravelly Sandy Loam, 28-46" Gravelly Loam, 
46-56" Coarse, Sandy Loam, 56-70" Gravelly 
Sandy Loam 2.0 -6.0 10,260 95.0 
aFrom V.S.D.A. S.C.S. descriptions, holes on Y, mile grid. 
bpermeability of most restricting layer. 
Table 1-S. YieldB of 1TIJ1jor crop. in the Gila and Yuma Irrigatiun Projects. a 
Crop 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 95% Confidence 
Interval 
Cotton 1.96 2.69 2.54 1.83 2.25 2.20 2.25 ± 0.30 Bales 
Alfalfa 6.08 5.88 6.82 6.68 6.77 6.83 6.51 ± 0.38 Tons 
Lettuce 8.17 5.13 5.33 7.03 4.30 4.86 5.80 ± 1.35 Tons 
Cantaloupes 6.37 7.29 7.40 8.22 7.09 7.64 7.34 ± 0.56 Tons 
Wheat 1.99 2.10 2.09 2.13 2.32 2.33 2.16 ± 0.12 Tons 
Grain Sorghum 2.00 1.86 1.72 2.00 2.22 1.90 1.95 ± 0.15 Tons 
Grass Seed 7.42 8.65 7.22 6.83 7.36 6.97 7.41 ± 0.59 cwt. 
Grapefruit 12.44 14.50 14.51 14.39 14.07 15.56 14.25 ± 0.93 Tons 
Oranges and Tangerines 8.83 8.21 11.25 8.00 7.59 8.30 8.70 ± 1.20 Tons 
Lemons 15.20 19.94 15.94 11.93 10.70 10.47 14.03 ± 3.37 Tons 
3 Weighted average yields from the Wellton-Mohawk, North Gila, South Gila, and Yuma valleys, and the Wellton and 
Yuma mesas. 
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Table l-lt. Pwtitionol crop acreage on .different soil a~e classifications-Gila and Yuma projects. 
Drainage Classification 
Crop 
Well Moderate Poor 
Cotton 13,030 2,520 4,330 
Alfaifa 23,140 3,830 6,440 
Lettuce 7,720 1,950 3,580 
Cantaloupes 4,530 1,100 2,000 
Wheat 20,140 3,360 5,560 
Grain Sorghum 9,000 1,230 1,900 
Grass Seed 7,820 1,330 2,230 
Grapefruit 2,200 100 
Oranges and Tangerines 17,000 600 
Lemons 10,000 700 
Table 1-5. Effective values 01 soilsatulration extract condtt.ett'vities in three soil drainage classes, six TDS levels, 
and five irrigation management treatments. a 
Irrfgations TDS Per Year 
900 16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
1000 16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
1100 16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
1200 16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
1300 16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
1400 16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
aFrom Robinson, F. E., 1974, Appendix 2, Table 2-8. 
The Arizona Water Commission estimates that by 
the year 2000 municipal and industrial uses will take at 
least 400,000 acre feet, leaving approximately 800,000 
for agriculture. This will fall far short of meeting the 
needs. One large irrigation district alone has asked for 
more than 500,000 acre feet of CAP water. Thus it is 
Drainage Classification 
Well Moderate Poor 
0.4 2.0 4.3 
0.4 1.4 3.7 
0.4 1.1 3.4 
0.4 0.7 3.0 
0.0 0.0 2.1 
0.7 2.4 5.0 
0.7 1.7 4.3 
0.7 1.5 4.0 
0.7 1.0 3.5 
0.0 0.2 2.7 
0.9 2.9 5.7 
0.9 2.1 4.9 
0.9 1.8 4.6 
0.9 1.3 4.0 
0.0 0.5 3.3 
1.2 3.3 6.3 
1.2 2.4 5.4 
1.2 2.1 5.1 
1.2 1.5 4.5 
0.0 0.8 3.8 
1.5 3.8 7.0 
1.5 2.8 6.1 
1.5 2.5 5.7 
1.5 1.8 5.1 
0.2 1.2 4.4 
1.7 4.2 7.7 
1.7 3.2 6.7 
1.7 2.8 6.3 
1.7 2.1 5.6 
0.4 1.5 5.0 
clear that if only the established irrigation districts 
are considered in the allocation of water, few can 
expect to receive as much as half of what they have 
asked for. Exeeptionsmight be such districts as the 
Salt River and San Carlos projects which have surface 
water supplies, storage facilities and distribution 
Table 1-6. Yield decrement to be expected lor certain crops due to the level (JI salinity in the soil solution as 
shown by the electrical conductivity 01 the saturation extract in milli.mhos per centimeter. a 
Crop 0% 10% 25% 50% 
mmho/cm mmho/em mmho/em mmho/em 
Cotton 6.7 10.0 12.0 16.0 
Alfalfa 2.0 3.0 5.0 8.0 
Lettuce 1.3 2.0 3.0 5.0 
Cantaloupes 2.3 3.5 No Data No Data 
Wheat 4.7 7.0 10.0 14.0 
Grain Sorghum 4.0 6.0 9.0 12.0 
Bermuda Grass 8.7 13.0 16.0 18.0 
Grapefruit 1.7 2.5 No Data 5.0 
Oranges and Tangerines 1.7 2.5 No Data 5.0 
Lemons 1.7 2.5 No Data 5.0 
Onions 1.3 2.0 3.5 4.0 
llprom the California Committee of Consultants (1974). 
Table 1-r. Projected yields 01 cotton in the Gila. North Gila. Wellton-Mohawk and Yuma valleys with l()'Ur levels 
ol8'Urjace inigation and tJp'f'inkler on three soil dramage classes. 
Drainage Irrigations Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mg/I 
Classification Per Year 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Cotton in 1000 Bales 
Well 16 All Values 29.32 
13,030 Acres 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 All Values 5.67 
2,520 Acres 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Poor 16 All Values 9.74 
4,330 Acres 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Alfalfa Hay in 1000 Tons 
Well 16 All Values 150.64 
23,140 Acres 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 24.93 23.93 22.69 21.81 20.94 20.19 
3,830 Acres 22 24.93 24.93 24.68 23.93 22.94 22.06 
29 24.93 24.93 24.93 24.68 23.68 22.94 
35 24.93 24.93 24.93 24.93 24.93 24.68 
Sprinkler 24.93 24.93 24.93 24.93 24.93 24.93 
Poor 16 33.54 31.44 28.92 26.83 24.52 22.01 
6,440 Acres 22 35.63 33.54 31.86 29.97 27.67 25.57 
29 36.47 24.58 32.70 31.02 28.92 26.83 
35 37.73 36.26 34.58 33.12 31.02 29.34 
Sprinkler 41.50 38.99 36.68 35.21 33.33 31.44 
Lettuce in 1000 Tons 
Well 16 44.78 44.78 44.78 44.78 43.44 42.32 
7,720 Acres 22 44.78 44.78 44.78 44.78 43.44 42.32 
29 44.78 44.78 44.78 44.78 43.44 42.32 
35 44.78 44.78 44.78 44.78 43.44 42.32 
Sprinkler 44.78 44.78 44.78 44.78 44.78 44.78 
aYields based on Yuma Mesa-Yuma Valley history. 
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Table 1-7. Continued. 
= 
Drainage Irrigations Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mg/l 
Classification Per Year 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Moderate 16 10.18 9.50 8.65 8.09 7.35 6.79 
1,950 Acres 22 11.14 10.69 1O.oI 9.50 8.82 7.07 
29 11.31 10.97 10.52 10.01 9.33 8.82 
35 11.31 11.31 11.31 10.97 10.52 10.01 
Sprinkler 11.31 11.31 11.31 11.31 11.31 10.97 
Poor 16 12.14 10.38 8.51 6.95 5.19 3.32 
3,580 Acres 22 13.81 12.14 10.59 9.34 7.58 6.02 
29 14.53 12.98 11.42 10.28 8.51 6.95 
35 15.57 14.32 12.98 11.63 10.28 8.82 
Sprinkler 18.37 16.50 14.84 13.49 11.94 10.38 
Cantaloupes in 1000 Tons 
Welll 16 All Values 33.25 
4,530 Acres 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 8.07 7.99 7.67 7.38 7.06 6.82 
1,100 Acres 22 8.07 8.07 8.07 7.99 7.75 7.46 
29 8.07 8.07 8.D7 8.07 7.95 7.75 
35 8.07 8.07 8.07 8.07 8.07 8.07 
Sprinkler 8;07 8.07 8.07 8.07 8.07 8.07 
Poor 16 10.24 11.45 10.57 9.84 9.03 8.15 
2,000 Acres 22 12.99 10.24 11.52 10.94 10.13 9.40 
29 13.36 12.62 11.89 11.30 10.57 9.84 
35 13.80 13.21 12.62 12.04 11.30 10.72 
Sprinkler 14.68 14.24 13.43 12.85 12.18 11.45 
Wheat in 1000 Tons 
Well 16 All Values 43.50 
20,140 Acres 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 All Values 7.26 
3,360 Acres 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Poor 16 12.01 11.83 11.47 11.17 10.81 10.45 
5,560 Acres 22 12.01 12.01 11.89 11.55 11.29 10.99 
29 12.01 12.01 12.01 11.77 11.47 11.17 
35 12.01 12.01 12.01 12.01 11.77 11.53 
Sprinkler 12.01 12.D1 12.01 12.01 12.01 11.83 
Grain Sorghum in 1000 Tons 
Well 16 All Values 17.55 
9,000 Acres 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 2.40 2.40 2.40 2.40 2.40 2.38 
1,230 Acres 22 2.40 2.40 2.40 2.40 2.40 2.40 
29 2.40 2.40 2.40 2.40 2.40 2.40 
35 2.40 2.40 2.40 2.40 2.40 2.40 
Sprinkler 2.40 2.40 2.40 2.40 2.40 2.40 
Poor 16 3.65 3.52 3.39 3.28 3.15 3.02 
1,900 Acres 22 3.71 3.65 3.54 3.45 3.32 3.21 
29 3.71 3.71 3.60 3.51 3.39 3.28 
35 3.71 3.71 3.71 3.62 3.51 3.41 
Sprinkler 3.71 3.71 3.71 3.71 3.64 3.52 
aYieids based on Yuma Mesa-Yuma Valley history. 
Table 1-7. Continued. 
-
Drainage Irrigations Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mg/l 
Classification Per Year 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Grass Seed in 1000 ewt 
Well 16 All Values 57.95 
7,820 Acres 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 All Vahles 9.86 
1,330 Acres 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Poor 16 All Values 16.52 
2,230 Acres 22 
29 
3S 
Sprinkler 
Grapefruit in 1000 Tonsa 
Well 16 All Values 31.35 
2,200 Acres 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 1.36 1.29 1.19 1.09 0.98 0.89 
100 Acres 22 1.42 1.42 1.35 1.29 1.21 1.12 
29 1.42 1.42 1.40 1.35 1.28 1.21 
35 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.40 1.35 
Sprinkler 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42 1.42 
Oranges and Tangerines in 1000 Tonsa 
Well 16 All Values 147.90 
17,000 Acres 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 5.01 4.75 4.36 4.02 3.55 3.26 
600 Acres 22 5.22 5:22 4.96 4.75 4.44 3.58 
29 5.22 5.22 5.14 4.96 4.70 4.44 
35 5.22 5.22 5.22 5.22 5.14 4.96 
Sprinkler 5.22 5.22 5.22 5.22 5.22 5.22 
Lemons in 1000 Tonga 
Well 16 All Values 140.30 
10,000 Acres 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 9.43 8.94 8.20 7.56 6.78 6.14 
700 Acres 22 9.82 9.82 9~33 8.94 8.35 7.76 
29 9.82 9.82 9.67 9.33 8.84 8.35 
35 9.82 9.82 9.82 9.82 9.67 9.33 
Sprinkler 9.82 9.82 9.82 9.82 9.82 9.82 
aYields based on Yuma Mesa-Yuma Valley history. 
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Table 1·9. Costs of irrigation water on the Yuma and Gila projects. 
Base Allotment Cost Per Acre Foot in Excess of Base Allotment 
Per Acre Irrigation 
District 
Costa Acre Ft. lst 2 Feet 2nd 2 Feet 2rd 2 Feet 4th 2 Feet All Additional 
1974 
Yuma Mesa 9 13.50 1.55 1.55 1.55 1.55 1.55 
Unit B (Mesa) 6 18.00 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.50 
Yuma Valley 5 16.00 3.20 3.20 3.20 3.20 3.20 
North Gila 5 8.50 No additional for excess 
South Gila 5 16.00 3.20 3.20 3.20 3.20 3.20 
Wellton-Mohawk 4 11.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 
1975 
Yuma Mesa 9 22.50 3.00 5.00 7.50 7.50 7.50 
Unit B (Mesa) 6 24.00 4.25 4.25 5.00 5.00 5.00 
Yuma Valley 5 20.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 
North Gila 5 10.00 No additional for excess 
South Gila 5 16.00 
Wellton-Moha wk 4 11.00 4.50 4.50 5.20 10.00 15.00 
base allotment charge is the minimum. 
Table 1·10. Assignment of soil c«uses to drainage groups. PotentWl acreage for cultivation by 2000 A.D. 
Classa 
Well 
Drainage Classification Estimated 
Poor Percent Moderate 
1 16,917 16 
2 32,778 31 
2 
3 20,512 
15,860 15 
19.4 
4 19,667 18.6 
57,096 32,778 15,860 100 
aLand classification map, Colorado River Irrigation Project, Colorado River Indian Reservation, Arizona; Branch of Land 
Operations, Bureau of Indian Affairs U.S.D.I., Phoenix Area Office, 1964. 
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Thble 1·11. Acre yields of'fTUljor crops in the Colorado River (Indian Reservation) project. a 
95% Confidence Crop 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 Interval 
Alfalfa 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.25 8.50 8.15 ± 0.23 Tons 
Cotton 2.75 2.25 2.25 2.75 3.00 2.60 ± 0.34 Bales 
Wheat 1.80 2.25 2.10 , 2.40 2.80 2.27 ± 0.37 Tons 
Grain Sorghum 1.50 1.50 2.04 2.00 1.60 1.73 ± 0.27 Tons 
Cantaloupes 250 250 300 250 350 280 ± 45 Crates 
Lettuce 400 600 500 500 380 476 ± 89.4 Ctn. 
Onions 15.0 18.0 11.5 12.0· 8.3 12.96 ± 3.7 Tons 
aAnnual irrigation crop report No. 55·13F. Branch of Land Operations, Bureau of Indian Affairs, U.S.D.I. 
Table 1·12. Partition of 1973 crop acreage OR 
di/lerent ,oil d1'6i.mge c/.a8,e" a 
Drainage Classification 
Crop 
Well Moderate Poor 
Alfalfa 16,100 4,290 2,020 
Cotton 5,740 4,960 2,410 
Wheat 5,240 4,520 2,200 
Grain Sorghum 1,920 1,650 800 
Cantaloupes 390 340 160 
Lettuce 2,190 1,880 920 
Onions 400 340 160 
aAnnual hrigation crop report No. 55·13F, Branch of 
Land Operations, Bureau of Indian Affairs, U.S.D.L 1969· 
1973. 
systems in operation that could be greatly enhanced 
by allotments of CAP water which would be 
inadequate for comparable areas that depend entirely 
upon groundwater. 
The Salt River Project irrigation system serves 
approximately 261.246 acres of land in the Salt River 
Valley of central Arizona. It supplies full service to the 
Salt River Valley Water Users Association (238.264 
acres), supplemental service .to special contractors 
(22,982 acres), and 5.6 percent of the surface water 
diverted at Granite Reef Dam to the Roosevelt Water 
Conservation District. 
In 1973 the acreage under full and supplemental 
irrigation (not including RWCD) consisted of 101,370 
acres of urban and suburban residential, commercial. 
and industrial lands; 9,414 acres of farmsteads. roads. 
ditches and drains; and 150.462 acres of cultivated 
crop land. Of the crop land, 136,385 acres were 
irrigated (Annual Crop Production Report. Salt River 
Project), 
In general. the Salt River Project includes: 1) the 
Verde River with its two reservoirs above Horseshoe 
Dam and Bartlett Dam; 2) the Salt River and its 
reservoirs above Stewart Mountain Dam. Mormon 
Flat Dam. Horseshoe Mesa Dam; 3) Granite Reef 
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diversion dam at the confluence of the two rivers; 4) 
the distribution system which includes the Arizona 
Canal. Grand Canal. Tempe Canal. Western Canal. 
Consolidated Canal, Eastern Canal, and their laterals; 
and 5) drainage and pumping works with 252 active 
wells. 
The Salt River Project also generates electrical 
power with the releases or flows from the dams on the 
Salt and Verde Rivers. These hydro-electric plants are 
not necessarily a part of this report except as they 
affect the quality of water which reaches the farms 
and cities. This effect may not be of great importance 
because of the relatively low salt content of the two 
rivers, However. water quality varies between the 
rivers and with the amount of natural Dow. Operation 
of the power generating plants helps determine which 
water source is released or stored at any given time 
and therefore is a factor to consider. This will be 
especially true if Orme Dam is built and different 
proportions of SRP and CAP waters are stored there 
at different times of the year. 
There are other possibilities that could affect the 
quality of water they might be delivered to the SRP. 
as well as to other contractors for CAP water: 1. 
Orme Dam mayor may not be built. This would affect 
the water quality for any user below this point in the 
CAP system. 2. The SRP may have to make 
exchanges with other CAP water contractors. The 
amount of SRP water involved would affect the 
Table 1·13. Acreage of the seven 1TUJQor crops 
projected to the year 2000, when all of 
the project I4nd will be 1I1n.der irrigation. 
Drainage Classification 
Crop 
Well Moderate Poor 
Alfalfa 27,600 7,400 3,490 
Cotton 9,830 8,560 4,120 
Wheat 8,990 7,720 3,810 
Grain Sorghum 3,280 2,850 1,370 
Cantaloupes 630 630 320 
Lettuce 3,810 3,280 1,590 
Onions 630 630 320 
TOTAL 54,770 31,070 15,020 
mixture of CAP and SRP waters. 8. The quantities of 
water allocations to the Indians. 4. The allocation 
between various contractors for CAP water and their 
diversion point locations (Teeples, per communica· 
tion). For the purposes of this report. the following 
assumptions are made: 1) Continued surface water 
supply based on a 10 year average: 2) possible CAP 
allocations; 8) groundwater pumpage to maintain the· 
minimum balance required to meet SRP obligations: 
and 4) uniform mixing of all water sources. 
Water quality stations for which records are 
published on the surfaee water of the project are 
downstream from Bartlett Dam on the Veale River 
and the Stewart Mountain Dam on the Salt River. The 
9 year average flow (1964-1972) of the Verde River 
was 872,000 ac ft with a weighted average of 288 mg/l 
TDS. while that of the Salt River was 588.000 ac ft 
with 591 mg/l TDS (Arizona Water Commission IDes, 
Hubbard. personal communications). The project is 
presently pumping 252 wells. Over the 10 year period 
ending in 1970 they pumped an average of 400,000 
acre feet per year while the depth to water in selected 
wells dropped an average of 13 feet per year (Arizona 
Water Commission IDes). In 1970 the U.S. Geological 
Survey estimated that a safe groundwater field for 
the SRP area is 8QO,OOO ac ft per year, including that 
pumped by others within the SRP boundaries. 
It is estimated that by 1980 SRP obligations will 
be 766,000 acre feet for agriculture, 190,000 for 
municipal and industrial, and 289,000 (20 percent) 
transportation and storage losses (Arizona Water 
Commission IDes). With a continued supply of 860.000 
ac ft of surface water and eurtailed pumping of 200,000 
ac ft, minimum balance to meet this obligation would 
be 150,000 ac ft of CAP water. 
The salinity in the active wells ranges from 
around 300 mg/l to 2,897 mg/l TDS with an average of 
980 mg/l (Hubbard, personal communication). Since 
CAP water is supposed to replace JrOundwater on a 
one-to-one basis, the highest salt content wells could 
be eliminated to bring this average down to 
somewhere near the present 775 mg/l of the Colorado 
River at Parker Dam. However, for the purposes of 
this report, an average groundwater quality of 980 
mg/l TDS is used. 
If a continued supply of 860,000 ac ft of surfaee 
water and .. curtailed pumping of 275,000 ac ft is 
assumed, an allotment of 75,000 ac ft of CAP water 
would iJIleet the minimum balance needed to mI SRP 
obligations. The project water before addition of CAP 
water would then have an average salinity of around 
50 
600 mg/l TDS which would be increased only slightly 
by the addition of CAP water at its present level, and 
only another 40 mg/l when the CAP reaches 1400 mg/l 
(Table 1-17).lfthe SRP were allotted the 150,000 ac ft 
CAP water they have requested, the salinity of the 
blend would be slightly lower initially and only 26 
mg/l higher when CAP water reaches 1400 mg/l 
(Table 1·18). This is because of the trade off of 
groundwater for CAP water. Since this is the ease, 
crop declinations are figured on the basis of the higher 
allotment. 
The soils of the general area served by the Salt 
River Project irrigation system are assigned to 
drainage groups in Table 1-19. This breakdown was 
made from a general soils map of Maricopa County and 
Salt River Indian Reservation prepared by the U.S. 
Soil Conservation Service. The proportions of differ· 
ent soil classes as shown here are used for both the 
SRVWUA and areas of supplemental irrigation 
service. 
Yields of major crops in the areas served by the 
SRP irrigation system were taken from the annual 
crop reports of the SRP and are shown in Table 1·20. 
Costs of SRP water to the user in 1975 are based 
on the following formula: 1. Assessment to each user 
$5.79. This provides 2 ac ft per acre. 2. Stored and 
developed, and normal flow $2.00 per acre foot (1 acre 
foot per acre allotted for 1975).3. Pump water $8.00 
per acre foot (maximum of 2 acre feet per acre for 
1975). Cost to a speeific water .user will vary 
depending on the land's water right and the amount of 
water used. 
Salt RitJ8f' Valle, WGt6f' U,erB A"o~ 
Acreages planted to major crops in the SRVWUA 
~ shoWll in Table l:~~, apd. assigned to drainap 
classes in Table 1·22. 'Ole average acreages Of wneat, 
sorghum, and barley taken from Table 1-21 were 
adjusted to more realistic figures in Table 1-22, based 
upon recent trends . away from sorghum and barley, 
and the increased planting of wheat as a result of the 
higher yield potential of the new stiff-strawed 
varieties from Mexico. 
Effective values of soil saturation extract conduc-
tivities for the three soil drainage classes were worked 
out for the levels of salinity to be expected after CAP 
water is blended mto the SRP system (Table 1-23). 
These values with the expected yield decrements 
shown in Table 1·24 were used to determine the 
projected crop yields shown in Tables 1-25 and 1-26 •. 
7bble 1-14. Crop yields on tke Colorado River l1U1ian ResenJation lands projected on tke basis of completed 
project acrea.ge, as influenced by irrigation metAod and salinity of tke irrigation water. 
= 
Drainage Irrigations Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mgtl 
Classification Per Year 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Alfalfa Hay in 1000 Tons 
Well 16 All Values 224.94 
27,600Ac. 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 60.31 57.90 54.88 52.77 50.66 48.85 
7,400 Ac. 22 60.31 60.31 59.71 51.90 55.49 53.37 
29 60.31 60.31 60.31 59.11 51.29 55.49 
35 60.31 60.31 60.31 60.31 60.31 59.71 
Sprinkler 60.31 60.31 60.31 60.31 60.31 60.31 
Poor 16 22.75 21.33 19.62 18.20 16.64 14.93 
3,490 Ac. 22 24.11 22.15 21.61 20.33 18.77 17.35 
29 24.14 23.46 22.18 21.05 19.62 18.20 
35 25.60 24.60 23.46 22.47 21.05 19.91 
Sprinkler 28.16 26.45 24.89 23.89 22.61 21.33 
Cotton in 1000 Bales 
Well 16 All Values 25.56 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 All Values 22.26 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Poor 16 10.11 10.11 10.11 10.71 10.60 10.39 
22 10.11 10.71 10.71 10.71 10.11 10.71 
29 10.11 10.71 10.71 10.71 10.71 10.11 
35 10.11 10.71 10.71 10.71 10.11 10.71 
Sprinkler 10.11 10.71 10.71 10.71 10.71 10.71 
Wheat in 1000 Tons 
Well 16 All Values 29.40 
8,990Ac. 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 All Values 17.52 
1,120 Ac. 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Poor 16 8.65 8.52 8.26 8.04 7.79 7.53 
3,810Ac. 22 8.65 8.65 8.56 8.39 8.13 8.00 
29 8.65 8.65 8.65 8.45 8.26 8.04 
35 8.65 8.65 8.65 8.65 8.45 8.30 
Sprinkler 8.65 8.65 8.65 8.65 8.65 8.52 
Grain Sorghum in 1000 Tons 
Well 16 All Values 6.61 
3,280Ac. 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkl~r 
Moderate 16 4.93 4.93 4.93 4.93 4.93 4.88 
2,850 Ac. 22 4.93 4.93 4.93 4.93 4.93 4.93 
29 4.93 4.93 4.93 4.93 4.93 4.93 
35 4.93 4.93 4.93 4.93 4.93 4.93 
Sprinkler 4.93 4.93 4.93 4.93 4.93 4.93 
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Thble 1·14. Continued. 
...... 
Drainage Irrigations Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mg/l 
Classification Per Year 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Poor 16 2.33 2.25 2.17 2.10 2.01 1.93 
1,370 Ac. 22 2.37 2.33 2.26 2.20 2.12 2.05 
29 2.37 2.37 2.30 2.24 2.17 2.10 
35 2.37 2.37 2.37 2.31 2.24 2.18 
Sprinkler 2.37 2.37 2.37 2.37 2.32 2.25 
Cantaloupes in 1000 Crates 
Well 16 All Values 176.40 
630Ac. 22 
29 
35. 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 176.40 175.17 167.58 161.41 154.35 149.06 
630 Ac. 22 176.40 176.40 176.40 175.17 169.34 163.17 
29 176.40 176.40 176.40 176.40 173.75 169.34 
35 176.40 176.40 176.40 176.40 176.40 176.40 
Sprinkler 176.40 ·176.40 176.40 176.40 176.40 176.40 
Poor 16 74.82 69.89 64.51 60.03 55.10 50.62 
320Ac. 22 79.30 74.82 70.34 66.75 61.82 57.34 
29 81.54 77.06 72.58 68.99 64.51 60.03 
35 84.22 80.64 77.06 73.47 68.99 65.41 
Sprinkler 89.60 86.46 81.98 78.40 74.37 69.89 
Lettuce in 1000 Cartons 
Well 16 1813.56 1813.56 1813.56 1813.56 1768.22 1713.81 
3,810 Ac. 22 1813.56 1813.56 1813.56 1813.56 1768.22 1713.81 
29 1813.56 1813.56 1813.56 1813.56 1768.22 1713.81 
35 1813.56 1813.56 1813.56 1813.56 1768.22 1713.81 
Sprinkler 1813.56 1813.56 1813.56 1813.56 1813.56 1813.56 
Moderate 16 1405.15 1311.48 1194.38 1147.54 1014.83 936.77 
3,280 Ac. 22 1545.67 1475.41 1381.73 1311.48 1217.80 1131.93 
29 1561.28 1522.25 1451.99 1381.73 1288.06 1217.80 
35 1561.28 1561.28 1561.28 1522.25 1451.99 1381.73 
Sprinkler 1561.28 1561.28 1561.28 1561.28 1561.28 1522.25 
Poor 16 446.54 378.42 . 310.30 257.33 189.21 121.09 
1,590 Ac. 22 503.30 446.54 385.99 340.58 276.25 219.48 
29 529.79 473.03 416.26 367§!.7 310.30 257.33 
35 567.63 522.22 473.03 423.83 367.07 336.79 
Sprinkler 669.80 601.69 541.14 491.95 435.18 378.42 
Onions in 1000 Tons 
Well 16 8.165 8.165 8.165 8.165 8.083 7.920 
630 Ac. 22 8.165 8.165 8.165 8.165 8.083 7.920 
29 8.165 8.165 8.165 8.165 8.083 7.920 
35 8.165 8.165 8.165 8.165 8.083 7.920 
Sprinkler 8.165 8.165 8.165 8.165 8.165 8.165 
Moderate 16 7.838 7.634 7.389 7.104 6.695 6.369 
630 Ac. 22 8.124 7.961 7.798 7.634 7.430 7.185 
29 8.165 8.083 7.920 7.798 7.593 7.430 
35 8.165 8.165 8.165 8.083 7.920 7.798 
Sprinkler 8.165 8.165 8.165 8.165 8.165 8.083 
Poor 16 3.193 2.074 0.581 0 0 0 
320 Ac. 22 3.442 3.193 2.281 1.244 0 0 
29 3.566 3.318 2.903 1.866 0.581 0 
35 3.732 3.525 3.318 3.110 1.866 0.809 
Sprinkler 3.960 3.815 3.608 3.401 3.152 2.074 
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Table 1·16. Crop 'IHIlues on the Colorado River Indian Reservation irrigation project. a 
Average Market Value Per Acre 
Crop 
1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 
Alfalfa 240.00 224.00 232.00 264.00 425.00 
Cottonb 447.00 493.00 393.00 462.00 579.00 
Wheat 210.00 121.00 120.00 140.00 210.00 
Grain Sorghum 96.00 75.00 96.00 93.00 96.00 
Cantaloupes 2625.00 1625.00 2100.00 1375.00 2625.00 
Lettuce 1140.00 900.00 1500.00 1500.00 1140.00 
Onions 282.00 630.00 368.00 15.00 282.00 
aAnnual irrigation crop report No. 55·13F, Branch of Land Operations, Bureau of Indian Affairs, U.S.D.1. 1969·1973. 
bIncludes lint and seed. 
Table 1·16. Cost of irrigation water on the Colorado River Indian Reservation,project. 
Base Allotment Per Acre 
Acre Feet Cost 
5 
5 
11.00 
14.00 
1974 
1975 
Cost of All 
Water in Excess of 
The Base Allotment 
S2.00 Per Acre Foot 
$3.50 Per Acre Foot 
Table 1·17. Effects of increasing salinity of CAP WGter when it iB blended into the Salt River project WGter 
(Assuming an allotment of 75,000 ac It of CAP water). 
850,@OO Ac. Ft . 275,000 Ac.Ft 1,125,000 Ac. Ft. 75,000 Ac. Ft 1,200,000 Ac Ft 
Salt and Verde Groundwater Salt River Project C.A.P. Water Blended C.A.P. 
Rivers Watera Water and S.R.P. Water 
TDSmg/l TDS mgt! TDS mgtl TDS mgtl TDSmgtl 
467b 980c 592 775d 604 
467 980 592 900 612 
467 980 592 1,000 618 
467 980 592 1,100 624 
467 980 592 1,200 630 
467 980 592 1,300 637 
467 980 592 1,400 643 
aNine year average flow (1964-1972) of 905,000 acre feet less 5.6% to the Roosevelt Water Conservation District, 
leaves 854,000 Ac Ft surface water. 
bThe nine year average flow of the Verde River below Barlett Dam was 372,000 acre feet with an average of 288 mg/l 
T.D.S., while that of the Salt River below Stewart Mountain Dam was 533,000 acre feet with an average of 591 mgtl T.O.S. 
c Average salinity of active S.R.P. wells. Figure supplied by the Salt River Project Office. T.D.S. of individual wells ranges 
from 200 to 3,000 mgtl. Volumetric average varies according to which wells are being pumped. 
dPresent salinity of Colorado River water of the C.A.P. diversion point above Parker Dam. 
S3 
Table 1·18. E/leets of increasiftg saHnity 01 CAP wate1' wlum it is blended into the Salt River yroject wate1' 
(assuming allotment 01 the 15(J,OOO ac ft reQUeBted). 
850,000 Ac Ft 200,000 Ac Ft 1,050,000 Ac Ft. 150,000 Ac Ft. 1,200,000 Ac Ft 
Salt and Verde Pumped Water Salt River Project C.A.P. Water Blended C.A.P. 
Rivers Water Water and S.R.P. Water 
TDSmg/1 TDSmg/l TDSmg/l TDSmg/1 TDS mg/l 
467 980 565 775 591 
467 980 565 900 607 
467 980 565 1,000 619 
467 980 565 1,100 632 
467 980 565 1,200 644 
467 980 565 1,300 657 
467 980 565 1,400 669 
~ . .5 
Table 1·19. Assignment of Boil BerieS to drai:rw.ge f/'1'O'UpB for lands served by tke Salt River yroject-fuU and 
B1£pplementaL a 
Soil 
Series 
Antho: 
Avondale: 
Cashion: 
Contine: 
Coolidge: 
Estrella: 
Gadsden: 
Gilman: 
Glenbar: 
Laveen: 
Mohall: 
Rillito: 
Valencia: 
Soil Texture 
0-36" Sandy Loam, 36-47" Loamy Sand, 47-60" Light 
Sandy Clay Loam 
0-12" Clay Loam, 12-37" Heavy Loam 37·55" Very 
Fine Sandy Loam 
. 0·27" Clay, 27-29" Very Fine Sandy Loam, 29-42" 
Light Silt Loam 
0-12" Clay Loam, 12·38" Clay Loam-Clay, 38-60" 
Loam-Clay Loam 
0-63" Sandy Loam 
0·24" Loam, 24-48" Clay Loam, 48-55" Gravelly 
Light Clay Loam 
0-43" Clay, 43·60" Clay Loam 
0·13" Loam, 13-60" Very Fine Sandy Loam 
0-27" Clay Loam, 27-56" Silty Clay Loam, 56-60" 
Clay Loam 
0-60" Loam 
0-10" Coarse Sandy Loam, 10-19" Sandy Clay Loam, 
19·27" Clay Loam, 27·37" Loam, 37·76" Gravelly 
Sandy Loam, 76-98" Gravelly Coarse Loamy Sand 
0·2" Loam, 2-10" Fine Sandy Loam. 10·32" Gravelly 
Loam. 32·41" Gravelly Sandy Loam, 41·59" 
Gravelly Loam, 59-75" Gravelly Sandy Loam 
0-26" Sandy Loam, 26-31" Light Sandy Clay Loam, 
31-48" Clay Loam, 48·60" Sandy Clay Loam 
Permell-
bilityb 
in./br. 
2.0 -6.0 
0.2 -0.6 
0.06-0.2 
2.0 ·6.3 
0.2 -0.6 
0.06-0.2 
0.6 ·2.0 
0.2 -0.6 
0.6 -2.0 
0.2 -0.63 
0.6 ·2.0 
0-2 -0.6 
Drainage Classification 
Well Moderate Poor 
55% 36% 9% 
16,460 
13,060 
3,920 
16,720 
16,720 
23,250 
3,920 
73,670 
3,920 
35,000 
46,500 
1,830 
6,270 
143,680 93,000 24,560 
aAcreages estimated from maps supplied by the S.R.P. and U.S.S.C.S. Phoenix. 
bpermeability of the most restricting horizon. 
Estimated 
Percent 
6.3 
5.0 
1.5 
6.4 
6.4 
8.9 
1.5 
28.2 
1.5 
13.4 
17.8 
0.7 
2.4 
Salt River Proieet Supplmental 
/rrigatihn Service 
yields and values were reported in the SRP crop 
reports and therefore are the same as for the 
SRVWUA. 
The SRP supplemental irrigation contracts and 
acres irrigated in 1973 are: Fort McDowell Indian 
Reservation, 315 acres; Gila Crossing District, 687: 
Maricopa Colony District, 1,094; Peninsular Horowitz 
District, 2,070; Salt River Indian Reservation, 10,797; 
and St. Johns Irrigation District, 1,286. The crop 
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. Average acreages of major crops grown in the 
supplemental irrigation areas are partitioned into soil 
drainage classes in Table 1-27. Projected crop yields, 
as aHected by increasing salinity of the CAP ater are 
shown in Tables 1·28 and 1·29. Crop values are shown 
in Tables 1-39 and 1·40. 
Table 1-20 . Yields 0/ major crops in the Salt River project. a 
.... 
95% Confidence Crop 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 Interval 
Alfalfa Hay 5.4 5.3 5.9 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 5.86 ± 0.19 Ton 
Upland Cotton 2.25 2.30 1.50 1.75 2.50 2.25 2.00 2.25 2.43 2.55 2.18 ± 0.24 Bale 
Upland Cotton Seed 1.00 1.00 0.60 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.10 1.10 0.96 ± 0.11 Ton 
Barley 2.04 1.92 1.80 1.99 1.97 1.70 1.99 2.04 2.14 2.21 1.98 ± 0.11 Ton 
Wheat 2.25 2.55 2.70 2.82 2.58 ± 0.39 Ton 
Sorghum 1.85 2.13 2.13 2.38 2.24 2.18 2.24 1.82 2.18 2.35 2.15 ± 0.13 Ton 
Carrots 13.0 13.0 13.0 13.5 13.5 13.5 10.5 12.0 13.0 10.0 12.5 ± 0.91 Ton 
Lettuce 418 474 526 400 378 410 409 512 473 525 452.5 ± 40.1 Ctn. 
Onions (Dry) 300 300 300 300 300 375 360 375 450 450 351.0 ± 43.9 Cwt. 
Grapefruit 203 159 192 123 360 248 440 209 198 216 234.8 ± 68.0 Cwt. 
Oranges and Tangerines 137 118 201 275 134 168 206 177.0 ± 50.7 Cwt. 
Sugar Beets 18.0 20.0 19.0 15.0 21.4 22.5 23.0 19.8 ± 2.8 Ton 
aYields taken from annual crop reports of the S.R.P., full and supplemental irrigation service. 
Table 1-21. Acreages planted to f1I4)Or crops, SRVWUA area. 
Crop 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 Average 
Alfalfa 40,719 44,038 41,790 45,567 42,734 44,954 45,780 43,655 
Upland Cotton 26,567 29,518 31,556 29,449 23,415 25,851 23,564 27,131 
Barley 28,585 27,915 27,047 26,587 25,827 9,614 6,102 21,668 
Wheat 3,464 3,626 3,568 7,772 11,503 17,309 16,972 9,173 
Sorghum 37,171 31,235 24,143 18,943 17,617 9,293 12,962 21,623 
Lettuce 1,163 720 286 117 283 1,386 1,270 746 
Onions (Dry) 2,102 1,825 940 156 219 1,309 63 945 
Grapefruit 1,581 1,575 1,629 1,528 1,636 1,175 1,320 1,349 
Oranges & Tangerines 2,936 2,925 3,329 3,342 3,052 2,872 3,151 3,087 
Sugar Beets 4,303 4,815 8,460 5,705 1,698 1,960 884 3,975 
Carrots 1,254 1,294 590 818 385 800 907 864 
Total 134,216 
Table 1-22. Partition 0/ crop acreages 0/ the SRVWUA into three Boil d"lYlit&age classes. 
Drainage Classification 
Crop 
Well Moderate Poor 
Alfalfa 24,000 15,725 3,930 
Upland Cotton 14,920 9,770 2,440 
Barley 9,170 6,000 1,500 
Wheat 10,550 6,900 1,720 
Sorghum 9,140 5,980 1,500 
Lettuce 410 270 70 
Onions (Dry) 520 340 85 
Grapefmit 740 490. 120 
Oranges & Tangerines 1,700 1,110 280 
Sugar Beets 2,190 1,430 360 
Carrots 475 310 80 
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Table l-U. E/!edt"ve 'VfIlues of soil saturation extract condUctivities (ECe x 108) 1ft th.ree soil drainage cl48ses, 
four. TDS levels, and jive irrigat:ion treatments . 
TDS Irrigations Drainage Classification Per Year 
Well Moderate Poor 
500 16 0 0.3 1.5 
22 0 0 1.2 
29 0 0 1.0 
35 0 0 0.8 
Sprinkler 0 0 0 
600 16 0 0.7 2.2 
22 0 0.3 1.8 
29 0 0.1 1.6 
35 0 0 1.3 
Sprinkler 0 0 0.3 
700 16 0 1.4 3.3 
22 0 0.8 2.7 
29 0 0.6 2.5 
35 0 0.2 2.1 
Sprinkler 0 0 1.2 
800 16 0.1 1.5 3.5 
22 0.1 1.0 3.0 
29 0.1 0.8 2.8 
35 0.1 0.4 2.4 
Sprinkler 0 0 1.4 
Table 1-24. Yield deCrement to be expected for the m4jor crops in Central Arizona at different levels of soil 
salinity ali measured in milJimMs of electrical conductivity per centimeter (ECe x 108). a 
Crop Yield Decrement 
0% 10% 25% 50% 
mmho/cm mmho/cm mmho/cm mmho/cm 
Alfalfa 2 3 5 8 
Barley 8 12 16 18 
Cantaloupes 2.3 3.5 No Data No Data 
Carrots 1 1.5 2.5 4 
Cotton 6.7 10 12 16 
Grapefruit 1.7 2.5 5 
Grapes 2.7 4 8 
Lettuce 1.3 2 3 5 
Onions 1.3 2 3.5 4 
Oranges and Tangerines 1.7 2.5 5 
Safflower 5.3 8 11 14 
Sorghum 4 6 9 12 
Sugar Beets 6.7 10 13 16 
Watermelons 2 No Data No Data No Data 
Wheat 4.7 7 10 14 
aprom the California Committee of Consultants (1974). 
Table 1·15, SRVWUA crop yields projected on tke ba8i8 of 150,000 ac It per 1Iear of CAP water blended with 
"5! 
1,050,000 ac It of SRP water, as affected by increarin.g .alinit1l 0/ the CAP water, .oil type, and 
irrigation method. 
Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mg/l 
C.A.P. Water 
Drainage Irrigations 
900 1100 1400 Qassification Per Year 
S.R.P. 
Water Blend 
565 607 632 669 
Alfilia in 1000 Tons 
Well 16 All Values 140.6 
24,000 A 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 All Values 185.53 
15,725 A 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Poor 16 23.03 22.57 21.65 20.73 
3,930 A 22 23.03 23.03 22.80 21.65 
29 23.03 23.03 23.03 22.34 
35 23.03 23.03 23.03 23.03 
Sprinkler 23.03 23.03 23.03 23.03 
Lettuce in 1000 Cartons 
Well 16 All Values 185.53 
410A 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 All Values 122.18 
270A 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Poor 16 28.51 27.56 25.66 23.76 
70A 22 30.41 29.46 28.04 25.66 
29 31.20 30.41 28.99 27.09 
35 31.68 31.68 30.73 28.99 
Sprinkler 31.68 31.68 31.68 31.68 
Onions in Tons 
Well 16 All Values 9,126 
520 A 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 All Values 5,967 
340 A 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Poor 16 1,477 1,410 1,380 1,343 
85A 22 1,492 1,447 1,425 1,380 
29 1,492 1,470 1,440 1,402 
35 1,492 1,492 1,470 1,440 
Sprinkler 1,492 1,492 1,492 1,492 
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Table 1-25. Continued. 
= 
Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mg/l 
Drainage hrigations C.A.P. Water 
Classification Per Year 900 1100 1400 
S.R.P. 
Water Blend 
565 607 632 669 
Grapefruit in Tons 
Well 16 All Values 8,688 
740 A 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 All Values 5,753 
490 A 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Poor 16 1,353 1,240 1,240 1,155 
120 A 22 1,409 1,388 1,339 1,240 
29 1,409 1,409 1,374 1,303 
35 1,409 1,409 1,409 1,374 
Sprinkler 1,409 1,409 1,409 1,409 
Oranges in Tons 
Well 16 All Values 15,045 
1,700 A 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 All Values 9,824 
1,110 A 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Poor 16 2,379 2,317 2,181 2,032 
280A 22 2,478 2,441 2,354 2,181 
29 2,478 2,478 2,416 2,292 
35 2,478 2,478 2,478 2,416 
Sprinkler 2,478 2,478 2,478 2,478 
Carrots in Tons 
Well 16 All Values 5,938 
475 A 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 3,875 3,875 3,875 3,720 
310A 22 3,875 3,875 3,875 3,875 
29 3,875 3,875 3,875 3,875 
35 3,875 3,875 3,875 3,875 
Sprinkler 3,875 3,875 3,875 3,875 
Poor 16 825 795 735 665 
80A 22 885 855 810 735 
29 925 885 840 780 
35 980 940 885 840 
Sprinkler 1,000 1,000 1,000 1,000 
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Table 1-J6. Projected acreagesaM yieUl8 of major C'f'O'p8 of the SRVWUA not affected by increases in salinity of 
tke CAP water to 1400 mg/l. 
Drainage Classification 
Crop Well Moderate Poor 
Acres Yield Acres Yield Acres Yield 
Barley 9,170 18,157 Tons 6,000 11,880 Tons 1,500 2,970 Tons 
Cotton (Upland) 14,920 32,526 Bales 9,770 21,299 Bales 2,440 5,319 Bales 
Cotton Seed (Upland) 14,323 Tons 9,379 Tons 2,342 Tons 
Sorghum 9,140 19,651 Tons 5,980 12,857 Tons 1,500 3,225 Tons 
Sugar Beets 2,190 43,362 Tons 1,430 28,314 Tons 360 7,128 Tons 
Wheat 10,550 27,219 Tons 6,900 17,802 Tons 1,720 4,438 Tons 
Table 1-J7. Partition of rrw:jor crop acreages of the SRP supplemental irrigation areas into sml drainage classes. 
Drainage Classification 
Crop 
Well Moderate Poor 
Alfalfa 1,300 1,000 260 
Barley 1,190 780 190 
Cotton 1,910 1,250 320 
Lettuce 2,350 770 
Onions 310 
Sorghum 1,600 1,100 300 
Sugar Beets 500 400 170 
Wheat 1,000 1,000 740 
Table 1-J8. Y~Ul8 of major C'f'O'p8 in the SRP supplemental irrigation area projected on the basis of increasing 
salinity of CAP water when it is blended into the SRP irrigation system, as ,nj1:u.enced by irrigation 
method aM sml draitnage class. 
Drainage 
Classification 
Well 
1,300 Ac. 
Moderate 
1,000 Ac. 
Poor 
260 Ac. 
Irrigations 
Per Year 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mg/l 
S.R.P. 
Water 
565 
Alfalfa in Tons 
All Values 7,618 
All Values 5,860 
1,524 
1,524 
1,524 
1,524 
1,524 
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900 
607 
1,494 
1,524 
1,524 
1,524 
1,524 
C.A.P. Water 
1100 
Blend 
632 
1,433 
1,509 
1,524 
1,524 
1,524 
1400 
669 
1,372 
1,433 
1,478 
1,524 
1,524 
Table 1-29. Projected acreages and yields of major crops in the SRP supplemental irrigation areas not affected 
by increases in salinity of tke CAP water to 1400 mg/l. 
Crop Well 
Acres Yield 
Barley 1,190 2,356 Tons 
Cotton (Upland) 1,910 4,164 Bales 
Cotton Seed (Upland) 1,834 Tons 
Lettuce 2,350 106,338 Ctn. 
Onions 310 5,441 Tons 
Sorghum 1,600 3,400 Tons 
Sugar Beets 500 9,900 Tons 
Wheat 1,000 2,580 Tons 
Tke Roosevelt Water Conservation District 
The Roosevelt Water Conservation District is on 
the east side of and adjacent to the SRVWUA district. 
It has a total irrigable area of 39,415 acres. In 1973 this 
acreage consisted of 116 acres of urban and suburban 
residential, commercial, and industrial lands; 1,211 
acres of farmsteads, roads, ditches, and drains; and 
34,703 acres of cultivated cropland, of which 28,188 
acres were irrigated (Annual Crop Production 
Records, Roosevelt Water Conservation District), 
The water supply consists of 5.6 percent of the 
surface water diverted at Granite Reef Dam by the 
SRP, and 55 active wells. The wells are pumped 
directly into the distribution system which consists of 
141 miles of concrete lined canals and laterals 
(Hubbard, personal communications), The average 
surface water supply from SRP has been approxi-
mately 50,000 ac ft per year2, and the average 
pumpage has been approximately 100,000 ac ft per 
year (Arizona Water Commission files). If an 
allotment of 50,000 ae ft of CAP water is assumed 
(RWCD request was 75,000 ac ft), they would still 
have to continue pumping 50,000 ae ft to meet their 
needs. 
No specific data on the salinity of the wells being 
pumped is available, but an estimate can be made by 
averaging the published analysis made on wells within 
the district area (Table 1-30). How much the 
increasing salinity of CAP water might affect the 
RWCD water will depend upon how it is delivered to 
the district. If the CAP water is mixed with the SRP 
surface water above Granite Reef Dam (or Orme Dam) 
the dilution will be very beneficial to RWCD, as shown 
in Table un. But if the CAP water is delivered 
directly to the RWCD system, the resulting blend will 
be significantly higher in TDS as shown in Table 1-32. 
The soils of the RWCD are assigned to drainage 
groups in Table 1-33. Acreages of major crops are 
partitioned into drainage classes in Table 1-34. 
Average yields are shown in Table 1-35. Projected 
2 5.6 percent of 900.000 adt (9-year average flow of the Salt 
and Verde Rivers). 
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Drainage Classification 
Moderate Poor 
Acres Yield Acres Yield 
780 1,544 Tons 190 376 Tons 
1,250 2,725 Bales 320 698 Bales 
1,200 Tons 307 Tons 
770 348,425 Ctn. 
1,100 2,365 Tons 300 645 Tons 
400 7,920 Tons 170 3,366 Tons 
1,000 2,580 Tons 740 1,909 Tons 
crop yields as affected by increasing salinity of CAP 
water are shown for the two possible blends in Tables 
1-36 and 1-37. Crops not affected by increases in 
salinity of CAP water to 1400 mg/l are shown in Table 
1-38. Crop values for the RWCD, SRVWUA, and SRP 
supplemental are shown in Tables 1-39 and 1-40. 
Water costs in the RWCD for 1975 are $11 per ac 
ft plus $15 service charge on each active account. In 
1973 there were 628 active accounts for a total of 
$9,420 service charge on 28,188 irrigated acres or 
$0.33 per acre. From March 1 to October 1 irrigation 
water supply is limited to 2.5 ac ft per acre of land, 
except that water right may be transferred from one 
account to another, either under the same or different 
owners. The RWCD office estimates water use at 3.4 
ac ft per acre over the entire year. 
Roosevelt Irrigation Distriet 
The Roosevelt Irrigation District is in western 
Salt River Valley and includes an area approximately 
20 miles long and 3 miles wide along the north side of 
the old Gila River channel between the Agua Fria and 
Hassayampa Rivers. The total irrigable area is 38,152 
aeres. In 1973 this was broken down into 2,250 acres of 
farmsteads, roads, ditches, and drains; 660 acres of 
urban and suburban residential, commercial, and 
industrial; and 31,663 acres irrigated for harvest or 
pasture (Annual Crop Production Reports, Roosevelt 
Irrigation District). 
The irrigation water is entirely from wells 
pumped into a concrete-lined distribution system 
(Arizona Water Commission files). The estimated 
pumpage is 160,000 ac ft per year from 106 active 
wells. Some of the water comes from wells within the 
western boundaries of the Salt River Valley Water 
Users Association, some from wells along the Agua 
Fria River but to the east of the old river bed, and 
some from wells within the RID boundaries. Nearly all 
are high in salt content as is shown by published 
analysis of a few selected wells (Table 1-41) (Teeples, 
personal communication). Water samples taken di-
rectly from the main canals have run around 1300 mg/i 
TDS (McLouth, personal communication). If this 
~ 
Table 1-80. Water quality o/selected wells in the RooseveU Water Conservation District. a 
Sample EC TDS Water Twp Range Section Date x 103 mgtl SAR Class 
IN 6E 4 1966 1.2 780 4.7 C3-S1 
4 1960 1.2 835 4.9 C3-S1 
15 1963 1.7 931 4.1 C3-S1 
17 1959 1.5 740 5.5 C3OS2 
22 1961 1.1 639 8.6 C3-S2 
26 1959 1.1 734 8.5 C3OS2 
26 1959 1.2 655 9.4 C3OS2 
34 1967 0.8 520 4.7 C3-S1 
IS 6E 10 1961 1.7 931 2.8 C30Sl 
13 1956 1.2 850 1.3 C30Si 
21 1959 1.3 641 2.8 C3-S1 
2S 6E 2 1950 1.0 681 1.6 C30Si 
2 1950 1.4 993 1.5 C3-S1 
9 1950 1.4 977 1.9 C3-S1 
28 1951 0.9 638 2.5 C3-S2 
32 1957 0.8 693 7.0 C3-S2 
Average 1.2 765 4.5 C30Si 
aSmith, H. V., G. E. Draper, and W. H. Fuller. 1964. The quality of Arizona Irrigation Waters. University of Arizona 
Experiment Station, Report 223. 
Table 1-81. Effects o/i'1/.C'f'ea8ing salinity 0/ CAP water when it is blended with SRI'surface water be/ore being 
delivered to the RWCD (assumlng an allotment 0/ 200,000 ac ft-150,Ooo SRP and 50,000 
RWCD-delivered above Granite Ree/ Dam). '0 . 
900,000 Ac. Ft 200,000 Ac Ft 100,000 Ac Ft 50,000 Ac. Ft 150,000 Ac Ft 
Salt and Verde ofC.A.P. Water of Blended R.W.C.D. Blended C.A.P., S.R.P., 
Rivers Water S.R.P.-C.A.P. Groundwater R.W.C.D. Groundwater 
TOO mg/l TDSmg/1 TDS mgt! TDS mg/l TDS mgtl 
470 775 522 765 603 
470 900 548 765 620 
470 1,000 566 765 632 
470 1,100 585 765 645 
470 1,200 603 765 657 
470 1,300 621 765 669 
470 1,400 639 765 681 
Table 1-92. Effects 0/ increasing sa1i.nity 0/ CAP water when it is blended into the RWCD water (as8Uming an 
allotment 0/50.000 ac ft 0/ CAP water) delivered directly into the RWCD system. 
50,000 Ac, Ft 50,000 Ac Ft 100,000 Ac Ft 50,000 Ac Ft. 150,000 Ac. Ft 
Salt and Verde Groundwater R.W.CD. Water C.A.P. Water Blended C.A.P. and 
Watera R.W.C.D. Water 
TDS mgt! TDS mg/l TDS mgtl TDS mgtl TOS mg/l 
470 765 620 775a 672 
470 765 620 900 713 
470 765 620 1,000 747 
470 765 620 1,100 780 
470 765 620 1,200 813 
470 765 620 1,300 847 
470 765 620 1,400 880 
aPresent salinity of the Colorado River water at the C.A.P. diversion point above Parker Dam. 
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Table I-SS. Assignment of RooseveU Water Conservation District soils to drainage groups. a 
Series 
Antho 
Avondale 
Contine 
Coolidge 
Estrella 
Gadsden 
Gilman 
Glenbar 
Laveen 
Mohall 
Rillito 
Valencia 
Vecont 
a Acres irriga ted in 1973 
Idle cropland 
Penneability 
In./Hour 
2.0 - 6.0 
0.2 -0.6 
0.06 -0.2 
2.0 - 6.3 
0.2 -0.6 
0.06 -0.2 
0.6 - 2.0 
0.2 - 0.6 
0.6 - 2.0 
0.2 -0.6 
0.6 - 2.0 
0.2 - 0.6 
0.06 - 0.2' 
Total area in irrigation rotation 
30,720 
3,981 
34,701 
Drainage Classification 
Well Moderate 
1,388 
1,353 
763 
2,533 
7,461 
416 
1,631 
11,001 
104 
174 
11,347 15,477 
Poor 
6,975 
486 
7,877 
Table I-S.I,. Partition of major crop acreages of the Roosevelt Water Conservation District into soil drainage 
classes. 
Drainage Classification 
Crop 
Moderate Poor Well 
Alfalfa 3,510 4,580 2,280 
Barley 1,100 1,430 710 
Cotton 2,570 3,350 1,670 
Sorghum 395 510 255 
Sugar Beets 395 
Wheat 520 670 340 
Lettuce 200 
Watermelon 540 
Grapefruit 400 660 330 
Oranges & Tangerines 1,000 1,410 780 
Table 1-S5. Yields of major crops in the Roosevelt Water Conservation District. a 
Crop 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 95% Confidence 
Interval 
Alfalfa Hay 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 6 ±O Ton 
Barley 1.97 1.70 1.99 2.04 2.14 2.16 2 ± 0.19 Ton 
Wheat 1.86 1.86 2.25 2.55 2.70 2.76 2.33 ± 0.46 Ton 
Sorghum 1.92 2.18 2.24 1.82 1.71 2.16 2.01 ± 0.25 Ton 
All Cotton 2.23 2.17 1.92 2.14 2.01 1.96 2.07 ± 0.14 Bale 
All Cotton Seed 0.90 0.95 0.97 0.95 0.85 0.88 0.92 ± 0.05 Ton 
Carrots 13.50 13.50 9.00 12.00 6.50 13.00 11.25 ± 3.31 Ton 
Lettuce 4.72 10.25 10.23 12.83 7.75 13.50 9.88 ± 3.75 Ton 
Watermelon 14.00 14.00 8.50 12.00 13.00 10.00 11.92 ± 2.58 Ton 
Sugar Beets 20.00 19.00 15.00 21.40 22.50 23.00 20.15 ± 3.37 Ton 
Grapefruit 18.00 12.40 22.00 10.45 18.75 10.80 15.40 ± 5.54 Ton 
Lemons and Limes 19.25 10.9 19.25 15.30 16.18 ± 7.31 Ton 
Oranges & Tangerines 5.93 10.05 13.75 6.7 12.35 10.30 9.85 ± 3.52 Ton 
aYields prior to 1972 from Salt River Project crop reports. 
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Table 1·86. Yields of m4jor crop8 iR th.e RWCD projected 01& tie· basis of CAP water de""vered above Granite 
Reef Dam, and th.e restt.ltiRg blend tien delivered to RWCD. 
T.D.S. orC.A.p. Water,mgjl 
775 1000 1200 1400 
Drainage Irrigations R.W.C.D. T.D.S. of C.A.P. - S.R.P. Blend Blend Classification Per Year Without 522 566 603 639 
C.A.P. 
T.D.S. T .D.S. of C.A.P .• S.R.P .• R. W.C.D. Blend 
617 603 632 657 681 
Alfalfa in 1000 Tons 
Well 16 All Values 21.1 
3,510 Ac. 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 All Values 27.5 
4,580Ac. 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Poor 16 13.2 13.4 12.9 12.6 12.2 
2,280 Ac. 22 13.7 13.7 13.6 13.3 13.0 
29 13.7 13.7 13.7 13.6 13.3 
35 13.7 13.7 13.7 13.7 13.7 
Sprinkler 13.7 13.7 13.7 13.7 13.7 
Grapefruit in 1000 Tons 
Well 16 All Values 6.16 
400 Ac. 22 
29 
3S 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 All Values 10.16 
660 Ac. 22 
29 
3S 
Sprinkler 
Poor 16 4.62 4.75 4.47 4.32 4.06 
330 Ac. 22 4.88 5.00 4.83 4.70 4.57 
'29 5.00 5.08 4.95 4.83 4.70 
35 5.08 5.08 5.08 5.00 4.95 
Sprinkler 5.08 5.08 5.08 5.08 5.08 
Oranges and Tangerines in 1000 Tons 
Well 16 All Values 9.85 
1,000 Ac. 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 All Values 13.89 
1,410 Ac. 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Poor 16 6.99 7.18 6.76 6.53 6.14 
780 Ac. 22 7.37 7.56 7.30 7.10 6.91 
29 7.56 7.68 7.49 7.30 7.10 
35 7.68 7.68 7.68 7.56 7.49 
Sprinkler 7.68 7.68 7.68 7.68 7.68 
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Table 1·87. Yields 0/ fTIIljor crops .n the RWCD projected on the basis 0/ CAP water delivered directly into the 
RWCD distribution sYBtem. 
T.D.S. ofC.A.P. Water, mg/l 
Drainage Irrigations R.W.C.D. 775 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Classifications Per Year Without C.A.P. T.D.S. ofC.A.P.· R.W.C.D. Water, mg/l 
620 672 713 747 780 813 847 880 
Alfalfa in 1000 Tons 
Well 16 All Values 21.1 
3,510Ac. 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 All Values 27.5 
4,580 Ac. 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Poor 16 13.2 12.3 12.0 11.9 11.9 11.7 11.4 11.2 
2,280 Ac. 22 13.7 13.2 12.7 12.6 12.5 12.2 12.0 11.7 
29 13.7 13.4 13.0 12.9 12.7 12.5 12.2 12.0 
35 13.7 13.7 13.6 13.4 13.3 13.0 12.7 12.5 
Sprinkler 13.7 13.7 13.7 13.7 13.7 13.7 13.7 13.7 
Grapefruit in 1000 Tons 
Well 16 All Values 6.16 
400Ac. 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 10.16 10.16 9.91 
660 Ac. 22 10.16 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Poor 16 4.62 4.17 3.91 3.84 3.76 3.66 3.43 3.28 
330 Ac. 22 4.88 4.62 4.39 4.32 4.24 4.06 3.91 3.66 
29 5.00 4.75 4.57 4.47 4.39 4.24 4.06 3.91 
35 5.08 4.95 4.83 4.75 4.70 4.57 4.39 4.24 
Sprinkler 5.08 5.08 5.08 5.08 5.08 5.08 5.08 4.88 
Oranges and Tangerines in 1000 Tons 
Well 16 All Values 9.85 
1,000 Ac. 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 13.89 13.89 13.54 
1,410 Ac. 22 13.89 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Poor 16 6.99 6.30 5.91 5.80 5.68 5.53 5.18 4.95 
780 Ac. 22 7.37 6.99 6.64 6.53 6.41 6.14 5.91 5.53 
29 7.56 7.18 6.91 6.76 6.64 6.41 6.14 5.91 
35 7.68 7.49 7.30 7.18 7.10 6.91 6.64 6.41 
Sprinkler 7.68 7.68 7.68 7.68 7.68 7.68 7.68 7.37 
Table 1-88. Projected acreages and ~1dB 0/ f1I4jor crops 0/ tl&e RWCD not alfected by increases 1,n sa1i.nit1l 0/ 
CAP water to 1400 mg/l. 
Drainage Classification 
Crop Well Moderate Poor 
Acres Yield Acres Yield Acres Yield 
Barley 1,100 2,200 Tons 1,430 2,860 Tons 710 1,420 Tons 
Cotton (Upland) 2,570 5,320 Bales 3,350 6,935 Bales 1,670 3,457 Bales 
Cotton Seed (Upland) 2,570 2,364 Tons 3,350 3,082 Tons 1,670 1,536 Tons 
Sorghum 395 794 Tons 510 1,025 Tons 255 513 Tons 
Sugar Beets 395 7,959 Tons 
Wheat 520 1,212 Tons 670 1,561 Tons 340 792 Tons 
Lettuce 200 1,976 Tons 
Watermelon 540 6,437 Tons 
Table 1-89. Crop values on 8RP lands, mcWing SRVWUA. SRI'Supplemental, and RWCD. a 
Market Value Per Unit 
Crop 
1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 
Alfalfa 26.00 28.00 32.00 33.54 35.00 55.00 Ton 
Barley 45.42 50.84 50.00 57.92 57.92 111.68 Ton 
Carrots 60.00 94.00 78.40 164.60 168.80 180.00 Ton 
Cotton (Upland) 125.00 107.00 115.00 141.31 163.20 287.40 Bale 
Cotton Seed (Upland) 52.00 40.00 60.00 60.00 50.00 110.00 Ton 
Grapefruit 62.00 74.60 49.40 54.00 58.60 25.60 Ton 
lettuce 4.58 3.54 2.13 3.38 3.05 3.32 Cartonb 
Onions (Dry) 42.00 70.00 86.00 74.00 108.80 227.50 Ton 
Oranges & Tangerines 158.00 80.40 38.80 54.40 48.60 56.80 Ton 
Sorghum 40.71 47.50 83.56 51.42 59.99 107.84 Ton 
Sugar Beets 12.12 10.75 13.18 13.50 12.60 18.00 Ton 
Wheat 43.67 49.67 82.33 58.67 56.67 124.00 Ton 
3galt River Project annual crop reports. 
bOne carton = 50 pounds. 
Table 1-40. Crop values on 8RP lands. mcluding SRVWUA. 8RP Supplemental, and RWCD. a 
Market Value Per Acre 
Crop 
1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 
Alfalfa 156.00 168.00 192.00 201.24 210.00 330.00 
Barley 89.38 86.62 99.60 114.75 123.71 246.56 
Carrots 810.00 1,269.00 705.60 1,975.20 2,194.40 1,800.00 
Cotton (Upland) 312.50 240.75 230.00 317.95 396.58 732.87 
Cotton Seed (Upland) 52.00 40.00 60.00 60.00 55.00 125.67 
Grapefruit 1,116.00 924.00 1,086.80 564.30 580.14 276.48 
Lettuce 865.08 1,451.11 871.17 1,738.84 1,445.60 1,741.28 
Onions (Dry) 630.00 1,313.00 1,548.00 1,387.50 2,448.00 4,836.50 
Oranges and Tangerines 936.15 808.00 533.50 364.48 408.24 585.04 
Sorghum 91.20 103.74 187.20 93.60 131.04 253.68 
Sugar Beets 242.40 204.25 197.70 288.90 283.50 414.00 
Wheat 81.22 92.38 185.25 149.50 153.00 349.68 
aSalt River Project annual crop reports. 
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figure is too low, as might be indicated by Table 1-41, the present water supply which has a relatively high 
the replacement of RID groundwater hy CAP water salt content. Whatever CAP water is allotted to them 
could eliminate the worst wells and help bring the will serve to improve their water quality by dilution, 
water from the remaining wells to somewhere near at least until the CAP water reaches 1300 mg/l TDS. 
this estimate. Since the RID has requested 75,000 ac ft, it may not be 
too far off to assume an allotment of 40,000-50,000 ac 
ft. If they are allotted 40,000. they will still have to 
The soils of the RID are predominantly well pump 120,000 ac ft of groundwater to meet their 
drained (Table 1-42). This has made it possible to use commitments. 
Table l-·U. Water q1l.lJlity 01 selected wells which serve the Roosevelt Irrigation .District. a 
Twp Range Section Sample EC TDS SAR Water Date x 103 mgtl Gass 
IN IE I 1963 1.7 1,019 2.6 C3·S1 
IN 2E 7 1963 2.0 1,258 4.3 C3-S2 
9 1963 2.5 1,524 6.9 C4-S2 
2N IE 4 1963 0.9 539 1.2 C3-S1 
IN lW 7 1960 2.0 1,223 4.7 C3-S1 
10 1959 1.4 850 1.3 C3-S1 
IN 2W 8 1963 2.6 1,554 2.7 C4-S1 
13 1963 5.5 4,581 
15 1963 3.0 2,081 5.6 C4-S2 
20 1963 4.9 3,694 7.7 C4-S2 
IN 3W 13 1963 6.3 4,570 
19 1963 7.2 4,933 
27 1963 5.5 4,358 
28 1963 6.2 4,824 
31 1963 5.5 4,324 
IN 4W 20 1963 2.4 1,563 9.6 C4-S1 
27 1963 7.0 4,985 
30 1963 4.7 3,981 
33 1963 6.4 5,469 
36 1963 5.5 4,324 
2N lW 25 1963 0.6 407 3.0 C2-S1 
26 1963 0.6 337 3.6 C2-S1 
-
3.8 2,836 
asmith, H. V., G. E. Draper, and W.: H. Fuller. 1964. The Quality of Arizona Irrigation Waters. University of Arizona 
Experiment Station, Report 223. 
Table 1-42. Assignment 01 Roosevelt Irrigation .District soils to drm'nage groups. a 
Series Penneability 
In./Hr. 
Antho 2.0 -6.0 
Avondale 0.2 -0.6 
Cashion 
Coolidge 2.0 -6.3 
Estrella 0.2 -0.6 
Gadsden 0.06-0.2 
Gilman 0.6 -2.0 
Glenbar 0.2 -0.6 
Laveen 0.6 .. 2.0 
Mohall 0.2 - 0.63 
Rillito 0.6 .. 2.0 
aMap: M7-E-23122-N, U.s.D.A. S.C.S. 
bpenneability of most restricting horizon. 
Drainage Oassification 
Well Moderate 
Acres Acres 
2,340 
330 
10,895 
515 
3,645 
165 
16,310 
1,810 
1,810 
35,000 2,820 
Poor 
Acres 
165 
165 
330 
Table 1-43 shows the effect of increasing salinity 
in the CAP water on the resulting blend. If they are 
allotted 50,000 ac ft and pump 110,000, the blend will 
be only slightly lower in TDS with the present level of 
Colorado River water at the diversion point and 
approximately the same when the Colordo reaches 
1400 mg/l (1135, 1175, 1206, 1237, 1269, 1300, and 
1381 respectively). Therefore, possible crop declina-
tions are computed on the basis of a 40,000 ac ft 
allotment of CAP water. 
partitioned into soil drainage classes in Table 1-46. 
These data with the effective values of soil saturation 
extract conductivities for the levels of salinity 
expected in the blend (Table 1-47), and yield 
deelination percentages from the California Commit-
tee of Consultants (Table 1-24 was used in calculating 
the projected yields in Tables 1-48 and 1·49. Crop 
values are shown in Tables 1·50 and 1-50a. 
Yields of major crops are shown in Table 1-44. 
Planted acreages are shown in Table 1-45. and 
The cost of irrigation water to the farmer in 1975 
is $9.50 per acre foot, with an average usage of around 
5 acre feet per acre per year. 
Table 1·J,8. Effect of increasing salimty of CAP wat61' when it is blended into the Roosevelt Irrigation District 
water (assuming an allocation of 40, 000 acre feet of CAP water). 
120,000 Acre Feet 
R.I.D. Groundwater 
TDS mg/l 
1,300 
1,300 
1,300 
1,300 
1,300 
1,300 
1,300 
40,000 Acre Feet 
ofC.A.P. Water 
TDS mg/l 
775 
900 
1,000 
1,100 
1,200 
1,300 
1,400 
Table 1-#. Y-wlds of mn.jor crops in the Roosevelt Irrigation District. a 
Crop 
Alfalfa Hay 
Ensilage (Sorghum or Corn) 
Barley 
Wheat 
Upland Cotton 
Upland Cotton Seed 
Sugar Beets 
Irrigated Pasture 
Lettuce 
Sorghum 
Alfalfa Seed 
1969 
6.0 
35.0 
1.70 
1.86 
2.25 
1.00 
19.00 
6.3 
411 
2.18 
2.00 
aData from R.I.D. annual crop reports. 
b Animal unit month. 
1970 
6.0 
22.0 
1.99 
2.25 
2.00 
1.00 
15.0 
6.0 
410 
2.24 
2.00 
1971 
6.0 
28.0 
2.11 
2.55 
2.20 
1.00 
23.1 
6.1 
528 
1.82 
1.00 
1972 
6.0 
20.0 
2.14 
2.70 
2.40 
1.00 
22.5 
6.0 
450 
1.65 
Table 1·45. Major crop acreages 01& the Roosevelt Irrigation District. a 
Crop 1969 1970 1971 1972 
Alfalfa Hay 8,405 8.611 8,323 9,348 
Alfalfa Seed 6,738 6,712 7,111 
Ensilage (Sorghum) 1,554 1,612 3,149 404 
Irriga ted Pasture 369 368 18,573 14,752 
Barley 5,446 5,896 4,178 3,367 
Wheat 713 3,706 5,281 1,602 
Sorghum 637 540 343 409 
Upland Cotton 9,716 8,077 8,224 9,180 
Sugar Beets 2,122 1,807 490 833 
Lettuce 587 400 38 80 
1973 
6.0 
25.0 
2.26 
3.24 
2.40 
1.10 
22.5 
6.1 
2.35 
160,000 Acre Feet 
Blended Water 
TDS mg/l 
1973 
11,906 
779 
19,667 
3,716 
3,239 
130 
10,310 
898 
1,169 
1,200 
1,225 
1,250 
1,275 
1,300 
1,325 
95% Confidence 
Interval 
6.0 ± 0 Ton 
26.0 ± 7.29 Ton 
2.04± 0.26 Ton 
2.52 ± 0.64 Ton 
2.25 ± 0.21 Bale 
1.02 ± 0.06 Ton 
20.42 ± 4.27 Ton 
6.1 ± 0.17 AUMb 
449.75 ± 88.13 Ctn. 
2.05 ± 0.37 Ton 
1.67 ± 1.06 Cwt 
Average 
9,319 
4,112 
1,500 
10,746 
4,521 
2,908 
412 
9,101 
1,230 
221 
aRoosevelt Irrigation District Annual Crop Reports. Prior to 1969, crop acreages were included in the S.R.P. crop reports. 
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Table 1·46. Partition of major crop acreages of the Roosevelt Irrigation District into soU drainage classes. 
Crop 
Alfalfa Hay 
Alfalfa Seed 
Ensilage 
hrigated Pasture 
Barley 
Wheat 
Sorghum 
Upland Cotton 
Sugar Beets 
Lettuce 
Well 
8,573 
3,783 
1,380 
9,583 
4,159 
2,675 
379 
8,373 
1,132 
221 
Drainage Classification 
Moderate 
652 
288 
105 
729 
316 
204 
29 
637 
86 
Poor 
330 
Table 1·47. Effective values of soU saturation extract conductivities for levels of salinity to be expected in the 
blended water of the RID as the salinity of CAP water increases to 1400 mg/l (based on an allotment 
of 40, 000 acre feet of CAP water). 
T.D.S. of 
R.I.D .• Irrigations Drainage Classification 
C.A.P. Blend Per Year Well Moderate Poor 
1169 16 1.1 3.2 6.1 
22 1.1 2.3 5.2 
29 1.1 2.0 4.9 
35 1.1 1.4 4.3 
Sprinkler 0 0.7 3.6 
1200 16 1.2 3.3 6.3 
22 1.2 2.4 5.4 
29 1.2 2.1 5.1 
35 1.2 1.5 4.5 
Sprinkler 0 0.8 3.8 
1225 16 1.3 3.4 6.5 
22 1.3 2.5 5.6 
29 1.3 2.2 5.3 
35 1.3 1.6 4.7 
Sprinkler 0.1 0.9 4.0 
1250 16 1.4 3.6 6.7 
22 1.4 2.6 5.8 
29 1.4 2.3 5.4 
35 1.4 1.7 4.8 
Sprinkler 0.1 1.0 4.1 
1275 16 1.4 3.7 6.8 
22 1.4 2.7 5.9 
29 1.4 2.4 5.6 
35 1.4 1.7 5.0 
Sprinkler 0.2 1.1 4.3 
1300 16 1.5 3.8 7.0 
22 1.5 2.8 6.1 
29 1.5 2.5 5.7 
35 1.5 1.8 5.1 
Sprinkler 0.2 1.2 4.4 
1325 16 1.6 3.9 7.2 
22 1.6 2.9 6.3 
29 1.6 2.6 5.9 
35 1.6 1.9 5.2 
Sprinkler 0.3 1.3 4.6 
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Tablel·J,8. Yields of 1IUlj&r crop. in tile RID projected on tke bturis of CAP water delivered directly into tke RID 
distribution ",tem. 
T.D.S. oCC.A.P. Water, mg/I 
Drainage Irrigations R.I.D. 775 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 Without Classification Per Year CAP. T.D.S. oCE.tD. + CAP. Water, mg/l 
1300 1169 1200 1225 1250 1275 1300 1325 
Alfalfa Hay in 1000 Tons 
Well 16 All Values 51.44 
8,573 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 3.28 3.45 3.42 3.40 3.34 3.32 3.28 3.26 
652 22 3.60 3.79 3.75 3.71 3.68 3.64 3.60 3.56 
29 3.71 3.91 3.89 3.83 3.79 3.75 3.71 3.67 
35 3.91 3.91 3;91 3.91 3.91 3.91 3.91 3.91 
Sprinkler 3.91 3.91 3.91 3.91 3.91 3.91 3.91 3.91 
Alfalfa Seed in Tons 
Well 16 All Values 315.9 
3,783 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 20.4 21.5 21.3 21.1 20.8 20.7 20.4 20.3 
288 22 22.4 23.6 23.3 23.1 22.8 22.6 22.4 22.1 
29 23.1 24.3 24.1 23.8 23.6 23.3 23.1 22.8 
35 24.3 24.3 24.3 24.3 24.3 24.3 24.3 24.3 
Sprinkler 24.3 24.3 24.3 24.3 24.3 24.3 24.3 24.3 
Irrigated Pasture in 1000 AUMa 
Well 16 All Values 58.46 
9,583 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 4.09 4.19 4.17 4.16 4.13 4.12 4.09 4.08 
729 22 4.27 4.38 4.36 4.34 4.32 4.29 4.27 4.25 
29 4.34 4.45 4.43 4.41 4.38 4.36 4.34 4.32 
35 4.45 4.45 4.45 4.45 4.45 4.45 4.45 4.45 
Sprinkler 4.45 4.45 4.45 4.45 4.45 4.45 4.45 4.45 
Poor 16 1.60 1.67 1.65 1.64 1.62 1.61 1.60 1.58 
330 22 1.67 1.75 1.73 1.71 1.70 1.69 1.67 1.65 
29 1.70 1.77 1.75 1.74 1.73 1.71 1.70 1.69 
35 1.75 1.81 1.80 1.78 1.78 1.76 1.75 1.75 
Sprinkler 1.81 1.87 1.85 1.84 1.83 1.81 1.81 1.79 
Lettuce in 1000 Cartons 
Well 16 96.41 99.39 99.39 99.39 97.90 97.90 96.41 94.92 
221 22 96.41 99.39 99.39 99.39 97.90 97.90 96.41 94.92 
29 96.41 99.39 99.39 99.39 97.90 97.90 96.41 94.92 
35 96.41 99.39 99.39 99.39 97.90 97.90 96.41 94.92 
Sprinkler 99.39 99.39 99.39 99.39 99.39 99.39 99.39 99.39 
aAnimal unit month. 
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Table 1-49. Acreages and yielLls 01 mo:jor crops in the Roosevelt Irrigatiun District not affected by increasing 
salinity 01 CAP water to 1400 mgIL 
Crop 
Ensilagea 
Barley 
Wheat 
Sorghum 
Upland Cotton 
Upland Cotton Seed 
Sugar Beets 
aSorghum ensilage. 
Acres 
1,380 
4,159 
2,675 
379 
8,373 
8,373 
1,132 
Well 
Drainage Classification 
Yield 
35,880 Tons 
8,478 Tons 
6,741 Tons 
777 Tons 
18,839 Bales 
8,540 Tons 
23,115 Tons 
Acres 
105 
316 
204 
29 
637 
637 
86 
Table 1-50. Crop values in the Roosevelt Irrigatiun District. 0. 
Market Value Per Unit, Dollars 
Crop 
1969 1970 1971 1972 
Alfalfa Hay 28.00 32.00 33.54 35.00 
Alfalfa Seed 45.00 45.00 34.00 
Ensilage 5.00 6.00 7.00 6.50 
Irrigated Pasture 6.00 7.00 13.42 14.13 
Barley 50.83 50.00 56.25 57.92 
Wheat 49.67 82.33 58.67 56.67 
Sorghum 47.50 83.57 83.57 60.00 
Upland Cotton 107.00 115.00 141.31 160.00 
Upland Cotton Seed 40.00 60.00 60.00 50.00 
Sugar Beets 10.75 13.18 13.50 12.96 
Lettuce 3.57 3.59 3.91 3.50 
aData from R.I.D. annual crop reports. 
b Animal unit month. 
CCtn = 50 pounds. 
Table 1-500.. Crop values in the Roosevelt District. 0. 
Moderate 
Yield 
2,730 Tons 
665 Tons 
514 Tons 
59 Tons 
1,433 Bales 
650 Tons 
1,756 Tons 
1973 
55.00 Ton 
Cwt 
7.00 Ton b 
22.00AUM 
96.25 Ton 
96.33 Ton 
107.86 Ton 
225.00 Bale 
110.00 Ton 
17.28 Ton 
CtnC 
Market Value in Dollars Per Acre 
Crop 
1969 1970 
Alfalfa Hay 167.99 192.00 
Alfalfa Seed 90.00 90.00 
Ensilage 175.00 132.00 
Irrigated Pasture 37.81 42.00 
Barley 86.63 99.60 
Wheat 92.38 185.25 
Sorghum 103.74 187.20 
Upland Cotton 240.76 230.00 
Upland Cotton Seed 40.00 60.00 
Sugar Beets 204.27 197.70 
Lettuce 1,474.99 1,471.90 
aFrom R.I.D. Annual crop reports. 
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1971 
201.24 
34.00 
196.00 
81.63 
118.12 
149.60 
152.10 
310.89 
60.00 
311.85 
2,064.47 
1972 
210.00 
130.00 
84.28 
123.71 
153.00 
99.00 
384.00 
50.00 
291.60 
1,575.00 
1973 
330.00 
175.00 
134.20 
217.14 
312.12 
253.68 
540.00 
121.00 
389.32 
SAN CARLOS PROJECT 
The San Carlos Project is located in the lower 
Santa Cruz River Basin, between Florence and Casa 
Grande, Arizona, and ineludes 100,000 acres of Indian 
and non-Indian land. All project facilities are operated 
jointly. They include: 1) Coolidge Dam and San Carlos 
Reservoir with a capacity of 948,584 ae ft at spillway 
level; 2) Ashurst-Hayden diversion dam on the 
mainstream of the Gila River 10 miles east of 
Florence; 3) Picaeho Reservoir with a capacity of 
18,000 ac ft used to store and regulate the delivery of 
water; 4) Florence-Casa Gr8.Jlde Canal. Pima Lateral, 
and sublaterals which serve"-both Indian and non-
Indian lands; and 5) drainage and pumping works with 
110 producing wells. 
Over the last 5 years the water supply has 
consisted of approximately 70 percent surface water 
and 30 percent groundwater. The surface water comes 
from the natural flow of the Gila River and releases 
from the San Carlos Reservoir. plus the erratic flows 
of the San Pedro River. The groundwater is pumped 
into the system from wells scattered throughout the 
project area. During the last 20 years, pumping for 
both project and non-project lands has resulted in a 
progressive lowering of the water table at an average 
rate of 8 feet per year to its present level of 
approximately 236 feet (Babcock, 1973). 
Since 1934, the project has pumped an average of 
89,000 ac ft per year, but for the last 10 years the 
average has been approximately 75,000 ac ft per year 
(Records of the San Carlos Irrigation Project). 
However, the rapidly lowering water table indicates 
that this rate of pumping cannot be maintained. 
Yearly divel1!ions of surface water from the river at 
the Ashurst-Hayden dam has averaged 190,000 ac ft, 
so this is a reasonable expectation for the future. 
There has been no decision on how much CAP 
water the project will get. They have asked for 
240,000 ac ft which would enable tbem to irrigate the 
entire 100,000 acres of land with a minimum of 4.0 ac ft 
pelacre after allowing for losses. which they hope to 
minimize by lining all canals and laterals. For the 
purposes of this study, it seems reasonable to assume 
an allotment of no more than 150,000 ac ft to the San 
Carlos Project. Water sources for the project would 
then be 150,000 ac ft Colorado River water, 190,000 ac 
ft Gila River water and possibly 50,000 ac ft, of 
groundwater. 
The salinity of the Gila River ranges from 510 
mg/l to around 1000 mg/l "mean annual" TDS (Water 
Resources Data for Arizona), or an average 776 mg/l. 
Salinity of the groundwater ranges from around 500 
mg/l TDS for the best wells to a high of 3957. Records 
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on 64 wells are summarized in Table 1-51 (University 
of Arizona). The average of these 64 wells is 1510 mg/l 
TDS. H we assume 50,000 ac ft of groundwater with 
1500 mg/l TDS and 190,00() ac ft of surface water with 
755 mg/l TDS, the project water, before addition of 
the Colorado River water, would have an average 
salinity of around 910 mg/l TDS. This can be expected 
to remain fairly constant except for the possibly small 
effect of changes in groundwater salinity due to 
continued lowering of the water table. This would 
have very little effect due to the proportion of 
groundwater involved. As the CAP water increases in 
salinity, the proportionate increase in the project 
water would be as shown in Table 1-52. 
The canals and laterals of the project are unlined 
and losses in the system are estimated to be 30 
percent or more. This means that the 50,000 acres 
presently being irrigated are receiving less than 4 ac ft 
of water per acre. If the losses can be cut to 15 percent 
by lining the canals and laterals, approximately 
330,000 ac ft would reach the farms to irrigate 80,000 
acres with a minimum of 4 ac ft per year. Apparently. 
any crop yield declination due to increasing salinity of 
the CAP water would be more than offset by the 
additional acres irrigated. However. since this study 
is concerned with crop declination due to increasing 
salinity of the CAP water. projections to the year 2000 
will be based upon the acreage to be irrigated after the 
CAP water is brought into the project (80,000 acres 
assumed). 
Water costs to the farm are based upon total 
operating expenses within the system and are not 
broken down into costs of surface water or 
groundwater. In the San Carlos Irrigation and 
Drainage District, the base charge to the farm for the 
1974-1975 season is $18.70 per acre, which pays for the 
flrst 2 acre feet of water. Charges for additional water 
are $0.50 for the third acre foot and $1.50 eaeh for the 
fourth and fifth acre feet. Charges to the Indian part of 
the project are something less because of some 
government subsidy. There is no way of estimating 
costs after the introduction of CAP water. 
Acreages of the different soil types or series were 
estimated from a general soil map of Pinal County 
prepared in March 1971 by the USDA Soil Conserva-
tion Service (Adams, 1971) as shown in Tables 1-53 
and 1-54. 
Yields and acreages of the major crops in the San 
Carlos Project were obtained from the annual crop 
reports published by the project. Since those reports 
are broken down into "District Part" and "Indian 
Part," the yield projections are treated separately. 
Table 1~51 . (Woundwater q'IIdlit1l. Sa", CarlDIt Irrigation Proi~ct. 
...." 
Sample Well Twp Range Section Quadrant EC TDS Water Date No. South East x 103 mg/l SAR Class 
3·11-67 2 4 10 29 DAA 1.5 975 
8· -63 6 4 11 7 A 1.6 1176 
8- ·63 9 4 9 28 CCA 2.2 1682 
8- ·63 10 4 9 28 DAD 2.0 1441 
8- ·63 12 4 10 16 ACC 1.1 767 4.0 C3-S1 
1972 13 5 8 1 CBB 3.2 2103 4.56 C3-S1 
1972 15 5 7 1 DDD 2.35 1600 
8· -63 17 5 9 30 CBB 1.0 661 
2- 3-67 23 5 8 23 CBB 2.5 1667 
8- ·63 25 5 9 20 DAD 0.8 559 
1972 27 5 7 17 BBB 1.8 1174 3.96 C3-St 
1972 30 5 8 17 DDA 1.8 1175 3.59 C3-S1 
1972 31 5 8 17 AAB 2.1 1386 3.15 C3·S1 
1972 32B 5 8 18 BBB 1.6 1014 5.38 C3·S1 
1972 33 5 8 2 AAB 2.5 1459 3.82 C3-S1 
1972 34 5 7 1 AAC 2.5 1712 4.25 C3-S1 
1972 35 4 7 36 DCD 2.5 1797 3.59 C3-S1 
1972 36 4 7 35 DAD 1.6 1014 4.18 C3-S1 
1972 37 4 7 34 DAB 1.95 1125 2.69 C3-S1 
1972 39 4 7 36 CAC 1.5 923 6.39 C3-S2 
1972 41 5 7 9 ADA 0.74 499 
1972 43B 4 6 4 AAA 1.4 893 8.74 C3·S2 
1972 44 4 6 7 CCA 2.0 1439 3.44 C3-S1 
1972 45 4 6 18 AAC 1.9 1244 4.92 C3-S1 
1972 46 4 6 24 AAB 2.0 1355 4.05 C3·S1 
1972 47 4 6 23 AAB 1.45 912 5.48 C3-S1 
1972 48 4 6 3 BBC 2.1 1388 6.0 C3-S1 
1972 49 4 5 12 AAA 2.4 1723 3.03 C3-S1 
1963 50 5 8 10 CCA 1.6 1034 5.30 C3-S2 
1972 51 4 5 10 AAA 2.4 1732 2.65 C3-S1 
1972 52 5 7 22 BAC 4.0 2880 4.27 C4-S2 
1972 55 4 6 8 DDD 1.95 1266 5.40 C3-S1 
1972 56 4 6 7 AAD 1.95 1337 4.94 C3-S1 
1972 58 4 5 15 BDA 4.5 3811 7.91 C4-S2 
1972 59 3 5 29 BCA 1.75 1153 4.09 C3-S1 
1972 60 3 5 31 CBA 1.6 1049 4.36 C3-S1 
1972 62 3 5 30 CCC 2.2 1421 4.48 C3·S1 
1972 64 4 6 21 BBB 3.2 2309 6.37 C4-S2 
1972 65 3 6 19 DDD 1.6 1014 8.21 C3-S1 
1972 67 3 6 31 DDA 1.6 924 4.28 C3·S1 
1972 69 3 5 24 CBA 3.0 2079 5.79 C4-S3 
1972 70 5 7 22 DDA 1.95 1337 4.94 C3-S1 
1972 71 5 7 15 CCB 5.0 3624 4.55 C4-S2 
1972 72 5 7 9 ADB 3.5 2480 4.67 C4-S2 
1963 81 6 8 28 DBB 0.9 615 4.20 C3-S1 
1972 86 4 7 28 DAA 1.3 735 14.63 C3-S3 
1967 89 5 9 14 CBB 2.5 1667 5.94 C3-S2 
1967 90 7 6 1 CCC 1.0 707 3.26 C3-S1 
1972 94 3 5 4 ADA 2.3 1387 5.26 C3-S1 
1972 95 3 5 4 BCB 5.6 3957 10.10 C4-S3 
1972 98A 5 7 12 CCB 4.0 2974 4.47 C4-S2 
1972 98B 5 7 22 AAA 3.4 2507 5.49 C4·S2 
1963 102 6 6 34 CCB 2.8 1893 
1967 107 6 5 23 CDA 2.4 1739 
1972 109 4 5 10 DCC 4.0 3160 9.23 C4-S2 
1972 110 5 9 12 BBC 1.0 736 
1972 120 5 8 5 CBA 2.1 1444 4.84 C3-S1 
1972 121 4 5 3 CCC 3.1 2455 3.58 C4-S1 
1972 123 4 4 1 CCC 1.5 934 4.36 C3-S1 
1972 125 4 5 6 CCB 1.8 1176 4.96 C3-S1 
1972 130 5 8 5 CBA 2.4 1533 3.89 C3-S1 
1972 131 3 4 34 BBC 1.5 947 4.23 C3-S1 
1972 132 5 8 5 BAB 1.5 849 2.07 C3-S1 
1972 134 4 6 15 BAC 1.4 927 3.51 C3-S1 
Average 2.19 1510 
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Table I-52. Effects of increasing sahmty 01 CAP water when st is blended into tke San Carlos Project system. 
190,000 Ac Ft 50,000 Ac 'Pt. 240,000 Ac Ft 150,000 Ac Pt 390,000 Ac Pt 
Gila River Water Groundwater San Carlos Water CA.P. Water Blended Water 
TDSmgtl TDS mg/l TDSmg/1 TDS mg!l TDS mgtl 
755 1500 910 775a 858 
755 1500 910 900 906 
755 1500 910 1,000 945 
755 1500 910 1,100 983 
755 1500 910 1,200 1,022 
755 1500 910 1,300 1,060 
755 1500 910 1,400 1,098 
aPresent salinity of Colorado River water of the C.A.P. Diversion point above Parker Dam. 
Table 1-58. Assignment of soilsenes to drainage groups-San Carlos Project-District Part. a 
Soil Permea- Drainage Classification Estimated 
Series Textures bilityb Percent 
in./hr. Well Moderate Poor 
Antho: 0-13" Ught Sandy Loam, 13-36" Sandy Loam, 36-47" 
Loamy Sand, 47-60" Ught Sandy Clay Loam 2.0 -6.0 4,750 9.5 
Casa Grande: 0-3" Heavy Loam, 3·7" Light Clay Loam, 7·15" Clay 
Loam, 15-23" Light Clay Loam, 23-48" Loam, 
48-60" Sandy Loam 0.06-0.2 11,550 23.1 
Gadsden: 0-43" Clay, 43-60" Clay Loam 0.06-0.2 750 1.5 
Gilman: 0-13" Loam, 13-60" Very Fine Sandy Loam 0.6 -2.0 7,200 14.4 
La Palma: 0- Loam with Hard Pan 0.06-0.2 3,250 6.5 
Laveen: 0-60" Loam 0.63-2.0 1,800 3.6 
Mohall: 0-10" Coarse Sandy Loam, 10·19" Sandy Clay Loam, 
19·27" Clay Loam, 27-37" Loam, 37-76" Gravelly 
Sandy Loam, 76-98" Gravelly Loamy Sand 0.2 -0.6 12,800 25.6 
Pimer: "Entire Profile Heavy Loam to Light Clay Loam" 
Loam, Silt Loam, Silty Clay Loam 0.2 -2.0 2,700 5.4 
Vecont: 0-60" Clay Loam or Clay 0.06-0.2 5,200 10.4 
16,450 12,800 20,750 
aGeneral Soil Map, Pinal County by D. E. Adams, U.S.D.A. S.C.S. March 1971, revised April 1972 and San Carlos Project 
Irrigation Systems map by A. L. Wathen and H. V. Clotts, U.S. Indian Service, Irrigation Division. 
Net area irrigated (6 year average) 33,780 acres 
Idle crop land not irrigated 16,220 acres 
bPermeability of most restricting horizon. 
San Carlos IrriptiOD-DraiDap 
Dlstriet (NOD-IncHan) 
Acreages of the major crops are averaged over 6 
years in Table 1-55, assigned to soil drainage classes in 
Table 1·56. and projected to include the lands to be 
brought under irrigation by the introduction of CAP 
water in Table 1-57. The effective values of soil 
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saturation extract conductivities for the three 
drainage classes and expected levels of salinity in the 
blended CAP-San Carlos Project water are shown in 
Table 1·58. These data with the yield decrement data 
(Table I-59), crop yields (Table 1-60), and salinities of 
the blended water (Table 1-52) were used to calculate 
the projected yields for those crops which would be 
affected (Table 1-61). 
Table 1-54. Assignment of soil series to drainage groups - Indian Part. a 
Soil Textures Permea- Drainage Classification Estimated Series bilityb Percent in./hr. Well Moderate Poor 
Antho: 0-13" Light Sandy Loam, 13-36" Sandy Loam, 
36-47" Loamy Sand, 47-60" Light Sandy 
Clay Loam 2.0 -6.0 8.0 
CasaGrande: 0·3" Heavy Loam, 3-7" Ught Clay Loam, 7-15" 
Clay Loam, 15-23" Ught Clay Loam, 23-48" 
Loam, 48-60" Sandy Loam 0.06-0.2 3,170 7.6 
Gadsden: 0-43" Clay, 43-60" Clay Loam 0.06-0.2 380 0.9 
Gilman: 0-13'" Loam, 13-60" Very Fine Sandy Loam 0.6 -2.0 3,750 9.0 
Laveen: 0-60" Loam 0.63-2.0 9,800 23.5 
Mohall: 0-10" Coarse Sandy Loam, 10-19" Sandy Clay Loam, 
19-27" Clay Loam, 27-37"Loam, 37-76" Gravelly 
Loamy Sand, 76-98" Gravelly Loamy Sand 0.2 -0.6 12,170 29.2 
Pimer: 0-60" Loam, Silt Loam, Silty Clay Loam, "Entire 
ProfIle Heavy Loam to Ught Clay Loam" 0.2 -2.0 1,580 3.8 
Rillito: 0-10" Loam to Fine Sandy Loam, 10-32" Gravelly 
Loam, 32-41" Gravelly Sandy Loam, 41-59" 
Gravelly Loam, 59-75" Gravelly Sandy Loam 0.6 -2.0 5,920 14.2 
Vecont: 0-60" Clay Loam or Clay 0.06-0.2 1,580 3.8 
24,390 12,170 5,130 
Soil Map of Pinal County by D. E. Adams U.S.D.A. S.C.S., March 1971, Revised April 1972, and San Carlos 
Project Irrigation Systems map by A. L. Wathen and H. V. Clotts, U.S. Indian Service, Irrigation Division. 
Net area irrigated (6 year average) 16,100 acres 
Idle crop land not irrigated 25,590 acres 
bpermeabillty of most restricting horizon. 
Table 1-55. Acreages pln,nted to major crops San Carros Project - District Part. a 
Crop 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 Average 
Alfalfa Hay 5,056 4,407 4,785 4,492 3,631 5,111 4,580 
Badey 11,669 9,631 8,784 6,578 7,494 6,553 8,452 
Safflower 25 921 201 698 1,817 1,703 894 
Wheat 665 221 2,090 1,638 2,987 4,456 2,010 
Maize 8,701 2,314 2,181 617 493 2,277 2,764 
Upland Cotton 12,414 15,324 13,125 7,607 12,965 16,455 12,982 
Long Staple Cotton 361 274 312 425 812 1,590 629 
Sugar Beets 330 645 749 288 60 150 370 
Grapes 93 32 90 70 40 54 
aSan Carlos Irrigation Project annual crop reports 1968-1973. 
Table 1-56. Partition of major crop acreages into 
different soil drainage ciaBses, San 
Carros Project -District Part. a 
Drainage Classification 
Crop 
Well Moderate Poor 
Alfalfa Hay 1,507 1,172 1,901 
Barley 2,781 2,164 3,508 
Safflower 294 229 371 
Wheat 661 515 834 
Maize 909 708 1,147 
Upland Cotton 4,271 3,323 5,388 
Long Staple Cotton 207 161 261 
Sugar Beets 122 95 154 
Grapes 18 14 22 
aSan Carlos Irrigation Project annual crop reports. 
Acreages are averages 1968-1973 cropping season. 
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Table 1-57. Acreages of major crops projected to 
Crop 
Alfalfa 
Barley 
Safflower 
Wheat 
Maize 
include project In,nd under irrigation 
after CAP water is introduced, San 
CarroB Project-District Part. a 
Drainage Classification 
Well Moderate Poor 
2,416 1,880 3,048 
4,460 3,470 5,625 
470 370 595 
1,060 825 1,340 
1,460 1,135 1,840 
Upland Cotton 6,850 5,330 8,640 
Long Staple Cotton 330 260 420 
Sugar Beets 195 150 245 
Grapes 30 20 35 
a Acreages projected on the basis of 80,000 irrigated 
acres in the Project. 
= 
Table 1·58. Ej'fect.itJe tJaluell oliloil lIatumtion eztnrct coadUCt.itJitiell (ECe in mmi&o./cm) in three soil drai1llJge 
cUu868. 8etJetI T.D8 letJeiB, CI.f'Id /We irrigation 'lllClftGgement treatment8. a 
TDS Irrigations Drainage Classification 
rug/I Per Year 
Well Moderate Poor 
860 16 0.3 1.8 4.1 
22 0.3 1.2 3.5 
29 0.3 1.0 3.2 
35 0.3 0.6 2.8 
Sprinkler 0.0 0.0 1.7 
910 16 0.4 2.0 4.4 
22 0.4 1.4 3.8 
29 0.4 1.4 3.S 
35 0.4 0.7 3.1 
Sprinkler 0.0 0.0 2.2 
950 16 0.6 2.2 4.7 
22 0.6 1.6 4.0 
29 0.6 1.3 3.7 
35 0.6 0.9 3.3 
Sprinkler 0.0 0.1 2.4 
980 16 0.6 2.3 4.9 
22 0.6 1.6 4.2 
29 0.6 1.4 3.9 
35 0.6 0.9 3.4 
Sprinkler 0.0 0.1 2.6 
1020 16 0.7 2.5 5.1 
22 0.7 1.9 4.4 
29 0.7 1.6 4.1 
35 0.7 1.1 3.6 
Sprinkler 0.0 0.3 2.8 
1060 16 0.8 2.7 5.4 
22 0.8 1.9 4.7 
29 0.8 1.7 4.4 
35 0.8 1.2 3.8 
Sprinkler 0.0 0.4 3.1 
1100 16 0.9 2.9 5.7 
22 0.9 2.1 4.9 
29 0.9 1.8 4.6 
35 0.9 1.3 4.0 
Sprinkler 0.0 0.5 3.3 
Table 1·59. Yield decrement to be ezpectedlO1' the f1I4j01' crop, 01 the San Carlo. Project due to the level 01 
salinity in the ,oil ,olution as shown by the electrical conductitJity 01 the satumtion eztroct in 
milb.1n/ws per centimeter. a 
Crop 0% 10% 25% 50% ECe ECe ECe ECe 
Alfalfa 2 3 5 8 
Barley 8 12 16 18 
Safflower 5.3 8 11 14 
Wheat 4.7 7 10 14 
Maize 
Cotton 6.7 10 12 16 
Sugar Beets 6.7 10 13 16 
Grapes 2.7 4 No Data 8 
Watermelon 2 No Data No Data No Data 
Cantaloupes 2.3 3.5 No Data No Data 
Carrots 1 1.5 2.5 4 
Lettuce 1.3 2 3 S 
aFrom the California Committee of Consultants (1974). 
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Table HJO. YieldsoJ'I1I4jor crops .in tlae &mCarlos Imga'tipn Project -JJi8t1'ict hrt. a 
~ 
Crop 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 95% Confidence Interval 
Alfalfa Hay 4.59 4.62 4.14 2.97 3.91 5.18 4.24 ± 0.80 Ton 
Barley 1.82 1.77 1.83 1.82 1.82 1.82 1.81 ± 0.03 Ton 
Safflower 1.30 1.04 1.46 1.27 1.30 1.27 ± 0.19 Ton 
Wheat 1.48 1.64 2.55 2.45 2.51 2.15 2.13 ± 0.49 Ton 
Maize 1.89 1.81 1.80 1.39 1.75 1.73 ± 0.24 Ton 
Upland Cotton 2.58 2.12 2.18 2.18 2.27 2.31 2.27 ± 0.17 Bale 
Upland Cotton Seed 1.05 0.86 0.89 0.89 0.93 0.94 0.93 ± 0.07 Ton 
Long Staple Cotton 1.75 1.35 1.03 1.16 1.62 2.05 1.49 ± 0.40 Bale 
Long Staple Cotton Seed 1.11 0.86 2.56 0.74 1.02 1.28 1.26 ± 0.70 Ton 
Sugar Beets 19.56 16.83 11.69 18.17 16.00 20.86 17.19 ± 3.38 Ton 
Grapes 3.33 3.33 3.30 3.32 Ton 
aSan Carlos Irrigation Project annual crop reports. 
Table 1-61. Crop yields on tke San Carlos Project (District Part) projected on the basis of 80,000 'lmgated acres, 
as influenced by irrigation method and salinity of tke irrigation water. 
T.D.S. ofC.A.P. Water, mg/I 
San Carlos 775 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Drainage Irrigations Without 
Classification Per Year C.A.P. T.D.S. of San Carlos and C.A.P. Water, mg/l 
910 858 906 945 983 1022 1060 1098 
Alfalfa Hay in 100 Tons 
Well 16 All Values 102.44 
2,416 22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 79.71 79.71 79.71 78.91 77.32 75.72 74.13 72.54 
1,880 22 78.91 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Poor 16 103.26 105.98 103.26 99.51 98.22 95.64 92.41 89.18 
3,048 22 108.56 111. 79 108.56 106.62 104.68 103.26 99.51 98.22 
29 111.79 114.38 111.79 109.85 107.92 105.98 103.26 100.81 
35 115.02 118.90 115.02 113.09 112.44 110.50 108.56 106.62 
Sprinkler 126.66 129.24 126.66 124.07 121.49 118.90 115.02 113.09 
Saffiower in Tons 
Well 16 All Values 597 
470 22 
Acres 29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate. 16 All Values 470 
370 22 
Acres 29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Poor 16 756 752.2 744.7 
595 22 756.0 756.0 
Acres 29 All Other Values 756.0 
35 
Sprinkler 
1j 
Table 1·61. Ccmtinued. 
T.D.S. ofe.A.p. Water, mg/l 
San Carlos 775 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Drainage Irrigations Without 
Classification Per Year C.A.P. T.D.S. of San Carlos and C.A.P. Water, mg/l 
910 858 906 945 983 1022 1060 1098 
Wheat in 100 Tons 
Well 16 All Values 22.58 
1,060 22 
Acres 29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 All Values 17.57 
825 22 
Acres 29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Poor 16 28.54 28.54 28.54 28.54 28.25 27.97 27.68 27.26 
1,340 22 28.54 28.54 28.54 28.54 28.54 28.54 28.54 28.54 
Acres 29 28.54 28.54 28.54 28.54 28.54 28.54 28.54 28.54 
35 28.54 28.54 28.54 28.54 28.54 28.54 28.54 28.54 
Sprinkler 28.54 28.54 28.54 28.54 28.54 28.54 28.54 28.54 
Maize in 100 Tons 
Well 16 All Values 25.26 
1,460 22 
Acres 29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 All Values 19.64 
1,135 22 
Acres 29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Poor 16 31.19 31.67 31.19 30.56 30.40 28.49 29.60 29.12 
1,840 22 31.83 31.83 31.83 31.83 31.51 31.19 30.56 30.40 
Acres 29 31.83 31.83 31.83 31.83 31.83 31.67 31.19 30.88 
35 31.83 31.83 31.83 31.83 31.83 31.83 31.83 31.83 
Sprinkler 31.83 31.83 31.83 31.83 31.83 31.83 31.83 31.83 
Grapes in Tons 
Well 16 All Values 99.60 
30 22 
Acres 29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 All Values 66.40 
20 22 
Acres 29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Poor 16 99.93 ·103.42 99.93 96.45 94.12 91.80 88.31 84.31 
35 22 106.32 109.23 106.32 104.58 102.26 99.93 96.45 94.12 
Acres 29 109.23 111.55 109.23 109.49 105.16 103.42 99.93 97.61 
35 112.71 115.33 112.71 110.97 109.81 108.07 106.32 104.58 
Sprinkler 116.20 116.20 116.20 116.20 116.20 115.33 112.71 110.97 
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San Carlos Indian IrriptioD Project 
Acreages of the major crops grown in the San 
Carlos Indian lands are shown in Table 1-62, assigned 
to soil drainage classes in Table 1-63, and projected to 
include the land to be brought under irrigation by the 
introduction of CAP water in Table 1-64. Crop yields 
are shown in Table 1-65, and the projected yields for 
those crops which would be affected by the blended 
water salinity are shown in Table 1-66. The projected 
yields for major crops on the San Carlos Project (both 
Indian part and District part) which would not be 
reduced by the expected levels of salinity in the 
blended water are shown in Table 1-67. Crop values 
are shown by marketable units in Table 1-68 and by 
the acre in Table 1-69. 
Table 1-62. Acreages pwnted to major crops in the San Carlos I'1"1'igation Project-Indin:n Pan. a 
Crop 1968 1969 
Alfalfa Hay 1,244 740 
Barley 6,473 7,030 
Safflower 320 815 
Wheat 74 145 
Maize 2,553 1,305 
Upland Cotton 2,170 3,186 
Long Staple Cotton 160 198 
Watermelon 80 150 
aSan Carlos Irrigation Project annual crop reports. 
Table 1-69. Panition of major crop acreages into 
different soil drainage cWsse8, San 
Carlo8 Project-Indi4n Pan. a 
Drainage Classification 
Crop 
Well Moderate Poor 
Alfalfa Hay 1,006 502 212 
Barley 2,957 1,476 622 
Safflower 254 127 54 
Wheat 801 400 169 
Maize 661 330 139 
Upland Cotton 1,343 670 282 
Long Staple Cotton 167 83 35 
Watermelon 158 79 33 
aSan Carlos Irrigation Project annual crop reports. 
Acreages are averages of 1968-1973 cropping seasons. 
1970 1971 1972 1973 Average 
1,905 1,788 2,210 2,436 1,720 
5,200 3,882 3,991 3,751 5,055 
30 555 606 281 435 
2,590 1,470 1,405 2,541 1,370 
1,035 290 945 662 1,130 
2,145 1,270 2,593 2,411 2,295 
195 584 196 387 285 
210 400 345 440 270 
Table 1-64. Acreages of major crop8 projected to 
include project 1n.nd under i'1"1'igation 
after CAP water is '/,"ntroduced, San 
Carlo8 Project-Indi4n Pan. a 
Drainage Classification 
Crop 
Well Moderate Poor 
Alfalfa Hay 1,615 805 340 
Barley 4,740 2,365 995 
Safflower 405 205 85 
Wheat 1,285 640 270 
Maize 1,060 530 220 
Upland Cotton 2,150 1,075 455 
Long Staple Cotton 265 135 55 
Watermelons 250 125 50 
a Acreages projected on the basis of 80,000 irrigated 
acres in the Project. 
Table 1-65. Yields of major crop8 in the San Carlos Irrigation Project - Indi4n Pan. a 
Crop 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 95% Confidence Interval 
Alfalfa Hay 2.13 6.0 5.61 5.00 6.00 5.89 5.11 ± 1.58 Ton 
Barley 1.47 1.49 1.60 1.78 1.56 1.91 1.64 ± 0.18 Ton 
Safflower 0.64 1.04 1.00 1.09 1.25 0.94 0.99 ± 0.21 Ton 
Wheat 1.88 1.89 2.20 . 1.92 2.01 2.16 2.01 ± 0.15 Ton 
Maize 1.14 1.00 1.00 1.13 1.25 1.25 1.13 ± 0.12 Ton 
Upland Cotton 2.41 1.74 1.81 2.0 2.41 2.37 2.12 ± 0.33 Bale 
Upland Cotton Seed 0.94 0.84 0.82 0.96 0.91 0.89 ± 0.08 Ton 
Long Staple Cotton 1.49 1.00 0.50 1.0 0.94 2.01 1.16 ± 0.55 Bale 
Long Staple Cotton Seed 0.64 0.84 0.50 0.33 0.87 0.64 ± 0.28 Ton 
Watermelons 12.00 10.00 10.00 9.00 10.25 ± 2.0 Ton 
aSan Carlos Irrigation Project annual crop reports. 
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Table 1-66. Crop yields on the San CarioB Project (Indio.n Pan) 'Pf'Ojected on the basis of 80, 000 irrigated acres, 
as inflv,enced by irrigation method and Bainity of the irrigation water. 
T.D.S. orC.A.p. Water, mgtl 
San Carlos 775 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Drainage Irrigations Without 
Oassification Per Year C.A.P. T.D.S. or San Carlos and C.A.P. Water,mgtl 
910 858 906 945 983 1022 1060 1098 
Alfalfa Hay in 100 Tons 
Well 16 All Values 82.53 
1,615 22 
Acres 29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 41.14 41.14 41.14 40.32 39.91 39.08 38.26 37.44 
805 22 41.14 41.14 41.14 41.14 41.14 41.14 41.14 40.73 
Acres 29 41.14 41.14 41.14 41.14 41.14 41.14 41.14 41.14 
35 41.14 41.14 41.14 41.14 41.14 41.14 41.14 41.14 
Sprinkler 41.14 41.14 41.14 41.14 41.14 41.14 41.14 41.14 
Poor 16 13.81 14.24 13.81 13.37 13.20 12.85 12.42 11.99 
340 22 14.59 15.03 14.59 14.33 14.07 13.81 13.37 13.20 
Acres 29 15.03 15.37 15.03 14.76 15.37 14.24 13.81 13.55 
35 15.46 15.98 15.46 15.20 15.11 14.85 14.59 14.33 
Sprinkler 17.02 17.37 17.D2 16.68 16.33 15.98 15.46 15.20 
Wheat in 100 Tons 
Wen 16 All Values 25.83 
1,285 22 
Acres 29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 All Values 12.86 
640 22 
Acres 29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Poor 16 5.43 5.43 5.43 5.43 5.38 5.32 5.27 5.20 
270 Acres 22 5.38 
Acres 29 All other values 5.43 
35 
Sprinkler 
Maize in 100 Tons 
Well 16 All Values 11.98 
1,060 22 
Acres 29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 All Values 5.99 
530 22 
Acres 29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Poor 16 2.44 2.48 2.44 2.40 2.38 2.35 2.32 2.28 
220 22 2.49 2.49 2.49 2.49 2.47 2.44 2.40 2.38 
Acres 29 2.49 2.49 2.49 2,49 2.49 2.48 2.44 2.42 
35 2.49 2.49 2.49 2.49 2.49 2.49 2.49 2.49 
Sprinkler 2.49 2.49 2,49 2.49 2,49 2.49 2.49 2.49 
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Table 1-66. Continued. 
~ 
T .D.S. of C.A.P. Water, mg/l 
San Carlos 
Drainage Irrigations Without 775 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Classification Per Year C.A.P. T.D.S. of San Carlos and C.A.P. Water, mg/l 
910 858 906 945 983 1022 1060 1098 
Watermelon in 100 Tons 
Wen 16 All Values 25.63 
250 22 
Acres 29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 12.81 12.81 12.81 12.55 12.49 12.30 12.04 11.85 
125 22 12.81 12.81 12.81 12.81 12.81 12.81 12.81 12.68 
Acres 29 12.81 12.81 12.81 12.81 12.81 12.81 12.81 12.81 
35 12.81 12.81 12.81 12.81 12.81 12.81 12.81 12.81 
Sprinkler 12.81 12.81 12.81 12.81 12.81 12.81 12.81 12.81 
Poor 16 4.10 4.23 4.10 4.00 3.90 3.82 3.69 3.57 
50 22 4.36 4.49 4.36 4.28 4.21 4.10 4.00 3.90 
Acres 29 4.49 4.62 4.49 . 4.41 4.33 4.23 4.10 4.03 
35 4.67 4.80 4.67 4.59 4.54 4.46 4.36 4.28 
Sprinkler 5.13 5.13 5.13 4.95 4.87 4.80 4.67 4.59 
Table 1-67. Major crQp8 on the San Carlos Project not affected by tncreases in sahmty of the CAP water to 1400 
mgIL Projected on the basis 0/80,000 acres. 
Drainage Classification 
Crop Wen Moderate Poor 
Acres Yield Acres Yield Acres Yield 
District Part 
Barley 4,460 8,073 Tons 3,470 6,281 Tons 5,625 10,181 Tons 
Safllower 470 597 Tons 370 470 Tons 595 756 Tons 
Sugar Beets 195 3,352 Tons 150 2,579 Tons 245 4,212 Tons 
Upland Cotton 6,850 15,550 Bales 5,330 12,099 Bales 8,640 19,613 Bales 
Upland Cotton Seed 6,850 6,371 Tons 5,330 4,957 Tons 8,640 8,035 Tons 
Long Staple Cotton 330 492 Bales 260 387 Bales 420 626 Bales 
Long Staple Cotton Seed 330 416 Tons 260 328 Tons 420 529 Tons 
Indian Part 
Barley 4,740 7,774 Tons 2,365 3,879 Tons 995 1,632 Tons 
Safflower 405 401 Tons 205 203 Tons 85 84 Tons 
Upland Cotton 2,150 4,558 Bales 1,075 2,279 Bales 455 965 Bales 
Upland Cotton Seed 2,150 1,914 Tons 1,075 957 Tons 455 405 Tons 
Long Staple Cotton 265 307 Bales 135 157 Bales 55 64 Bales 
Long Staple Cotton Seed 265 170 Tons 135 86 Tons 55 35 Tons 
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Table 1-68. Crop values on the San CGrlos IrrigaUtm Project. a 
Market Value Per Unit 
Crop 
1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 
District Part 
Alfalfa Hay 23.00 26.00 33.00 35.00 44.00 45.00 Ton 
Barley 45.00 50.00 49.17 57.00 55.00 79.00 Ton 
Safflower 80.00 85.00 85.00 105.00 105.00 160.00 Ton 
Wheat 45.00 50.00 40.00 44.80 44.00 80.00 Ton 
Maize 40.00 50.00 52.00 51.00 59.14 100.00 Ton 
Upland Cotton 107.50 97.50 112.50 144.97 155.00 275.00 Bale 
Upland Cotton Seed 52.50 40.00 60.00 60.00 50.00 110.00 Ton 
Long Staple Cotton 205.00 215.00 220.10 225.00 210.00 650.00 Bale 
Long Staple Cotton 
Seed 51.01 40.00 14.50 58.00 48.00 108.00 Ton 
Sugar Beets 14.23 14.00 14.00 13.00 15.00 22.00 Ton 
Grapes 199.00 202.11 200.00 500.00 200.00 Ton 
Indian Part 
Alfalfa Hay 22.00 22.65 32.00 30.00 44.00 45.00 Ton 
Barley 44.00 51.25 55.00 56.25 56.25 68.00 Ton 
Safflower 75.00 64.38 60.00 105.00 115.00 216.00 Ton 
Wheat 45.00 41.67 52.00 55.00 55.00 80.00 Ton 
Maize 42.00 47.20 52.00 45.00 45.00 100.00 Ton 
Upland Cotton 155.00 155.00 234.15 230.00 230.00 275.00 Bale 
Upland Cotton Seed 52.00 50.00 60.00 52.00 110.00 Ton 
Long Staple Cotton 210.00 200.00 289.00 200.00 260.00 650.00 Bale 
Long Staple Cotton Seed 52.00 50.00 10.00 50.00 110.00 Ton 
Watermelons 60.00 35.00 50.00 55.00 60.00 60.00 Ton 
aSan Carlos Irrigation Project annual crop reports. 
Table 1-69. Crop values on tke San Carlos Irrigation Project. a 
Market Value Per Unit 
Crop 
1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 
District Part 
Alfalfa Hay 105.57 120.16 136.70 103.95 172.04 233.24 Ton 
Barley 81.76 88.54 89.63 103.58 100.22 143.62 Ton 
Safflower 60.00 110.45 88.17 153.40 133.11 208.Q2 Ton 
Wheat 66.53 82.11 101.80 109.98 110.41 171.94 Ton 
Maize 75.51 76.74 94.30 91.58 81.71 175.00 Ton 
Upland Cotton 277.38 206.23 244.87 316,12 351.76 635.06 Bale 
Upland Cotton Seed 55.17 34.48 53.21 53.31 46.26 103.51 Ton 
Long Staple Cotton 357.81 291.23 277.16 261.45 339.25 1,334.31 Bale 
Long Staple Cotton Seed 56.53 34.40 37.12 42.77 49.24 138.64 Ton 
Sugar Beets 278.39 235.70 163.70 236.21 240.00 459.06 Ton 
Grapes 90.00 120.00 666.66 1,650.00 200.00 Ton 
Indian Part 
Alfalfa Hay 46.90 135.90 179.60 150.00 264.00 264.00 Ton 
Barley 64.52 76.26 87.94 99.90 87.75 129.88 Ton 
Safflower 47.81 66.98 60.00 114.45 143.75 202.93 Ton 
Wheat 84.53 78.75 114.62 105,76 110,55 172.85 Ton 
Maize 47.89 47.20 52.00 50.85 56.25 125.00 Ton 
Upland Cotton 373.29 269,95 423.33 460,00 554.30 651.75 Bale 
Upland Cotton Seed 48.88 42.00 49,20 49.92 99.73 Ton 
Long Staple Cotton 312,38 200.00 145.24 200.00 244.40 1,303.36 Bale 
Long Staple Cotton Seed 33.28 42,00 5,00 16.50 95.79 Ton 
Watennelons 30.00 70,00 600.00 550,00 600.00 540.00 Ton 
:igan Carlos Irrigation Project annual crop reports. 
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APPENDIX 2 
AGRICULTURAL CONSEQUENCES IN CALIFORNIA 
Frank E. BobiuoD. 
Water Seiea.tIat. 
California AgriealtvaI Experiment Station, 
Unlveraity of California 
IMPERIAL VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 
The salient reservations of each of many possible 
approaches to predicting the agricultural consequen-
ces of increasing salinity have been thoroughly 
reviewed by Young, Franklin, and Nobe (1973). Their 
suggestion was that data be sought in the areas being 
studied to obtain a better estimate of the declination of 
crop yield as a function of increasing salinity. Without 
an on site comparison of the conductivities of soU and 
irrigation water, large discrepancies can enter the 
approximations. Bernstein (1962) states, 
In an ideally drained and irrigated soil. the 
eleetrieal conductivity of the saturation extract 
could approximate half the value of the eleetrieal 
conductivity of the irrigation water as a lower 
limit. because the saturation pereentage of a soil is 
approximately twice the field capacity. At the 
United States Salinity Laboratory, this relation-
ship generally obtains in artificially salinized plots 
irrigated throughout a season with water of a 
given salinity. Under commercial conditions. such 
ideally restricted salinity levels r~ly occur. Even 
in excenent citrus orchards, the eleetrieal conduc-
tivity of. the applied water at one depth or another 
in the root zone seldom. if ever. reaches· the 
restricted salinity levels (Chapman and Harding. 
1956}. Under less favorable conditions with poorer 
management. much higher ratios develop. 
A number of things may contribute to the 
variation noted by Bernstein, but drainage is the key 
and is closely associated with soU texture. Extremely 
high-salinity irrigation water has been used by 
Cavazza (1968) in Pugtia and Lucania. A maximum 
tolerance of 8 percent is reported for tomatoes. This 
value is in excess of 20 mmho and much higher than 
utilized in the United States. The key to this ability to 
use high-salinity water is the sandy-textured soU 
which is well drained. In the same publication, Bl?yko 
(1968) reports on the desert garden of Ellat where 
2,000 to 6,000 mg/l TDS water is being used on sandy 
soils for a host of plant species. Van.Boorn et a1. (1968) 
reports excellent yields of wheat, maize, sorghum, 
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alfalfa, cotton, beans, asparagus, tomatoes, and 
melons in Tunisia using water of 4-5 gil on a 
well-drained soU. Durand (1956) established an 
irrigation water evaluation system which incorporates 
five soil textures. Doneen (1963) set up a system of 
potential salinity but set limits for each of three soU 
permeabilities. The chloride hazard as listed in the 
Israel Salinity Survey (1964) indicates different levels 
in different soU textures. 
A criticism of the Soviet soU scientists by a 
technical U.S. study group (Bower et al. 1960) was 
that they 
.•. determine total salinity by weighing the residue 
obtained upon evaporation of a filtered 1:5 or 1:10 
soil water extract to dryness. The results are 
expressed as pereentage of salt on a dry soil b!lsis 
and soil texture or water retention characteristics 
are not taken into account in relating salt content 
to plant growth. 
American soil scientists recognize that plants 
growing on saline soils respond to the salt 
concentration of the soil solution, and that with a 
given salt content (expressed on a dry-soil bl!Sis} 
the concentration of the soil solution in the field 
moisture range is inversely related to fineness of 
texture or water retention capacity. For this 
reason, most American scientists employ for the 
determination of salinity an extract obtained at a 
water content related to the water retention 
characteristics of the soil. e.g .• saturation extraei. 
The mean conductivities of the top 30 em of sandy 
Indio soils, sandy Meloland. loamy Imperial stratified, 
and Imperial clay complex soils after 70 years of 
irrigation with the same Colorado River water was 
2.4,2.7,5.0, and 6.2 mmho/em. These observations 
support the development of this report around soU 
textural units. 
CIusIfieation of Colorado River Water BetweeD 
900 and 1400 mglI Total DUsoIved Solids (TDS! 
Published analysis of the ionic composition, 
conductivity, and TDS of the Colorado River and 
several drains leading away from agricultural areas 
where the river water has been used and drained out 
of the soil are available, State of California (1971). If 
one considers that the factors concentrating the 
drainage water are the same ones that will operate to 
concentrate the Colorado in the future, it is likely that 
the drainage salt contents are a reasonable approxi-
mation of the Colorado River salt content if it should 
reach the same TDS as that in the drsin. With this in 
mind, Table 2-1 was developed showing log regres-
sions of Ec ~ectrie.rconductivi9' (meq/l) of Cl-, Ca +. 
HCOS-' Mg • Na • and S0'4 as a function of TDS 
in mg/l of all water data from below Imperial.Dam. 
The classification of these projected water 
salinities would fall within the median salinity range 
presented by Thorn and Peterson (1955) of 750 to 
2,250 micro mho/cm. In Durand's (1956) evaluation, 
all of the projected concentrations would be suitable 
for sandy soil and for very sensitive crops which can 
have soil saturation extracts up to 4 mmho. Loamy 
sands could take the water up to 1.600 mmho and 
loamy soil up to 1,000 mmho. Loamy clays and clays 
are already exceeded on the sensitive crops. For 
plants that could have soil saturation extracts up to 10 
mmho. the entire range of projected soil solutions 
could be used on all textures except the clay which has 
a 1 mmho/cm limit. For crops that could tolerate soil 
saturation extracts greater than 10 mmho, only the 
clay soil would be limited to values below 2.0. With 
horticultural and forage crops. the saturation for clay 
soil is 1.8 mmho; for the field crops the clay limit is 1.6 
mmho. This system does not incorporate an allowance 
for S04 = predominance. 
The Antipov-Karataev (1960) method places all of 
the projected water values well below the XIO critical 
limit of sodium hazard. The Wilcox (1958) system 
would place all of the projected waters over 1,000 
mg/l in the 52 classification which is described as 
"medium-sodium water." This system may present a 
moderate sodium problem in fine-textured (clay) soils 
unless there is gypsum in the soil. Water of the S2 
classification can be used only on coarse-textured 
(sandy) or organic soils that take waters well. 
Rhodes (1972) pointed out the need to adjust the 
calculation of exchangeable sodium percentage (ESP) 
for ionic strength and further stressed that the ESP at 
the base of the root system should be considered at 
various leaching ratios. Table 2-2 presents the factors 
in this calculation. If one utilizes the limit of ESP 
promulgated by the California Committee of Consul-
tants (i.e., 9) as a critical value at which severe 
permeability problems develop. a leaching ratio of 80 
percent should be used until the TDS exceeds 1,100 
mg!1 after which 40 percent should be used. 
However, McNeal et al. (1966) showed that 
swelling would be minor at the ESP 22 and 1400 mg/l 
concentration of this study. Quirk (1955) agrees. In his 
diagram separating stable permeability and decreas-
ing permeability the highest ESP values at 10 percent 
leaching fall within the stable permeability area. 
It is concluded that if the ion mixes are not 
changed from their potential values. permeability will 
not be greatly effected by sodium. 
Bicarbonate Hazard 
Eaton (1950) introduced the residual sodium 
carbonate (RSC) 
RSC = (COg +HC03') - (Ca++ +Mg++) in 
meq!1. 
Wilcox (1955) in his classification of RSC values 
indicates that values less than +1.25 should be safe. 
The values of RSC for the projected water are well 
below the 1.25 marginal value. This should not cause 
problems. It should be noted at this point that the 
chemical analysis of HC03' in the published data were 
Table 2-1. Contl:activity in micro mho/em and ion concentration in meq/l att a junction 0/ total dissolved solids in 
mg/L Potential saJmit'll and SAR are indicated. 
Cor Coef 
In Ec = 0.97572 In TDS + 0.5630 0.987 
In Cl 1.49470 In TDS - 8.77014 0.984 
In Ca - 0.658814 In TDS - 2.90328 0.997 
In HCO ll = 0.23401 In TDS - 0.48040 0.195 
In Mg = 1.01057 In TDS - 5.79548 0.988 
In Na = 1.146846 In TDS - 5.90873 0.992 
In S04 = 0.78180 In TDS - 3.31381 0.972 
TDS EC Na Mg Ca 804 Cl HCOa SAR 
Potential 
Salinity 
900 1339 6.64 2.94 4.85 7.42 4.04 3.04 3.36 7.5 
1000 1484 7.49 3.27 5.19 8.05 4.73 3.11 3.46 8.8 
1100 1629 8.35 3.60 5.53 8.68 5.46 3.18 3.90 9.8 
1200 1773 9.23 3.93 5.86 9.29 6.22 3.25 4.17 10.9 
1300 1917 10.12 4.26 6.17 9.89 7.01 3.31 4.43 12.0 
1400 2061 11.02 4.60 6.48 10.48 7.83 3.37 4.68 13.1 
Data from State of California. 1971. Hydrologic Data 1969. Southern California. Department of Water Resources Bulletin 
139-69. V;424-426. 
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Table 2-2. Calculation of exchangeable ,odium percentage in ,oils at the 1lUrfa,ce and at the base of the root zone 
with 10,20, JO. and.w percent leaching ruM'. After Rhode, (197!). 
TDS (p~ - pkc) p(Ca+Mg) Palk pHc 
mgt! p(HC13 ) 
900 2.29 2.42 2.515 7.225 
1000 2.325 2.38 2.505 7.21 
1100 2.335 2.34 2.495 7.17 
1200 2.345 2.31 2.485 7.14 
1300 2.354 2.29 2.480 7.12 
1400 2.362 2.25 2.470 7.08 
pHc '" (pK2-pKc) + p(ca+Mg) + palk 
ESPs = SAR1w 1 + (8.4 - pHc) 
TDS SAR ESP3 ESPb10 ESPb20 ESPb30 ESPb40 
900 3.36 7.31 15.06 9.94 7.53 6.07 
1000 3.46 7.57 15.59 10.29 7.80 6.28 
1100 3.90 8.70 17.92 11.83 8.96 7.22 
1200 4.17 9.42 19.40 12.81 9.70 7.82 
1300 4.43 10.10 20.81 13.74 10.40 8.38 
1400 4.68 10.86 22.37 14.76 n.19 9.01 
scattered and the regression equation had a correla-
tion coefficient of only 0.19. However, if the most 
active concentrating mechansim of these waters i! 
leaching through soils, it is highly probable that C03' 
may precipitate and remain in the soil while the more 
soluble salts leach back to the river tributaries. Salt 
balance studies conducted by the Imperial Irrigation 
District (1972) and Soil Conservation Service show 
that approximately 13 percent of the salts brought 
into the valley precipitate as calcium carbonates and 
sulfates. No problem is anticipated from the RS~~ 
the projected waters since there will be ample Ca 
to precipitate all the carbonate and still be some 
available in solution. 
Chloride IIazud 
In Scholfield's (1935) classification the projected 
waters would exceed the moderate Cl- level at 1,300 
TDS. His five levels were 4, 7, 12, 20 meq/l. Fireman 
and Kraus (1965) divided their Cl- classification into 
four sections separated at 2, 5, and 8 meq/l. The 
projected waters fall within the precautionary zone. 
The California Committee of Consultants has adopted 
a three-stage division of Cl- concentrations divided at 
4 and 10 meq!l. All of the projected values fall in the 
zone labeled increasing problems. Doneen's (1963) 
classification of potential salinity places all of the 
projected Colorado River water within safe limits for 
good permeability, 5-20 meq/l, and medium permea-
bility 3-15 meq/l. The cr value exceeds the critical 
value for low permeability soils at 1,300 mg!l TDS, 
i.e., 3-7 meq/l.. The Israel salinity survey (1964) 
indicates that there would be no danger of using this 
water for citrus on sandy and loamy soils, but a 
medium risk in clay, the tolerance of citrus root stock 
being 10 meq/l cr. It is believed that Cl- may become 
a problem for semi-tolerant plants in the Imperial 
clay. 
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The first time of contact between irrigation water 
and plants is during the germination stage. At this 
time, interaction of humidity (see Hoffman and 
Rawlins, 1971) can alter the salt tolerance of 
salt-sensitive plants such as onion. The more 
salt-tolerant crops such as cotton are not affected, 
Hoffman and Phene (1971). 
Magistad et al. (1943) found a significant 
difference in the tolerance of onion bulbs to salinity in 
the marine climate of Torrey Pines and the desert 
climate of Indio in California. 
This author agrees with Young's (1973) statement 
that "salt tolerance studies should be carried out 
within an ecologically discrete area in order to have 
the greatest validity." Salt tolerance of several crops 
is being tested in the Imperial Valley at this time. 
Wakhab (1961) studied the germination of maize, 
barley, gram, rice, and cotton at 0.1, 0.2,0.3, and 0.4 
percent NaCI placed on loam and sandy loam ate 
varying percentages of the moisture-holding capacity. 
Maize showed 100 percent germination up to 0.3 
percent NaCI and 75 percent moisture capacity (MC), 
barley at 0.4 percent NaCI and 60 percent (MC), rice 
0.3 percent NaCI and 75 percent (MC), cotton. - 6 
varieties at 0.2 percent NaCI and three varieties at 0.1 
percent NaCI and 60 percent (MC). 
Kneeb (1959) collected soil samples from plots to 
grow plants in a sequence of increasing salinities. 
Barley and corn gave 100 percent germination at 1.6 
percent salt when moistened to field capacity on petri 
dishes, wheat produced 100 percent germination at 0.9 
percent salt. In the field 1.5 percent was the upper 
limit for germination of corn and barley, and the 
wheat about 0.85 percent. This far exceeds the values 
of the projected Colorado River water. Dashevskii 
(1957) in agreement with Bernstein and Hayward 
(1958) found that higher levels of soil moisture would 
permit sugar beets to germinate at higher salt levels. 
Sugar beets could tolerate 0.014 percent CI and 14 
percent moisture, but 0.044 percent at 22 percent 
moisture. 
Lopez (1968) utilized water containing 150 meq!1 
NaCl solutions to produce lower concentrations by 
dilution. He found a reduction of 71 to 59 percent at 
3.31 mmho/cm and 5.65 mmho/cm in the germination 
of durum wheat. Common wheat showed a germina-
tion of 87.1 at 5.65 mmho and 55.2 at 12.10 mmho. 
Barley showed 73.1 percent germ at 16.4 mmho/cm 
and none at 32 mmho. Tomatoes showed varietal 
differences of 52 percent and 64.8 percent germ at 6.58 
mmho/cm. He placed durum wheat, alfalfa, tomato, 
broccoli, and endive in the little tolerance group 
requiring water of less than 4 mmho. Moderate 
tolerance groups included vetch, some tomato 
varieties, lettuce, and common wheat with tolerance 
of 4-12 mmho during germination. Barley was capable 
of germination between 12-18 mmho. 
It has been demonstrated that sprinkler irrigation 
is effective in removing salinity from the soil surface 
and enhancing emergence of lettuce, cabbage, carrots, 
onions, sugar beets, alfalfa, radishes, cauliflower, 
broccoli, safflower, flax, cantaloupes, and watermel-
ons in Imperial Valley (Robinson et al., 1966; 1967abc; 
1968abc; 1969; 1970; 1972). In an ongoing experiment 
utilizing water of 1,350 mg/l, no significant difference 
was noted in germination of lettuce, cabbage, carrots, 
onions, sugar beets, and alfalfa as compared to the 
water with the present Colorado salinity 900 mg!1 
Because the use of sprinklers has become a standard 
practice on most of the vegetables in this study as well 
as with commercially grown sugar beets and alfalfa, it 
will be assumed that the practice will continue in these 
crops and that they will experience no failure in 
emergence. Sprinkler irrigation has also been utilized 
effectively on wheat, cotton, barley, and sorghum. 
However. the relatively high tolerance of these crops 
to salinity indicates that sprinklers will probably not 
be needed for germination of these crops on soils other 
than the Imperial clay. 
Salt TOlerance of Crops 
Cotton. Kovda (1947) found that cotton was 
stunted by 8.5 gil NaCI water, that fiber lengths were 
reduced about 3 mm from the normal, and that the 
index of strength was reduced by 0.5 g. Stroginov 
(1962) pointed out the physiological differences of 
cotton grown in S04-C1 waters. Passerini and Galli 
(1927) found cotton to be tolerant of 3 gil solution of 
Cl. Grillot (1954) indicated that cotton could tolerate 
6-8 parts of NaCI per 1,000 of dry earth. Kovda (1973) 
stated, 
Differences among various crops are com-
pared by determining the soil salinity level 
(measured as electrical conductivity of the 
saturation extract) at which crop yields are 
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reduced by 50 percent from yields on non-saline 
soils unde,. CQmparable growing conditions. Some 
investigat9rs have used a 20 or 25 percent 
reduction or other Cliteria, for making similar 
comparisons. In spite of the differences in methods 
of evaluating salt,tolerances. there is a high degree 
of agreement among most lists. 
He then produced Bernstein's 1964 table of tolerance. 
The crops which are being considered in this report 
will be evaluated from the data given in the California 
Committee of Consultants (1974), wherein the work of 
Bernstein has been modified. 
I..eaehiDg as a Means of Salt Removal 
Experiments by Bigger and Nielsen (1962), 
Wilson (1963), Willardson (1972) showed that inter-
mittent leaching was more efficient than ponding in 
removing soil salt per unit of water applied. Talsma 
(1967) summed things as follows: 
Analysis of results shows that during the 
ponding st~ desalinization proceeds mo!-"8 rapid-
ly near the drsins than midway between. while 
during the falling water stage desalinization is 
more even over the whole area. This is expl$ed 
by the difference in surface rstes across the area 
between drains during the two stages. 
Comparison of continuous ponding with 
alternate ponding and drsining shows that in the 
latter case complete desalinization is.achieved with 
considerably less leaching water. The leschi,ng 
efficiency is not very high under continuous 
ponding. 
Robinson and Luthin (1967) concluded that 
intermittent flooding was more efficient in terms of 
salt removed per unit of water applied, but took 
longer to leach a given soil area than did the 
continuous ponding. UnpUblished data of Malek 
Kaddah. Soil Scientist at Imperial Valley Conserva-
tion Research Center. ARS. Brawley, showed that 
leaching could reduce surface salts from a range of 15 
mmho/cm to a range of 3-4 mmho/cm and that within 
2 years the soil was back to its original salt content. 
Sprinklers can be used to good advantage for 
leaching. Wilson and Luthin (1963) noted that rainfall 
was more effective than ponding for leaching. Nielsen, 
Bigger and Luthin (1965) noted that sprinkling was 
more effective than ponding in salt removal. 
Collis-George and Laryea (1971) note that 
When unstable soil moisture potential is 0 or 
near 0, the structure collapses. greatly rec;lucing 
leaching, and the movement of the wetting front 
and infiltration rate are small compared to a stable 
soil. 
The infiltration behavior, of unsaturated ,soils 
with restricted supply rates which ,do not dl;lve19P 
surface pon~g is similar to that of st~ct:urally 
stable materials under the same re~rit$!d supply 
rate in that the structure is not destroyed. 
Robinson et al. (1968) noted that bulk densities of 
Imperial clay soils remained 10 percent lighter under 
sprinkler irrigation than under flood irrigation. The 
seed bed granulation remained under the sprinklers 
but broke down during flooding. Where sprinklers are 
available for non-ponding rates of application, they 
will be advantageous. 
Kovda (1978) presents a concept of leaching after 
each 20 irrigations with a 1,000 mg/l water. The 
leaching would drop the soil salinity to one-half its 
value, i.e., when soil which initially contained 0.2 
percent salt was allowed to increase to 0.4 percent 
salt, a 1,000 mg/l irrigation water would then have a 
leaching phase to drop the water to 0.2 percent again. 
Agricultural operations used in the Imperial 
Valley to eliminate salt buildup and their costs as of 
November 1974, are as follows: 
Drain tile-plastic (most of it is plastic today) 
Polyethylene has gone from 13 cents prior to the 
oil shortage to 29 cents per pound. They expect to pay 
35 cents around January I, 1975. 
Installing the tile costs: 
30.5 cents per foot on 3" plowed in at 5112 feet 
deep with a gravel envelope 
48.0 cents per foot on 4" trench installation at 
5112 feet with gravel envelope 
$1.00 per foot on 8" trench installation 
Most systems have tile on 100 foot spacings with 3- or 
4-inch tile and one l,320·foot 8-inch main collector 
drain. 14 x 1,320 = 18,480 feet of 3- or 4-inch and 1,320 
feet of 8-inch pipe. 
Land leveling 
Two years ago this cost 18 cents per cubic yard. 
Now it costs 23 cents per cubic yard. One might base 
his analysis on some given volume of soil movement 
such as 8 acre feet on a 40 acre field. At 23 cents per 
cubic yard this would be $2,968 for the 40 acre field. 
Two years ago this would have been $2.323 per 40 acre 
field. 
Slip plowing 
This requires two D-B tractors and a slip plow. 
Present cost is $65 per hour. The present coverage is 
from 1 to 2 acres per hour depending upon the soil 
conditions. This operation is declining in importance. 
One operator reports plowing of only one SO-acre block 
in 1974. 
Ditch lining 
The on-farm ditch lining costs about $9,500 for 
1/2 mile of 26-28 inch ditch with 11/2-inch concrete and 
14-inch outlets. This is up from $6,000 three years ago. 
The cost of this ditch would increase with different 
size valves, but this is the most common type. 
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Sprinkler Irrigatibn. for Leaching 
Sprinklers are now being more extensively 
utilized for leaching. Fred Jenkins is presently 
utilizing a 7 ·inch sprinkler application of water on land 
that is to grow sugar beets. His first crop grown on 
the land is rye and later sugar beets. He is presently 
using this method on 2,000 acres. John Elmore has 
found that sprinkler leaching leaves the soil more 
permeable and does a more complete removal of salts. 
It is increasingly common for lettuce growers to 
pre-irrigate fields with sprinklers to move the salt 
down into the profile and out the drain tile. An 
estimate of this cost could be obtained from the rental 
charges. Forty acres with pump, an 8-inch main line, 
and 3-inch sprinkler line and head costs about $160 for 
3 months or $240 all year. Labor and fuel would 
average $35 per acre. H he utilized the system six 
times in 3 months, all costs would run around 
$62/acre. Utilizing the system throughout the year 
would reduce the cost to around $45/acre. 
The following figures demonstrate the reduction 
in acreage ponded for leaching purposes: in 1967, 9157 
acres; 1968. 7851 acres; in 1969, 8560 acres; 1970, 1685 
acres; 1971, 1777 acres; 1972, 1202 acres: 1973, 973 
acres. On the established cultural areas it is now more 
common to include a pre-irrigation of 4 to 6 inches by 
sprinkler, flood, or furrow to leach salts ahead of 
planting. The forming of borders for long-term 
ponding is utilized only in particularly poorly drained 
areas, and even some of these areas are being 
sprinkled as noted by Jenkins. 
Diseussion 
The general criticism of Young et al. (1973) was 
that the Bernstein (1964) work was conducted with CI 
salts whereas the Colorado River contains a substan-
tial quantity of 804 could be stated generally for 
most studies in the world, Koval'skaia (1958), Kreeb 
(1959), Dashevskii (1957), Osawa (1957), T. Sing et al. 
(1956), Cavazza (1968), Lopex (1968), Gilbot (1954), 
Wahkab (1961), Simonneau (1945). The Russian school 
is aware of the influence of 804 and separates their 
soil classification into C1- and SO~ predominant 
classes. Generally, however, the Russians have 
ignored the influence of soil texture limiting the utility 
of their work in this study. Furthermore, their 
methods of extraction of soil salts brings solid sulfates 
into solution. Kovda (1946) concedes this point and 
further points out that the discrepancy would be 
stronger in the less saline soils. 
In view of the facts that data from other countries 
would have to be corrected for sulfate waters also, 
that there was close similarity between all classifica-
tions of plant tolerance to soil salinity, and that the 
degree of completion of the work on the crop spectrum 
was greater at the U.S. Salinity Lab, it was concluded 
that these data would be the most productive starting 
point. 
Within the State of California a Committee of 
Consultants (1974) has modified Bernstein's work to 
set up a series of declination values. Bernstein (1962) 
suggests that plants growing on soil containing 
gypsum salts can tolerate approximately 2 mmho/cm 
greater saturation extracts than those growing in the 
chloride treated soils at the Salinity Lab. Similar 
findings are reported by Shoshin (1955) as cited by 
Stroganov (1962) and Doneen (1963). Declination yield 
curves were based upon the California Committee of 
Consultants' Report and interpreted with a 2 
mmho/em increase when comparing soil saturation 
extracts from projected values. 
Preeed.ure 
The base point of the soil extract conductivities 
was determined from mean values of soil extracts 
taken from 33 locations twice yearly over a 10-year 
period on four soil classifications on the Imperial 
Valley Field Station. The 95 percent confidence 
intervals of these samples are presented in Table 2-3. 
A similar interval was determined for the irrigation 
water conductivity. The ratios of the mean soil 
saturation extracts to the mean conductivity of the 
irrigation water is shown in Table 2-4. The median of 
each ratio was utilized to project the soil salinity which 
developed with the current best practice on that soil, 
as defined in Guidelines Imperial County Crops 
Circular 104 (1973). 
In view of the statement, 
At present our ability to predict cbanges in 
soil solution concentration during infiltration and 
drainage bas not been ascertained. Theoretical and 
experimental analysis involving nonsteady flow 
conditions are both meager and incomplete. 
Nielsen (1972). 
This study will assume that the ratio between the 
conductivity of soil saturation extracts and the 
conductivity of the irrigation water will remain 
constant. 
Consultation with Robert Zimmerman, Soil 
Conservation Service, produced the acreages of the 
major soil classifications in the Imperial Valley. He 
also indicated the general distribution of crops on each 
soil class, Table 2-5. 
Mean crop yields and acreage were obtained from 
1965 to 1972 from the Annual Crop Reports, 
Agricultural Commissioner, Imperial County Court-
house. These are shown in Table 2-6. Utilizing the Ec 
regression as a function of TDS from Table 2-1 and the 
median ratios from Table 2-4, Table 2-7 was 
constructed indicating a projected median conducti-
vity of a saturated soil extract at different TDN levels. 
The irrigation management influence was defined as a 
function of the zone from which water was extracted 
from the soil. When intervals were long enough to 
require 13.3 cm application (16 irrigations per year), 
the salinity of the second 30 cm was used as an 
effective level of salinity. Where 9.7 cm, was applied 
(22 irrigations per year), a mean was taken between 
Table 2.:8. Ninety-five percent conjide'l'U!e intervals of conductivities of saturated soil extracts on four soil 
textural cUuses /ram two samples per year over 10 years on the Imperial vaUey Field Station. 
mmko/cm. 
Drainage Classification Drainage Classification 
Area No. Area No. 
Top 30 em 30-60 em Top 30 em 30-60 em 
Well Poor 
91 2.69 ± 0.60 2.49 ±0.63 21 6.07 ± 0.67 8.13 ± 1.17 
92 2.46 ± 0.33 2.60 ± 0.54 22 5.25 ± 0.53 7.60 ± 0.53 
94 2.50 ± 0.34 3.54± 0.67 31 5.54 ± 0.77 6.77 ± 0.54 
96 3.71 ± 1.03 l.84± 0.46 32 3.89 ± 0.53 5.51 ± 0.72 
97 2.16 ± 0.41 2.24± 0.28 41 4.36 ± 0.77 5.21 ± 0.69 
Average 2.69 2.54 42 5.91±1.S1 6.64 ± 1.40 61 4.10 ± 0.46 6.27 ± 0.44 
Moderate 62 3.19 ± 0.32 5.37 ± 0.64 63 2.94 ± 0.46 4.82 ± 0.83 
43 3.52 ± 0.45 4.85 ± 0.49 64 5.39 ± 0.76 6.64 ± 0.71 
44 2.72 ± 0.56 3.47 ± 0.32 Average 4.66 6.30 51 3.25 ± 0.36 4.79 ± 0.52 
52 3.31 ± 0.54 5.15 ± 0.84 Very Poor 53 2.82 ± 0.35 3.30 ± 0.39 
54 2.68 ± 0.36 3.09 ± 0.47 71 7.28 ± 0.73 8.72 ± 0.69 
65 2.51 ±0.26 4.26 ± 0.34 72 6.16 ± 0.75 7.99 ± 0.60 
66 2.76 ± 0.39 4.35 ± 0.57 73 6.44 ± 0.59 8.03 ± 0.81 
81 2.18 ± 0.22 2.86 ± 0.39 74 6.21 ± 1.11 7.09 ± 1.51 
82 3.19 ± 0.57 5.27 ± 0.47 75 6.77 ± 0.60 9.18 ± 1.21 
83 2.37 ± 0.27 3.45 ± 0.58 76 6.25 ± 0.68 8.17 ± 0.94 
Average 2.84 4.07 Average 6.51 8.19 
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Table 2-4. Ratios of mean conduCtivity of saturoted soil extract-mean conductivity of irrigation water, 1.41 
mmAo/cm 
0-30 ern 
1.5 
1.7 
l.Sa 
1.9 
2.6 
Well 
30-60 ern 
1.3 
1.6 
I.Sa 
1.S 
2.5 
a = median values. 
Drainage Classification 
Moderate 
0-30 ern 30-60 ern 0-30 ern 
1.5 
1.7 
I.S 
1.9 
2.0 
Z.Oa 
2.3 
2.3 
2.3 
2.S 
3.4 
2.0 
2.2 
2.3 
2.4 
2.5 
3.0a 
3.4 
3.4 
3.7 
3.7 
S.l 
2.1 
2.3 
2.7 
2.9 
3.7a 
3.8 
3.9 
4.3 
Poor 
30-60 ern 
3.4 
3.S 
3.9 
4.4 
4.7a 
4.8 
5.4 
5.8 
Table 2-5. Crop acreage distribution in Imperial County in 1,ooo's of acres. 
Drainage Classification 
Crop 
Well Moderate Poor 
Lettuce 12 12 12 
Carrots 2 2 
Onions I 1 
Tomatoes 0.5 0.5 1.0 
Watermelons 1 1 1 
Cantaloupe 4 4 4 
Asparagus 4 
Sorghum 12 12 19 
Wheat 3 3 23 
Barley 3 3 23 
Sugar Beets 1 1 31 
Cotton 2 24 
Alfalfa 20 46 80 
Total 59.5 87.5 222.0 
Very Poor 
0-30 ern 
4.4 
4.4 
4.4 
4.6a 
4.8 
5.2 
30-60 ern 
Very Poor 
7 
20 
20 
30 
12 
12 
101.0 
5.0 
5.7 
5.7 
5.8a 
6.2 
6.S 
Table 2-6. Ninety-five percent confidence intenJal of yields of crops .from 1965 to lo'!!. (Tons per acre except 
cotton in pounds per acre.) 
Crop 1972 1971 1970 1969 1968 1967 1966 1965 95% Confidence 
Interval 
Asparagus 1.5 1.4 1.3 1.6 1.8 1.7 1.6 1.6 1.57 ± 0.13 
Cabbage 12.3 11.5 19.0 10.0 10.4 12.5 H.9 9.6 12.19 ± 2.41 
Cantaloupe 6.0 5.7 5.8 5.0 5.9 6.2 7.0 5.4 5.88 ± 0.48 
Carrots 11.0 13.6 9.3 12.0 14.0 15.8 15.9 20.3 13.99 ± 2.79 
Lettuce 10.9 11.7 10.2 9.2 9.7 9.5 11.3 9.0 10.79 ± 0.82 
Onions mkt 13.7 12.8 14.0 10.0 15.7 18.1 12.6 12.5 13.68 ± 2.0 
Tomato 11.2 11.4 5.0 6.4 6.3 10.5 5.8 4.8 7.68 ± 2.32 
Watermelon 8.3 9.0 8.5 7.4 5.9 10.9 S.3 8.8 8.39 ± 1.15 
Barley 1.8 1.8 1.8 2.0 1.8 2.2 1.6 2.2 1.9 ±0.17 
Cotton, lb. 1325 665 798 968 1660 971 1224 1717 1166 ± 314 
Alfalfa 6.4 7.0 6.0 6.8 6.5 6.1 6.4 6.4 6.45 ± 0.27 
Sorghum 2.3 2.5 2.3 2.5 1.8 1.9 2.2 2.5 2.25 ± 0.22 
Sugar Beet 26.8 26.0 24.1 IS.0 21.0 20.6 17.9 22.2 21.96 ± 2.6 
Wheat 2.3 2.4 2.3 2.5 1.6 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.14 ± 
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Table fl·7. Projected median co1uI:uctim1l of Batw/mted Boil e:x:tmct at different TDS levels. 
Drainage Classification 
Ec 
TDS mmho Well Moderate Poor Very Poor 
em 
Top Sub Top 
900 1.34 2.4 2.4 2.7 
1000 1.48 2.7 2.7 2.0 
1100 1.63 2.9 2.9 3.3 
1200 1.77 3.2 3.2 3.5 
1300 1.92 3.5 3.5 3.8 
1400 2.06 3.7 3.7 4.1 
the top and second 30 cm levels. At 7.3 em and 29 
irrigations a weighted mean of 2 (Ec surface + 1 (Ee 
sub))/3 was taken. Where 35 irrigations of 6.1 em 
were used. the EC of the topsoil only was used. These 
values were estimated on the basis of Henderson 
(1946) and Wadleigh (1948). An effective Ec was 
derived from the above calculations by subtracting 2 
mmho to adjust for the presence of significant gypsum 
in both soil and water. The Ee in the sprinkler case 
was determined by subtracting 1 mmho from the top 
soil and 2 mmho from the subsoil of Table 2·7 and 
Sub Top Sub Top Sub 
4.0 5.0 6.3 6.2 7.8 
4.4 5.5 7.0 6.8 8.6 
4.9 6.0 7.7 7.5 9.5 
5.3 6.5 8.3 8.1 10.3 
5.8 7.1 9.0 8.8 11.1 
6.2 7.6 9.7 9.5 11.9 
calculating in the same manner as the soils 
above: Robinson (1969ac). Robinson et aI. (1968), 
Robinson and Worker (1969). These data were 
developed for the soils and irrigation salinity levels 
shown in Table 2-8. 
Tables 2-9 through 2-20 were developed for each 
of the crops in Table 2-6 at acreages shown in Table 
2-5. Entering the corresponding salinity value from 
Table 2-8 into the declination yield curve from the 
California Committee of Consultants (1974), a yield 
Table fl-8. Effective values of soil saturation e:x:tmct conductimie8 in four Boils. Bi:x: TDS levels, and five 
irrigation management levels. 
TDS Irrigations 
Drainage Classification 
Number Well Moderate Poor Very Poor 
900 16 0.4 2.0 4.3 5.8 
22 0.4 1.4 3.7 5.0 
29 0.4 1.1 3.4 4.7 
35 0.4 0.7 3.0 4.2 
Sprinkler 0.0 0.0 2.1 3.4 
1000 16 0.7 2.4 5.0 6.6 
22 0.7 1.7 4.3 5.7 
29 0.7 1.5 4.0 5.4 
35 0.7 1.0 3.5 4.8 
Sprinkler 0.0 0.2 2.7 4.1 
1100 16 0.9 2.9 5.7 7.5 
22 0.9 2.1 4.9 6.6 
29 0.9 1.8 4.6 6.2 
35 0.9 1.3 4.0 5.5 
Sprinkler 0.0 0.5 3.3 4.9 
1200 16 1.2 3.3 6.3 8.3 
22 1.2 2.4 5.4 7.2 
29 1.2 2.1 5.1 6.8 
35 1.2 1.5 4.5 6.1 
Sprinkler 0.0 0.8 3.8 5.5 
1300 16 1.5 3.8 7.0 9.1 
22 1.5 2.8 6.1 8.5 
29 1.5 2.5 5.7 7.6 
35 1.5 1.8 5.1 6.8 
Sprinkler 0.2 1.2 4.4 6.3 
1400 16 1.7 4.2 7.7 11.9 
22 1.7 3.2 6.7 8.7 
29 1.7 2.8 6.3 8.3 
35 1.7 2.1 5.6 7.5 
Sprinkler 0.4 1.5 5.0 7.0 
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declination was obtained. This. was multipHed by the 
average yield of Table 2-6 and then by the acreage of 
each of the soil groups. 
The amount of water for the 22-29-35 annual 
irrigations was based upon 213 cm or 84 inches of 
water per year. For aHaHa this would occur as shown 
in Table 2-21. Other crops which are grown during 
only part of the year would use the schedules as 
indicated in Guidelines (Staff Imperial County 
Extension office. 1978). It is important to note that 
where double cropping is practiced. the total number 
of irrigations on both crops would be used to enter the 
table. The sprinkler appHcations would be at 0.1 inch 
per hour so that a 24-hour period would give the 
required 2.4 inches. This could be broken into two 
12-hour periods where soil begins to puddle or to three 
8-hour periods. 
To reconcile the Guidelines and base yearly 
irrigations of 16 per year. use tomatoes. p. 57. for an 
example. The Guidelines ealls for 10 irrigations per 
year. Table 2-21 shows 10 irrigations starting in 
January through July for the 16 per year column. 
These same months show 14, 18. 22 rounds of 
irrigation for the yearly frequencies of 22. 29. and 35. 
To get base yield data use the yields provided in Table 
2-6 for CaHfornia. These yields are based upon the 
reported data. whereas, the Guidelines yield is a 
general estimate. 
The sprinkler system considered here is a 
permanent one which could be operated at will. and 
the cost of power would be a function of the total hours 
of use. Such a system could be obtained for $800 to 
$1.000 per acre and written off over 10 years. 
Maintenance is estimated at $50/acre/year. 
Table 2-9. Projected yields of Imperial Valley alfalfa with four levels of 8'Urface irrigation intensity and 8p1'inkler 
irrigation on four soil dminage classes. 
Drainage Class 
Indio (Coarse Well 
Drained) 20,000 Acres 
Meloland (Sandy 
Surface Heavy Subsoil) 
46,000 Acres 
Holtville-Imperial 
Stratified (Sandy and 
Clay Stratified) 
80,000 Acres 
Imperial Complex 
(Clay) 12,000 Acres 
Drainage Class 
HoI tville-Im perlal 
Stratified (Sandy & 
Clay Stratified) 
4,000 Acres 
Number of 
Irrigations 
Per Year 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Number of 
Irrigations 
Per Year 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Alfalfa in 1,000 Tons 
Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mg/l 
900 1000 1100 1200 1300 
All Values 149 
343 329 312 302 288 
343 343 339 329 315 
343 343 343 339 326 
343 343 343 343 343 
343 343 343 343 343 
477 447 406 382 352 
501 477 447 429 394 
518 494 465 441 411 
537 513 494 471 441 
590 552 525 501 474 
61 55 49 
67 62 55 51 
69 64 58 54 48 
72 68 63 59 54 
78 73 67 63 57 
Asparagus, Tons in 1,000's 
Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mg/l 
900 1000 1100 1200 1300 
5.92 5.68 5.40 5.00 4.64 
6.12 5.92 5.68 5.52 5.16 
6.12 6.04 5.80 5.64 5.40 
6.12 6.12 6.04 5.84 5.64 
6.12 6.12 6.12 6.12 5.88 
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1400 
277 
305 
315 
339 
343 
316 
363 
382 
418 
447 
49 
53 
1400 
3.56 
4.84 
5.00 
5.40 
5.68 
Table 2-11. Projected vislth of Imperio}, Valley barley with ft¥u,r levels of B'Ulrface irrigation l.ntenBity and 
- sprinkler irrigation on four soil droilM.ge classes. 
Barley, Tons in 1,000's 
Number of Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mg/l 
Drainage Class Irrigations 
Per Year 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Indio (Coarse Well 16 
Drained) 3,000 Acres 22 
29 AU Values 5.7 
35 
Sprinkler 
Meloland (Sandy 16 
Surface Heavy 22 
Subsoil) 3,000 Acres 29 All Values 5.7 
35 
Sprinkler 
Holtville-Imperial 16 
Stratified (Sandy and 22 
Clay Stratified) 29 All Values 43.7 
23,000 Acres 35 
Sprinkler 
Imperial Complex 16 38.0 38.0 38.0 37.6 36.8 34.2 
(Clay) 20,000 Acres 22 38.0 38.0 38.0 38.0 37.2 36.8 
29 38.0 38.0 38.0 38.0 38.0 38.0 
35 38.0 38.0 38.0 38.0 38.0 38.0 
Sprinkler 38.0 38.0 38.0 38.0 38.0 38.0 
Table 2-12. Projected yields of Imperilll Valley cantaloupe with fwr levels of tru.rface irrigation l.ntenBity and 
sprinkler irrigation on fwr soil drainage classes. 
Cantaloupe, Tons in 1000's 
Number of Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mg/l 
Drainage Class Irriga ti on s 
Per Year 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Indio (Coarse Well 16 
Drained) 4,000 Acres 22 
29 All Values 23.5 
35 
Sprinkler 
Meloland (Sandy 16 23.5 23.3 23.3 21.6 20.5 19.8 
Surface Heavy 22 23.5 23.5 23.5 23.3 22.6 21.9 
Subsoil) 4,000 Acres 29 23.5 23.5 23.5 23.5 23.3 22.6 
35 23.5 23.5 23.5 23.5 23.5 23.5 
Sprinkler 23.S 23.5 23.5 23.5 23.5 23.5 
Holtville-1m perial 16 19.5 18.3 17.2 15.9 14.5 13.2 
Stratified (Sandy and 22 20.7 19.5 18.6 17.6 16.5 15.1 
Clay Stratified) 29 21.4 20.2 19.1 18.1 17.2 16.0 
4,000 Acres 35 22.1 21.2 20.2 19.3 18.3 17.4 
Sprinkler 23.5 22.8 21.6 20.5 19.3 18.6 
~ 
Table 2-18. Projected yields of Imperial Valley can-ot, with four levels of ItUrjooe irrigation intensity arul 
spri:nkler irrigation on four ,oil drai'll4ge .,e,. 
Carrot, Tons in l,OOO's 
Number of Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mgtl 
Drainage Class Irrigations 
Per Year 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Indio (Coarse Well 16 28.0 28.0 28.0 27.1 25.7 24.9 
Drained) 2,000 Acres 22 28.0 28.0 28.0 27.1 25.7 24.9 
29 28.0 28.0 28.0 27.1 25.7 24.9 
35 28.0 28.0 28.0 27.1 25.7 24.9 
Sprinkler 28.0 28.0 28.0 28.0 28.0 28.0 
Meloland (Sandy 16 24.1 22.9 20.1 17.9 15.1 12.9 
Surface Heavy Subsoil) 22 26.3 24.9 23.8 22.9 21.3 18.3 
2,000 Acres 29 27.7 25.7 24.6 23.8 22.4 21.3 
35 28.0 28.0 26.6 25.7 24.6 23.4 
Sprinlder 28.0 28.0 28.0 28.0 27.1 25.7 
Thble 2-14. Projected yields of Imperial Valley cotton with four levels of ItUrjooe imgation intensity arul 
spri:nkler irrigation on four 80il drainage .,e8. 
Cotton, Tons in 1,000's 
Number of Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mgtl 
Drainage Class Irrigations 
Per Year 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Meloland (Sandy 16 
Surface Heavy 22 
Subsoil) 2,000 Acres 29 All Values 1.17 
35 
Sprinkler 
Holtville-Imperial 16 14.0 14.0 14.0 14.0 13.9 13.6 
Stratified (Sandy and 22 14.0 14.0 14.0 14.0 14.0 14.0 
Clay Stratified) 29 14.0 14.0 14.0 14.0 14.0 14.0 
24,000 Acres 35 14.0 14.0 14.0 14.0 14.0 14.0 
Sprinkler 14.0 14.0 14.0 14.0 14.0 14.0 
Imperial Complex 16 7.00 7.00 6.86 6.64 6.51 5.25 
(Clay) 12,000 Acres 22 7.00 7.00 7.00 6.93 6.58 6.58 
29 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 6.85 6.64 
35 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 6.85 
Sprinkler 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 6.93 
Table 2-15. Projected yields of Imperial Valley lettuce with four levels of ItUrjooe irrigation intensity a1Ul 
sprinkler imgation on four 80il drai:nage cla.t,e8. 
Lettuce, Tons in 1,000's 
Number of Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mg/l 
Drainage Class Irrigations 
Per Year 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Indio (Coarse Well 16 130 130 130 130 126 122 
Drained) 12,000 Acres 22 130 130 130 130 126 122 
29 130 130 130 130 126 122 
35 130 130 130 130 126 122 
Sprinkler 130 130 130 130 130 130 
Meloland (Sandy 16 117 109 100 92.3 83.2 78.0 
Surface Heavy 22 129 122 116 109 103 94.9 
Subsoil) 12,000 Acres 29 130 126 120 116 108 103 
35 130 130 130 126 120 116 
Sprinkler 130 130 130 130 130 126 
Holtville-Imperial 16 76.5 64.8 51.8 42.8 29.8 18.1 
Stratified (Sandy and 22 86.5 76.5 67.4 57.0 45.4 33.7 
Clay Stratified) 29 90.7 80.3 71.3 63.5 51.8 42.8 
12,000 Acres 35 97.2 89.4 80.4 72.6 63.5 53.1 
Sprinkler 115 104 92.0 82.9 75.2 64.8 
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Table 1-16. Projected yields of ImperUil vaUey onions with fO'/l,T levels of surjtJee irrigaticm. intensity and 
~ sprinkler irrigaticm. 07l fO'/l,r soil dTfA'n4ge cl.aBseB. 
Onions, Tons in 1,000's 
Number of Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mgtl 
Drainage Class Irrigations 
Per Year 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Indio (Coarse Well 16 13.7 13.7 13.7 13.1 13.4 13.0 
Drained) 1,000 Acres 22 13.1 13.7 13.7 13.7 13.4 13.0 
29 13.1 13.1 13.7 13.1 13.4 13.0 
35 13.7 13.7 13.1 13.7 13.4 13.0 
Sprinkler 13.1 13.7 13.7 13.7 13.7 13.7 
Meloland (Sandy 16 12.4 11.9 11.2 10.6 8.3 6.9 
Surface Heavy 22 13;1 13.0 12.3 11.9 11.3 10.8 
Subsoil) 1,000 Acres 29 13.1 13.4 12.8 12.3 11.1 11.3 
35 13.1 13.7 13.7 13.4 12.8 12.3 
Sprinkler 13.7 13.7 13.7 13.7 13.7 13.4 
Table 2-17. Projected yields of Imperilil vaUey sorghum with fO'/l,T levels of surjtJee irrigaticm. intensity and 
sprinkler irrigaticm. 07l fO'/l,T Boil drai:nage cl.aBses. 
Sorghum in 1,000's Tons 
Number of Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mg/l 
Drainage Class Irrigations 
Per Year 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Indio (Coarse Well 16 
Drained) 12,000 Acres 22 
29 All Values 27 
35 
Sprinkler 
Meloland (Sandy 16 
Surface Heavy 22 
Subsoil) 12,000 Acres 29 All Values 21 
35 
Sprinkler 
Holtville-Imperial 16 42.4 40.7 39.3 38.0 36.3 35.0 
Stratified (Sandy & 22 42.8 42.4 41.4 39.7 38.6 31.2 
Clay Stratified) 29 42.8 42.8 41.4 40.7 39.3 38.0 
19,000 Acres 35 42.8 42.8 42.8 42.0 40.1 39.3 
Sprinkler 42.8 42.8 42.8 42.8 42.0 40.7 
Imperial Complex 16 14.4 13.7 13.1 12.5 12.0 8.1 
(Clay) 7,000 Acres 22 15.0 14.5 13.7 13.2 12.3 12.1 
29 15.3 14.6 14.0 13.6 12.9 12.5 
3S 15.6 15.3 14.6 14.2 13.6 13.1 
Sprinkler 15.8 15.8 15.3 14.6 14.0 13.4 
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Table 2-18. Projected yields of Imperial Valley ngar beets witA four letJels of llUr/ace irrigation intensity and 
sprinJder imgation on four Boil drainage classes. 
Sugar Beets in 1,000 Tons 
Number of Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mg/l 
Drainage Class Irrigations 
Per Year 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Indio (Coarse Well 16 
Drained) 1,000 Acres 22 
29 All Values 22 
35 
Sprinkler 
Meloland (Sandy 16 
Surface Heavy 22 
Subsoil) 1,000 Acres 29 All Values 22 
35 
Sprinkler 
Holtville·Imperial 16 682 682 682 682 676 670 
Stratified (Sandy and 22 682 682 682 682 682 682 
Clay Stratified) 29 682 682 682 682 682 682 
31,000 Acres 35 682 682 682 682 682 682 
Sprinkler 682 682 682 682 682 682 
Imperial Complex 16 660 660 648 627 606 540 
(Clay) 30,000 Acres 22 660 660 660 654 633 615 
29 660 660 660 660 648 627 
35 660 660 660 660 660 648 
Sprinkler 660 660 660 660 660 654 
Table 2-19. Projected yields of Imperial Valley tomatoes with four levell 01 llUr/ace irrigation mtemity and 
spri:nkler irrigation on lour soil drainage classes. 
Tomatoes in 1,000 Tons 
Number of Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mgtl 
Drainage Class Irrigations 
Per Year 900 1000 llOO 1200 1300 1400 
Indio (Coarse Well 16 
Drained) 500 Acres 22 
29 All Values 3.84 
35 
Sprinkler 
Meloland (Sandy 16 3.84 3.84 3.80 3.69 3.50 3.42 
Surface Heavy Subsoil) 22 3.84 3.84 3.84 3.84 3.80 3.71 
500 Acres 29 3.84 3.84 3.84 3.84 3.84 3.84 
35 3.84 3.84 3.84 3.84 3.84 3.84 
Sprinkler 3.84 3.84 3.84 3.84 3.84 3.84 
Holtville-Imperial 16 6.76 6.53 6.14 5.84 5.22 4.22 
Stratified (Sandy and 22 7.07 6.76 6.53 6.37 5.99 5.53 
Clay Stratified) 29 7.30 6.91 6.68 6.45 6.14 5.84 
1,000 Acres 35 7.52 7.22 6.91 6.68 6.45 6.22 
Sprinkler 7.68 7.68 7.37 6.99 6.76 6.53 
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Table 2-20. Projected yields of Imperial Valley wheat with four levels of surftu:e irrigation intensity and 
~ sprin1cler irrig(Jtion Oft four .oil drainage cltuSBS. 
Wheat, Tons in I,OOO's 
Number of Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mg/l 
Drainage Class Irrigations 
Per Year 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Indio (Coarse Well 16 
Drained) 3,000 Acres 22 
29 All Values 6.42 
35 
Sprinkler 
Meloland (Sandy 16 
Surface Heavy 22 
Subsoil) 3,000 Acres 29 All Values 6.42 
35 
Sprinkler 
Holtville-1m perial 16 49.2 48.7 46.8 45.8 44.3 42.8 
Stratified (Sandy and 22 49.2 49.2 48.7 47.7 45.8 44.8 
Clay Stratified) 29 49.2 49.2 49.2 48.2 46.7 45.8 
23,000 Acres 35 49.2 49.2 49.2 49.2 48.2 47.2 
Sprinkler 49.2 49.2 49.2 49.2 49.2 48.7 
Imperial Complex 16 40.7 39.4 37.7 36.0 34.2 27.0 
(Clay) 20,000 Acres 22 42.4 40.7 39.4 38.1 35.5 35.1 
29 42.8 41.5 39.8 38.9 37.7 36.0 
35 42.8 42.8 41.1 39.8 38.9 37.7 
Sprinkler 42.8 42.8 42.4 41.5 39.8 38.5 
Table 2-21. Amount and number of irrigations for alftiIIa. per motath to apply 8+ inches per year at different 
frequencies. 
Inches of Water 5.25 3.82 2.90 2.40 2.40 Per Irrigation 
Irrigations Per Year 16 22 29 35 Sprinkler 
Irrigations Per Month 
January 1 1 1 1 1 
February 1 1 1 2 2 
March 1 1 2 2 2 
April 1 2 3 3 3 
May 2 3 3 4 4 
June 2 3 4 4 4 
July 2 3 4 6 6 
August 2 2 3 3 3 
September 1 3 3 4 4 
October 1 1 2 3 3 
November 1 1 2 2 2 
December 1 1 1 1 1 
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COAVBELLAVALLEY 
The average yields of the major agrieu1tural crops 
of the Coachella Valley were obtained from Crop 
Production Reports prepared by the Coachella Valley 
County Water District. The 95 percent confidence 
interval of nine crops together with yields from 6 
years are shown in Table 2-22. Halsey (1954) prepared 
a crop distribution by soil series report for this area. 
This same distribution was applied to the acreages of 
the crops for the year 1973. These acreages were then 
grouped according to the drainage characteristics of 
each of the soil series (Soil Conservation Service. 
USDA. Indio. unpublished soil survey). This is shown 
in Table 2-23. 
In Table 2-8 of the report on Imperial Valley the 
Indio soil was equated to the well drained soil in this 
valley, Meloland was equated to the moderately well 
drained soil, the stratified to a poorly drained soil, and 
the Imperial complex to the very poorly drained soil. 
These data together with the declination data from the 
California Committee of Consultants (1974) were used 
to calculate Tables 2·24 through 2-32 showing the 
projected yields of the nine major crops in Coachella. 
Sample costs of production can be found in Agricultur-
al Extension Riverside County Mime's (1) Thompson 
seedless grapes, Marsh grapefruit, Naval oranges, 
and lemons. 
Table 2·22. Yield 01 m4jor cropB-AU American Ccnal Bervice area in CoacheUa vaUey (tons/acre). 
Crop 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 
Alfalfa Hay 8.80 8.20 8.00 7.30 6.66 
Carrots 8.90 9.04 12.9 14.1 10.3 
Sweet Corn 4.60 3.68 3.95 2.35 3.S7 
Green Onions 25.3 31.8 24.4 24.6 14.5 
Grapefruit 12.4 10.40 8.00 10.80 
Lemon and Lime 8.35 2.58 2.93 2.01 3.48 
Orange and Tangerine 3.00 4.99 2.31 4.56 4.20 
Date 4.55 5.16 3.32 4.63 4.84 
Grape 3.20 3.70 4.00 4.83 5.79 
Table 2-23. Partition 01 crop acreage on different Boil drainage cUuses. 
Crop Drainage Classification 
Well Moderate Poor 
Alfalfa 2,580 580 290 
Carrots 7,000 
Corn 3,500 500 900 
Green Onions 320 
Grapefruit 6,700 300 700 
Lemon and Lime 1,740 80 180 
Oranges and Tangerines 6,480 300 680 
Date 3,060 240 140 
Grape 6,650 450 380 
Total 38,030 2,450 3,290 
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1973 
6.70 
13.1 
4.83 
18.8 
9.65 
4.55 
5.40 
3.80 
3.50 
95% Confidence 
Interval 
7.61 ± 0.86 
11.39 ± 2.25 
3.83 ± 0.88 
23.2 ± 5.9 
10.24 ± 1.82 
3.98 ± 2.30 
4.07 ± 1.19 
4.38 ± 0.69 
4.17 ± 0.97 
Very Poor 
150 
100 
250 
~ 
Table2-!4. Projected yields 01 al/alIa in CoackelltJ Valley crops with loor levels ollJUr/ace irrigation intensity 
and 8fJrinkler irrigation on loor soil drainage .ses. 
Alfalfa in 1000 Tons 
Number of Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mg/l 
Drainage Class Irrigations 
Per Year 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Well 16 
2,580 Acres 22 
29 All Values 19,6 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 4.4 4.2 4.0 3.9 3.7 3.6 
5BOAcres 22 4.4 4.4 4.3 4.2 4.0 3.9 
29 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.3 4.2 4.0 
35 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.3 
Sprinkler 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.4 4.4 
Poor 16 1.8 1.7 1.5 1.4 1.3 1.2 
290 Acres 22 1.9 1.8 1.7 1.6 1.5 1.3 
29 1.9 1.B 1.7 1.7 1.5 1.4 
35 2.0 1.9 I.B 1.8 1.7 1.5 
Sprinkler 2.2 2.0 1.9 1.9 1.8 1.B 
Very Poor 16 O.B 0.7 0.6 
150 Acres 22 0.9 O.B 0.7 0.7 
29 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.6 
35 0.9 0.9 O.B O.B 0.7 0.6 
Sprinkler 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.7 
Table 2-U. Projected yield 01 carrots in CoackelltJ Valley with four levels ollJUrface irrigation intensity a1lil 
8Pf"inIder irrigation on weU drained .oil. 
Drainage Class 
Well Drained 
7,000 Acres 
Number of 
Irrigations 
Per Year 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
900 
Carrot in 1,000 Tons 
Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mg/l 
1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
All Values 79.7 
Table 2·26. Projected yields 01 dates in CoachelltJ Valley with loor levels ollJUrface irrigation intensity a1lil 
8Pf"inIder irrigation on three soil drainage classes. 
Drainage Class 
Well 
3,060 Acres 
Moderate 
240 Acres 
Poor 
140 Acres 
Number of 
Irrigations 
Per Year 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Da tes in 1,000 Tons 
Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mg/l 
900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
All Values 13.4 
All Values 1.1 
All Values 0.6 
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Table 2-27. Projected yields of grapes in Coachella Vallet! with fonr levels of BUr/ace irrigatiun intensity and 
sprinkler irrigatiun on three soil draino.ge classes. 
Grapes in 1,000 Tons 
Number of Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mgtl 
Drainage Class Irrigations 
Per Year 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Good 16 
6,650 Acres 22 
29 All Values 27.7 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 1.9 1.9 1.8 1.8 1.7 1.7 
450 Acres 22 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.8 
29 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 
35 .1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 
Sprinkler 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 
Poor 16 1.4 1.3 1.2 1.1 1.0 0.8 
380 Acres 22 1.5 1.4 1.3 1.2 1.1 1.0 
29 1.5 1.4 1.3 1.3 1.2 1.1 
35 1.5 1.5 1.4 1.3 1.3 1.2 
Sprinkler 1.6 1.6 1.5 1.5 1.4 1.3 
Table 2-28. Projected yield of grapefruit in Coachella vaUey with fon?' levels of BUr/ace irrigatiun intensity and 
sprinkler irrigatiun on three soil drainage classes. 
Grapefruit in 1,000 Tons 
Number of Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mg/l 
Drainage Class Irrigations 
Per Year 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Well 16 
6,700 Acres 22 
29 All Values 68.6 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 3.0 2.8 2.6 2.4 2.2 2.0 
300 Acres 22 3.0 3.0 2.9 2.8 2.6 2.5 
29 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 2.8 2.6 
35 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 
Sprinkler 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0 
Poor 16 4.5 3.6 
700 Acres 22 5.2 4.5 3.8 
29 5.4 4.8 4.2 3.6 
35 5.9 5.4 4.8 4.3 3.6 
Sprinkler 6.9 6.3 5.6 5.0 4.3 3.6 
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Table~·f9. PrOjected yield of le1'1UJn and lime in Coochell4 Valley with four levels of s'Ur/O£e irrigation intensity 
arulsprinkler irrigatiun. on three soil dmi1l4ge classes. 
Lemon and Lime in 1,000 Tons 
Number of Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mg/1 
Drainage Class Irrigations 
Per Year 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Well 16 
1,740 Acres 22 
29 All Values 6.9 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 
80 Acres 22 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 
29 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 
35 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 
Sprinkler 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 
Poor 16 0.4 0.4 
180 Acres 22 0.5 0.4 0.4 
29 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 
35 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 
Sprinkler 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 
Table ~·80. PrOjected yields of onions in Coochell4 Valley with four levels of sur/ace irrigation intensities and 
sprinkler irrigation on well drm"ned soil. 
Onions in 1,000 Tons 
Number of Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mg/l 
Drainage Class Irrigations 
Per Year 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Well 16 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.3 7.0 
320 Acres 22 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.3 7.0 
29 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.3 7.0 
35 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.3 7.0 
Sprinkler 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 7.4 
Table ~·91. Projected yield of orange and tangerine in Coochell4 Valley with four levels of sur/ace irrigation 
intensity and sprinkler irrigation on three soil drai1l4ge classes. 
Drainage Class 
Well 
6,480 Acres 
Moderate 
300 Acres 
Poor 
680 Acres 
Number of 
Irrigations 
Per Year 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Orange and Tangerine in 1,000 Tons 
Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mg/l 
900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
All Values 264 
1.2 1.1 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.8 
1.2 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.0 1.0 
1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.0 
1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 
1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 
1.7 1.4 
2.0 1.7 1.5 
2.1 1.9 1.6 1.4 
2.3 2.1 1.9 1.7 1.4 
2.7 2.4 2.2 1.9 1.7 1.4 
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Table 2-82. Projected yields of sweet corn in Coache1l4 Valley with four levels of 81Lrface irrigation intensity and 
sprinkler irrigation on four soil drmnage c«Uses. 
Sweet Corn in 1,000 Tons 
Number of Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mg/l 
Drainage Class Irrigations 
Per Year 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Well 16 
3,500 Acres 22 
29 All Values 13.4 
Moderate 
500 Acres 
Poor 
900 Acres 
35 
Sprinkler 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
PALO VERDE VALLEY 
1.8 
1.9 
1.9 
·1.9 
1.9 
2.4 
2.7 
2.8 
2.9 
3.2 
The average yields of major agricultural crops in 
the Palo Verde Valley were obtained from Riverside 
County Agricultural Commissioner reports for the 
years 1964, 1965, 1966, 1967, 1968, 1969. 1970. 1971. 
1972, 1973, see Table 2-33. Acreages of crops were 
based upon the Palo Verde Irrigation District Crop 
Report for 1973. The location of specific crops on 
specific soil drainage classes was obtained from 
unpublished reports of the Soil Conservation Service. 
Personal observations of Mr. Charles Morris of the 
SCS, Mr. Lester Ede, University of California 
Agricultural Farm Advisor, and Mr. Merle Turley of 
1.7 
1.9 
1.9 
1.9 
1.9 
2.1 
2.4 
2.6 
2.8 
3.0 
1.7 1.6 1.5 1.4 
1.8 1.8 1.7 1.6 
1.9 1.9 1.7 1.7 
1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 
1.9 1.9 1.9 1.9 
1.8 
2.2 2.0 1.7 
2.3 2.1 1.8 1.7 
2.6 2.4 2.1 1.9 
2.8 2.6 2.5 2.1 
the USBR were also helpful in locating crops on 
specific soil drainage classes. 
The soils of the Palo Verde Valley, Kocher and 
Youngs (1926), Weir and Storie (1946, 1947), were 
placed in four drainage classes as in Imperial Valley 
and Coachella Valley Sections of this report. The 
partitioning of crop acreages on soil drainage classes is 
shown in Table 2-34. These data together with the 
declination data from the California Committee of 
Consultants (1974) were used to calculate Tables 2-35 
through 2-44, the projected yields of crops in varying 
levels of surface irrigation and sprinkler irrigation. 
Costs of production can be approximated from the 
Imperial Valley and Coachella Valley reports on the 
same crops. 
Table 2-88. Yield per acre of'T1'/4jor crops in the service area of Palo Verde Irrigation District. 
Year 95% Confidence 
Crop 
1964 1965 1966 1967 Interval 1968 1969 1970 1972 1973 
Grapefruit 990 800 728 1035 1092 929 ± 162 Cartons 
Lemon 775 325 593 303 251 450 ± 230 Cartons 
Lettuce 450 456 487 485 470 500 518 336 466 474 ± 45 Cartons 
Cantaloupe 120 160 175 182 150 120 173 130 175 154 ± 18 Crates 
Watermelon 9.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 8.5 9.0 12.0 9.5 10.0 9.8 ± 0.7 Tons 
Onions, Dehy. 18.8 21.3 16.0 15.0 13.0 12.7 13.0 17.0 13.0 15.5 ± 2.1 Tons 
Alfalfa 5.5 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 5.5 5.5 7.0 7.0 6.1 ± 0.4 Tons 
Sorghum 1.50 1.50 1.75 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.80 1.69 ± 0.02 Tons 
Cotton 3.00 3.00 2.00 1.75 2.75 2.36 1.45 2,00 1.75 2.23 ± 0.41 Bales 
Cotton Seed 1.10 1.18 0.80 0.70 1.10 0.93 0.57 0.80 0.70 0.87 ± 0.16 Tons 
Wheat 1.50 1.75 2.00 2.00 2.25 2.25 2.50 2.04 ± 0.27 Tons 
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Table 2·84. Partition of crop acreage on different loil droinage classes in PaW Verde Irrigation District. 
Crop 
Well 
Grapefruit 700 
Lemon 3,000 
Lettuce 3,000 
Cantaloupe 700 
Watermelon 700 
Onion, Dehy. 2,000 
Alfalfa 9,500 
Sorghum 3,000 
Cotton 500 
Wheat 5,000 
Total 2&,100 
Drainage Classification 
Moderate Poor 
100 
300 
2,000 2,000 
700 
600 
1,500 
10,500 10,500 
2,000 1,000 
4,000 4,000 
5,000 5,000 
--
26,700 22,500 
Very Poor 
7,500 
500 
5,400 
5,000 
18,400 
Table 2·85. Projected yields of alfalfa in Palo Verde Valley with four levels of sur/ace irrigation intensity and 
sprinkler irrigation of four soil drat"nage cla8ses. 
Alfalfa in 1,000 Tons 
Number of Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mg/l 
Drainage Class Irriga tions 
Per Year 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Well 16 
9,500 Acres 22 
29 All Values 58.0 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 64.1 64.1 58.3 56.4 53.8 51.7 
10,500 22 64.1 64.1 63.3 61.4 58.8 57.0 
29 64.1 64.1 64.1 63.3 60.9 5&.& 
35 64.1 64.1 64.1 64.1 64.1 63.3 
Sprinkler 64.1 64.1 64.1 64.1 64.1 64.1 
Poor 16 51.& 48.5 44.1 41.5 38.2 34.3 
10,500 Acres 22 54.4 51.& 4&.5 46.6 42.& 39.4 
29 56.2 53.6 50.5 47.9 44.6 41.5 
35 58.3 55.7 53.6 51.9 47.9 45.4 
Sprinkler 64.1 59.9 57.0 54.4 51.5 48.5 
Very Poor 16 35.8 32.3 28.7 
7,500 Acres 22 39.3 36.4 32.3 29.2 
29 40.5 37.5 34.0 31.7 2&.2 
35 42.2 39.9 37.0 34.6 33.4 28.7 
Sprinkler 45.8 42.8 39.3 37.0 33.4 31.1 
Table 2·86. Projected yields of cantaloupe in Palo Verde Valley with four levels of Bur/ace irrigation intensity 
and sprinkler irrigation on two suil drainage classes. 
Cantaloupe in 1,000 Crates 
Number of Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mg/l 
Drainage Class Irriga tions 
Per Year 900 1000 UOO 1200 1300 1400 
Well 16 
700 Acres 22 
29 All Values 108 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 108 108 102 99 94 91 
700 Acres 22 108 108 108 107 104 100 
29 108 108 108 108 107 104 
35 108 108 108 108 108 108 
Sprinkler 108 10& 108 108 108 108 
lc.2 
Table 2-37. Projected yields 0/ watermelon in Palo Verde Valley 'With lour levels o/sur/ace irrigation 1ntensity 
and sprinkler irrigation on two soil drainage classes. 
Watermelon in 1,000 Tons 
Number of 
Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mg/l Drainage Class . Irrigations 
Per Year 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Well 16 
700 Acres 22 
29 All Values 6.86 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 5.88 5.88 5.57 5.39 5.12 4.95 
600 Acres 22 5.88 5.88 5.88 5.83 5.66 5.44 
29 5.88 5.88 5.88 5.88 5.83 5.66 
35 5.88 5.88 5.88 5.88 5.88 5.88 
Sprinkler 5.88 5.88 5.88 5.88 5.88 5.88 
Table 2·38. Projected yields 01 cotton in Palo Verde Valley with lour levels o/sur/ace irrigation intensity and 
sprinkler irrigation on lour soil d'T't1iruJ.ge classes. 
Cotton in 1,000 Bales 
Number of Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mg/l 
Drainage Class Irrigations 
1100 1200 1300 1400 Per Year 900 1000 
Well 16 
500 Acres 22 
29 All Values 1.12 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 8.92 8.92 8.92 8.92 8.83 8.67 
4,000 Acres 22 8.92 8.92 8.92 8.92 8.92 8.92 
29 8.92 8.92 8.92 8.92 8.92 8.92 
35 8.92 8.92 8.92 8.92 8.92 8.92 
Sprinkler 8.92 8.92 8.92 8.92 8.92 8.92 
Poor 16 8.92 8.92 8.74 8.46 8.30 6.69 
4,000 Acres 22 8.92 8.92 8.92 8.83 8.38 8.38 
29 8.92 8.92 8.92 8.92 8.73 8.46 
35 8.92 8.92 8.92 8.92 8.92 8.73 
Sprinkler 8.92 8.92 8.92 8.92 8.92 8.83 
Very Poor 16 12.04 12.04 11.74 11.44 10.54 9.03 
4,000 Acres 22 12.04 12.04 12.04 11.80 11.32 11.26 
29 12.04 12.04 12.04 12.04 11.74 11.44 
35 12.04 12.04 12.04 12.04 12.04 11.74 
Sprinkler 12.04 12.04 12.04 12.04 12.04 11.92 
Table 2·89. Projected yields 0/ grapefruit in Palo Verde Valley witk four levels o/sur/ace tmgation intensity 
and sprinkler irrigation on two soil drainage classes. 
Drainage Class 
Well 
700 Acres 
Moderate 
110 Acres 
Number of 
Irrigations 
Per Year 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Grapefruit in 1,000 Cartons 
Total Dissolved Solids in Inigation Water, mg/l 
900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
All Values 650 
98 93 86 81 71 66 
102 102 97 93 87 83 
102 102 102 97 92 87 
102 102 102 102 102 97 
102 102 102 102 102 102 
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Table j-40. Projected yieUls of lettuce in Palo Verde vaUey with four levels of sur/ace irrigation intensity and 
spri:n.kler irrigation on three Boil drmnage cl4Bses. 
Lettuce in 1,000 Cartons 
Number of Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mg/l 
Drainage Class Irrigations 
Per Year 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Well 16 1422 1422 1422 1422 1378 1334 
3,000 Acres 22 1422 1422 1422 1422 1378 1334 
29 1422 1422 1422 1422 1378 1334 
35 1422 1422 1422 1422 1378 1334 
Sprinkler 1422 1422 1422 1422 1422 1422 
Moderate 15 859 794 729 673 607 569 
2,000 Acres 22 940 890 846 794 751 692 
29 948 919 875 846 788 751 
35 948 948 948 919 875 846 
Sprinkler 948 948 948 948 948 919 
Poor 16 557 472 378 312 217 132 
2,000 Acres 22 630 558 492 416 331 246 
29 661 586 520 463 378 312 
35 708 652 586 529 463 387 
Sprinkler 838 758 671 604 548 473 
Table j.41. Projected yieUls of lemon in Palo Verde vaUey with four levels of Bur/ace irrigation intensity and 
spri:n.kler irrigation on two Boil drainage cl4BseB. 
Drainage Class 
Well 
3,000 Acres 
Moderate 
300 Acres 
Number of 
hrigations 
Per Year 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
900 
129 
135 
135 
135 
135 
Lemon in 1,000 Cartons 
Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mg/l 
1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
All Values 1350 
123 114 107 94 87 
135 128 123 115 109 
135 135 128 122 US 
135 135 135 135 128 
135 135 135 135 135 
Table j-4j. Projected yieUls of onions in Palo Verde vaUey with four levels of surface irrigation intensity and 
8prinkler irrigation on two 80il dratnage cl4BBe8. 
Drainage Class 
Well 
2,000 Acres 
Moderate 
1,500 Acres 
hrigations 
Per Year 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Onions (Dehydrator) in 1,000 Tons 
Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mg/l 
900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
31.0 31.0 31.0 31.0 30.6 29.3 
31.0 31.0 31.0 31.0 30.6 29.3 
31.0 31.0 31.0 31.0 30.6 29.3 
31.0 31.0 31.0 31.0 30.6 29.3 
31.0 31.0 31.0 31.0 31.0 31.0 
20.9 20.0 18.8 18.0 14.0 11.5 
23.3 22.0 20.8 20.0 19.1 18.1 
23.3 22.7 21.6 22.0 19.8 19.1 
23.3 23.3 23.3 22.7 21.5 21.6 
23.3 23.3 23.3 23.3 23.3 22.7 
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Table 248. Projected yields of sorghum in Palo Verde Valley with four levels of sur/ace ,'rrigation intensity and 
sprinkler i'l"l'igation on four soil drai:no.ge classes. 
-
Sorghum in 1,000 Tons 
Number of Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mgtl Drainage Class Irrigations 
Per Year 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Well 16 
3,000 Acres 22 
29 All Values 4.77 
3S 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 
2,000 Acres 22 
29 All Values 3.18 
35 
Sprinkler 
Poor 16 1.58 1.51 1.46 1.41 1.35 1.30 
1,000 Acres 22 1.59 1.58 1.54 1.47 1.43 1.38 
29 1.59 1.59 1.54 1.51 1.46 1.41 
35 1.59 1.59 1.59 1.56 1.51 1.46 
Sprinkler 1.59 1.59 1.59 1.59 1.56 1.51 
Very Poor 16 0.72 0.69 0.66 0.63 0.60 0.41 
500 Acres 22 0.75 0.72 0.69 0.66 0.62 0.61 
29 0.77 0.73 0.70 0.69 0.65 0.63 
35 0.78 0.77 0.73 0.71 0.69 0.66 
Sprinkler 0.80 0.80 0.77 0.73 0.70 0.67 
Table 2-44. Projected yields of wheat in Palo Verde Valley with four levels of SUrface irrigation intensity and 
sprinkler irrigation on four soil drainage classes. 
Wheat in 1,000 Tons 
Number of Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mgtl 
Drainage Class Irriga tions 
Per Year 900 1000 noo 1200 1300 1400 
Well 16 
5,000 Acres 22 
29 All Values 10.20 
35 
Sprinkler 
Moderate 16 
5,000 Acres 22 
29 All Values 10.20 
35 
Sprinkler 
Poor 16 10.20 10.10 9.70 9.50 9.18 8.87 
5,000 Acres 22 10.20 10.20 10.10 9.89 9.50 9.29 
29 10.20 10.20 10.20 9.99 9.68 9.50 
35 10.20 10.20 10.20 10.20 9.99 9.79 
Sprinkler 10.20 10.20 10.20 10.20 10.20 10.10 
Very Poor 16 9.70 9.39 8.98 8.58 8.15 6.43 
5,000 Acres 22 10.10 9.70 9.39 9.08 8.45 8.36 
29 10.20 9.89 9.49 9.27 8.98 8.58 
35 10.20 10.20 9.79 9.49 9.27 8.98 
Sprinkler 10.20 10.20 10.20 9.89 9.49 9.18 
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PAcnnc COAST ABEAS 
All Colorado River water used in the coastal areas 
is pumped through the Colorado aqueduct of the 
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California 
(MWD). The water is distributed to the 27 members of 
the MWD. These members further distribute water to 
smaller divisions within their boundaries. The San 
Diego County Water Authority, for example, is one of 
the 27 members of MWD and has 22 constitutent cities 
and districts within its boundaries, Burzell (1973), 
Monroe (1972). 
In addition to the water from the MWD the 27 
members have locally developed water which present-
ly constitutes 68 percent of the water used in the 
MWD area (Monroe, 1972). The local water is pumped 
from subsurface aquifers, transported from outside 
the MWD area, and/or collected in reservoirs from 
surface or stream flow (Brown, 1974). 
Rainfall within the coastal area varies from 0 to 20 
inches in the lower elevations and from 20 to 70 inches 
in the higher elevations (Close et a!., 1970). Most of 
the agricultural areas are within a 10- to lo-inch 
rainfall zone (Boroman, 1978). 
Agricultural yield records do not segregate crop 
yields obtained from local water irrigation and from 
Colorado River water irrigation (Little, 1968-78). In 
some areas the locally produced water is used first and 
then Colorado River water is used. In other areas the 
local and Colorado River water are stored in the same 
reservoir (Brown, 1974). 
In 1972 the MWD took first delivery of water 
from the state project. This source of water is 
scheduled to increase eventually to two million acre 
feet. Meanwhile, th&- Central Arizona Project will 
claim an entitlement to Colorado River water so that 
the MWD supply will be reduced to 550.000 ac ft. Of 
this amount 100.000 ac ft may be utilized in the 
production of power. The remaining water will be 
blended in varying degrees with local and state water 
(Clinton, 1973; Lauten. 1974). The pricing of water 
rates is set by the MWD. The agencies and 
subagencies add suitable increases in this water price 
to cover operation, maintenance, and repayment 
scheduling of bonds for the distribution systems. 
Typical costs of water to the farmer are shown in 
Table 2-45 for portions of the San Diego County Water 
Authority. 
Use of Colorado River water for agriculture has 
remained around 150,000 acre feet per year (Monroe. 
1972). The agencies using this water in large quantity 
are the San Diego County Water Authority, 73,117 ac 
ft in 1972; Eastern MWD. 29,620 ac ft; MWD of 
Orange County, 81,470 ac ft; Western MWD of 
Riverside County, 88,713 ac ft (Monroe, 1972). With 
the exception of the San Diego CW A aqueduct #1. 
these areas will have blended 50 percent state water 
available. In the mid or late 1980s the blend will move 
to 75 percent state water. It should be noted at this 
point that in the 50 percent Colorado River water that 
the TDS could move to 1.230 mg/l and to 2.210 mg!1 in 
the 25 percent Colorado River water when mixing 
with 250 mg!1 state water without increasing the TDS 
in the blend beyond the present 740 mg/I of Colorado 
River water. The cost to the agricultural economy 
receiving the blended water will be the increased price 
since there will probably be no reduction in yield due 
to salinity increase above the present value. 
Even though the increased price of blended water 
was politically derived by the MWD board of directors 
and may not reflect the true cost of obtaining the 
water. it still remains the actual cost increase to those 
farming. The surcharges for the blended 50 percent 
Colorado River water will be (Clinton. 1973): 
1974-75 
1975-76 
1976-77 
1977-78 
$5/acft 
$6 
$7 
$8 
1978-79 $9 
1979-80 $10 
1980-2000 $10 
In the 75 percent state water blended the increased 
charge would be $15 per ac ft as presently planned, 
(Clinton, 1978). 
The study of yield effects of increased salinity in 
the Pacific Coast area then narrows to the region 
Table 2-45. Water cost to grower in dollars per acre foot. 
San Diego County Water Authoritya 
Helix Irrigation District 
Fallbrook PUD 
Olivenhain MWD 
Oceanside, City of 
PowayMWD 
RamonaMWD 
RainbowMWD 
Santa Fe Irrigation District 
Valley Center MWD 
OtayMWD 
aSource-response to questionnaire. 
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95.80 
52.25 
65.00 
65.00 
75.00 
76.00 
56.50 
56.75 
71.69 
95.00 
served by the first San Diego aqueduct with a capacity 
of 190 cfs. The second San Diego aqueduct has pipeline 
3 with a capacity of 250 cis and pipeline 4 with a 
capacity of 380 efs. The pipelines 8 and 4 will have 
blended state water available in 1975. As presently 
planned, pipelines 1 and 2 of the first aqueduct are to 
have Colorado River water exclusively until 1980-1985 
(Montgomery, 1974). The four preferred ffitration 
distribution studies suggested by SDCW A all indicate 
that pipelines 1 and 2 will receive water from Skinner 
plants whieh would be blended water during the 
second phase of construction 1980-1995. (Montgom-
ery, 1974). Metropolitan Water District of Southern 
California indicates plans to supply blended water to 
pipelines 1 and 2 by 1987-88 whieh is the same time 
that the blend will go to 75 pereent state water 
(Clinton, 1973). 
The data developed in this study of yield 
decreases from inereased salinity in the Colorado will 
apply only to unblended water. The assumption made 
is that the irrigation water is unsoftened Colorado 
River water. 
Mean yields for the San Diego County area were 
obtained from the Agricultural Commissioner Reports 
1968-73 (Little,l968-73), and are shown in Tables 2-46 
through 2-60. Table 2-46 showing the partitioning of 
acreages 01 crops into three permeability classes, was 
obtained from Bowman (1973) the soil series permea-
bilities and the Agricultural Commissioner's acreage 
report (Little, 1968-73). The very rapid, and rapid 
permeabilities were placed in the group labeled rapid. 
The moderately rapid and moderate were labeled 
moderate. and the moderately slow, slow, and very 
slow were labeled slow. 
Table 2-48 presents the effective saturation 
extraet values. The surfaee irrigation salinity was 
taken from the 35 irrigation per year line of Table 2-8. 
The rationale is that 10 to 15 inches of rain would have 
a diluting effect similar to additional irrigations. The 
sprinkler values were the same as previously used. 
The new trickier or drip method of irrigation seeing 
rapid expansion in this area (Valley Center MWD, 
1973) appears to deliver water to root systems at the 
same eoncentration as the irrigation water. The 
effective salinity was redueed one mmho/em below 
the irrigation water value because the CaS04would 
have no harmful effect and rainfall would provide 
dilution and leaching (Hall, 1971). The first trials of 
triekler systems support this usage (Hall, 1971; Hall, 
1978; Valley Center MWD. 1978). 
The use of drip irrigation has produced advan-
tages in water saving. labor saving, convenience in 
harvesting, and reduced weed control. The drip 
method is being adopted for these reasons and would 
proceed even though the water contained no salt. For 
this reason, it would not be appropriate to charge the 
$200-$300/aere/crop (Hall, 1973), to increasing salin-
ity, particularly in the rapid and moderately drained 
soils. In the slowly drained soils a yield benefit is 
projeeted because of salinity reduction. Therefore, a 
portion of the cost of drip irrigation should be charged 
to the inereasing salinity. 
A voeado is seeing extensive development with 
drip irrigation (Valley Center MWD, 1978). The 
requirement of rapid permeability soils for this crop 
places it in areas where salinity will probably not be a 
problem even at 1,400 mg/l. The citrus and tomato 
plantings on rapid and moderately permeability soil 
show little yield reduction, but the slow permeability 
soil shows drastie reductions in yield. The drip or 
trickler irrigation would see great advantages here. It 
should be noted that a sprinkler system may be 
required to periodieally leaeh out salt aeeumulations 
between plants (Hall, 1971). It should also be noted 
that this analysis assumes that the mean annual 
rainfall will eontinue. In drought years the number of 
sprinkler leaehings may need to be increased. 
Table 2·46. Yields 01 crops in the San Diego Cwnty Water Authont1lBe'roice area. Agricultural Commissioner 
reports. 
Year 
Crop Mean 
1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 
Avocados, Ton 1.7 3.2 1.7 3.0 1.5 3.5 2.43 :!; 0.81 
Citrus 
Grapefruit 10 12 21.0 7.8 12.9 17.4 13.5 ± 4.5 
Lemon 15.4 10.6 16.5 20.0 16.2 24.0 17.7 ± 4.1 
lime 10.0 6.5 8.2 14.0 11.0 14.0 10.6 ± 2.8 
Orange, Navel 7.3 11.0 8.8 6.2 6.7 7.2 7.87 ± 1.62 
Orange, Valencia 5.9 7.4 6.6 8.8 10.3 7.0 7.57 ± 1.57 
Tangerine 7.7 10.7 10.5 17.4 11.6 ± 4.4 
Strawberry 17.0 15.0 17.2 19.0 21.0 21.0 18.4 ± 2.2 
Potato 12.0 16.0 21.0 18.0 22.0 20.0 18.2 ± 3.4 
Tomato 
Spring 20.1 25.4 24.1 20.5 27.8 36.8 25.8 ± 5.6 
Fall 18.7 22.2 16.6 16.0 19.4 24.5 19.6 ± 3.0 
Summer 13.0 33.6 36.0 27.5 ± 18.9 
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It is of interest that long-term citrus plantings 
irrigated with Colorado River water (740 mg/I) on 
a moderately slow permeability soil showed a 10 
percent reduction in yield (Bingham et aI., 1973). 
Table 22 shows an 18 percent yield reduction at 900 
mg/l which is. in general agreement. 
Tables 2-49 to 2-60 were obtained as in the first 
three parts of this study using Tables 2-46 and 2-47 
and the guidelines for interpretation of quality of 
waterfor irrigation (Committee of Consultants, 1974). 
The future course of irrigated agriculture ID the 
San Diego area is somewhat clouded. As can be seen in 
Tables 2-61 (Montgomery, 1974), San Diego CWA is 
projecting a '58 percent increase in agricultural 
demand for water. The Valley Center. MWD (1973) 
projection in Ta,ble 2-62 is equally optimistic. 
However, this same study shows the total payment 
capacity per acre foot of water to be $85.89 for 
avocados and $78.93 for citrus. Two agencies Helix ID 
and Otay MWD are already charging more than this 
$95. The projected increase in charges for 75 percent 
7bble .2-~ 7. Partition of crop acreage on different Boil droi/1/4ge classeB, San Diego County. 
Drainage Classification 
Crop 
Well Moderate Poor 
Citrus 
Grapefruit 77 348 230 
Lemon 373 1,670 1,115 
Lime 38 172 115 
Orange, Navel 135 606 404 
Orange, Valencia 1,115 5,010 3,340 
Tangerine 126 566 378 
Potato 325 300 
Strawberry 635 
Tomato 
Spring 46 417 556 
Summer 15 135 180 
Fall 142 1,283 1,710 
Avocado 6,027 7,232 
Total 9,054 12,739 8,028 
Table .2-1,8. Effective values of soil satura.tion extroct conductivities in three drainage classes, three 
management systems, and six TDS contents of water. 
TDS Irrigation Drainage Classification 
mgtl Method 
Well Moderate Poor 
900 Surface 0.4 0.7 3.0 
Sprinkler 0.0 0.0 2.1 
Trickler 0.3 
1000 Surface 0.7 1.0 3.5 
Sprinkler 0.0 0.2 2.7 
Trickler 0.5 
1100 Surface 0.9 1.3 4.0 
Sprinkler 0.0 0.5 3.3 
Trickler 0.6 0.6 
1200 Surface 1.2 1.5 4.5 
Sprinkler 0.0 0.8 3.8 
Trickler 0.8 0.8 
1300 Surface 1.5 1.8 5.1 
Sprinkler 0.2 1.2 4.4 
Trickler 0.9 0.9 
1400 Surface 1.7 2.1 5.6 
Sprinkler 0.4 1.5 5.0 
Trickler 1.1 1.1 
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blended state water is $15. Another charge of $20/ac 
ft for filtered water (Montgomery, 1974), may be 
added towards the end of the 1980s. This moves the 
water price $45/ac ft beyond the avocado grower's 
ability to pay and $52 beyond the citrus grower. 
As pointed out by John H. Lauten (1974), General 
Manager of MWD, pumping Colorado River water to 
the MWD area requires energy equivalent to three 
barrels of oil. The state water requires the equivalent 
of 5 barrels. Desalting Colorado River water requires 
10 barrels per acre foot and desalting ocean water 83 
barrels. 
The future cost of obtaining water will reflect the 
cost of energy. In 1984, for example, on peak pumping 
of water through the east branch will be $77/acre foot 
and $45 through the west branch. The average of on 
and off peak pumping will be $38/aere foot as 
projected today for the year 2000 (Clinton, April 
1973). Agriculture's share of this cost may lead to a 
reduction in farmed acreage and allow farming on only 
the most productive areas. 
Since the submission of this report in August 
1974, changes in the planned proportions of pumping 
state and Colorado River water reflect the cost of 
power. Approximately 830,000 acre feet of state water 
are planned as substitute for Colorado River water 
with a net saving of $10 million in power costs 
(Lauten. Sept. 1974). 
Table fH9. Projected yield of San Diego avocados using furrow, sprinkler, or trickler irrigation at six di/ferent 
IDS levels and two drainage classes. 
Avocados in 1.000 Tons 
Drainage Class 
Irrigation Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mg/l 
Method 
900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Well (2) Surface 14.6 14.6 14.6 14.6 14.2 13.8 
6,027 Acres Sprinkler 14.6 14.6 14.6 14.6 14.6 14.6 
Trickier 14.6 14.6 14.6 14.6 14.6 14.6 
Moderate (3) Surface 17.6 17.6 17.6 17.0 16.3 15.6 
7,232 Acres Sprinkler 17.6 17.6 17.6 17.6 17.6 17.0 
Trickier 17.6 17.6 17.6 17.6 17.6 17.6 
Table 2·50. Proiected yield of San Diego grapefruit using furrow, sprinkler, or trickler irrigation at six di/ferent 
IDS levels and three drat.nage classes. 
Grapefruit in 1,000 Tons 
Irrigation Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mg/I Drainage Class Method 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Well Surface 
77 Acres Sprinkler All Values 1.04 
Trickler 
Moderate Surface 4.69 4.69 4.69 4.69 4.69 4.46 
348 Acres Sprinkler 4.69 4.69 4.69 4.69 4.69 4.69 
Trickier 4.69 4.69 4.69 4.69 4.69 4.69 
Poor Surface 2.55 2.30 2.04 1.74 1.55 
230 Acres Sprinkler 2.94 2.70 2.41 2.17 1.86 1.50 
Trickler 3.10 3.10 3.10 3.10 3.10 3.10 
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Table 2·51. Projected yield of San IMgo lemons using furrow, 8prinkler, or trickler irrigation at six different 
ros levels and three drainage cm8e8. 
Lemon in 1,000 Tons 
Drainage Class Irrigation 
Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mg/l 
Method 
900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Well Surface 
373 Acres Sprinkler All Values 6.60 
Trickler 
Moderate Surface 29.5 29.5 29.5 29.5 29.5 28.1 
1,670 Acres Sprinkler 29.5 29.5 29.5 29.5 29.5 29.5 
Trickler 29.5 29.5 29.5 29.5 29.5 29.5 
Poor Surface 16.2 14.6 12.9 11.1 9.9 
1,115 Acres Sprinkler 18.7 17.2 15.3 13.8 11.8 9.5 
Trickier 19.7 19.7 19.7 19.7 19.7 19.7 
Table 2-52. Projected yield of San IMgo limes using furrow, sprinkler, or trickler irrigation at six different ros 
levels and three d'l'ainage cm,e8. 
Lime in 1,000 Tons 
Drainage Class Irrigation 
Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mgtl 
Method 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Well Surface 
38 Acres Sprinkler All Values 0.40 
Trickier 
Moderate Surface 1.82 1.82 1.82 1.82 1.82 1.73 
172 Acres Sprinkler 1.82 1.82 1.82 1.82 1.82 1.82 
Trickler 1.82 1.82 1.82 1.82 1.82 1.82 
Poor Surface 1.00 0.90 0.80 0.68 0.61 
115 Acres Sprinkler 1.16 1.06 0.95 0.85 0.73 0.59 
Trickier 1.22 1.22 1.22 1.22 1.22 1.22 
Table 2·53. Proiected yield of San IMgo naval orange8 using furrow, 8prinkler, or trickler irrigatWn at six 
different ros levels and three d'l'ainage cla.r8e8. 
Naval Orange in 1,000 Tons 
Drainage Class Irrigation 
Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mgt! 
Method 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Well Surface 
135 Acres Sprinkler All Values 1.06 
Trickler 
Moderate Surface 4.77 4.77 4.77 4.77 4.77 4.55 
606 Acres Sprinkler 4.77 4.77 4.77 4.77 4.77 4.77 
Trickler 4.77 4.77 4.77 4.77 4.77 4.77 
Poor Surface 2.62 2.35 2.09 1.78 1.59 
404 Acres Sprinkler 3.02 2:77 2.47 2.23 1.91 1.54 
TrickIer 3.17 3.17 3.17 3.17 3.17 3.17 
nOr 
-Table f-6/,. P7'0jected yield of San Diego 'Vl1lenciG Of"a'n{Jes using /u;rrO'W, sprinkler, or trickler irrigation at six 
different TDS levels and tAree dr0.in4ge classes. 
Valencia Orange in 1,000 Tons 
Irrigation Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mg/l 
Drainage Class Method 
900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Well Surface 
1,115 Acres Sprinkler All Values 8.44 
Trickler 
Moderate Surface 37.92 37.92 37.92 37.92 37.92 36.06 
5,010 Acres Sprinkler 37.92 37.92 37.92 37.92 37.92 37.92 
Trickler 37.92 37.92 37.92 37.92 37.92 37.92 
Poor Surface 20.80 18.76 16.64 14.19 12.64 
3,340 ACres Sprinkler 23.98 22.02 19.65 17.70 15.17 12.23 
Trickler 25.28 25.28 25.28 25.28 25.28 25.28 
Table f-55. Projected yield of San Diego potatoe. using ju,'ITO'W, sprinkler, or trickler irrigation 6t Bfa: dil/erent 
TDS levels and two dminage classes. 
Potatoes in 1,000 Tons 
Drainage Class Irrigation 
Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mg/I 
Method 
900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Well Surface 
325 Acres Sprinkler All Values 5.92 
Trickler 
Moderate Surface 5.46 5.46 5.46 5.46 5.40 5.19 
300 Acres Sprinkler 5.46 5.46 5.46 5.46 5.46 5.46 
Trickler 5.46 5.46 5.46 5.46 5.46 5.46 
Table S-56. Projected yield of San Diego strawberries using ju,'ITO'W, sprinkler, or trickler irrigation at Bfa: 
different TDS levels. 
Strawberry in 1,000 Tons 
Drainage Class Irrigation 
Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mg/I 
Method 
900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Well Surface 11.68 11.68 11.68 11.39 11.04 10.69 
635 Acres Sprinkler 11.68 11.68 11.68 11.68 11.68 11.68 
Trickier 11.68 11.68 11.68 11.68 11.68 11.68 
Table f·57. Projected yield of San Diego tangerines using ju,'ITO'W, sprinkler, or trickler irrigation at Bfa: 
different TDS levels and tAree dminage classes. 
Tangerine in 1,000 Tons 
Drainage Qass Irrigation Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mg/l 
Method 
900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Well Surface 
126 Acres Sprinkler All Values 1.46 
Trickler 
Moderate Surface 6.57 6.57 6.57 6.57 6.57 6.25 
566 Acres Sprinkler 6.57 6.57 6.57 6.57 6.57 6.57 
Trickler 6.57 6.57 6.57 6.57 6.57 6.57 
Poor Surface 3.60 3.25 2.89 1.46 2.19 
378 Acres Sprinkler 4.16 3.82 3.41 3.07 2.63 2.12 
Trickler 4.38 4.38 4.38 4.38 4.38 4.38 
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Table 2·58. Projected yield of San Diego BUmmer tomiuoes tuing jUf.ro.w, sprinkler, or trickler irrigation at six 
different TDS levels and three dfVitnage .,e,. 
Summer Tomato in 1,000 Tons 
Irrigation Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mgtl Drainage Class Method 
900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Well Surface 
15 Acres Sprihlder All Values 0.42 
Trickler 
Moderate Surface 
135 Acres Sprinkler All Values 3.70 
Trickler 
Poor Surface 4.84 4.66 4.46 4.31 4.15 3.98 
180 Acres Sprinkler 4.95 4.95 4.74 4.53 4.36 4.18 
Trickler 4.95 4.95 4.95 4.95 4.95 4.95 
Table 2-59. Projected yield of San Diego fall tomatoes tuing jUrrow, sprinkler, or trickier irrigation at S1:1: 
different TDS levels and three dfVitnage .,e,. 
Fall Tomato in 1,000 Tons 
Irrigation Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mg/l Drainage Class Method 
900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Well Surface 
142 Acres Sprinkler An Values 2.78 
Trickler 
Moderate Surface 
1,283 Sprinkler All Values 25.14 
Trickler 
Poor Surface 32.78 31.64 30.24 29.77 28.36 26.96 
1,710 Acres Sprinkler 33.52 33.52 32.11 30.71 29.54 28.36 
Trickler 33.52 33.52 33.52 33.52 33.52 33.52 
Table 2-60. Projected yield of San Diego spring tomatoes tuing jUrrow, sprinkler, or trickier irrigation at si:x; 
different TDS levels and three drainage .,es. 
Spring Tomato in 1,000 Tons 
Drainage Class Irrigation 
Total Dissolved Solids in Irrigation Water, mgtl 
Method 
900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Wen (2) Surface 
46 Acres Sprinkler All Values 1.19 
Trickler 
Moderate (3) Surface 
417 Acres Sprinkler All Values 10.8 
Trickler 
Poor (4) Surface 14.1 13.5 12.9 12.7 12.1 
556 Acres Sprinkler 14.3 14.3 13.7 13.1 12.6 12.1 
Trickler 14.3 14.3 14.3 14.3 14.3 14.3 
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Tablet·6l. Projected agricuJ.tu'l'fll dewJ:ndfor water 1ft acre feet per year. (San Diego CO'ILnty Water Authority, 
Table 04.) 
1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 
Carlsbad MWD 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 4,000 
De Luz Heights 1,010 1,200 1,480 1,800 2,200 
Ese & Rincon del Diablo 9,000 9,000 9,000 8,500 8,500 
Fallbrook PUD 9,000 9,000 9,000 9,000 9,000 
HelixWD 2,035 2,190 2,340 2,500 2,650 
Nat'l City & South Bay ID 850 850 850 850 850 
Oceanside City 1,075 1,355 1,685 2,770 3,765 
Olivenhain MWD 1,310 1,870 2,390 2,820 3,040 
OtayMWD 5,400 5,400 5,400 5,400 5,400 
PowayMWD 1,960 2,130 2,310 2,530 2,830 
RainbowMWD 18,290 20,200 23,650 28,160 31,250 
RamonaMWD 1,270 1,610 2,140 2,580 3,250 
Rio San. Diego MWD 470 680 695 820 965 
San Dieguito & Santa Fe 3,200 3,200 3,200 3,200 3,200 
San Marcos CWD 970 1,350 1,710 2,055 2,060 
Valley Center MWD 21,420 28,080 32,435 38,465 43,730 
Vista ID 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 
YaimaMWD 9,630 11,560 14,050 17,410 21,140 
Total 96,890 109,675 122,335 138,860 153,830 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 
Total in cfs 133 150 168 190 210 
Table 2·6!. vaUey Center Municipal Water District, San .Diego County, Cali,fornilJ. 
District Lands and Estimated Water Use 
The Bureau of Reclamation has classified the lands to determine the number of acres suitable for crop production of various 
types. This classification has been used to estimate water demand by assigning expected crops to each land classification and 
then establishing a duty for each expected type of use. New avocado plantings have surpassed the new citrus plantings in recent 
years. Avocado trees require good air and ground drainage. Consequently, areas previously considered open land are being 
planted to avocado trees. In the District's 1967 report, avocado planting was estimated to ultimately be 2,600 acres. The 
revised and current estimate is approximately 11 ,100 acres (which is an increase of 8,500 acresa). Citrus planting has been re-
duced from our original report (17,600 acres to 9,100 acres). The following tabulation summarizes the results. 
Expected Use 
Citrus 
Avocado 
Miscellaneous 
Mandl 
Totals 
Land Use 
Ultimate Land Use and Projected Water Demand 
Net Area 
Acres 
9,100 
11,100 
4,900 
2,200 
27,300 
Duty (AF/ac/yr) 
2.35 
2.56 
1.2 
3.7 
Water Demand 
Ultimate A vg.-Year 
Water Demand AF/yr 
21,385 
28,416 
5,900 
8,100 
63,800 
Ultimate Average Annual Water Requirement with System Efficiency of 90.0% 
70,900 
aLand use as of January, 1973-Citrus (6,300 acres), avocados (4,500 acres). 
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APPENDIX 3 
ECONOMIC DAMAGES IN AGRICULTURE FROM SALINITY 
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METHODOLOGY 
Major impacts from salinity are primarily 
experienced in the lower Colorado River Basin states 
of Arizona and California. The objective of this study 
is to estimate direct economic damages to agriculture 
associated with specific alternative levels of salt 
concentration in receiving areas of the lower basin. In 
addition. a damage function corresponding to selected 
areas is to be derived for estimation purposes. 
Area Jdea.tIIIatIoa 
The first step of the analysis was to identify the 
areas that should be considered. This was based on the 
current agricultural acreages receiving. or expected 
to receive in the near future. water from the Colorado 
River. The relevant areas for analysis of salinity 
impacts on agriculture are: the Central Arizona 
Project service area. the Yuma area, and the Colorado 
River Indian Reservation-all in Arizona; the Imperial 
Valley Irrigation District, the Coachella Valley 
Irrigation District, the Palo Verde Irrigation District. 
and tbe San Diego Coastal Region-all in California. 
Data requirements for tbe Central Arizona Project 
made it necessary to divide this area into six subareas 
whieh included the following irrigation districts: Salt 
River Valley Water Users Association, Lands Supple-
mental to Salt River Project. Roosevelt Water 
Conservation District. Roosevelt Irrigation District. 
and the San Carlos Project (Indian and non-Indian). 
This was also the ease in the Yuma area where three 
major subareas resulted: Gila (North Gila. South Gila. 
Yuma Mesa. Yuma Auxiliary). Yuma Valley (Yuma 
Valley, Bard Unit), and Wellton-Mohawk-Division. 
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Acreage estimates for tbe present analysis placed 
total cultivated land at about 1.25 million seres 
including slightly over 200.000 seres as available for 
double cropping. 
Irrigators faced with the problem of increased 
salinity in their irrigation water have. in essence, two 
options. They can accept the damages in the form of 
declining yields and ultimately reduced acreages, as 
water supply conditions dictate. to the point of zero 
economic returns and ultimately go out of production; 
or, they can exercise several management options 
which mitigate 01' dampen some of the major effects of 
rising salinity. However. attaebed to each mitigation 
scheme is an associated cost of implementation. 
A number of salinity adaptation practices are 
presently known whieh can help to alleviate decreases 
in crop yield resulting from increasing water and soil 
salinity. Farmers in Arizona and California receiving 
Colorado River water have already been applying 
various management practices in order to minimize 
impacts from water containing high counts of total 
dissolved solids (TDS). Some of these practices are 
applied by individual farmers while others are 
implemented by entire water districts. For example. 
some districts have supported tbe efforts of farmers in 
installing tile drains under their lands which discharge 
into master drains usually constructed by the district. 
Irrigation districts bave also installed and operated 
pumps to lower the groundwater level and thereby 
more efficiently drain lands. Most of the irrigated 
lands receiving Colorado River water in California and 
Arizona have man-made drainage facilities of some 
nature to carry away the volume of water required to 
keep the soil-water salinity content at acceptable 
concentrations. 
Other management measures are adopted by 
farmers. as necessary. to meet individual circum-
stances of coping with high-salinity water. For 
example. land surface is carefully leveled and 
releveled so as to insure more uniform application. 
Flood irrigation is an effective aid in percolating 
dissolved salts in the soil-water solution below the 
root zone and into the drainage facilities. Where land 
leveling is impractical. or where the crops are not 
receptive to being irrigated by flood or furrow 
irrigation, sprinklers are installed which also provide 
a high coefficient of uniformity. In both cases, 
irrigations must be scheduled at more frequent 
intervals using smaller quantities of water at each 
irrigation to maintain the downward movement of 
salts as total dissolved solids in the water reach higher 
levels of concentrations. 
These management practices require substantial 
additional investment in farm operations. For exam-
ple, expenditures of $200/acre to $6OO/acre for a 
sprinkler irrigation setup are not uncommon and 
$50/acre for land leveling is a minimum. In the case 
where farmers may not have access to the capital 
necessary for such practices, they may be foreed to 
change to more salt-tolerant crops or discontinue 
operation altogether. Even though tbe choice to 
cbange to more salt-tolerant crops may result from a 
lack of capital, it is not a costless management 
practice. This is due in part to necessary changes in 
equipment and management techniques as well as lost 
revenue from the original crop. . 
In addition, there are other direct or variable 
expenses incurred by irrigators. As a means of 
illustration, there are costs of extra farm labor 
involved in a more precise irrigation regime, costs of 
additional water necessary to leach salts, added 
fertilizer costs resulting from increased water 
application, and other similar expenses. Generally 
stated: as the level of sophistication in farm manage-
ment mitigation schemes increases. crop production 
costs generally increase accordingly. These increased 
costs attributed to salinity adaptation can be 
considered as economic detriments. Likewise. the 
decreased profits due to lower yields are also 
considered as economic detriments. 
Indications are that with high salinity levels. 
farmers will most likely adopt feasible salinity 
adaptation practices rather than suffer yield losses or 
reduce acreages if sufficient capital is available. 
Management practices considered by this study which 
are currently or can be implemented by farmers to 
mitigate salinity impacts are briefly reviewed below: 
1. As salinity and water costs increase. ditch 
lining is almost mandatory as a method of 
reducing seepage losses and alleviating soil 
salinization. 
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Concrete lining of a ditch m Imperial Valley, 
California. 
2. Land leveling is necessary for uniform 
distribution of water and the prevention of salt 
buildup in high spots on a field. 
Land leveling m the Salt River Project, Arizona. 
8. Moldboard and slip plowing to depths of 4 
to 6 feet are practical and usually result in 
improved drainage efficiency and more uniform 
water penetration. 
Slip plowing in Imperial Valley, California. 
4. Salts generally accumulate more readily in 
the soil surface during the period of crop 
maturation when water is not being applied or in 
hills during conventional furrow irrigation. 
Leaching to move salts down and reduce soil 
salinity in the root zone is often necessary before 
planting the next crop. 
A leaching irrigation in the Salt RJ'ver Project, 
Arizona. 
5. For leaching to be effective, a good 
drainage system must be provided. Tile drains 
most effectively increase the efficiency of water 
removal. Necessary drainage for maintaining a 
salt balance is also considered an economic 
detriment. 
Deep tillng operation in Imperiol Valley, California. 
6. Special bedding practices such as double-
row or sloping beds can achieve better salinity 
control by affecting the location of the salt buildup 
during the cropping period in relation to plant 
placement. A common practice in vegetable crops 
is to plant on the outer shoulders of the furrow. 
Instead of a single row in the center where salts 
tend to accumulate, two rows per mound are 
grown in the area of least salt concentration. 
Speeially designed equipment is required whieh 
increases production costs. 
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Special bedding practice for lettuce in the Palo Verde 
Irrigation District, California. 
7. A significant advantage of sprinkler irriga-
tion over furrow or flood irrigation is the 
downward movement and slower buildup of salt 
in the surface layers of the soil. Sprinkler 
irrigation eliminates salt accumulation in conven-
tional furrow irrigation beds and results in more 
effieient salt removal and lower root zone 
salinities than with flood irrigation. 
Two general methods of implementing sprinkler 
technology are common to the study area. The 
first is implemented to facilitate germination. 
Water is applied in this fashion until the plants 
break the surface of the ground. Advantages lie in 
the fact that less salt accumulates in the seed bed 
whieh would decrease germination probability 
and plant population. After the plants have 
completed the sprouting phase, furrow irrigation 
can resume with better success. This is especially 
true in the vegetable crops which tend to be 
rather salt sensitive. 
Full sprinkler irrigation is the second method. 
Through the crop season this practice can more 
fully eliminate salt accumulation as explained 
above. 
Sprinkler irrigation for germination, Imperiol Valley, 
California. 
8. Drip irrigation could be used for a number 
of crops, however, capital investment costs are 
substantial. Water with very high concentrations 
of TDS can be used on many crops with this 
system, but periodic leaching would still be 
necessary to remove salts accumulated from the 
lateral edges of the flow pattern. 
Drip Irrigation installationB, WeUton-Mokawk Irriga-
tion .District, Ari2-ona. 
9. Increased irrigation frequency with flood 
or furrow systems to maintain optimally low 
osmotic plus matrix stresses is an alternative to 
drip or sprinkler irrigation. This could be 
facilitated with moisture measuring devices such 
as tensiometers or through the use of an 
irrigation scheduling service. 
A setup for irrigation timing efficiency, Salt River 
Project, Ari.zona. 
Crop Seleetion 
A large variety of crops are grown in the study 
area. They range from the very salt-tolerant group of 
grasses and to a lesser extent cotton and grains to the 
very salt-sensitive vegetable crops of tomatoes, 
lettuce, etc. Direct major regional economic impacts 
are closely related to the level of cultivation intensity 
of any particular crop. Highly salt-sensitive crops 
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occupying insignificant acreages have small cumula-
tive impacts on the total area. On the other hand, 
low-value crops on larger acreages also result in 
insignificant area impacts. Therefore, as a rule of 
thumb, crop selection was based on total value of 
production. Only those crops exceeding $1 million in 
total value of production for the 1974 crop year were 
chosen. In all cases relative to the selected project 
areas, these crops accounted for 85 percent and 
usually more of the total cropped acres. A list of the 
selected crops is given later on in this report where a 
separate analysis is presented for each study area. 
Classification Proeedures 
As might be expected, many types of crops were 
selected by the model ranging from grains and cotton 
to vegetables and citrus. Crop sensitivity to changes 
in the levels of salinity were greatly dispersed also. 
This is due primarily to the relationship between soils, 
drainage, water quality and quantity, and crop 
variety. Therefore, these key variables had to be 
considered. 
Project lands were classified according to soil 
texture and drainage characteristics. General classifi-
cations were formulated for the respective areas in the 
study and then yield functions were applied to each 
classification. Water quality intervals were estab-
lished by setting the present level of salinity as the 
base and then analyzing the impacts occurring at 900, 
1,000, 1,100, 1,200, 1,300, and 1,400 mg/l. The 
quantity and frequency of irrigation applications were 
based on the rates of 16,22,29, and 35 irrigations per 
year and adjusted for each crop depending on growing 
season, consumptive use of water. and normal number 
of applicable irrigtions. 
The results of the above-mentioned interactions 
are evidenced in their effect on crop yield. Declining 
yields can be attributed to anyone or all of these 
factors. In order to assess any single influence, 
isolation of its effects had to be achieved. 
As a basic starting point, reference is made to 
work within the State of California where a committee 
of consultants (1974) has modified previous endeavors 
and established estimates for a series of expected 
declination values (Table 3-1). Yield declination curves 
were based upon these findings and adjusted to 
specific project areas by interpretation of soil 
saturation extracts as compared to those of the 
committee's report. 
The base point of the saturated soil extract 
conductivities was determined from mean values of 
samples taken at various locations throughout the 
affected areas. A 95 percent confidence interval was 
set around these values. Similar intervals were 
established for electrical conductivities (EC) of 
irrigation water serving the various sites. Ratios of 
the mean soil saturation extract to the mean of the 
Table 8·1. Expected yiBld decrement by crop per le1Jel oj.aIinity in the .oil.olution a.9 .Aowrr. by the electriedl 
cO'RlluctWity oj the aGturation eztmct in millimAoa per centimeter. 
0% 10% 25% 50% 
Crop 
mmho/cm mmho/cm mmho/cm mmho/cm Maximum 
Cotton 
Alfalfa 
Lettuce 
Cantaloupes 
Wheat 
Sorghum 
Bermuda Grass 
Grapefruit 
Oranges and Tangerines 
Lemons and Limes 
Onions (Green and Dehydilited) 
Carrots 
Sweet Corn 
Date 
Grape 
Avocados 
StrawbeITY 
Potato 
Tomato (Spring, Fall, Summer) 
Watermelon 
Asparagusb 
Barley 
Sugar Beets 
aND = No data. 
bSpinach values. 
6.7 10.0 
2.0 3.0 
1.3 2.0 
2.3 3.5 
4.7 7.0 
4.0 6.0 
8.7 13.0 
1.7 2.5 
1.7 2.5 
1.7 2.5 
1.3 2.0 
1.0 1.5 
1.7 2.5 
5.3 8.0 
2.7 4.0 
1.3 2.0 
1.0 1.5 
1.7 2.S 
2.7 4.0 
2.0 ND 
3.7 5.5 
8.0 12.0 
6.7 10.0 
Source: California Committee of Consultants (1974). 
irrigation water conductivity were derived. These 
values were calculated for each soil classification at 
depths of 0 to 30 em and 30 to 60 cm. The median value 
for each sample of observations was chosen to project 
the soil salinity buildup which develops under the best 
current cultural practice on that specific soil type and 
for measurements taken at the two soil depths. A 
major assumption which provided the link between 
incoming irrigation water and salt buildup in the soil is 
that the ratio between the ECof the soil saturation 
extracts and the EC of the irrigation water will remain 
constant. 
Finally, if one considers that· the factors 
concentrating the drainage water are the same ones 
that will operate to concentrate the Colorado River in 
the future, it is likely that the drainage salt contents· 
area reasonable approximation of the Colorado River 
salt content if it should reach the same TDS as that in 
the drain. With thiS in mind, Table 3·2 was developed 
showing log regressions of electric conductivity in 
micro mho/em and ion concentration in meg/I as a 
fun.rion of !DS in-tParts .,rr million:.. The EC of ~l', 
Ca • HCOS ' Mg • Na • and SOl were consid. 
ered. Utilizing these regression results, Table 3"3 was 
constructed showing the median conductivity of soil 
saturation extracts at different TDS leve1e. Median 
values, denoted by an asterisk, were chosen as the 
basis for projecting extract leve1e. 
As an example. Robinson (Appendix 2, Table 2-3) 
used soil samples taken from 33 locations twice yearly 
over a IO·year period to determinemeara conductiVi-
ties for four distinct soils with different internal 
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12.0 16.0 42 
5.0 8.0 28 
3.0 5.0 18 
NJ>ll ND ND 
10.0 14.0 40 
9.0 12.0 36 
16.0 18.0 44 
ND 5.0 16 
ND 5.0 16 
ND 5.0 16 
3.5 4.0 12 
2.5 4.0 12 
4.0 6.0 20 
ND 16.0 48 
ND 8.0 24 
ND 4.0 12 
ND 3.0 10 
4.0 6.0 20 
6.5 8.0 22 
ND ND ND 
7.0 8.0 ND 
16.0 18.0 44 
13.0 16.0 42 
drainage characteristics on the Imperial Valley Fielcl 
Station. He then compared these conductivities with 
the mean conductivity of the irrigation water used 
during this period to establish ratios of soil saturation 
extract conductivity to irrigation water conductivity 
(Table 3-3). 
Regression of EC as a function, of total dissolved 
solids in Colorado River water as it progresses· from 
900 mgll to 1,400 mg/I was determined from 
hydrologic data published by the State of California 
(Table 3·2). These regression values and the ratios 
described above were used to project the saturated 
soil extract conductivities to be expected for the 
possible combinations of irrigation water salinity with 
the various soil classifications as shown in Table 3·4. 
For an explanation of Table 3-4, take 1.34 EC for 900 
mg/l water and multiply it by the ratio of 1.8 for Indio 
topsoil. The 2.4 found in. the table opposite these two 
figures is the projected EC of the saturated soil 
solution. 
In California. the Indio, MeloJand, Holtville· 
Imperial stratified, and Imperial complex soils were 
equated to· the four general classes: "well drained," 
"moderately drained," "poorly drained," and "very 
poorly drained." Arizona soils were ·elassified under 
three general headings also based on internal drainage 
characteristics. There is very little soil in Arizona 
which eotJld be equated to the ImperiaI complex. 
Consequently, this claseJificatioD was not used in 
Arizona. 
7bble '·f. Co'IIductivit,l in micro mAo/em and ian c:oncentmtionB in meq/l as alt/lndian of total di880J1)ed 80lids in 
p/m. POtential8alinit,l and BAR are indkated. (Appe1Uli:t t, Table f-l.) ,. , 
CorCoefR 
In EC ." 0.97272 In TOS + 0.5630 0.987 
0.984 In [CI] = 1.49470 In TOS· 8.77014 
In [eaT] = 0.658814ln TOS· 2.90328 0.997 
TOS 
900 
1000 
1100 
1200 
1300 
1400 
EC 
mmho/em 
1.339 
1.484 
1.629 
1.773 
1.917 
2.061 
In HC03 = 0.23401ln TOS - 0.48040 
In Mg = 1.01057ln TDS -5.79548 
In Na = 1.146846 In TOS - 5.90873 
In S04 = 0.78180 In TOS - 3.31381 
Na Mg Ca 
meg/l meg/l meg/l 
6.64 2.94 4.85 
7.49 3.27 5.19 
8.35 3.60 5.53 
9.23 3.93 5.86 
10.12 4.26 6.17 
11.02 4.60 6.48 
0.195 
0.988 
0.992 
0.972 
S04 CI HC03 SAR Potential 
meg/I meg/l meg/I Salinity 
7.42 4.04 3.04 3.36 7.5 
8.05 4.73 3.11 3.46 8.8 
8.68 5.46 3.18 3.90 9.8 
9.29 6.22 3.25 4.17 10.9 
9.89 7.01 3.31 4.43 12.0 
10.48 7.83 3.37 4.68 13.1 
Source: Data from State of California, 1971, Hydrologic Data, 1969, Southern California, Department Water Resources BuJ. 
139-69, V:424-426. 
Bernstein (1962) and ()thers, as reviewed by 
Robinson (no date), suggest' that plants growing on 
soils containing gypsum salts can tolerate approxi-
mately 2 mmhos/cm higher salinity than those 
growing on chloride·treated soils used by the Salinity 
Laboratory to establish the tolerances shown in Table 
3-1. For this reason, 2 mmhos/cm were subtracted 
from the values shown in Table 3-4 to adjust for the 
presence of gypsum in both the soil and water. 
"Guidelines to Production Costs and Practices for 
Imperial Valley" (1973) show an annual water 
require!Dent of 84 inches if the land is cropped 
continuously. Irrigations might be as frequent as six 
per month in mid-summer and as few as one per month 
in mid-winter. Actual water application to anyone 
crop depends upon the season of growth and the 
irrigation management practice. 
Table '-8. Ratws of mean cMul:activit1l of saturated 
BoU extract + mean cond'II.Ctivit1l of 
irrigation water, 1.1,1 mmho/cm. 
Holtville Imperial Indio Meloland Imperial Complex Stratified 
0-30 30-60 0-30 30-60 0·30 30-60 0-30 30-60 
em em em em em em em em 
1.5 1.3 1.5 2.0 2.1 3.4 4.4 5.0 
1.7 1.6 1.7 2.2 2.3 3.8 4.4 5.7 
1.8a 1.8a 1.8 2.3 2.7 3.9 4.4 5.7 
1.9 1.8 1.9 2.4 2.9 4.4 4.6a 5.8a 
2.6 2.5 2.0 2.5 3.7a 4.7a 4.8 6.2 
2.0a 3.0a 3.8 4.8 5.2 6.5 
2.3 3.4 3.9 5,.4 
2.3 3.4 4.3 5.8 
2.3 3.7 
2.5 3.7 
3.4 5.1 
aMedian values. 
Source: Appendix 2, Table 2-4. 
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Eighty·four inches of water per year is used as 
the basis for the irrigation management influence on 
soil salinity. For example. if irrigation is delayed long 
enough to require 5.25 inches of water to replace 
moisture used from the proffie and to provide the 
necessary leaching fraction it will take only 16 
irrigations per year to apply the 84 inches. If only 2.4 
inches of water meet this requirement it will take 85 
irrigations to apply the 84 inches. The frequency of 
irrigation has a definite influence upon root develop· 
ment and therefore upon the soil zone from which. 
water is extracted. 
On the. basis of work by Henderson. (1946) and 
Wadleigh (1948), the following formulae are used to 
account for the irrigation management ·influence: 
When onlY.16 irrigations per year are applied, subsoil 
salinity shown in Table 3-4 (-2 mmhos/cm) is used as 
. the effective level. When 22 irrigations are applied the 
mean of the topsoil and subsoil salinities is taken as 
the effective level. When 29 irrigations are applied a 
weighted mean of (2(ECtopsoil) + l(EC subsoil»/3 is 
taken as the effective level. Where 35 irrigations are 
applied the EC of the topsoil only is used. With 
sprinkler irrigation the water has to be applied more 
often and in smaller amounts. Therefore. the roots are 
nearer the surface. The effective EC for Sprinkler 
irrigation is determined by.subtracting 3 mmbos/em 
from the topsoil values in Table 3-4 and 4 mmhos/cm 
from the subsoil values before calculating a weighted 
mean with the formula above (Appendix 2. p. 90). The 
effective values of soil saturation extract conductivi-
ties thus derived' for four soil drainage claSses, six 
TDS levels, . and five irrigation management practices 
are shown in Table 3-5. 
An example will explain how extract values were 
obtained. Consider the effective soil saturation .extract 
conductivity for 1.100 mg/l are 3.3' and 4.9. 
respectively. Referring to the procedure above for 
this situation. the value for the second 30 cm is taken 
Table 3-1" Projected ConductivitieB of Batumted Boil extnzct for four .oils and six levels of irrigation water 
salinity (TDS), 
Ratios of Soil Saturation Extract Conductivity 
Irrigation to irrigation Water Conductivity 
Water 
Salinity EC Well Moderately Poorly Very Poorly 
TDS mmho/cm Drained Drained Drained Drained (mgfl) 
Top Sub Top Sub Top Sub Top Sub 
-1.8 1.8 2.0 3.0 3.7 4.7 4.6 5.8 
900 1.34 2.4 2.4 2.7 4.0 5.0 6.3 6.2 7.8 
1000 1.48 2.7 2.7 3.0 4.4 5.5 7.0 6.8 8.6 
1100 1.63 2.9 2.9 3.3 4.9 6.0 7.7 7.5 9.5 
1200 1.77 3.2 3.2 3.5 5.3 6.5 8.3 8.1 10.3 
1300 1.92 3.5 3.5 3.8 5.8 7.1 9.0 8.8 11.1 
1400 2.06 3.7 3.7 4.1 6.2 7.6 9.7 9.5 11.9 
Source: Unpublished report to Economics Section, Bureau of Reclamation, Denver, Colorado, from F. E. Robinson, 
Appendix 2, Table 2-7. 
Table3-S. Effective values of Boil satu'l"ation extract conductivities in four .oil drai1w.ge classes, six TDS levels 
and in five irrigation management treatments. a ' 
TDS irrigations Drainage Classification 
(mg/l) Per Year Well Moderate Poor Very Poor 
900 16 0.4 2.0 4.3 5.8 
22 0.4 1.4 3.7 5.0 
29 0.4 1.1 3.4 4.7 
35 0.4 0.7 3.0 4.2 
Sprinkler 0.0 0.0 2.1 3.4 
1000 16 0.7 2.4 5.0 6.6 
22 0.7 1.7 4.3 5.7 
29 0.7 1.5 4.0 5.4 
35 0.7 1.0 3.5 4.8 
Sprinkler 0.0 0.2 2.7 4.1 
1100 16 0.9 2.9 5.7 7.5 
22 0.9 2.1 4.9 6.6 
29 0.9 1.8 4.6 6.2 
35 0.9 1.3 4.0 5.5 
Sprinkler 0.0 0.5 3.3 4.9 
1200 16 1.2 3.3 6.3 8.3 
22 1.2 2.4 5.4 7.2 
29 1.2 2.1 5.1 6.8 
35 1.2 1.5 4.5 6.1 
Sprinkler 0.0 0.8 3.8 5.5 
1300 16 1.5 3.8 7.0 9.1 
22 1.5 2.8 6.1 8.5 
29 1.5 2.5 5.7 7.6 
35 1.5 1.8 5.1 6.8 
Sprinkler 0.2 1.2 4.4 6.3 
1400 16 1.7 4.2 7.7 11.9 
22 1.7 3.2 6.7 8.7 
29 1.7 2.8 6.3 8.3 
35 1.7 2.1 5.6 7.5 
Sprinkler 0.4 1.5 5.0 7.0 
aAdapted from Robinson, F. E., Appendix 2, Table 2-8. 
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and a numerical value of 2 is subtracted resulting in 
the tabular value of 2.9. 
In a more complicated case, consider 1,100 mg/l, 
29 irrigations per year, and moderately drained soil. 
The appropriate formula multiplies the value for the 
top 30 cm by 2, adds the value of the sub 30 cm, 
divides by 3, and adjusts the results of 8.8 by 2 
(accounting for the presence of gypsum) for an answer 
of 1.8. 
Interpolation of data from Table 3-1 and Table 3-5 
generated a matrix for each crop comparable to the 
one displayed in Table 3-6 for lettuce. Average 
expected yield was used as the base number. In the 
case of Imperial Valley, this figure was averaged over 
8 years (1965-1972) resulting in 10.8 tons/acre with a 
95 percent confidence interval of 0.84. To calculate per 
acre expectations of yield for 1,100 mg/l, 29 
irrigations, and moderate drainages refer first to 
Table 3-5 and locate the respective value of 1.8. In 
Table 3-1, 1.8 falls within the interval 1.8 to 2.0 in the 
row corresponding to lettuce. Interpolation of the 
predicted yield reduction pe~entage for the interval 
estimates a magnitUde of about 7.1 percent. There-
fore, 7.1 percent was subtracted from the base yield of 
10.8 tons/acre resulting in an expectation of 10.0 
tons/acre. Remaining values of the table were derived 
through the same process. 
Yield Deelination Curves 
With these data, a matrix could be developed to 
show yield impacts due to changing salinity. This was 
accomplished by comparing localized tables of effec-
tive soil saturation values to Table 8·1 accounting for 
the adjustment factor applied to each study area. The 
resulting matrix contained yield per acre under three 
to four soil classes, five levels of irrigation application, 
and six levels of TDS. Empirical yields associated with 
each study area were used as a base figure. Damages 
were formulated by establishing normal expected 
yields (base yield figure) from these data and then 
fitting the declination function to each crop under each 
of the assumed alternatives. 
Monetary values were attached to the estimated 
physical damages estimates through a crop budgeting 
procedure. Different points along the damage function 
indicate different yield levels. Translation of a lower 
or higher yield into dollar terms results in a 
corresponding change in profit. The following section 
explains how agricultural profits were calculated and 
implemented in the LP model. 
Model Description 
Methodology followed in this study essentially 
sought to assess the current situation or status or 
cultural practices in agriculture and relate them to the 
different alternatives available in the face of rising 
TDS. This was accomplished in terms of applying 
linear programming to each area in order to develop a 
regional agricultural model. The objective function 
was to maximize net returns to management over 
variable costs for each project area as a whole. A brief 
description of the model follows. 
Activities Deseription 
The activities were composed of crop budgets, 
double cropping alternatives, and management alter· 
natives. Representative enterprise budgets were 
collected for each study area. Both secondary and 
primary sources were used in localizing these data. 
Regional prices for inputs and outputs were applied 
where sufficient data existed. 
Empirical data were gathered to determine 
general crop.ping patterns common to each area. With 
the exception of the Coastal Region, all areas 
practiced, to various extents, several forms of double 
Table B·6. Projected yield of lettuce by four levels of Bur/ace irrigation intensity and one level of sprinkler 
irrigation intensity for three soil cliuses and six levels of TDS, ImperiDl Valley. 
Irrigations TDS (mg/l) 
Per Year 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Indio 16 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.5 10.2 
22 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.5 10.2 
29 10.8 to.8 10.8 10.8 10.5 10.2 
35 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.5 10.2 
Sprinkler 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.8 
Meloland 16 9.8 9.1 8.3 7.7 6.9 6.5 
22 10.8 10.2 9.7 9.1 8.6 7.9 
29 10.8 10.5 10.0 9.7 9.0 8.6 
35 10.8 to.8 10.8 10.5 10.0 9.7 
Sprinkler 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.8 10.5 
Holtville 16 6.4 5.4 4.3 3.6 2.5 1.5 
Imperial 22 7.2 6.4 5.6 4.8 3.8 2.8 
29 7.6 6.7 5.9 5.3 4.3 3.6 
35 8.1 7.5 6.7 6.1 5.3 4.4 
Sprinkler 9.6 8.8 7.7 6.9 6.3 5.4 
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cropping. Selection of feasible and common double 
cropping patterns followed. Matrix coefficients were 
established to represent corresponding changes in 
costs of production and yield as a result of these 
patterns. Rather than combine the resulting double 
cropping possibilities with single crop enterprise 
budgets to form separate combined activities, single 
processes comprising resources implemented solely by 
double cropping actions were selected. The LP model 
is allowed to select various combinations of crops, 
some leading and others following, in the rotation 
cycle. Some combinations allowed the same crop to be 
both the leading and following crop as indicated by 
local practices. The resulting crop linkages represen-
ted the optimum mix of single and double cropping 
possibilities. 
The final section of activities dealt with a set of 
feasible management alternatives available to the 
farmer in order to mitigate salinity impacts to crop 
yields. Present and possible near future management 
alternatives were assessed for applicability to each 
respective area. Costs of exercising such options were 
constructed as pertained to their implementation and 
installation. Estimates of additional yields gained or 
maintained by such actions were compared to costs 
and resulting net benefits (returns) were thus 
derived. Again, the LP model was allowed to choose 
any combination of alternatives which represented the 
optimum mix under the conditions specified. 
In order to illustrate the magnitude that the 
model could acquire, a theoretical example of the 
Imperial Valley is presented. Consider four classes of 
land, thirteen different crops, six management 
alternatives, five irrigation treatments, and eight 
double cropping possibilities. For each respective 
level of TDS there are 12,480 possible combinations. 
Fortunately, many activities could be eliminated or 
precluded before processing was initiated and there-
fore, considerable reduction in matrix size was 
obtained. The damage functions derived from this 
report are based on a minimum of six LP model runs 
for each study area corresponding to the TOS levels of 
900, 1,000, 1,100, 1,200, 1,300, and 1,400 mg/l. In 
certain eases additional TOS levels were considered. 
Bows Deseription 
Row activities included both accounting and 
constraining equations. Subdivisions of the general 
categories of labor and capital constituted the 
majority of the accounting rows. The remainder were 
made up of transfer rows to account for double 
cropping and management alternatives. 
Land, water, and physical crop production were 
considered as major constraining factors to the model. 
Empirical data were gathered concerning the cultiva-
ted acreages for both single and double cropping 
techniques. Statistical analysis produced estimates of 
land available in the various land classes under the 
two-land use alternatives (single and double crop-
ping). Cultivation was not allowed to occur on lands in 
excess of these estimates. These limits represented 
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the extent of agricultural lands available for use in 
each area. 
Water was limited to the total supply available or 
historically diverted. Total supply available translates 
into the upper limit of water rights allocated to each 
specific site. Where no legal water right had been 
established, the amount of water historically diverted 
to the project minus credits for return flows was 
considered as a reliable supply figure. Total water 
available to agriculture was limited to these figures. 
Finally, in order to simulate regional demand for 
the various agricultural commodities produced on any 
one project and to circumvent the necessity of a 
massive demand projection study, empirical produc-
tion quantities were gathered for at least the past 10 
years and used to estimate expected production for 
the period of this study. Estimation techniques 
depended on the nature of the data. They varied from 
use of a simple time series linear regression, where 
evident trends existed, to establishment of historic 
means surrounded by confidence intervals. Flexibility 
in the model was desired in order to represent 
variation in market demand. Therefore. where 
reliable statistical data were analyzed, the standard 
deviation from the mean was used as a proxy for 
market variations and consequently served as a 
production range. This value. when added to 
estimated production, was set as the upper limit of 
production; when subtracted, a lower limit was 
derived. The model was allowed to produce crops at 
any production level within this specified range. 
Where a low level of confidence was given by the 
empirical data, which indicated an absence of 
reliability, estimates of ~pper and lower parameters 
were based as much as possible on conditions deemed 
to be representative for the period of this study (1974 
conditions). 
Derivation of Monetary Losses 
Execution of the LP model for conditions 
representing an estimation of the lowest mg/l 
concentration in each respective study area constitu-
ted the base run. Each successive TOS level 
necessitated changes in the model matrix resulting 
from movement along the damage function (yield 
declination function) with respect to the various crops. 
The solution results from these runs were matched to 
that of the base run for comparison. Salinity damages 
were calculated as the difference between the optimal 
solution of the base run and that of the solution 
derived for the highest level of TDS. Solutions for the 
intermediate TDS levels aided in constructing the 
proper shape of the resulting damage function. 
Theoretically, . a priori conditions suggest that 
crop yields react to increasing salinity as illustrated in 
Figure 3-1. As TOS rises, the function is assumed to 
decline at an increasing rate. The curve takes on a 
slightly different shape for each crop depending on its 
sensitivity at different TOS levels. When these 
functions are aggregated for a region, a general 
damage curve results similar to that in the figure. 
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Figure 3-1. Hypothetical?ti£1d delineation curve. 
Dollar values ean replaee yield on the vertical axis 
without altering the general shape of the function. 
ANALYSIS OF IMPERIAL VALLEY 
IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
Perhaps the greatest impact of increasing salinity 
in the Colorado River Basin has been in the area 
encompassed by the Imperial Valley Irrigation 
Distriet (Map 3-U, which is located in the extreme 
southwestern portion of the United States. Imperial 
Valley water users are eonstantly exercising available 
alternatives to lessen impacts of salinity problems. 
Large areas of heavy clay soils (Holtville-Imperial 
stratified and Imperial complex) are a major limiting 
factor in obtaining optimal agriculture productivity. 
Definite relationships exist between water. drainage, 
and soil eharacteristics whieh further compound the 
initial effects of poor quality irrigation water. 
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In aecordance with the assumptions as explained 
in a previous section, the parameters neeessary for 
model formulation were made specific to this area. For 
agricultural purposes, four aggregated land classes 
represented general soil charaeteristics encountered 
in the area. Descending from best to worst they 
were: Indio (coarse and well drained), Meloland (sand 
surface, heavy subsoil, moderately drained), Holtville-
Imperial stratified (sandy and elay stratified, poorly 
drained), and Imperial complex (elay, very poorly 
drained). Table 3-7 shows the agricultural area used as 
land constraints in the model. Total acreage is 
partitioned into land classes associated with general 
drainage eharacteristics and in accordanee with single 
or double eropping aetivities. 
Crops exceeding $1 million in gross value of 
production in 1974, as selected for analysis by this 
study area are exhibited in Table 3-8, whieh also 
includes a list of possible double cropping combina-
tions considered feasible in this area. 
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Table 8-7. Number of acres available for tnngle and 
dcruble croppi:n,g by land claBs, Imperial 
Irrigation DiBtrict. 
Single Double Total Cropped Cropped 
(Acres) (Acres) (Acres) 
LandI 48,872 15,583 64,455 
(Well Drained) 
Land 2 71,577 22,822 94,399 
Moderately Drained) 
Land 3 181,635 57,913 239,548 
(poorly Drained) 
Land 4 82,736 26,380 109,116 
(Very Poorly Drained) 
Total 384,820 122,698 507,518 
Management alternatives available. to the model 
are important for the estimation of impacts to Imperial 
Valley agriculture. Practically all of the options named 
earlier are common praetice except for drip irrigation. 
Consideration was given to partial sprinkler, tiling. 
leaching. full sprinkler, deep plowing, ditch lining. 
land leveling. special bedding. and different irrigation 
frequencies. Upon eloser examination of the costs and 
returns for these options. it was obvious that deep 
plowing and ditch lining could be deleted because 
performance of these activities, per set would not 
increase marginal yield enough to cover the costs 
involved. 
Partial sprinkler, leaching, land leveling, deep 
plowing. ditch lining. and special bedding practiees 
were included in much of the secondary data due to 
frequent use. Consequently. difficulties arose when 
attempts were made to identify the individual 
contribution of each. For example. when singled out 
and placed on the basis of marginal contributions to 
yield. the increased production was less than sufficient 
to cover additional costs; and therefore. it was decided 
that effective identification and isolation could not be 
accomplished. In order to avoid double counting. the 
assumption was made that the above options were 
practiced often enough so as to be considered the 
common cultural practice in the basin and thus were 
sufficiently accounted for in the secondary data 
sources. On the other hand. practices such as tiling. 
full sprinkler. and applying different irrigation 
frequencies were not commonly included in secondary 
data and. therefore. could be analyzed separately. 
These specific model activities were structured in 
order to represent net (marginal) additions to profit 
based on contributions to yield. Using the yield 
declination matrices developed for the different crops, 
measures of the impact of selecting or not selecting 
these options were enumerated. In the case of tiling, 
mesurements were calculated for each land class and 
irrigation frequency resulting in many combinations. 
Since approximately 75 percent of the land is 
presently tiled, model constraints were developed 
which allowed only the remaining 25 percent to be 
available for tiling under this option. Costs and 
returns were calculated and inserted into the model 
matrix. 
Replacing surface irrigation with full sprinkler 
irrigation constituted another management decision in 
the model. The major trade offs lie in the advantages 
of better salinity control and increased germination as 
opposed to the disadvantages of higher costs and 
variance in crop quality. Full sprinkler application 
principally has the role of maintaining. rather than 
increasing. plant yield under conditions of increasing 
TDS in this particular case. 
Different irrigation frequencies and applications 
were considered for both surface and sprinkler 
systems. The major cost was associated with manual 
labor. As the number of applications increased, so did 
the cost for irrigation labor due to the fact that "setup" 
time was assumed to be a constant amount regardless 
of the amount of water applied. A labor cost function 
was constructed to represent the inherent fixed costs 
to set up for water delivery along with associated 
Table s-s. Selected crops and dcruble cropping PQsBibiaties. Imperial Irrigaticm District. 
Double Possibilitiesa 
Crops 
Wheat Barley Lettuce Cantaloupe Onion Tomato . Watermelon Sorghum 
Asparagus 
Cantaloupe x x x x x x x 
Carrots x x x x x x x x 
Alfalfa 
Tomato x x x x x x x x 
Watermelon x x x x x 
Barley 
Wheat 
Sugar Beets 
Lettuce x x x x x x x 
Onion (Mkt.) x x x 
Sorghum x x x x x x x x 
Cotton x 
aCrops under these columns are those crops assumed to lead in the double cropping rotation. 
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variable costs for additional time required depending 
on water volume applied. In essence, the function had 
a positive slope which decreased as amount of water 
applied increased as shown in Figure 3-2. Marginal 
units of water applied under the same setting were 
assigned a smaller cost as set time increased. As set 
time decreased, marginal costs were maintained at a 
higher rate. As shown in the figure, marginal cost 
changes occurred after the application of each 
acre-inch above 2 inches. Fixed costs were assumed to 
apply to the first 2 inches. Thus, the marginal factor 
costs of labor were computed for the various crops 
under differing irrigation regimes. 
Construction of declination curves for the 
respective crops was based on empirical yield data and 
projected median conductivity of effective soil 
saturation extracts. Average yields were based on 
data presented in Table 3-9. Information in Table 3-4 
was localized resulting in Table 3-10. The base 
average yields for each crop were compared to the 
parameters in Table 3-10. and declination values were 
extropolated from Table 3-1. This procedure resulted 
in a matrix of expected yield reductions for each crop 
under four soil conditions, six levels of TDS, and five 
irrigation management alternatives. 
With the relevant parameters now having been 
defined for the Imperial Valley, the model was 
complete. Computer runs were made for the TDS 
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levels of 900, 1000, 1100, 1200, 1300, and 1400 mg/l. 
At each of these levels model matrix coefficients had 
to be adjusted to reflect the yield changes that 
occurred over the corresponding range for the affect 
crops. The results indicated not only substantial 
differences between objective function values but also 
in cropping patterns, land use and value, water 
consumption, production levels, and the respective 
crops in terms of profitability. Table 3-11 displays the 
changes in cropping patterns and production over the 
900-1400 mg/l TDS range. For more detail on specific 
technologies and double cropping patterns refer to 
sub-Appendix A. 
Several distinct patterns developed in the 
number of acres cultivated and total amount 
produced. For example, the acreages of asparagus, 
alfalfa, and sugar beets periodically show an increase 
because the program has set minimum as well as 
maximum production levels, and in order for these 
crops to comply with model conditions they have to 
occupy an increasing amount of acres. To maintain a 
constant level of production, while at the same time 
experiencing decreased yields per acre, more area 
would be required. 
High net returns per acre make cantaloupe and 
carrot production very profitable relative to other 
crops. The model brings these crops in at the upper 
bound. Here again, in order to maintain the upper 
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Figure 9-2. Marginal factor cost curve for irrigation lIJ.bor. 
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Table ~-9. Yields oj major crops in the Imperio/, vaUell Irrigation District, 1965-1972, (tons/acre). 
95 Percent 
1972 1971 1970 1969 1968 1967 1966 1965 Confidence 
Interval 
Asparagus 1.5 1.4 1.3 1.6 1.8 1.7 1.6 1.6 1.57 ± 0.13 
Cantaloupe 6.0 5.7 5.8 5.0 5.9 6.2 7.0 5.4 5.88 ± 0.49 
Carrots 11.0 13.6 9.3 12.0 14.0 15.8 15.9 20.3 13.99 ± 2.86 
Lettuce 10.9 11.7 10.2 9.2 9.7 9.5 11.3 9.0 10.79 ± 0.84 
Onions (M1ct.) 13.7 12.8 14.0 10.0 15.7 18.1 12.6 12.5 13.68 ± 2.01 
Tomato 11.2 11.4 5.0 6.4 6.3 10.5 5.8 4.8 7.68 ± 2.38 
Watermelon 8.3 9.0 8.5 7.4 5.9 10.9 8.3 8.8 8.39 ± 1.18 
Barley 1.8 1.8 1.8 2.0 1.8 2.2 1.6 2.2 1.9 ± 0.18 
Cotton 1325 665 798 968 1660 971 1224 1717 1166 ± 322a 
Alfalfa 6.4 7.0 6.0 6.8 6.5 6.1 6.4 6.4 6.45 ± 0.28 
Sorghum 2.3 2.5 2.3 2.5 1.8 1.9 2.2 2.5 2.25 ± 0.23 
Sugar Beet 26.8 26.0 24.1 18.0 21.0 20.6 17.9 22.2 21.96 ± 2.81 
Wheat 2.3 2.4 2.3 2.5 1.6 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.14 ± 0.24 
apounds per acre. 
Source: Office of Agricultural Commissioner, EICentro, California. (Appendix 2, Table 2-6.) 
Table 9-10. Effective values oj soil saturation extract conductivities tn Jour soils, six TDS levels, and five 
irrigation management levels-Imperio/, vaUell. (Appendix 2, Table 2-8.) 
TDS Irrigations Drainage Classification 
(mg/l) Per Year Well Moderate Poor Very Poor 
900 16 0.4 2.0 4.3 5.8 
22 0.4 1.4 3.7 5.0 
29 0.4 1.1 3.4 4.7 
35 0.4 0.7 3.0 4.2 
Sprinkler 0.0 0.0 2.1 3.4 
1000 16 0.7 2.4 5.0 6.6 
22 0.7 1.7 4.3 5.7 
29 0.7 1.5 4.0 5.4 
35 0.7 1.0 3.5 4.8 
Sprinkler 0.0 0.2 2.7 4.1 
1100 16 0.9 2.9 5.7 7.5 
22 0.9 2.1 4.9 6.6 
29 0.9 1.8 4.6 6.2 
35 0.9 1.3 4.0 5.5 
Sprinkler 0.0 0.5 3.3 4.9 
1200 16 1.2 3.3 6.3 8.3 
22 1.2 2.4 5.4 7.2 
29 1.2 2.1 5.1 6.8 
35 1.2 1.5 4.5 6.1 
Sprinkler 0.0 0.8 3.8 5.5 
1300 16 1.5 3.8 7.0 9.1 
22 1.5 2.8 6.1 8.5 
29 1.5 2.5 5.7 7.6 
35 1.5 1.8 5.1 6.8 
Sprinkler 0.2 1.2 4.4 6.3 
1400 16 1.7 4.2 7.7 11.9 
22 1.7 3.2 6.7 8.7 
29 1.7 2.8 6.3 8.3 
35 1.7 2.1 5.6 7.5 
Sprinkler 0.4 1.5 5.0 7.0 
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Table 8-11. Cro-pping and prodtI.Ction pattern changes, Imperial Irrigation District. 
Total Dissolved Solids 
Crops 900 1000 1100 i200 1300 1400 
Production Land Use Production Land Use Production Land Use Production Land Use Production Land Use Production land Use 
(Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) 
Asparagus 4,533 2,963 4,533 2,963 4,533 3,002 4,544 3,105 4,5:n 3,215 4,533 3,358 
Cantaloupe 77,504 14,028 17,504 14,623 77,504 15,347 77,504 16,063 77,504 16,941 77,504 17,817 
Carrots 67,254 4,804 67,254 4,804 67,254 4,804 67,254 4,963 67,254 5,234 67,254 5,402 
Alfalfa 1,072,288 150,726 1,072,288 153,972 1,072,288 156,710 1,072,288 160,323 1,072,288 165,721 1,072,288 170,331 
Tomatoes 19,018 2,529 19,018 2,634 19,018 2,752 19,018 2,847 19,018 2,949 19,018 2,476 
Watermelon 29,846 3,046 29,846 3,046 29,846 3,046 29,846 3,046 29,846 3,046 29,846 3,046 
Barley 52,606 27,687 52,606 27,687 52,606 27,687 52,606 27,687 52,606 27,687 52,606 27,687 
Wheat 131,182 61,300 124,235 58,054 129,469 60,500 141,726 66,227 123,575 58,845 122,849 59,787 
Sugar Beets 1,459,281 66,331 1,459,281 66,331 1,459,281 66,331 1,459,281 66,331 1,459,281 66,331 1,459,281 67,356 
Lettuce 641,159 59,202 641,159 59,202 641,159 53,934 537,972 43,057 540,281 42,653 390,469 33,650 
Onions (Dry) 81,752 5,967 81,752 5,967 81,752 5,967 81,752 5,967 81,752 6,101 81,752 4,192 
Sorghum 91,101 67,736 89,548 67,036 86,886 66,254 86,886 66,745 86,886 67,633 86,886 69,810 
Cottona 100,182 41,199 100,182 41,199 101,182 41,184 100,182 41,157 100,182 41,163 100,182 41,157 
""" Total 507,518 507,518 507,518 507,518 506,068 w 507,518 
""" Fallow 1,450 
a480-pound bales. 
limit of production under decreasing yields, more 
acres need to be farmed. 
Several crops are highly resistent to salinity. The 
two least aHected in the Imperial Valley are 
watermelon and barley. As noted on the table, 
production and acreage amounts remain constant over 
the entire TDS range. Watermelon is maintained at 
the upper level and barley at the lower. 
Tomato production utilizes increasing quantities 
of land until the 1400 mg/l TDS level is reached. At 
this juncture, profits diminish to the point where a 
change in land class results. Up to this level. tomatoes 
are produced on elass 3 land. However, yield 
decreases enough during the interval of 1300 to 1400 
mg!l TDS that it becomes more profitable to shift 
production to classes 1 and 2. Consequently, since 
yield is higher on these two land classes, less acres are 
required to meet the upper production limit than 
required even at the 900 mg/l TDS level. 
Throughout the range of the analysis wheat was 
selected by the model as the major "slack" activity. In 
relative terms to the other crops, wheat production 
was ranked about middle priority. The model satisfied 
production requirements of upper limit crops (cotton, 
tomatoes, onions, cantaloupe, carrots, watermelon, 
and partly lettuce) and then allocated resources to 
wheat. Since there were not enough resources to 
produce wheat at the upper limit and still comply with 
the lower limit conditions of lesser priority crops, 
production occurred between the two limits. Both 
production and producing acres varied as more 
resources were. required due to the impacts of 
decreasing yields and increasing salinity to the other 
crops. 
Perhaps the most interesting ease is that of 
lettuce. This crop is quite sensitive to salinity and yet 
provides substantial returns to its growers which 
make higher risk levels more acceptable. For the first 
three periods production was maintained at the upper 
limit of 641,159 tons. Slight increases in land area 
were required as lettuce yields declined. Incidently, 
the model allocated the best and second best drained 
lands to lettuee production at the initial level of 900 
mg/I TDS thus limiting possible reallocation to better 
land classes early in the range of analysis. The 
remaining alternatives were those dealing with 
management options. Such activities were not 
profitable until TDS reached the 1100 mg/lleveI. At 
this stage, both tiling and full sprinkler became more 
profitable than to accept less production. However, as 
salinity continued to rise. such alternatives could not 
add enough extra production to make it profitable 
enough to meet upper limit production. Therefore, 
even though these management options were exer· 
cised. yield eould not be maintained and thus profits 
declined. This caused lettuee to become a slaek 
activity at 1200 mg/l TDS and 1300 mg!l TDS and 
finally impacts were great enough that only the lower 
limit condition could be met at the 1400 mg!l TDS 
level. Acres harvested declined from 59,202 to 33,650 
as erop substitution became more and more prevalent. 
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Inereasing salinity probably impacts lettuce more than 
any other erop in this area. 
Another high value vegetable crop is onions. 
Salinity tolerance is somewhat stronger than that of 
lettuce. As indicated by the trend developed over the 
900·1300 mg/l TDS interval, only insignificant 
changes in land area are required to maintain 
production at the upper limit. In fact, the land area is 
constant up to 1300 mg!l TDS where finally the 
variation of irrigation frequencies could no longer 
prevent decreased yields. Between 1300 and 1400 
mg/l TDS yield is impacted enough to cause a shift in 
allocation of production from land classes 1 and 2 to 
only class 1. In addition, the trade off between 
dec1ining yield and salinity mitigation is great enough 
that the model selects the management options of 
tiling and full sprinkler. Interactions of shifting land 
classes and applying salinity management mitigation 
alternatives raised yield to its highest level and thus 
less land was needed to satisfy the upper production 
limit. 
Even though returns from sorghum production 
are relatively low, this crop is significantly important 
in double cropping rotations. Initially, sorghum was 
selected as a slack activity due to its tolerance of 
salinity and flexibility in possible double cropping 
combinations. However. as TDS rose, production 
declined until the lower limit was reached at 1100 mg!l 
TDS. From this level to the 1400 mg!l TDS level, 
increased acreages were needed just to meet the 
necessary conditions of the model. Only minimum 
impacts are felt as land area increased very slightly 
from 67.736 at the 900 mg/l TDS level to 69,810 at the 
1400 mg/l TDS level with the greatest change 
occurring between 1800 ~g/l and 1400 mg/l. The 
relative position of this crop is aHeeted more by the 
declining yields of the other crops than by its own 
direet yield impacts due to its many double cropping 
combinations. 
Cotton has been found to be tolerant of poor 
water quality as it eould be grown on class 3 land and 
undergo very little reduetion in yield. The trend of 
land used by cotton contains an interesting character· 
istic, in that. as salinity rises land area diminishes. 
With the exception of a slight increase at 1800 mg/l 
TDS, shifts in technology provide suffieient rises in 
yield between levels so as to require less land. The 
main reason is that the cotton yield function changes 
at a very moderate rate. When a trade off does occur 
(for example, a shift from an annual rate of 16 to 22 
irrigations), the change is great enough to eause 
increased production per unit of land. This mainly 
happens in the double cropping pattern of fall lettuce 
followed by short season cotton. For a more indepth 
examination refer to sub-Appendix A. 
As the LP model achieves an optimal solution it 
generates a value which is commonly known as a 
"shadow priee." This represents the marginal value 
product (MVP) of each resource in short supply. The 
MVP is formulated through different relationships of 
the resources and eonstraints in the model. It should 
be viewed in relative terms to other inputs and not as 
an actual "going price" in the market place. Table 3-12 
was constructed to show various relative values 
among land classes. Two general divisions of land 
classifications were selected depending upon drainage 
characteristics (Land I-Land 4). In addition, time of 
planting was considered to determine land available 
for double cropping (Double Crop I-Double Crop 4). 
Values for Land 1 and Land 2 classes increase as TDS 
increases. Indications are that as yields decline more 
rapidly on poorly drained soils, higher value is placed 
on the better drained soils. Support is given to this by 
observing that MVP for Land 3 and Land 4 decreases 
to the point where capital intensive measures such as 
installing tile drains and applying full sprinkler 
systems improve the drainage capabilities enough to 
slightly increase its value. Remaining MVP values are 
also shown for each set of assumptions considered in 
the analysis. (See sub-Appendix A.) 
Empirical data were gathered from records of 
water deliveries received below drop No. 1 in the All 
American Canal System which is the conveyance 
structure from Imperial Dam to the district. Figures 
dated back to the year 1941. The year 1946 was 
selected as the starting period. A trend line was fitted 
through these 28 years of data to project a value for 
the 29th period (1974). This value was 2,838,558 ac ft 
of water. Since water rights are not clearly defined for 
certain irrigation districts in this area, the water 
constraint was set at this figure. Water consumption 
was not to exceed this value. 
Total water consumption in acre feet is presented 
in Table 3-13. The most significant observation of 
these data is that as salinity rises, water use per acre 
also rises. To arrive at the number of acre feet applied 
per acre, the amount of water consumption generated 
by the model was simply divided by the corresponding 
number of acres farmed at the particular TDS level. In 
order to exhibit the insignificant amount of change, 
figures were carried out to three places. The range 
was comparatively small starting with 5.305 ac ft per 
acre at the 900 mg/l TDS level and finishing with 
5.390 ac ft per acre at the 1400 mg/l TDS level. 
However, when the ratio of total net returns to total 
acre feet is taken into account, a definite pattern does 
develop which appears to be decreasing at an 
increasing rate. 
Table 3-13. Ratio of amount of water used to moo 
and profit aU by level of TDS, Imperial 
Irrigation District. 
Ratio of Net 
TDS Acre Feet Acre Feet Dollar Return (mg/I) Per Acre Per Acre Foot 
900 2,692,167 5.305 31.06 
1000 2,703,775 5.327 30.22 
1100 2,707,170 5.334 29.89 
1200 2,707,551 5:335 29.29 
1300 2,727,937 5.375 27.89 
1400 2,727,818 5.390 25.49 
An earlier explanation described the objective 
function of the model as total net returns above 
variable costs. Presented below in Table 3-14 are the 
actual values derived for each model run as they 
pertain to the 900-1400 mg/l TDS levels. Assuming 
that all factors are taken into account, these figures 
demonstrate that rises in TDS concentrations in 
irrigation water do have a pronounced effect upon 
farm profits. This fact is also evident in profits per 
acre. 
Table 3-14. Total and per acre net profit by TDS 
level with and without ma'TUlgement 
options, Imperial Irrigation District. 
TDS Profit Without Per Acre Without (mg/I) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) 
900 83,610,853 164.74 164.74 
1000 81,704,414 160.99 160.99 
1100 80,909,000 79,820,022 159.42 157.28 
1200 79,316,828 77,091,963 156.28 151.90 
1300 76,071,679 72,472,040 149.83 142.80 
1400 69,527,177 66,810,464 136.99 131.64 
A small distortion in the data prevents the 
function from being entirely smooth. Between 1000 
mg/l and 1100 mg/l, the decrease is smaller than for 
any of the other intervals. Justification can be found 
Table 3-12. Shadow prices of mnd per acre by emss and level of TDS, Imperial Irrigation District. 
900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
mg/1 mg/l mg/l mg/l mg/l mg/l 
(Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) 
Land 1 239 260 278 302 332 378 
Land 2 239 258 275 298 328 367 
Land 3 189 188 188 187 182 193 
Land 4 189 188 186 184 181 183 
Double Crop 1 154 133 114 122 50 
Double Crop 2 142 121 150 184 180 62 
Double Crop 3 50 50 75 72 66 44 
Double Crop 4 48 46 63 59 51 38 
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by observing the role of management activities in the 
model. A threshold is reached at 1100 mg!l where the 
profit trade off between accepting accumulated 
dmanages or selecting specific mitigation options 
favors the latter. Therefore, profits and/or yields are 
maintained at a higherlevel than would have been the 
ease if such options were nonexistent. However, after 
the initial contribution by management alternatives, 
the function proceeds to decline at an increasing rate. 
This can perhaps better be seen graphically where 
total net profit ($) is represented on the vertical axis 
and total dissolved solids (TDS) are represented on 
the horizontal axis (see Figure 3-3). 
A major hypothesis of this study theorizes that 
farmers will follow the practice of accepting the lowest 
amount of profit loss. Under this rationale, we present 
only an analysis of the LP models containing the 
option of management alternatives because they have 
the possibility of contributing more to profit than to 
costs at higher TDS levels. However, for informa-
tional comparison, several tables also include values 
associated with models having no option of selecting 
management alternatives. 
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In reference to Table 3-14, we accumulate the 
marginal damages accruing over the range of TDS in 
question. The accumulated total is $14,088,676. 
Examination of these data resulted in trying many 
different types of functional fits. A few of the better 
ones were: exponential, power, logarithmic, and 
parabolic. In the exponential curve of the form Y = 
beDlX, where b is the value of Y when x = 0 (the 
Y-intercept), E is the constant 2.718281828, m is the 
slope or rate of growth of the curve, x is the 
independent variable, and Y is the dependent 
variable. Figure 3-4 shows the plotted data points 
along with the superimposed fit of the exponential 
curve. This function is very CHaracteristic of this 
particular group of data as R is equal to 0.99. 
Therefore, the function chosen that best represented 
the estimates of salinity damages for the Imperial 
Valley was the exponential curve. 
Table 3-15 contains both the observed and 
estimated points plotted on Figure 3-4. Estimates of 
the damages occurring within the interval 800-1000 
mg!l were derived by extending the curve downward. 
However, no estimates are taken for TDS values 
654-------~r_------~------~~------_r--------r-
900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Totol Dissolved Solids (Mg/l) 
Figure 8-8. TOtol1Ult profit by level of TDS, Imperial Valley. 
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Table 3·15. Accumulated damage totals 0/ observed 
data and predicted values by level 0/ 
TDS. Imperial Irrigation District. 
TDS 
(mg/l) 
800 
900 
1000 
1100 
1200 
1300 
1400 
Observed 
(Dollars) 
1,906,439 
2,701,853 
4,294,025 
7,539,174 
14,083,676 
Predicted 
(Dollars) 
632,555 
1,045,595 
1,728,336 
2,856,886 
4,722,346 
7,805,894 
12,902,904 
greater than 1400 mg/l. Predictions beyond this level 
mayor may not properly reflect actual 'occurrences 
because the nature of the exponential curve is that of a 
slope increasing at an increasing rate. Therefore. for 
purposes of estimation. confidence is placed in only 
those values derived at or below 1400 mg!l. 
Estimations above this point will not be considered 
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until the analysis is amplified to include higher levels 
ofTDS. 
Under present assumptions the functional values. 
where b = 11.343 and m = 0.0050262, define the 
equation as follows: Y = (11.343) (2.718281828) 
0.0050262x. 
For summary purposes, Table 3-16 generalizes 
some of the more important statistics. Annual total 
damages is the difference between the objective 
function at 900 mg/l TDS and 1400 mg/l TDS. The 
total number of acres is divided into the damage figure 
to derive an annual estimate of per aere damages. This 
is also performed with milligrams per liter (defined 
the same as TDS). Annual damages per acre are then 
derived by dividing number of acres into damages per 
mg!l. This amounts to $0.0555 which is interpreted as 
the average annual damage in dollars incurred by each 
acre for each unit increment in mg/l. Care should be 
taken to recognize that such a constant value cannot 
be attached to each unit of TDS. Rather. the values 
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Figure 3·1;. Observed data with fitted damage junction, Imperial Valley Irrigation District. 
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Table 3·16. Summary statistics, Imperio/. Irrigation 
District. 
Total Acres 
Double Cropped (Acres) 
Annual Total Damages ($) 
Annual Per Acre Damages ($) 
Annual Damages Per mg/l ($) 
Annual Damages Permg/I Per 
Acre ($) 
507,518 
122,698 
14,083,676 
27.75 
28,167 
0.0555 
Without 
507,518 
122,698 
16,800,389 
33.00 
33,601 
0.066 
will be smaller as they approaeh 900 mg/l TDS and 
larger as they near the 1400 mg/l TDS level. This is 
only an average for the entire range in question. 
COACHELLA VALLEY mRiGATION DISTRICT 
The Coaehella Irrigation Distriet also receives its 
water supply from the All Ameriean Canal system (see 
Map 3·2). As can be seen from the map, irrigated lands 
extend northward from the Salton Sea. Area soils as a 
whole, tend to be better drained with smaller acreage 
of land elass 4 under eultivation than was 1;he ~~f.il in 
the Imperial Valley. 
Lands were distributed among several soil elasses 
as shown in Table 3·17. Sinee perennial crops sueh as 
citrus and dates are widespread throughout the 
district, double cropping oceurs only on a limited 
amount of land. Carrots, onions, and sweet eom are 
the only crops considered in the rotation seheme. 
Furthermore, as shown in the table, double eropping 
activities are allocated solely to elass 1 land due to the 
assumption that sweet corn can only lead in the 
rotation sequence followed by either carrots or onions 
which are assumed to be grown entirely on this land 
class. Table 3·18 eontains a complete list of the crops 
selected for this area. 
Average base yields have been caleulated from 
the 6·year interval 1968 to 1973 (Table 3-19). 
Derivations of expected yield deereases due to rising 
salinity were developed for each erop. Localized 
Table 8·17. Number of acres available for Bingle and 
double cropping by land class, CoachelkL 
Irrigation District. 
Land 1 
(Well Drained) 
Land 2 
(Moderately Drained) 
Land 3 
(poorly Drained) 
Land 4 
(Very Poorly Drained) 
Total 
Single 
Cropped 
(Acres) 
35,362 
2,292 
3,029 
245 
40,928 
Double 
Cropped 
(Acres) 
3,846 
3,846 
Total 
(Acres) 
39,208 
2,292 
3,029 
245 
44,774 
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Table 3·18. Selected crops and double cropping 
pOBBibiliti£s, CQachelkL Irrigation Dis-
trict. 
Crops 
Grapes 
Grapefruit 
Carrots 
Alfalfa 
Dates 
Lemon and Lime 
Orange and Tangerine 
Onion (Mkt.) 
Sweet Corn 
Double Cropping 
Possibilitiesa 
Sweet Com Onions 
x x 
x x 
aCrops under these columns are those assumed to lead 
in the double cropping rotation. 
estimates of effective saturation extraet conductivities 
were considered the same as for Imperial Valley. 
Therefore. Tables 3·1 and 3·5 were compared and 
appropriate expected damage percentages were 
applied to the average yields thus resulting in 
expeeted damage functions. 
Variations in produetion and land use at the 
respective TDS levels are reDected in the model by 
selecting eorresponding points on the deelining yield 
funetions. These points represent the expected deeline 
in yield for a particular level of TDS, land 
classification, and irrigation management frequency. 
The changes are presented in Table 3-20. There is no 
observed ehange in production or land use with 
respect to grapes, grapefruit, carrots, dates, and 
lemons/limes. 
The oranges/tangerines classification shows both 
a decrease in production and total land use (for detail 
eoncerning changes in land class eonsult sub-Appendix 
B). Activity occurs within the upper and lower 
production limits until 1400 mg/I TDS is reached 
where it drops to the lower limit. Sweet com displays 
the same general trend with the exception being that 
production and land use remain constant up to the 
interval 1300·1400 mg/l TDS where both decline. 
Onions are the only erop exhibiting a trend of 
constant production and increasing oceupied land 
area. The magnitude of the latter is small, however, as 
only slight decreases in yield are detected. In this 
process, the model seeks to maintain production at the 
upper level and requires increased land area in order 
to do so. 
A shift in teehnology is responsible for the up and 
down trend noticed in land use for alfalfa production. 
In eomparison to the other crops, this activity has 
relatively low returns. The model sets production to 
the lower limit throughout the TDS interval. As yield 
per acre decreases, land area increases up to 1300 
mg/l TDS. Between 1300 mg/l TDS and 1400 mg/l 
TDS, production is allocated entirely to land elass 1 
Map 3-fJ. CoackeUo. vaUey Irrigation District, CaU,f0rni4. 
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COLORADO RIVER BA31N 
---~------- ------
COACHELLA VALLEY 
IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
Table 8·19. Yields 01 major crops in the CoockeUo.lrrigaticm Di8trict, 1968·1978 (tons/acres). 
95 Percent 
1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 Confidence 
Interval 
Alfalfa Hay 8.80 8.20 8.00 7.30 6.66 6.70 7.61 ±0.91 
Carrots 8.90 9.04 12.9 14.1 10.3 13.1 11.39 ± 2.37 
Sweet Corn 4.60 3.68 3.95 2.35 3.57 4.83 3.83 ± 0.93 
Green Onions 25.3 31.8 24.4 24.6 14.5 18.8 23.2 ± 6.24 
Grapefruit 12.4 10.40 8.00 10.80 9.65 10.24 ± 2.00 
Lemon and Lime 8.35 2.58 2.93 2.01 3.48 4.55 3.98 ± 2.42 
Orange and Tangerine 3.00 4.99 2.31 4.56 4.20 5.40 4.07 ± 1.25 
Date 4.55 5.16 3.32 '4.63 4.84 3.80 4.38 ± 0.72 
Grape 3.20 3.70 4.00 4.83 5.79 3.50 4.17 ± 1.02 
Source: Office of Agricultural Commissioner, Indio, California. (Appendix 2, Table 2-22.) 
rather than among several classes as in the case to this 
point. Since this results in the overall yield being 
higher, less land area is needed. 
Table 3-21. contains the shadow prices generated 
by the model. An overall observation is that as salinity 
increases, the value of better drained lands increases 
also while poorer drained lands decrease in value. The 
reader can compare specific values with sub-Appendix 
B for an indepth explanation. 
The maximum amount of water available to the 
district was set at 485,400 ac ft. This figure is well 
above present diversions. Consumptive water use by 
the model is well below the maximum available as 
shown in Table 3-22. Agriculture requires approxi-
mately 260,000 ac ft annually in the 900 mg/l to 1300 
mg/l range. Upon reaching 1400 mg/l, model water 
consumption drops suddenly. This is due to the 
decreased acreage of alfalfa which more than offsets 
water increases in the other crops. 
Computer runs were made for the TDS levels of 
900 mg/l. 1000 mg/l. 1100 mg/l, 1200 mg/l, 1300 mg/l, 
and 1400 mg/l. Resulting values of the objective 
function are presented in Table 3·23. Per acre 
damages appear to be much less than was the case in 
Imperial Valley due mainly to the fact that citrus and 
dates maintain yields remarkably well over the TDS 
interval of the study. These values are plotted in 
Figure 3-5. The resulting trend illustrates the small 
magnitude of damage as reflected in decreased profits. 
Since interest lies in the accumulated damages. 
Table 3-24 was constructed in order that these values 
may be identified. A linear regression line best 
approximated the observed data. The. predicted 
values are listed in the righthand portion of the table. 
The general equation form is Y = mX + b where Y = 
the dependent variable, m = the slope of the straight 
line, X = the independent variable, and b = the value 
ofY when X = 0, commonly called the "Y·intercept." 
In this particular case, the values were as follows: m 
= 81.8790, b = -80,353.4, and X = any level of TDS. 
The coefficient of determination has a value of 0.95. 
Due to the nature of the data and the subsequent 
estimated function. a qualification should be made 
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concerning the resulting predicted variables. In view 
of the fact that damages are minimal between 900 
mg!l and 1000 mg/l. they are considered as 
nondectable within this interval. Therefore. interpre-
tation of the negative Y-intercept of ·6662 is ignored 
and effective damages begin when water quality 
reaches 1000 mg/l. A graphical representation is 
presented in Figure 3-6. 
A summary is contained in Table 3-25 where some 
of the more important parameters indicate the overall 
extensiveness of impacts. Most significant perhaps is 
the $0.0016 value of annual damages per mg/l per 
acre. This is considerably less than the $0.0555 
encountered in Imperial Valley. 
PALO VERDE IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
Located on the California side of the Colorado 
River. the Palo Verde Irrigation District encompasses 
around 100,000 acres of irrigated agricultural lands 
(Map 3-3). The area lands are divided into four classes 
as was the case in the first two regions. They were 
designated as well drained. moderately drained, 
poorly drained, and very poorly drained. Contained in 
Table 3-26 is a partitioning of the district's soils by 
land class which accounts for the total amount 
available for both single and double cropping activities 
in the model. Large pereentages of the better drained 
soils are present in the district as contrasted to 
conditions in Imperial Valley. Almost 60 percent of the 
land is contained in Classes 1 and 2 versus only 19 
percent for Imperial Valley. With regard to salinity 
control, this fact is mueh more favorable to mitigation 
schemes which result in higher benefit/cost ratios. 
Consideration of management alternatives avail-
able to the district resulted in selection of the 
following: partial sprinkler, leaching, ditch lining, 
land leveling, special bedding. and irrigation frequen-
cies. Close examination of the contribution (benefits/ 
costs) of ditch lining revealed that economie justifica-
tion could not be achieved on this fact alone. 
Undoubtedly, isolation of these impacts are confoun· 
ded and cannot be effectively singled out as 
originating from anyone source. However, the 
remaining alternatives are deemed to eontribute 
significantly to salinity mitigation schemes. To obtain 
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Table 9·20. Cropping and production pattern changes, Coachella Irrigation District. 
/ 
Total Dissolved Solids 
Crops 
900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Production Land Use Production Land Use Production Land Use Production Land Use Production Land Use Production land Use 
(Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) 
Grapes 50,255 12,Q52 50,255 12,052 50,255 12,052 50,255 12,052 50,255 12,052 50,255 12,052 
Grapefruit 66,272 6,472 66,272 6,472 66,272 6,472 66,272 6,472 66,272 6,472 66,272 6,472 
Carrots 88,756 7,792 88,756 7,792 88,756 7,792 88,756 7,792 88,756 7,792 88,756 7,792 
Alfalfa 15,786 2,129 15,786 2,129 15,786 2,152 15,786 2,152 15,786 2,173 15,786 2,077 
Dates 17,825 4,070 17,825 4,070 17,825 4,070 17,825 4,070 17,825 4,070 17,825 4,070 
Lemons/Limes 3,546 893 3,546 893 3,546 893 3,546 893 3,546 893 3,546 893 
Oranges/Tangerines 22,616 5,557 22,616 5,557 22,521 5,534 22,521 5,534 22,420 5,509 21,866 5,373 
Onions (Green) 5,765 249 5,765 249 5,765 249 5,765 249 5,765 253 5,765 264 
Sweet Corn 21,297 5,561 21,297 5,561 21,297 5,561 21,297 5,561 21,297 5,561 21,170 5,537 
--
Total 44,775 44,775 44,775 44,775 44,775 44,530 
Fallow 245 
""' ~ 
~ 
Table 8-21. Shadow prices of land by class and level of TDS, Coackell4 Irrigation District. 
900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
mg/l mg/l mg/1 mg/l mgtl mgtl 
(Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) 
Land 1 168.2 168.2 168.2 168.2 168.2 179.1 
Land 2 168.2 168.2 164.3 163.9 163.9 171.9 
Land 3 168.2 168.2 164.3 163.9 163.9 171.9 
Land 4 80.7 79.6 43.6 43.6 8.4 
Double Crop 1 168.2 168.2 168.2 168.2 168.2 179.1 
Table 8-22. Ratio of a'fMll,nts of water used to 1D.nd Table 8-28. Total and per acre net profit by TDS 
and profit all by level of TDS, Coackell4 level, Coackell4 Irrigation District. 
Irrigation District. 
TDS Acre Feet Ratio of Net TDS Profit 
(mg/l) Acre Feet Per Acre Dollar Return (mgtl) (Dollars) Per Acre Foot 
900 11,050,237 
900 260,030 5.81 42.50 1000 11,049,960 
1000 260,030 5.81 42.49 1100 11,036,182 
1100 260,030 5.81 42.44 1200 11,035,707 
1200 260,030 5.81 42.44 1300 11,024,435 
1300 260,016 5.81 42.40 1400 11,014,394 
1400 258,328 5.77 42.36 
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Figure 8·5. Total net profit by level of TDS, Coackell4 Valley Irrigation District. 
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Table 3·!l5. Summary statistics, CoacheUa Irrigation 
District. 
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44,774 
3,846 
$35.843 
$ .80 
$ 71.69 
$0.0016 
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Fig1J/re 9·6. Observed data with fitted damage /unction, CoackeUa VaUeyIrrigation District. 
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Map S-S. Palo Verde Irrigation District, California. 
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Table /1·26. Number of acres available for /H'ngle and 
double cropping by land cilJ88, Palo 
Verde Irrigation Dist1'ict. 
Single Double Total Cropped Cropped 
(Acres) (Acres) (Acres) 
Land 1 24,360 3,625 27,985 
(Well Drained) 
Land 2 23,117 3,440 26,557 
(Moderately Drained) 
Land 3 19,472 2,898 22,370 
(poorly Drained) 
Land 4 15,909 2,368 18,277 
(Very Poorly Drained) 
Total 82,858 12,331 95,189 
a more detailed explanation of the relationship 
between these management options and the various 
crops, refer to sub·Appendix C. 
A list of the crops exceeding $1 million in total 
gross value is presented in Table 3-27. Included also is 
a matrix which illustrates the possible combinations of 
double cropping assumed for the area. 
Declination curves were estimated for respective 
crops by first establishing base yields as contained in 
Table 3-28, next, transforming projected conductivi-
ties (Table 8·4) to effective conductivities (Table 8-29), 
and finally, comparing effective values with Table 8·1 
to obtain applicable damage estimations. 
In Table 3-30, a presentation of cropping patterns 
and production levels resulting from model runs over 
the 900-1400 mg/l TDS range is shown. Grapefruit, 
lemons, cantaloupe, and watermelon show no varia-
tion in land use or production levels. Within this TDS 
interval, these crops are very insensitive to decreas-
ing water qUality. 
Uniform trends are also found with respect to 
lettuce and onions. Upper levels of production are 
maintained throughout the range while, to maintain 
production at these upper levels as yields decline. 
more land area is required. 
Alfalfa production functions as a slack activity up 
to the final TDS level (1400 mg/I). Production and land 
use decline throughout the range until the lower 
production limit is reached at 1400 mg/l. This is the 
reverse of what was happening to lettuce and onions. 
Sorghum, cotton, and wheat show no evident 
trends. Sorghum has increased production from 900 
mg/l TDS to 1000 mg/l TDS and then falls back to the 
original level as salinity increases. The aberration at 
1000 mg/l occurs because of the fact that production of 
alfalfa and its subsequent land use declined sufficient· 
ly so that the economic trade off favored sorghum 
enough to allow increases in its production and land 
use. However, after reaching this point, production 
declines to the lower limit. Land increases are 
required just to meet the lower limit conditions of the 
model. 
In the case of cotton, production is maintained at 
the upper level throughout the entire range af 
analysis. An interesting cycle, however, occurs in tne 
use of land as the acreage remains the same for the 900 
and 1000 mg/l TDS levels, increases at 1100 mg/l 
TDS, diminishes to the original level for the interval 
1200 to 1300 mg/l TDS. and then rises again at the 
1400 mg/l TDS level. This is due to the fact that cotton 
yield is maintained on class 8 and 4 lands (see 
sub-Appendix C) until 1100 mg/l TDS is reached. To 
maintain total production, land area is increased. 
Between 1100 and 1200 mg/l TDS, cotton production 
is shifted from land 4 to a combination of production 
from land 3 and double cropping behind lettuce on land 
2. Since yield per acre is higher on these lands classes. 
less land is required. However, at 1400 mg/l TDS, the 
double cropping alternative is excluded because 
lettuce yields render the process nonoptimal. Conse-
quently, since the upper production limit is main-
tained, more land area is required as production 
continues on Class 8 land. 
Wheat production requires an increasing amount 
of land area to maintain upper level production as the 
TDS level rises. Upon reaching 1400 mg/l TDS, 
management practices can no longer maintain yield 
levels and therefore both production and required land 
area decrease. 
Table $-27. Selected crops and double cropping POS/HOilitie8, PakJ Verde Irrigation INtrict. 
Double Cropping Possibilitiesa 
Crops 
Wheat Lettuce Cantaloupe Onion Watermelon Sorghum 
Grapefruit 
Lemon 
Lettuce x x x x x x 
Cantaloupe x x x x x 
Watermelon x x x 
Onion (Dry) 
Alfalfa 
Sorghum x x x x x x 
Cotton x 
Wheat 
aCrops under these columns are those assumed to lead in the double cropping rotation. 
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Table 3-!8 • Yieuu oj major crops in the Palo Verde Irrigation District, 1964-1973 (tons/acre). 
...... 
95 Percent 
Crop 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1972 1973 Confidence 
Interval 
Grapefruit 14.85 12.00 10.92 15.53 16.38 13.94 ± 2.92 
Lemon 13.56 5.69 10.38 5.30 4.39 7.88 ± 4.89 
Lettuce 14.77 14.97 15.99 15.92 15.43 16.41 17.00 lL03 15.30 15.56 ± 1.32 
Cantaloupe 4.99 6.65 7.27 7.56 6.23 4.99 7.19 5.40 7.27 6.4 ±0.79 
Watermelon 9.00 10.0 10.0 10.0 8.5 9.0 12.0 9.5 10.0 9.8 ± 0.77 
Onions (Dehy.) 18.8 21.3 16.0 15.0 13.0 12.7 13.0 17.0 13.0 15.5 ± 2.34 
Alfalfa 5.5 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 5.5 5.5 7.0 7.0 6.1 ±0.45 
Sorghum 1.50 LSO 1.75 1.75 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.80 1.59 ± 0.10 
Cotton 3.00 3.00 2.00 1.75 2.75 2.36 1.45 2.00 1.75 2.23 ± 0,44a 
Cotton Seed 1.10 1.18 0.80 0.70 1.10 0.93 0.57 0.80 0.70 0.87 ± 0.16 
Wheat 1.50 1.75 2.00 2.00 2.25 2.25 2.50 2.04 ± 0.31 
a480-pound bales per acre. 
Source: Office of Agricultural Commissioner, Blythe, California. (Appendix 2, Table 2-33.) 
Table 3-!9. Effective values oj soil saturation eztmct ctmductivities in Jour soils, si:J; TDS levels, and Jive 
irrigation management levels, Palo Verde Irrigation District. (AppendIX!. Table 2-8.). 
TDS Irrigation Drainage Classification 
(mg/l) Number Well Moderate Poor Very Poor 
900 16 0.4 2.0 4.3 5.8 
22 0.4 1.4 3.7 5.0 
29 0.4 1.1 3.4 4.7 
35 0.4 0.7 3.0 4.2 
Sprinkler 0.0 0.0 2.1 3.4 
1000 16 0.7 2.4 5.0 6.6 
22 0.7 1.7 4.3 5.7 
29 0.7 1.5 4.0 5.4 
35 0.7 1.0 3.5 4.8 
Sprinkler 0.0 0.2 2.7 4.1 
1100 16 0.9 2.9 5.7 7.5 
22 0.9 2.1 4.9 6.6 
29 0.9 1.8 4.6 6.2 
35 0.9 1.3 4.0 5.5 
Sprinkler 0.0 0.5 3.3 4.9 
1200 16 1.2 3.3 6.3 8.3 
22 1.2 2.4 5.4 7.2 
29 1.2 2.1 5.1 6.8 
35 1.2 1.5 4.5 6.1 
Sprinkler 0.0 0.8 3.8 5.5 
1300 16 1.5 3.8 7.0 9.1 
22 1.5 2.8 6.1 8.5 
29 1.5 2.5 5.7 7.6 
35 1.5 1.8 5.1 6.8 
Sprinkler 0.2 1.2 4.4 6.3 
1400 16 1.7 4.2 7.7 11.9 
22 1.7 3.2 6.7 8.7 
29 1.7 2.8 6.3 8.3 
35 1.7 2.1 5.6 7.5 
Sprinkler 0.4 1.5 5.0 7.0 
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Table 8-90. Cropping and prod:action pattern changes, PakJ Verde Irrigation District. 
Total Dissolved Solids (mg/I) 
Crops 900 1000 llOO 1200 1300 1400 
Production Land Use Production Land Use Production Land Use Production Land Use Production Land Use Production LandUse 
(Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) 
Grapefruit 13,123 942 13,123 942 13,123 942 13,123 942 13,123 942 13,123 942 
Lemons 28,369 3,600 28,369 3,600 28,369 3,600 28,369 3,600 28,369 3,600 28,369 3,600 
Lettuce 62,538 3,770 62,538 3,770 62,538 3,770 62,538 3,774 62,538 3,903 62,538 4,039 
Cantaloupe 8,571 1,339 8,571 1,339 8,571 1,339 8,571 1,339 8,571 1,339 8,571 1,339 
Watermelon 10,809 1,103 10,809 1,103 10,809 1,103 10,809 1,103 10,809 1,103 10,809 1,103 
Onions (Dry) 83,501 5,387 83,501 5,387 83,501 5,387 83,501 5,387 83,501 5,458 83,501 5,700 
Alfalfa 216,510 35,472 214,494 35,106 213,030 34,866 208,433 34,113 203,410 33,291 199,958 32,911 
Sorghum 10,469 8,168 11,004 8,535 10,469 8,317 10,469 8,431 10,469 8,549 10,469 8,695 
Cottona 30,323 13,598 30,323 13,598 30,323 13,962 30,323 13,598 30,323 13,598 30,323 13,910 
Wheat 44,492 21,810 44,492 21,810 44,492 21,903 44,492 22,902 44,492 23,407 42,556 22,950 
-- -- --
Total 95,189 95,189 95,189 95,189 95,189 95,189 
'"'" 
a480-pound bales. 
~
til 
In summary. impacts of salinity on the district's 
total use of land are minimal while slight decreases in 
production are noted in alfalfa and wheat. Though 
total land use remains constant. types of land use 
show significant changes over the range of the 
analysis. 
Presented in Table 3-31 are the shadow prices 
generated by the model which correspond to the 
various land classes. The model shifts various crops 
among land classes according to relative value and 
available land in anyone class. For instance, in the 
interval 900-1400 mg/l TDS.lands 2,3, and 4 declined 
in relative value. This results from decreasing yields 
on these particular land classes, but, in addition, 
having as an alternative, production on a better land 
class. In this case. the model allocates production to 
technologies on yield maintaining land classes and 
places the more insensitive crops on poorer lands. 
Applying this to the table, observation indicates that 
the demand for land 1 is fairly constant up to 1400 
mg/l TDS. However, the trend is quite different for 
the remaining land. Classes 2. 3. and 4. Value of 
demand for 2 starts out at $143.90, declines until it 
bottoms out at 1300 mg/l TDS, and then rises upon 
reaching 1400 mg/l. This can be explained by the fact 
that the model shifts the higher valued. more 
salt-resistant crops to poorer lands and replaces them 
with crops having less resistance to salt. Consequent-
ly, lower shadow prices result until the point is 
reached where the model can no longer shift crops. At 
this juncture no alternatives exist other than 
accepting lower yields. Since at this point less output 
per acre requires more area to maintain prodUction, 
demand for the various land classes has to result in 
higher land values. 
The above reasoning seems to apply only to the 
trend exhibited in land 2. However. application can be 
made to the remaining two classes. At 1100 mg/l TDS. 
economic trade offs are great enough to allow double 
cropping of lettuce followed by cotton. Though less 
cotton is produced per acre of double cropped land as 
opposed to single cropped cotton, overall returns 
increase which increases the value of lands 3 and 4 to a 
higher level. From this point on normal trends follow 
which first exhibit declining values, second. a 
bottoming out, and finally. increasing values. For 
greater detail. sub-Appendix C shows where demand 
trends can be followed for both the single and double 
cropped land classes. 
Much difficulty was encountered in attempting to 
derive an effective water constraint. This was mainly 
due to the fact that diversion credit is given to the 
district for return flows. Since establishment of a 
concrete water figure was biased somewhat by data 
problems, the procedure utilized data prepared for the 
Second National Water Assessment. Consumptive use 
figures for the crops in question were taken from the 
Assessment and multiplied by the estimated land area 
occupied by each individual crop. These figures were 
summed to a total of 443,000 ac ft which represented 
the water constraint for the model. 
Total water consumption values are presented in 
Table 3-32. Water use as a percent of the total amount 
available is about 94 percent to 96 percent. Perhaps 
overshadowing all other conclusions is the fact that as 
TDS increases, water consumption seems to decrease. 
This is in direct opposition to what has been stated 
earlier for Imperial Valley and in agreement with the 
trend existing in the Coachella Valley. Again, we find 
that the amount of water consumed by crops 
increasing in occupied land area which, in effect, 
displaces nonoptimal crops, is less than the amount 
given up by displaced crops. In this particular case, 
lettuce, onions. sorghum, and cotton actually increase 
in amounts of water used, while. at the same time, 
alfalfa and wheat decrease in land area thus 
decreasing consumption of water. The latter amount 
overshadows the former amount and thus is reflected 
in the total as a net decrease in water used. The ratio 
of net profit to acre feet of water indicates that water 
is more efficiently used if allocated in this manner. 
Applying less volume of water does not rule out the 
implementation of various management alternatives 
such as leaching, etc. Actually, water use per acre 
increases due to leaching in the district. However, 
reallocation of water among crops results in a lesser 
total amount required due as explained. The fact is, 
that as salinity increases. the amount of net returns 
realized per acre foot decreases at an increasing rate. 
Optimal solutions were obtained for conditions in 
Palo Verde Irrigation District which were representa-
tive of TDS levels corresponding to the range of 900 to 
1400 mg/l TDS. The values of the various objective 
Table 9-t11. Shadow prices of lami by class ami level of TDS, Palo Verde Irrigation District. 
900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
mgt! mgt! mg/l mg/l mgtl mgt! 
(Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) 
Land 1 143.9 143.9 143.9 143.9 143.9 176.3 
Land 2 143.9 141.6 140.5 140.1 140.1 169.1 
Land 3 106.1 102.3 137.3 123.9 134.0 157.3 
Land 4 106.1 102.3 128.8 108.7 116.6 136.5 
Double Crop 1 61.5 60.1 85.6 92.6 116.7 139.7 
Double Crop 2 51.9 50.6 77.6 54.8 80.6 102.3 
Double Crop 3 54.2 51.7 78.0 63.9 67.2 79.1 
Double Crop 4 48.5 44.7 57.8 44.4 47.8 55.7 
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Table j-82. Ratio of amount of water used to land 
and profit all by level of TDS, Palo Verde 
Irrigation District. 
TDS Acre Feet Ratio of Net 
(mg/l) Acre Feet Per Acre Dollar Return Per Acre Foot 
900 425,018 4.465 45.87 
1000 424,175 4.456 45.79 
1100 423,787 4.452 45.32 
1200 421,665 4,430 45.12 
1300 419,299 4.405 44.72 
1400 418,056 4.392 43.46 
functions are presented in Table 8-33. Values appear 
to decline in greater increments as TDS rises (Figure 
8-7). This is also evident with the ratio of net returns 
to total number of acres. Marginal values were 
derived from the differences between successive TDS 
levels beginning with 900 mg!l. Total derived 
damages for the TDS range in question are 
$1.326,909. These figures are presented in Table 3-34. 
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Table j-jj. Total and per acre net profit by TDS 
level. Palo Verde Irrigation District. 
TDS Profit Per Acre 
(mg/l) (Dollars) (Dollars) 
900 19,497,011 204.82 
1000 19,423,252 204.05 
1100 19,204,357 201.75 
1200 19,026,666 199.88 
1300 18,752,243 197.00 
1400 18,170,102 190.88 
An exponential curve fit was chosen as more 
representative of the data in Table 3-34 than other 
curves applied to the same data. Estimated values for 
each corresponding observed value are also contained 
in the table. In addition, estimates were derived for 
the lower TDS levels of 700, SOO. and 900 mg/l since 
salinity levels are lower at this point on the river. In 
the equation Y = bemx b = 126.3069.. e = 
2.718281828, m = 0.006714. and x = any level of TDS 
within the range of analysis. Correlation was quite 
18752243 
18170102 
900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Total Dissolved Solids (Mg/I) 
Figure B-1. Total. net profit by level of TDS, Palo Verde Irrigation District. 
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Table 8-84. Accumulated damage totals 0/ observed 
data and predicted tJalues by level 0/ 
TDS, PalIJ Verde IrrigatWn District. 
TDS 
(mg/l) 
700 
800 
900 
1000 
1100 
1200 
1300 
1400 
Observed 
(Dollars) 
73,759 
292,654 
470,345 
744,768 
1,326,909 
Predicted 
(Dollars) 
13,881 
27,165 
53,159 
104,027 
203,572 
398,373 
779,581 
1,525,574 
good as R2 = 0.94. These values were used to derive 
Y corresponding to the different levels of TDS. Figure 
3-8 illustrates the relationship between the values of 
the observed data and the predicted values. Within 
the TDS interval studied in this report, the function as 
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represented above will be used to estimate monetary 
values of damages for the Palo Verde Irrigation 
District. 
In summary, Table 3-85 lists some general 
indicators of expected damage. Total annual damages 
incurred are $1,326,909. Per acre damages derived 
from this figure are $13.94. For a one unit increase in 
TDS, annual damages are expected to increase $2,654. 
Finally. annual damages per mg/l per acre are 
Table 8-S5. Summa:ry statistics, PalIJ Verde Irriga-
tion District. 
1100 
Total Acres 
Double Cropped Acres 
Annual Total Damages 
Annual Per Acre Damages 
Annual Damages Per mgtl 
95,189 
12,331 
$1,326,909 
$ 13.94 
$ 2,654 
Annual Damages Per mgtl Per Acre $ 0.0279 
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Figure S-8. Observed data fitted damage function, PalIJ Verde Irrigation· District. 
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estimated to be $0.0279 as an average value over the 
500 mgtl range from 900 to 1400 mg/l. 
COLORADO RIVER INDIAN RESERVATION 
The Colorado River Indian Reservation is located 
up river from the Palo Verde District near Parker on 
the Arizona side of the Colorado River (see Map 3-4). 
Reclamation and development of arable lands is an 
ongoing process with the eventuality of cultivating 
around 105.000 acres at full development. However, 
for the period of this study. an estimated 63,000 acres 
were considered as in actual production. Lands were 
placed into three general classifications as presented 
in Table 3-36. Double cropping is gaining status in the 
area but still represents a small portion of total land 
use. 
Table 8-86. Number of acres available for 81.'ngle arul 
double cropping by lllrul class, Colorado 
River lrulmn Reservation. 
Single Double Total Cropped Cropped 
(Acres) (Acres) (Acres) 
LandI 32,226 3,158 37,384 
(Well Drained) 
Land 2 19,243 1,776 21,019 
(Moderately Drained) 
Land 3 9,279 856 10,135 
(Poorly Drained) 
Total 62,748 5,790 68,538 
As development continues, the list of crops 
produced in this area will grow. At the present time. 
only a small number of crops are represented as shown 
by Table 3-37. The matrix of double cropping 
possibilities assumed for the area is also shown. 
Table 3-38 shows the empirical data used in 
estimating average base yields. Damage estimates can 
be derived by a comparison of the effective soil 
saturation extract conductivity values in Table 3-39 to 
the declination percentages in Table 3-1 as has been 
the procedure in previous sections. Partial sprinkler, 
leaching, land leveling. special bedding, and irrigation 
frequencies were the management alternatives as-
sumed to apply in the area. Special bedding and 
partial sprinkler mainly benefited speciality crops 
such as lettuce, cantaloupe, and onions, whereas 
leaching, land leveling, and irrigation frequencies 
significantly contributed to all crops in varying 
degrees. Full sprinkler irrigation and tiling were not 
selected by the model under any of the TDS 
assumptions due to availability of other more 
profitable alternatives. 
In analyzing the various changes in land use and 
crop production found in Table 3-40, it is shown that 
the total amount of land remains constant. However, 
as salinity increases, different types and amounts of 
land use are selected by the model. As was evident in 
the previous areas, cotton emerges as having 
substantial tolerance to increasing levels of TDS. In 
this ease, both amount of production and number of 
acres of intensive management practices need be 
applied in order to maintain yields as water quality 
deteriorates. 
Production of alfalfa and wheat is impacted to a 
greater extent than cotton. With respect to both, land 
area and amount of production decline. Total 
production of sorghum, cantaloupe, lettuce, and 
onions is constant while land area increases in order to 
maintain these output levels as yield declines. 
Management activities, mainly irrigation fre-
quencies, are the cause of what appear to be irregular 
patterns of land use in the case of cantaloupe. Between 
900 mg/l TDS and 1000 mgtl TDS, land area increases 
as production remains constant. However, from 1100 
mgtl TDS to 1400 mg/l TDS, land use is utilized at a 
lesser amount than was required even at the 900 mg/l 
TDS level. Being that production remains constant 
throughout the entire range, one would expect land 
area to increase. This trend only occurs for two TDS 
levels, 900 and 1000 mgtl TDS. At these levels of 
TDS. cantaloupe is produced on class 2 and class 3 land 
with the majority placed on the latter. Upon reaching 
1100 mgtl TDS, it becomes more profitable (also in 
Table 3-87. Selected crops and double cropping possibiities, Colorado River lrulmn Reservation. 
Crops 
Alfalfa 
Cotton 
Wheat 
Sorghum 
Cantaloupe 
Lettuce 
Onion 
Wheat 
x 
x 
x 
Double Cropping Possibilitiesa 
Cantaloupe 
x 
x 
x 
Lettuce 
x 
x 
x 
x 
acrops under these columns are those assumed to lead in the double cropping rotation. 
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Onion 
x 
x 
Sorghum 
x 
x 
x 
\_-------- { -
COLORADO RIVER BASIN 
COLORADO RIVER INDIAN 
RESERVATION IRRIGATION 
DISTRICT 
Map S-4. Colmatlo River Indio/I/, Reservatimt Irrigatimt District, Arizona. 
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.....", 
Table a-88. Yields of'l'fU1Qor crops in the Colorado River Indian Reservation, 1969-1973 (tom/acre) . 
95 Percent 
Crop 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 Confidence 
Interval 
Alfalfa 8.00 8.00 8.00 8.25 8.50 8.15 ± 0.28 
Cotton 2.75 2.25 2.25 2.75 3.00 2.60 ± 0.42a 
Wheat 1.80 2.25 2.10 2.40 2.80 2.27 ± 0.46 
Grain Sorghum 1.50 1.50 2.04 2.00 1.60 1.73 ± 0.34 
Cantaloupe 8.75 8.75 10.50 8.75 12.25 9.80 ± 1.94 
Lettuce 14.00 21.00 17.50 17.50 13.30 16.66 ± 3.86 
Onions 15.00 18.00 11.50 12.00 8.30 12.96 ± 4.58 
a480-pound bales per acre. 
Source: Annual irrigation crop report No. 55-13F. Branch of Land Operations, Bureau of Indian Affairs, USDI. 
relation to the rest of crops) to move the entire 
production onto class 2 land. Since yield is higher for a 
larger portion of the amount produced, less land is 
needed. Variation in irrigation management occurs as 
TDS rises in order to maintain yield. At slightly 
higher costs for these more intensive operations, 
Table 8-39. Effective values of soUsatumtion extract 
conductivities in three soil drainage 
ckuses, six TDS levels, and five irriga-
tion management treatments, Colorado 
River Indian Reservation. 
TDS 
(mg/l) 
900 
1000 
1100 
1200 
1300 
1400 
Irrigation 
Number 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Drainage Classification 
Well Moderate Poor 
0.4 
0.4 
0.4 
0.4 
0.0 
0.7 
0.7 
0.7 
0.7 
0.0 
0.9 
0.9 
0.9 
0.9 
0.0 
1.2 
1.2 
1.2 
1.2 
0.0 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
0.2 
1.7 
1.7 
1.7 
1.7 
0.4 
2.0 
1.4 
1.1 
0.7 
0.0 
2.4 
1.7 
1.5 
1.0 
0.2 
2.9 
2.1 
1.8 
1.3 
0.5 
3.3 
2.4 
2.1 
1.5 
0.8 
3.8 
2.8 
2.5 
1.8 
1.2 
4.2 
3.2 
2.8 
2.1 
1.5 
4.3 
3.7 
3.4 
3.0 
2.1 
5.0 
3.0 
4.0 
3.5 
2.7 
5.7 
4.9 
4.6 
4.0 
3.3 
6.3 
5.4 
5.1 
4.5 
3.8 
7.0 
6.1 
5.7 
5.1 
4.4 
7.7 
6.7 
6.3 
5.6 
5.0 
Source: Adapted from Robinson, F. E., Appendix 2, Table 
2-8. 
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yields are held at the same level as is land area and 
production. The major changes are reflected in profit. 
A detailed illustration is contained in sub-Appendix D 
concerning land use and production patterns for 
cantaloupe as well as for the other crops. 
Shadow prices derived from the model are 
contained in Table 8-41. For the single cropped land 
classes, land values increase as we ascend the range. 
These lands are in greater demand as TDS rises. 
Little distinction develops among land classes until 
1800 and 1400 mg/l TDS levels are obtained. At these 
levels, class 8 differs slightly from the other two 
classes which indicated that differences in soils can be 
. partially made up for by specific management 
alternatives. More important though, is the fact that 
under the assumed conditions for this area as 
compared to areas such as Imperial Valley and Palo 
Verde, the "threshold of incurrence" of major 
damages is reached at higher levels of TDS. 
Water diversions follow the same procedure as in 
Palo Verde, that is, credit is given for return flows. 
However, maximum net depletion was set at 485,400 
ac ft. This figure is larger than the water constraint 
used for Palo Verde which has about 88 percent more 
area under cultivation. Though the figure is large for 
present circumstances, it has been established in 
anticipation of full development and therefore was 
used as the upper water constraint in the model. 
Consumptive use of water totals contained in 
Table 8-42 is greatly influenced by alfalfa due to its 
relatively high consumption per acre. Significant 
decreases in alfalfa production and land use cause the 
total amount of water consumed for the area to 
decrease to 1300 mg/l TDS. When alfalfa acreage and 
production remain constant between 1300 and 1400 
mg/l TDS, total water use rises due to increased 
demands by the other crops. At lower levels, such 
increased demands for water are overshadowed by the 
large decrease in demand from alfalfa. 
Objective function results indicate that some 
economic losses are incurred over the 900 to 1400 mg/l 
TDS range. Table 3-48 illustrates that profits per acre 
appear to decline at an increasing rate. Total damages 
are estimated to be $378,000. Figure 8-9 portrays the 
Table 9-1,0. Cropping and production pattern changes, Colorado River Indian Reservation. 
Total Dissolved Solids (mg/I) 
Crops 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Production Land Use Production Land Use Production Land Use Production Land Use Production Land Use Production Land Use 
(Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) 
Alfalfa 198,630 24,372 198,353 24,338 197,437 24,225 197,138 24,189 195,978 23,985 195,478 23,985 
Cottona 41,245 15,864 41,245 15,864 41,245 15,864 41,245 15,864 41,245 15,864 41,245 15,864 
Wheat 33,794 14,887 33,794 14,887 33,794 14,887 33,794 14,887 33,794 14,876 33,080 14,607 
Sorghum 8,091 4,677 8,091 4,677 8,091 4,875 8,091 4,895 8,091 4,919 8,091 4,944 
Cantaloupe 10,830 1,157 10,830 1,191 10,830 1,105 10,830 1,105 10,830 1,105 10,830 1,105 
Lettuce 105,693 6,344 105,693 6,344 105,693 6,344 105,693 6,361 105,693 6,539 105,693 6,758 
Onions (Dry) 16,043 1,238 16,043 1,238 16,043 1,238 16,043 1,238 16,043 1,250 16,043 1,276 
-- --
Total 68,539 68,539 68,539 68,539 68,539 68,539 
a480-pound bales . 
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Figure 8·9. Total net profit by level of TDS, Colmodo River Indian Rellert)ation. 
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16871843 
16687871 
1 0 14 0 
shape of the net profit function for the various TDS 
levels. 
Differences between objective functions were 
derived and placed in Table 3-44. In addition, 
predicted values are presented which pertain to the 
exponential function Y= beDlX, where b = 4.3750, e 
= 2.718281828, m = 0.008053, and x = any TDS 
level. These two sets of data are plotted (Figure 3-10) 
in order to better observe how well the estimated 
function fits the observed data points. The fit is good 
with R2 = 0.95. This function will be used in 
estimation of economic impacts resulting from rising 
salinity. 
Table 3-#. Accumulated damllge totals 01 observed 
data and predicted values by level 01 
TDS, Colorodo River Indian Reserva-
tion. 
TD~ Observed Predicted (mg I) (Dollars) (Dollars) 
800 2,748 
900 6,148 
1000 17,676 13,755 
1100 27,419 30,775 
1200 44,852 68,857 
1300 188,268 154,063 
1400 378,234 344,704 
In summary. the model employs 68,538 acres of 
cropland with 5,790 acres of that total considered 
available for purposes of doubling cropping. Per 
annum total damages to the district as a whole as 
derived by the model are $878.234. Annual per acre 
damages are $5.52. An average of $756.50 is incurred 
for each milligram per liter (mg!1) within the range of 
900 mg/l to 1400 mg/l. Finally. annual damages per 
mg/l per acre are set at $0.011 which represents an 
average for the range in question. These data are 
summarized in Table 3-45. 
Table 3-45. Summary statistics. Colorodo R'I'ver 
Indian Reservation. 
Total Acres 
Double Cropped Acres 
Annual Total Damages 
Annual Per Acre Damages 
Annual Damages Per mgt) 
Annual Damages Per mg!l Per Acre 
68,538 
5,790 
$378,234 
$ 5.52 
$ 756.50 
$ 0.0110 
CALIFORNIA COASTAL REGION 
The Colorado River Aqueduct delivers water to 
agricultural lands near the California coast. Many 
producing areas receive water from this source. In 
attempting to account for agricultural use of Colorado 
River water, emphasis is focused on the area between 
Los Angeles and San Diego (Map 3-5). 
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All Colorado River water used in the coastal areas 
is pumped through the Colorado Aqueduct of the 
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California 
(MWD). The water is distributed to the 27 members of 
the MWD. These members further distribute water to 
smaller divisions within their boundaries. The San 
Diego County Water Authority. for example. is one of 
the 27 members of MWD and has 22 constituent cities 
and districts within its boundary (Burzell. 1973; 
Monroe. 1972). 
In addition to the water from the MWD. the 27 
members have locally developed water which present-
ly constitutes 63 percent of the water used in the 
MWD area (Monroe, 1972). The local water is pumped 
from subsurface aquifiers, transported from outside 
the MWD area, and/or collected in reservoirs from 
surface or stream flow (Brown, 1974). 
Rainfall within the coastal area varies from 5 to 20 
inches in the lower elevations and from 20 to 70 inches 
in the higher elevations (Close et al., 1970). Most of 
the agricultural areas.are within a 10 to 15 inch rainfall 
zone (Bowman, 1973). 
Agricultural yield records do not segregate crop 
yields as to whether they were irrigated with local 
water or with Colorado River water (Little. 1973). In 
some areas the locally produced water is used first and 
then Colorado River water is used. In other areas, the 
local and Colorado River water are stored in the same 
reservoir (Brown. 1974). 
In 1972, the MWD took first delivery of water 
from the California State Project. This source of water 
is scheduled to increase eventually to 2 million ac ft 
annually. In the meanwhile, the Central Arizona 
Project will claim an entitlement to Colorado River 
water so that the MWD supply will be reduced to 
550,000 ac ft per year. Of this amount, 100,000 ac ft 
may be utilized in the production of power. The 
remaining water will be blended in varying degrees 
with local and state water (Clinton. 1973; Lauten, no 
date). 
Use of Colorado River water for agriculture has 
remained around 150,000 ac ft per year (Monroe. 
1972). The agencies using this water in large quantity 
are the San Diego County Water Authority. 73,117 ac 
ft; Western MWD of Riverside County, 33.713 ac ft; 
Eastern MWD. 29,620 ac ft; and MWD of Orange 
County. 31.470 ac ft (Monroe, 1972). With the 
exception of the San Diego County Water Authority 
Aqueduct No.1. these areas will have 50 percent 
blended state water available_ In the mid or late 
198Os. the blend will move to 75 percent state water. 
With 50 percent Colorado River water the TDS could 
move to 1,230 mg/l when mixing with 250 mg/l state 
water without increasing the TDS in the blend beyond 
the present 740 mg/l. In a 25 percent Colorado River 
water blend. TDS could achieve 2.210 mg!1 without 
altering the content of the resulting mix. The cost to 
the agricultural economy receiving the blended water 
will be the increased price since there will probably be 
no reduction in yield due to salinity increase above the 
present value. 
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Figure 3-10. Observed data with fitted damage function, Colorado River Indian Reservation. 
Determination of yield effects of increased 
salinity in the coastal area then narrows-to the region 
served by the ~st San Diego Aqueduct with a 
capacity of 190 ft Is. The second San Diego ABueduct 
has pipeline No.3 with a capacity of §50 ft /s and 
pipeline No.4 with a capacity of 380 ft Is. Pipelines 
No.3 and 4 will have blended state water available in 
1975. As presently planned, pipelines No. 1 and 2 of 
the first aqueduct are to have Colorado River water 
exclusively until 1980-1985 (Montgomery, 1974). 
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California 
indicates plans to supply blended water to pipelines 
No.1 and 2 by 1987-1988 which is the same time that 
the blend will go to 75 percent state water (Clinton, 
1973). 
Date developed in this study of yield declination 
will apply only to unblended water. The assumption 
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made is that the irrigation water is unsoftened 
Colorado River water. 
Some 35,000 acres are included in the analysis as 
shown in Table 3-46. No double cropping alternatives 
were established due to the perennial nature of many 
crops. However, several specialty crops such as 
tomatoes and strawberries do have double cropping 
possibilities. Nevertheless, estimations of this type of 
land use are varied and overall, the number of acres is 
small; therefore the model considers only single 
cropped land classes. 
A list of selected crops is presented in Table 3-47 
along with empirical yield data. Mean yields for the 
San Diego County area were obtained from the 
Agricultural Commissioner Reports 1968-1973 (Little, 
1973). Comparison of effective values of soil saturation 
oSAH DIEGO o 
Map 8-5. CaIi./omia (Joastol Region. 
COLOI'1ADD I'll VE I=l BASIN 
I 
COASTAL REGION 
AGRICULTURAL AREA 
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Table 3-46. Number 01 acre8 available lor Bingle and 
double cropping by land .8, CaIqornia 
COO8tal Region. 
Single Double Total Cropped Cropped 
(Acres) (Acres) (Acres) 
Land 1 9,054 9,054 
(Well Drained) 
Land 2 17,739 17,739 
(Moderately Drained) 
Land 3 8,028 8,028 
(poorly Drained) 
Total 34,821 34.821 
extract conductivities in Table 3-48 to declination 
intervals in Table 3-1 resulted in percentage 
estimations of yield decreases. This process was used 
to formulate a yield declination curve for each crop. 
Several new terms also appear in Table 3-48. 
Surface irrigation salinity is taken from the 35 
irrigation per year assumption explained earlier in the 
report. The rationale was that 10 to 15 inches of rain 
would have a diluting effect similar to additional 
irrigations. Sprinkler values are the same as 
previously used. Production and land use are 
practically unchanged over the 900 to 1400 mg/l range 
(Table 3-49). The only major change occurs between 
900 mg/l and 1000 mg/l where avocado production and 
land use both increase slightly. The new trickle or 
drip method of irrigation experiencing rapid expan-
sion in this area (Valley Center Municipal Water 
District, 1973) appears to deliver water to root 
systems at the same concentration as the irrigation 
water. Effective salinity is reduced 1 mmho/cm below 
the irrigation water value because the CaS04 would 
have no harmful effect and rainfall would provide 
dilution and leaching (Hall. 1971). The first trials of 
trickle systems support this usage (Valley Center 
Municipal Water District. 1973; Hall. 1971; 1973). At 
the same time. land area occupied by spring tomatoes 
Table 3-J,,8. Eflective value. ol.oil.at'Umtion extract 
co1/dv.ctivitie8 in three d'f'aiM,ge .riJi-
cations, three mafUJ!/ement '1I.te'1l'l.8, and 
& TDS content. 01 water. (Appendi:c 2. 
Table 2-J,,8.) 
TDS Irrigation Drainage Classification 
(mg/I) Method Well Moderately Poor 
900 Surface 0.4 0.7 3.0 
Sprinkler 0.0 0.0 2.1 
Trickier 0.3 
1000 Surface 0.7 1.0 3.5 
Sprinkler 0.0 0.2 2.7 
Trickier 0.5 
1100 Surface 0.9 1.3 4.0 
Sprinkler 0.0 0.5 3.3 
Trickler 0.6 0.6 
1200 Surface 1.2 1.5 4.5 
Sprinkler 0.0 0.8 3.8 
Trickler 0.8 0.8 
1300 Surface 1.5 1.8 5.1 
Sprinkler 0.2 1.2 4.4 
Trickier 0.9 0.9 
1400 Surface 1.7 2.1 5.6 
Sprinkler 0.4 1.5 5.0 
Trickier 1.1 1.1 
is decreased by 5 acres while production remains 
constant. Shifting tomato production from class 3 land 
to class 2 land due to a yield decrease on the former, 
results in having a higher initial yield thus requiring 
less acreage. The five additional acres, released by 
spring tomatoes are allocated to avocados which 
account for rises in both production and land area. 
Even though total production amounts and land 
use are relatively constant. the model still varies its 
crop allocation among the respective land classes and 
technologies. Sub-Appendix E should be consulted for 
more information on this adjustment process. 
Table 8·J,.7. Yields 01 major crop8 in the Coli/ortti4 COO8tal Region, 1968-1973 (tOftB/acre). 
Year 
Crop 
1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 
Mean 
Avacadoes 1.7 3.2 1.7 3.0 1.5 3.5 2.43 ± 0.94 
Citrus 
Grapefruit 10.0 12.0 21.0 7.8 12.9 17.4 13.S ± 5.12 
Lemon 15.4 10.6 16.5 20.0 16.2 24.0 17.7 ± 4.7S 
Lime 10.0 6.5 8.2 14.0 11.0 14.0 10.6 ± 3.19 
Orange, Navel 7.3 11.0 8.8 6.2 6.7 7.2 7.87 ± 1.85 
Orange, Valencia 5.9 7.4 6.6 8.8 10.3 7.0 7.67 ± 1.69 
Tangerine 7.7 10.7 10.5 17.4 11.6 ± 6.55 
Strawberry 17.0 15.0 17.2 19.0 21.0 21.0 18.4 ± 2.S2 
Potato 12.0 16.0 21.0 18.0 22.0 20.0 18.2 ±3.89 
Tomato 
Spring 20.1 25.4 24.1 20.5 27.8 36.8 25.8 ± 6.45 
Fall 18.7 22.2 16.6 16.0 19.4 24.5 19.6 ± 3.44 
Summer 13.0 33.6 36.0 27.5 ±31.41 
Source: Office of Agricultural Commissioner. San Diego, California. (Appendix 2, Table 2-46.) 
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Table 349. Cropp&ng and production pattern changes, Cali/0rni4 Coastal Region. 
Total Dissolved Solids (mg/l) 
Crops 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Production Land Use Production Land Use Production Land Use Production Land Use Production Land Use Production LandUse 
(Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) 
Avocado 40,635 14,554 40,648 14,559 40,648 14,559 40,648 14,559 40,648 14,559 40,648 14,559 
Summer Tomato . 10,862 395 10,862 395 10,862 395 10,862 395 10,862 395 10,862 395 
Fall Tomato 83,667 4,269 83,667 4;269 83,667 4,269 83,667 4,269 83,667 4,269 83,667 4,269· 
Spring Tomato 39,613 1,540 39,613 1,535 39,613 1,535 39,613 1,535 39,613 1,535 39,613 1,535 
Lemon 38,265 2,162 38,265 2,162 38,265 2,162 38,265 2,162 38,265 2,162 38,265 2,162 
Lime 2,978 281 2,978 281 2,978 281 2,978 281 2,978 281 2,978 281 
Navel Orange 7,020 892 7,020 892 7,020 892 7,020 892 7,020 892 7,020 892 
Valencia Orange 63,036 7,860 63,036 7,860 63,036 7,860 63,036 7,860 63,036 7,860 63,036 7,860 
Tangerine 10,040 866 10,040 866 10,040 866 10,040 866 10,040 866 10,040 866 
Grapefruit 6,150 456 6,150 456 6,150 456 6,150 456 6,150 456 6,150 456 
Potato 13,867 762 13,867 762 13,867 762 13,867 762 13,867 762 13,867 762 
Strawberries 14,452 785 14,452 785 14,452 785 14,452 785 14,452 785 14,452 785 
Total 34,821 34,821 34,821 34,821 34,821 34,821 
""" I 
Table 3-50 contains the shadow prices generated 
for each land class by the model. Upon reaching 1400 
mg/l. the values of land classes 2 and 3 decline. 
Elsewhere. no change can be detected from the initial 
values established at 900 mg/l. The water quality 
range of 900-1400 mg/l appears to be too confining for 
development of a conclusive trend for this parameter. 
Based on average diversions, the total amount of 
water available to the area for agricultural use is 
150,000 ac ft. This is the amount of unblended 
Colorado River water distributed by pipelines No.1 
and 2 of the San Diego County Water Authority 
Aqueduct No. 1. Total water consumption decreases 
by less than 1000 ac ft over the entire interval as 
indicated by Table 3-51. Specific notice should be 
taken of the values derived for the net. profit/total 
water consumption ratio. 
At 1200. 1300, and 1400 mg/l profits are larger 
than the initial value per acre foot consumed. Within 
the 1100-1200 mg/l interval the model shifts straw-
berry production from furrow irrigation to full 
sprinkler due to yield damages suffered by the former 
technology. Slightly more than an acre foot of water is 
required for furrow irrigation than required by 
sprinkler irrigation resulting in an overall decrease of 
some 920 ac ft. Since net profits are approximately 1 
percent lower while water consumption is over 25 
percent less. efficiency per net dollar of profit 
increases. Up to 1200 mg/l furrow irrigation is more 
profitable in dollar terms but less efficient in water 
use. Net profit is the overriding factor in the model 
and therefore receives top consideration in allocation 
decisions. Under alternative sets of assumptions 
where, for example. water supply is restricted so that 
emphasis is placed on efficient use. different 
consumption figures would result. However. total 
profits to the area as a whole would be decreased. 
Model assessment of current conditions estimate that 
about 86 percent of total water available to agriculture 
is put to efficient. productive use. 
Table 3·52 contains the resulting objective 
function values for the different TDS levels. De-
creases are incurred in three distinct steps with major 
damages occurring between 1300-1400 mg/l. The 
magnitude of the respective decreases can be viewed 
in Figure 3-4. as the results are plotted over the 
interval in question. 
Estimation of a representative damage function 
proved to be more difficult than for other areas due to 
the nature of the data. As can be seen in Table 3-53, 
Table 3·51. Ratio 01 amount 01 water used to land 
and profit aU by level 01 TDS, CaJi.lomia 
Coastal Region. 
TDS Acre Feet Ratio of Net 
(mg/l) Acre Feet Per Acre Dollar Return Per Acre Foot 
900 129,312 3.714 175.93 
1000 129,302 3.713 175.91 
1100 129,302 3.713 175.91 
1200 128,383 3.687 177.13 
1300 128,383 3.687 177.13 
1400 128,383 3.687 176.66 
Table 8-52. Total and per acre net profit by TDS 
level. CaJi.lornia Coastal Region. 
TDS Profit Per Acre 
(mg/!) (Dollars) (Dollars) 
900 22,749,771 653.33 
1000 22,746,025 653.23 
1100 22,746,025 653.23 
1200 22,740,158 653.06 
1300 22,740,158 653.06 
1400 22,680,497 651.35 
Table 3-58. Accumulated damage totals 01 observed 
data and predicted values by level 01 
TDS, CaJi.lornia Coastal Region. 
TDS 
(mg/!) 
900 
1000 
1100 
1200 
1300 
1400 
Observed 
(Dollars) 
3,746 
3,746 
9,613 
9,613 
69,274 
Predicted 
(Dollars) 
813 
3,159 
5,506 
7,853 
10,200 
69,274 
damage increments emerge in three separate stages. 
Because of the large difference between 1300 and 1400 
mg/l, low correlation coefficients were encountered 
when attempting to fit one of the more common 
functions to the data. It was therefore elected to 
combine information derived from two separate linear 
regression equations in order to more accurately 
assimulate the situation. 
Table 8-50. Shadow prices 01 land by class and level 01 TDS, California Coastal Region. 
900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
mg/l mg/l mg/! mg/l mg/l mg/! 
(Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) 
Land 1 556.6 556.6 556.6 556.6 556.6 556.6 
Land 2 556.6 556.6 556.6 556.6 556.6 548.1 
Land 3 548.1 548.1 548.1 548.1 548.1 539.7 
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Figure 9·11. Total net 'Pf'Ofit by level of TDS, California Coastal Region. 
The first equation is estimated from the observed 
data points corresponding to 1000, 1100, 1200, and 
1300 mg/l, respectively. A general form of the 
equation is Y = mX + b, where Y = the dependent 
variable, m = slope of the straight line, b = the value 
ofY when X=? ("Y-intercep~"), and X = any value of 
TDS between 900 and 1400 mg/l. Pertinent values 
derived from the data were, m = 23.4680 and b = 
-20,308.70. 
The second equation derived by using the 
predicted value for 1300 mg/l of $10,200 and fitting a 
line from that point to the observed point for 1400 
mg/l. Equational values resulted in having m = 
590.74 and b = -757,762. A graphical view of how 
these two equations are used to estimate damage 
values over the appropriate TDS interval is contained 
in Figure 3-12. 
Summarizing the impacts for this area we find 
that annual total damages sum to $69,274 (Table 3-54), 
Annual per acre damages are $1.99 and annual 
damages per mg/l are $138.55. Results indicate that 
for a one unit increment in TDS, additional costs 
incurred per average acre in the area will be $0.00398, 
This is not a large figure when compared to other 
study regions, however, triekle irrigation is a rapidly 
expanding technology and therefore diminishes a 
certain amount of damages which would otherwise be 
incurred. 
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Table :J-5.lt. Summary statistics, CalifamiD. Coastal 
Region. 
Total Acres 
Double Cropped Acres 
Annual Total Damages 
Annual Per Acre Damages 
Annual Damages Per mg/l 
Annual Damages Per mg/l Per Acre 
34,821 
o 
$ 69,274 
$ 1.99 
$ 138.55 
$0.00398 
WELLTON·MORA WK IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
Sitauted in southwestern Arizona, the Wellton-
Mohawk Irrigation District receives water from the 
Colorado River by way of Imperial Dam (Map 3-6). 
Estimates place the cultivated land area at about 
68,000 acres. For purposes of the model, Table 3-55 
places the total number of acres into three classes and 
two potential uses (single or double cropping). 
Table 3-56 lists the crops selected for considera-
tion by the model. The selection was based on crops 
having $1 million or more in terms of gross value of 
production (1974). In addition, possible double 
cropping combinations are also presented. 
In Table 3-57, the average base yields used for 
this area are shown. Citrus production is not extensive 
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Figure 9-12. Observed data with fitted damage function, CaJifornw Coastal Region. 
Table 9-55. Number of acres available for single and 
double cropping by land class, WeUton-
Mohawk Irrigation District. 
Single Double Total Cropped Cropped 
(Acres) (Acres) (Acres) 
LandI 41,562 8,218 49,780 
(Well Drained) 
Land 2 6,052 1,196 7,248 
(Moderately Drained) 
Land 3 9,477 1,874 1l,351 
(poorly Drained) 
Total 57,091 11,288 68,379 
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Table 9-56. Selected crops and double cropping 
possibilities, WeUton-Mohawk Irrigation 
District. 
Crops 
Cotton 
Alfalfa 
Lettuce 
Cantaloupe 
Wheat 
Sorghum 
Grass Seed 
Grapefruit 
Orangesl 
Tangerines 
Lemons 
Double Cropping Possibilitiega 
Wheat Cantaloupe Lettuce Sorghum 
x 
x x x x 
x x x x 
x x x x 
aCrops under these columns are those assumed to lead 
in the double cropping rotation. 
Map 8-6. WeUton-Mohawk Irrigation District. 
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Table 3·57. Yields of nw.ior crops in the WeUtcm·Mokawk Irrigation Di8trict, 1966·197!J (tom/acre). 
95 Percent 
1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 Confidence 
Interval 
Cotton 1.96 1.40 1.97 2.34 2.01 2.06 2.26 2.19 2.02 ±0.24a 
Alfalfa 5.50 5.80 6.00 6.30 6.40 6.50 6.80 7.70 6.38 ±0.56 
Lettuce 6.69 6.86 6.30 6.65 6.09 7.79 7.21 11.19 7.35 ± 1.37 
Cantaloupe 6.61 6.23 7.87 7.07 8.44 9.29 9.04 3.34 7.24 ± 1.61 
Wheat 1.68 1.95 2.10 2.07 2.13 2.37 2.46 2.46 2.15 ±0.23 
Sorghum 1.79 1.65 1.90 1.82 1.85 1.90 2.04 1.93 1.86 ±O.10 
Grass Seed 7.30 7.10 8.10 6.60 6.70 6.60 7.40 8.60 7.30 ±0.61 
Grapefruit 0.25 8.12b 9.38b 7.50b 2.40 0.25 0.76 0.95 8.33 ± 2.38 Oranges/Tangerines 1.58 2.47 1.43 3.67 0.67 8.36b 12.9 5.85 10.63 ±28.84 
Lemons 0.83 0.81 2.32 5.43b 2.14 5.43b 
a480-pound bales per acre. 
bYields considered to be representative mature trees. 
Source: U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, Water and Land Resources Accomplishments, 1966-1973. 
and therefore continuous annual data were scarce. 
Asterisks denote data years considered to be 
representative of mature trees. In an attempt to 
isolate average expected yields from erratic yields of 
immature trees, yield numbers were selected as those 
most likely to occur. Calculations were then based on 
these representative yields. 
Declination curves for the respective crops are 
predicted by comparing the average base yields in 
Table 8-57 to Tables 3-89 and 3-1. 
Management alternatives selected by the model 
as profitable options were leaching, land leveling, 
special bedding, and irrigation frequencies. Other 
alternatives available but not chosen by the model 
were full sprinkler, partial sprinkler, and tiling. 
'Total physical production and number of acres 
allocated by the model to each of the respective crops 
are contained in Table 8-58. Without exception, due to 
alternatives such as management, three district 
trends develop. The first is a case where production 
and land use are constant throughout the TDS range 
including crops of cotton, cantaloupe, grass seed, 
grapefruit, oranges/tangerines, and lemons. 
Next, in the face of decreasing yields, land area 
occupied by lettuce, wheat, and sorghum increases in 
order to maintain a constant level of production. 
Finally, both the number of acres and the amount of 
production decrease as TDS increases in the case of 
alfalfa. For detailed information concerning various 
management alternatives considered by the model 
under each set of assumed conditions refer to 
sub-Appendix F. Such information provides the 
reasons why total land is held constant but total 
production and net profits decline throughout the 
range of analysis for this study. 
The shadow prices corresponding to the various 
land classes (Table 8-59) indicate that there is little if 
any variation in the respective MVP's as salinity rises. 
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Maximum depletion of water for the district was 
set at 800,000 ac ft. This amount represents the total 
available water to the model under any possible 
combination of circumstances expected to be encoun-
tered. 
As was the case in Palo Verde. total water 
consumption decreases over the range. This is due to 
the predominance of alfalfa production over changes 
occurring in the other crops (Table 3·60). Minor 
increases in water consumption by lettuce. wheat. and 
sorghum are cancelled out by the large decrease in 
water consumption in alfalfa due to production and 
land use being placed at lower levels by the model. 
Most important, perhaps, is that net profit is 
smaller at each successive TDS level. These data are 
presented in Table 3-61 and a graphical representation 
is shown in Figure 3-18. 
Construction of Table 3-62 is based on the 
accumulated differences among the objective func-
tions (net profit). In fitting an exponential function to 
these data points, predicted values are derived. In the 
function Y = bemx, b = .128423. e = 2.718281828. m 
= .010184, and x = level of TDS. Correlation is good 
as R2 is 0.97. The contents of Table 3-62 are presented 
in Figure 3-14. Dramatic increases in damages are 
predicted for TDS levels beyond 1200 mg/l. 
Table 3-63 summarizes total district acres, annual 
damages per acre, and per milligram per liter. and 
finally an average annual damage per milligram per 
liter per acre. 
GILA AREA 
Adjacent to the Wellton-Mohawk Project is the 
Gila area which also receives Colorado River water by 
way of Imperial Dam (Map 3-7). The land area is 
relatively small as can be seen from Table 3·64. Very 
little double cropping takes place due to the large 
I~ 
Table 3-58. Cropping and production pattern changes, WeUton-Mohawk Irrigation District. 
Total Dissolved Solids 
Crops 900 1000 llOO 1200 1300 1400 
Production Land Use Production Land Use Production Land Use Production Land Use Production Land Use Production lJmdUse 
(Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) 
22,484 11,131 22,484 11,131 22,484 11,131 22,484 11,131 22,484 11,131 22,484 11,131 
Alfalfa 112,310 17,603 112,310 17,603 111,924 17,543 111,667 17,503 110,292 17,287 108,912 17,071 
Lettuce 39,133 5,324 39,133 5,324 39,133 5,324 39,133 5,324 39,133 5,489 39,133 5,631 
Cantaloupe 21,769 3,007 21,769 3,007 21,769 3,007 21,769 3,007 21,769 3,007 21,769 3,007 
Wheat 22,535 10,481 22,535 10,481 22,535 10,481 22,535 10,481 22,535 10,516 22,535 10,560 
Sorghum 17,005 9,937 17,005 9,937 17,005 9,998 17,005 10,038 17,005 10,054 17,005 10,085 
Grass Seed 55,747 7,637 55,747 7,637 55,747 7,637 55,747 7,637 55,747 7,637 55,747 7,637 
Grapefruit 334 27 334 27 334 27 334 27 . 334 27 334 27 
Oranges/Tangerines 25,608 3,013 25,608 3,013 25,608 3,013 25,608 3,013 25,608 3,013 25,608 3,013 
Lemons 2,630 219 2,630 219 2,630 219 2,630 219 2,630 219 2,630 219 
--
Total 68,379 68,379 68,379 68,379 68,379 68,379 
.... a480-pound bales . 
~ 
Table 8-59. SIuJdow prices of land by class and level 0/ TDS. Wellton-Mohawk Irrigation District. 
900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
mg/l mg/l mg/l mgtl mg/l mgtl 
(Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) 
Land 1 81.7 81.7 81.7 81.7 81.7 81.7 
Land 2 81.7 81.7 81.7 81.7 81.7 81.7 
Land 3 81.7 81.7 81.7 81.7 81.7 81.7 
Double Crop 1 37.0 37.8 37.8 38.3 38.S 37.8 
Double Crop 2 37.0 37.0 37.0 37.0 37.0 36.3 
Double Crop 3 35.8 34.4 28.6 24.9 16.4 7.0 
Table 8-60. Ratio of amount 0/ water used to land Table 8-61. Total and per acre net profit by TDS 
and profit all by level of TDS. Wellton- level, Wellton-Mohawk Irrigation Dis-
Mohawk Irrigation District. trict. 
Ratio or Net TDS Profit Per Acre TDS Acre Feet Acre Feet Dollar Return (mgtl) (Dollars) (Dollars) (mg/l) Per Acre Per Acre Foot 
900 11,411,576 166.89 
900 292,537 4.278 39.01 1000 11,408,871 166.85 
1000 285,306 4.172 39.99 1100 11,398,008 166.69 
1100 285,028 4.168 39.99 1200 11,390,995 166.59 
1200 284,843 4.166 39.99 1300 11,315,540 165.48 
1300 283,737 4.149 39.88 1400 11,246,177 164.47 
1400 282,642 4.133 39.79 
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Figure S-13. Total net profit by le'IJel 0/ TDS, Wellton-Mohawk Irrigation District. 
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Figure 9-14. Observed data with fitted damage function, WeUton-Mohawk Irrigation District. 
Table 9-62. Accumulated damage totals of observed 
data and predicted values by level of 
TDS, WeUton-Mohawk Irrigation Dis-
trict. 
TDS Observed Predicted 
(mg/I) (Dollars) (Dollars) 
800 443 
900 1,228 
1000 2,705 3,399 
1100 13,568 9,409 
1200 20,581 26,051 
1300 96,036 72,125 
1400 165,399 199,689 
amount of acreages devoted to citrus. However, 
several types of specialty crops are grown such as 
lettuce and cantaloupe. A list of selected crops is 
presented in Table 3-65 along with a matrix of 
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assumed double cropping possibilities which account 
for the small acreages involved in this process. 
Since several distinct subareas were included 
under this heading weighted averages were taken to 
derive an overall average base yield for the area as a 
whole. Table 3-66 presents the weighted averages 
Table 9-69. Summary statistics, WeUton-Mohawk 
Irrigation District. 
Total Acres 
Double Cropped Acres 
Annual Total Damages 
Annual Per Acre Damages 
Annual Damages Per mg/l 
Annual Damages Per mg/l Per Acre 
68,379 
11,285 
$165,339 
$ 2.42 
$ 330.68 
$ 0.0048 
:~'" ~",,'" ~ -.:; 
.. ~ t , ... . 
~" ) .... c-o ..... c .... 'o::.;.: .. ~'::~ 
Map 3·7. GilD, Area. 
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Table 8-64. Number of acres available for single and 
dQ'Uble cropping by land cUus, GilIJ area. 
Single Double Total Cropping Cropping 
(Acres) (Acres) (Acres) 
LandI 22,476 491 22,967 
(Well Drained) 
Land 2 3,273 72 3,354 
(Moderately Drained) 
. Land 3 5,125 112 5,237 
(poorly Drained) 
Total 30,874 675 31,549 
Table 8-65. Selected crops and dQ'Uble cropptng 
possibilities, GilIJ area. 
Crops 
Double Cropping Possibilitiesa 
Wheat Cantaloupe Lettuce Sorghum 
Cotton x 
Alfalfa 
Lettuce x x x x 
Cantaloupe x x x x 
Wheat 
Sorghum x x x x 
Grass Seed 
Grapefruit 
Oranges and 
Tangerines 
Lemon 
aCrops under these columns are those assumed to lead 
in the double cropping rotation. 
Table 8-66. Yields of major crops in the GilIJ area, ·1966-1973 (tons/acre). 
95 Percent 
1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 Confidence 
Interval 
Cotton 3.01 1.63 3.30 3.23 2.49 2.73 2.56 2.43 2.67 ± 0.54a 
Alfalfa 5.39 6.29 5.83 7.95 7.91 6.29 6.67 7.45 6.72 0.96 
Lettuce 9.03 13.93 9.62 8.80 7.07 10.52 7.68 10.16 9.60 ± 2.10 
Cantaloupe 7.64 6.35 7.09 6.18 6.97 5.56 8.27 10.80 7.36 ± 1.63 
Wheat 1.58 2.04 2.42 2.45 2.14 2.52 2.54 2.71 2.30 ± 0.36 
Sorghum 2.16 1.83 2.23 1.92 2.42 3.12 N/A 1.69 2.19 ± 0.48 
Grass Seed 9.80 7.80 11.00 8.84 5.00 9.50 10.30 7.20 8.68 ± 1.94 
Grapefruit 19.03 12.36 14.78 16.97 16.35 14.52 16.96 11.28 15.28 ± 2.57 
Oranges/Tangerines 4.25 9.03 8.36 11.11 8.99 7.77 8.72 12.45 8.84 ± 2.41 
Lemons 10.54 15.20 20.08 15.96 19.41 11.24 9.07 12.63 14.27 ± 4.08 
a480-pound bales per acre. 
Source: U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, Water and Land Resources Acoomplishments, 1966-1973. 
corresponding to the time period 1966-1973 and the 
resulting average base yields used in the model. 
Tables 3-39 and 3-1 were used to estimate potential 
decreased yields due to increasing salinity. Functions 
were constructed from these data for each of the 
respective crops in the area. 
The model selected the following management 
alternatives: leaching, land leveling, special bedding, 
and irrigation frequencies. Implementation methods 
of these options as applied to the area are of the same 
nature as explained earlier (Imperial Valley section). 
Full sprinkler and partial sprinkler activities were not 
selected. In addition, tiling was also excluded as an 
indication of somewhat improved soil qrainage 
characteristics as compared to soils in Imperial Valley, 
for example. 
Quantity of production and amount of land 
occupied under the various assumed salinity levels are 
shown in Table 3-67. Several patterns develop which 
merit explanation. First of all, the citrus crops of 
grapefruit, oranges/tangerines, and lemons along 
with grass seed and cotton indicate that minimal 
effects are incurred as TDS rises. That is, production 
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levels and amount of land used are constant 
throughout the range. 
Alfalfa, wheat, and sorghum maintain production 
levels but more land is needed to do so. Impacts, 
however, are not major until 1300 mg/l TDS is 
reached. Upon reaching this level, increases in land 
area are noted. 
Cantaloupe production remains constant through-
out the range of analysis. Land area increases slightly 
until 1300 mg/l TDS where it decreases to 1489 acres 
and maintains this level through 1400 mg/l TDS. 
Production is allocated to class 1 lands and double 
cropped on class 2 and 3 lands up to 1300 mg/l TDS. 
Under this allocation, increasing amounts of land are 
required to sustain a constant level production. At 
1300 mg/l TDS, the allocation mix changed and 
production is assigned to class 2 only. Since a larger 
percentage of production is assigned to this class, less 
total land is needed to meet production levels at 1300 
and 1400 mg/l TDS. 
Lettuce is the slack activity. As TDS increases, 
overall land area for the other crops increases also. 
,I 
Table 9-67. Cropping and production pattern changes, Gil.o. area. 
Total Dissolved Solids (mg/l) 
Crops 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Production Land Use Production Land Use Production Land Use Production Land Use Production Land Use Production Land Use 
(fons) (Acres) (fons) (Acres) (fons) (Acres) (fons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (fons) (Acres) 
4,889 1,831 4,889 1,831 4,889 1,831 4,889 1,831 4,889 1,831 4,889 1,831 
Alfalfa 36,302 5,402 36,302 5,402 36,302 5,402 36,302 5,402 36,302 5,402 36,302 5,408 
Lettuce 19,366 2,017 19,355 2,017 19,312 2,012 19,270 2,007 18,368 1,973 17,647 1,946 
Cantaloupe 10,961 1,499 10,961 1,499 10,961 1,504 10,961 1,509 10,961 1,489 10,961 1,489 
Wheat 3,334 1,449 3,334 1,449 3,334 1,449 3,334 1,449 3,334 1,472 3,334 1,490 
Sorghum 2,008 917 2,008 917 2,008 917 2,008 917 2,008 949 2,008 952 
Grass Seed 19,500 2,247 19,500 2,247 19,500 2,247 19,500 2,247 19,500 2,247 19,500 2,247 
Grapefruit 21,522 1,409 21,522 1,409 21,522 1,409 21,522 1,409 21,522 1,409 21,522 1,409 
Oranges/Tangerines 73,788 8,347 73,788 8,347 73,788 8,347 73,788 8,347 73,788 8,347 73,788 8,347 
Lemons 91,765 6,431 91,765 6,431 91,765 6,431 91,765 6,431 91,765 6,431 91,765 6,431 
Total 31,549 31,549 31,549 31,549 31,549 31,549 
a480-pound bales. 
... 
~ 
Since slack exists only in lettuce production. both total 
production and amount of land used decrease to 
accommodate the requirements of the remaining 
crops. Hence, both production and land decrease 
throughout the 900 to 1400 mg/l TDS range (see 
sub-Appendix G for more information). 
Table 3·68 presents a list of the shadow prices 
generated by the model for each land class. Without 
exception, all classes show a trend of decreasing value 
over the range in question. Production restrictions 
placed on the model require at least a certain amount 
of production for the crops in question. In this 
particular situation, assumed conditions of available 
resources are such that the model produces every crop 
at the lower production level except lettuce which is 
slack. Attainment of higher levels are constrained by 
lack of sufficient land area. Therefore, given the fact 
that lettuce production contains the only available 
flexibility. demand for the various classes of land has 
peaked and is decreasing from the initial computer 
run. With limited flexibility as prescribed by the area 
conditions. land values decrease as net returns per 
acre decrease causing the above mentioned trend. In 
previous areas, at least one or more crops were 
produced at upper production limits. Inflexibility in 
the model comes from the lack of alternatives to shift 
acreages and production levels among several differ· 
ent crops. In all cases, however. shadow prices are 
only relative values and should be viewed in that 
manner. 
Total available water for agricultural purposes is 
considered to be 400,500 ac ft. The model water 
demands cannot exceed this figure. Model results 
indicate that water availability is not a constraining 
factor as considerable capacity exists betweeen 
amount demanded and amount available. 
Information relating to total amount of water 
used, acre feet per acre applied. and the ratio of water 
used to net profit is presented in Table 3·69. Total 
amount used varies slightly as an increase is noted at 
1200. 1300, and 1400 mg/l TDS. However, the total 
magnitude of change.is only 191 ac ft. Still, a trend is 
developing where amount of water used increases as 
salinity rises. In this case. alfalfa does not dominate or 
offset the demands of the other crops and the ratio of 
water used to net profit decreases at an increasing 
rate as expected. Anticipated trends also exist for 
data presented in Table 3· 70. Stated more specifically, 
Table 8-69. Ratio of amount of water used to land 
and profit all by level of TDS, Gila area. 
TDS 
(mg/l) 
900 
1000 
1100 
1200 
1300 
1400 
Acre Feet 
162,263 
162,263 
162,263 
162,278 
162,470 
162,454 
Acre Feet 
Per Acre 
5.143 
5.143 
5.143 
5.144 
5.150 
5.149 
Ratio of Net 
Dollar Return 
Per Acre Foot 
44.83 
44.81 
44.78 
44.75 
44.26 
43.89 
Table 8-70. Total and per acre net profit by TDS 
level, Gila area. 
TDS Profit Per Acre 
(mg/I) (Dollars) (Dollars) 
900 7,274,676 230.58 
1000 7,270,947 230.47 
1100 7,266,752 230.33 
1200 7,262,480 230.20 
1300 7,190,687 227.92 
1400 7,130,585 226.02 
net profit declines as salinity increases and net profit 
per acre also decreases. The total net profit figures for 
each level of TDS are plotted in Figure 3-15. 
Differences between each respective level of TDS 
and the succeeding level are derived and accumulated. 
Table 3-71 is constructed using these data. Fitting an 
exponential function to these data points resulted in 
an R2 of 0.95. Predicted values calculated from this 
function are also included in the table. With respect to 
the derived function of the order Y = bemx, b = 
.194497, e = 2.718281828, m = 0.009669, and x = any 
level of TDS. Both the observed data points and the 
predicted values are plotted in Figure 3-16. Estima-
tion of primary monetary damages for the TDS range 
considered in this report will be calculated from this 
type of function. 
Summarizing some of the general indicators of 
damage losses for the Gila area, total damages were 
found to be $144,091. annual per acre damges to be 
$4.57. annual damages per mg/l to be $288.18, and 
annual damages per mg/I per acre to be $0.00913 (see 
Table 8·68. Shadow prices of fIlnd by ckus and level of TDS, Gila area. 
900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
mgtl mg/1 mgt! mg/l mgtl mg/l 
(Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) 
LandI 541.3 541.3 541.3 541.3 515.3 493.7 
Land 2 541.3 540.4 539.9 539.7 513.7 484.8 
Land 3 541.3 539.5 538.6 538.3 499.1 460.8 
Double Crop 1 541.3 541.3 541.3 541.3 515.3 493.7 
Double Crop 2 541.3 540.4 539.9 539.7 513.7 484.8 
Double Crop 3 470.0 461.2 430.0 399.5 341.9 306.4 
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Figure 8·15. Total net profit by level 0/ TDS, Gila area. 
Table 8·71. Accumulated damage totals %b.enJed 
data and predicted value. by level 0/ 
TDS, Gila area. 
TDS Observed Predicted 
(mg/l) (Dollars) (Dollars) 
800 445 
900 1,170 
1000 3,729 3,076 
1100 7/127 8,091 
1200 12,196 21,278 
1300 83,989 55,958 
1400 144,091 147,162 
Table 3·72). The latter figure represents an average 
expected loss per acre to agriculture for each 
milligram per liter increase observed in the Colorado 
River at this diversion point. 
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Table 8·72. Summary .tatistic., Gila area. 
Total Acres 
Double Cropped Acres 
Annual Total Damages 
Annual Per Acre Damages 
Annual Damages Per mg/l 
Annual Damages Per mg/l Per Acre 
YUMA VALLEY AREA 
31,549 
675 
$144,091 
$ 4.57 
$ 288.18 
$0.00913 
In addition to several previous areas mentioned, 
Imperial Dam also diverts water for the Yuma Valley 
area (Map 3·8). Irrigation occurs on approximately 
57,900 acres which are classified in respective classes 
by Table 3·73. Double cropping is practiced to a 
greater extent in this area than occurred in the Gila 
area. Still, only about 10 percent of the irrigated acres 
are used in this way. Table 3·74 shows the various 
combinations of eouble cropping rotations assumed to 
be feasible. 
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Figure lJ·16. Observed data with fitted function, Gi14 area. 
Toble 8·78. Number of acres available for Bingle and 
double cropping by land class, Yuma 
vaUell area. 
Single Double Total Cropped Cropped 
(Acres) (Acres) (Acres) 
Land I 38,297 3,908 42,205 
(Well Drained) 
Land 2 5,576 569 6,145 
(Moderately Drained) 
Land 3 8,732 891 9,623 
(poorly Drained) 
Total 56,605 5,368 57,973 
Average base yields for the Yuma Valley area are 
contained in Table 3·75. Crop damage functions were 
estimated by comparing effective values of soil 
saturation extract conductivities for the three soil 
types (Table 3-39) to the declination percentages in 
Table 3·1. 
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Table 8-74. Selected crop. and double cropping 
poBBibilUies, Yuma vaUey area. 
Crops 
Double Cropping Possibilitiesa 
Wheat Cantaloupe Lettuce Sorghum 
Cotton x 
Alfalfa 
Lettuce x x x x 
Cantaloupe x x x x 
Wheat 
Sorghum x x x x 
Grass Seed 
Grapefruit 
Oranges/Tangerines 
Lemons 
8Qops under these columns are those assumed to lead 
in the double cropping rotation. 
Leaching. land leveling. special bedding, and 
irrigation frequencies were selected by the model as 
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Map 3-8. Yuma Valley area. 
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Table 8-75. Yields of major crops in the Yuma Valley area, 1966-1978 (tons/acre). 
1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 
95 Percent 
1971 1972 1973 Confidence 
Interval 
Cotton 3.32 2.11 3.12 2.49 1.90 2.16 2.09 2.31 2.44 ± 0.43a 
Alfalfa 6.00 6.30 5.90 6.80 6.30 6.90 7.30 7.70 6.65 ± 0.53 
Lettuce 12.67 12.64 7.11 7.63 12.53 9.00 11.04 10.81 10.43 ± 1.89 
Cantaloupe 5.32 4.75 4.94 5.70 5.70 8.50 8.10 6.40 6.18 ± 1.18 
Wheat 1.62 2.04 2.10 2.01 2.13 1.83 2.19 2.49 2.05 ± 0.21 
Sorghum 1.71 2.46 LSI 1.26 2.10 1.76 2.13 2.18 1.89 ± 0.33 
Grass Seed 9.00 7.30 8.20 6.50 4.80 5.80 5.90 7.80 6.91 ± l.l8 
Grapefruit 10.26b 16.88b 4.72 7.22b 11.91 b 4.94 3.66 2.70 11.57 ± 6.43 
Oranges/Tangerines 7.87 6.67 N/A 11.51 10.64 6.84 5.78 6.31 7.95 ± 2.07 
Lemons 10.66 12.83 6.11 5.57 5.26 8.90 ± 4.27 
a480-pound bales per acre. 
bYields considered to be representative of mature trees. 
Source: U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, Water and Land Resources Accomplishments, 1966-1973. 
being profitable management alternatives. Partial 
sprinkler, full sprinkler. and tiling were not selected. 
Changes in the amounts of production and land 
use are shown in Table 3-76. Alfalfa. grapefruit. and 
lemons are the crops which have both a constant level 
of production and a constant amount of acres used. 
Lettuce, wheat. and sorghum have constant 
levels of production throughout the TDS range. But as 
yields decline, more land is required when the TDS 
level increases. The most significant increase occurs in 
lettuce at the 1300 and 1400 mg/l TDS levels. 
An interesting trend develops in the case of 
cotton, grass seed. and oranges/tangerines. Both 
production and land area decline. In the initial run, 
cotton and oranges/tangerines are produced at the 
upper level while grass seed is a slack activity 
(produced neither at the upper level nor the lower 
level but somewhere in between). Grass seed 
production and occupied land area decline until 1300 
mg/l TDS is reached. At this level. grass seed has 
declined to the lower level of the model and so 
oranges/tangerines decrease in production and land 
area. However. at 1400 mg/l TDS. the lower limit is 
reached for oranges/tangerines and cotton incurs a 
loss in production and land area. Redistribution of 
these crops occurs due to declining yields of the 
remaining crops and consequently, more land of better 
drainage characteristics is required in order to meet 
their production needs according to the model. 
reaching 1400 mg/l TDS, the model places most of the 
production on class 1 land. Since a larger share of total 
production is produced on higher yielding land at 1300 
and 1400 mg/l TDS, less land is required, and thus a 
constant production level can be maintained with 
lower land use. For more details concerning the 
interactions of the different crops at the various levels 
of TDS refer to sub-Appendix H. 
Table 3-77 contains the shadow prices of the 
various land classes, In all land classes. the trend is 
toward higher relative values. Evidently demand for 
the various land classes increased throughout the 
range causing the values to increase. A significant 
jump occurs between 1300 and 1400 mg/l TDS where, 
for example, the value of class 1 land increases from 
$190 to $328. Similar jumps occur in the remaining 
land classes. Double cropped land classes behave 
somewhat differently and the reader is referred to 
sub-Appendix H for a more detailed explanation. 
The total water constraint established in the 
model was 270,900 ac ft. This amount is the total 
available for agricultural purposes. In Table 3-78. total 
water consumption appears to be declining in a normal 
trend until at 1300 and .1400 mg/l TDS sharp 
decreases are detected. This is explained by examin-
ing the trade offs occurring in cotton, grass seed. and 
oranges/tangerines. At 1300 mg!l TDS, both land 
area and production declined for the latter two crops. 
Since these crops consume water almost year around, 
large amounts are required as compared to a crop with 
a shorter season. Due to the fact that less water is 
needed for these 'two crops because of less production 
and smaller occupied land area, overall total consump-
tion of water also declines. The same reasoning is 
applied at the 1400 mg/l TDS level~ but instead of 
grass seed declining. cotton is the crop which 
undergoes a loss in production and land area. Along 
with cotton. oranges/tangerines also decline which 
precipitates another sharp decrease in the demand for 
Cantaloupe demonstrates the same kind of 
allocation pattern as in the previous analysis of the 
Gila area. In maintaining a constant level of 
production throughout the TDS range. first, land area 
increases and then it decreases. For 900 to 1200 mg/l 
TDS. increased land area is required to maintain a 
constant level of production. At 1300 mg/l TDS. 
relative economic trade offs between cantaloupe and 
the other crops cause more cantaloupe production to 
be allocated to better land classes. Previously. 
production was placed on class 1, 2. and 3 lands. Now 
the model assigned production to class 1 and 2 lands 
. water. 
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Net profit as estimated by the model objective 
function coresponding to the different TDS levels, are 
Ij . ,I 
Table 3-76. Cropping and production pattern changes, Yuma vaUey area. 
Total Dissolved Solids (mg/l) 
Crops 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Production Land Use Production Land Use Production Land Use Production Land Use Production Land Use Production Land Use 
(Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) 
Cottona 32,138 13,171 32,138 13,171 32,138 13,171 32,138 13,171 32,138 13,171 31,709 12,995 
Alfalfa 75,771 11,394 75,771 11,394 75,771 11,394 75,771 11,394 75,771 11,394 75,771 11,394 
Lettuce 98,457 9,440 98,457 9,440 98,457 9,440 98,457 9,440 98,457 9,729 98,457 9,985 
Cantaloupe 28,337 4,639 28,337 4,703 28,337 4,711 28,337 4,746 28,337 4,585 28,337 4,585 
Wheat 19,377 9,452 19,377 9,452 19,377 9,452 19,377 9,452 19,377 9,470 19,377 9,487 
Sorghum 8,380 4,434 8,380 4,434 8,380 4,434 8,380 4,434 8,380 4,717 8,380 4,740 
Grass Seed 23,564 3,410 23,116 3,346 23,064 3,338 22,827 3,303 20,652 2,989 20,652 2,989 
Grapefruit 2,244 194 2,244 194 2,244 194 2,244 194 2,244 194 2,244 194 
Oranges/Tangerines 8,133 1,023 8,133 1,023 8,133 1,023 8,133 1,023 7,221 908 6,253 787 
Lemons 9,792 816 9,792 816 9,792 816 9,792 816 9,792 816 9,792 816 
Total 57,973 57,973 57,973 57,973 57,973 57,973 
~ a480-pound bales. 
-.I 
UI 
Table '·77. SIw.tJ.ow prices ollmul by cltus and level 01 TDS, Yuma Valley area. 
900 1000 
mg/l mg/l 
(Dolla.rs) (Dolla.rs) 
Land 1 171.5 171.5 
Land 2 171.5 171.5 
Land 3 171.5 171.5 
Double Crop 1 171.5 171.5 
Double Crop 2 171.5 170.6 
Double Crop 3 145.1 113.9 
Table '·78. Ratio 01 amount 01 water used to land 
and profit all by level 01 TDS, Yuma 
Valley area. 
Ratio of Net TDS Acre Feet 
(trig/I) Acre Feet Per Acre Dollar Retum Per Acre Foot 
900 223,658 3.858 65.16 
1000 223,535 3.856 65.07 
1100 223,521 3.856 65.06 
1200 223,456 3.854 65.01 
1300 222,483 3.838 64.57 
1400 221,504 3.821 64.10 
presented in Table 3·79. The overall decrease in 
profits for the interval 900 to 1400 mg!1 TDS is of the 
magnitude of $375.000. Objective function values are 
plotted in Figure 3·17 which illustrates a trend of 
declining values in net profits. Table 3-SO accumulates 
the differences between the objective functiona for the 
various TDS levels. In Figure 8·18, a function of the 
order Y = beDlX is fitted to these points where b = 
16.7145. e =2.718281828, m = 0.007059, and x = any 
level of TDS. This function was used to derive the 
predicted values also contained in Table 8·SO. As can 
be noted from ~etable, a larger amount of variation is 
present as R was equal to 0.90. However, the 
functional fit is sufficient to estimate further monetary 
damages incurred by farmers in this area as the 
amount of TDS increases. 
Table 3·81 summarizes some of the model 
findings. Annual total damages are expected to be 
$375,417. Average annual per acre damages are 
estimated to be $6.48. For an increment of 1 mg!1 
TDS. incurred losses are placed at $750.83. Analiza-
Table '·79. Total and per acre net profit by TDS 
level, Yuma Valley area. 
TDS Profit Per Acre 
(mg/l) (Dolla.rs) (Dollars) 
900 14,573,704 251.39 
1000 14,545,451 250.90 
1100 14,542,082 250.84 
1200 14,527,552 250.59 
1300 14,365,462 247.80 
1400 14,198,286 244.91 
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1100 1200 1300 1400 
mg/l mg/l mg/l -mg/l 
(Dolla.rs) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) 
171.5 171.5 190.4 323.2 
171.5 171.5 190.4 323.2 
171.5 171.5 189.6 322.5 
171.5 171.5 190.4 323.2 
170.6 170.6 188.9 321.8 
110.2 93.8 93.3 162.4 
Table '·80. Accumulated damage total8 010b8enJed 
data and predicted values by level 01 
TDS, Yuma Valley area. 
TDS Observed Predicted 
(mg/l) (Dolla.rs) (Dolla.rs) 
800 4,737 
900 9,595 
1000 28,253 19,434 
1100 31,622 39,366 
1200 46,152 79,738 
1300 208,241 161,515 
1400 375,417 327,160 
Table '·81. Summary statistics. Yuma Valley area. 
Total Acres 
Double Cropped Acres 
Annual Total Damages 
Annual Per Acre Damages 
Annual Damages Per mg/l 
Annual Damages Per mg/I Per Acre 
57,973 
5,368 
$375,417 
$ 6.48 
$ 750.83 
$0.01295 
tion of the two latter estimates, predicts that a cost of 
$0.01295 per mg!1 per acre will be incurred for a 1 
mg!1 TDS increase at the diversion point to the area. 
CENTRAL ARIZONA PROJECT SERVICE AREA 
The Bureau of Reclamation awarded the first 
construction contract of the Central Arizona Project in 
April of 1973. Groundbreaking ceremonies were held 
on the shores of Lake Havasu on May 6, 1978, and it is 
anticipated that water will be flowing through the 
Granite Reef Aqueduct by 1987. In view of this fact. 
the ArizOna Water Commission has less than 5 more 
years to complete the task of allocating Central 
Arizona Project water to the many potential users. 
They have "expressions of interest" from approxi-
mately one hundred sources. These include between 
16 and 20 old. established irrigation and drainage 
districts: newly formed districts: utility companies: 
mining companies; water companies; municipalities; 
military posts; ranches: individuals: and others. It is 
obvious that any sort of equitable distribution will be 
extremely difficult. 
In the course of negotiations which finally 
resulted in authorization of the Central Arizona 
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Project, the Department of the Interior assured 
Congress that there would be a water supply adequate 
to deliver an annual average of 1,200.000 ac ft to the 
potential Central Arizona Project service area during 
the 50-year project cost repayment period. However, 
in any year in which there should be too little water 
available to deliver the minimum allotments to 
California, Nevada, and Arizona, it is agreed that the 
shortage will be borne first by the Central Arizona 
Project. By the same token, Central Arizona Project 
will share in any surplus above these minimums. 
The Arizona Water Commission estimates that by 
the year 2000 municipal and industrial users will take 
at least 400,000 ac ft, leaving approximately 800,000 
for agriculture. This will fall far short of meeting 
present requests. One large irrigation district alone 
has asked for more than 500.000 ac ft of Central 
Arizona Project water. Thus, it is clear that if only the 
established irrigation districts are considered in the 
allocation of water, few can expect to receive as much 
as half of what they have asked for. Exceptions might 
be such districts as the Salt River and San Carlos 
projects. These projects have surface water supplies, 
storage facilities, and distribution systems in opera-
tion that could be greatly enhanced by allotments of 
Central Arizona Project water . Conversely , it is 
doubtful if comparable areas which depend entirely 
upon groundwater could sustain the capital invest-
ment necessary to construct distribution systems. 
Since agricultural lands are dispersed over a 
rather large area, it was decided to divide the 
potential Central Arizona Project service area into 
several subgroups or areas as outlined in a previous 
section. In recapitulation, these areas were: Salt 
River Project. Lands Supplemental to Salt River 
Project. Roosevelt Water Conservation District. 
Roosevelt Irrigation District, San Carlos Project 
(Non-Indian), and San Carlos Project (Indian). In 
addition, due to the fact that many possible allocations 
of Central Arizona Project water still exist, certain 
assumptions had to be made concerning representa-
tive conditions of each respective area. Delineation of 
the circumscribed, areas, Central Arizona Project 
impacts on present agricultural water supplies, and 
model results corresponding to the respective sub-
areas follow. 
Salt River Project 
The Salt River Project irrigation system serves 
approximately 261,246 acres of land in the Salt River 
Valley of Central Arizona (Map 3-9). It supplies full 
service to the Salt River Valley Water Users 
Association (238,264 acres), supplemental service to 
special contractors (22,982 acres), and .5.6 percent of 
the surface water diverted at Granite Reef Dam to the 
Roosevelt Water Conservation District (Arizona 
Water Commission files; Annual Crop Production· 
Reports, Roosevelt Water Conservation District and 
Salt River Project). 
lLower Basin allotments: California. 4,400,000 aCre feet; 
Nevada, 300,000 acre feet; Arizona, 2,800,000 acre teet. 
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In 1973 the acreage under full supplemental 
irrigation (not including Roosevelt Water Conserva-
tion District) consisted of 101,370 acres of urban and 
suburban residential, commercial, and industrial 
lands: 9,414 acres of farmsteads, roads, ditches, and 
drains: and 150,462 acres of cultivated cropland. Of 
the cropland 136.385 acres were irrigated (Annual 
Crop Production Reports. Salt River Project). 
In general, the Salt River Project includes: 1) the 
Verde River with its two reservoirs above Horseshoe 
Dam and Bartlett Dam; 2) the Salt River and its 
reservoirs above Stewart Mountain Dam, Mormon 
Flat Dam, Horse Mesa Dam; 3) Granite Reef 
Diversion Dam at the confluence of the Verde and Salt 
Rivers: 4) the distribution system which includes the 
Arizona Canal, Grand Canal. Tempe Canal, Western 
Canal. Consolidated Canal, Eastern Canal, and their 
laterals; and 5) drainage and pumping works with 252 
active wells. 
Electrical power is also generated from the Salt 
River Project with the releases or flows from the dams 
on the Salt and Verde Rivers. These hydroelectric 
plants are not necessarily a part of this report except 
as they affect the quality of water which reaches the 
farms and cities. This effect may not be of great 
importance because of the relatively low salt content 
of the combined rivers. However, water quality varies 
between the rivers and with the amount of natural 
flow. Operation of the power generating plants helps 
determine which water source is released or stored at 
any given time and. therefore, is a factor to consider. 
This will be especially true if Orme Dam is built and 
different proportions of Salt River Project and Central 
Arizona Project waters are stored there at different 
times of the year. 
There are other possibilities that could affect the 
quality of water that might be delivered to the Salt 
River Project as well as to other contractors for 
Central Arizona Project water: 1. Orme Dam mayor 
may not be built. This would affect the water quality 
for any user below this point in the Central Arizona 
Project system. 2. The Salt River Project may have to 
make exchanges with other Central Arizona Project 
water contractors. The amount of Salt River Project 
water involved would affect the mixture of Central 
Arizona Project and Salt River Project waters. 3. The 
quantities of water allocations to the Indians. 4. The 
allocation between various contractors for Central 
Arizona Project water and their diversion point 
locations. For the purposes of this report. the 
following assumptions are made: 1) continued surface 
water supply based on a 10-year average; 2) possible 
Central Arizona Project allocations; 3) groundwater 
pumpage to maintain the minimum balance required 
to meet Salt River Project obligat10ns; and 4) uniform 
mixing of all water sources. 
Water quality stations for which records are 
published on the surface water of the project are 
downstream from Bartlett Dam on the Verde River 
and the Stewart Mountain Dam on the Salt River. The 
9-year average flow (1964-1972) of the Verde River 
PHOENIX. 
Map 1-9. Salt River Volley Water U,ers Association. 
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was 372,000 ac ft with a weighted average of 288 mg/l 
TOS, while that of the Salt River was 533,000 ac ft 
with 691 mg!l'l,'DS (Arizona Water Commission Files; 
Water Resources Data for Arizona; Hubbard, person-
al interview). The project is presently pumping 252 
wells. Over the 10-year period ending in 1970 they 
pumped an average of 400,000 ac ft per year while the 
depth to water in selected wells dropped an average of 
13 feet per year (Arizona Water Commission files). In 
1970 the U.S. Geological Survey estimated that a safe 
groundwater yield for the Salt River Project area is 
300,000 ac ft per year, including that pumped by 
others within the Salt River Project boundaries. 
It is estimated that by 1980 Salt River Project 
obligations will be 766,000 ac ft for agriculture, 
190,000 for municipal and industrial, and 239,000 (20 
percent) transportation and storage losses. With a 
continued supply of 850,000 acre feet of surface water 
and curtailed pumping of 200,000 acre feet, minimum 
balance to meet this obligation would be 150,000 acre 
feet of Central Arizona Project water. 
The slilinity in the active wells ranges from 
around 300 to 2,897 mg/l TDS with an average of 980 
mg!l (Hubbard, personal interview). Since Central 
Arizona Project water is supposed to replace 
groundwater on a one to one basis, the highest salt 
content wells could be eliminated to bring this average 
down to somewhere near the present 775 mg!l of the 
Colorado River at Parker Dam. However, for 
the purposes of this report, an average groundwater 
quality of 980 mg!l TOS is used. 
If we assume a continued supply of 850,000 ac ft of 
surface water and curtailed pumping of 275,000 ac ft, 
an allotment of 75,000 ac ft of Central Arizona Project 
water would meet the minimum balance needed to fill 
Salt River Project obligations. The project water 
before addition of Central Arizona Project water 
would then have an average salinity of around 600 
mg!l TOS which would be increased only slightly by 
the addition of Central Arizona Project water and its 
present level, and only another 40 mg/l when the 
Central Arizona Project reaches 1400 mg/l (Table 
3-82). If the Salt River Project were allotted the 
150,000 ac ft of Central Arizona Project water they 
have requested, the salinity of the blend would be 
slightly lower initially and only 26 mg/l higher when 
Central Arizona Project water reaches 1400 mg/l 
(Table 3-83). This is because of the trade off of 
groundwater for Central Arizona Project water. Since 
this is the ease, crop declinations are figured on the 
basis of the higher allotment. 
The soils of the general area served by the Salt 
River Project irrigation system are assigned to 
drainage groups in Table 3-84. This breakdown was 
made from a general soils map of Maricopa County and 
Salt River Indian Reservation prepared by the U.S. 
Soil Conservation Service (General Soil Map, Marico-
pa County, Arizona). The proportions of different 
soils classes as shown here are used for both the Salt 
River Valley Water Users Association and areas of 
supplemental irrigation service. Of the total 165,942 
acres assumed for the model, 134,225 acres are 
allocated to single cropping purposes while 31,717 
acres are assigned to double cropping possibilities. 
The crops selected for the Salt River Project are 
listed in Table 3-85. In addition, the table also shows 
the rotation sequence of double cropping alternatives. 
Wheat, barley, sorghum, lettuce, and to lesser extent 
onions, are the dominant crops in the double cropping 
rotation for this area. 
Table 3-86 contains the data used to derive base 
yield figures for the area. These data were then 
compared to the effective values of soil saturation 
extract conductivities for the three drainage classes as 
Table 8-82. Effects of increaring salini.ty of Centrol ANona Project water wken it is blended into tke Salt River 
Project water (as8Umfng an aUotment of 75,000 ac ft of Centrol ANona Project water). 
1,200,000 ac ft 
850,000 ac·ft 275,000 ac ft 1,125,000 ac·.ft 75,000 ac·ft Blended Central Salt and Verde Groundwater Salt River Central Arizona Arizol'la Project Rivers Watera TOS(mg/l} Project Water Project Water and Salt River TOS (mg/l) TOS (mg/l) TOS (mg/!) Project 
TOS (mg/I) 
467b 980c 592 775d 604 
467 980 592 900 612 
467 980 592 1000 618 
467 980 592 1100 624 
467 980 592 1200 630 
467 980 592 1300 637 
467 980 592 1400 643 
aNine-year average flow (1964-1972) of 905,000 acre feet less 5.6 percent to the Roosevelt Water Conservation District, 
leaves 854,000 acre·feet surface water. 
bThe 9-year average flow of the Verde River below Bartlett Oam was 372,000 acre-feet with an average of 288 mg/l TOS, 
while that of the Salt River below Stewart Mountain Oam was 533,000 acre feet with an average of 591 mg/I TOS. 
CAveragesalinity of active Salt River Project wells. Figure supplied by the Salt River Project Office. TOS of individual 
wens ranges from 200 to 3000 mg/I. Volumetric average varies according to which wells are being pumped. 
dPIesent salinity of Colorado River water of the Central Arizona PIoject diversion point above Parker Oam. 
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Table 8-88. Effect. olincreaBitng 1It1/init1l 01 Centrol Ariz01l4 Project water when it is blended into the Salt River 
Project water (GlBfI/ming tm allotmeat 01 the 150,000 ere It requested). 
850,000 ac ft 1,050,000 acft 150,000 acft 1,200,000 adt 
Salt and Verde 200,000 adt Salt River Central Arizona Blended Central 
Rivers Water Groundwater Project Water Project Water Arizona Project 
TDS (mgtl) TOO (mg/I) TDS (mg/l) TDS (mg/I) and Salt River Project 
TDS (mg/l) 
467 980 565 775 591 
467 980 565 900 607 
467 980 565 1000 619 
467 980 565 1100 632 
467 980 565 1200 644 
467 980 565 1300 657 
467 980 565 1400 669 
Table 8-84. Number 01 acres avaiI4ble lor Bingle and 
dMl.ble Cf'O'P1!in.g by ltmd .8, Salt River 
Project. 
Table 8-85. Selected crops and dMl.ble cropping 
possibilities, Salt River Project. 
Single Double Total Crops Double Cropping Possibilities
a 
Cropped Cropped 
(Acres) (Acres) (Acres) Wheat Barley Lettuce Sorghum 
Land 1 73;815 17,441 91,256 Alfalfa 
(well Drained) Cotton x 
Land 2 48,325 11,417 59,742 Barley 
(Moderately Drained) Wheat 
Land 3 12,085 2,859 14,944 Sorghum x x x x 
(poorly Drained) Lettuce x x x x 
Total 134,225 31,717 165,942 Onion x x Grapefruit 
Oranges/Tangerines 
Sugar Beets 
Carrots 
aerops under these columns are those assumed to lead 
in the double cropping rotation. 
Table 8-86. Yields olmJlfjor crops in the Salt River Project, 19f11r.1918 (tou/acre). 
95 Percent 
1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 Confidence 
Interval 
Alfalfa 5.40 5.30 5.90 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 5.86 ± 0.19 
Upland Cotton 2.25 2.30 1.50 1.75 2.50 2.25 2.00 2.25 2.43 2.55 2.18 ± 0.24a 
Upland Cotton Seed 1.00 1.00 0.60 0.80 1.00 1.00 l.00 1.00 1.10 1.10 0.96 ± 0.11 
Barley 2.04 1.92 1.80 1.99 1.97 1.70 1.99 2.04 2.14 2.21 1.98 ± 0.11 
Wheat 2.25 2.55 2.70 2.82 2.58 ± 0.39 
Sorghum 1.85 2.13 2.13 2.38 2.24 2.18 2.24 1.82 2.18 2.35 2.15 ± 0.13 
Carrots 13.00 13.00 13.00 13.50 13.50 13.50 10.50 12.00 13.00 10.00 12.50 ± 0.91 
Lettuce 10.45 11.85 13.l5 10.00 9.45 10.25 10.23 12.80 11.83 13.13 11.31 ± 1.00 
Onions (Dry) 15.00 15.00 15.00 15.00 15.00 18.75 18.00 18.75 22.50 22.50 17.55 ± 2.20 
Grapefruit 10.15 7.95 9.60 6.15 18.00 12.40 22.00 10.45 9.90 10.80 11.74 ± 3.40 
Oranges/Tangerines 6.85 5.90 10.05 13.75 6.70 8.40 10.30 8.85 ± 2.54 
Sugar Beets 18.00 20.00 19.00 15.00 21.40 22.50 23.00 19.80 ± 2.80 
a480-pound bales per acre. 
Source: Yields taken from annual crop r~ports of the Salt River Project, full and supplemental irrigation service. 
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computed for the expected levels of salinity after 
Central Arizona Project water is blended into the Salt 
River Project system (Table 3-87). As in previous 
study areas, these values were used in conjunction 
with Table 3-1 to construct yield declination curves for 
the respective crops. 
Results from the model indicate that little change 
can be expected to occur in land use and production 
over the IDS interval in question. It can be observed 
in Table 3-88 that production and number of acres for 
Table 3-87. Effective value, ol,oil ,atumtion extract 
conductivities (ECe x 1(3) in three ,oil 
draiM.ge classes, Ioor TDS levels, and 
five irrigation treatment" Salt Ri'ver 
Project. 
TDS 
(mg/l) 
500 
600 
700 
800 
Irrigation 
Number 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Drainage Classification 
Well Moderate Poor 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
° o 
o 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
o 
0.3 
o 
° o 
o 
0.7 
0.3 
0.1 
o 
o 
1.4 
0.8 
0.6 
0.2 
o 
1.5 
1.0 
0.8 
0.4 
o 
1.5 
1.2 
1.0 
0.8 
o 
2.2 
1.8 
1.6 
1.3 
0.3 
3.3 
2.7 
2.5 
2.1 
1.2 
3.5 
3.0 
2.8 
2.4 
1.4 
each of the selected crops are constant over the IDS 
range from 775 to 1400 mg/l for Colorado River water. 
It was also observed that the shadow prices 
corresponding to the different classes of land were 
also constant. Since these values are relative, little 
additional information could be gained from a table as 
presented in previous sections and, consequently, one 
was not constructed for this district. 
Table 3-89 contains the estimated amount of 
water used in the district as a whole and on a per acre 
basis. The resulting quality of blended water ranges 
between 591 and 669 mg/l. Water within this quality 
range has negligible effects on agriculture in this area 
as is evidenced in Table 3-90. The objective function 
shows no change at any TDS level within the defined 
range and. therefore. no damages are assumed to 
accrue to agriculture as a result of irrigating with 
water from the Colorado River. In view of this. no 
damage function has been constructed. The summary 
statistics contained in Table 3-91 illustrate that a 
monetary figure of damages is placed at zero for 
purposes of the present study. 
Laods Supplemental to Salt River ProJeet 
Several small districts pump groundwater and 
contract for supplemental irrigation from the Salt 
Table 8·89. Ratio 01 amount 01 water ued to land 
and profit aU by level 01 TDS, Salt River 
Project. 
TDS 
(mg/l) 
565 
900 
1100 
1400 
Acre Feet 
810,115 
810.115 
810,115 
810,115 
Acre Feet 
Per Acre 
4.882 
4.882 
4.882 
4.882 
Ratio of Net 
Dollar Return 
Per Acre Foot 
32.90 
32.90 
32.90 
32.90 
Table 3·88. Cropping and production pattern changes, Salt River Project. 
Total Dissolved Solids (mg/l) 
Crops 565 900 1100 1400 
Production Land Use Production Land Use Production Land Use Production Land Use 
(Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) 
Alfalfa 275,149 46,954 275,149 46,954 275,149 46,954 275,149 46,954 
Cottona 67.763 31,084 67.763 31.084 67,763 31,084 67,763 31,084 
Barley 32,150 16,237 32,150 16,237 32,150 16,237 32,150 16,237 
Wheat 73,119 28,341 73,119 28,341 73,119 28,341 73,119 28,341 
Sorghum 40,601 30,393 40,601 30,393 40,601 30,393 40,601 30,393 
Lettuce 14,976 1,324 14,976 1,324 14,976 1,324 14,976 1,324 
Onion 12,139 692 12,139 692 12,139 692 12,139 692 
Grapefruit 23,360 1,990 23,360 1,990 23,360 1,990 23,360 1,990 
Oranges/Tangerines 35,288 3,987 35,288 3,987 35,288 3,987 35,288 3,987 
Sugar Beets 79,417 4,011 79,417 4,011 79,417 4,011 79,417 4,011 
Carrots 11,618 929 11,618 929 11,618 929 11,618 929 
Total 165,942 165,942 165,942 165,942 
a480-pound bales. 
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Table 8-90. Total and per acre net profit by TDS 
leve4 Bolt River Project. 
TDS 
(mg/I) 
565 
900 
1100 
1400 
Profit 
(Dollars) 
26,649,599 
26,649,599 
26.649.599 
26.649.599 
Per Acre 
(Dollars) 
160.60 
160.60 
160.60 
160.60 
Table 8·91. Summary statistics, Salt River Project. 
Total Acres 
Double Cropped Acres 
Annual Total Damages 
Annual Per Acre Damages 
Annual Damages Per mg/l 
Annual Damages Per mgtl Per Acre 
165,942 
31,717 
$ 0 
$ 0 
$ 0 
$ 0 
River Project. Under the Salt River supplemental 
subgroup heading are a number of small districts 
representing varius acreages which are: Gila Crossing 
District, Maricopa Garden Falls District, Peninsular 
Ditch Company, Salt River Indian Reservation, and 
St. Johns Irrigation District (Map 3-10), The 
respective acreages were totaled and partitioned by 
drainage class in Table 3-92. 
Table tUn. Number 01 acreB available lor Bingle and 
double cropping by land class. lands 
supplemental to Bolt River Project. 
Single Double Total Cropped Cropped 
(Acres) (Acres) (Acres) 
land 1 10,160 4,627 14,787 
(Well Drained) 
land 2 6,300 2,676 8,976 
(Moderately Drained) 
land 3 1.980 616 2,596 
(poorly Drained) 
Total 18,440 7,919 26,359 
A list of the crops chosen for the model is shown 
in Table 3-93 along with the matrix of double cropping 
possibilities. As can be seen. lettuce and sorghum are 
very important in that they provide the most double 
cropping alternatives. 
Determination of base yields was made utilizing 
data information from the Salt River Project (Table 
3-86). These base figures were used to establish crop 
yield declination curves under differing levels of water 
quality in accordance with the procedure in previous 
study areas. The model results demonstrated that 
little change can be expected in crop production and 
land use. Table 3-94 displays the optimal production 
and acreage amounts as estimated by the model. 
Since no significant change is observed over the 
TDS range considered applicable to this area, no 
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Table 3-98. Selected crop. aM double cropping 
p6sBibiUties, lands supplemental to Salt 
River Project. 
Double Cropping Possibllitiesa 
Crops 
Wheat Barley Lettuce Sorghum 
Alfalfa 
Cotton x x 
Barley 
Wheat 
Sorghum x x x x 
Lettuce x x x x 
Onion x x 
Sugar Beets 
aCrops under these columns are those assumed to lead 
in the double cropping rotation. 
attempt is made to estimate a damage function. In 
spite of this, Table 3-95 presenting water use, Table 
3-96 containing the dollar values of the objective 
functions, and Table 3-97 summarizing statistics 
applicable to the area are presented as supplementary 
information. 
ReoIevelt Water Conservation DIstrIet 
The Roosevelt Water Conservation District 
(RWCD) is on the east side of and adjacent to the Salt 
River Valley Water Users Association District (Map 
3-11). It has a total irrigable area of 39,415 acres. In 
1973 this acreage consisted of 116 acres of urban and 
suburban residential, commercial. and industrial 
lands; 1,211 acres of farmsteads, roads, ditches, and 
drains; and 34,703 acres of cultivated cropland, of 
which 28,188 acres were irrigated (Annual Crop 
Production Reports, Roosevelt Water Conservation 
District). 
The water supply consists of 5.6 percent of the 
surface water diverted at Granite Beef Dam hy the 
Salt River Project (SRP) and 55 active wells. Well 
water is pumped direetJ.y into the distribution system 
which consists of 141 miles of concrete lined canals and 
laterals (McClanahan, personal interview). The aver-
age surface water supply from SRP has been 
approximately 50,000 ae ft per year2, and the average 
pumpage has been approximately 100,000 acre feet 
per year (Arizona Water Commission files). If we 
assume an allotment of 50,000 ac ft of Central Arizona 
Project (CAP) water (RWCD request was 75,000 ac 
ft), they would still have to continue pumping 50,000. 
ac ft to meet their needs. 
No specific data on the salinity of the wells being 
pumped are available, however, an estimate can be 
made by averaging the published analyses made on 
wells within the district area (Table 8-98) (Babcock, 
1978). Increasing salinity of CAP water has the 
possibility of several different impacts to RWCD 
26•6 pereent of 900,000 IIC ft (9-year average now of the Salt 
and Verde Rivers). 
SALT RIVER INDIAN RESERVATION 
ST. JOHNS c::::::: __ _ 
MARICOPA GARDEN FARMS 
GILA CROSSING DISTRICT 
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Table 1-94. Cropping and production pattern. changes, lands BUpplemental to Salt River Project. 
Total Dissolved Solids (mgtl) 
Crops 565 900 1100 1400 
Production Land Use Production Land Use Production Land Use Production Land Use 
(Tons) (Acres) (Tons) 
Alfalfa 13,500 2,304 13,500 
Cottona 13,750 6,307 13,750 
Barley 3,850 1,944 3,850 
Wheat 7,777 3,014 7,777 
Sorghum 9,256 4,535 9,256 
Lettuce 55,000 4,863 55,000 
Onion 7,916 451 7,916 
Sugar Beets 18,000 909 18,000 
Total 24,327 
D. C. Fallow 2,032 
a480-pound bales. 
Table 1-95. Ratio 01 amount 01 water used to land 
and profit all by level 01 ms, lands 
8t£pplemental to Salt River Project. 
Ratio of Net TDS Acre Feet Acre Feet Dollar Return (mg/l) Per Acre Per Acre. Foot 
565 110,000 4.520 45.30 
900 110,000 4.520 45.30 
1100 110,000 4.520 45.30 
1400 110,000 4.520 45.30 
Table 1-96. Total and per acre net profit by TDS 
leve4 Iandt 81I,pplemental to. Salt River 
Project. 
TDS Profit Per Acre 
(mg/l) (Dollars) (Dollars) 
565 4,982,678 204.81 
900 4,982,678 204.81 
1100 4,982,678 204.81 
1400 4,982,678 204.81 
Table 3-97. Summary statistics, landtl BUpplemental 
to Salt River Proiect. 
Total Acres 
Double Cropped Acres 
Annual Total Damages 
Annual Per Acre Damages 
Annual Damages per mgll 
Annual Damages Per mgll Per Acre 
26,359 
7,919 
$ 0 
$ 0 
$ 0 
$ 0 
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(Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) 
2,304 13,500 2,304 13,500 2,304 
6,307 13,750 6,307 13,750 6,307 
1,944 3,850 1,944 3,850 1,944 
3,014 7,777 3,014 7,777 3,014 
4,535 9,256 4,535 9,256 4,535 
4,863 55,000 4,863 55,000 4,863 
451 7.916 451 7,916 451 
909 18,000 909 18.000 909 
24,327 24,327 24,327 
2,032 2,032 2,032 
Table 1-98. Water qvality 01 selected well8 in tke 
Roosevelt Water Conservation DiBtrict. 
Sec· Sample EC Water TDS SAR Twp Range tion Date x 103 Class 
IN 6E 4 1966 1.2 780 4.7 C3·S1 
4 1960 1.2 835 4.9 C3-S1 
15 1963 1.7 931 4.1 C3-St 
17 1959 1.5 740 5.5 C3-S2 
22 1961 1.1 639 8.6 C3·S2 
26 1959.· 1.1 734 8.5 C3·S2 
26 ·1959 1.2 655 9.4 C3-S2 
34 1967 0.8 520 4.7 C3-S1 
IS 6E 10 1961 1.7 931 2.8 C3·S1 
13 1956 1.2 850 1.3 C3·S1 
21 1959 1.3 641 2.8 C3-S1 
2S 6E 2 1950 1.0 681 1.6 C3·S1 
2 1950 1.4 993 1.5 C3·S1 
9 1950 1.4 977 1.9 C3-St 
28 1951 0.9 638 2.5 C3·S2 
32 1957 0.8 693 7.0 C3·S2 
Average 1.2 765 4.5 C3·S1 
Source: Smith, H. V., G. E. Draper, and W .. H. Fuller, "The 
Quality of Arizona hrigation Waters," University 
of Arizona Experiment Station, Report 223, 1964. 
water quality depending upon how it is delivered to 
the district. H the CAP water is mixed with the SRP 
surface water above Granite Reef Dam (or Orme Dam) 
the dilution will be very beneficial to RWCD, as shown 
in Table 3·99. However. if the CAP water is delivered 
directly to the RWCD system, the resulting blend will. 
be significantly higher in TDS as shown in Tabf"; 
3·10f}' 
The soils of the RWCD are assigned to drainage 
groups in Table 3-101 where approximately 36,000 
total acres are considered as the estimated cropland 
COLORADO RIVER BASIN 
---1--
ROOSEVELT WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT 
Map 8-11. RooBeveU Water Conservation DiBtrict. 
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Thble 3-99. Effects of increasing salinity of Central Arizona Project water when it is blended with Salt River 
Project surface water before being de1i.vered to tke Roosevelt Water Conservation District 
(assum,'ng an allotment of 200,000 ac ft, 150,000 Salt River Project, and 50,000 Roosevelt Water 
Conservation District, delivered above Granite Reef Dam). 
900,000 acft 
Salt and Verde 
Rivers Water 
TDS (mg/l) 
470 
470 
470 
470 
470 
470 
470 
I 
200,000 ac·ft 
Central Arizona 
Project Water 
TDS (mg/l) 
775 
900 
1000 
1100 
1200 
1300 
1400 
100,000 ac it 
Blended Salt River 
Project and Central 
Arizona. Project 
Water 
TDS (mg/l) 
522 
548 
566 
585 
603 
621 
639 
150,000 ao ft 
50,000 ac-ft Blended Central 
Roosevelt Water Arizona Project, 
Conservation District Salt River Project, 
Groundwater and Roosevelt Water 
TDS (mg/l) Conservation District Groundwater 
TDS (mg/l) 
765 603 
765 620 
765 632 
765 645 
765 657 
765 669 
765 681 
Table 3-100. Effects of increasing salinity of eentralArizona Project water when it is blended into the Roosevelt 
Water ConseT1)4tion District Water (assuming an allotment of 50,000 ac ft of Central Arizona 
Project Water) delivered directly to the Roosevelt Water Conservation DiStrict SYBtem. 
50,000 ao-ft 
Salt and Verde 
Rivers Watera 
TDS (mg/l) 
50,000 ac-ft 
Groundwater 
TDS (mg/l) 
100,000 ac-ft 
Roosevelt Water 
Conservation District 
Water 
50,000 ac-ft 
Central Arizona 
Project Water 
TDS (mg/l) 
150,000 ao-ft 
Blended Central 
AriZona Project, 
and Roosevelt Water 
Conservation District 
Water TDS (mg/l) 
470 
470 
470 
470 
470 
470 
470 
765 
765 
765 
765 
765 
765 
765 
620 
620 
620 
620 
620 
620 
620 
7758 
900 
1000 
1100 
1200 
1300 
1400 
TDS (mg/l) 
672 
713 
747 
780 
813 
847 
880 
aPresent salinity of the Colorado River water at the Central Arizona Project diversion point above Parker Dam. 
Table 3-101. Number of acres available for ft'ngle and 
double cropping by 14nd cl4ss, Roose-
velt Water Conservation District. 
Single Double Total Cropped Cropped 
(Acres) (Acres) (Acres) 
Landi 10,630 2,574 13,204 
(Well Drained) 
Land 2 12,610 2,680 15,290 
(Moderately Drained) 
Land 3 6,365 1,337 7,702 
(poorly Drained) 
Total 29,605 6,591 36,196 
area. Some 6,600 acres or about 18 percent of the total 
are allocated for double cropping purposes. A double 
cropping matrix is presented in Table 3-102 along with 
a list of the seleeted crops. 
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Base yields were derived from data contained in 
Table 3-103 from which· declination curves were 
formed. Once again the model results indicate that no 
measurable change in land use and production 
patterns should be expected within the TDS ranges 
defined for this study and, therefore, a damage 
function was not constructed for this area. Tables 
3-104, 3-105, 3-106, and 3-107 are presented in order to 
illustrate the magnitudes assumed by the different 
factors such as the respective crop production and 
land use, water use, and estimated value of net 
returns to the area both as a whole and on a per acre 
basis. 
Roosevelt IrrigatiOD Distriet 
The Roosevelt Irrigation District (RID) is in 
western Salt River Valley and includes an area 
approximately 20 miles long and 3 miles wide along 
the north side of the old Gila River channel between 
the Agua Fria and Hassayampa Rivers (Map 3-12). 
The total irrigable area is 38,152 acres. In 1973 this 
Thble 8-10fl. Selected crops and double croppingposBibilities, Roosevelt Water CO'IUlervaticm District. 
Double Cropping Possibilitiesa 
Crops Wheat Barley Lettuce Sorghum Watermelon 
Alfalfa 
Cotton x 
Barley 
Wheat 
Sorghum x x x x x 
Lettuce x x x x x 
Watermelon x x x 
Grapefruit 
OrangesjTangerines 
Sugar Beets 
acrops under these columns are those assumed to lead in the double cropping rotation. 
Table 8-108. Yields 0/ mo:jor Cf'OPs in the Roosevelt Water CO'IUlervationDistrict, 1968-1978, (to'lUl/acre). a 
1968 1969 1970 
Alfalfa 6.00 6.00 6.00 
Barley 1.97 1.70 1.99 
Wheat 1.86 1.86 2.25 
Sorghum 1.92 2.18 2.24 
All Cotton 2.23 2.17 1.92 
All Cotton Seed 0.90 0.95 0.97 
Carrots 13.50 13.50 9.00 
Lettuce 4.72 10.25 10.23 
Watermelon 14.00 14.00 8.50 
Sugar Beets 20.00 19.00 15.00 
Grapefruit 18.00 12.40 22.00 
Lemons/limes 19.25 
Oranges/fangerines . 5.93 10.05 13.75 
aYields prior to 1972 from Salt River Project crop reports. 
b480-pound bales per acre. 
95 Percent 
1971 1972 1973 Confidence 
Interval 
6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 ± 0 
2.04 2.14 2.16 2.00 ± 0.17 
2.55 2.70 2.76 2.33 ± 0.42 
1.82 1.71 2.16 2.01 ± 0.23b 2.14 2.01 1.96 2.07 ± 0.13 
0.95 0.85 0.88 0.92 ± 0.05 
12.00 6.50 13.00 11.25 ± 3.02 
12.83 7.75 13.50 9.88 ± 3.42 
12.00 13.00 10.00 11.92 ± 2.36 
21.40 22.50 23.00 20.15 ± 3.08 
10.45 18.75 10.80 15.40 ± 5.06 
10.90 19.25 15.30 16.18 ± 6.33 
6.70 12.35 10.30 9.85 ± 3.22 
Source: Annual Crop Production Reports, Roosevelt Water Conservation District. 
was broken down into 2,250 acres of farmsteads, 
roads, ditehes. and drains; 660 acres of urban and 
suburban residential. commercial, and industrial; and 
31,663 acres irrigated for harvest or pasture 
(Guidelines to Production Costs and Practices). 
Irrigation water is pumped entirely into a 
concrete-lined distribution system (Arizona Water 
Commission files). The estimated pumpage is 160,000 
ac ft per year within 106 active wells. Part of the 
water comes from wells within the western bounda-
ries ofthe Salt River Valley Water Users Association 
and part from wells within the RID boundaries. In 
addition, a portion is also obtained from wells along 
the Agua Fria River to the east of the old river bed. 
Nearly all are high in salt content as is shown by 
published analyses of a few selected wells (Table 
3-108). Water samples taken directly from the main 
canals have run around 1,300 mg/l TDS (McLouth, 
personal interview). If this figure is too low. as might 
be indicated by Table 3-99, the replacement of RID 
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groundwater by Central Arizona P1'Qject (CAP) water 
could eliminate the worst wells and help bring the 
water from the remaining wells down to somewhere 
near this estimate. 
The soils of the RID are predominantly well 
drained. This has made it possible to use the present 
water supply which has a relatively high salt content. 
Whatever the amount of CAP water allotted it will 
serve to improve the district's water quality by 
dilution, at least until the CAP water reaches 1300 
mg/l TDS. Since the RID has requested 75,000 ac ft, it 
may not be too far off to assume an allotment of 
40,000-50,000 ac ft. If they are allotted 40,000 ac ft. 
they will still have to pump 120,000 ac ft of 
groundwater to meet their commitments. 
Table 3-109 shows the effect of increasing salinity 
in the CAP water on the resulting blend. If the district 
is allotted 50,000 ac ft and pump 110,000, the blend 
will be only slightly lower in TDS with the present 
ill 
Table 8-104. Cropping and production pattern cluJnges, Roosevelt Water Conservation District. 
Total Dissolved Solids (mg/l) 
620 775 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Crops Pr d . Land Pd' Land Pd' Land Pd' Land Pd' Land Pd' Land Pr d . Land Pd' Land o uction Use ro uction Use 10 uctlon Use ro uction Use ro uctlon Use ro uction Use 0 uctlon Use ro uctlon Use 
(Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) 
Alfalfa 49,500 8,250 49,500 8,250 49,500 8,250 49,500 8,250 49,500 8,250 49,500 8,250 49,500 8,250 49,500 8,250 
Cottona 27,311 13,194 27,311 13,194 27,311 13,194 27,311 13,194 27,311 13,194 27,311 13,194 27,311 13,194 27,311 13,194 
Barley 5,138 2,569 5,138 2,569 5,138 2,569 5,138 2,569 5,138 2,569 5,138 2,569 5,138 2,569 5,138 2,569 
Wheat 3,208 1,377 3,208 1,377 3,208 1,377 3,208 1,377 3,208 1,377 3,208 1,371 3,208 1,377 3,208 1,377 
Sorghum 3,556 2,859 3,556 2,859 3,556 2,859 3,556 2,859 3,556 2,859 3,556 2,859 3,556 2,859 3,556 2,859 
lettuce 2,750 218 2,750 278 2,750 278 2,750 278 2,750 218 2,750 218 2,750 218 2,750 218 
Watermelon 7,275 610 7,275 610 7,275 610 7,275 610 7,275 610 1,275 610 7,275 610 7,275 610 
Grapefruit 22,000 1,429 22,000 1,429 22,000 1,429 22,000 1,429 22,000 1,429 22,000 1,429 22,000 1,429 22,000 1,429 
Oranges/Tangerines 23,151 2,351 23,151 2,351 23,151 2,351 23,151 2,351 23,151 2,351 23,151 2,351 23,151 2,351 23,151 2,351 . 
Sugar Beets 6,360 316 6,360 316 6,360 316 6,360 316 6,360 316 6,360 316 6,360 316 6,360 316 
-- -- -- --
--
Total 33,233 33,233 33,233 33,233 33,233 33,233 33,233 33,233 
D.C. Fallow 2,963 2,963 2,963 2,963 2,963 2,963 2,963 2,963 
"'" 8480-pound bales. 
= 
~ 
Table 8-105. Ratio of amount of water used to land 
and profit all by level of TDS, Roosevelt 
Water Conservation District. 
TDS Acre Feet Ratio of Net Acre Feet Dollar Return (mg/l) Per Acre Per Acre Foot 
620 150,000 4.514 35.00 
775 150,000 4.514 35.00 
900 150,000 4.514 35.00 
1000 150,000 4.514 35.00 
1100 150,000 4.514 35.00 
1200 150,000 4.514 35.00 . 
1300 150,000 4.514 35.00 
1400 150,000 4.514 35.00 
Table 8-106. Total and ~r acre net profit by TDS 
level, Roosevelt Water Conservation 
District. 
TDS Profit Per Acre 
(mg/I) (Dollars) (Dollars) 
620 5,249,952 157.97 
775 5,249,952 157.97 
900 5,249,952 157.97 
1000 5,249,952 157.97 
1100 5,249,952 157.97 
1200 5,249,952 157.97 
1300 5,249,952 157.97 
1400 5,249,952 157.97 
Table 8-107. Summary statistics, Roosevelt Water 
Conservation District. 
Total Acres 
Double Cropped Acres 
Annual Total Damages 
Annual Per Acre Damages 
Annual Damages Per mg/l 
Annual Damages per mg/l Per Acre 
36,196 
6,591 
$ 0 
$ 0 
$ 0 
$ 0 
level of Colorado River water at the diversion point 
and approximately the same when the Colorado 
reaches 1400 mg/l (1136. 1175, 1206. 1237, 1269. 1300. 
and 1831, respectively). Therefore, possible crop 
declinations are computed on the basis of a 40,000 ac ft 
allotment of CAP water. 
About 31,000 acres are considered for this study 
area. Most of the acreage has been classified as 
belonging to land class 1. Table 3-110 shows how the 
lands were classified along with the amount of acreage 
considered available for double cropping. The crops 
chosen for RID are contained in Table 8-111. 
Yields of the major crops were collected from 
district records. Base yield figures were computed 
from the numbers obtained (Table 3-112). These 
numbers were used in conjuetion with Table 3-113 and 
compared to Table 3-1 in order to derive a salinity 
declination function for each of the respective crops. 
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Table 8-108. Water qwlity of selected 'Wells which 
serve the Roosevelt Irrigation District. 
Twp Range Sec· Sample EC TDS SAR Water 
tion Date X 103 Class 
IN IE 1 1963 1.7 1019 2.6 C3-S1 
IN 2E 7 1963 2.0 1258 4:3 C3-S2 
9 1963 2.5 1524 6.9 C4-S2 
2N IE 4 1963 0.9 539 1.2 C3-S1 
IN IW 7 1960 2.0 1223 4.7 C3-S1 
10 1959 1.4 850 1.3 C3-S1 
IN 2W 8 1963 2.6 1554 2.7 C4-S1 
13 1963 5.5 4581 
15 1963 3.0 2081 5.6 C4-S2 
20 1963 4.9 3694 7.7 C4-S2 
IN 3W 13 1963 6.3 4570 
19 1963 7.2 4933 
27 1963 5.5 4358 
28 1963 6.2 4824 
31 1963 5.5 4324 
IN 4W 20 1963 2.4 1563 9.6 C4-S1 
27 1963 7.0 4985 
30 1963 4.7 3981 
33 1963 6.4 5469 
36 1963 5.5 4324 
2N lW 25 1963 0.6 407 3.0 C2-S1 
26 1963 0.6 337 3.6 C2-S1 
Average 3.8 2836 . 
Source: Smith, H. V., G. E. Draper, and W. H. Fuller, "The 
Quality of Arizona Irrigation Waters," University 
of Arizona Experiment Station, Report 223, 1964. 
Table 8·109. Effects ofincreaBing salinity of Central 
Arizona Project water wh.en it is 
blended into the Roosevelt Irrigation 
District Water (assuming an allocation 
of 1,0,000 ac It of Central Arizona 
Project water). 
120,000 acft 
Roosevelt 40,000 adt 160,000 ac·ft 
Irrigation Central Arizona Blended Water 
District Project Water TDS (rng/l) 
Groundwater TDS (mg/l) 
TDS (mg!l) 
1300 775 1169 
1300 900 1200 
1300 1000 1225 
1300 1100 1250 
1300 1200 1275 
1300 1300 1300 
1300 1400 1325 
Model runs were then made for each applicable· 
level of TDS from the resulting blend of water after 
the CAP supply is introduced into the area. The 
results are shown in Table 3-114. A minor change is 
noted in the amount of acreage allocated to alfalfa, 
lettuce, and pasture. As salinity increases, both the 
production and occupied land area of alfalfa decrease. 
. This occurs in order to release additional area in order 
to maintain the production levels of lettuce and 
pasture. Overall, these changes are very small and, as 
will be observed below, . are insignificant. 
COLORADO RIVER BASIN 
GOODYEAR 0 
ROOSEVELT IRRIGATION DISTRICT 
Map 3-12. RooBeveU Irrigation District. 
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Table 3·110. Number of acres avail.oble for 8in.gle and 
double cropping by land class, Roose-
velt I1T'igatitm District. 
Land 1 
(Well Drained) 
Land 2 
(Moderately Drained) 
Land 3 
(poorly Drained) 
Total 
Single 
Cropped 
(Acres) 
28,168 
2,130 
231 
30,529 
Double 
Cropped 
(Acres) 
784 
55 
839 
Total 
(Acres) 
28,952 
2,185 
231 
31,368 
There is a small change in the shadow price of 
land class 3 as demonstrated in Table 3-115. The 
remaining values, however, remain constant over the 
TDS interval in question and indicate that salinity has 
minimal effect on changes in demand for the different 
land classes. 
Table 3-116 displays the total amount of water 
required in the model, number of acre feet used per 
acre, and the ratio of total water used to estimate net 
profit for each level of TDS. The change in water use 
over the interval 775·1400 mg/l is so small that it is 
assumed no difference exists. The same can also be 
deduced concerning changes in the objective function. 
In Table 3-117, seven objective functions vaues are 
presented which correspond to the respective levels of 
TDS. The total change over the interval (775-1400 
mg!l) is only $5,409. It appears that significant 
agricultural damages will not be encountered within 
the specific TDS range especially in view of the fact 
that present water quality in the RID is about 1300 
mg!l. Additions of Colorado River water below this 
level would improve water quality and benefit its 
users. However, when Colorado River water surpas· 
ses 1300 mg/l, damages are expected to increment 
quite rapidly. In light of the above discussion and the 
relatively small amount of estimated damages, it is 
assumed that the benefits accruing to the Colorado 
River supply up to 1300 mg/l are offset by expected 
damages from 1300 to 1400 mg!l. Figure 3·19 contains 
Table 3-111. Selected C1'OP8 and double croppingposribiHties, Roosevelt Irrigatitm District. 
Crops 
Alfalfa 
Cotton 
Barley 
Wheat 
Sorghum 
Lettuce 
Alfalfa Seed 
Silage 
Pasture 
Sugar Beets 
Wheat 
x 
x 
x 
Barley 
x 
x 
x 
Double Cropping PosSlbilitiesa 
Lettuce 
x 
x 
x 
x 
~ops under these columns are those assumed to lead in the double cropping rotation. 
Sorghum 
x 
x 
x 
x 
Table 3-11~. Yields of mo.jor C1'OP8 in the Roosevelt i1T'igatitm District, 1969·1973 (tons/acre). 
1969 1970 1971 1912 1973 
Alfalfa Hay 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 6.00 
Ensilage (Sorghum 
or Corn) 35.00 22.00 28.00 20.00 25.00 
Barley 1.70 1.99 2.11 2.14 2.26 
Wheat 1.86 2.25 2.55 2.70 3.24 
Upland Cotton 2.25 2.0 2.20 2.40 2.40 
Upland Cotton Seed 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.10 
Sugar Beets 19.00 15.00 23.10 22.50 22.50 
Irrigated Pasture 6.30 6.00 6.10 6.00 6.10 
Lettuce 10.28 10.25 13.20 11.25 N/A 
Sorghum 2.18 2.24 1.82 1.65 2.35 
Alfalfa Seed 2.0 2.0 1.0 
a48D-pound bales per acre. 
b Animal unit months. 
cHundred weight. 
Source: Data from Roosevelt Inigation District Crop Reports. 
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Silage 
x 
x 
x 
x 
95 Percent 
Confidence 
Interval , 
6.00 ± 0 
26.00 ± 7.29 
2.04 ± 0.26 
2.52 ± 0.64 
2.25 ± 0.21a 
1.02 ± 0.06 
20.42 ± 4.27b 6.10 ± 0.17 
11.24 ± 2.20 
2.05 ± 0.37 
1.67 ± 1.06c 
Table 3-113. Effective values of soil 8aturation 
extract ccmductivities for levels of 
salinity to be expected in the blended 
water of the RooseveU Irrigation Dis-
trict as the salinity of Central Arizona 
Project water increases to 1400 mg/l 
(based on an allotment of 40,000 ac It of 
Central Arizona Project water). 
TDSof 
Roosevelt 
Irrigation 
District-
Central 
Arizona 
Project 
Blend 
1169 
1200 
1225 
1250 
1275 
1300 
1325 
Irrigation 
Number 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Drainage Oassification 
Well Moderate Poor 
1.1 
1.1 
1.1 
1.1 
0.0 
1.2 
1.2 
1.2 
1.2 
0.0 
1.3 
1.3 
1.3 
1.3 
0.1 
1.4 
1.4 
1.4 
1.4 
0.1 
1.4 
1.4 
1.4 
1.4 
0.2 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
0.2 
1.6 
1.6 
1.6 
1.6 
0.3 
3.2 
2.3 
2.0 
1.4 
0.7 
3.3 
2.4 
2.1 
1.5 
0.8 
3.4 
2.5 
2.2 
1.6 
0.9 
3.6 
2.6 
2.3 
1.7 
1.0 
3.7 
2.7 
2.4 
1.7 
1.1 
3.8 
2.8 
2.5 
1.8 
1.2 
3.9 
2.9 
2.6 
1.9 
1.3 
6.1 
5.2 
4.9 
4.3 
3.6 
6.3 
5.4 
5.1 
4.5 
3.8 
6.5 
5.6 
5.3 
4.7 
4.0 
6.7 
5.8 
5.4 
4.8 
4.1 
6.8 
5.9 
5.6 
5.0 
4.3 
7.0 
6.1 
5.7 
5.1 
4.4 
7.2 
6.3 
5.9 
5.2 
4.6 
the observed data and the corresponding fitted 
damage function. In the functional notation of Y = 
beDlX as defined earlier, b = 0.7983, e = 2.718281828, 
m = 0.6537, and x = any level of TDS within the 
confines of the appropriate interval. The fitted curve 
has an R2 of 0.91. 
A summary of the findings for the RID is 
presented in Table 3-118. Even though annual total 
damages are listed as $5,409, the net contribution 
from this District is considered zero due to theTDS 
level of present water supplies of the RID as compared 
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to present and projected salinity levels of Colorado 
River water in the CAP system. 
SAN CARLOS PROJECT 
The San Carlos Project is located in the lower 
Santa Cruz River Basin, between Florence and Casa 
Grande, Arizona, and includes 100,000 acres of Indian 
and non-Indian land. All project facilities are operated 
jointly. They include: 1) Coolridge Dam and San 
Carlos Reservoir with a capacity of 948,584 ac ft at 
spillway level; 2) Ashurst-Hayden Diversion Dam on 
the mainstream of the Gila River 10 miles east of 
Florence; 3) Picacho Reservoir with a capacity of 
18,000 ac ft used to store and regulate the delivery of 
water; 4) Florence-Casa Grande Canal, Pima Lateral, 
and sublaterals which serve both Indian and non-
Indian lands; and 5) drainage and pumping works with 
110 producing wells. 
Over the last 5 years the water supply has 
consisted of approximately 70 percent surface water 
and 30 percent groundwater. The surface water comes 
from the natural flow of the Gila River and releases 
from the San Carlos Reservoir, plus the erratic flows 
of the San Pedro River. The groundwater is pumped 
into the system from wells scattered throughout the 
project area. During the last 20 years, pumping for 
both project and non project lands has resulted in a 
progressive lowering of the water table at an average 
rate of 8 feet per year to its present level of 
approximately 236 feet (Babcock, 1973). 
Since 1934 the project has pumped an average of 
89,000 ac ft per year, but for the last 10 years the 
average has been approximately 75,000 ac ft per year 
(Records of the San Carlos Irrigation Project). 
However, the rapidly lowering water table indicates 
that this rate of pumping cannot be maintained. In 
addition, yearly diversions of surface water from the 
river at the Ashurst-Hayden Dam have averaged 
190,000 ac ft and are a reasonable expectation for the 
future. 
There has been no decision on how much CAP 
water the project will receive. They have requested 
240,000 ac ft which would enable the district to 
irrigate the entire 100,000 acres of land with a 
minimum of 4.0 ac ft per acre after allowing for losses, 
which are expected to be minimized by lining all canals 
and laterals. For the purposes of this study, it seems 
reasonable to assume an allotment of no more than 
150,000 ac ft to the San Carlos Project. Water sources 
for the project would then be 150,000 ac ft, Colorado 
River water, 190,000 ac ft Gila River water, and 
possibly 50,000 ac ft of groundwater. 
The salinity of the Gila River ranges from 510 
mg/l to around 1000 mg/l"mean annual" TDS (Water 
Resources Data for Arizona), or an average 775 mg/l. 
Salinity of the groundwater ranges from around 500 
mg/l TDS for the best wells to a high of 3,957 mg/l. 
Records on 64 wells are summarized in Table 3-119. 
The average of these 64 wells is 1510 mg/l TDS. If we 
assume 50,000 ac ft of groundwater with 1500 mg/l 
I] 
Table 8·114. Cf"O'JI'Ping and productitm pattern changeB, RooBevelt ImgatUm District. 
Total Dissolved Solids (mg/l) 
775 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Crops 
Production Land Production Land Production ~d Production \i: Production Land Production Land Production Land Use Use Use Use Use (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) 
Alfalfa 42,180 7,030 42,173 7,029 42,159 7,027 42,144 7,024 42,130 7,022 42,108 7,018 42,091 7,015 
Cottona 15,604 6,935 15,604 6,935 15,604 6,935 15,604 6,934 15,604 6,934 15,604 6,934 15,604 6,904 
Barley 7,027 3,445 7,027 3,445 7,027 3,445 7,027 3,445 7,027 3,445 7,027 3,445 7,027 3,445 
Wheat 5,585 2,216 5,585 2,216 5,585 2,216 5,585 2,216 5,585 2,216 5,585 2,216 5,585 2,216 
Sorghum 644 314 644 314 644 314 644 314 644 314 644 314 644 314 
Lettuce 1,918 171 1,918 171 1,918 171 1,918 173 1,918 171 1,918 176 1,918 179 
Alfalfa Seed 217 2,571 217 2,571 217 2,571 217 2,571 217 2,571 217 2,571 217 2,571 
Silage 24,314 935 24,314 935 24,314 935 24,314 935 24,314 935 24,314 935 24,314 935 
Pasture 41,421 6,814 41,421 6,815 41,421 6,817 41,421 6,817 41,421 6,820 41,421 6,821 41,421 6,821 
Sugar Beets 19,138 937 19,138 937 19,138 937 19,138 937 19,138 937 19,138 937 19,138 937 
-- --
Total 31,368 31,368 31,368 31,368 31,368 31,368 31,368 
.... a480-pound bales . 
~ 
7bble 1·116. SIuJilow prices of Imullrg cl4ls and level of TDS. Roosevelt Irrigation DiBtrkt. 
775 900 1000 
mg/I mgtl mgtl 
(Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) 
Land 1 88 88 88 
Latl'd 2 88 88 88 
Land 3 70 69 68 
Double Cropped 1 88 88 88 
Double Cropped 2 88 88 88 
Table 8-116. Ratio of amount of water U8ed to land 
and profit aU by level of TDS, Roosevelt 
Irrigation Distm. 
Ratio of Net TDS Acre Feet Acre Feet Dollar Return (mg/l) Per Acre Per Acre Foot 
775 153,030 4.879 24.96 
900 153,028 4.878 24.96 
1000 153,023 4.878 24.95 
1100 153,017 4.878 24.95 
1200 153,013 4.878 24.94 
1300 153,005 4.878 24.93 
1400 152,998 4.878 24.93 
Table 1-117. Total and per acre net profit by TDS 
level. Roosevelt Irrigation DiBtrkt. 
TDS Profit Per Acre 
(mg/l) (Dollars) (Dollars) 
775 3,819,047 121.75 
900 3,818,861 121.74 
1000 3,818,493 121.73 
1100 3,817,075 121.69 
1200 3,816,704 121.68 
1300 3,815,144 121.63 
1400 3,813,638 121.58 
7bble 1-118. SumffUJ1'1l statistics, Roosevelt Irigation 
DiBtrkt. 
Total Acres 
Double Cropped Acres 
Annual Total Damages 
Annual Per Acre Damages 
Annual Damage Per mgtl 
Annual Damage Per mg/I Per Acre 
31,368 
839 
$ 5,409 
$ 0.1724 
$ 8.654 
$0.00028 
TDS and 190,000 ac ft of surface water with 755 mg!l 
TDS the projected water would have an average 
salinity of around 910 mg!l TDS before addition of 
Colorado River water. This can be expected to remain 
fairly constant except for the possibly small effect of 
changes in groundwater. salinity due to continued 
lowering of the water table. However, groundwater 
quality has little effect due to the proportion involved. 
As the CAP water increases in salinity, the 
proportionate increase in the project water would be 
as shown in Table 3-120. . 
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1100 1200 1300 1400 
mg/l mgtl mg/l mg/l 
(Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) 
88 88 88 88 
88 88 88 88 
68 66 65 65 
88 88 88 88 
88 88 88 88 
The canals and laterals of the project are unlined 
and losses in the system are estimated to be 30 
percent or more (San Carlos Project). This means that 
the 50,000 acres presently being irrigated are 
receiving less than 4 ac ft of water per acre. H the 
losses can be cut to 15 percent by lining the canals and 
laterals, approximately 330,000 ac ft would be 
available to irrigate 80,000 acres with a minimum of 4 
ac ft per year. Apparently, any crop yield declination 
due to increasing salinity of the CAP water would be 
more than oHset by the additional acres irrigated. 
However, since this study is concerned with crop 
declination due to increasing salinity of CAP water, 
projections to the year 2000 will be based upon the 
acreage to be irrigated after the CAP water is brought 
into the project (80,000 acres assumed). 
Acreages ofthe different soil types or series were 
estimated from a general soil map of Pinal County 
prepared in March 1971 by the USDA Soil Conserva-
tion Service (Adams, 1972). 
Yields and acreages of the major crops in the San 
Carlos Project were obtained from the annual crop 
reports published by the project. Since these reports 
are broken down into "District Part" and "Indian 
Part," the salinity impact analysis is also treated 
separately. 
Approximately 55,000 acres are included in the 
non-Indian part of the San Carlos Project (Map 3-13). 
Table 3-121 partitions this acreage by land class and 
use. Presently, only small amounts of land are 
assumed to be used in a double cropping rotation. 
About 70 percent of the total project area under 
cultivation is contained in the non-Indian classifica-
tion. -
Alfalfa, cotton, and grains are the major crops in 
the area with smaller acreages going to sugar beet 
production. A list of crops selected for the present 
analysis are shown in Table 3-122. Limited double 
cropping possibilities exist with maize (sorghum) 
being the most important. 
Average yields were derived from empiri.eal data 
presented in Table 3-123. A 95 percent confidence 
interval was set around the averages as an aid in 
establishing base yield figures. Once a base yield had 
been established, Table 3-124 lIlong with Table 3-1 
7,500 
5,000 
2,500 
" l 
" 551 
1000 
1,972,. .......... 
, 
" 
"l,l 
1100 
,l' 
" 
,"" 
2,343 ~' 
................ 2,037 
1200 
7,530 
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1300 
Total Dllsolvecl Solid. (Mgt!) 
Figure '·19. Observed data with fitted dam4(Je jUtllcWm, ROQseveU Irrigation District. 
were employed to estimate yield declination functions 
for each crop selected in this area. Table 3·124 is based 
on the resulting TDS water mix as explained above 
which is unique to this project. 
Consequent to the resulting irrigation water mix. 
the interval was widened to include the 775 mg!l 
conditions. Allocation of production and land to the 
various crops is presented in Table 3-125. These 
aggregated totals remained at the same levels over 
the entire TDS interval under study. However. 
sub· Appendix M should be consulted for a detailed 
analysis of model allocations to respective land classes 
and technologies. 
The following two tables (Tables 3-126 and 8-127) 
contain constant amounts. For example. Table 8·126 
shows 283,816 ac ft of water consumed out of a 
possible 240.000 ac ft available. No change is observed 
between 775 and 1400 mg/l. Likewise, in Table 3·127, 
the objective function estimated net profit to be 
$8,832, 477 for the whole area and $158.72 per acre. 
These amounts were also constant over the interval in 
question. Subsequently. no differences were detected 
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and no portion of potential damages to this area were 
considered attributable to increasing salinity. Table 
3-128 illustrates these conclusions as represented by 
the zero amounts opposite the lower four categories. 
San Carlo. IrriptioD Projeet. IDdiaD 
Additional land is projected to be brought under 
irrigation by introduction of Central Arizona Project 
(CAP) water to the Indian part of the San Carlos 
Project (Map 3-14). Table 3-129 indicates that 
approximately 21,170 acres will be under irrigation. 
Lands are assigned to specific drainage classes as well 
as their feasible possibilities in relation to double 
cropping. 
Most of the same crops were selected in the 
Indian part as were chosen to be major in the 
non-Indian part (Table 3-130). One addition is that of 
watermelon. The matrix of double cropping possibili-
ties is slightly larger than in the previous area, 
however. land area available for this activity is much 
less. 
Table 3·119. Groundwater qtIII/ity, San. CGrlos 11'1"igatim& Project. 
Sample Well Twp Range Section Quadrant EC TDS SAR Water Date No. South East x 103 Class 
3-11-67 2 4 10 29 DAA 1.5 975 
8-1963 6 4 11 7 A 1.6 1176 
8-1963 9 4 9 28 CCA 2.2 1682 
8-1963 10 4 9 28 DAD 2.0 1441 
8-1963 12 4 10 16 ACC 1.1 767 4.0 C3-S1 
1972 13 5 8 1 CBB 3.2 2103 4.56 C3-S1 
1972 15 5 7 1 DDD 2.35 1600 
8-1963 17 5 9 30 CBB 1.0 661 
2- 3-67 23 5 8 23 CBB 2.5 1667 
8-1963 25 5 9 20 DAD 0.8 559 
1972 27 5 7 17 BBB 1.8 1174 3.96 C3·S1 
1972 30 5 8 17 DDA 1.8 1175 3.59 C3-S1 
1972 31 5 8 17 AAB 2.1 1386 3.15 C3-s1 
1972 32B 5 8 18 BBB 1.6 1014 5.38 C3-S1 
1972 33 5 8 2 AAB 2.5 1459 3.82 C3-S1 
1972 34 5 7 1 MC 2.5 1712 4.25 C3-S1 
1972 35 4 7 36 DCD 2.5 1797 3.59 C3·S1 
1972 36 4 7 35 DAD 1.6 1014 4.18 C3-S1 
1972 37 4 7 34 DAB 1.95 1125 2.69 C3-S1 
1972 39 4 7 36 CAC 1.5 923 6.39 C3-S2 
1972 41 5 7 9 ADA 0.74 499 
1972 43B 4 6 4 AAA 1.4 893 8.74 C3-S2 
1972 44 4 6 7 CCA 2.0 1439 3.44 C3-S1 
1972 45 4 6 18 AAC 1.9 1244 4.92 C3-S1 
1972 46 4 6 24 AAB 2.0 1355 4.05 C3-S1 
1972 47 4 6 23 AAB 1.45 912 5.48 C3-S1 
1972 48 4 6 3 BBC 2.1 1388 6.0 C3-S1 
1972 49 4 5 12 AAA 2.4 1723 3.03 C3-S1 
1972 50 5 8 10 CCA 1.6 1034 5.30 C3-S2 
1972 51 4 5 10 AAA 2.4 1732 2.65 C3-S1 
1972 52 5 7 22 BAC 4.0 2880 4.27 C4·S2 
1972 55 4 6 8 \ DDD 1.95 1266 5.40 C3-S1 
1972 56 4 6 7 AAD 1.95 1337 4.94 C3-S1 
1972 58 4 5 15 BDA 4.5 3811 7.91 C4-S2 
1972 59 3 5 29 BCA 1.75 1153 4.09 C3·S1 
1972 60 3 5 31 CBA 1.6 1049 4.36 C3-S1 
1972 62 3 5 30 CCC 2.2 1421 4.48 C3-S1 
1972 64 4 6 21 BBB 3.2 2309 6.37 C4-S2 
1972 65 3 6 19 DDD 1.6 ·1014 8.21 CloSI 
1972 67 3 6 31 DDA 1.6 924 4.28 C3-S1 
1972 69 3 5 24 CBA 3.0 2079 5.79 C4-S3 
1972 70 5 7 22 DDA 1.95 1337 4.94 C3·S1 
1972 71 5 7 15 CCB 5.0 3624 4.55 C4-S2 
1972 72 5 7 9 ADB 3.5 2480 4.67 C4-S2 
1963 81 6 8 28 DBB 0.9 615 4.20 C3-S1 
1972 86 4 7 28 DAA 1.3 735 14.63 C3·S3 
1967 89 5 9 14 CBB 2.5 1667 5.94 C3-S2 
1967 90 7 6 1 CCC 1.0 707 3.26 Cl·Sl 
1972 94 3 5 4 ADA 2.3 1387 5.26 C3-S1 
1972 95 3 5 4 BCB 5.6 3957 10.-10 C4-S3 
1972 98A 5 7 12 CCB 4.0 2974 4.47 C4-S2 
1972 98B 5 7 22 AAA 3.4 2507 5.49 C4-S2 
1963 102 6 6 34 CCB 2.8 1893 
1967 107 6 5 23 CDA 2.4 1739 
1972 109 4 5 10 DCC 4.0 3160 9.23 C4-S2 
1972 110 5 9 12 BBC 1.0 736 
1972 120 5 8 5 CBA 2.1 1444 4.84 C3-S1 
1972 121 4 5 3 CCC 3.1 2455 3.58 C4-S1 
1972 123 4 4 1 ccc 1.5 934 4.36 C3·S1 
1972 125 4 5 6 CCB 1.8 1176 4.96 C3·S1 
1972 130 5 8 5 CBA 2.4 1533 3.89 C3-S1 
1972 131 3 3 34 BBC 1.5 947 4.23 C3-S1 
1972 132 5 8 5 BAB 1.5 849 2.07 C3-S1 
1972 134 4 6 15 BAC 1.4 927 3.51 C3·S1 
Average 2.i9 1510 
Source: Water analyses of producing wells made in 1972 by the University of Arizona. 
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7bble '·120. Effects oj increasing salinity oj Central Arizona Project water when it is blended into the San 
CtwIDB Project System. 
190,000 ac-ft 50,000 ac-ft. 240,000 ac-ft 150,000 ac-ft 390,000 ac-ft 
Central Arizona Gila River Water Groundwater San Carlos Water 
Project Water Blended Water TDS (mg/l) TDS (mg/l) TDS (mg/l) 
TDS (mg/O TDS (mg/l) 
755 1500 910 775a 858 
755 1500 910 900 906 
755 1500 910 1000 945 
755 1500 910 1100 983 
755 1500 910 1200 1022 
755 1500 910 1300 1060 
755 1500 910 1400 1098 
aprese~t salinity of Colorado River water of the Centrlll Arizona Project diversion point above Parker Dam. 
Table '·121. Number oj acres a-vail4ble Jor single aml 
double C1'OfJ'Pi:n.g by land class, San 
Carlos Project (Non-Indian). 
Single Double Total Cropped Cropped 
(Acres) (Acres) (Acres) 
,-
Land 1 17,271 986 18,257 
(Well Drained) 
Land 2 13,440 769 14,209 
(Moderately Drained) 
Land 3 21,788 1,245 23,033 
(poorly Drained) 
Total 52,499 3,000 55,499 
\, 
7bble I-I!!. Selected crops am/, double cropping 
possibilities, San Carlos Project (Non-
Indian), 
Double Cropping Possibilitiesa 
Crops 
Wheat Barley Maize Safflower 
Alfalfa 
Barley 
Safflower 
Wheat 
Maize x x x x 
Cotton x 
Pima 
Sugar Beets 
Grapes 
aCrops under these columns are those assumed to lead 
in the double cropping rotation. 
7bble 1-121. Yield8 oj major crops in the San Carlos Irrigation Project (Non-Indian), 1968-1978 (tons/acre). 
95 Percent 
1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 Confidence 
Interval 
Alfalfa Hay 4.59 4.62 4.14 2.97 3.91 5.1S 4.24± 0.80 
Barley I.S2 1.77 1.83 I.S2 1.82 1.82 1.81 ± 0.03 
Safflower 1.30 1.04 1.46 1.27 1.30 1.27 ± 0.19 
Wheat 1.48 1.64 2.55 2.45 2.51 2.15 2.13 ± 0.49 
Maize 1.89 1.81 1.80 1.39 1.75 1.73 ± 0.24 
Upland Cotton 2.58 2.12 2.18 2.18 2.27 2.31 2.27 ± 0.17a 
Upland Cotton Seed 1.05 0.86 0.89 0.S9 0.93 0.94 0.93 ± 0.07 
Long Staple Cotton 1.75 1.35 1.03 1.16 1.62 2.05 1.49 ± 0.04a 
Long Staple Cotton Seed 1.11 0.86 2.56 0.74 1.02 1.28 1.26 ± 0.70 
Sugar Beets· 19.56 16.83 11.69 18.17 16.00 20.86 17.19 ± 3.38 
Grapes 3.33 3.33 3.30 3.32 
a480-pound bales per acre. 
Source: San Carlos Irrigation Project annual crop reports. 
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7bble 8-1fJ4. Effective values of Boil Batumtion 
e:rimct ccmductivitieB (ECe in mmhoB/ 
em) in three soil dminage cliuB~S, seven 
ros levels, and five irrigation manage· 
ment treatments. 
TDS 
(mg/l) 
860 
910 
950 
980 
1020 
1060 
1100 
Irrigation 
Number 
16 
2~ 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
16 
22 
29 
35 
Sprinkler 
Drainage Classification 
Well Moderate Poor 
0.3 1.8 4.1 
0.3 1.2 3.5 
0.3 1.0 3.2 
0.3 0.6 2.8 
0.0 0.0 1.7 
0.4 2.0 4.4 
0.4 1.4 3.8 
0.4 1.4 3.5 
0.4 0.7 3.1 
0.0 0.0 2.2 
0.6 2.2 4.7 
0.6 1.6 4.0 
0.6 1.3 3.7 
0.6 0.9 3.3 
0.0 0.1 2.4 
0.6 2.3 4.9 
0.6 1.6 4.2 
0.6 1.4 3.9 
0.6 0.9 3.4 
0.0 0.1 2.6 
0.7 2.5 5.1 
0.7 1.9 4.4 
0.7 1.6 4.1 
0.7 1.1 3.6 
0.0 0.3 2.8 
0.8 2.7 5.4 
0.8 1.9 4.7 
0.8 1.7 4.4 
0.8 1.2 3.8 
0.0 0.4 3.1 
0.9 2.9 5.7 
0.9 2.1 4.9 
0.9 1.8 4.6 
0.9 1.3 4.0 
0.0 0.5 3.3 
Base yields were derived from historical data 
presented in Table 3-131. These figures were used to 
establish yield declination functions according to the 
procedure described in preceding areas. 
Once again, a computer run was made to 
assimulate conditions of 775 mg/l as well as for the 
higher mg/l situations. Table 3·132 shl>ws the results. 
A slight variation is noted in production and land use 
of barley and maize but this movement is so small that 
it can be safely assumed that these figures are 
constant. Sub-Appendix N provides additional infor-
mation concerning allocation variations in technologies 
and land classes which adequately explain the 
occurrence in the table. 
The relative marginal value products of the 
various land classes are presented in Table 3-133. No 
trends are evident except for land class 3 under the 
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double cropping alternative. The values decline as 
TOS rises indicating that crops grown under these 
conditions suffer decreases in yield due to unfavorable 
economic trade offs for available yield maintaining 
technologies. 
An estimated 90,000 ac ft of water will be 
available to irrigators upon delivery of CAP water 
under the assumptions outlined earlier. This amount 
would provide a little more than 4 ac ft per acre of 
cropland. Table 3-134 shows the amount of water 
allocated for agricultural purposes. Almost 100 
percent of the total available supply is used. 
It appears that within the TOS interval of 775 to 
1400 mg/l additional increments of water will not be 
required in the face of rising salinity in order to 
maintain yields. In Table 3-135, net profits do decline 
over the interval in question, however, the magnitude 
is only a total of $224 which cannot be effectively 
attributed to any single source. Model biases or errors 
could well account for such a small amount of damage. 
Consequently, within the limits of the TDS interval 
for the present study, it was considered that 
increasing salinity contributed no appreciable 
amounts to costs in agriculture. Moreover. sizable 
damages are not anticipated to be incurred until TOS 
levels above 1400 mg/l are encountered. Therefore, as 
was the ease in the non-Indian portion of the district. a 
damage function was not constructed for this area and 
losses due to salinity are considered as not to be 
measurable within the confines of the analysis. 
The summary statistics in Table 3-136 indicate 
just how small of an effect on net profits would be 
realized if a damage function had been construed. 
Annual damages per mg/l per acre of $0.0000167 
represent a cost of only $0.36 to the whole area of 
21.170 acres for a 1 mg/l increase in the salinity 
content of the irrigation water. Even a rise of 10 mg/l 
would be very insignificant as far as increasing costs 
to agriculture are concerned. Quite appropriately 
then. it is assumed that damages due to poor quality 
water within the TOS interval considered in the 
present study are virtually nonexistent in this area. 
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Table '·125. Cropping and production pattern changes, San Carlos Project (Non-Indw.n). 
Total Dissolved Solids (rng/!) 
775 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Crops 
Land . Land Land Land Pod' Land Land Land Production Use Production Use Production Use Production Use ruction Use Production Use Production Use 
(Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) 
Alfalfa 25,139 5,929 25,139 5,929 25,139 5,929 25,139 5,929 25,139 5,929 25,139 5,929 25,139 5,929 
Barley 25,331 13,995 25,331 13,995 25,331 13,995 25,331 13,995 25,331 13,995 25,331 13,995 25,331 13,995 
Safflower 2,003 1,577 2,003 1,577 2,003 1,577 2,003 1,577 2,003 1,577 2,003 1,577 2,003 1,577 
Wheat 7,569 3,554 7,569 3,554 7,569 3,554 7,569 3,554 7,569 3,554 7,569 3,554 7,569 3,554 
Maize 8,443 4,880 8,443 4;880 8,443 4,880 8,443 4,880 8,443 4,880 8,443 4,880 8,443 4,880 
Cotton 47,262 20,820 47,262 20,820 47,262 20,820 47,262 20,820 47,262 20,820 47,262 20,820 47,262 20,820 
Pima 1,505 1,010 1,505 1,010 1,505 .1,010 1,505 1,010 1,505 1,010 1,505 1,010 1,505 1,010 
Sugar Beets 11,142 648 11,142 648 11,142 648 11,142 648 11,142 648 11,142 648 11,142 648 
Grapes 283 85 283 85 283 85 283 85 283 85 283 85 283 85 
Total 52,499 52,499 52,499 52,499 52,499 52,499 52,499 
D. C. Fallow 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 3,000 
e 
Table 8-126. Ratio of amount of water used to land 
and profit all by level of TDS. &i.n 
Carlos Project (Non-Indian). 
TOO Acre Feet Ratio of Net Acre Feet Dollar Return (mg/l) Per Acre Per Acre Foot 
775 233,816 4.454 35.64 
900 233,816 4.454 35.64 
1000 233,816 4.454 35.64 
1100 233,816 4.454 35.64 
1200 233,816 4.454 35.64 
1300 233,816 4.454 35.64 
1400 233,816 4.454 35.64 
Table /J-127. Total and per acre net profit by TDS 
leve~ San Carlo8 Project (Non-Indian). 
TDS 
(mg/l) 
775 
900 
1000 
1100 
1200 
1300 
1400 
Profit 
(Dollars) 
8,332,477 
8,332,477 
8,332.477 
8,332,477 
8,332,477 
8,332,477 
8,332,477 
Per Acre 
(Dollars) 
158.72 
158.72 
158.72 
158.72 
158.72 
158.72 
158.72 
Table /J-128. Su:mmary statistics, San Carlos Project 
(Non-Indian). 
Total Acres 55,499 
Double Cropped Acres 3,000 
Annual Total Damages $ a 
Annual Per Acre Damages $ a 
Annual Damages Per mgtl $ 0 
Annual Damages Per mgtl Per Acre $ 0 
Table 8·129. Number of acres available for Bingle and 
dmt.ble cropping by land clas8, San 
Carlos Project (Indian). 
Single Double Total Cropped Cropped 
(Acres) (Acres) (Acres) 
Land 1 11,770 614 12,384 
(Well Drained) 
Land 2 5,880 307 6,187 
(Moderately Drained) 
Land 3 2,470 129 2,599 
(Poorly Drained) 
Total 20,120 1,050 21,170 
Table 8-180. Selected crops and dmt.ble cropping P08sibilitie8, San Carlo8 Project (Indian). 
Crops 
Alfalfa 
Barley 
Safflower 
Wheat 
Maize 
Cotton 
Pima 
Watermelon 
Wheat 
x 
x 
Barley 
x 
x 
Double Cropping Possibilitiesll 
Maize 
x 
x 
aCrops under these columns are those assumed to lead in the double cropping rotation. 
Saffiower Watermelon 
x x 
Table 8-181. Yields of major crop8 in the San Carlo8 Irrigation Project (Indian), 1968-1978 (tom/acre). 
95 Percent 
1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 Confidence 
Interval 
Alfalfa Hay 2.13 6.00 5.61 5.00 6.00 5.89 5.11 ± 1.58 
Barley 1.47 1.49 1.60 1.78 1.56 1.91 1.64 ± 0.18 
Saffiower 0.64 1.04 1.0 1.09 1.25 0.94 0.99 ± 0.21 
Wheat 1.88 1.89 2.20 1.92 2.01 2.16 2.01 ± 0.15 
Maize 1.14 1.00 1.00 1.13 1.25 1.25 1.13 ± 0.12 
Upland Cotton 2.41 1.74 1.81 2.00 2.41 2.37 2.12 ± 0.33a 
Upland Cotton Seed 0.94 0.84 0.82 0.96 0.91 0.89 ±0.08 
Long Staple Cotton 1.49 1.00 0.50 1.00 0.94 2.01 1.16 ±0.5Sa 
Long Staple Cotton Seed 0.64 0.84 0.50 0.33 0.87 0.64 ±0.28 
Watermelons 12.00 10.00 10.00 9.00 10.25 ± 2.00 
a480-pound bales per acre. 
Source: San Carlos Irrigation Project annual crop reports. 
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Table 3·18fl. Cropping and production pattern changes, San. Carlos Project (Indian). 
Crops 
Alfalfa 
Barley 
Safflower 
Wheat 
Maize 
Cotton 
Pima 
Watermelon 
Total 
775 
Production land 
Use 
(Tons) (Acres) 
16,220 3,174 
12,621 7,696 
757 765 
4,853 2,414 
2,250 2,104 
8,582 4,048 
581 501 
4,792 468 
21,170 
900 
Production Land 
Use 
(Tons) (Acres) 
16,220 3,174 
12,621 7,696 
757 765 
4,853 2,414 
2,250 2,104 
8,582 4,048 
581 501 
4,792 468 
21,170 . 
Total Dissolved Solids (mg/l) 
1000 HOO 1200 
Production Land 
Use 
Production 
Use 
Production Land 
Use 
(Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) 
16,220 3,174 16,220 3,174 16,220 3,174 
12,621 7,696 12,615 7,692 12,622 7,696 
757 765 757 765 757 765 
4,853 2,414 4,853 2,414 4,853 2,414 
2,250 2,104 2,250 2,109 2,250 2,104 
8,582 4,048 8,582, 4,048 8,582 4,048 
581 501 581 501 581 501 
4,792 468 4,792 468 4,792 468 
21,170 21,170 21,170 
I] 
1300 1400 I 
Production ~d Production 
Use 
(Tons) (Acres) (Tons) (Acres) 
16,220 3,174 16,220 3,174 
12,622 7,696 12,622 7,696 
757 765 757 765 
4,853 2,414 4,853 2,414 
2,250 2,104 2,250 2,104 
8,582 4,048 8,582 4,048 
581 501 581 501 
4,792 468 4,792 468 
21,170 21,170 
\ 
Table 8·188. SIuulow prices 01 land b'll class and level 01 TDS, San Carlos Project (Indian). 
775 900 1000 
mg/l mg/l mg/l 
(Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) 
Land 1 29 29 29 
Land 2 29 29 29 
Land 3 29 29 29 
Double Cropped 1 9 9 9 
Double Cropped 2 9 9 9 
Double Cropped 3 9 8 8 
Table 8·1811. Ratio 01 amount 01 water 'USed to land 
and profit all b'll level 01 TDS, San 
Carlos Project (Indian). 
TDS 
(mg/l) 
775 
900 
1000 
1100 
1200 
1300 
1400 
Acre Feet 
89,245 
89,245 
89,245 
89,245 
89,245 
89,245 
89,245 
Acre Feet 
Per Acre 
4.216 
4.216 
4.216 
4.216 
4.216 
4.216 
4.216 
Ratio of Net 
Dollar Return 
Per Acre Foot 
20.83 
20.83 
20.83 
20.83 
20.83 
20.83 
20.83 
Table 8·185. Total and per acre net profit b'll TDS 
levels, San Carlos Project (Indian). 
TDS Profit Per Acre 
(mg/I) (Dollars) (Dollars) 
775 1,859,193 87.82 
900 1,859,089 87.82 
1000 1,859,089 87.82 
1100 1,859,021 87.81 
1200 1,858,969 87.81 
1300 1,858,969 87.81 
1400 1,858,969 87.81 
Table 8·186. Summary statistics, San Carlos Project 
(Indian). 
Total Acres 
Double Cropped Acres 
Annual Total Damages 
Annual Per Acre Damages 
Annual Damages Per mg/l 
Annual Damages Per mg/l Per Acre 
21,170 
1,050 
$ 224 
$ 0.011 
$ 0.0358 
$0.0000169 
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1100 1200 1300 1400 
mg/l mg/l mg/l mg/l 
(Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) (Dollars) 
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29 29 29 29 
29 29 29 29 
9 9 9 9 
9 9 9 9 
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SUB-APPENDICES, A·N 
The following appendiX is intended to provide 
additional information concerning distribution of 
production and cropping patterns. Solutions of the LP 
models for the various study areas are presented as 
they pertain to these factors. A single table format is 
retained throughout which lists the respective crops 
along with the corresponding number of total acres 
occupied; crop status in the LP model; crop rotation 
sequences; and total acres by crop. technology, and 
land class. 
In the column labeled "Total Land Use," the 
amount of acres for each crop and the total acres in 
production for that region and LP model are listed. 
For example, in Table A·I the total number of 
producing acres is 507,518 whieh is produced by 
summing down the column or aeross the bottom row. 
"Crop Status" in the model is determined on the 
basis of relative overall profitability of each erop. In 
addition. information is also supplied whieh allows a 
ranking order to be calculated. however. only the 
three general descriptors of "lower" (L), "slaek" (S), 
and "upper" (U) are included in the present analysis. 
When a crop has a model status of L or U, this 
essentially means that produetion is at the lower or 
upper limit of the production range as described in the 
seetion dealing with the model description. The 
higher-value crops generally are located at the upper 
limit while lower-value crops comply principally with 
sufficient model conditions and end up at the lower 
limit. A slack condition does not imply zero 
production with respeet to the status of a particular 
crop found under this circumstance. Aetually. crop 
production occurs between the lower and upper limits 
and the term "slaek" identifies the activity as not 
being constrained by limits at one extreme or the 
other. In terms of value, this is also the case, i.e., it is 
less profitable than upper limit crops but more so than 
lower limit crops. 
Crop rotation is accomplished by defining feasible 
miXes of crops which "lead" and those which "follow." 
It is possible for one crop to be both, such as lettuce. 
Rotation sequences are identified by land class and 
position in the eycle. Two definitions are intended in 
the table under the columns labeled "single cropped." 
First, crops whieh are produeed only onee per growing 
season on a partieular aere of ground are included 
under this heading. Second, in the ease where double, 
cropping exists, this column represents those crops 
which lead in the rotating cycle. The "double cropped" 
column specifies the erops which "follow" in the cycle 
and are always placed across from the erop which it 
succeeds on any specific land class. For example, in 
Table A-1. lettuce on land class 2 is the lead crop 
followed partially by earrots, lettuce. and cotton. 
Total acres occupied by the "following" crops can be 
equal to or less than the total number of acres of the 
lead crop. 
The numbers under the crop names represent the 
aereage devoted to each crop under the respective 
land elass and techno)bgical assumptions. A dash, 
separates various letters from acreage totals which, as 
explained in a footnot~ at the bottom of Table A-I, 
signifies a certain type of technology seleeted as "most 
profitable" by the model under a given set of 
circumstances. 
When scanning over the respeetive classes of land 
an absence of any activity is encountered in the ease of 
some erops. For example, in Table A-1, totals for 
sorghum production cannot be found following across 
the row. Apparently an inconsistency exists in the 
table at this point because total land use shows a sum 
of 68,000 acres indicating that some activity has 
occurre.d. In such instances, total production is 
accomplished entirely through double cropping activi· 
ties. In this ease, sorghum would always be the 
"following" crop. The rotation sequence shows barley 
and wheat to be the "lead" crops in the cycle. Proper 
justification of the figure in the land use column is 
obtained by summing the sorghum activities following 
each associated lead crop. 
Either by direct methods such as summing rows 
and columns or by the indirect method descnbed in 
the paragraph above, all erop activities are tabulated 
and presented in the subsequent tables. A separate 
sub-appendiX is set aside for each study area of this 
report. 
SUB-APPENDIX A 
IMPERIAL VALLEY IRItIGATION DISTRICT 
Table A-I. TQtalland use by crop, techtnolo91l, laM •• , aM rotatUm .equence-Imperial Valley-DOO mg/l. 
Totel LandC __ 1 LandC'-2 LandCl_3 LandCIaII4 
r.ndu. Crop Crop Single Doub .. Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(acru.I statusa cropped cropped CfOf'PIId cropped crOJJPIId cropped cropped cropped 
AcnI 
2,963 ASPARAGUS L Atpngu. 
2.183-6' 
14,028 CANTALOUPE U 
4,804 CARROTS U 
160,726 ALFALFA L Alt.f. Altel" AI'." 
33.289-A 4B.78&-A "882-0 
2,629 TOMATO U 
3,046 WATERMELON U W...,...,. Ll'ltUce 
3.046-A 3~ 
27;61r1 BARLEY L • .n.y Sorghum Bnv SorWIum 
1.307-A 1.307-8 28.38O-A 28~ 
ClnUloupe 
14.028-0 
61,300 WHEAT S WhIR Tonmo 
81,3OO-A 2,629-0 
SorFum 
4Q.048-8 
66,331 SUGAR BEETS L $uglrbHII $uglrbHII 
U7I-A 58,3&I-A 
CInvt 
4~ 
59,202 LETTUCE U L.et1UCl L.tthIce l.eUuce Lmuce 
1&.1i83-A 1&.583-A t3,~ 6,214-C 
Conon 
3,781-A 
5,967 ONIONS (MKT) U OnIon L.ettuce 
6,187-1 6.SII7-C 
67,738 SORGHUM S 
41,199 COTTON U Cotton 
37,«I8-A 
'507,518 TOTAL 48,872 15,583 71,577 22,822 181,635 57.91l 82.735 26,380 
I Crop production status in the LP model where U .. upper limit, S" slack activity. and L· lower limit. 
1 Letters A. B. C. and D represent irrigation frequencies at the annual rate of 16,22, 29, and 35, respectively. 
J Totals may differ due to rounding. 
TableA·2. Total land use by crop, technology, land class, and rotation sequence -Imperial VaUey-l, 000 mg/L 
~ 
Total Land Class 1 Land Class 2 Land Class 3 Land Class 4 
landu. Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(1CI'8I) statui cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Acres 
2,963 ASPARAGUS L AIpangus 
2.983-0 
14,623 CANTALOUPE U 
4;804 CARROTS U 
163,972 ALFALFA L AIt.lf. Alfilfa Alfalfl 
33.289-A 48,766-B 71,928-0 
2,634 TOMATO U 
3,046 WATERMELON U w.termelon c.rot 
3.G4&-A 3,046-0 
27,($87 BARLEY L Barley Tomato Barley Sorghum 
1.3IJ7-A 1,307-0 26,31»-A 26,380-0 
Cantaloupe 
14,623-0 
58,054 WHEAT S WhNt Tomato 
58.064-8 1,327-0 
Sorghum 
40,668-C 
66,331 SUGAR BEETS L Sugar beets Sugar beets 
9,975-A 58,366-A 
Clrrots 
1,758-0 
59,202 LETTUCE U Lettuce Lettuce Uttuc:e Lettuce 
15,683-A 15,583-A 13,809-0 8.260-0 
Cotton 
3,791-A 
5,967 ONIONS (MKT) U Onion Lmuce 
6,867-0 5,967-0 
67,036 SORGHUM S 
41,199 COnON U Cotton 
37,408-A 
507,518 TOTAL 48,872 15,583 71,577 22,822 181,635 57,913 82,735 26,380 
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Table A-I. TQtal14nd use b'll crop, technolof/'ll, I4nd .s, and rotation sequence -Imperial Valle'll-l,l00 mg/L 
~ 
Total LandCI., land Class 2 Land Class 3 Land Class 4 
land use Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(acresl status cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Acres 
3,002 ASPARAGUS L Asparagus 
3.002-0 
15,347 CANTALOUPE U 
4,804 CARROTS U 
156,710 ALFALFA L Alfalfa Alfalfa Alfalfa 
33,289-A 48,7&6-8 74,668-D 
2,752 TOMATO U 
3,046 WATERMELON U 
27,687 BARLEY L Barley Sor!tIum 
71,687-A 26,38G-O 
Cantaloupe 
15,347-0 
60.500 WHEAT S Whe~ Tomato 
6O,500-C 2,762-0 
Sorghum 
39.813-0 
66,331 SUGAR BEETS L Sugar beets Suaa,beets 
l1,282-A· 65.049-8 
3.002-0 
15,347 CANTALOUPE U 
4,804 CARROTS U 
156,710 ALFALFA L Alfalfa AI, .... Altalf. 
33.289-A 48.716-8 74,668-0 
2,752 TOMATO U 
3,046 WATERMELON U 
27.687 BARLEY L Barley Sor91um 
27.687-A 28.380-D 
Cantaloupe 
15.347-0 
60,500 WHEAT S Wheat Tomato 
6O,500-C 2.152-0 
Sorgltum 
39.813-0 
66.331 SUGAR BEETS L Sugar beets Sugar beeu 
11,282-A' 65,049-B 
Watermelon 
3,046-8 
Lettuce 
53,934 LETTUCE U Lettuce LeI'\'llCll lMtuce 10,717-S 
9,61&-A 9.81&-A 22.822-8' Cotton 
8,999-A 
Sorghum 
81-A 
Carrot 
5.967 ONIONS (MKTI U Onion 4,B04-A 
6,987-A Lenu .. 
1,163-A 
66,264 SORGHUM L 
41,184 COTTON U Cotton 
32,18&-A 
507,518 TOTAL 48.872 15,683 71.577 22,822 181,635 57,913 82,735 26,380 
TGbleA4. Total land use by crop, tecknowl11l, land cla8s, and rotation 8eqtUmCe-Im~riJl VaUey-l,200 mg/l. 
~ 
Total Land Class 1 Land Class 2 Landa-3 land Class 4 
land u. Clop Crop Single Double Singfe Double Single Double Single Double 
(acres) status cropped cropped cropped cropped CI"OflP8d cropped cropped cropped 
Acres 
3,105 ASPARAGUS L ~ 
3,10&-0 
16,063 CANTALOUPE U 
4,963 CARROTS U 
160,323 ALFALFA L Alfalfa Alfllfa Alfalfa 
33.289-A 48,755-8 78.279-0 
2,847 TOMATO. U 
3,048 WATERMELON U 
27,687 BARLEY L o.ley Sol'\#lum 
27,887-8 26,380-0 
Cantaloupe 
16,D63-0 
66,227 WHEAT S Wheat Tomato 
68.227-0 2.841-0 
Sorghum 
39JX)3-0 
68,331 SUGAR BEETS L SugIr beets Suprbletl 
11.282-A 56,G48-C 
Wawmelon 
C:.rror 3,04&-C 
43,057 LETTUCE S Lettuce 4.i63-A Lmuce Cotton 
9,816-A Lettuce 22.822-5 lB.415-A 
4,1I62-A Sorpm 
1.l62-A 
5.967 ONIONS (MKT) U Onion Lettuce 
6.967-A 6,987-A 
66,745 SORGHUM L 
41,167 COTTON U Conon 
22.742-A 
507,518 TOTAL 48.872 16,583 71,577 22,822 181,635 57,913 82,735 26,380 
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TableA-5. TotiJlltmd use by crop. tecknolon, ltmd cllu8, and rotation 8eque'IiCe - Imperial Valley-1,800 mg/l. 
~ 
Total Land Class 1 Land Class 2 Land CIIIss3 Land Class 4 
landu. Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(acres) sta1U1 cropped . cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Acres 
3,215 ASPARAGUS L Alplnlgul 
3,216-0 ' 
16,941 CANTALOUPE U 
5,234 CARROTS U 
166,721 ALFALFA L Altllt •. Alflife Alfllfl 
33.as-:A 41.7&1-0 83,817-D 
2,949 TOMATO .U 
3,046 WATERMELON U 
, 7:1,687 BARLEY L Betley Sor9Ium 
"D.887-c. 28,380-0 
Cenllloupt 
16.941-D 
58,845 WHEAT S WhIIIt TOmito 
68,846-0 2.948-0 
Sorghum 
38,D24-D 
66,331 SUGAR BEETS L Suprt.eu SugarbiNU 
11,282-8 56,()49-0 
Wltermelon 
3.D46-D 
42,653 LETTUCE S Lettuee Lettuce lettuce Sorgnum 
9.482-A '.482-A 22.822-S 3.2:K1-A 
Cotton 
16,647-A 
llIttucI 
6,101 ONIONS (MKTI U Onion 887-A 
6.101-A Clrrotl 
5.234-A 
67,633 SORGHUM L 
41,163 COTTON U Cotton 
24.B18-B 
507,518 TOTAL 48,872 15,583 71,577 22,822 181,635 57,914 82,735 26,380 
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TableA·6. Total land we by crop, technolo!J1/, land cltus. and rotation sequence - Imperilll VaUey-l,400 mg/l. 
Total Landel .. , . Land Class 2 Land Class 3 Land Class 4 
landu. Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(&:rill) ........ cropped Q:Qpped cropped crofIIIIIICI cropped cropped cropped cropped 
AcrII 3_ 
ASPARAGUS L AsparafIUS 
3,3&8-0 
17.817 CANTALOUPE U 
6,402 CARROTS U 
170.331 ALFALFA L Alf .... Altai .. Alfalfa 
34.138-11. 411.718-0 86.838-0 
2,478 TOMATO U 
3,041 WATERMELON U 
27,817 BARLEY L Barl8., Sorghum Barley Sorghum 
1,307-A 1.301-0 26.380-C 26,380-0 
Cantaloupe 
59.787 WHEAT S Whut Lettuce Wheat 17,817-0 
3,111-A 3,181-A H.eoo-o SorFum 
38,789-0 
87.- SUGAR IEETS L Sugar beets Sugorbeats 
l1.ooo-B 16,356-0 
Carrot 
1I.402-A 
T_ 
33.- LITTUCI L LIII:IucIe 1,329-4 um- Cot1IIIn 
.1O.-...A Lettuce f8,~ 1S,I3O-A 
fII11-A 
.....,. 
3,3M-A 
TGIIIftD 
4112 ONIONS rMlfT) U ""Ion , '.7-0 
2,476 TOMATO U 
3,046 WATERMELON U 
27,687 BARLEY L Barley Sorghum 8...-. Sorghum 
1.307-A 1.307-0 28,3BO-C 26,380-0 
Cantaloupe 
69,787 WHEAT S Wheat u- Wheat 17,817-0 
3.181-A 3.181-A 66.606-0 Sorghum 
38,789-0 
67,356 SUGAR BEETS L Sugar beats SugII' beets 
11.000--8 66.366-0 
Carrot 
&,402-A 
Tomato 
33,850 LETTUCE L I.Ittuot 1,329-A Lettuce Cotton 
10,I&2-A Lettuce 18.830-8 18.830-A 
8If1-A 
Sorghum 
3,334-A 
Tomato 
4.192 ONIONS (MKTI U Onion 1.147-C 
4.1112-6 Watermelon 
3,046-0 
89.810 SORGHUM S 
41,157 COTTON U Cotton 
22.527-8 
506,Q69 TOTAL 48,872 14;133 71,577 22,822 181.635 57,913 82.735 28,380 
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SUB-APPENDIX B 
COACHELLA V ALLEY IRRIGATION DISTRlCf 
Table B-1. TotallmKl use by crop, techfWwgy. laM claII •• _rotation ,equence-Coachella Volley-900 mg/l. 
Total Land Class 1 Land Class 2 Land CI_3 LandCI_4 
I8'1d u. Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(acm) statUi cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Ac:m 
12,062 GRAPES u Gnpe Gripe 
9.76O-A 2,202-A 
6,472 GRAPEFRUIT L Grope""it 
6,472-A 
7,792 CARROTS U CInot 
",tll8-A 
2,129 ALFALFA L Alfalfa ~ 
1.884-A 245-8 
4,070 DATES U Data DtIII 
1,IM1-A 3..G2I-A 
893 LEMON/LIME L lAm/Lim 
8I3-A 
6.667 ORANGEI 
TANGERINES S OraJT ... 
&,657-A 
249 ONIONS (MKn u 
Carrot 
6,561 SWEET CORN U Com 3.597-A 
6.611 Onion 
249-A 
44,n4 TOTAL 35,362 3,846 2,292 3,029 246 
Table B-2. TotallmKl use by crop, tech1Wlogy, lmKl clas" _rotation 'Bqvence- Coachella Volley-1, 000 mg/l. 
TotIII Land ellIS 1 Lind Class 2 Land C'- 3 Land Cl8l$4 
lind u. Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double Single Double 
Cacm) SlBtlJI cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Ac:m 
12.w GRAPES u Grape Grape 
e,16O-A 2.2112-A 
6,472 GRAPEFRUIT L Grapefruit 
8,472-A 
7,792 CARROTS U Conot 
3,IMI-A 
2,129 ALFALFA L AIhII" Anen. 
1.884-A 24Ii-'C 
4,070 DATES U Data DIM 
1,IM1-A 3A2t-A 
893 LEMON/LIME L LtmlLim 
883-A 
6,667 ORANGE! 
TANGERINES S 0raJT ... 
5Jj67-A 
241 ONIONS (MKT) U Onion 
249-A 
5,681 SWEET CORN U Com Carrot 
S.&81-A 3,846-A 
44,n4 TOTAL 35,382 3,848 2.292 246 
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Table B-3. Total land UBe byC1'O'P, techlnowgy,landcla8s, an4 rotation sequence-Coachella VaUey-l.l00mg/L 
Totl! Land Claa1 Land Class 2 Land Ciao 3 Land Class 4 
land u. Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double Single Double 
I.,.... statui cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped , 
Acres 
12,062 GRAPES U Gr_ 
12,1J62-A 
8,472 GRAPEFRUIT L ~fNll 
1l.472-A 
7,792 CARROTS U Clrrot 
3,848-A 
2,152 ALFALFA L Alfalf. Alfalfa AIfaIf. 
8I5II-A 1.251-C 246-0 
4,070 DATES U Data Data 
1.041-A 3,021h\ 
893 LEMONI 
LIME L Letlltt.im 
B83-A 
6,634 ORANGE! 
TANGERINES S 0nIT .. 
6.&34-A 
249 ONIONS IMKTl U Ollicln 
248-A 
6,661 SWEET CORN U Corn C8rrot 
1I.5111-A 3.B4&-A 
44,774 TOTAL 35,.362 3,846 2,292 3,Q29 245 
TableB-4. Total land use by crop, technowvtl, land-class, and rotation sequence-CoachellD VaUey-l,200 mg/L 
Tubl land Class 1 Lind Class 2 Land CI .. 3 Land CI .. 4 
lend u. Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double Single Double (.-.I statui cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Aaw 
12,052 GRAPES U Grape 
12,062-A 
6,472 GRAPEFRUIT L G-'"'k 
6,472-A 
7,792 CARROTS U C-c 
3,MI-A 
2,173 ALFALFA L Alfalfa AIfaIf. AIfIIIfa 
11&-A 1.211-0 246-0 
4,070 OATES U 0.. Daat 
l.041-A 3,029-A 
893 LEMONI 
LIME L Lam/Un! 
53-A 
5,_ ORANGEI 
TANGERINES S 0nIT .. 
&,&C»-A 
263 ONIONS IMKTI u Onion 
2&3-A 
5,661 sweET CORN U Com CaITOI 
&.66t-A 3,846-A 
44,774 TOTAL 36.362 3.846 2.292 3,029 245 
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TableB-5. ToUllland use by crop, technology, land class, and rotatIOn sequenc6-CooekelLa Valley-l,SOO mg/l. 
~ 
TotIl LInd CI1SI1 Lind CIIa 2 Lind CI_3 LIndCI_4· 
lind u. Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(ICI"II) statui cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
AcnIs 
12,052 GRAPES U GraiM 
12.052-A 
8.472 GRAPEFRUIT L Gr.pdrult 
8.472-A 
7.792 CARROTS U Carrot 
3.fI48-A 
2,152 ALFALFA L Alfal,. AI,..,. AIfIlfI 
8Ii8-A 1,2&1~ 241-0 
4,070 DATES U Da1It Da1It 
1,on-A 3.o»-A 
883 LEMONt 
LIME L ... mlLlm 
893-A 
5,534 ORANGEI 
TANGERINES S 0raIT .. 
5,.1534-A 
2<18 ONIONS (MKTI U Onion 
:MI-A 
5.561 SWEET CORN U Com Carrot 
&.681-A 3.84e-A 
44,774 TOTAL 36,382 3,841 2,292 3.(129 
TableB-6. ToUllland use by crop, technology, land class, and rotatIOn sequence - Coachella Valley-l,1;OO mg/l. 
Total Llndel .. , tandCIIIIS2 Land Class 3 Land CIISI 4 
land uti Crop Crop Single Double Si .... Double Single Double Single Double 
(ICI"II) sta11l& cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Acres 
12,052 GRAPES U Gr ... 
12,0&2-A 
8,472 GRAPEFRUIT L Grapefruit 
8,412-A 
7,792 CARROTS U Carrot 
3.MI-A 
2.077 ALFALFA L AIfIIIlI 
2.071-1< 
4,070 DATES U 0- DIU 
1.IM1-A 3,Q28-A 
883 LEMONI 
LIME L "-ILiIII 
883-A 
5,373 ORANGEI 
TANGERINES L OrafT"" 
&.373-A 
284 ONIONS (MKT) U Onion 
284-A 
6,537 SWEET CORN S Com Carrot Com 
4,B-A 3,IMt-A 1,251~ 
44,630 TOTAL 36,382 3.848 2.292 3,029 
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SUB-APPENDIX C 
PALO VERDE mRlGATION DISTRICT 
~ Table C-l. Total land we b'll crop. tech~lofl1l, land cla8s. and rotation sequence-Palo Ver4e-900 mg/L 
Toal LendCI.' Land Claa2 " LandClaa3 Land Class 4 
11IId_ Crop Crop Single Double Singl. Doubte Single Double Single DOuble 1-) ItdIS cropped cropped CI"OppIId cropped cropped CtOppIId cropped cropped 
Acaw 
142 GRAPEFRUIT U "GnIpefnrIt 
142-A 
.Po 
:uoo LEMONS U L.nan 
3.IOO-A 
3,770 LETTUCE U ,. 
<:ANTAl.OUPE U 
1,103 WATERMELON U 
u-
1.387 ONIONS (dryl U Onion -.- Onion i4&-C 
4.3Ilif..A 3.82S-A 
---
~ 
fII3-A 
35,472 ALFALFA S AIfIII'a Alfaif. Alfaif. 
IIS.ca-A lU17-A 
--.0 
8,188 SORGHUM I-
C., ......... 
~ 1,339-A 
2.DG-A W.1iIf1MfoA 
71O-A 
13._ COTTON U Cotton Cotton 
67-A t3,64t-A 
21.810 WHEAT U WhHt WlI1IIrmelon WhHt Sof9Ium WhHt SQI1Ihum 
3IIII-A 3lI3-A 111,ll4~ 2.898-8 2.388-C 2,368-D 
96.'89 TOTAL 24.360 3.625 23,117 3,440 19.472 2.898 15,909 2,368 
Table C-2. Total land ""e by crop, technolofl1l. land cla8s. and rotation sequence-Palo Verde-l,OOO mgll. 
Toal LIlldClaa 1 LandClaa2 lllldClliss3 landClaa4 
11IId .... Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single DoUble Single Double 
I-I statui cropped "cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Aens 
142 GRAPEFRUIT U G/"IIIOOfNlt 
.. 2-A 
3,800 LEMONS U LMn_ 
3.8OO-A 
3.770 LETTUCE U 
'. CANTALOUPE U 1.103 WATERMELON U 
L_ 
6,387 ONIONS (dry I U Onion ~ On._ 146-0 ." 4.....,. 3.82&-A __ D Sof9I-
8&3-A 
38.108 ALFALFA S .... AIfJIfa AIfJIfa 
11,4""" Il1 .. 17 .... 
Cantaloupe 
8,635 SORGHUM S SoI;IIum" 1,338-A 
2.411-A WlI1IIrmeIon 
\ UI78-A 
13,518 COTTON u Cotton Ccmon 
17-A 13.MI-A 
21.810 WHEAT U ... W ............ Wheat SoIghum Wheat SoI;IIum 
27-A 27-A 18.415-8 2,,8II8-C 2,a8-D 2,a8-D 
8li, I. TOTAL 24._ 3,826 23.117 3.440 19.472 2,888 16.109 2,388 
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Table C-8. Totalltmd use by crop. teclrtnology. land class, tmd rotation sequence-Palo Ve1'de-l,l00 mg/L 
~-~-~--- ... 
Total Landel.' LandC ... 2 Land Clast 3 Land Class 4 
land UI8 Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Sitlgle Double Single Double 
(lICIW) ItitUI cropped CI'OPI*I CI'OPI*I Cropped cropped cropped cropped CI'OPI*I 
A_ 
942 GRAPEFRUIT U Grepofnlil 
94:1-A 
3,600 LEMONS u UnIOn 
3.6OD-A 
3,770 LETTUCE U ~ Carlon 
14-0 14.&-A 
1,338 CANTALOUPE U 
1,103 WATERMELON U 
5,387 ONIONS (DRYI U Onion ~ Onion Sorghum 
4.829-A 3.126-A . 758-0 758-A 
34,888 ALFALFA S AIfIIf1I Alfalfa 
16,18&-A lU'17-C 
Clngfoupot 
1,3311-8 
8,317 SORGHUM L Soq;oum w.",_ 
2,188-A 164-8 
Sot'tI>um 
H-A 
13,962 COTTON U Carlon CorIDn 
277-8 13,641-A 
21,903 WHEAT U WhIII WI_ton WIIoIt ~ WIIoIt Soovhum 
33I-A 3311-8 11I,18I-C 2.811B-O 2.388-D· 2.-...0 
95,189 TOTAL 24.360 3.625 23,117 3,440 19,472 2_ 15,9011 2.388 
Table C· •. Totallaml use by crop, tec1rtnology, ltmd class, and rotation sequence-Palo Verde-l,200 mg/L 
TotlII Land Claa 1 Land Clas 2 Land CI.·3 Land Clast 4 
In.- Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double Single Double 
Iacm) IIta1US CS'Opped cropped c:ropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
AInI 
942 GRAPEFRUIT U Gnpefruil 
1142-A 
3.600 LEMONS U !.Armon 
3,11OO-A 
3.774 LETTUCE U a..- Co_ 
148-0 1~ 
1,338 CANTALOUPE U 
1.103 WATERMELON U 
5,387 ONIONS (DRYI U Onion I..Irttvct OnIon ~urn 
6.381-A 3.B26-A !I-O II-A 
34.113 ALFALFA S AIfIIIIa Alfalfa 
14.438-A 11I.I77-D 
Contaloupl 
8,431 SORGHUM L Sof9Ium 1.213-c 
2,31!I-A WattrINIon 
1,103-C 
13,598 COTTON U CorIDn 
13)I49-C 
c.ntll~ 
22,902 WHEAT U 
_at 
128-C _t Sorghum Wheat Sorghum 
989-A Sot91um 6,023--{) 2.898-0 16,909-0 2.36&-0 
843-A 
95,189 TOTAL 24.360 3,625 23,119 3,440 19,472 2,898 15,908 2.388 
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Table 0-5. Total land use by crop. tecArwloflll, I4nd class, and rotatitm sequence-Palo Verde-I,IOO mg/L 
Toal LandCI., LandCI_2 LandCI_3 Land ClIIII4 
IIndUli Crap Crap Single Double Single Double Single Dou,bIe Single Double 
I_I statui cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Ac,. 
942 GRAPEFRUIT 0 GtiIpofNit 
lM2-A 
3,800 L.EMONS U lAmon 
3AOO-A 
3,903 LETTUCE U 
1.339 CANTALOUPE U 
1,103 WATERMELON U 
5,458 ONIONS Idryl U OnIon LArttuaI 
6.4II8-A 3,II2I-A 
33.291 ALFALFA S AM. AH"" 
14.3eo-A 18,1131-0 
Clnllllouple 
8.549 SORGHUM L Sor9hum 1.330-D 
2,1III3-A Sorghum 
720-A 
13.598 COTTON U Cotton 
13,688-0 
L_ 
23.401 WHEAT U Wheat 278-0 WhH\ Solllhum WI.r Sorthum 
l.e24-A W'III"""ion 1i,1174-D 2,888-D lUOe-O 2,»8-0 
1.103-0 
85.189 TOTAL 24,360 3,625 23,118 3,440 19,472 2,898 15,909 2,388 
Table 0-6. Totall4nd use by crop, teckrwloflll. I4nd class. and rotation sequence-Palo Verde-I,400 mg/l. 
TotIII UndC_l L.IlldC ... 2 UndC_3 UndC_4 
I11III_ Crap Crap 'SIngle DcMIIe Single Double Single Double Single Double (eawt 1ta1US 'cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Acrw. 
1142 GRAPEFRUIT U GnipIIfvIt 
lM2-A 
3,800 LEMONS U IAmoIl 
3.IClI)-A 
4,038 LETTUCE u 
1.339 CANTALOUPE u 
1,103 WATERMELON U 
5,700 ONIONS (dry) U Onion Lattuc. 
6.7I»-A 3.82I-A 
32,911 ALFALFA L AM. AH_1ft 
14,118 18,,11113-0 
LArttuaI 
414-0 
8,_ SORGHUM L Sorthum WIterIMlon 
2,846-A 1.103-0 
Sorghum 
684-A 
13,910 COTTON U Cotton 
13,II10-D 
22,950 WHEAT S WI.r Canllllaupo Wheal Sorghum Wheal Sorghum 
1.4711-A 1.340-0 11.682-0 2.888-D 16,10lI-0 2,388-D 
95,189 TOTAL 24,360 3.62& 23,117 3,440 19,472 2.898 16,901i1 2,388 
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SUB· APPENDIX D 
COLORADO RIVER INDIAN RESERVATION mRlGATION DISTRICT 
Table D-l. Total land u.re by crop. 
Reservation-900 mg/l. 
techMlogy, land class. and rotation sequence-Colorado River Indian 
Total Land Class 1 Land Class 2 Land Class 3 
land use Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(acres) status cropped cropped cropped cropped a-opped cropped 
Acres 
24,372 ALFALFA S Alfalfa 
24,372-A 
15,864 COTTON U Cotton 
15.108-A 
14,887 WHEAT U Whe,t Whelt Wheat Cantaloupe 
:J.748-A 1.B81-A 9.279-A 866-0 
Clntaloupe 
4,677 SORGHUM L Sorghum Lettuce Sorghum 301-A 
2.SD1-A 2.9CI1-A 1.776-A Lett_ 
1.476-C 
1,167 CANTALOUPE U 
6,344 LETTUCE U LettuCl Cotton 
l,968::-A 267-A 
1,238 ONIONS (DRY) U Onion 
U38-A 
68,539 TOTAL 34,226 3,168 19,243 1,776 9,279 866 
Table D-2. Total land u.r6 by crop. techMlogy. land class. and rotation sequence - ColonJdo River Indi4n 
Reservation-l,ooo mg/l. 
Total Land Class 1 Land Class 2 Land Class 3 
land use Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(acres) status cropped a-opped . cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Acres 
24,338 ALFALFA S Alfalfa 
24,338-A 
15,864 COTTON U Cottan Cotton Cottan 
3.748-A 3.8I3-A 8.423-A 
14,887 WHEAT U Wheat Cantaloupe Wheat Clntlloupe 
14.Cl31-A 257-8 856-8 856-0 
Cantaloupe 
4,677 SORGHUM L Sorghum 78-8 
1.518-A lettuCl 
1.441-0 
1,191 CANTALOUPE U 
6,344 LETTUCE U lettuce Sorghum 
4,IlO3-A 3. 1 &8-A 
1,238 ONIONS (DRY) U Onion 
1.238-A 
68,639 TOTAL 34,228 3,158 19,243 ',776 9,279 
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Table D-S. Totallmul use by crop, technology, land class, and rotation seq'll.e1lCe-Colorodo River l11.ili4n 
Reseroa.tion.-l,l00 mg/l. 
Total Land Class 1 Land Class 2 LandCI_3 
land .... Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(acrei) Ita1UI cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Acres 
24,225 ALFALFA S Alfalfa 
24,225-A 
16,884 COTTON U Conion Cotton Cotton 
3,0II0-A 4,361-A 8.423-A 
C.ntlllaupe 
14.887 WHEAT U Wheat Lattual Wheat 1,105-8 Whe. Sorghum 
3,11i8-A 3.11i8-A 10;873-A Lettuce 868-C B68-O 
671-0 
4.876 SORGHUM L 8<qhum 
4.01e-A 
1,105 CANTALOUPE U 
6,344 LETTUCE U uttw:. 
2,51&-A 
1,238 ONIONS (DRY) U Onion 
1.238 ... A 
68,539 TOTAL 34,228 3,158 19,243 1.776 9,279 856 
Table D-l,. Total land use by crop. technology. land class, and rotation sequence - Colorodo River Indian 
ReservatUm-l.200 mg/l. 
Total Land CI_1 LandCI_2 LandCless 3 
land use Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(acres) status cropped cropped. cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Acres 
24,189 ALFALFA S Alfalfa 
24,189-A 
15,864 COTTON U Cotton Cotton Cotton 
6.267-A 1.173-A 8,423-A 
Canlllloupe 
14,887 WHEAT U Wheat 1.106-C Wheat Sorghum 
14.o31-A Lettuat 8!i6-D 8!i6-D 
871 ... 0 
4,895 SORGHUM L Sorghum 
4.039-A 
1,105 CANTALOUPE U 
6,361 LETTUCE U LIIttIICe Lettuce 
2,&32 ... A 1.9:zo....A 
1,238 ONIONS (DRY) U Onion Lettuce 
1,238-A 1.238-A 
68,539 TOTAL 34,226 3,158 19,243 1,776 9,279 856 
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Table D·S. Total land 'IUle by crop, technology. land Clas8, and rotation 8equence - Colorado River Indian 
ReBervation-l,IOO mg/L 
Total Land Class 1 Land Class 2 Land Class 3 
land UIIt Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(acres) status cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
AcnIt 
23,985 ALfALFA L Alfalfa 
23.985-A 
15.864 COTTON U Cotton Cotton 
238-A 115,18O-A 
14.876 WHEAT S Wheat WhAt ' Sorghum 
U87-A 8,279-D 8&8-D 
Crlntlloupe 
4,919 SORGHUM L Sofvhum 1.105-D 
4,G83-A Lettuce 
871~ 
1.105 CANTALOUPE U 
Cotton 
6.539 LETTUCE U Lettuce 448-A 
3.168-A LettuCII 
2,,7tG-A 
1,250 ONIONS (DRY) U Onion 
1.24O-A 
68,539 TOTAL 34,226 3,158 19,243 1,776 9,279 856 
Table D·6. Total land 'IUle by crop, technology. land Clas8. and rotation Beqv.ence-Colorado River Indian 
ReBervation-l,400 mg/L 
Totll LandC_1 Land Class 2 Land CI •• 3 
land use Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(1ICfa) status cropped cropped CRJt)p8d cropped cropped cropped 
Acrea 
23,985 ALFALFA L Alfalfa 
23.885-A 
16.884 COTTON U Cotton Cotton Cotton 
1,IM8-A 1.483-A 8,423-8 
Cantaloupe 
14,607 WHEAT S WtMIt 1.105-0 Wheat Sorghum 
13.ii1-A LettuCII B68~ 8&8-0 
871~ 
4,844 SORGHUM L Sorghum 
4.088-A 
1.105 CANTALOUPE U 
8,758 LETTUCE U Lettuce lenuce 
2.929-A 1.882-A 
1.276 ONIONS (DRY) U OniQn LenUCII 
1,278-A 1.276-A 
68.539 TOTAL 34.226 3.158 19,243 1,776 9,279 856 
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SUB-APPENDIX E 
CALIFORNIA COASTAL REGION 
7bble E-l. Total land use by crop, teckfWwgy, 14nd c14ss, and rotation seqtumee-COO8tal Area-900 mg/L 
.,Total LandCI.1 Land Class 2 Land Class 3 
land use Crop Crop Single Double Si~a Double Single Double 
(acres) status cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Acres 
14,554 AVOCADOS S Avocado AVOC*Io 
7.874-$ '.881-1 
186 STRAW-
BERRIES U Strawberries 
786-A 
395 SUMMER 
TOMATOES U Summer Tom 
385-A 
4,269 FALL 
TOMATOES U F_.Tom 
4.-....A 
1,540 SPRING 
TOMATOES U Spring Tom 
1.640-A 
2.162 LEMONS L Lemon 
2,1I2-T' 
281 LIMES L Lime 
281-T 
892 ORANGES 
(NAVEL) L Navel 
882-T 
7,860 ORANGES 
(VALENCIA) L Valencia Valencia 
6.028-& 1.832-T 
868 TANGERINES L Tengarlnt 
886-T 
456 GRAPEFRUIT L Grepefrult 
4~T 
762 POTATOES U Potno 
782-A 
34.821 TOTAL 9.054 11,7. 8.028 
lTD Trickle or drip irrigation. 
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7bble E-2. Total land use by crop, technology, land cl.Gss, and rotation ,equence-CoastalArea-l,OOO mg/L 
Total LandCl.' LandCI_2 La"IdCIass 3 
land use Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(8Ct8I) status cropped cropped cropped cnppId cropped cropped 
Ac ... 
14,659 AVOCADOS S Avocado Avoc.do 
1,443-5 13,118-4 
785 STRAW-
BERRIES U Strawberries 
786-A 
395 SUMMER 
TOMATOES U Summer Tom 
39&-A 
4,269 FALL 
TOMATOES U Fall Tom 
4,269-A 
1,535 SPRING 
TOMATOES U Sprint Tom 
1.&3I-A 
2.162 LEMONS L Lemon 
2.1~-5 
281 LIMES L Lime 
281-1 
892 ORANGES 
(NAVEL) L Navel 
882-T 
7,860 ORANGES 
(VALENCIA) L Valencia VII.nell 
1,171-8 e.eeo-T 
866 TANGERINES L T angeri,. 
8I6-S 
456 GRAPEFRUIT L Grapefruit 
466-T 
762 POTATOES U Potato 
782-A 
34,821 TOTAL 9,054 17,739 8,028 
7bble E-8. Total1mul. use 6'11 crop. teck1l.Olofl1J. land .8, and rotation ,equence-COO8talArea-l,l00 mg/l. 
Total Land Class 1 Land Class 2 Land Class 3 
land use Crop Crop ... Single Doubte Single Double Single Double 
(acres) status cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Acm 
14.659 AVOCADOS S AYOCIdo AYOCIdo 
4.GOO-S 10.669-8 
185 STRAW-
BERRIES U S08Wbi1l ies 
785-A 
395 SUMMER 
TOMATOES U !NnInW' T ClIft 
3fi-A 
4.2i8 FALL 
TOMATOES U F.IITom 
4.289-A 
1,535 SPRING 
TOMATOES U Spring Tom 
1.I53~A 
2,162 LEMONS L Lemon 
2.182-& 
281 LIMES L Lime 
281-T 
892 ORANGES 
(NAVEL) L NmII 
812-T 
7,860 ORANGES 
(VALENCIA) L VIIencia VIIenc:I. 
2.328-5 6.&34-T 
866 TANGERINES L T IItIfIH'Ini 
888-T 
466 GRAPEFRUIT L Gnlpefrult 
4I8-T 
762 POTATOES U POlito 
762-A 
34,821 . TOTAL 9,064 17,739 8,028 
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7bble E..J,. Totall4tul. use by crop. technotof/1l, lmul class, o:nd rotation ,equence-COO8tal Area-l,!200 mg/l. 
To1lll LandCI., Land CI. 2 &..ldCIass 3 
lend use Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(8C*) status cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Acres 
14,559 AVOCADOS S ~ AYOQIdo 
442-8 14.117-8 
786 STRAW-
BERRIES U Strawbenitq 
18&-S 
395 SUMMER 
TOMATOES U Su_Tom 
-....A 
4,269 FALL 
TOMATOES U FIIJTom 
4.280-A 
1,535 SPRING 
TOMATOES U Sprint Tom 
I.13&-A 
2.162 LEMONS L Lemon 
2.1e:t-T 
281 LIMES L Lima 
281-T 
892 ORANGES 
(NAVEL) L N_I 
8Q2-T 
7,860 ORANGES 
(VALENCIA) L V.ltncI. VaI,neII 
3.622-8 4.238-T 
866 TANGERINES L Tangtrine 
868-S 
456 GRAPEFRUIT L GrlPtfrult 
466-T 
762 POTATOES U POlito 
782-A 
34,821 TOTAL 9.0&4 17,739 8,028 
Table E-5. Total14nd use by crop, technology, land clas8, and rotation 8eque~e-COO8tal Area-l,SOO mg/l. 
Total LandCI.1 Land Class 2 Land Clea3 
I ... du. Crop Crop Single DOI,Ible Single Double Single Double 
(acres) statui cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Acres 
14,669 AVOCADOS S Avocado Avocado 
442-$ 14.117-$ 
786 STRAW· 
BERRIES U Stnlwblrrlil 
7116-S 
395 SUMMER 
TOMATOES U Summer Tom 
396-A 
4,269 FALL 
TOMATOES U FII'Tom 
4.26~ 
1,535 SPRING 
TOMATOES U Spring Tom 
1,63~A 
2,162 LEMONS L Lemon 
2. 182-T 
281 LIMES L Unw 
281-T 
892 ORANGES 
(NAVEL) L NIWtII 
892~T 
7,860 ORANGES 
(VALENCIA) L Vllencla V.',nc:I. 
3,822-$ 4,238-1 
868 TANGERINES L TlnVlrll1I 
868-S 
456 GRAPEFRUIT L GrllPlfNit 
468-T 
762 POTATOES U POlito 
782-A 
34,821 TOTAL $,054 17,739 8,028 
Table E-6. TotGlland use by crop. teck'Mlot11l. laM clo.s,. (1M rotation ,equence-COO8tGl Area-l.J,.OO mg/l. 
Total LandCI.1 LMdClass2 LMdClass3 
IMd ute Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double 
11ICl8I) statui cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Acfes 
14,559 AVOCADOS S A-=-do A-.do 
7,fiD7-$ 7.Q12-T 
786 STRAW-
BERRIES U Su.-_ 
781-A 
78I-S 
395 SUMMER 
TOMATOES U Su_Tom 
3II-A 
4,269 FALL 
TOMATOES U Fill Tom 
4.28I-A 
1,535 SPRING 
TOMATOES U SprI"IITom 
1.1i3&-A 
2.162 LEMONS L Lemon 
2, 182-S 
281 LIMES L Lime 
281-$ 
892 ORANGES 
(NAVEL) L Nil/e' 
892-T 
7,860 ORANGES 
(VALENCIA) L Velencle Valencia 
2.046-8 6.816-T 
866 TANGERINES L T I/'IgII'lne 
88800T 
456 GRAPEFRUIT L GrlPllfNlt 
468-T 
762 POTATOES U Potato 
762-A 
34,821 TOTAL 9,064 17;739 8,028 
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SUB-APPENDIX F 
WELLTON-MOHAWKDNISION 
-------------. 
TableF-l. Total land use by crop, technology, land class, tmd rotation sequenceB- WeUton-Mokawk- 9()0 mg/l. 
Total Lana Cia .. 1 Ldnd L .... 'i:i 1. Land C~$S 3 
.and use -.rop Crop Smgle Unuble S,ngle lloubl. Single Doubl. 
(acres) status roppeo 'ropped 'ropped crc>pped cropped cropped 
Acros 
11 131 COTTON U Cotton 
11131-.0. 
17.604 . ALFALFA S Alfalfa AIf.1fa 
13.137-A 4.44I7-A 
5,324 LETTUCE U 
3,007 CANTALOUPE U 
l.ettuco 
10,481 WHEAT U Whea. U24-A~ -~Whi!at Wheat . Sorghum 
11,21_ c.. .. loupo 389-A 1.S74-A 1,874-B 
2.8114-A 
Can .. 'oupe 
9,937 SORGHUM U Sorghum Sorghum 113-.0. 
6,784-A 1,1911-A Sof\!hum 
l,0B3-A 
7,637 GRASS SEED U Gr .. Seed G .... _ 
34-A 1.tJ03,-A 
27 GRAPEFRUIT U GnipofNIt 
27-1< 
a013 ORANGES AND 
TANGERINES U Qra/T ... 
3.013-A 
219 LEMONS U Lamon 
21_ 
68.379 TOTAL 41.582 8,218 6,052 1,196 9,477 1,874 
7bble F-!. Total land use by crop. technology, land class, and rotation sequence- WeUton-Mokawk-l.000 
mg/l. 
Total Land CIIIIIl LandCIe.2 Land ct.s 3 
18nd_ Crop Crop Single --ooubIe Single Double Single Double (lalit' ItItIII cropped croppld cropped ~ cropped crCl\llMld 
AcnI 
11.131 COTTON U Conan Cot-. 
3,1ZII-A 1,1103-A 
17,. ALFALFA S AIIIh 
17~ 
6,324- .LETTUCIi! U 
3,007 CANTALOUPE U 
10.481 WHEAT U WI.- ~ WI!Mt c--.. 
--
SortNR 
~ 2,321-A 4 ........ 1'1-11 1,874-8 1.B'14-C 
""-un SORGHUM U ....... U24-A ....... . ..-..-
'-1Il-A ~ 1.G83-A 1.G83-A 
S13-A 
7,m GRASS SEeD U Or_Seed 
7.837-1>. 
27 GRAPEFRUIT U GnptfNll 
'D-A 
3,013 ORANGES AND 
TANGERINES U OrolT., 
3.013-A 
219 LEMONS U Umon 
21~ 
88.378 TOTAL 41,682 8.218 8,052 1.196 9,417 U74 
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Table F-8. Totall4nd 'USe by crop, technolof11l, l4nd clara, and rotation sequence- WeUton-Mohawk-l,l00 
mg/l. 
----
Total Land Class I Land Class 2 Land Class 3 
landu. Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(IICI'III lltatul cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Acres 
11.131 COTTON. U Conon c~ 
3.S28-A 7.803-A 
17.643 ALFALFA S AI,.If. 
t7.S43-A 
6.324 LETTUCE U 
3,007 CANTALOUPE U 
Conta~ 
10,481 WHEAT U Whm L_ Whell 113-A WhMt SoIyjhum 
e.CIfI!3-A UM-A U24-A SoIyjhum 1.874-C t.874-C 
l,0113-A 
a •• SORGHUM U SoI9Uft ~ 
7.041-A 2.111M-A 
7,137 GRASS SEED U o,..s-t 
7#J7-/11o 
27 GRAPEFRUIT U Onp.fNIt 
'D-A 
3,013 ORANGES AND 
TANGIORINES U 0rafT., 
3,OI3-A 
21. LEMONS U L_ 
21"'" 
68,379 TOTAL 41,&82 8.218 8.062 1,198 a,477 1.874 
TableF-J,. Total land 'USe by crop, technolof11l, l4nd clara, 41Jd rotation sequence- WeUton-Mohawk-l,200 
mg/l. 
Total . Land C ... 1 L:and Clm 2 Lllldc ... a 
land UII Crop Crop Single Double SI ..... Double Single Double 1-- 1tatuI cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
AInI 
11.131 COTTON U c.n- Cotton 
8,3OI-A 4,82I-A 
17._ ALFALFA S Alfllft 
17.1I03-A 
5.324 LETTUCE U I.Amuot ~ 
5,324--A 6,324--A 
3.007 CANTALOUPE U 
10.481 WHEAT U Whelt CIntoIo .... Whe. SorFum Whe. $orpum. 
7.534-10 2.8114-10 1.083-10 l,0113-A 1.874-0 t,874-C 
10.008 SORGHUM U Sollihum ~rn c.,UIIoupt 
1.844-A 113-A 113-C 
7.837 GRASS SEED U G,.Sood O .... Sood 
34-10 7,803-A 
27 GRAPEFRUIT U Grapohvlt 
27-A 
3.013 ORANGES AND 
TANGERINES U OrolT.., 
3,OI3-A 
219 LEMONS U Lemon 
21~ 
68.379 TOTAL 41.562 8.218 6.052 1.198 9.477 1.874 
Table F-5. Total land U8e by crop, tech.nology, land class, and rotation sequence- WeUton-Mokawk-l,900 
mgIL 
Total Land Class 1 Land Class 2 Land Clasa3 
Iand_ Crop Crop Singi. Double Single Double Single Double 
lacresl $t8tu$ cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Acres 
11,131 COTTON U Cotton 
11,131-A 
17.281 ALFALFA S "".If. 
17,2I7-A 
6.488 LETTUCE U 
3,007 CANTALOUPE U 
LttIu .. 
10.516 WHEAT U Whot 6,488-A 
-
So<vf>um 
8,&42-1< Conlaloop" 1.874-0 l,874-C 
2.730-A 
c .......... po 
10,055 SORGHUM U SorgI>um SorgI>um 277~D 
l,21G-A 8,062-A Sorghum 
8111-A 
7.637 - GRASS SEED U Gf ... Sotd G,IUSted 
34-A 7,IlO3-A 
27 GRAPEFRUIT U GrapofNlt 
27·A 
3.013 ORANGES AND 
TANGERINES U OraIT ... 
3,OI3-A 
219 LEMONS U Lemon 
21_ 
68,379 TOTAL 41.5&2 8,218 6,052 1.196 9,477 1,874 
Table F-6. Total land use by crop, technology, land class, and rotation sequence- WeUton·MQhawk-l,~OO 
mgIL 
Total Land Class 1 Land Class 2 Land Class 3 
land use._ Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(8ctesJ $latus cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Ac_ 
11.131 COTTON U Cotton Cotton 
B,271>-A 4,868-A 
17.071 ALFAI.FA S AII.,I. 
17,071-A 
5.631 LETTUCE U Lettuco Sorvt>um 
6,831-A 6.831-A 
3.001 CANTALOUPE U 
Cenlllloup" 
10.560 WHEAT U Wheat Canlllioupo Wheat 419-0 Wheat Sorghum 
7,490-A 784-1< I,I96-A SorQllum 1.874-0 1,874-<; 
777-B 
10.086 SORGHUM U So";'''''' canttloupo 
1,804-1'. 1,804-A 
7.637 GRASS SEED U: Gr ... Ste<t Gr ... Set<I 
34-A 7.1103-A 
27 GRAPEFRUIT U GrapolNil 
27-A 
3.013 ORANGES AND 
TANGERINES U Orai'Tan 
3,013-1< 
219 LEMONS U L_ 
219-A 
68,379 TOTAL 41,562 8,218 6.052 1,196 9,477 1,874 
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SUB-APPENDIX G 
GILA AREA 
Table G-l. Totallarul 'lUe by crop, tech1Wwgy, larul Clas8, arul rotation seque7ICe-Giio. Area-900 mg/l. 
Total Land Class , I.and Class 2 Land Class 3 
land use (;rop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(acl1!Sl flatUs cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
AclllS 
1,831 COTTON L ~ 
1.831-A 
5,402 AI.FAI.FA L AIf,lf. AMilia 
2.603-A 2,15-A 
2.017 LETTUCE S Lmuct Latll.lCe 
1.&2Ih' 491-A 
1,499 CANTALOUPE I. Cantaloupe 
1,3I5-A 
1,449 WHEAT I. Whnt WhMt CanuI_ 
402-A 1,047-A 112-A 
917 SORGHUM I. llot9Ium Slll1lhum CantDlupo 
&IS-A 12-A 72-A 
2,247 GRASS SEED I. Gr .. s...:J 
2.247-A 
1,409 GRAPEFRUIT I. Grapefruit 
1,4O&-A 
8,347 ORANGES AND 
TANGERINES I. OraITan 
8,3ot1-A 
6,431 I.EMONS I. Lamon 
8,431-A 
31,549 TOTAl. 22,476 491 3,273 72 5,125 112 
Table G·2. Total w.rul 'lUe by crop, tech1Wwgy, w.rul class, arul rotation seque7ICe-GiJa Area-l.000 mg/l. 
Total LandCI .. l lMIdCI_2 I.IWIdCI_3 
Iindu. Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(8I:1lIS1 IIflIUII cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Ac_ 
1,831 COTTON L ~ 
UI3I-A 
5,402 AI.FALFA L Alfalf, Alfalf. 
4.165-A 1.17-8 
2,017 LETTUCE S Lmuct Le_ 
1,52&-A 4111-" 
1,499 CANTALOUPE I. Cantaloupe 
1.318-8 
1,449 WHEAT I. Wheat WhNt Cantal_ 
402-A 1.C147-8 112-D 
917 SORGHUM I. Sorthum CllItaloope 
117-A 12-8 
2,247 GRASS SEED L G ..... SHd 
2,241-A 
1,409 GRAPEFRUIT I. G_frvit 
1.408-A 
8,347 ORANGES AND 
TANGERINES I. OnoIT.n 
8,347-A 
6,431 I.EMONS I. Lamon 
6.431-" 
31,549 TOTAl. 22,476 491 3.273 72 5,125 112 
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Table 608. Total 1n.nd use by crop, technology, 1n.nd class, and rotation sequence - Gila Area-1,1 00 mg/l. 
~ 
TOUI Land Class 1 Land Class 2 Land Class 3 
land use Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(acres) status cropped croppea cropped <:ropped cropped cropped 
Acres 
1,831 COTTON L Cotton 
1,831-A 
5,402 ALFALFA L Alfalf. AHalf. 
4.78IJ-A 033-C 
2.012 LETTUCE S Lo_ ·Lottuot 
1.621-A 411-A 
1,604 CANTALOUPE L Cantlloupe 
1.321-8 
1,449 WHEAT L YJl'Mt ConQIotIpe Wheat C."tal_ 
402-A 72-B l.o47-C 112-0 
917 SORGHUM L Sorghum 
917-A 
2.247 GRASS SEED L Gr..Seed 
2,247-A 
1,409 GRAPEFRUIT L Grapefruit 
1.4C»-A 
8.347 ORANGES AND 
TANGERINES L ar.rr .... 
8,347-A 
6.431 LEMONS L lMnCIn 
8,431-A 
31,649 TOTAL 22,476 491 3.273 72 5.126 112 
Table 6o~. Total1n.nd use by crop, technology, 1n.ndclass, and rotation sequence-Gila Area-1,200 mg/l. 
TotIII Land Class 1 Land Cia. 2 LandClaa3 
landUII Crop Crop . Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(-) IIIIIUI cropped cropsjed crQIIPId ctopped avpped c:rapped 
Aietes 
1.831 COTTON' L Co~ 
U31-A 
5.402 ALFALFA L Aftalfli Alfalt. 
4.774-A 829-0 
2.007 LETTUCE S I.etbICt Lattuca 
1.til8-A 411-A 
1.609 CANTALOUPE L Cantal_ 
1.32S-C 
1.449 WHEAT L Wheat Cantaloupe Wheat Cantal""pe 
402-A 72-C 1.047-0 112-D 
917 SORGHUM L Sorghum 
917-A 
2,247 GRASS SEED L Gr_Seed 
2.247-A 
1.409 GRAPEFRUIT L G .... frvlt 
1,409-A 
8.347 ORANGES AND 
TANGERINES L CrofT ... 
8,3.47-A 
6.431 LEMONS L Lemon 
6,431-A 
31.549 TOTAL 22.476 491 3.273 72 5,125 112 
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Tabk G-5. Totallo:rul 'USe by crop, technowgy, land clo.ss, and rotation sequence-Gila Area, 1,900 mg/l. 
Total Land Class 1 Land Class 2 Land Class 3 
land use Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(acresl status cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Acres 
1,831 COTTON L Ccmon 
1.831-8 
5,402 ALFALFA L AII.If. AIr.". 
4,808-A IiM-D 
1,973 LETTUCE S Lettuce Lottuco 
1,4B2-A 491-A 
1,601 CANTALOUPE L Contlloupe 
1,417-0 
1,472 WHEAT L WhIIt Conllioupe Whaot Contoloupe 
426-A 72-0 1,1)47-0 112-0 
837 SORGHUM L Sotvhum 
837-A 
2,247 GRASS SEED L GrouSoed 
2,247-A 
1,409 GRAPEFRUIT L Gropolrult 
1,~ 
8,347 ORANGES AND 
TANGERINES L O,ofT .. 
8,347-A 
6,431 LEMONS L Lomon 
6,431-A 
31;549 TOTAL 22,476 491 3,273 72 6,126 112 
Tabk G-6. Total land use by crop, technowgy, land clo.ss, and rotation sequence-Gila Area-l,400 mg/l. 
Total Land Class 1 Land Class 2 Land Class 3 
land use Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(acresl statui- cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Ac:reI 
1,831 COTTON L Cotton 
1,831-8 
5,408 ALFALFA L AII.If. All"". 
4.836-A 673-0 
1,946 LETTUCE S Lotluco Lettuce 
1.466-A 491-A 
1,489 . CANTALOUPE L ContaIoupo CIn.oioupo 
1.417-0 72-0 
1,490 WHEAT L Wholl WhoII Sotvhum 
443-A 1,047-0 112-0 
952 SORGHUM L SorvIIum 
840-8 
2,247 GRASS SEED L GrouSood 
2,247-A 
1,409 GRAPEFRUIT L Grapefruit 
1.40II-A 
8,347 ORANGES AND 
TANGERINES L OrafTon 
8.347-A 
6,431 LEMONS L Lemon 
6.431-A 
31,549 TOTAL 22,476 491 3,273 72 5.125 112 
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SUB·APPENDIX H 
YUMA VALLEY AREA 
Table H·l. Total land use by crop. technology, land class, and rotation sequence-Yuma Area-900 mg/l. 
ToUl Land Class 1 Land Class 2 Land CIISS 3 
lend uti Crop CroP Single Double Single Double Single Double 
I_I mtus cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Acres 
13,171 COTTON U Cotten ~ Cotten 
1,6OIh4. l,142-A 4,431-A 
11,394 ALFALFA L Altai', 
11,384-A 
9,440 LETTUCE U LetUICII 
6,512-A 
4,639 CANTALOUPE L Cantaloupe 
3,11&-A 
9,452 WHEAT L Whoat '-- Who," c..taIoupe 
UII1-A 3,IIOlI-A 891-A 89t-D 
4,434 SORGHUM L SotvIwm Cantaloupe 
4,.Q4-,.A 569-A 
3;410 GRASS SEED S G.auSeed 
3,41(}-A 
194 GRAPEFRUIT L Gr.pefrult 
194-A 
1,023 ORANGES AND 
TANGERINES U DrliTon 
1.023-A 
816 LEMONS L Lemon 
BI&-A 
1;7<1'1'1 T()TAI 3R :>97 :1908 5.576 569 8.732 891 
Table H·2. Total land use by crop, technology, land class, and rotation sequence- Yuma Area-l,OOO mg/l. 
Total Land Class 1 Land Class 2 Land Class :3 
land use Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(acres) status cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Acra, 
13,171 COTTON U Cotton Cotton Cotton 
3.669-A 5.007-A 4.496-A 
11,394 ALFALFA L All.". 
11.394-A 
9,440 LETTUCE U Lettuat Sorvhum 
9.440-A 665-A 
4,703 CANTALOUPE L 
9,452 WHEAT L Whoat Cantaloupe Wheet Cantaloupe Whelt Cantaloupe 
7.e92-A 3.243--A 6Cli-A 569-A 891,--8 891-D 
4,434 SORGHUM L Sor\1hum 
3.789-A 
3,345 GRASSSCED S Groa Seod 
3.345-A 
194 GRAPEFRUIT L Gropefrull 
194-A 
1,023 ORANGES AND 
TANGERINES U OrafT.., 
1.023-A 
816 LEMONS L Lemon 
818-A 
57,973 TOTAL 38.297 3,908 5.576 569 8,732 891 
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Tabk H·S, Total land use by crop, technology, land ClasB, and rotation sequence-Yuma Area-l,100 mg/l. 
..........., 
Total LnCI .. I LandCI .. 2 Land CI .. 3 
land use Crop Crop Singi. Double Single Double Single Double 
(acm) 
-
cropped cropped aopped cropped cropped cropped 
Mra 
13.171 COTTON U CotuIn Conan 
1,II81I-I. 4,1II3-A 
11.394 ALFALFA L AII.1f1 
l1,394-A 
9,440 LETTUCE U ~ 
6.532-A 
4.711 CANTALOUPE L Canlllioupo L_ .. 
3,:II1-A 3.:II1-A 
9.452 WHEAT L Wheat lenu .. Wlwlt Contolou.,. Who. Contllou.,. 
2.985-A 657-'" 1,6711-A 56&-8 In·c 881-0 
4.434 SORGHUM L Sorghum 
4,434-A 
3.338 GRASS SEED S G_Seed 
3.338-A 
194 GRAPEFRUIT L Grapefruit 
194-A 
1.023 ORANGES AND 
TANGERINES U o.afT ... 
1,023--A 
816 LEMONS L Lemon 
a16-A 
57,973 TOTAL 38,297 3,908 5.576 569 8,732 891 
Tabk H-4, Total land use by crop, technology, land class, and rotation sequence- Yuma Area-l,200 mglL 
Total Land Class 1 Land Class 2 Land Class 3 
land use Crop Crop Single Double Single Doubl .. Single Double 
(ecnlSl sta1I.Is cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
ACt'IIII 
13,171 COTTON U Cotmn Cotton 
8,834-'" 4,638-A 
11,394 ALFALFA L Alfllll. 
11,394-A 
9,440 LETTUCE U Lettuce Sorihum 
9,44o-A 2,26~ 
4,748 CANTALOUPE L Cantaloupe Cantaloupe 
I,1143-A 1,843-A 
9,452 WHEAT L Whoat Whoat Cantaloupe Wholt ClI1taloupO. 
2.985-A 1,6111--A 588-C BIIl-D 881-0 
4,434 SORGHUM L So'llhum 
2. 169-A 
3,303 GRASS SEED S GtillSaed 
3.303-A 
194 GRAPEFRUIT L Grapefruit 
1114-A 
1,023 ORANGES AND 
TANGERINES U OrofT." 
1,023--'" 
816 LEMONS L Lemon 
818-A 
57.973 TOTAL 38.297 3,908 5,576 569 8.732 891 
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Table H-S. Total1n.nd use by crop, techrwwgy, 1n.nd cln.ss, and rotation sequence- Yuma Area-l,900 mg/l. 
Total L8IId Class 1 Land Class 2 LandClau3 
land uaI Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double 
I_I rtatus cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Acres 
12.996 COTTON S Cot1Dl't CoIIIIn 
8,143-A 4,862-8 
11,394 ALFALFA L AIf .. ,. 
11.394-A 
9,885 LETTUCE U let:tu<lt letlllCi 
8,077-A 3,OO8-A 
5.476 CANTALOUPE L Cantaloupe 
4.01l,.-A 
9.487 WHEAT L Wheat Wheat Canteloupe Wheat Cantaloupe 
3.02O-A 5.S7&-A 568-A 801-0 891-0 
3,849 SORGHUM L Sorghum 
3.848-A 
2._ GRASS SEED L GI1ISSSoad 
2.1188-A 
194 GRAPEFRUIT L Gr .... lrul'l 
184-A 
787 ORANGES AND 
TANGERINES L OrllT .. 
787-A 
816 LEMONS L Lemon 
818-A 
67.973 TOTAL 38,297 3,908 5,576 569 8,732 881 
Table H-6. Total1n.nd use by crop, techrwwgy, 1n.nd cln.ss, and rotation sequence- Yuma Area-l,400 mg/l. 
Total Land Class 1 Land CJan 2 Land Class 3 
ISId .... Crop Crop Single Double SlnlIIe Double Single Double 
I-I statui cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
AcnIs 
13.171 COTTON U Cotton Cot1on CoIIIIn 
3.312-A 6,007"':A 4,862-8 
11.384 ALFALFA L Alfolf. 
l1,384-A 
9.729 LETTUCE U let:tu<lt 
.!lonAhum 
1l.129-A 1.II00-A 
5,478 CANTALOUPE L Cantlloupe Cantlloupo 
2.008-A 2.006-1\ 
9.470 WHEAT L Wheat 
--
Cantlioupo Whe. Cantllloupo 
8,010-A ...... 589-0 891--0 .1-0 
3.826 SORGHUM L So'l#lum 
1.S28-A 
2.989 GRASS SEED L Gr ... Seed 
2.Il88-A 
194 GRAPEFRUIT L Grlpolrul'l 
184-A 
908 ORANGES AND 
TANGERINES S Ono/TII'I 
IIC8-A 
816 LEMONS L Lemon 
818-A 
67.973 TOTAL 38.297 3.908 5.576 569 8,732 891 
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SUB-APPENDIX I 
SALT RIVER PROJECT 
TableI-J. Totalll1:nd use by crop, technowgy, land class, and rotation sequence - Salt River Project - 565 mg/l. 
Total land Class 1 Land Class 2 Land Class 3 
landule Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(acres) status cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Acm 
48,964 ALFALFA S Alf.,f. 
411,954-A 
31,084 COTTON U CotUln Cotton 
20,634-A 9,226-A 
16,237 BARLEY L Barley Sorghum Barley Sorghum 
6.760--A 341-A 10,>488-A 10.488-A 
28,341 WHEAT U Wha.1 Sol'ljhum Wheat . Wheat Sof9I\um 
lli,OB6-A 15.085-A 10.397-A 2,859-A 2,859-A 
30,393 SORGHUM U Sorghum Onion Sooihum Carrot 
692-A 692-A 930-A 93O-A 
1,324 LETTUCE U u.ttuco COllOn 
1,324-A 1.324-A "-
692 ONIONS U 
1,990 GRAPEFRUIT U Graporfruit 
1.990-A 
3,987 ORANGES AND 
TANGERINES U OrofT"" 
3.987-A 
4,011 SUGAR BEETS U Sugar 8 ... ", 
4,01 I-A 
929 CARROTS U 
165,942 TOTAL 73,815 17.441 48.326 11.417 12.085 2.859 
Table 1-2. TQtalland use by crop, technowgy,. land class, and rotation sequence - Salt River Project - 900 mg/l. 
Total Land CI .... 1 Land Ch,.,. 2 Land Class 3 
land use Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(ac ..... ) status cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Acreo 
46.954 ALFALFA S AII.II. Alfalf. 
43.965-A 2.ll1III-A 
31.084 COTTON U Cot"", 
2II.7lIO-A 
16.237 BARLEY L Sorley BtrIoy ~ 
8,4"2-A 1I.7118-A 9.7_ 
28,341 WHEAT U Whoa, Sorghum Whea, 
_I 
Sc.iIIum 
16.1 17-A le.117-A 4.151)-A 8.07_ 2.81i9-A 
Onion 
30,393 SORGHUM U SofVhum 692-A 
1.821-A C.rrot: 
929-A 
1.324 LETTUCE U Lettuco Cotton 
1,32_ 1.324-A 
692 ONIONS U 
1.990 GRAPEfRUIT U Grapefrujt 
1.990-A 
3,987 ORANGES AND 
TANGERINES U OrafT.n 
3.987-A 
4.011 SUGAR BEETS U SugorBoets 
4,Ol1-A 
929 CARROTS U 
165.942 TOTAL 73,815 17.441 48.326 11,417 12.085 2,859 
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Table /-9. Totalln:nd use by crop, technology, kLnd class, and rotation sequence-Salt River Project-I,100 
mg/l. 
Total Land Class 1 Land Class:.? Land Class 3 
land use Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(acres) sta1US cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Acres 
46,954 ALFALFA S AII.lfa 
46,954-11 
31,004 COTTON U CottOn Cotton Co."", 
1,431-11 18.01G-II 4,319--11 
16,237 BARLEY L Barlev Sol1lhum Borley SoI1lhUf1\ 
8,472-11 8,472-11 7,7611-11 2,859-11 
28,341 WHEAT U Whe .. Sol1lhum When 
17,441-11 11,441-11 10,900-A 
Onion 
30,393 SORGHUM U Sorvhum 692-A 
1.821-11 Carrot 
929-11 
1.324 LETTUCE U t.._ Cotton 
1,324-11 1,324-A 
692 ONIONS U 
1,990 GRAPEFRUIT U Grapefruit 
1,900-A 
3,987 ORANGES AND 
TANGERINES U OrtlT'.n 
3,987-A 
4,011 SUGAR BEETS U Sugar Seets 
4,01l-A 
929 CARROTS U 
165,942 TOTAL 73,815 17.441 46,326 11.417 12.085 2,859 
Table /-1," Total kLnd use by crop, technology, kLnd class, and rotation sequence'-:'Salt River Project-1,400 
mg/l. 
Total Land eias, I Ldnc C."" 2 Lnr>d Class 3 
land tJ:iiC Crop Crop Sinlle DoutJie Single Do"I.:. Single Double 
(acre.) s.tatus cror~ped "moped crupped Cf':.nmeu cropped cropped 
Acre, 
46,954 ALFALFA S All.lI. Alba, 
14,0.3.3-11 32.921-A 
31,084 COTTON U Cotton 
31.o.84-A 
16.237 BARLEY L Barley l.ettuce Barley Sorghum 
6,680--11 1.324-11 9.657-A 9,657-·A 
28,341 WHEAT U Wh ••• Sorgh\Jm Whe .. Sorghum Whe.t Sonlhum 
14,4913-11 14.496-11 1.760-A 1. 750-A 12.085-1\ 2,B59-A 
Onion 
30,393 SORGHUM U Sorghum 692-11 
1,621-A Carrot 
929-A 
1,324 LETTUCE U 
692 ONIONS U 
1.990 GRAPEFRUIT U Grapefruit 
1,990-A 
3.987 ORANGES AND 
TANGERINES U OrafT.n 
3,987-A 
4,011 SUGAR BEETS U Sugar Beets 
4,Ol1-A 
929 CARROTS U 
165.942 TOTAL 73,815 17,441 48,326 11,417 12,085 2.B59 
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SUB-APPENDIX J 
LANDS SUPPLEMENTAL TO SALT RIVER PROJECT 
Table J-1_ Total land use by crop. technology. land clas8. and rotation 8equence-Lands Supplemental to Salt 
River Project - 565 mg/l. 
Total Land Class 1 Land Class 2 Land Class 3 
land use Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(acres) status cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Acras 
2,304 ALFALFA L Alfalfa 
2.304-A 
6,307 COTTON U Cotton Cotton 
4.S4&-A 1,01 &-A 
1,944 BARLEY L Barl8y UtlUCit 
l.944-A 1.944-A 
3,014 WHEAT U Wh.at SOrghum 
3,0 14-A 406-A 
Sot1Jhum 
4,535 SORGHUM S Sorghum 169-A Sorghum 
820-A Onions ~.071-A 
451-A 
4,863 LETTUCE U Lettuct Cotton UttuCit Sorghum 
849-A S49-A 2.271-A 2.271-A 
451 ONIONS U 
909 SUGAR BEETS L Sugllr Beets 
909-A 
24,327 TOTAL 10,160 3,211 8,300 2.676 1,980 
Table J-2. Total land use by crop. technowgy. land class. and, rotation sequence-Lands Supplemental to Salt 
River Project -900 mg/l. 
Total Land Class 1 Land Class 2 Land Class 3 
landu. Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double 
lacnIS) status cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Acres 
2,304 ALFALFA L AHaH_ 
2.304-A 
6,307 'COTTON U Ccmon Cot1Dn 
1,477-A 654-A 
1,944 BARLEY L BwIey 
1.944-A 
3,014 WHEAT U WheIt 
3.014-A 
4.535 SORGHUM S SOlghum Onion Sorghum Sorghum 
1.294-A 451-A 1.980-A 614-A 
4,863 LETTUCE U Lettuce Cotton Ltttual Sorghum 
4.176-A 4,178-A 687-A 887-A 
451 ONIONS U 
909 SUGAR BEETS L Sugar Beets 
909-A 
24,327 TOTAL 10,160 4,627 6.300 687 1.980 574 
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Table J-B. Totolland use by crop, tecknol()gy, land class, and rotation sequence-Lands Supplemental to Salt 
River Project-t, 000 mg/l 
Total' LaooClass 1 Land Class 2 Land Class 3 
land use Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(acres) status cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Acres 
2,304 ALFALFA L Alfalfa 
2.304-A 
6,307 COnON U Cotton Cotton 
218-A 6,404-A 
1,944 BARLEY L Birley Lettual BIrley Barley S0f'9hum 
1,182-A 1. 162-A 209-A 674-A 674-A 
3,014 WHEAT U Wheat L.t1UOII 
3.014-A 3.014-A 
4,535 SORGHUM S SoI'ghum Onion Sorghum, 
2,5fi5.:-A 45t-A 1,408-A 
4,863 LEnUCE U LatlUcl Cotton 
8B1-A 8B7-A 
451 ONIONS U 
909 SUGAR BEETS L Sugar Beets 
909-A 
24,327 TOTAL 10,160 4,627 6,300 687 1,980 574 
TableJ-4. Totolland use by crop, technology, land class, and rotation sequence-Lands Supplemental to Salt 
River Project-t,400 mg/l. 
Total Land Class 1 Land Class 2 Land Class 3 
land use Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(acres) atatus' cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Acres 
2,304 ALFALFA L AIf,lf. 
2.304-A 
6,307 COnON U CottOn Cotton Cotton 
2.648-A 3.824-A 38-A 
1,944 BARLEY L Barl.y 
1,IM4-A 
3,014 WHEAT U Wheat Sorghum Whett LettuCl8 
338-A 338-A 2,676-A 2.676-A 
Sorghum 
4,535 SORGHUM S Sorghum 23S':"A 
1,774-A Onion 
451-A 
4,863 LEnUCE U Lettuce Sorghum 
2, 187-A 2,167-A 
451 ONIONS U 
909 SUGAR BEETS L Sugar Beets 
909-A 
24,327 TOTAL 10,160 3,211 6,300 2,676 1,980 
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SUB·APPENDIX K 
ROOSEVELT WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT 
Table K·l. Total 14nd use by crop, tecknowgy, 14nd cla8., and rotation sequence-Roosevelt Water 
Conservation District-775 mg/l. 
Total Land Class I Land Uass 2 Land Class 3 
land use Crop Crop S.ngle Double Single Double Single DOUble 
(acresl status r.ropped cropped cropped cropped ,repper' croppa<' 
Ac/'lS 
8,250 ALFALFA L AN,lf, 
8,250-A 
13.194 COTTON S Cotton Co_ Cot1OO 
6,312-A 6t7-A 8.365--A 
Sotvh-
1.686--A 
2,569 BARLEY L 8ar1oy Lettuco 
2,689-A 273-A 
W....,...1on 
81G-A 
1,377 WHEAT L WIIut Llttuce WIIut SollihUM 
5-A 5-A 1,372-A I,054-A 
2,869 SORGHUM L llorQhum 
lZ1-A 
278 LETTUCE U 
610 WATERMELON U 
1,429 GRAPEFRUIT U Gr"""""it 
1.429-A 
2,351 ORANGES AND 
TANGERINES L OralT., 
UliI-A 
316 SUGAR BEETS L Sugoo,8"11 
318-A 
33,233 TOTAL 10,630 2,574 12,610 1,054 6,365 
Table K·2. Total 14nd use by crop, tecknowgy, 14nd cla8s, and rotation sequence - Roosevelt Water 
Conservation Distri.ct-900-1,lrOO mg/l. 
Total Land Class 1 Land Class 2 Land Class 3 
land use Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(acresl status cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Acres 
8,250 ALFALFA L AII,I!o 
8.250-A 
'3, '94 COTTON S Cotton Cotton 
6.948-A 8,245-A 
2,569 8ARLEY L krIr( Sorghum 
2.&88-A 2. 13O-A 
W.tomMlon 
1,317 WHEAT L Whellt 81G-A Whe.r Sorghum 
8S9-A Lettuce 488-A 488-A 
278-A 
2,859 SORGHUM L Sorghum Sorghum 
l1G-A 120-A 
278 LETTUCE U 
6'0 WATERMELON U 
1,429 GRAPEFRUIT U Grapefruit 
1,429-A 
2,351 ORANGES AND 
TANGERINES L Ono/Tan 0n0IT., 
1.048-A 1.303-A 
316 SUGAR BEETS L Sog. Beets 
316-A 
33,233 TOTAL 10,630 888 12,610 2.618 6,365 120 
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SUB·APPENDIX L 
ROOSEVELT mRIGATION DISTRICT 
Table L-l. Total la1id use by crop, tech1Wlogy, la1id class, a1id rotation sequence-Roosevelt Irrigatwn 
District -775 mg/l. 
Total Land Class 1 Land Class 2 Land Class 3 
land use Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(acres) lItatus cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Acres 
7,030 ALFALFA S Alfllfa 
1,03O-A 
6,935 COTTON U Cotton Cotton 
4,aeD-A 2.075-A 
3,445 BARLEY U Barlev Ensilllge 
3,445-A B7-A 
2,216 WHEAT U Wlleet Lettuce 
2.2lfl-A 171-A 
314 SORGHUM U S~m EnsI" Sorghum En.lI. 
269-A 259-A 55-A 55-A 
171 LETTUCE U 
2,571 ALFALFA 
SEED L Alfalla Seed 
2.1i71-A 
935 ENSILAGE L e .... n. En.1I11II 
287-A 287-A 
6,814 PASTURE L P •• w" p-" 
6,583-A 231-0 
937 SUGAR BEETS U Sugar B8flU 
931-A 
31,368 TOTAL 28,168 784 2,130 55 231 
Table £-2. Total laml use by crop, tech.1Wlogy, la1id class, a1id rotatwn sequence - Roosevelt Irrigation 
District..,..- 900 mg/l. 
Total Land Class 1 Land Class 2 Land Class 3 
land use Crop Crop Single Double Sir,gle Double Single Dr~b!e 
(acres) status cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped CICpped 
Acres 
7,029 ALFALFA S AUalf, 
7.029-A 
6,935 COTTON U Cotton 
6.935-A 
3,445 BARLEY U Barley . Barley 
1.951-A l,494-A 
Lettuce 
2.216 WHEAT U Wheat 171-A Wh.at Ensilage 
2,161-A·· Ensilage 55-A 55-A 
614-A 
314 SORGHUM U Sorghum 
J14-A 
171 LETTUCE U 
2,511 ALFALFA 
SEEO L Alfalf. Seed 
2.571-A 
935 ENSILAGE L Ensilage 
267-A 
6,S15 PASTURE L p&stur1t P.ture 
6.584-A 231-0 
937 SUGAR BEETS U Sugar Be(!:U 
931-A 
31,368 TOTAL 28,168 784 2,130 55 231 
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Table L-'. Total land use by Cf'OP, tecAmlomi. land class, and rotation Bequence-Roosevelt If'rigation 
DiBtrkt -1,000 mg/L 
Total Land Class 1 Land Class:2 Land Class 3 
lend USII Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(eresl status cropped cropped cropped croplled cropped cropped 
ACI1II 
7,Crn ALFALFA S Alf.lf. 
7,027-A 
6,.835 COTTON I,) Cotton 
8.93&-4 
3,445 BARLEY U Bll1ty B.n., 
1.1161-4 1,4lM-A 
l.muaI 
2,216 WHEAT U Whitt 171 ..... Whnt Ensilage 
:t,111-A Ensll .... Ii ...... 6&-A 
813-A 
314 SORGHUM U Sa<vhum 
31 ....... 
171 LETTUCE U 
2,571 ALFALFA 
SEED I.. Allalf. Sood 
:t,671-A 
935 ENSILAGE L 1""1 .. 
287-A 
6,817 PASTURE L "-tura ' ... re 
8,688-A 231-D 
937 SUGAR BEETS U SugorB_ 
837 ..... 
31,368 TOTAL 28.168 784 2.130 66 231 
Table L-l;. Total land use by Cf'OP. tecAmlogy. land class, . and rotation sequence-RooBevelt Irrigation 
DiBtrkt-1.100 mg/L 
Total Lande'. 1 Land ClISS 2 Land Class 3 
land UII8 Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single DOUble 
I-I status CfOpped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Ace. 
7,024 ALFALFA S AIIalI. 
7,028-A 
8,935 COTTON U Conan 
8.13S-A 
3,446 8ARLEY U BIrley Bon., 
U63 ..... ' .... , ..... 
'-"-
2.216 WHEAT U WhNt 173-A WhIet EmU"" 
:t,181"'" Enol' .. 6&-A 5&-A 
IU ..... 
314 SORGHUM U .......... 
3' ....... 
173 LETTUCE U 
2,571 ALFALFA 
SEED L Alfall. Seed 
:t.671 ..... 
93& ENSILAGE L E"",-
...... 
6,817 PASTURE L "-tura ,--
8,&116-4 231-D 
937 SUGAR BEETS U S_Betu 
137-A 
31,368 TOTAL 28,168 784 2,130 55 231 
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Table .L-5. Total land use by crop. technology. land class. and rotation sequence-Roosevelt Irrigation 
District-l,200 mgll. 
Total LandClm 1 Land Class 2 Land Class 3 
land use Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(acres) status cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Acres 
7,022 ALFALFA S Altalfa 
7,022-A 
6,935 COTTON U Cotton 
6,936-A 
3,445 BARLEY U B~rl.y Sorley 
1,953·-A 1,4111-A 
Lettuc.l 
2,216 WHEAT U Whoa, 173-A Wh •• , Ensilage 
2.161-A Ensilage 65-A 5&-A 
611-A 
314 SORGHUM U Sorghum 
314-A 
173 LETTUCE U 
2,571 ALFALFA 
SEED L AIt.lf.Seed 
2.571-A 
935 ENSILAGE L Enslllllle 
269-A 
6,820 P~TURE L Posture Pasture 
6.5a11 231--0 
937 SUGAR BEETS U Sugar Beets 
937-A 
31,368 TOTAL 28,168 784 2.130 55 231 
Table L-6. Total land use by crop. technology, land class. and rotation seq.uence - Roosevelt Irrigation 
District-l,900 mgll. 
Total Land CI~$S 1 Land Class 2 Land Class 3 
land use Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(acres) status cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Acres 
7,01e ALFALFA S Allaif. 
7,018-A 
6,935 COTTON U Co",," 
6.93&-A 
3,445 BARLEY U Barley S.n"Y 
1.956-A 1;489-A 
LttlUoo 
2,216 WHEAT U Whoat 178-A Whoa, Ensilage 
2.161-A Ensilage 5&-A 56-A 
608--A 
314 SORGHUM U Sorghum 
314-A 
176 LETTUCE U 
2,571 ALFALFA 
SeEO L AII.lf. Seed 
2.fl71-A 
935 ENSILAGE L Ensll. 
272-A 
6,821 PASTURE L Pasture Pasture 
6.600--A 231--0 
937 SUGAR BEETS U s_a .... 
It'17-A 
31,368 TOTAL 28,168 784 2,130 55 231 
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Table L-7. Total land use by crop, tech'IWlogy, land class, and rotation sequence-Roosevelt Irrigation 
Di8trict-l,~OO mg/l. 
Total Land Class 1 Land Class 2 L,ncICIIIII3 
land UIe Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Doubl, 
1-) sta1US cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
A_ 
7.015 ALFALFA S Alfolfo 
7,OI6-A 
8.935 COTTON U eo_ 
U315-A 
3,445 BARLEY U Borfey BarMy 
l,ll58-A 1.488-.0. 
... -2,216 WHEAT U """ot l1~A 
_tt 
Enol ..... 
:t1l11-A Enoll. 56-.0. 56-A 
806-A 
314 SORGHUM U ~um 
314-A 
179 LETTUCE U 
2.511 ALFALFA 
SEEO L Allalf. Seed 
2.611-.0. 
936 ENSILAGE L eMil. 
275-.0. 
6.821 PASTURE L P.lU" Pntv,.. 
6.690-.0. 231-'1 
937 SUGAR BEETS U SugorilltU 
1137-.0. 
31,368 TOTAL 28,168 784 2,130 55 231 
SUB·APPENDIX M 
SAN CARLOS IRRIGATION DISTRICT (NON·INDIAN) 
TableM-l. Total land use by crop, technology, land class, and rotation sequence - San Carlos Irrigation District 
(Non-Indilm)-775 mg/l. 
Total LandCI.-1 Land Class 2 LIlAdC_3 
land ute Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(ac .... ) statui cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
A_ 
5,929 ALFALFA L Alfolfl 
6,11211 
13,995 BARLEY S Birley ......., 
1.331-.0. t2.I64-A 
1.577 SAFFLOWER U SalflOWltr 
1.&77-.0. 
3,554 WHEAT U Wheat 
3.654-.0. 
4,880 MAIZE U MIIH 
4.880-.0. 
20,820 COTTON 
(UPLAND) U Uplind UplMct 
42-A 2O.77B-A 
1,010 COTTON 
(PIMA) U PIm, 
1,o10-A 
648 SUGAR BEETS U SuprB_ 
648-A 
B5 GRAPES U Gr,pes 
.....,. 
52,499 TOTAL 17.271 13,440 21,188 
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TableM-2. Totallnnd use· by crop, techrwlogy, lnnd class, and rotation sequence -San Carlos Irrigation J)istrict 
~ (Non-Indinn)-900 mg/l. 
Total Land Class 1 Land Class 2 Land Class 3 
land use Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(acres) status cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Acres 
5,929 ALFALFA L Alf.lf. 
5.929-A 
13.995 BARLEY S aarley aarley 
4.BB5-A 9.111-A 
1,577 SAFFLOWER U Safflower 
1,577-A 
-3.554 WHEAT U WIleot 
3.564-A 
4,880 MAIZE U Maize 
4.B8O-A 
_20,820 COTTON 
(UPLAND) U Upland Upland 
3.5116-A 17.224-A 
1,010 COTTON 
(PIMA) U Plm. 
1.010-A 
648 SUGAR BEETS U Sugar aaets 
648-A 
85 GRAPES U Gr."", 
a5-A 
52.499 TOTAL 17.271 13.440 21,786 
TableM-9. Totallnnd use by crop, techrwlogy, lnnd class, and rotation sequence - San Carlos Irrigation District 
(Non-Indinn)-l,OOO mg/l. 
Total Land Class 1 Land Class 2 Land Class 3 
land use Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(acres) status cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Acres 
5,929 ALFALFA L Alf.lf. 
5.I129--A 
13,995 BARLEY S Barley Barley 
B.660-A 5.436-A 
1,577 SAFFLOWER U Safflo.,.,r 
I.S77-A 
3,554 WHEAT U WhNt 
3,564-A 
4,880 MAIZE U Maize 
4.B80-A 
20,820 COTTON 
(UPLAND) U Upland Upland 
9.031-A 11.789 
1,010 COTTON 
(PIMA) U Pima 
1.010 
648 SUGAR BEETS U Sugar aaets 
648-A 
85 GRAPES U Grapes 
85-A 
52,449 TOTAL 17,271 13,440 21,788 
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TableM-*. Total land use by C'I'Op. techtlWlogy, land class, and rotation sequence - San Carlos Irrigation District 
(Non-Indio.nl-l.l00 mg/L 
To ... Land Class 1 Land Class 2 Land Class 3 
land use Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(-I statui cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Actes 
5,929 ALFALFA L Alfalfa 
U29-A 
13.995 BARLEY S .... v 
13.996-A 
1,577 SAFFLOWER U SIfII_ 
U77-A 
3.654 WHEAT U Whut 
3.564-A 
4,sao MAIZE U ...... 
... __ A 
20,820 COTTON 
(UPLAND) U UpllfId UplIfId Upland 
11.342-A l.888-A 7,793-A 
1,010 COTTON 
(PIMA) U Plml 
1.010-A 
648 SUGAR BEETS U SugorBetu 
848-A 
as GRAPES U ~ 
85-A 
52.499 TOTAL 17.271 13,440 21,788 
TableM-5. Total land use by C'I'Op, technology. land class, and rotation sequence -San Carlos Irrigation District 
(Non-Indian)-1.200 mg/L 
Total Land Cia 1 LandClau2 Land Cla3 
lend use Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(acres) status cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Au.s 
6.929 ALFALFA L Alfllt, 
6.828-A 
13.995 BARLEY S aarley 8MIey a.rley 
1.331-A 12,34&-A 32O-A 
1,577 SAFFLOWER U s./fIoMt 
1.&77-A 
3.554 WHEAT U Wheet 
3,664-A 
4.880 MAIZE U ",'xi 
4.8aO-A 
20.820 COTTON 
(UPLAND) U Up/,nd 
2O.82o-A 
1,010 COTTON 
(PIMA) U Plm. 
1.010-A 
648 SUGAR BEETS U SuprB •• 
848-A 
85 GRAPES U GI'1II* 
85-A 
62.499 TOTAL 17.271 13.440 21.788 
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TableM-6. Total w:nd U8e by crop, technology, land ci&s, and rotation sequence-San Carlos Irrigation IMtrict 
..........., (Non-Indian) -1,300 mg/l. 
Total Land Class 1 Land Class 2 Land Class 3 
land use Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Daubl; 
(acras! status cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Acres 
6,929 ALFALFA L Alf,lfa 
U29-A 
13,996 BARLEY S BinII'{ lIeri.y 
4.IM2-A 9.163-A 
1,677 SAFFLOWER U s.tft_ 
, 1,577-A 
3,554 WHEAT U Whel! 
3,654-A 
4,880 MAIZE U M.,ZI 
4,88()-A 
20,820 COTTON 
(UPLAND! U UpI.nd 
2O,820-A 
1,010 COTTON 
(PIMA! U Pima Plm. 
42-A II68-A 
648 SUGAR BEETS U SugarB..,,, 
648-A 
85 GRAPES U Grapes 
86-A 
52,499 TOTAL 17.271 13,440 21,788 
TableM-7. Total land U8e by crop. technology. land ci&s, . and rotation sequence -San Carlos Irrigation District 
(Non-lndian) -1.400 mg/l. . 
Total Land Class 1 Land Class 2 Land Class 3 
lend use Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(acres! status cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Acres 
6,929 ALFALFA L AIIIII, 
U2Q-A 
13,995 BARLEY S Barili'{ B.n.., 
4.109-A 8.8B7-A 
1,577 SAFFLOWER U Safflower 
Ui77-A 
3,554 WHEAT U Whe,t 
3,564-A 
4,880 MAIZE u Maize 
4.BBO-A 
20,820 COTTON 
(UPLAND) U Upllnd 
2O.B2O-A 
1,010 COTTON 
(PIMA) U Pi .... Pima 
42-A II68-A 
648 SUGAR BEETS U Sugar B.,,, 
648-A 
B5 GRAPES U G"-
. 86-A 
52,499 TOTAL 17,271 13,440 21,788 
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SUB-APPENDIX N 
SAN CARLOS IBRIGATION DISTRICT (INDIAN) 
TableN-l. Total land use by crop, teclmology, 1o.nd clo.8s, and rotation sequence-San Carlos Irrigation District (Indian) -775 mgIL 
Total Land Class 1 Land Class 2 Land Class 3 
landu .. Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(acres) statui cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Acres 
3.174 ALFALFA U Alfalf. 
3,174-" 
MaIn 
7,696 BARLEY S a.tey 147-A aert.y 
3,333-A W .. mwlon 4.383-A 
4BII-A 
.765 SAFFLOWER U S.rfIoMr SaHI_ MIIIn 
708-" !i8-A 66-A 
2,414 WHEAT U Wh .. t M.la 
2.414-A 73--A 
2,104 MAIZE U Malu Main M.la 
1.215-1. 307--A 307-A 
4,048 COTTON 
(UPLAND) U Upland 
4,048-A 
501 COTTON 
(PIMA) U Plm. 
501-A 
468 WATERMELON U 
21,170 TOTAL 11,770 614 5,880 307. 2,470 129 
TableN-2. Total1o.nd use by crop. technology, land clo.ss, and rotation sequence - San Carlos Irrigation District 
(Indian)-900 mgIL 
Total Land CI8S$l Land Class 2 Land Class 3 
land use Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(IICntI) statui cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Acres 
3,174 ALFALFA U Alfllf. 
3,174-A 
MIIIn 
7._ BARLEY S a.tay 147-A Barley !WIly 
3,333-A W .. mwkln 4.308-A &8-A 
488-A 
765 SAFFLOWER U SaffIow!Ir 
7I6-A 
2,4'4 WHEAT U WheIt MaIn 
2.414-A 129-8 
2.104 MAIZE U Main MaiD Malz. 
1,216-A 307-'\ 307--A 
4,048 COTTON 
(UPLAND) U Upland 
4,048-A 
501 COTTON 
(PIMA) U Pima 
601-" 
468 WATERMELON U 
21,170 TOTAL 11,770 614 5.880 307 2,470 129 
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TableN-3. Toted land use by crop, technology, land class, and rotation sequence - San Carlos Irrigation District 
~ 
TOUII Land C •• 1 Land Class 2 Land C'ass 3 
I ... if" ... Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double (--t statui cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Actel 
3,174 ALFALFA U AI,.,'. 
3.174-A 
7,_ BARLEY S Bny W.11trm,lon BlI1ey M.lze 
7.E87-A 468-A 12t-A 129-9 
7fl6 SAFFLOWER U Safflo_ 
785-A 
2,414 WHEAT U Wheat Malz. Wheat Wheat 
264-A 147-A 311-A I.840-A 
2,104 MAIZE U MaIze Mllze 
1,621-A 307-A 
4,048 COTTON 
(UPlAND) U Uplend 
4.1)48-A 
501 COTTON 
(PIMAI U PIma 
601-A 
468 WATERMELON U 
21,170 TOTAL 11,770 614 5.sso 307 2,470 129 
TableN-J,.. Toted land use by crop, technology, land class. and rotation sequence - San Carlos Irrigation District 
(Indianl-l,100 mg/l. 
Total Land Clast 1 Land Clast 2 Land Clast 3 
land use Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double 
Cacm) status cropped cropped croppad cropped cropped cropped 
Acres 
3,174 ALFALFA U AI""a 
3. 174-A 
Malz. 
7,692 BARLEY S a.ley 147-A aarlev B.n.y 
1.498-A < Watermelon 4.354-A 1.84O-A 
468-A 
765 SAFFFLOWER U SaffloWlf Saffl_ Maize 
838-A 129-A 129-A 
2,414 WHEAT U Wheet 
2,414-A 
2,109 MAIZE U Melli Maize 
1,628-A 307-A 
4,048 COTTON 
(UPLAND) U Upland 
4,048-A 
501 COTTON 
(PIMA) U PIma 
601-A 
468 WATERMELON U 
21.170 TOTAL l'.nO 614 5,690 307 2,470 129 
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TableN-5. Total land use by crop, technology, land class. and rotation sequence - San Carlos Irrigation District 
............. (lndianJ-l,200 mg//,. 
Totlll Land Class 1 Land Class 2 Land Class 3 
land use Crop Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double 
(acres) status cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Acres 
l.174 ALFALFA U Alf,lf. 
3.174-A 
Math 
7,_ BARLEY S B.rt.y 147-A a.t.v M.ze 
7.38t-A W.termelon 307-A 307-A 
488-A 
765 SAFFLOWER U SIoffloWll' s.m_ M,lre 
83&-A IB-A 129-A 
2,414 WHEAT U WhHt WhMt 
JO:-A 2,345-A 
2,104 MAIZE U Mil. 
U21-A 
4,048 COTTON 
(UPLAND) U UpI."d Upland 
1.707-A 2,341-A 
501 COTTON 
(PIMA) U Plm. 
&01-A 
468 WATERMELON U 
21,170 TOTAL 11,770 614 5,880 307 2.470 129 
TableN-6. Total land use by crop, technology, land class, and rotation sequence-San Carlos Irrigation District 
Undian)-l,SOO mg//,. 
T01III L.-.dClass 1 Land Class 2 lind C 1l1li 3 
lend .,. Crop Crop Singl. Doubl. Single Double Single Double 
(8CI'8I1 SUltUS cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Acres 
3,174 ALFALFA U Alfllt, 
3, 174--A 
MaID 
7,_ BARLEY S Blrlev 147-A Blrlev M.lze 
7,389-A Wltermelc.n 307-A 307-A 
468-A 
765 SAFFLOWER U Slfflower SIoffiower Maize 
838-A lB-A 129-A 
2,414 WHEAT U Wheat WMrit 
7O-A 2,34S-A 
2,104 MAIZE U M.lze 
1.521-A 
4,048 COTTON 
(UPLAND) U Upland Uplend 
1,707-A 2.34I-A 
501 COTTON 
(PIMAI U PIm. 
501-A 
468 WATERMELON U 
21.170 TOTAL 11,770 614 5.880 307 2,470 129 
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TableN·7. Total 14nd 1t8e by crop. tecknorogy. land class. and rotation sequence - San Carros Irrigation District 
(Indi4n)-I.1tOO mg/l. 
Tocal LandC'assl Lend Class 2 l..,dClass 3 
...... Clap Crop Single Double Single Double Single Double 
c-.J sratuI cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped cropped 
Acres 
3.174 AlfALFA U Aw.tfll 
3.174-A 
7._ BARLEY S Barley WatemI8Ion Barley 
6,838-A <468-:A 1.758-A 
781 SAFFLOWER U Semo- s.m- Mila 
838-A 1D-A 12&-A 
2.414 WHEAT U .' Whut Mila 
2.414-1. 307-A 
2.104 MAIZE U Mllze Mila 
t,1521.,..A 147-1. 
4.- conON (twLANO) U Upland Upland 
3,488-A 683-A 
501 COTTON 
(PIMA) U Pima 
801-' 
48B WATERMELON U 
21.170 TOTAL 11,770 614 5.8S0 307 2,470 129 
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APPENDIX 4 
MUNICIPAL AND INDUSTRIAL CONSEQUENCES OF 
SALINITY IN THE COLORADO RIVER SERVICE 
AREA OF CALIFORNIA 
RalphC. d'Arge 
Department of Economics 
College of Commerce and Industry 
University of Wyoming 
and 
Larry Eubanks 
Department of Economics 
College of Commerce and Industry 
University of Wyoming 
INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
It has been recognized for some time that 
variations in the chemical constituents of water may 
induce differences in corrosion rates, thereby affect-
ing the lifetimes of household water conveyance 
systems and household appliances using water. In this 
study an attempt is made to measure economic losses 
associated with variation in mineralization of water 
delivered to households. These losses are measured 
for the following household appliances and fixtures: 
water heaters, galvanized wastewater pipes, galvan-
ized water pipes, brass faucets, dishwashers, washing 
machines, and garbage disposals. A statistical analysis 
was undertaken, comparing estimated lifetimes for 
these household materials and appliances between two 
locations in the Los Angeles area of California. The 
two locations were San Fernando Valley and Costa 
Mesa-Newport Beach. A third area, Long Beach, was 
also included in portions of the analysis. Each location 
was divided according to socio-economic units. These 
units were based on differences in median home value, 
median contract rent, number of persons per 
household, age of structure, etc. Plumbing contrac-
tors serving each of these areas for 12 years or more, 
along with local appliance dealers, were contacted to 
provide estimates of average lifetimes for the various 
plumbing fixtures and appliances. From this survey, a 
distribution of lifetime estimates by type of plumbing 
fixture or appliance was obtained for each socio-
economic unit and location. A comparison of the 
distribution between Costa Mesa (728 mg/l TDS) and 
San Fernando Valley (210 mg/l TDS) indicated a 
statistically significant difference in estimated mean 
lifetimes. The Costa Mesa-Newport Beach area had a 
shorter estimated mean lifetime for dishwashers, 
washing machines, garbage disposals, brass faucets, 
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water heaters, and galvanized pipes at the 10 percent 
level of significance. No significant difference was 
found for toilet flushing mechanisms, copper or plastic 
water pipes, or copper or cast iron wastewater pipes 
at that same level of significance. 
A regression analysis examining the relationship 
between estimated lifetime, total dissolved solids, and 
the socioeconomic variables identified earlier was 
conducted. Other than the number of persons per 
household affecting the estimated lifetime of water 
heaters, none of the socio-economic variables were 
found to be statistically significant in accounting for 
the variations in estimated lifetimes. This observed 
result may have been due to a lack of substantial 
variation in household characteristics across the two 
locations or incorrect specification of the relevant 
economic variables. Further research is needed before 
it can be definitively concluded that differences in 
socio-economic characteristics have no impact on 
physical deterioration of household water systems. 
Estimated economic losses for a typical Los 
Angeles household, utilizing an 8 percent discount 
rate, range from $620 to $1,010 in present value terms 
for an increase in total dissolved solids from 200 to 700 
mg/I. The range in economic loss is due to whether an 
assumption is made that galvanized pipe is replaced by 
copper or galvanized pipe. Copper replacement yields 
a longer life and thereby a lower economic cost. 
Previous studies by Tihansky (for the U.S.) and the 
Orange County Municipal Water District (for Orange 
County, California) yield estimates, comparable to the 
above, of $250 and $325 per household respectively. 
Thus, the estimated economic losses developed in this 
study are two to three times higher than those 
previously reported in the water resource literature. 
Aggregate damages to households in the Los 
Angeles metropolitan area due to utilization of 
Colorado River water rather than water of Owens 
River quality can be estimated, by rough extrapola-
tion, to be between $880 million and $1.44 billion in 
present value terms, or approximately $70 to $115 
million as an annual cost. An improvement of 10 mg/l 
TDS in Colorado River water delivered to Los Angeles 
residences, by implication, would lead to a cost saving 
of approximately $14 million in present value terms. 
This estimate is likely to be downward biased because 
it does not include all types of household savings such 
as those on purchases of soaps and detergents, acid 
rinses for swimming pools, and others. On the other 
hand, it is likely to be upward biased because it does 
not include potential technological advances such as 
using new types of pipes or water softening devices 
that partially ameliorate the physical damages at costs 
less than economic losses. 
A CONCEPTUAL MODEL 
There are fundamentally two approaches to 
analyzing consumer or household decision-making 
with respect to water quality. One is to assume that 
sufficient low cost information is available to home 
buyers such that water quality differences become a 
factor in locational preference. That is, with other 
attributes being equal, the purchaser would value 
more highly that location having a higher water 
quality rated according to odor, taste, or amount of 
damage to physical equipment (pipes, water heaters, 
etc.). Another assumption is that information costs 
are relatively high and/or water quality attributes are 
viewed by the home buyer to be insignificant in 
comparison with other locational considerations 
(travel time to work, depreciation rates, socio-
economic attributes to the neighborhood, etc.). In this 
case the purchaser makes a two stage decision: first a 
decision on location and secondly a sequence of 
decisions on improving water quality and/or under· 
taking defensive expenditures to ameliorate the 
impacts of poor water quality. Under this second 
assumption, the purchaser only actively considers the 
question of an optimal mix of services and capital 
expenditures to achieve a given desired water quality 
after making the fundamental locational decision. 
In the first case, it can be anticipated that the 
extended lifetimes of appliances and increased 
palatability of drinking water would be capitalized into 
property values. Thus, locations with higher water 
quality would, all else being equal, have higher 
property values by an amount equivalent to the 
economic savings associated with increased lifetime of 
water conveyance systems and appliances. In addi-
tion, there would be an implicit value from increased 
palatability, Le., a value differential associated with 
savings resulting from not having to purchase bottled 
water and the convenience of being able to use any 
faucet for drinking purposes. In addition, a difference 
may arise because some or all potential purchasers 
place a value on higher water quality beyond the cost 
incurred in achieving equivalent substitutes. 
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Given full capitalization of water quality attri-
butes into property values, it is conceivable that an 
equilibrium could be reached where purchasers have 
made trade off decisions between water quality and 
other attributes of the location. A disturbance of this 
equilibrium by worsening or improving water quality 
mayor may not be measured by the estimated 
marginal damages (as assumed by property value 
differences) occurring at the eqUilibrium, since 
damages will shift because of changes of loeational 
choice of residents. It can be established that, in this 
idealized world, the difference in property values will 
yield a maximum in the form of actual marginal 
damages (WLD) since the equilibrium property value 
differentials do not adequately consider all substitu-
tion possibilities away from the equilibrium,1 How-
ever, if differences in measured physical damages 
represented in economic terms (WLW) are adequately 
capitalized into property values, then estimates of 
these differences should yield at least minimum 
estimates of corresponding changes in capitalized 
property values (WLp) since palatability is not 
considered. It is unclear whether substitution possi-
bilities in terms of defensive expenditures and 
locational choice identified by marginal changes may 
or may not be less than estimated differences in 
physical damages at two or more locations. Thus, as a 
tentative hypothesis between measures for this 
particular case, one can expect: 
WLp > WLW ~ WLD ............................ (1) 
Thus. marginal damages could be greater than or less 
than measured physical damages and measured 
physical damages would be less than the losses 
capitalized in property values. 
Since the aggregate cost of water softening 
devices, bottled water, acid rinses or swimming pools, 
additional detergents. and other direct consumer 
expenditues for reducing the effect of poor quality are 
typically less than 2·3 percent of income, it would 
appear more realistic to presume that information 
costs on water quality might typically exceed 
expected benefits of such information. It would seem 
more realistic to presume that the home buyer makes 
his purchase decision independent of variations in 
water quality. except to estimable corrosion of faucets 
and pipes, and perhaps a query on age and condition of 
appliances. Once the location is selected the house-
holder then considers combinations of defensive 
expenditures to achieve a desirable level of water 
quality. Given larger geographical distribution of 
homogeneous quantities of water, it is anticipated that 
variations in water quality will become even less 
important relative to other characteristics of location 
such as shopping convenience, work travel time, and 
"quality of life" indicators in the immediate and 
surrounding areas. Within the geographical area, 
tsee Robert Lind, QJE (1975) and A.M. Freeman. JEEM 
(1974) ·for an elaboration and discussion of this argument. 
however, defensive expenditures already incurred by 
the homeowner might be partially or completely 
capitalized into property values. For example, the 
installation cost of a water softening system could be 
reflected in the future selling price of the property. 
It cannot be anticipated that property value 
differences would be a true measure of the exact 
marginal damages due to variations in water quality. 
However, defensive expenditures undertaken by 
individual households would partially reflect economic 
losses associated with physical damages or loss of 
palatability due to pipe or faucet deterioration. This is 
due both to visual perception and probable back-
ground knowledge. In consequence, one would 
anticipate that: 
WLp~WLD>WLw; ............................ (2) 
That is, actual marginal damages would exceed 
measured physical damages but may be either less 
than or greater than losses capitalized in property 
values. 
Where the quality of water delivered to the 
household cannot be altered by the householder's 
decision, the householder will conceivably make a set 
of decisions so as to achieve suitable quality standards 
with various water use activities. This set may include 
such decisions as the purchase and operation of a 
water softener, bottled water purchases, increased 
lawn and shrub watering activity, etc. Each of these 
broad categories may contain a set of subdecisions 
such as softening all water, only water used within the 
dwelling, or only that water flowing through the 
water heater. 
In order to provide some precision to this 
conceptual model, let u(y,w) denote a utility function 
for the household where 'y' is a vector of water related 
activities and 'w' is a vector of measures of water 
quality, i.e., taste, hardness, odor. Non-water related 
activities are not included since the household's 
choices are assumed to be separable among water 
related and non-water related activities.2 This does 
not appear to be a highly qualifying assumption for 
water quality related activities, although types of 
entertainment, food consumption. and other activities 
may be slightly related. By making this assumption. 
decisions on water quality can be more easily 
examined in terms of economic models. Next, it is 
assumed that the household has available alternative 
combinations of technologies for directly improving 
water quality or for ameliorating its effects on 
water-using activities. For example. the addition of a 
water softening device to hot water yields a different 
set of water using activities with respect to the 
lifetime and maintenance of hot and cold water 
delivery systems. For simplification, all such possibili-
ties are expressed in a transformation function y = 
~his is formally equivalent to the Leontieff concept of 
"functional separability." See Green. 1964. p. 12. 
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f(z, w) where 'z' is a vector of household activities to 
improve water quality. Finally, it is assumed that each 
of these households activities has a price per unit Pi 
such that Pz equals the total household expenditure 
for improving water quality. directly or indirectly, by 
altering water-using related activities. 
The complete model can be expressed as a 
maximization problem for the household as follows: 
MAX L = u(y,w) + ny-f(z,w)] + A(k-pz).' ........... (3) 
in which ok' is the maximum amount budgeted for 
water quality improvement activities and ~ and A 
are LaGrangean multipliers. 
First order conditions for a maximum are: 
i=1, ... N ................. (4) 
t[y-f(z,w)] = 0 
A(k-pz) 0 
For an interior solution these conditions yield: 
Uy. = Uy. '<Ie I I+e ........................... (5) 
That is, marginal utilities among water-using activi-
ties must be equalized and the marginal utility product 
resulting from increasing household water quality 
improvement activities must be the equivalent of the 
original price times the shadow price for increasing 
the total expenditure on water quality improvement. 
Note that the initial water quality w is presumed to be 
given to the household. 
From these first order conditions. a "derived 
demand" function for w can be constructed (see 
Goren-Maler, 1975). This function represents a 
maximum amount that the household would be willing 
to pay to have a marginal improvement in water 
quality. Let M~ denote the maximum price the 
household would be willing to pay. Then the 
willingness to pay (or expenditure) function would be 
of the form: 
Mw = g(w,p,k) ................................. (6) 
This relationship denotes a new equilibrium y and x 
for each level of w. Note that water quality is now 
being tested as a scalar measure. If water quality 
were characterized as a vector, then separate 
expenditure functions would be derived for each water 
quality attribute. 
Since the household cannot directly purchase 
water of varying quality. a demand or expenditure 
function is not observable. In consequence, a method 
needs to be developed to indirectly estimate willing-
ness to pay and thereby predict the economic benefits 
of improved water quality. One approach would be to 
directly question individuals in a sample of house-
holds. The approach taken in this study was to 
estimate physical damages in terms of expected 
lifetimes assuming that the household would be willing 
to pay up to the economic value of those physical 
damages to avoid them. Clearly this estimate does not 
consider how the household might, acting individually. 
avoid some or all of the consequences of poor water 
quality or be able to reduce physical deterioration. 
i.e., by purchase of appliances with shorter lifetimes. 
REVIEW OF PREVIOUS EFFORTS 
The research efforts of this study were focused on 
the problem of estimating damage functions relating 
water quality to certain direct household costs from 
surveys conducted in the Los Angeles metropolitan 
area. Direct household costs affected by water quality 
can be divided into two basic categories: 1) capitRI 
costs, and 2) operation and maintenance costs . 
Capital costs increase when poor water quality 
requires more frequent replacement (due to mineral 
deposits, corrosion, etc.) of such items as washing 
machines, dishwashers. garbage disposals, water 
heaters, water softeners, steam irons, swimming pool 
equipment (heaters, pumps, and filters), clothing, 
cooking utensils, and lawns and shrubs. 
Operation and maintenance costs may increase 
with poor water quality because of the need for more 
frequent repairs to capital-cost items, for additional 
soaps and detergents, and for more frequent 
swimming pool cleaning. These costs also rise as 
measures to circumvent the effects of poor water 
quality are taken: water softener and bottled water 
purchases, "over-watering" of lawns and shrubs, etc. 
To date, there have been few attempts to 
establish a functional relationship between water 
quality and household costs. The most comprehensive 
studies are those done by Black and Veatch (1967), and 
Metcalf and Eddy (1972). A third study by the Orange 
County Municipal Water district (1972) is of interest 
since it deals with a similar area to that of the present 
study. 
Black and Veatch, in arriving at their estimates, 
conducted surveys of 38 communities in the midwest. 
Water quality data were gathered from each 
community along with estimates of the average 
3J:Iealth costs due to poor water quality are notoriously 
difficult to assess and are not considered here. 
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lifetimes of the following: galvanized water pipes, 
wastewater pipes, water heaters, faucets, toilet 
flushing mechanisms. garbage disposals, washing 
machines. and dishwashers. The sources for these 
estimates were surveys of water utility companies, 
plumbing contractors. and hardware and appliance 
dealers (usually one of each per community). 
From these data. lifetimes were plotted as a 
function of total dissolved solids (TDS) in the water 
supply and curves were derived by "grouping of 
points." Annual capital costs were then calculated and 
amortized at 6 percent interest over an average 
lifetime for each of the water-related items in an 
"average" home and a "modern urban home" at TDS 
levels of 250 mg/l and 1750 mg/l. Operation and 
maintenance costs such as repairs on capital-cost 
items, soap and detergent purchases. bottled water 
purchases. and over-watering of lawns were also 
derived. Since field investigations yielded but few 
data on these costs. estimates are made on the basis of 
industry reports and personal experience. 
Metcalf and Eddy (1972) differ considerably in 
their approach as contrasted to the Black and Veatch 
study. Interviews of consumers in 10 communities. 
mainly in the southwest, are supplemented by data 
from industry in assessing water quality effects. 
Various measures of water quality are statistically 
tested for their significance. Of the capital-cost items 
considered (plumbing, appliances, clothing, and water 
heaters). the only statistically significant relationship 
was found between chloride content of water and 
replacement of water heaters. Statistically significant 
relationships in the operation and maintenance cost 
category were found between bottled water purchases 
and TDS. and between soap and softening costs and 
water hardness. No relationship is found between 
lawn watering and water quality. 
Using these derived relationships, Metcalf and 
Eddy constructed two exponential curves for total 
household costs versus water hardness, one with 
softening and one without. 
The Orange County Water District study (1972) 
follows the pattern of Metcalf and Eddy in using 
consumer interviews as a main source of information 
for estimates of the average lifetimes of water 
heaters. However, for estimates of the lifetimes of 
galvanized water pipes, faucets. and water-using 
appliances. the primary source of information was a 
survey of an unspecified number of plumbing 
contractors. Annual capital costs are calculated for 
two levels of water quality (200 and 750 mg/l TDS) 
similar to Black and Veatch. Annual O&M costs for 
home water softeners, bottled water and swimming 
pool acid-cleanings are also calculated at 200 and 750 
mg/l TDS. Annual cleaning product costs for home 
costs are calculated for 79 and 249 mg/l total hardness 
(CaC03)' 
In a fourth study, Tihansky (1974) attempts to 
integrate the findings of these three previous efforts. 
Dra wing from their data where possible4, he develops 
regression equations for the relationship between 
TDS and the expected lifetimes of washing appliances, 
garbage disposals, water heaters, water piping, 
wastewater piping, toilet facilities, sewage facilities, 
cooking utensils, and washable fabrics. O&M cost 
functions are also derived for all of the above except 
cooking utensils and washable fabrics. Damage 
functions for soap and detergent costs are given both 
in terms of TDS and hardness. Lifetime estimates and 
O&M costs for water softeners are in terms of relative 
hardness. In the last two estimates, Tihansky draws 
from several other sources in addition to the Orange 
County report (Aultman, 1958; De Boer and Larson, 
1961; and the Metropolitan Water District of Southern 
California, 1970). 
Annual costs were calculated by Tihansky for an 
"average" U.S. household (using 100,000 gallons of 
water per year) and adjusted proportionately to 
account for increased or decreased usage at incomes 
above or below "average" U.S. family incomes. These 
studies indicate in a general way the magnitude of the 
direct household costs of poor water quality. 
However, it was felt that direct application to the Los 
Angeles metropolitan area would not be possible for 
the following reasons: 
1. Data sources are inadequate since consum-
ers in general may not have an adequate 
knowledge of lifetimes or frequency of 
repair for many items in the home and this 
may be particularly true in Los Angeles 
where the population is highly transient. 
Plumbers are consulted in all of the above 
studies, but in such small numbers the 
chances of statistical error are great. 
2. Other possible explanatory variables are 
omitted from consideration. Frequencies of 
replacement and repair may depend on 
income level, number of persons/unit, age 
of housing, etc. Several of the researchers 
identified earlier recognize possible rela-
tionships but do not attempt to quantify 
them or analyze their significance. 
3. Variations in water quality over time are 
not explicitly dealt with. All the studies 
appear to assume that present conditions 
can be extended into the past indefinitely, 
but if this is not the case and water quality 
has varied over time, the use of water at 
the present quality alone introduces error 
in measurement of damage functions. 
~ince much of the data in the Orange County report and thr 
Management and Economics report are not given in usable form 
it would appear that the work of Black and Veatch is the primary 
source. This is certainly true in Tihansky's example of water 
heater life versus TDS. 
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PRIMARY DATA COLLECTION 
In this section a procedure is documented for 
obtaining primary data to estimate the effect of 
salinity on the lifetimes of water-related consumer 
goods. In particular, a survey questionnaire was 
developed and applied to plumbers and appliance 
servicemen in areas for which there were differing 
concentrations of salinity in the water supplies in an 
attempt to obtain useful estimates of typical lifetimes 
of those goods suspected to be affected by salinity. 
There were several reasons for the decision to 
survey plumbing and appliance sales and repair people 
rather than surveying the consumers themselves. 
Since these people are in daily contact with those 
goods which were expected to be affected by salinity, 
they are able to draw on a background of professional 
knowledge and experience that would be unavailable 
to the average consumer. The decision to survey these 
professional people seemed further justified by the 
belief that the fairly high transiency rate of families in 
the southern California area would make consumer 
estimates subject to great uncertainty as to their 
reliability. It was felt that estimates from plumbers 
and appliance sales and repair people might allow the 
opportunity to reasonably cross check other damage 
estimates for the Los Angeles area which have been 
based primarily on consumer information. 
The questionnaires were designed to obtain 
information in those areas where professional service-
men would be most helpful. Questions were aimed 
primarily at obtaining estimated typical lifetimes for 
the various capital-cost items that have been 
identified in previous studies as being affected by 
salinity concentrations. In addition, the question-
naires attempted to obtain estimates of repair costs to 
such items in those cases in which the impact of 
salinity could have been "corrected" by repair rather 
than replacement. Finally, the questions were 
arranged within the questionnaire in such a way that a 
rough check on the reliability of the typical lifetime 
estimates given by the respondent was obtained. Such 
a check was basically a crude examination on the 
"consistency" of the respondent's answers. In tabulat-
ing the data obtained by the questionnaires, this crude 
check of consistency was then utilized to determine if 
the information of a respondent should be discarded. 
A set of sample questionnaires is provided in 
sub-Appendix A. 
A word should be said about the measure which 
was used for salinity. Typically, salinity is measured 
in terms of total dissolved solids (TDS), expressed in 
milligrams per liter (mg/l), which are present in the 
water supply. Note, however, that this is a "macro" 
measure which is calculated as the sum of each 
individual dissolved constituent in the water. Hence a 
single measure of 750 mg/l TDS in two different water 
quality samples would allow for a different array or 
composition of the constituent parts. It is necessary, 
therefore, to assume that the macro TDS measure is a 
better indication of the impact of salinity on 
water-using articles that would be a measure or 
measures of the individual constituents. In previous 
studies the measure of TDS has been most frequently 
used even when the data were cross-sectional and the 
source of water supplies as well as the composition of 
the constituent parts differed widely. 5 However, it 
has not been suggested that TDS is not a good 
measure, nor has there been any indication of which, if 
any, sub-roup of constituent parts would be a better 
measure. In order that the estimates developed in 
this study may be more comparable with other work in 
this area, TDS has been used as the appropriate 
measure of salinity. However, precautions have been 
taken to insure that the types of water for which a 
range of TDS values are derived are reasonably 
similar so that possible effects, if there be any, of 
varying compositions of chemical constituents would 
be minimized. 
In order to generate data which could be applied 
to regression studies, it was necessary to find various 
locations for which the TDS concentration (index) 
differed. That is, we wanted to segregate large areas 
for which there were differing water quality indices. 
The primary criteria for acceptance of various Los 
Angeles neighborhoods as possible survey locations 
were: 1) The extent to which the area in question 
received a single source of water supply; 2) the length 
of time over which the area received a single water 
supply; 3) the extent to which each differing water 
supply over all areas was similar in nature; and 4) the 
availability of water quality records. 
An important requisite of any area accepted as a 
survey location was that it have only one source of 
water supply rather than a supply which fluctuated as 
to source either through the course of a single year or 
from year to year. Since the chemical nature of water 
originating from different sources would vary, the 
result in surveys obtained from areas in which water 
sources fluctuated would perhaps represent an 
unknown configuration of chemical constituents and 
reactions. More specifically, a given type of water 
will, after a short period of use in a plumbing system, 
cause the development of a protective layer which 
inhibits the rate of corrosion in the system. The 
introduction of a new water supply will cause the old 
protective film to be partially or completely removed, 
resulting in an increased corrosion rate until the new 
water supply yields its own protective film. Clearly, 
estimated lifetimes of plumbing materials for areas in 
which the water source fluctuated would not be 
'Recall that the discussion in the previous section pointed 
out the possible problems in utilizing estimates based on radicaUy 
d.ifferent types of water as being a major reason for obtaining 
primary data rather than using secondary sources to obtain cost 
estimates for areas serviced by Colorado River water. 
'In Sub-Appendix D, a statistical analysis is made of the 
Black and Veatch (1967) data of the effect of various chemical 
constituent combinations on lifetime. It is concluded that 
different combinations yield significantly different lifetimes for 
certain household products or water systems. 
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representative of the relationship between total 
dissolved solids and lifetimes except in the case where 
continuous fluctuations are anticipated. 
It was decided to use as survey locations areas 
having the same water supply for at least 15 to 20 
years. First, this would allow for ample time for the 
build-up of a protective coating by the water supply to 
be accomplished. Second, it was necessary to have a 
sufficient length of time to allow most of the articles 
for which lifetime estimates were to be developed to 
have lived out their usefulness over the period for 
which water quality data were available. 
The type of water originating from different 
sources was significant in that waters with different 
velocities, dissolved oxygen content, dissolved consti-
tuents, and ratios of TDS to total hardness would, of 
course, result in different rates of scale buildup and 
corrosion. Thus in order to generate as accurately as 
possible lifetime estimates and their relationship to 
various explanatory factors, it was necessary to select 
water supplies that were as similar as possible. 
In order to quantify the effects of salinity, it was 
necessary to establish a lengthy and accurate time 
series of TDS concentrations for each water supply. 
The mean value for these yearly TDS concentrations 
was then used in the regression analyses as an 
explanatory variable. 7 
With these criteria in mind, three major locations 
were selected: San Fernando Valley, Costa Mesa-
Newport Beach, and Long Beach. Each of these three 
locations had a constant water supply source for at 
least 20 years, and a long time series of water quality 
data were available from local officials. Each area had 
a different TDS concentration (taken as a 20-year 
average): San Fernando Valley, 210 mg/l; Costa 
Mesa-Newport Beach, 728 mg/l: Long Beach. 759 
mg/l and 457 mg/l (measured at two locations). Both 
the Costa Mesa-Newport Beach and San Fernando 
Valley residences were untreated, while the water 
going to Long Beach residences was softened. The 
water in part of the Long Beach system was mixed 
with local well water. yielding 457 mg/l TDS. The San 
Fernando Valley received Owens River water, which 
is similar to Colorado River water in most of its 
characterisitcs.8 
7This is perhaps the most simple dependence structur", 
between lifetimes and TDS that could be assumed. For example, 
there might be a lag structure for the effect of TDS on lifetimes, 
or perhaps even a cumulative structure that might sume TDS 
values over an article's lifetime. This simple assumption about 
the mean was the only hypothesis tested in the following 
analysis. 
"Discussions with Mr. Roy Kelly and other representatives 
of the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California were of 
enormous help in determining appropriate survey areas. The 
authors were assured that by using Owens River water for 
contrast with Colorado River water the possibie impacts thai 
different water types would have on typical lifetimes )1' 
household appliances and plumbing would probably be mm) 
mized. 
The Long Beach water supply presented two 
possible problems in determining lifetime estimates. 
First, the application of a water softener reduced total 
hardness from approximately 325 mg/I to approxi-
mately 145 mg/1. Through the softening process, the 
TDS concentration increases perhaps as much as 50 
mg/I, which could possibly bias the resulting 
estimates. A dummy variable was included in the 
regression estimates to account for this problem. 
Second, after the survey data had been collected. it 
was learned that water authorities in Long Beach had 
been adding a cOl'l'osion-inhibiting agent to the water 
supplies. An additional dummy variable was applied in 
an effort to pick up the influence of this factor. 
The next step in preparation for the survey was 
to divide each of the water quality locations into 
smaller geographic areas to which socio-economic data 
could be applied. Failure to consider the effect of these 
variables on lifetime estimates appeared to be a major 
omission from earlier studies attempting to quantify 
the impact of salinity upon water-using equipment. 
One such economic variable is income: As income 
increases, it would be expected that purchases of 
clothes JVashing machines and dishwashers would also 
increase, independent of the influence of salinity. A 
similar argument might be given with regard to the 
influence of the number of people living in a typical 
household. It could be hypothesized that as the 
number of people per household increases, the 
. appliance would be exposed to a greater volume of 
water, thus increasing the observed impact of salinity 
on that article's lifetime. 
For the purpose of developing socio-economic 
data, census tracts were combined in each area into 
units which represent approximately twelve to 
seventeen thousand people. The size of these 
socio-economic units was considered small enough to 
meaningfully examine variations in socio-economic 
data. but large enough for survey respondents to be 
able to identify the nature of service work provided 
for a given socio-economic unit. The socio-economic 
variables attached to each unit were: median home 
value (MV), median contract rent (MCR), number of 
persons per household unit (PNU), percent renter 
occupied units (PCRO), percent of housing units ten 
years or older (PCI0), and percent of housing units 
twenty years or older (PC20).9 The number of 
socio-economic units in each water area were: San 
Fernando Valley, 20; Costa Mesa-Newport Beach, 22; 
Long Beach, 9 (at 759 mg/l TDS) and 16 (at 457 mg!l 
TDS). Information on TDS concentrations and 
socio-economic units, along with a graphical descrip-
tion of the survey locations, is given in Figure 4-1. 
The final step in preparation for the survey was to 
develop a list of potential respondents. Current 
telephone books for each area were obtained and 
9tJ. S. Bureau of Census, Census of Housing: California, 1970 
\ USGPO 19731. All socio-econonW: data were obtained from t.hi" 
census. 
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phone calls were made to potential respondents 
attempting to set appointments for a field researcher 
to go through the survey with the respondent. It was 
hoped that the respondent would be able to answer 
the survey questions on the basis of only a single 
socio-economic unit rather than the respondent's 
entire service area. For this reason it was thought 
necessary to have field researchers make direct 
contact with the respondents. At each of these field 
meetings, the researcher gave the respondent a map 
of Ii particular socio-economic unit, stating that 
responses be made for that unit only. 
A major problem with this survey procedure was 
the difficulty in arranging appointments and in 
persuading the respondent to give up 30 to 45 minutes 
(sometimes as much as 1 hour or more) during the 
working day. In view of this difficulty, a second 
approach was used wherein survey questionnaires 
were mailed to the respondent with instructions to fit 
his answers to a given socio-economic unit. Detailed 
maps of socio-economic units were included in the mail 
survey and field researchers made follow-up phone 
calls asking that responses be made. As a result of 
these two procedures, a total of 87 responses were 
received, 48 from plumbing contractors and 39 from 
appliance sales and repair personnel. A description of 
survey responses is provided in Table 4-1. 
Table .1;-1. Surveys Qbta~'n€d . 
Plumbing Appliances 
San Fernando 
Area Specific 12 18 
Non-Area Specific 7 4 
Total: 19 (12o/rja 22{';:::;35%)a 
Long Beach 
Blended 7 3 
Non-Blended 5 2 
Non-Area Specific 8 4 
Total: 20 (33%) 9 (38%) 
Costa Beach 
Area Specific 9 6 
Non-Area Specific 2 
Total: 9 (~25'10) 8 (~35%) 
Surveys Obtained 48 (~25%) 39 (~33'10) 
apercentage of total plumbing contractors or appli-
ance dealers contacted with twelve or more years of experi-
ence in one location. 
STATISTICAL TESTS 
Since the sample size in each of the areas is less 
than 30, it is appropriate to use a t-statistic calculated 
as follows: 
r-···· 
* 210 (lgl 
SAN FERNANDO VALLEY 
(20 socic - e.::onom;c units) 
PACIFIC OCEAN 
... 
Average level of TDS for 1962 - 72. 
LOS ANGELES 
457 
mgll 
TDS /' /' 
LJNG 
/ 8E~~ •. \ r59mg/~ 
Figure 4-1. SUnJey areas: Location of TDS concentrations a1UlsocW-ec07UJmic units. 
t = 
where 
s= 
(17,-I)si +(172 - 1)S; 
171 +172 2 
and: 
sf = variance of the observations. i=1.2 
Xi = mean value of observations. i=1.2 
ni = number of observations, i=1.2 
(7) 
The calculations for statistical significance are 
reported in Table 4-2. These tests do not take into 
account alternative distributions. i.e., non-normal for 
the lifetimes. It also does not adequately consider 
socio-economic variables among sub-units of each 
area. However. the results do conform with subjective 
statements by plumbing contractors and water 
chemists that there is no substantial TDS related 
corrosion problem in pipes other than galvanized 
pipes. More importantly. the major impacts of higher 
salinity as measured by TDS are upon household 
appliances .. faucets, and water heaters. 
The next statistical test involved the use of 
multiple regression analyses to examine the relation-
ship between water salinity and the estimated 
lifetimes of various appliances or water conveyance 
systems and to study the effect of certain socio-
economic variables upon this relationship. The 
regressions were run in step-wise fashion. with TDS 
entered on the first step. These socio-economic 
variables which appeared to be the most significant 
were entered on succeeding steps. Regressions were 
run using both linear and log forms of the regression 
equation. with and without a dummy variable to take 
into account the Long Beach softened water. In 
general, TDS tended to be the most significant 
predictor of lifetimes (in terms of significance of the 
coefficient for TDS), but appeared to have little 
influence on copper piping, toilet flushing mechan-
isms. and cast iron wastewater pipes. This might be 
anticipat~d on the basis of results from the simple 
statistical test reported in Table 4·2. 
None of the socio-economic variables were 
consistently significant although "number of persons 
per unit" and "percent renter occupied" were often 
entered on either step number two or step three. 
Conceivably, these variables reflect the level of use 
that an item receives. 
Employing the dummy variable dramatically 
improved the fit for water heaters and. to a lesser 
degree, for most of the other capital cost items 
considered. Use of the log form also improved the fit in 
most cases. For galvanized water pipes and clothes 
washers, however, a linear relationship appeared to 
be superior. 
Based upon a test for significantly different 
popUlation means, seven regression equations were 
selected as being useful in assessing the affects of 
water quality on lifetimes (Table 4-3).10 For water 
heaters and galvanized wastewater pipes. both F 
statistics and R2·s (unadjusted) were sufficiently high 
to lead to reasonable confidence in the relationships. 
For the other relationships, the low F and R2 are 
indicative of a substantial degree of scatter, which is 
to be expected since the regression is over a 
dependent variable which can take on only those 
values of 210, 457, and 728 mg/l. And at each of these 
points. a distribution of estimates is given.!1 For 
lOA complete set of the estimated regression equations will 
he provided to the reader upon request to the authors. 
lIAn alternative approach to using ordinary least squares 
regression would be to calculate the means of distributions at th' 
two end points and calculate a line passing through these tVi. 
means. An unbiased estimation of the relationship betWef 
lifetime and TDS could be obtained. However. ordinary least 
squares appear to be superior because the variance of estimation 
is smaller. (Krnenta. 1971.1 
Table 4-.2. Test for significantly different sample means. 
Water Heater 
Galvanized Wastewater Pipes 
Galvanized Water Pipes 
Toilet Flushing Mechanism 
Copper Water Pipes 
Plastic Water Pipes 
Copper Wastewater Pipes 
Plastic Wastewater Pipes 
Dishwashers 
Washers 
Garbage Disposals 
Brass Faucets 
San Fernando 
Valley 
(210 mg/l) 
8.74 
30.94 
17.28 
7.68 
44.08 
48.33 
43.82 
42.50 
9.60 
8.50 
8.47 
10.40 
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Estimated Mean Lifetime 
Costa Mesa-
Newport Beach 
(728 mg/l) 
5.22 
10.14 
11.25 
6.63 
47.50 
60.00 
43.78 
53.00 
6.50 
7.38 
6.86 
6.00 
Statistical 
Significance 
Different at .005 
Different at .005 
Different at .100 
No difference 
No difference 
No difference 
No difference 
No difference 
Different at .005 
Different at .100 
Different at .100 
Different at .050 
Table 4-9. Regression estimates for length of 
average lifetime and salinity. 
Water Heaters· 
In L 5.43771 .42435 (In TDS) 
(4.967)a,b 
.99322 (In #PERS/UNIT) 
(3.925)a 
+36828 (DUMMY) 
(2.406)a 
F '" 13.34a 
R2 = .60 
Galvanized Wastewater 
In L = 7.42425 - .79571 (In TDS) + 1.05941 (DUMMY) 
F 1l.23a 
R2 = .51 
(4.227)a (3.24S)a 
Galvanized Water Pipes: 
L 16.56015 - .00666 (TDS) 3.7S336 (DUMMY) 
(1.584) (1.S83) 
Brass Faucets: 
In L 6.35863 - .69277 (In TDS) + 1.28617 (DUMMY) 
F 1.4 
R2 = .15 
Dishwashers: 
0.351) (1.420) 
In L = 4.05324 - .34538 (In TOO) + .429~5 (DUMMY) 
F 5.18c 
R2 .30 
Washers: 
(3.175)a (1.870) 
L 9.62161 - .00360 (TDS) + 1.45762 (DUMMY) 
(1.933) (1.305) 
F 2.07 
R2 .15 
Garbage Disposals: 
In L '" 2.82352· .13076 (In TDS) + .03794 (In DUMMY) 
F .55 
R2 .05 
(1.013) (.145) 
aDenotes statistically different from zero at the 99% 
level of a I-tailed test. 
bThe values in parentheses are T-Statistics. 
CDenotes statistically different from zero at the 950/, 
level of a I-tailed test. 
water heaters, the signs of all coefficients appear to 
conform with prior expectations. That is, the sign for 
TDS is negative, indicating that an increase in TDS 
will reduce lifetime, as will an increase in number of 
persons per unit while pre-softening will lengthen 
lifetime. A negative relationship between TDS and 
lifetime for all other appliances was also discovered. 
However, the dummy variable reflecting water 
softening alternated in sign depending on the type of 
appliance. 
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Recorded in Table 4-4 are the estimated 
relationships of the Tihansky and Orange County 
studies. A graphical comparison of results is given in 
sub-Appendix E. An examination of sub-Appendix E 
indicates that the estimations made in this study yield 
markedly lower lifetimes for given TDS levels than 
estimates from Tihansky or the Orange County 
Municipal Water District study. In addition, the 
slopes of the relationships for galvanized wastewater 
pipes, water heaters, dishwashers, and brass faucets 
are higher in absolute value, suggesting that physical 
damages due to salinity may not be strictly 
proportional over the 200-700 mg/l range of TDS. 
Table 4-4. Estimated equations of the Tihansky and 
Orange County Studies. a 
Tihansky Studyb 
Water Heater L=5+ 11 exp(-.0014 TDS) 
Wastewater Pipes L=10+44exp(-.0006 TOO) 
Water Pipes L=12+30exp(-.OOI8 TOO) 
Faucets L=I1.5 -.0028 (TDS) 
Dishwashers L=5.00+6.00 exp (-.OOOSTDS) 
Washers L=5.00+6.00 exp(-.OOSTDS) 
Garbage Disposal L=5.00+5.00exp (-.002ITDS) 
Toilet Flushing Mechanisms L=2+11 exp (-.0015 TDS) 
Orange County Studyc 
Water Heater 
Wastewater Pipes 
Water Pipes 
Faucets 
Dishwashers 
Washers 
Garbage Disposals 
Toilet Flushing Mechanisms 
L=10.87 .005 (TDS) 
L=38.636 .0182 (TDS) 
L=3S.636 - .0182 (TDS) 
L=2.091 .0055 (TOO) 
L=I1.091 .0055 (TOO) 
L=11.091 - .0055 (TDS) 
L=8.727 .0036 (TDS) 
L=I1.091 .0055 (TDS) 
aL represents lifetime; TDS represents total dissolved 
solids; exp represents exponential. 
bDennis P. Tihansky, "Damage Assessment of House-
hold Water Quality," Journal of the Environmental Engineer· 
in/( Division, ASCE, Volume 100, No. EE4 (August 1974). 
CWater Quality alld Consumer Costs, Orange County 
Water District, Orange. California (1974). 
ECONOMIC DAMAGE COMPUTATIONS 
Damage cost functions were developed by 
estimating costs for each water affected appliance or 
pipe identified earlier for a typical Los Angeles 
household. Cost estimates were presumed to have a 
time horizon equal to the economic lifetime of a typical 
housing unit. As such, the present value of any given 
cost would be related to TDS through the relationship 
between the lifetime of an article and the TDS 
concentration. In the discussion which follows, the 
example of water heaters will be used in developing a 
representative cost calculation. First, the assumption 
is made that the cost stream will be calculated over 
the total time horizon of 60 years, which represents an 
approximation to the economic lifetime of a housing 
unit.12 Second, cost streams are calculated assuming 
~is estimate is the value which is used in various 
calculations made by the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Developme.nt. 
that payments for replacement occurs at the end of the 
lifetime of the previous unit.13 Third, a separate cost 
stream associated with each TDS concentration was 
estimated. Costs were calculated over the range 100 to 
1000 mg/l TDS. Note, however. that estimates 
outside the range of 210 mg/I to 728 mg/l may be 
unreliable since they are outside the range of values 
used in the regression analysis. It is also assumed that 
each TDS concentration remains constant over the 
60-year period beginning in 1975. Therefore, the 
lifetime of each article can be taken from the 
regression estimates corresponding to each TDS 
concentration. For example, a separate cost stream 
will be developed for water heaters corresponding to 
TDS concentrations of 100 mg/I, 200 mg/l, etc. 
Corresponding to each TDS concentration is an 
estimated lifetime for water heaters, i.e., 11.71 years, 
8.73 years, etc. Fourth, a discount rate in real terms of 
eight percent is assumed. The present value of the 
cost stream for water heaters associated with a TDS 
concentration of 200 mg/I can be written: 
PV = C + c/(1 + 0.08)8.73 + C/O + 0.08)17.46 + ... 
+C/(1 +0.08)52.3B . . . . (8) 
in which C is the cost to replace and install a water 
heater and PV is the present value of the cost stream. 
(Estimates of replacement costs for the appliances and 
water conveyance systems can be found in sub-
Appendix B). The present value of this cost stream 
represents the amount which, if put into savings in the 
present period at an 8 percent interest rate, would be 
just sufficient to provide one water heater for a 
housing unit at all times over the unit's lifetime.14 
Fifth, after the present value of a cost stream is 
calculated it is then weighted appropriately to 
represent cost figures for the typical household in the 
Los Angeles-Long Beach Standard Metropolitan 
Statistical Area (SMSA). A summary of the statistics 
defining the typical household can be found in 
sub-Appendix B. For example. a typical household has 
one water heater. Therefore, the appropriate present 
value cost figure for a water heater is $324.05 in 1975 
dollars. In sub-Appendix C the present value cost 
figures corresponding to each TDS concentration and 
the estimated lifetime of each article are recorded. 
Also summarized in the tables in sub-Appendix Care 
the marginal damage costs by type of household 
appliance or conveyance system. The total (or sum) of 
all the damage estimates for types of household 
damages examined in this study are summarized in 
Tables 4-5 and 4-6. 
rtrhis procedure may tend to bias downward estimates of 
actual economie cost. 
l~ote that operating and maintenance costs are not included 
nor are the effects of such costs on lifetimes. Adequate estimates 
of this relationship were not obtainable from plumbing 
contractors or appliance dealers. However. one might anticipate 
that regular repairs and servicing would prolong the average 
lifetime. If the estimates of average lifetime include a schedule of 
normal servicing. then the estimated damages are likely to be 
biased downward by an amount equal to whatever component of 
thE' servicing is attributable to salinity. 
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The figures in these tables represent only partial 
damage to the typical household in the Los 
Angeles-Long Beach SMSA resulting from the uge of 
water with alternative TDS concentrations. 1 In 
order to facilitate comparisons with other research 
studies, a comparable set of cost streams was 
developed from estimates found in Tihansky and 
Orange County. 16 
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years. See Table 4-3. 
bOnly items covered in this study were included in recomputing the Tihansky and Orange County results. 
~stimates are extrapolated below 200 and above 728 mg/l TOS. 
Table 4-6. Household marginal damages: Present valu.e 1975, (8 percent discount rate) (1975 DoUars). 
TOS 
mgtl 
Estimates 
Developed 
Here 
Copper 
Replacement 
Assumptiona 
Tihanskyb Orange b County 
100 
200c 
300 
400 
500 
600 
700c 
800 
900 
1000 
221.00 
168.00 
150.00 
143.00 
160.00 
116.00 
135.00 
137.00 
140.00 
172.00 
153.00 
130.00 
121.00 
158.00 
59.00 
103.00 
101.00 
98.00 
40.00 
44.00 
54.00 
48.00 
52.00 
52.00 
54.00 
51.00 
40.00 
41.00 
50.00 
52.00 
64.00 
75.00 
84.00 
91.00 
112.00 
132.00 
a All pipe is assumed to be replaced by copper at the first replacement. Copper is assumed to last, on the average, 46 
years. See Table 4-3. . 
. bOnly items covered in this study were included in recomputing the Tihansky and Orange County results. 
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SUB-APPENDIX A 
MUDieipal Damages Survey. Plumbing Contraetors 
The primary purpose of this survey is to gather data related to the cost of 
municipal water users for using water of differing quality. Data are to 
be gathered for different areas which are homogeneous in socioeconomic 
characteristics, but for which a different quality of water is being used. 
We would like each respondent to this survey to base his/her responses on 
his/her professional experience. Each respondent will be shown a certain 
area and asked to base his/her responses on that area alone. Throughout 
the survey the respondent must keep in mind that each question is to be 
answered only in terms of the specific area in question. (If an answer 
cannot be given for the specific area, please attempt to answer the same 
question for your entire service area. If an answer is given which is for 
your entire service area, please indicate so.) 
1. Plumbing 
1. Estimate the typical age at the replacement of water pipes made of 
the following materials. Also, estimate the percentage of total 
water pipes in service which are made of each material: 
a. galvanized iron ____________ ~years ________ . ____ ~percent 
b. copper ____________ ~percent 
c. plastic 
d. other (specify) _____________ years _____ -"'percent 
2. Estimate the number of water heaters you have replaced in the last 
a. 5 years ______________ __ b. 1 yea r _________ --r __ 
(area/total area) 
3. Estimate the typical age at replacement of wastewater pipes made 
of the following materials. Also, estimate the percentage of 
total wastewater pipes in service which are made of each material. 
a. galvanized iron years percent 
b. copper years percent 
c. cast iron percent 
d. plastic years percent 
e. other (specify) s percent 
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6. Estimate the typical age at replacement of a water heater. 
________ ~~years. List the most frequent reasons for replacing 
a water heater, and estimate the percentage which each reasons 
represents of total reasons for replacement. 
____________ p,ercent 
____________ percent 
7. Estimate the typical age at replacement of a toilet flushing mech-
anism ____________ ~years. 
8. Estimate the number of water p~p~ng systems made of each of the 
following materials which you have replaced in the last 5 years, 
1 year. 
a. galvanized iron a) 5 years b) 1 year 
b. copper a) 5 years b) 1 year 
c. plastic a) 5 years b) 1 year 
d. other (specify) a) 5 years b) 1 year 
(specific area/total area) 
9. Estimate the number of wastewater p~p~ng systems made of each of 
the following materials which you have replaced in the last 5 
years and 1 year. 
a. galvanized iron a) 5 years b) 1 year 
b. copper a) 5 years b) 1 year 
c. cast iron a) 5 years b) 1 year 
d. plastic a) 5 years b) 1 year 
e. other (specify) a) 5 years b) 1 year 
(specific area/total area) 
10. Estimate the percentage of households which have home water soften-
ers. ____________ ~percent 
11. Estimate the percentage of residential plumbing systems in which 
different metals are connected in situations other than in connec-
tions to faucets. percent. 
List the most frequent connections of this sort, and for each, esti-
mate the percentage of plumbing systems in which each type of con-
nection occurs. 
____________ percent 
____________ percent 
12. For each water piping system of the following materials, estimate 
what percent require water-caused repair in any given year. Also 
list the most frequent repair to each material, and estimate the 
percentage of water pipes of each material which require each 
type of repair. 
a. galvanized iron ____________ ~percent repaired/year 
b. copper 
c. plastic 
____________ ~percent 
_____________ percent 
_____________ percent 
____________ ~percent repaired/year 
_____________ percent 
____________ ~percent 
____________ percent repaired/year 
ent 
____________ ~percent 
d. other (specify) percent repaired/ 
year 
____________ ~percent 
____________ ~percent 
13. For each wastewater p~p~ng system of the following materials, 
estimate what percent require water-caused repair in any given 
year. Also, list the most frequent repair to each material, and 
estimate the percentage of wastewater pipes of each material which 
require each type of repair. 
a. galvanized iron _____________ percent repaired/year 
ent 
_____________ percent 
b. copper percent repaired/year 
------------
_____________ jpercent 
____________ ~percent 
c. cast iron ____________ ~percent repaired/year 
d. plastic 
_____________ p,ercent 
_____________ percent 
percent repaired/year 
-------------' 
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____________ ~percent 
_____________ percent 
e. other (specify) __________ ~percent repaired/ 
year 
____________ JPercent 
__________ ~percent 
14. Estimate the number of toilet flushing mechanisms you have replaced 
in the last 
a. 5 years b) 1 year 
15. Estimate the typical age at replacement for a faucet made of the 
following materials: 
a. galvanized iron· a) 5 years b) 1 year 
b. copper a) 5 years b) 1 year 
c. brass a) 5 years b) 1 year 
d. other (specify) a) 5 years b) 1 year 
16. Estimate the typical annual operation cost for a home water softener 
$_----
What percentage of this estimated cost is attributable to chemical 
inputs in the operation of a home water softener? percent 
17. For each of the following materials. estimate the number of water-
related repair you have made to water pipes made of each material 
in the last 5 years and 1 year. 
a. galvanized iron a) 5 years b) 1 
b. copper a) 5 years b) 1 year 
c. plastic a) 5 years b) 1 
d. other (specify) a) 5 years b) 1 
(specific area/total area) 
18. For each of the following materials. estimate the number of water-
related repairs you have made to wastewater pipes made of each 
material in the last 5 years and 1 year. 
a. galvanized iron a) 5 years b) 1 year 
b. copper a) 5 years b) 1 year 
c. cast iron a) 5 years b) 1 year 
d. plastic a) 5 years b) 1 year 
e. other (specify) a) 5 years b) 1 year 
(specific area/total area) 
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19. Estimate the number of faucets made of each of the following 
materials which you have replaced in the last 5 years and 1 year. 
Also list the most frequent cause for replacement, and indicate the 
percentage which each reason represents of total reasons for re-
placement. 
a. galvanized iron a) 5 
b. copper a) 5 
b) 1 year _____ _ 
_____________ p,ercent 
____________ ~percent 
____________ b) 1 year __________ __ 
____________ ~percent 
_____________ p,ercent 
c. brass a) 5 years _________ _ b) 1 year 
d. other (specify) a) 5 
(specific area/total area) 
____________ Jpercent 
____________ ~percent 
, _____ b) 1 
____________ ~percent 
____________ ~percent 
20. Estimate the percentage which your plumbing jobs represent of all 
plumbing jobs required by consumers in the specific area in 
question. percent 
21. Estimate the percentage of your total jobs which are done in the 
specific area in question. percent 
Municipal Damages Survey, Water Using 
Appliance Dealers 
The primary purpose of this survey is to gather data related to the cost 
of municipal water users for using water of differing quality. Data are 
to be gathered for different areas which are homogeneous in socio-economic 
characteristics, but for which a different quality of water is being used. 
We would like each responde~t to this survey to base his/her responses on 
his/her professional experience. Each respondent will be shown a certain 
area and asked to base his/her responses on that area alone. Throughout 
the survey the respondent must keep in mind that each question is to be 
answered only in terms of the specific area in question. (If an answer 
cannot be given for the specific area, please attempt to answer the same 
question for your entire service area. If an answer to a question is given 
which is for your entire service area, plase indicate so.) 
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II. APPLIANCES 
22. Estimate the typical age of replacement of a clothes washing 
machine. _____________ years. 
23. Estimate the typical age of replacement of a dishwashing machine 
_____________ years. 
24. How many garbage grinders have you replaced in the past 
a. 5 years b) 1 year ? 
List the most frequent reasons for replacing a garbage grinder, 
and indicate the percentage which each reason represents of all 
reasons for replacement. 
~ __________ ~percent 
percent 
(specific area/total area) 
25. Estimate the typical age at replacement for an evaporative air 
conditioner. _____________ years. 
26. For each of the following appliances estimates the percentage of 
each which require water related repair in any given year. 
a.. clothes washing machine percent 
b. dishwashing machine percent 
c. garbage grinder ____________________________ percent 
d. evaporative air conditioner percent 
27. How many dishwashing machines have you replaced in the past 
a) 5 years b) 1 year 
----------------
List the most frequent reasons for replacing a dishwashing ma-
chine, and estimate the percentage which each reason represents 
of all reasons for replacement. 
_____________ p,ercent 
_____________ percent 
28. How many clothes washing machines have you repaired for water-
related reasons in the past 
a) 5 years b) 1 year 
List the most frequent water-related repairs to clothes washing 
machines estimate the percentage which each repair is of total 
water-related repairs per year, and estimate the typical length 
of time to complete the repair. 
percent hours ------------~. ------------~ percent hours 
-------------' -------------
29. Estimate the typical age at replacement of a garbage grinder 
____________ ~years. 
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30. How many evaporative air conditioners have you replaced in the 
past 
a) 5 years b) 1 year 
----------------
List the most frequent reasons for replacing an evaporative air 
conditioner, estimate the percentage which each reason represents 
of all reasons for replacement, and estimate the typical length 
of time necessary to complete the replacement. 
percent hours ___________ J ___________ __ 
percent hours ----------~ ------------
31. How many dishwashing machines have you repaired (water related) 
in the past 
a) 5 years b) 1 year ? 
List the most frequent water related repairs to dishwashing ma-
chines, estimate the percentage which each repair is of total 
water related repairs for the year, and estimate the typical 
length of time to complete the repair. 
percent hours 
-------------, 
percent hours 
~------' 
32. How many garbage grinders have you repaired (water related) in the 
past 
a) 5 years b) 1 year ? 
List the most frequent water related repairs to garbage grinders, 
estimate the percentage which each repair represents of total 
water related repairs per year, and estimate the typical length of 
time to complete the repair. 
____________ ~percent 
rcent 
hours 
hours 
-----------
33. Estimate the percentage which your repair jobs on each of the 
following appliances represents of all repair jobs for each appli-
ance in the specific area in question. 
a. clothes washing machine percent 
b. dishwashing machine ____________________ ~percent 
c. garbage grinders _~ ______________ . rcent 
d. evaporative air conditioners ______________ ~percent 
34. How many evaporative air conditioners have you repaired in the 
past 
a) 5 years b) 1 year _____ _ 
List the most frequent water related repairs to evaporative air 
conditioners, estimate the percentage which each repair repre-
sents of total water related repairs per year, and estimate the 
typical length of time to complete the repair. 
percent 
________ ~~percent 
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hours 
hours 
35. Estimate the percentage which your sales and installation of each 
of the following appliances represents of all sales and installa-
tions of each appliance in the specific area in question. 
a. clothes washing machines percent 
b. dishwashing machines _________________________ percent 
_____________________________ percent c. garbage grinders 
d. evaporative air conditioners ________________ p,ercent 
36. Estimate the percentage of homes which have a garbage grinder 
____________ ~percent. 
37. Estimate the percentage of your total business which is trans-
acted with consumers in the specific area in question. 
____________ ~percent. 
SUB-APPENDIX B SUB·APPENDIX C 
Estimates of Replacemeut CoD ad Clulraeteristies 
of Typieal Household Uuits 
Caleu1ated Lifetimes, Household Total ad Margiual 
Damages for DiffereDt Levels of Water SalInity by 
Type of AppliaDce or Water Couveyance System 
Table B-1. Replacement costs. a 
Water Heater 
Washer 
Dishwasher 
Garbage Disposal 
Faucet 
Toilet Flushing Mechanism 
Galvanized Water Pipe 
Galvanized Wastewater Pipeb 
Copper Water Pipeb 
Copper Wastewater Pipeb 
$160 
$250 
$225 
$ 65 
$ 45 
$ 25 
$600 
$600 
$600 
$600 
~hese cost estimates represent the mean value of a 
sample of estimates provided by local sales personnel. 
~hese categories of replacement cost represent the 
replacement cost for the entire water or wastewater piping 
system. 
Table B-~. Typical lwusekold v:nit: Los Angeles-
Long Beach SUS14. 
Rooms:a 4.51 
Bedrooms: a 2.04 
Persons: a 2.8 
Flush Toilets: a 1.31 
Water Heater:a 1.00 
Bath!Shower:a 1.00 
Kitchen Sink:a 1.00 
Bathroom Sink:a 1.00 
Washing Machine:a 0.57 
Dishwasher: a 0.21 
Faucet: a 5.00 
Garbage Disposa1:a b 1.00 
Galvanized Water Pipes: b 0.70 
Galvanized Wastewater Pipes: 0.25 
aCensus of Housing, 1970, U.S. Census Bureau (U.S. 
GPO, Washington, D.C., 1974). 
bThese estimates are the mean values of our survey 
data. 
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Table Col. Water heaters: lifetimes and costs. 
TDS Lifetime PVb Marginal (Total 
mg/la (Years) Damages- Damages 
1975$) (1975$) 
100 11.7 268.00 56.00 
200 8.7 324.00 44.00 
300 7.4 368.00 35.00 
400 6.5 403.00 31.00 
500 5.9 434.00 26.00 
600 5.5 461.00 26.00 
700 5.1 486.00 23.00 
800 4.9 510.00 22.00 
900 4.6 532.00 19.00 
1000 4.4 551.00 
~wenty year average total dissolved solids. 
hpresent value of total damages based on 8 percent 
discount rate. 
Table C-2. Galvanized wastewater pipes: lifetimes 
and costs. 
TDS PV Marginal 
mg/l Lifetime (Total Damages (Years) Damages- (1975$) 
1975$) 
100 42.9 156.00 60.00 200 24.7 176.00 
300 17.9 200.00 24.00 
400 14.3 224.00 25.00 
500 11.9 249.00 24.00 
600 10.3 271.00 23.00 
700 9.1 295.00 24.00 
800 8.2 318.00 23.00 
900 7.4 341.00 23.00 
1000 6.9 362.00 21.00 
Table CoS. Galvanized water pipes: lifetimes and Table C-7. Garbage disposals: li/etmes and costs. 
-
costs. 
TDS Lifetime PV Marginal PV 
mg/I (Years) (fotal Damages IDS Lifetime (Total Marginal Damages- (1975$) mg/I . (Years) Damages- Damages 
1975$) 1975$) (1975$) 
100 15.9 591.00 12.00 100 9.2 127.00 8.00 200 15.2 603.00 18.00 200 8.4 136.00 5.00 300 14.6 621.00 15.00 300 8.0 141.00 4.00 400 13.9 636.00 17.00 400 7.7 144.00 4.00 500 13.2 654.00 19.00 500 7.5 148.00 3.00 600 12.6 672.00 25.00 600 7.3 150.00 2.00 700 11.9 697.00 24.00 700 7.2 153.00 2.00 800 11.2 722.00 27.00 800 7.0 155.00 2.00 900 10.6 749.00 35.00 900 6.9 156.00 2.00 1000 9.9 784.00 1000 6.8 158.00 
Table C-..;. B1'Q8S faucets: lifetimes and costs. 
PV Table CoS. ~astewater ~pes: costs under c~ TDS Lifetime (Total Marginal replacement assumption. a 
mg/l (years) Damages- Damages 
1975$) (1975$) 
100 23.8 267.00 PV Marginal 
200 14.7 331.00 64.00 TDS (Total Damages 
300 11.1 389.00 58.00 mg!I Damages- (1975$) 
400 9.1 444.00 54.00 1975$) 
500 7.8 495.00 51.00 100 156.00 
600 6.9 543.00 49.00 200 172.00 17.00 
700 6.1 590.00 47.00 300 188.00 15.00 
800 5.6 634.00 45.00 400 200.00 12.00 
900 5.2 678.00 43.00 500 212.00 11.00 
1000 4.8 720.00 43.00 600 220.00 8.00 
700 226.00 7.00 
Table CoS. Dishwashers: lifetimes and costs. 800 232.00 6.00 5.00 900 237.00 4.00 PV 1000 241.00 
TDS Lifetime (Total Marginal 
mg!1 (years) Damages- Damages aIt is assumed that copper pipe is used when the first 1975$) (1975$) 
replacement occurs. 
100 11.7 79.00 13.00 
200 9.2 92.00 10.00 
300 8.0 102.00 8.00. Table C-9. ~ater ~pes: costs under copper replllce-
400 2.3 110.00 6.00 ment assumption. a 
500 6.7 116.00 6.00 
600 6.3 122.00 5.00 
700 6.0 127.00 5.00 PV Marginal 
800 5.7 132.00 4.00 TDS (Total Damages 
900 5.5 136.00 4.00 mg/I Damages- (1975$) 
1000 5.3 140.00 1975$) 
Table C-6. ~ashers: lifetimes and costs. 100 544.00 6.00 200 550.00 11.00 
PV 300 561.00 7.00 
TDS Lifetime (Total Marginal 400 569.00 8.00 
mg/I (Years) Damages- Damages 500 576.00 8.00 
1975$) (1975$) 600 585.00 9.00 700 593.00 9.00 
100 9.3 278.00 800 602.00 10.00 7.00 900 612.00 200 8.9 2S5.00 9.00 1000 622.00 10.00 300 8.5 294.00 9.00 
400 8.2 303.00 10.00 3From Table C-S. 500 7.S 313.00 12.00 
600 7.5 324.00 12.00 
700 7.1 336.00 13.00 
800 6.7 349.00 16.00 
900 6.4 365.00 16.00 
1000 6.0 381.00 
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SUB-APPENDIX D 
A Test of the Importance of Different Compositions 
of Constituent Parts on Estimated Lifetimes 
A simple multiple regression analysis, was run 
using the Black and Veatch data for three functional 
forms: linear, log-linear, and quadratic. Examination 
of these preliminary results for the presence of 
autocorrelation was then undertaken. The Cochrance-
Orcutt technique of correction for autocorrelation was 
then utilized when the Durbin-Watson s+atistic 
suggested the possibility of autocorrelation.1 Note 
that the primary concern of the analysis is to test the 
significance of a number of variables in the 
explanation of lifetimes and not necessarily to develop 
an unbiased estimate of lifetimes themselves; that is, 
analyzing the difference between the means associa-
ted with the estimated coefficients to determine if the 
variable is a "significant" explanatory variable, and as 
such if there is a need to correct for the influence of 
autocorrelation when it is present because it will tend 
to bias the test for the difference between means. 
The hypothesis that is to be considered now is 
that the ratio of TDS to total hardness (TH), to 
sulfates (S), and to chlorides (Cl is important to the 
relationship which describes the lifetimes of water 
quality affected articles. This hypothesis was sugges-
ted because the range of the ratio TDS/TH in the 
Black and Veatch data was 1.35 to 87.72, while the 
value of this ratio is approximately 2.0 for Colorado 
River water. This observation suggested the following 
question: Would the estimated lifetime relationships 
developed in the Black and Veatch study, which did 
not attempt to control for the influence of differences 
in compositions of constituent parts, represent an 
accurate estimate of the lifetime relationships for 
Colorado River water? The same question could, of 
course, be asked about the ratio of TDS to sulfates, 
chlorides, or any other constituent part. Information 
useful in answering such questions can be obtained 
from a multiple regression analysis which attempts to 
discover the statistical significance of the estimated 
type of analysis.18 For future studies total haroness 
should probably be used alone as an independent 
variable in the regression analysis. The practice of 
dividing TH and other variables into TDS may well 
mask the true contribution of each constituent to the 
overall variability. 
In each of the regressions, TDS was a significant 
explanatory variable and it had the expected sign in all 
but the regression on wastewater pipes. The 
lPor a description of the Cochrance-Orcutt technique, see 
Kmenta (1971, p. 287-289). A description of the Durbin·Watson 
test for autocorrelation may be found in the same reference. pp. 
294-296, or in Thiel (1971, p. 199-201), 
lIlNote that washing machines were excluded from the table 
because we were unfortunately unable to obtain any meaningful 
results because of limited number of observations. 
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explanation for the positive sign in this regression 
would apparently be related to the Cochrane-Orcutt 
procedure utilized to correct for the biasing influence 
of autocorrelation. Due to the nature of the data set 
and the computer regression package (Copper, 1971) 
utilized in this analysis, the Cochrane-Orcutt proce-
dure required the deletion of five observations from 
the data set. This corresponds to falling from thirteen 
to eight observations and is explained by "gaps" in the 
data matrix. The significance of these gaps to the 
programmed correction procedure is that for each gap 
there was a loss of one of the observations.19 The 
apparent result of this loss in observations was, in 
effect, to bias the analysis by perhaps leaving 
observations on TDS which were grouped in sueh a 
fashion that a positive influence was picked up by the 
regression. This may perhaps be an explanation for 
the rather startling result that under an ordinary least 
squares regression, the coefficient was negative and 
significant, as expected; but it flipped to positive after 
employing the Cochrane-Orcutt procedure to correct 
for the apparent presence of autocorrelation.' It is 
possible that this type of behavior was exhibited 
because of the small number of observations with 
which the researchers were working. The major 
significance of this regression to the analysis at hand is 
the statistical significance of (TDS/TH). (TDS/S), and 
(TDS/C). Note that in half of the regressions (TDS/S) 
was a significant variable and that (TDS/TH) was 
significant in two of the six regressions. 
These results are not conclusive proof that the 
configuration of constituent parts is a major explana-
tory factor in the lifetimes of water quality affected 
goods; however, they do support the view that the 
configuration of the constituents must be considered, 
as well as the view that it was necessary to obtain data 
specifically relevant to the Colorado River rather than 
attempting to obtain meaningful estimates from 
secondary sources which had obtained relationships 
from data generated for waters differing in character-
istics from that of Colorado River water. 
Several final observations should be made 
concerning the set of dummy variables which are 
listed at the beginning of this appendix. In very 
general terms, the results of specifying regressions 
with this set of dummy variables identified the 
dissolved oxygen content and softening of the water 
supply as being relevant explanatory variables for the 
relationships under study. As a particular example. 
using the linear specification and the Cochrane-Orcutt 
correction, the variable for softening was significant 
and indicated that softening the water supply would 
increase the lifetime of galvanized piping within the 
range of 16 to 27 years. 
!!The loss of observation was necessitated in this procedure 
by attempting to estimate l in the relationship e=U:a.l + Uao 
where E. denotes the error term· in the ordinary least squares 
regression equation, us is a random error with zero mean and 
constant variance, and a denotes the observation. Each time 
there is a gap the observation immediately following the gap is 
effectively the a-l observation and thus lost from the analysis, 
which calculates the parameters of the regression under analysis. 
Table D·l. Summary 0/ regression analysis testing the importance 0/ different compositions 0/ constituent 
parts. 
Ordinary Least Squarel,b R: 2 
c 
D.W.d 
I) InW.H. 4.181- .277[ln TDS] + .089[lnITDS/TH)] .. 179[1n(TDS/S)] .. 0 18 [InITOS/C)] .3928 2.261 
(.570)'" **(.077)*** (.066) (.076)** (.067) 
2) InTFM 4.770- .475 [In TDS] .. 090[lnITOS/TH)] - .002[lnITDS/S)] + .015 [In(TDS/C)] .5881 1147' 
(.799)***( 107)*** (.081) <-083) (.080) 
3) lnG.G. 3:782 - .246[1n TDS] + 121 [In(TOS/TH)] - .276 [In(TOS/S)] .. 011 [In(TDS/C)] .5735 2.3571 
(.876)***(.123)* (.064)* (.078)*** (.075) 
4) F 1O.874-.004[TDS] - .003[THI + .009[S] + .003[C] .2739 2.076 
(1.511)***(.002)* (.004) (.005) (.005) 
Cochrane-Orcutt Correction for Autocorrelation 
5) In W.W. 2.072 + .256[ln TOS] .. 077[1nITDS/TH)] - .098[ln(TOS/S)] •. 198[ln(TDS/C)] .9296 1755' 
(.186)***(.013)*** (.032)* (.041)'" (.050)** 
6) In GP. = 4.853 - .354[1n TOS] + .045[ln(TOS/TH)] - .048 [1n(TDS/S)] + .193 [In(TDS/C)] .4640 
(.676)***{.092)*** (.088) (.133) (,096)* 
Footnotes: 
aDefinition of variables: 
W.H. lifetime of water heaters G.P. lifetime of galvanized pipes 
TFM lifetime of toilet flushing mechanisms TDS total dissolved solids (ppm) 
G.G. lifetime of garbage grinders TH total hardness (ppm) 
F lifetime of faucets S sulfates (ppm) 
W.W. lifetime of wastewater pipes C chlorides (ppm) 
bValues in parentheses are the standard errors of the estimated coefficients. T-statistics can be obtained by dividing the 
estimated coefficient by its standard error. T-statistics are used to test the hypothesis that the estimated coefficient is signifi-
cantly different from zero. The results of such tests are indicated by placing asterisks on the coefficient's standard error indi-
cating that the coefficient is statistically different from zero at the following levels of confidence for a two-tailed test: 
* 90% confidence level 
** 95% confidence level 
***99'if confidence level 
cCorrected R 2 . this value is a correction on the R2 taking account of the fact that including irrelevant explanatory vari-
ables will increase the R2 . '
dDurbin.Watson statistIc. Sec Henri Theil (1971) Pril/ciples of Ecol/ometrics. John Wiley and Sons. Inc .. p. 199-20 I. for 
a description of this test for autocorrelation. This test is not always conclusive. and when it is inconclusive. this will be indicated 
by superscripting the Durbin-Watson statistic with I. otherwise the test indicated no autocorrelation at the 95',; level ot 
confidence 
Source: Black and Veatch (1967). Economic Effects of Mil/era I COl/tel/t il/ MUI/icipal Water Supplies. Office of Saline Water. 
Research and Developnlcnt Progress Report No. 260. May 1967. 
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SUB·APPENDIX E 
Gnphial CompuisoD8 of Estimated 
Lifetime ReJatioDsbips 
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Figure E-~. Graphical comparison 01 estimated 
lifetime rel4tionBhipslor garbage disp0-
sals. 
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APPENDIX 5 
ECONOMIC IMPACTS OF SELECTED SALINITY CONTROL 
MEASURES IN THE UPPER COLORADO: A CASE STUDY 
OF THE GRAND V ALLEY, COLORADO 
R.A. YOUDg and K.L. Leather8 
with W • T. FI'IIIlkUn 
EnvirolUDentai Resoaree8 Center and Experiment Station 
Colorado State University 
INTRODUCTION 
Where soils are high in soluble salts, the practice 
of crop irrigation can have a deleterious effect on 
water quality. Mineral solids in the water are 
concentrated as a part of it is evaporated away, and 
more may be leached from the soil profile or 
underlying geologic structure and be picked up in 
large quantities in irrigation drainage water. Since 
drainage water or "return flows" contribute appreci-
ably to the volume of many rivers and streams in the 
west, the importance of saline irrigation return flow 
on water quality is readily apparent. 
This appendix reports a preliminary evaluation of 
on-farm water management techniques for reducing 
salt pickup from saline irrigation return flows in the 
Colorado River. A major problem area in. western 
Colorado is selected as a case study. Preliminary 
identification of separate area contributions to salinity 
has been accomplished in a number of reconnaisance 
surveys by various agencies over the past several 
years (U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, 1972). Deep 
percolating return flows from irrigated land situated 
over shale formations which contain very high levels 
of soluble salts are reported to be the chief 
contribution from man made sources. The Grand 
Valley in western Colorado and the Price River Valley 
in Utah have the highest annual rates of salt pickup in 
the Upper Basin, averaging over 8 tons per acre. The 
U ncompaghre and Lower Gunnison Valleys, also in 
western Colorado, contribute somewhat less, but are 
significant sources. Total loading and concentration 
from crop irrigation is said to account for about 38 
percent of the total salt load in recent years. 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STUDY AREA 
The Grand Valley is an interesting and challeng-
ing area to physical and social scientists alike for 
investigating salinity abatement measures for future 
implementation in the valley and elsewhere. Con-
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straining factors have been encountered at all levels of 
study: in modeling physical and hydrosalinity rela-
tionships, institutional inflexibilities governing pri-
vate water use and ownership, and identification of 
socio-economic consequences for communities directly 
and indirectly affected. 
Irrigated. Agriealture 
The Grand Valley is located in West Central 
Colorado at the confluence of the Gunnison and 
Colorado Rivers in Mesa County (Figure 5-1). 
Paralleling the Colorado River for about 30 miles, the 
valley averages 7 miles in width and about 4400 feet in 
elevation. Summer weather is characteristically hot 
and dry and the winters cold. Beginning in April, the 
normal frost-free season averages about 190 days. 
With an annual precipitation averaging 8 to 10 inches, 
irrigation is necessary to maintain a viable commercial 
agriculture in the valley. 
Grand Junction, with a population of about 
25,000, is the principal commercial center in the 
valley. Agriculture is an important source of 
employment and income to a local population of about 
60,000 people in Mesa County. However, in recent 
years basic manufacturing and service industries have 
become the mainstay for an otherwise traditional 
agricultural community. Approximately 60,000 acres 
of land is presently cultivated out of a total arable area 
exceeding 100,000 acres. Urban and industrial 
expansion, service roads and farmsteads, and idle and 
abandoned lands account for most of the balance not 
farmed (Walker and Skogerboe, 1971). 
The diversified agricultural industry in the valley 
is comprised of both livestock and crop production 
activities. Major crops grown include corn, alfalfa, 
sugar beets, small grains and permanent pasture. 
Slightly less than 15 percent of the irrigated acreage is 
planted to pome and deciduous orchards, the produce 
of which, processed locally, may be shipped as far as 
~rond Volley 
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Figure 5·1. The Colorado River Basin. 
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the Atlantic seaboard. The Grand Valley has long been 
a favored wintering area for cattle and sheep grazed 
on high mountain summer range to the east. 
Following settlement in the late 18708, irrigation 
companies were organized to divert water for 
agricultural use. Many of the original companies have 
since been consolidated leaving five which presently 
supply all the water diverted under original decrees: 
The Grand Valley Irrigation Company (1882), the 
Grand Valley Water Users Association, using water 
developed by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation in about 
1916, the Palisade and Mesa County Irrigation 
District (189Os), and the Redlands Water and Power 
Company (Skogerboe and Walker, 1972). Because 
irrigable acreages were typically overestimated 
within the newly formed irrigation districts, and due 
partially to a gradual decline in irrigated acreage due 
to waterlogging, and more recently to urbanization, 
Grand Valley farmers have always had an abundant 
supply of water. 
Early evaluations of irrigation efficiency which 
were initiated in response to immediate drainage 
problems in the lower-lying lands, documented 
valley-wide efficiencies of SO to 40 percent (USDA and 
Colorado Ag. Experiment Station, 1957; and Decker, 
1951). However. the threat of rising water tables and 
salinity problems encountered on water-logged soils 
was not enough incentive to reduce the use of very low 
priced project water. Average charges in 1974 were 
less than $2 per ac ft. Average river diversions 
frequently exceed 600,000 ac ft annually, but only 
175,000 ac ft are required to meet normal crop 
consumptive use (Skogerboe et al .• 1974). 
Soils vary throughout the valley in surface 
textures ranging from loam to fine silty clay but share 
a common parent material in subsurface structure 
derived from Mancos shale (Soil Conservation Service. 
1955). Being low in organic matter, these soils are 
prone to nutrient leaching (especially nitrates) and 
have restricted internal drainage at lower elevations. 
The prevailing topographical slope of the Grand Valley 
ranges between 50 to 80 feet per mile, which 
effectively limits irrigation methods to furrow and 
corrugation techniques (Bishop et al., 1967). 
BydrosaHnity Aspects 
Selected Geological Survey gaging stations 
located above and below the valley have been the chief 
source for estimates of annual salt pickup in recent 
years (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Ap-
pendix A, 1971). Average annual salt pickup 
attributable to irrigated agriculture is estimated at 
600,000 tons of total dissolved solids. Historical data 
suggest a range in annual contributions of less than 
400,000 tons in low flow years to over 1,000,000 tons in 
years of high water flow (U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, 
1973). 
The primary source of salinity is thought to be the 
extremely saline aquifers (as high as 10,000 mg!l) 
overlying a marine-deposited Mancos shale formation. 
Lenses of salts contained in the shale are dissolved by 
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water entering and coming into chemical equilibrium 
with this formation before returning to the river 
channel. Water enters these aquifers by seepage from 
the irrigation conveyance system (delivery canals, 
laterals, and drains) and by irrigation practices which 
lead to excessive deep percolation from irrigated 
fields. Westesen (1975) reported that proportionate 
contributions to total salt loading are 55 percent and 
45 percent, respectively. 
Propoaed Salinity Controls 
Degraded irrigation return flows, by way of 
seepage and deep percolation through saline soils and 
underlying geologic formations which return in-
creased salt loads to the river system, make the Grand 
Valley one of the most significant man-made sources in 
the entire river basin. Until the initiation of the 
present study, research concentrated on various 
structural control technologies including lining of 
conveyance systems and on-farm drainage improve-
ments. Although a program of scientific irrigation 
scheduling designed to improve on-farm water 
management has been under study since 1972, 
feasibility analysis have been limited to a few selected 
farms with no detailed valley-wide evaluations being 
attempted. Other nonstructural control possibilities 
have had little serious consideration. 
Several lengths of canals and laterals have been 
lined since 1970 in a demonstration area on the east 
side of the valley (Skogerboe and Walker, 1972). 
These researchers estimate that 70 to 80 pecent of 
total seepage losses could be prevented by lining all 
canals and laterals (including on-farm delivery 
ditches). However. the costs of such a program could 
be quite high; $14 to $100 per ton of salts removed. 
Inefficiency in on-farm water use, stemming from 
a combination of abundant supply, low water charges, 
and problematic soil-topographic characteristics, has 
encouraged interest in irrigation scheduling as a 
valley-wide possibility (Bureau of Reclamation, 
1974a). The results of irrigation scheduling are 
presently inconclusive, but the program holds much 
promise as a low-cost control measure (Skogerboe and 
Walker, 1973; and Anderson et al.. 1974). Improved 
on-farm efficiencies may possibly have local benefits, 
including increased yields and additional productivity 
on previously water-logged soils, in addition to 
reduction in downstream damages. 
Research on the use of drainage technologies has 
emphasized interception of deep percolating water 
below the root zone before it has reached chemical 
equilibrium in the saline aquifers. Because the deep 
open ditch-type drains in use since the early 1920s are 
largely ineffective for this purpose. a drainage 
program would also have to include extensive 
renovation of existing structures to be effective. Costs 
of field drainage and renovation appear to be quite 
high, and resulting water quality improvement 
uncertain. Additionally, drainage improvements with-
out improving on-farm water use efficiency would 
possibly make matters worse than they are (Skoger-
boe et aI., 1974). 
OBJECTTVE,APPROACH,AND SOOPE 
OF STUDY 
The principal objeetive of this study is to measure 
the direct costs which would be imposed on farmers 
from adoption of selected nonstructural means of 
reducing salt pickup. Nonstructural control alterna-
tives examined are the changes in irrigation and crop 
management practices which increase the efficiency of 
irrigation water use and reduce deep pe.reolation, 
which in turn reduces the amount of salt-saturated 
water displaced back to the river. 
The general approach of the analysis was to, 
develop a representative firm model of crop farms in 
the valley in a linear programming format. The model 
incorporates alternative processes or activities, which 
represent the cost, income water use and salt pickUp 
consequences of alternative methods of irrigating 
crops. A detailed field survey of a sample of farms 
provided data for the model. The representative 
model thus developed is then solved on a digital 
computer for a range of constraints on estimated salt 
pickUp. Net income for each level of the salt pickup is 
computed, and the cost of a given salt pickup 
reduction measured in terms of the reduction in net 
farm income as compared with the benchmark 
(unregulated) situation. 
This study is confined to field crop producing 
farms in the Grand Valley, and the 15 percent of the 
area's irrigated acreage devoted to orchard and other 
specialty crops (mostly peaches) is not considered. 
Nonstructural alternative, other than adjusted irriga-. 
tion praetices and crop substitutions, are not 
examined. Leathers and Young (1975) report a 
preliminary investigation of land retirement as a more 
drastic nonstructural means (1975 W AEA). 
RESEARCH PROCEDURES: CONCEPTS, 
ASSUMPTIONS AND METHODS 
ConeeptuaI Framework 
The analysis is based on a three-component model 
consisting of a) a control variable set; b) an 
interaetions structure, and c) an objeetive function. 
The control variable set consists of those factors or 
policy instruments subject to human control which are 
identified as having an influence on the objective. In 
the present instance, control variables can be 
distinguished as "structural" and nonstruetural. 
Struetural measures are those involving capital 
expenditures for tangible struetures while "nonstruc-
tural" are involving changes in the institutional 
system (incentives, constraints, penalties) which 
influence those members of the economy utilizing the 
resource system under study. This report considers 
only a nonstructural control method, that of adjusting 
irrigation praetices for the purpose of reducing saline 
irrigation return flows. 
The interaetions structure consists of the inter-
relationships among several submodels. One of these 
is a behavioral economic model, which purports to 
predict the optimal (profit maximizing) response of the 
"representative farmer" to changes in physical 
relationships, legal constraints and net profit. Ano-
ther sub-model specifies water-soil relationships: in 
particular, it allocates the applied irrigation water into 
its components: evapotranspiration, surface runoff 
(tailwater) and most important, deep percolation 
(drainage water). The third submodel descnbes 
drainage water-salt pickup relationships. 
The objeetive funetion falls within the economic 
efficiency framework, in that willingness-to-pay 
values, measured in dollars of gains, losses, or 
damages to affected parties, is the assumed policy 
. criterion. A national accounting stance is assumed. 
Regional income impacts are reported elsewhere in 
this volume by Charles Howe and Jeffry Young. Other 
possible objeetives, such as equitable income distribu-
tion, are not considered. The objective function 
considers only the net incomes of Grand Valley 
irrigation water users, as it is affected by changing 
practices. The report will attempt to integrate these 
findings with estimates of the dollar value of damages 
imposed. From a basin-wide economic efficiency point 
of view, the control program should proceed to the 
point where the marginal net income losses to the 
upstream sources are equated to the marginal losses 
avoided by downstream recipients of salinity dama-
ges. 
Hypothesized MeaDS of Redudng Salt Pickup 
Two hypothesized practices which influence deep 
percol/l.tion, and hence salt pickUp, are studied in this 
report. The first has to do with irrigation practices, 
which means, in effeet, the quantity of water applied. 
Irrigators may, given faetors such as size of field, 
slope, soil texture, vary the rate of water applied per 
unit area in the crop season by a) changing the length 
of time water is allowed to run in each furrow, b) by 
changing the size of siphon tubes (so that the rate of 
application is changed), c) by changing the interval 
between irrigations, or by a combination of these. 
The predominant soils in the Grand Valley exhibit 
unusual infiltration characteristics. Walker's (1974) 
studies found that infiltration rates tend to fall as the 
growing season progresses. Early in the year, when 
soils are open and loose following pre-plant tillage 
operations, the soils permit rapid infiltration of water. 
and a relatively large amount is lost to deep 
percolation when water is run for long periods in order 
to achieve adequate wetting in the lower end of fields. 
Later on in the year, the soil "tightens up" and the 
proportion of deep percolation falls while tailwater 
losses increase. It is hypothesized that a relatively 
simple adjustment of irrigation praetices. namely: 
reducing the time that water flows in each furrow, 
could achieve uniform wetting while effectively 
reducing deep percolation. 
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The second farm management practice which 
could affect rates of deep percolation is an adjustment 
in crop patterns. Crops vary as to deep percolation 
even within a given set of irrigation practices. so 
percolation can be reduced by cutting back acreage of 
crops which are high contributors in favor of those 
which create less of a problem. 
Each of these alternatives is incorporated into the 
linear programming modeJ. to measure effects on farm 
income ofa forced reduction in salt pickup from 
implementation of existing water quality regulations. 
Water-soD Submodel 
A simplified soil-water-crop budget was devel-
oped in order to trace the effects of various salinity 
control mechanisms on water utilization and deep 
percolation1. An estimate of deep percolation is 
described. which in turn is used to develop an estimate 
of salt pickup under alternative irrigation practices. 
In order to predict the consequences of modifying 
irrigation practices on deep percolation and eventual 
salt pickup. detailed data on actual soil-water-crop 
relationships in the Grand Valley are required. 
Considerable heterogeneity in soils. topography and 
farm production practices is observed. The assump-
tions used in the model reflect a careful selection of 
available information and is thought to be broadly 
representative. 
Perhaps the most critical assumption deals with 
seasonal variations in water intake rates. Two 
seasonal conditions. early and mid-late season. are 
used to present the gradual decrease in water 
infiltration as the irrigation season progresses. A 
more precise approach would call for a specified rate 
for each sub-period (say, 15 day intervals) but 
information available to us does not warrant further 
refinement (see Skogerboe et a1.. 1973; Skogerboe et 
al.. 1974; and Gilley. 1968). 
The results of the soil-water model assumptions 
and calculations are given in Tables 5-1 and 5-2. The 
crucial estimate in these tables in the amount of deep 
percolation per unit area in Table 5-2. This estimate 
falls between those of Skogerboe et al. (1974) and 
Kruse et al. (1975). 
Salt Piekup Mechanisms 
Soils in the Grand Valley were formed residually 
from Mancos Shale and from alluvial materials 
deposited by the Colorado and Gunnison Rivers. The 
alluvium covers thick beds of porous gravelly and 
cobbly sand that extend from the head (east end) of 
the valley to past Fruita. This gravel-cobble layer 
conducts water rapidly and a high water table occurs 
in the area near the river. 
lIrhe model is described in Leathers and Franklin (1975). 
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There is not yet agreement as to the precise 
source or sources of salt at the present time. Three 
basic mechanisms are considered: 1) irrigation drain-
age water which dissolves and transports salts from 
sub-surface sources; 2) irrigation waters which 
dissolve and transport surface salts; and 3) salts added 
by runoff water from rain and snowmelt. Prevailing 
opinion holds that over 90 percent of salt pickUp in the 
study reach arises from the first category. 
The ionic constituents and ion ratios of drainage, 
aquifer, and river water entering and leaving the 
Grand Valley were compared in an attempt to derive 
estimates of salt pickup. To calculate a salt pickup rate 
which is representative of mixed return flows. i.e .• 
some combination of -surface drainage and aquifer 
water, it is necessary to weight the relative 
concentrations bY/the appropriate magnitude of flow. 
Return flow frorir deep percolation and seepage water 
was assumed to comprise about 80 pereent and water 
from surface drains about 20 percent. The resulting 
estimate of average salt pickup rate was 5.04 tons/ac 
ft. which is rounded to 5 tons in subsequent 
computations. This reflects a compromise among 
possible alternative estimates. A detailed discussion 
of the salt pickup mechanisms and procedures for 
estimating pickup rates is also contained in the 
Leathers-Franklin manuscript (Leathers and Frank· 
lin. 1975). 
BEHAVIORAL ECONOMIC MODEL 
Conventional theory of the firm and linear 
programming comprise the formal framework of the 
economic submodel and subsequent empirical analy-
sis. The approach followed makes use of the 
"representative firm" concept (Day, 1963). An 
economic model of the irrigated agricultural industry. 
composed of representative farm types, was designed 
to approximate as closely as possible actual production 
levels and activity in the Grand Valley. Under 
alternative price and cropping assumptions, models of 
representative farms have proven useful in assessing 
production response and decision behavior relating to 
a broad range of policy issues (Kelso et al., 1973). 
Data Base and Sampling Method 
Actual production information collected from 
Grand Valley farmers during the summers of 1972 and 
1973 was the principal source of data for this study. 
Personal interview participants were randomly selec-
ted from water user lists provided by the irrigation 
companies and associations which divert Colorado and 
Gunnison River water for agricultural use in the 
valley. Since these lists typically include numerous 
small users (one to three acres in size) as well as 
commercial farms. all users with less than a 40-acre 
water appropriation were excluded from the popula-
tion of farmerS surveyed. Subsequently. from a 
population of approximately 350 irrigated farms. 98 
complete interviews were secured representing a 
sampling rate of about 28 percent. 
.........." 
Table 5-1. Irrigation and soil 11Wisture re1o,tiomhips for selected crops, a wrmal growing season, and traditional 
irrigation practices in the Grand Valley . 
Item 
Corn 
Number of Irrigations 8 
Number of Pre·irrigations 1 
Cumulative ET Onches) 26.5 
Mean ET Per Irrigationa 3.35 
Root Zone Storage Captcity 9.2 
Soil Moisture Depletion 
at Each Irrigation 
Irrigation Interval (Days}c 
38% 
Longest 42 
Shortest <) 
Length of Irrigation Set (Hours) 
First Two Irrigations 24 
All Others 24 
aCumulative ET + number of irrigations per season. 
bMean ET per irrigation + root zone storage capacity. 
Small 
Grains 
6 
20.9 
3.45 
9.2 
38% 
27 
9 
24 
24 
Crop 
Sugar 
Beets Pasture Alfalfa 
9 7 7 
31.6 30.12 32.16 
3.48 4.30 4.59 
9.2 9.2 14.0 
38% 47% 33% 
34 31 25 
12 19 18 
24 48 48 
24 24 24 
~umber of days between irrigations where cumulative ET reduces the percent available soil moisture to the indicated 
levels (above). 
Table 5·2. Water budget 8UmrMry for traditional irrigation practices in the Grand Valley: annual water 'USe and 
/l)S8e8 for selected crops. 
Item 
Corn Small Grains 
Crop 
Sugar 
Beets Pasture Alfalfa 
-.-----........... ----... -------Annual Ac Ftt AC- -----•• -------------------.. ---
Water Applieda 
Root Zone Additions 
Crop Consumptive Use 
Deep Percolation 
Field Tail Water b 
Farm Irrigation Efficiency 
Leaching Fractionc 
a"Net" of on-farm delivery losses. 
bCrop consumptive use + water applied. 
cDeep percolation + root zone additions. 
3.74 
2.94 
2.21 
0.73 
0.80 
59% 
25% 
The interview schedule was designed to obtain 
information concerning the numbers and sizes of 
farms; land tenure, planning and management 
practices; resource inventories and production tech-
nology; crops and livestock grown, cropping patterns 
and cultural practices; prices paid and received; and 
related data specific to the study area. Detailed 
enterprise budgets were derived to estimate and 
compare expected costs and returns for representa-
tive farm practices. Emphasis was placed on the 
principal crops grown in the valley. Orchard and other 
specialty crop enterprises (about 15 percent of the 
total irrigated acreage) were excluded from the 
analysis since they are typically very diverse in 
2.98 
2.40 
1.74 
0.66 
0.58 
58% 
28% 
5.28 
3.27 
2.63 
0.64 
2.10 
50% 
20% 
4.80 
3.06 
2.51 
0.55 
1.74 
52% 
18% 
4.80 
3.06 
2.68 
0.38 
1.74 
56% 
12% 
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production techniques, processing and tenure 
arrangements. 
The ADalytieal Model 
The linear programming model, which reflects 
aggregate (valley·wide) production response, was 
designed to simulate optimal farmer response to 
various nonstructural salinity control measures that 
could be implemented by farmers in the Grand Valley. 
Typical resource limitations faced by farmers, 
including land, water, limits on crop acreage among 
others, are used to constrain the model and add some 
realism to the policy implications derived from it. The 
analysis was directed to two aspects of on-farm 
controls dealing with the use efficiency of irrigation 
water: 1) the expected costs of reduced saline return 
flow as a result of modifying traditional crop rotation 
or cropping patterns; and 2) the costs ineurred by 
farmers when the rate of irrigation water applied 
(deep percolation losses) was redueed by modifying 
traditional irrigation practices. Altering the rate of 
water applied is aehieved simply by ehanging (a) the 
length of time water is allowed in contact with the soil, 
or (b) the size or number of siphon tubes per set for a 
given water head. 
The direct costs of both options is estimated on 
the basis of the ineremental reduction in net returns 
above production costs over a range of constraints on 
deep percolation losses. It could not conclusively be 
established that crop yields would be adversely 
affected by the more efficient irrigation practices 
proposed, so these direct costs do not include yield 
decrements. 
Production PossibDities 
A moderately-long growing season (190 days) 
permits the production of a wide range of field crops, 
vegetables and forages in the Grand Valley. In terms 
of planted acreages, the most significant crops are 
corn, small grains (including wheat, feed and malting 
barley, and oats), sugar beets, permanent pasture, 
and alfalfa hay. The relative acreages of these crops 
have remained fairly stable in recent years as 
indicated in Figure 5-2. No attempt was made to 
analyze in detail the many kinds of livestock 
enterprises found in the valley or include them in the 
model with the crop enterprises listed above. 
Additionally. the model does not include orchard and 
specialty-type crops with small acreages. 
Costs and Returns 
Detailed unit budgets were developed for each 
principal crop to provide the necessary technical and 
revenue coefficients for the analysis. Costs of 
production were calculated from 1974 input prices. 
and included all variable, fixed and overhead costs 
directly chargeable to a Pllrticular crop enterprise on 
an annulll per acre basis. Vanous fixed and overhead 
costs not directly chargeable to a crop were omitted. 
Crop revenues were estimated by using average 
yields for the valley (1978 production year) and 5-year 
(1970-1974) average product prices. These average 
prices were thought to be more accurate for planning 
and evllluative purposes than using any particular set 
of prices since late 1972 when the general price level 
began to rise. Table 5-8 presents a summary of the 
estimated costs and returns for each production 
activity included in the model. A detailed explanation 
of the budgeting procedure and price indexing 
technique used in estimating these data is described 
elsewhere (Leathers, 1975). 
Acreage 
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Selected Years 
A. Alfalfa 
P • Pasture 
SG· S .... II grains 
C • Corn 
S8 • Sugar beets 
SOURCE: Grand Valley Water Users Association project records 
(selected annual production reports) ,Bureau of Recla-
mation project office, Grand Junction, Colorado (1974b). 
Figure 5-2. Ha1'1Jested acreages of selected crops 
grown on Bureau of Reclamation project 
lands (Garfield Gravity DitJiBion) in the 
Grand vaUey, 1948·1974. 
ReSOure6 aDd Other Constraints 
Land available for irrigated crop production in the 
valley has changed very little in recent years. Any 
future decline in the present irrigated area of 
approximately 57,000 acres would be primarily a 
consequence of suburban growth near Grand Junction 
and other smaller towns located within the valley. It 
has been estimated that as much as 20 percent of the 
irrigable land is idle (abandoned) due to high salinity 
and seepage problems resulting from poor drainage 
(Robinson, 1969). Renovation of the drainage system 
(currently a proposed control measure) could eventu-
ally increase the present irrigated acreage base by as 
much as 15 percent. This potential increase in the land 
resource was not accounted for in the model, nor was 
the possibility of developing new lands for irrigation. 
Further, since all orchard and specialty crop acreage 
was excluded from the analysis, available crop land 
was limited to the irrigated acreage of principal crops 
that prevailed in 1978 (about 50,000 acres). 
Water availability has rarely been an important 
constraint on crop production in the Grand Valley. 
With a possible exception of peak consumptive use 
Figure 5-8. Price and yield aBsumptiou used in estimatmg Grand Valley crop production costs and returns. 
Average Forage Value Total Operating Unit of Crop Gross Net Return Crop Unit Yield Price Residue Revenue Costs Per Acre Per Acre Per Acre Per Acre Per Acre 
Com (Grain) Bu. 115 $2.50 $11.00 $298.50 $160.89 $137.61 
Small Grains: 
Malting Barley Bu. 65 $3.00 $195.00 $114.20 $ 80.80 
Milling Wheat Bu. 70 $2.65 $185.50 $105.97 $ 79.53 
Sugar Beets Tons 21 $30 $6.00 $636.00 $318.75 $318.25 
Permanent Pasture 7 Months Pasture Rent @ $15/mo./ac. $105.00 $ 89.20 $ 15.80 
Alfalfa Hay Tons 4.5 $45 $9.00 $211.50 $118.98 $ 92.52 
Source: Leathers, K. L. (1975) "The Economics of Managing Saline irrigation Return Flows in the Upper Colorado River 
Basin: A Case Study of Grand Valley, Colorado," Ph.D. dissertation (in preparation), Department of Economics, 
Colorado State University, Fort Collins, Colorado. 
periods during July and August when some farmers 
may experience water rationing in the Bureau of 
Reclamation project area, which includes about 45 
percent of the valley acreage, there is normally a 
supply well in excess of irrigation and carriage 
requirelJlents. The water constraint used in the model 
is approximately 5 ac It per acre on an annual basis. 
Since ample water is available from the beginning of 
the irrigation season in April to the end in October, it 
was not particularly useful to delineate water supplies 
in a monthly or multiperiod format. Because of high 
groundwater salinity, pump water has a very limited 
potential for augmenting surface flows for agricultural 
or other consumptive uses should such a new demand 
arise in the future. 
Acreage restrictions were placed on each crop in 
an attempt to maintain an aggregate (valley 
wide) cropping pattern reasonably close to the 
historical trend. Since relative acreages of forages, 
cash crops and feed grains grown over the past thirty 
years have remained reasonably stable (Figure 5·2), 
this perhaps indicates a degree of self· sufficiency or 
balance in the region's agriculture. 
The cropping pattern in 1973 was chosen as the 
base year for setting the limits on allowable shifts in 
crop acreage. A minimum acreage base was estab· 
lished for feed grains and forages since these crops 
have been shown to generate lower net returns above 
production costs in relation to sugar beets (Table 5·3). 
Possible reductions in small grains and corn acreage 
was limited to not more than 25 percent of the 1973 
base for those crops, and a similar minimum was set 
for alfalfa and pasture at 25 percent. For sugar beets, 
a maximum limit was used so as not to exceed the 
potential refining capacity of the only sugar proces· 
sing plant in the immediate area-about 6,000 acres. 
These limits on crop acreage, which allow some 
substantial shifting in crop mix to take place in 
response to constraints on salt pickup, still maintain a 
degree of realism with respect to "other factors" 
(besides profit and efficiency criteria) involved in farm 
decisions but that cannot be explicitly considered in 
the programming model. In a later phase of the 
analysis. these acreage limits were cbanged to 
approximately 50 percent of the 1978 base acreage to 
cheek the significance and sensitivity of the estimated 
costs. 
Besides tractor and machine work. irrigation is 
perhaps tbe most time-consuming activity on crop 
farms in the Grand Valley. Many small operations-
farms in the range of 40 to 120 acres in size-are 
managed by part-time owners. These farmers, who 
frequently maintain part-time or full·time (40 hours 
per week) employment off the farm. attempt to 
accomplish as much work as they can with their own 
labor after normal woriting bours and on weekends. 
Owing to the small size of most fields in the valley-10 
to 15 acres is typical- and the high evapotranspira-
tion demands during the mid-summer months which 
may require irrigating as frequently as every 10 days 
for some crops, it is apparent that this type of farmer 
would be reluctant to change his irrigation practices if 
such a change required more of his time or the 
additional expense of hired labor. 
The traditional irrigation practice noted in Table 
5-1 requires the least amount of labor as compared 
with other options. A shorter irrigation set time. e.g., 
reducing the standard practice of 24-hour sets to 12 
hours for the purpose of reducing deep percolation 
losses, would undoubtedly be a more costly practice 
for some and an inconvenience for most farmers to 
adopt. A number of assumptions regarding present 
irrigation labor requirements were made to facilitate 
an estimate of the additiona1labor (and/or inconveni· 
ence) required to make the necessary modifications in 
early season irrigation set times. These assumptions, 
in the form of labor input coefficients for a given 
irrigation set under specified operations and condi-
tions, are summarized in Table 5-4. 
Basically, the procedure followed was first to 
specify a reasonable labor input requirement for each 
irrigation situation (i.e., for a particular crop or row 
spacing, siphon discharge rates per furrow, water 
supply, at the farm headgate, and irrigation timing 
during the season). Labor input for a given irrigation 
was specified on the basis of two components: 1) setup 
time, which includes moving canvases or portable 
Table 5-.+. Assumptions used in eBb "mating the additiontzllabor cost to farmers for reducing deep percow.ticm 
losses. 
Item 
A. Labor Required Per Set: b 
B. 
C. 
Set Up Time 
Monitor Time: 
First Two Irrigations (ea.) 
Other Irrigations (ea.) 
Total Labor Time: 
First Two Irrigations (ea.) 
Other Irrigations (ea.) 
Acres Irrigated Per Set: c 
Furrow Spacing: 
24 Inches 
30 Inches 
Hours of Labor Per Acre:d 
First Two Irrigations (ea.) 
24 Inch Spacing 
30 Inch Spacing 
Other Irrigations (ea.): 
24 Inch Spacing 
30 Inch Spacing 
D. Annual Irrigation Labor Cost by Crop:e 
Discharge Rate Per Furrowa 
8gpm 4gpm 
------------------.-----•••• Hours -••• -••••.... --. '--' •••• 
1.5 2.0 
3.0 
1.5 
4.5 
3.0 
4.0 
2.0 
6.0 
4.0 
--c -- ••••• - .... _ •••••••••••• Acres······· .. • ..... --•••• --•• 
2.06 
2.57 
4.11 
5.12 
--......... ----.-•. --.-- Hoursl Acre .......... -••.••••••••• 
2.18 1.46 
1.75 1.17 
1.46 0.97 
1.17 0.78 
Present Modified Additional 
Practices Practices Cost 
Com 
Small Grains 
Sugar Beets 
Perm. Pasture 
Alfalfa 
.----....•.•.•••.•• ------ $ Per Acre-------······--------· .. 
18.44 
14.92 
22.14 
16.68 
16.68 
22.38 
18.86 
27.05 
20.62 
20.62 
3.94 
3:94 
4.91 
3.94 
3.94 
aAssumes water supplied at the farm headgate at a rate of 1 efs per 40 acres with no on-farm conveyance loss. 
b Assumed labor requirements. 
cNumber of acres capable of being irrigated with 1 cfs per 40 acres water supply . 
. dLabor requirements per set (part A) -;- acres irrigated per set (part B). 
e All cost estimates based on $2.25 per hour wage rate. 
dams, starting the siphon tubes, and adjusting siphon 
flow, and 2) monitor time. which includes clearing 
clogged furrows, managing field tallwater, and 
periodic cheeks of the field. A further refinement was 
made to allow for variations due to seasonal 
conditions. The first two irrigations in the spring 
typically require more attention (monitor time) than 
those that follow primarily because of differences in 
soil characteristics and cultural practices. The 
assumed labor inputs reported earlier are not 
experimental but are thought to be reasonable and 
valid for the purposes at hand. 
The additional cost of reducing the length of an 
irrigation set (reducing the amount of water applied 
and the soil intake opportunity time) for the first two 
irrigations of each crop was estimated with the use of 
and "inconvenience cost." This concept is illustrated 
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with an example. Irrigation set times were reduced 
from 24 to 12 hours for corn. small grains and sugar 
beets and from 48 to 24 hours for permanent pasture 
and alfalfa. Under typical practices, if a field was 
irrigated in two 24-hour sets, the operator would now 
have to set up and monitor his water twice a day in 
12-hour intervals rather than once a day as before. 
This inconvenience-the additional time required each 
day to take care of the second set-was placed in 
monetary terms by multiplying the labor time of the 
second set in the same day by a charge at twice the 
normal wage of $2.25 per hour. A similar (though 
weaker) supposition holds for changing alfalfa and 
pasture irrigation from two to one day sets. Hence, 
the procedure allows for increasing irrigation labor 
costs to farmers as a result of adopting a more efficient 
irrigation practice while the actual labor time on a per 
unit basis (the total irrigation labor input per acre per 
year) remains the same. The annual costs of this 
modification is compared to present irrigation labor 
costs reported earlier. 
The net additional costs for each crop were 
deducted from the revenue coefficients in Table 6-8, 
and in this manner reflect an implicit constraint on the 
model. By not taking into consideration the inconveni-
ence of the modified irrigation practice, the cost of 
improved practices would be essentially the same as 
the cost of traditional practices. Therefore, the 
production processes are expanded from 5 to 10 
activities reflecting the option of incurring an 
additional cost to reduce potential salt pickup for each 
crop. 
The last constraint on the solution of the model 
was the allowable level of deep percolation associated 
with the various production activities and irrigation 
methods. In the first computer run, deep percolation 
was nonlimiting since it was desired to establish an 
initial solution providing information on aggregate net 
income, water utilization and salt pickup from which 
comparisons could be made. In subsequent runs, the 
aggregate level of deep percolation (hence salt pickup) 
derived in the initial solution was reduced until a level 
as low as 5 or 10 percent of the initial value was 
obtained. Thus, by parametric variation of deep 
percolation on a valley-wide scale, the needed 
information to evaluate changing cropping patterns 
and irrigation methods was developed in terms of the 
direct costs of achieving a broad range of salt removal 
reflected in reduced net crop income. 
The basic programming tableau summarizing the 
above discussion on technical and revenue coefficients, 
production processes and resource levels is presented 
in Table 5-5. 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Some important results regarding the possible 
consequences of implementing nonstructural salinity 
controls, emphasizing the modification of present 
irrigation and crop production practices, are reported 
in Table 5-6. The initial solution in which salt pickup is 
nonlimiting in the model is the first row in the table. 
and depicts the benchmark condition with respect to 
the salt load carried in irrigation return flows 
attributable to on-farm irrigation practices. aggregate 
net crop income, and the irrigation water requirement 
at this level of crop production. The initial level of salt 
pickup is based on the estimated rate of five tons TDS 
per acre foot of deep percolating irrigation water. 
Aggregate net crop income and water use are optimal 
for the Grand Valley as a whole. subject to the 
constraints placed on land and water resources and 
potential change of the valley cropping pattern. 
Several inferences can be drawn from the linear 
programming results. First. it is readily apparent, 
given the assumptions of our model, that nonstruc-
tural controls applied on farms can bring about 
substantial reductions in salt pickup. The optimal 
(least cost) response of farmers to limits imposed on 
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salt pickup via deep percolation would be first to adopt 
the more efficient irrigation practice, namely to 
experience the inconvenience of having to irrigate 
twice in 24 hours rather than once thus reducing deep 
percolation losses. This additional cost amounts to 
about $1.40 per ton of salt removed from an initial 
level of 146,510 tons down to about 100,000 tons. 
Beyond this level costs increase slightly until a point is 
reached where approximately 81 percent of the initial 
salt load is removed at an incremental cost of $2.54 per 
ton. 
Second. the alternative strategy of substituting 
crops, Le., crops which contribute less to deep 
percolation for those which are more of a problem, 
becomes an efficient solution only following the 
complete adoption of the more efficient irrigation 
process for all of the crop activities. It was noted in 
Table 5-5 that corn contributes more to deep 
percolation than alfalfa: .16 ac ft and .02 ac ft, 
respectively. If substitution takes place (alfalfa for 
corn). the net change in income per acre, $89 minus 
$134 or -$45, divided by the net exchange of salt 
pickup (.16 minus .02 acre feet of deep percolation 
times five tons per acre foot), or .7 tons, gives a cost of 
$64.29 per ton. Although this is comparatively high, 
substituting lower value crops for corn would 
generate even higher costs. Conversely. substituting 
sugar beets for corn would yield negative direct costs 
of removing some salts. Institutional and market 
constraints on the expansion of crop production 
(especially sugar beets) however, limits this type of 
crop trade off to a minimum in this analysis. 
Possible reduction of salt loading attributable to 
changing the cropping mix begins at the level of 27 ,551 
tons of salt discharge and terminates at approximately 
12,500 tons, or about 10 percent of the initial 146,510 
tons. The incremental costs range upward from $64.29 
per ton, substantially higher than the costs associated 
with modified irrigation practices. 
Third, recent estimates of the costs of salt 
removal by canal lining in the Grand Valley to avoid 
pickup via seepage losses have been reported to range 
from $14 to $30 per ton (Utah State University, 1975). 
Other structural options, including drainage systems 
renovation, will likely top $30 per ton (Skogerboe et 
al.. 1974). Direct benefits to control programs in the 
Grand Valley, using one recent estimate of down-
stream damages, appear to be about $20 per ton of salt 
removed at the margin downstream. If this prelimin-
ary estimate turns out to be supported by further 
study of the problem, then nonstructural control 
measures such as improved irrigation efficiency are 
feasible alternatives, from an economic efficiency 
standpoint. while the more costly structural measures 
posed for possible implementation as soon as 1977 
appear to be, at best, marginal. The Bureau of 
Reclamation's proposed canal lining and drainage 
program for the Grand Valley may cost in excesses of 
$60 million (1978 dollars), or over $1,000 per irrigated 
acre. 
Fourth. crop substitutions occur first with alfalfa 
replacing corn followed by sugar beets (two crops with 
IJ 
Table 5-5. L.P. tableau for crop production model representing Grand Valley, Cokfrado. 
Crop Production Activities and IrrigationProcesses 
(A '" Present Practices, B '" Modified Practices) 
Constraint Levels 
Item Unit Com Small Grains Sugar Beets Perm. Pasture Alfalfa 
A B A B A B A B A B Maximum Minimum 
Net Revenue $/Acre 138.00 134.00 81.00 77.00 318.00 313.00 16.00 12.00 93.00 89.00 
Irrigable Land Acres 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 = 49,757 
Crop Acreage Acres 1.00 1.00 
Corn ~ 17,200 
Small Grains Acres 1.00 1.00 ~ 8,000 4,800 
Sugar Beets Acres 1.00. 1.00 ~ 6,000 
Perm. Pasture Acres 1.00 1.00 ~ 15,900 9,500 
Alfalfa Acres 1.00 1.00 ~ 16,700 
Irrigation Water AF/AC 3.74 3.02 2.98 2.31 5.28 4.32 4.80 3.36 4.80 3.36 ~250,000 
Deep Percolation AF/AC 0.73 0.16 0.66 0.06 0.64 0.07 0.55 0.19 0.38 0.02 ;;;;<0 
!! 
........" 
Table 5-6. Consequences ofimplementtng on-farm, nonstructuralsalinity controls in tke Grand Valley: selected 
summary of results of the linear programming model. 
Salt Discharge Total Irrigation Incremental Direct Cost in Irrigation Net Crop Water of Salt Return Flows Income Requirement Removal 
c----Tons ----- ----- $----- ---Acre Feet--- -$ Per Ton-
146,510 5,962,301 214,745 lAO 125,000 5,932,107 209,311 1.40 100,000 5,897,019 202,995 1.53 75,000 5,858,839 196,177 2.07 50,000 5,807,160 180,015 2.22 37,500 5,779,383 170,015 8.55 25,000 5,593,299 163,294 64.29 20,000 5,271,871 165,723 149.24 15,000 4,525,686 165,942 171.19 12,500 4,097,702 162,144 
no mInimUm acreage restrictions) and lastly by 
permanent pasture. It is unlikely that changes in the 
crop mix would go this far in the Grand Valley, 
however, especially with a1Ia1Ia production increasing 
to a level in excess of 37,000 acres. Rather it is more 
likely that crop substitutions would terminate at a 
level of higher salt discharge than indicated in Table 
5-6 (possibly 20,000 tons or more). Nonstructural 
salinity controls could result in significant savings in 
irrigation water diversion, the value of which might 
partially offset program costs if alternative, non-
polluting uses for the remaining water materializes in 
the future. 
LIMITATIONS 
It is important to emphasize the tentative and 
problematic nature of the reported findings. The 
noneconomic considerations. both the hydrological and 
the political/administrative are not firmly grounded. 
and additional time and research resources are 
necessary to resolve these uncertainties. 
Several specific limitations should be recognized 
in interpreting the results of this analysis. First. 
neither the amount of drainage water associated with 
specified irrigation practices nor the rate of salt 
pickup per unit of drainage water are well established. 
In fact, considerable disagreement is found on these 
points among hydrology and soils specialists. A better 
understanding of the relative salt contribution of field 
percolation losses versus seepage from conveyance 
systems is also necessary before any definitive 
assessment of nonstructural controls can be achieved. 
Similarly, the relative contribution of the various 
crops needs to be established more precisely before 
the crop substitution alternative is rejected. 
Second, it may not be possible to increase 
irrigated efficiency to the degree assumed without 
some sacrifice in crop yield. A small decrement in 
yield can have a significant impact on net returns to 
farmers. Similarly, unstable farm prices could make 
Cropping Pattern 
Small Sugar Corn Grains Beets Pasture Alfalfa 
----------- ---------------- -----Acres ----------------- ----------. -.----
17,200 4,800 6,000 9,500 12,257 
17,200 4,800 6,000 9,500 12,257 
17,200 4,80.0 6,000 9,500 12,257 
17,200 4,800 6,000 9,500 12,257 
17,200 4,800 6,000 9,500 12,257 
17,200 4,800 6,000 9,500 12,257 
13,556 4,800 6,000 9,500 15,901 
6,413 4,800 6,000 9,500 23,044 
-0- 4,800 3,957 9,500 31,500 
-0- 4,800 
-0- 7,723 37,234 
reliable estimation of program costs and benefits still 
more uncertain. 
Third. indirect costs may be substantial depend-
ing upon the type of non structural control in question. 
Finally, the regulatory and social costs of 
imposing water quality standards have not been dealt 
with in this sort of situation where the effluent of 
individual irrigators is not identifiable. Present water 
distribution policies in the area and Colorado water 
law do not provide any incentive for reducing return 
flows, and relatively drastic penalties might be 
required to implement nonstructural measures. The 
technical and economic feasibility of the approach has 
been analyzed. but the political-administrative proce. 
dures for implementation remain to be specified and 
evaluated. The structural measures may be expen-
sive. but they would be relatively straight-forward to 
implement. 
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APPENDIX 6 
ECONOMICUMPACTSOFSELECTEDSALUUTYCONTROL 
MEASURES IN THE UPPER COLORADO BASIN 
Modeling the Soil-Water-Plant Relationships in Irrigation 
. Return Flows in the Colorado River Basin in Utah 
J .C. Andersen and Joel R. Cannon 
DeparbneDtof~Doudc8 
Utah State UDiversity 
INTRODUCTION 
This study is concerned with modeling of one of 
the possibilities for ameliorating the salinity problem 
of downstream Colorado River waters. The study 
deals with the physical nature and the cost 
effectiveness of an irrigation management approach to 
reducing salinity in the river. 
Irrigation return flow constitutes a large portion 
of the water in streams and rivers of the western 
United States. In some river basins, such as the 
Colorado River Basin, some water may be "used" for 
irrigation several times before entering the ocean. 
Since this "use" involves the evapotranspiration 
process which accounts for the major loss of water by 
crops, there is an inevitable buildup of salt 
concentration in irrigation return flows. This is seen in 
the salinity of the Colorado River which ranges from 
less than 50 mg/l (total dissolved solids) in the Upper 
Basin mountains to about 850 mg!l at the Imperial 
Dam in lower California. While irrigation return flow 
is involved in only part ofthis salinity concentration. it 
has been suggested to be one of the major areas 
capable of management. Little research work has been 
done on management of irrigation water to influence 
downstream salinity and, therefore, relatively little is 
known about the manifold effects of such manage-
ment. This study is an attempt to evaluate some of 
these effects. Specifically, the study involves 1) the 
development of a physical model to predict the 
response of soil, water, and crop factors to irrigation, 
and 2) the development of an economic model which. 
using the physical model for basic data, assesses the 
cost effectiveness of irrigation management as related 
to return flow salinity. 
~Domic Baekground of the Study 
The salinity problem in river basins, especially in 
large ones like the Colorado River Basin, is an 
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interesting and difficult challenge to policy makers. 
The well-being of some users of the river conflicts with 
the well-being of others in river use programs that 
have been or may be undertaken. An ideal competitive 
economy would yield an allocation of resources such 
that no alternative pattern of resource use would 
make anyone better off without making someone 
worse off. This ideal situation does not exist in the 
matter of allocation of water and the quality aspects of 
water for at least two reasons. First, prices do not 
correctly reflect the social value of resources and 
commodities. Misallocations of resources occur. The 
individual decision-maker has no incentive (except 
from his conscience or good will) for taking all costs or 
benefits into account in making a resource allocation 
decision. Second. producers of "public goods." such as 
cleaner water. are unable to collect revenues from 
beneficiaries. since users cannot be excluded for 
nonpayment of the price. Each user may expect to 
reap the benefits whether or not he pays the cost. The 
private market is, therefore. unable to supply optimal 
amounts of goods with collective consumption charac-
teristics. The salinity problem in the Colorado River 
exhibits both of these aspects of market failure. More 
than half of the salinity concentration in the river is 
due to natural causes, but if there was no man-made 
effects. the concentrations would probably not be 
sufficient to trouble downstream users. 
General Procedure 
The study was done in two phases. The first 
phase involved the development of the physical model 
to be used to supply basic data. The second phase 
involved the development of an economic model to 
analyze cost effectiveness. While these two phases 
were carried out somewhat independently at the 
beginning of the study, it soon became apparent that 
much interchange was necessary. The physical model 
originally produced much information not needed for 
the economic model and did not supply some basic data 
needed. Thus, considerable modification of the 
physical model was necessary. Similarly, the economic 
model originally devised assumed availability of basic 
physical data that could not be obtained. Thus, the 
economic model had to be adjusted to use the 
obtainable basic data. 
The details of the two models are discussed 
separately for purposes of organization. This will 
allow the reader to consider only one of the models 
according to his interest; however, we have found 
much to be gained by interchange of ideas and 
methods necessary to develop answers to a particular 
problem and would advise considering both models 
together. 
THE PHYSICAL MODEL 
Recent field work has shown that many situations 
are much more complicated than can be handled by 
present models of plant response to salinity. The field 
situation discussed in this paper, for example, was 
studied by Gupta (1972) and King and Hanks (1973). 
They found the models used previously gave good 
prediction for the water portion but poor prediction 
for the salt portion. Where water of different salt 
concentrations had been added as irrigation water, 
there was a very small effect on the salt concentration 
of the soil solution. It appeared that the soil acted like 
a large buffer that was influenced only slowly by 
relatively small salt additions or removals through 
irrigation and drainage. It became evident that the 
inclusion of complicated reactions used by Dutt et al. 
(1972) were of little practical use because they were 
not completely accurate and they required consider-
able computer time. Consequently, a simplified salt 
flow model was devised to simulate the long time 
effects of salt buildup by varying the initial conditions. 
The model is based on the work of Nimah and 
Hanks (1972a, bl which is concerned with the soil 
water flow in response to varying irrigation manage· 
ment inputs. The general equation for water flow is 
given as equation (6-1): 
ae = ~(K aH\ +a(z) 
at az az ) 
. (6-1) 
in which e is the water content, H is the matric 
potential, K is the hydraulic conductivity, t is time and 
Z is depth. and a(z) is the root extraction term. The 
root extraction term is somewhat more complicated 
because it has plant and soil characteristics in it as the 
following equation shows: 
[Hroot + 1.05z-h(z,t)-s(Z,t) J 'RDF(z)' K 
a(z) = --------------- .... (6-2) 
in which HrQQt is the water potential at the surface of 
the root whIch is modified to have a different water 
potential due to gravity and a small friction resistance 
term of 0.05, h(z, t) is the soil solution matric potential. 
s(z,t) is the osmotic potential, and RDF(z) is a root 
density function . .6. x is the distance between the plant 
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root and the point in the soil where K is realized 
(assumed equal to 1.0). 
Depending on the climate and the plant and soil 
conditions, water may be extracted from the soil 
without any limitations so that the transpiration 
would be equal to that potential transpiration. 
However, if the osmotic concentration or the matric 
potential is sufficiently low, keeping in mind the 
negative sign, the soil water system will not be able to 
supply sufficient water to the plant to maintain the 
transpiration at potential transpiration and then the 
transpiration falls off. These equations have been 
discussed in considerably more detail in Nimah and 
Hanks (1973a) and Childs and Hanks (1975). 
The salt flow portion of the model is given as 
follows: 
a(c8) 
at 
.i (n ac\) _ d(Cq) . . .. ............. . (6.3) 
oz \' az dz 
in which C is the salt concentration, D is the combined 
diffusion and dispersion coefficients, and q is the mass 
flux of water. 
Salt is assumed to move within the soil profile 
according to mass flow of water and subject to the 
diffusion restrictions. No consideration in taken for 
source or sink term where precipitation or solution of 
salts could come out of the solid phase of the soil. A 
numerical approximation of both the water flow and 
moisture flow parts of the model have been written as 
described by Nimah and Hanks (1973) and Childs and 
Hanks (1975), as well as Hanks et al. (1974). To 
determine the influence of the salinity on crop yield, 
another component of the model has to be added. This 
is done by using the assumptions described by Hanks 
(1974) and Childs and Hanks (1975) where the relative 
yield of a crop is related to the relative transpiration. 
The validity of this assumption for saline conditions is 
substantiated by the data of Lunin and Gallatin (1965), 
Bingham and Garber (1970) and Shelhavet and 
Bernstein (1968). A linear relationship between 
relative transpiration and relative yield is indicated. 
Relative yield is here restricted to the dry matter 
yield and does not include the yield of grain which 
might be considerably more complicated. 
The estimation of a relative yield is necessary to 
interface with the economic model discussed later. 
The variations that are sensed by the model are the 
result of various initial conditions or boundary 
conditions that change with time at the top and bottom 
of the soil. The soil conditions also influence the 
results as well as the crop conditions because soil 
properties influence water uptake and water infiltra-
tion in the soil. The plant grown also influences root 
uptake as well as the boundary conditions of the 
surface. 
As described in detail by Childs and Hanks (1975), 
it is necessary to determine what the potential 
evapotranspiration or the potential infiltration rate for 
the soil would be for any kind of management system 
that is imposed. This is done by either measurement of 
the potential evapotranspiration such as described by 
Nimah and Hanks (1973b) or by using some method 
such as described by Jensen (1978) to compute 
potential evapotranspiration. This model does not 
require an estimation of the crop coefficient but 
requires that the potential evapotranspiration be 
broken into potential evaporation and potential 
transpiration as described by Childs and Hanks (1975). 
The basic input data required for the model are 
given in detail by Nimah and Hanks (1973) and Childs 
and Hanks (1975), but are summarized as follows: 1) 
Hydraulic conductivity, water content and matric 
potential water content data covering the range of 
water content to be encountered during the period of 
interest (soil property); 2) air dry soil water contents 
(soil property); 3) root water potential below which 
the root will not go where presumably the plant wilts 
and the actual transpiration will be less than the 
potential transpiration (plant property); 4) root 
distribution function for the period of study (plant 
property); 5) water content and soil solution concen-
tration data at the beginning as a function of depth 
(initial condition); 6) potential transpiration, potential 
evapotranspiration rate and potential irrigation or 
rainfall as a function of time for the whole period of the 
run (boundary condition) (potential evapotranspira-
tion assumed equal to that from a free water surface 
could be calculated by the use of the Penman or some 
other equation as described by Jensen (1966)]; 7) 
osmotic potential of irrigation water (boundary 
condition); and 8) presence or absence of a water table 
at the bottom of the soil profile (boundary condition). 
The root density function may be changed as a 
function of time and depth as the root system grows as 
described by Childs and Hanks (1975). 
The output data can be selected from among 
many variables that are computed within the model 
from a list of the following: 1) Cumulative evapotrans-
piration. transpiration and evaporation as a function of 
time; 2) volumetric soil water content and soil 
pressure head asa function of time and depth; 3) 
cumulative water flow upward or downward through 
any boundary within the profile or at the surface; and 
4) the value of Hroot as a function of time, or many 
other factors. The main item of interest in this 
computation is the relative transpiration which is the 
transpiration computed from the particular manage-
ment system compared to what the potential 
transpiration would have been at the same condition if 
soil water were not limiting. 
THE ECONOMIC MODEL 
The economic model is designed to suggest ways 
to minimize the income losses imposed by restraints 
on salt outflow due to irrigation on the farm_ It is 
based on the physical model and a set of cost and 
return data for the farm. The beginning point is to 
assume that any amount of salt can be allowed to leave 
the farm. The model is set to maximize income under 
this assumption which has been the policy in the past. 
The model is then successively constrained to allow 
smaller and smaller amounts of salt to leave the farm. 
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Of primary concern is the income reduction which 
accompanies this constraint on resource use. Also of 
concern are the crops grown, irrigation management 
practices, and quantity of water applied. As the salt 
outflow and incomes incrementally change, the model 
develops as a by-product the marginal relationship 
between salt outflow and income. This value can then 
be compared with alternative ways of reducing 
salinity in the river or the damages that accrue to 
downstream users. The implementation of the 
economic model is in the form of the linear 
programming model of economic behavior. 
The Linear Programming Model of Salt Outflow 
The linear programming model used in this study 
is a profit maximizing model which has the algebraic 
form of: 
maximize 
subject to 
in which: 
z = ex 
AX~B 
x;;;. 0 
Z = net revenue (or profit) 
C = the row vector of net revenue per unit of 
activity 
X = the set of activities or production processes 
A = matrix of technical coefficients (or produc-
tion relationships) 
B = the column vector of constraints of resource 
availability 
Linear programming and the economic concepts 
utilized are discussed by Leftwich (1970). The 
application to the present study is as follows: 1) Select 
the combination of crops produced and management 
practices subject to the constraints in certain fixed 
inputs such as land. The selection is based on the 
operating costs and the relative prices of the crops. 2) 
Many of the inputs are not fixed, thus the optimal 
combination of these variable inputs is selected for the 
production of the crops produced based on their 
productivity and the cost of inputs. 3) The level of 
output per acre is selected based on producing up to 
but no more than the level where the value of the 
incremental unit of production equals the cost of the 
incremental inputs unit of input. 
In this study, the various components of the 
model are defined and constructed as follows: 
Processes and Aetivitfe8 
Production activities (the Xi) have been developed 
which are most relevant. These are activities like 
growing corn silage, or oats or alfalfa hay. Each of 
these can also be treated in alternative ways such as 
with different quantities of irrigation applied by 
sprinkling or flooding. All combinations of these 
alternative actions were used in this study except that 
flood irrigation was not used in the lowest three levels 
of water application. It would be impossible to 
distribute the small amounts of water uniformly over 
the season by flooding. 
Limits on resource availability (the b~ used in this 
study include the quantities of each of three land 
classes based on the beginning salinity levels of the 
soil profile. It was assumed that the farmer had 10 
acres with each of three soil salinity characteristics. 
Unlimited salt outflow was allowed in the drainage 
water (which level was subsequently reduced to 
determine the profitability to the farm operator of 
letting salt flow into the drains and streams). There 
were also constraints to force growing of crops in 
rotation such as to provide for nurse crops for new 
seedings of alfalfa, and Umits on corn production for 
disease control, and diversity of crops according to 
farmer preference. 
Yields and PrIces 
Net profitability for each unit of production was 
based on approximately current prices for products 
and the costs of various farming supplies and 
operations. Yields were estimated using the 1971 data 
for the farm as a base with the relative yields 
predicted in the physical model to give specific values 
for the rates of water applied as influenced by the 
initial salt concentrations shown in Tables 6·10 and 
6·11. The profit function is based on the price of alfalfa 
at $45/ton, corn silage at $13/ton, and oats at 
$l.60lbushel. These prices represent approximately 
the current prices but are adjusted somewhat to a 
normal long run relationship to each other. 
SITUATIONS STUDIED 
There were several situations studied in terms of 
water management. The data for Vernal, Utah, 1971, 
as described by Nimah and Hanks (1973b) were taken 
for the initial conditions and water was applied in 
different amounts but at the same frequency as given 
in the 1971 data. The irrigation water quality which 
was used throughout was 6.35 meq/liter, which was 
equivalent to the present conditions at the Vernal, 
Utah, farm. 
To simulate the effects of soil salinity storage 
within the root profile, three different levels of soil 
salinity were studied-20 meq/l uniform throughout, 
which is approximately the condition on most of the 
farm at present, 50 meq/l uniform throughout and 200 
meq/l uniform throughout. 
Because data were collected from various sources 
for the three crops that were studied on the farm, the 
root distribution functions were arbitrarily chosen as 
shown in Table 6·1 for the three crops studied. The 
corn and oats were modeled as annual crops with 
different values of crop cover as a function of time 
during the year. This had an influence on the potential 
evapotranspiration distribution as described by Childs 
and Hanks (1975). 
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Table 6·1. Reln.tive proportion of roots at different 
depths, increments at maturation as· 
BUmed for the calculations. 
Depth Corn Alfalfa Oats 
2.5 to 10.5 em 0.09 0.14 0.18 
10.5 to 25.5 0.20 0.30 0.40 
25.5 to 52.5 0.34 0.33 0.42 
52.5 to 91.5 0.25 0.23 0 
92.5 to 140.0 0.12 0 0 
140.0 to 235.0 0 0 0 
Two different irrigation systems were studied. 
The first was a solid set sprinkler system with a 
coefficient of uniformity of .88 which is approximately 
the same as now in place on the experimental farm 
being studied. This was compared to a poor gravity 
system which was on the farm before the sprinkler 
system was applied. The coefficient of uniformity of 
the gravity system was 0.42 which is a poor system 
but is useful for comparison of the effect of a range of 
application uniformities. 
RESULTS 
The Physieal Relationships 
The results of modeling a variation in the water 
added and initial salt concentration on various soil and 
water properties for corn are shown in Table 6-2. The 
data on T/Tp are of primary interest because they are 
assumed to correspond to relative yield. The data of 
Table 6-2 show that TITp increases as the irrigation 
applied is increased up to about 50 em after which the 
ratio was 1.0 for all initial salt concentrations. The 
ratio T/Tp' was smaller, however, where irrigation 
was limitei:l for the higher initial salt concentrations. 
There was relatively little difference among the values 
for TIT P when the initial salt concentrations were 20 
or 50 meqll, indicating that yield differences were due 
to water influences only. Note that where the 
irrigation and rain was less than about 20 cm, there 
was an upward flow. The amount of flow was limited 
by soil water transmission and plant root extraction. 
In cases where the initial salt concentration was 200 
meqll, upward flow was about 2.5 cm less than for the 
lower initial salt concentrations. However, drainage 
(downward flow) was influenced very little by initial 
salt concentrations. 
One feature of the data shown in Table 6·2 that 
may be somewhat unique is the large influence of 
water movement up from the water table (at a depth 
of 235 em). The soil properties at the Vernal farm 
seem to be especially conducive to high water flow in 
both directions. Other situations with other soils 
would probably not result in as much upward flow •. 
The data shown in Table 6-2 are only a small part 
of the data collected in attaining these summary 
values. Each line represents one season where data 
have been computed at several depth increments and 
at no greater than 2· to 3·hour increments. Thus, data 
Table 6-2. CompariBoo o/t'rrigation water applied and tnitial Balt concentration 011. relative transpiration oj corn 
(T/Tp)' to.tal water used, draino,ge, salt fWw to the groundwater, and average final salt 
concentration. 
Initial Final Salt 
Irrig. Salt Flow Salt Coneen-
and ET T T/Tp 
Drainage to Concen- tration 
Rain em em Groundwater tration Average 
em meq meqfl meq/I 
5.6 40.3 35.3 0.81 -14.2 - 284 20 62 
5.6 38.6 33.5 0.77 -14.2 · 710 50 127 
5.6 26.2 20.6 0.48 -11.6 ·2320 200 305 
10.3 43.9 36.6 0.89 ·14.1 · 282 20 60 
10.3 42.1 35.1 0.86 -14.0 • 700 50 120 
10.3 30.1 22.3 0.55 -11.4 ·2280 200 296 
15.0 47.7 38.6 0.97 -14.0 - 280 20 56 
15.0 46.3 37.2 0.93 -13.9 - 695 50 116 
15.0 34.6 25.1 0.64 -11.4 -2280 200 296 
22.0 49.0 38.5 0.98 -13.6 - 272 20 40 
22.0 49.2 38.7 0.98 -13.5 - 675 50 95 
22.0 41.2 30.9 0.78 -11.3 -2260 200 291 
40.8 50.4 37.6 0.99 - 8.7 · 174 20 27 
40.8 48.3 35.9 0.98 - 7.1 · 355 50 604 
40.8 48.1 35.8 0.97 - 6.2 -1240 200 227 
56.4 51.9 37.3 1.00 + 0.91 19 20 23 
56.4 52.2 37.3 1.00 + 1.0 49 50 50 
56.4 56.7 37.3 1.00 +1.1 214 200 189 
66.7 51.7 37.3 1.00 +10.5 210 20 20 
66.7 51.6 37.3 1.00 +10.6 532 50 42 
66.7 51.6 37.3 1.00 +10.8 2160 200 153 
Note: Each line represents a computation with the same irrigation frequency but different amounts of water applied for 
climatic conditions of 1971 at Vernal, Utah. A negative sign indicates upward flow of salt and water. Rain was 5.6 em. 
within the season are also available. Figure 6-1 shows 
a comparison of cumulative evapotranspiration as 
influenced by initial salt concentration for two 
different irrigation levels. 
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I+R= 56.4CM (20MEQ/L) 
Figure 6-1. Cumulative evapotranspiration as a 
ju/nction of time for two levels of 
irrigation, I, and rain, R, at two different 
initial salt concentrations. 
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Table 6-3 shows the computations of TIT made 
for alfalfa. The data show more decrease of T~Tp for 
low irrigation rates than was shown for corn. This was 
due to a longer season for active water use by alfalfa 
and for a much greater proportion of transpiration to 
evapotranspiration for alfalfa than for corn-espe-
cially during early season when corn was just planted. 
Upward water flow was less for alfalfa than corn, 
probably due to alfalfa's assumed shallow root 
distribution. This result is probably not representa-
tive of other situations where alfalfa normally roots 
deeper than corn. The alfalfa root distribution was 
measured at the site where there is upward water 
movement, but the corn root depths were measured at 
another location. Like corn, the alfalfa data show 
little difference between the 20 and 50 meq/l initial 
salt concentrations but fairly large differences with 
200 meq/l initial salt concentrations. Thus. the T/Tp 
depression at 20 meq/l initial salt concentration is due 
to inadequate irrigation. The differences in T/Tp at 
anyone irrigation level, for initial salt concentrations 
between 20 and 200 meq/l, were due strictly to a salt 
effect-where 15 em of irrigation and rain was 
applied. TIT was 0.68 because water was insufficient 
to maintain tFanspiration. A further reduction of TIT p 
from 0.68 to 0.49 resulted from the high initial salt 
concentration. 
Table 6-4 shows the computed data for oats when 
irrigation water was managed in a manner similar to 
Table 6-S. Comparison of irrigation water app1i£d and initWl salt concentration of relative transPl-Tation of 
alfalfa. TIT.P' evapotranspiration, ET, drainage, salt flow to tke groundwater, and average final salt 
concentratiOn. 
Irrig. Salt Flow Initial Final Salt 
and ET T/Tp 
Drainage to Salt Coneen-
Rain T em Groundwater Concen- tration em 
em meq tration Average 
meq!l meq/l 
5.6 29.5 25.8 0.52 -9.7 - 195 20 43 
5.6 28.2 26.6 0.50 -9.4 472 50 97 
5.6 19.8 16.0 0.33 -7.8 -1561 200 277 
10.3 33.2 29.2 0.61 -9.5 - 189 20 42 
10.3 32.1 28.1 0.58 -9.3 - 466 50 94 
10.3 24.2 20.0 0.42 -7.7 -1860 200 269 
15.0 37.6 32.8 0.68 -9.3 - 154 20 43 
15.0 36.5 31.8 0.66 -9.2 - 458 50 94 
15.0 28.8 23.7 0.49 -7.6 -1840 200 268 
22.0 43.9 38.6 0.80 -9.4 - 148 20 41 
22.0 42.9 37.6 0.78 -9.2 - 461 50 92 
22.0 35.3 30.1 0.63 -7.5 -1840 200 263 
40.8 51.7 46.7 1.00 -7.4 - 148 20 30 
40.8 51.3 46.3 1.00 -6.7 - 370 50 64 
40.8 48.1 43.2 0.93 -5.6 -1340 200 228 
56.4 53.4 48.2 1.00 0.0 0 20 24 
56.4 53.9 47.9 1.00 0.4 22 50 52 
56.4 53.9 47.9 1.00 0.3 61 200 195 
66.7 53.5 48.3 1.00 8.8 178 20 22 
66.7 53.1 48.3 1.00 9.3 467 50 44 
66.7 53.2 48.3 1.00 9.4 1882 200 158 
Note: Each line represents a computation with the same irrigation frequency but different amounts of water applied for 
climatic conditions of 1971 at Vernal, Utah. A negative sign indicates upward flow of salt and water. Rain'was 5.6 cm. 
Table 6-';. Comparison of irrigation water app1i£d and initWl salt concentration on relative transpiration, for 
oats, T~fi evapotranspiration, ET, drainage, salt flow to the groundwater, and average final salt 
concentra wn. 
Salt Flow Initial Final Salt Irrig. Salt Concen-
and ET T T/Tp 
Upward to Concen- tration Rain em Flow Groundwater tralion Average 
em em meq megli megil 
5.6 18.3 13.3 0.29 -3.8 - 74 20 33 
5.6 18.0 12.9 0.28 -3.8 -191 50 78 
5.6 14.3 8.2 0.18 -3.6 -718 200 248 
10.3 22.7 16.4 0.37 -3.8 - 76 20 33 
10.3 22.2 16.1 0.36 -3.8 -190 50 76 
10.3 18.4 10.2 0.24 -3.5 -700 200 242 
15.0 27.1 20.2 0.46 -3.8 - 76 20 33 
15.0 26.7 19.4 0.44 -3.8 -189 50 76 
15.0 22.9 13.3 0.32 -3.5 -700 200 242 
22.0 33.8 25.6 0.59 -3.8 - 76 20 33 
22.0 33.4 25.3 0.58 -3.8 -190 50 76 
22.0 29.5 19.3 0.46 -3.3 -660 200 240 
40.8 46.0 35.2 0.89 -2.5 - 50 20 26 
40.8 45.7 35.1 0.88 -2.4 -120 50 58 
40.8 42.3 31.5 0.80 -1.2 -240 200 208 
56.4 53.6 38.5 0.97 +1.3 26 20 24 
56.4 53.4 38.8 0.98 +1.3 66 50 52 
56.4 51.4 37.0 0.93 +2.5 490 200 185 
66.7 52.5 38.6 0.99 +10.0 198 20 20 
66.7 52.5 38.6 0.99 +10.0 495 50 43 
66.7 52.5 38.6 0.99 +9.9 1975 200 157 
Note: Each line represents a computation with the same irrigation frequency but different amounts of water applied for 
climatic conditions of 1971 at Vernal, Utah. A negative sign indicates upward flow of salt and water. Rain was 5.6 cm. 
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corn and alfalfa. The values of T /T p were smaller for 
oats for a given irrigation regime than for corn or 
alfalfa. This was due mainly to a more shallow root 
depth, but was also partly due to a difference in the 
relation of Tp to ETp. Because of the ~hallow root 
zone, upwaraflow was less than 4 cm. ThIS caused the 
ratio, T /TD' to be less than 0.9 (for 20 meq/l initial salt 
concentrafion) when irrigation and rain was less than 
about 52 cm. As was the case for alfalfa and corn, the 
T /T p results with 50 meq/l initial salt concentration 
were only slightly different than for 20 meq/l, 
whereas the changes in T/Tp from 50 meq/l to 200 
meq/l were considerably larger. 
There is a feature of the computation that is 
especially noticeable in Table 6·2 for corn. The model 
allows for the possibility that, if evaporation is less 
than potential evaporation, the difference, Ep . E, can 
be used in transpiration. Thus, potential transpiration 
is not a constant in Table 6-2 but increases as the 
irrigation and rain applied decreases. For a rain of 5.6 
cm, Tp for corn was 40.3 and for irrigation and rain of 
56.4 cm, Tp was 37.3 cm. Hanks et al. (1971) have 
demonstrated that this energy "trading" occurs, but it 
may be that the model computation overcorrects for 
it. 
Figure 6-2 shows the salt concentration profiles 
for corn at the end of the season compared to the 
beginning for three different levels of water applica-
tion. Where irrigation was insufficient to cause 
drainage, there was a higher concentration of salt 
throughout the profile at the end of the season. There 
was a pronounced peak in salt concentration just 
below the root zone, especially for the low water 
levels. 
Figure 6-2 also shows the salt concentration 
profiles at the end of the year for oats. These 
concentrations are higher in the profile than those for 
corn because a more shallow root distribution for oats 
was assumed. There was relatively little water 
available for transpiration and the salt peak was lower 
with 5.6 cm of rain than when 22 cm of irrigation and 
rain provided for more transpiration and thus more 
concentration of salt. Where sufficient water for some 
leaching was available, the salt concentration in the 
profile was essentially constant. 
Figure 6-3 shows a 10-year computation during 
which irrigation and rain were about one-half ET. The 
data indicate no decrease in the TIT P ratio until the 
7th year after which it fell rapidly, leveling off at the 
10th year. Figure 6-3 shows the average salt 
concentration building up to about 260 meq/l at the 
10th year. When T/TJ!. decreases, the transpiration 
also decreases. After the 10th year of cropping, ET 
had decreased by 15 cm which was only 9 cm above the 
water added. The difference between the water added 
and ET came from soil water storage and flow upward 
from the water table. Note that the particular results 
computed for a simulated run of years, shown in 
Figure 6-3, are highly dependent on the particular 
situation. If a crop with more shallow roots had been 
used, an entirely different situation would have 
resulted. 
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SALT CONCENTRATION,meq/liler 
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Figure 6·2. Salt concentration as a function of depth, 
irrigation and rain at the end of one 
season. Corn was assumed to have deep 
root distribution and oats were assumed 
to have shallow root distribution. 
One of the purposes of the computation shown in 
Figure 6-3 was to see how these results compared with 
the data of Table 6-2 where different initial salt 
concentrations were used to simulate salt' buildup. For 
the same irrigation schedule, the data of Table 6-2 
indicate a T/T ratio of 0.90 for an initial salt 
concentration of 200 meq/l and ending up with an 
average concentration of 296 meq/l. Thus, using a 
uniform salt concentration profile as the initial 
condition gives the same result as using the profile 
existing at the end of the previous crop years. In fact, 
the uniform profile is probably more accurate since the 
upward and downward diffusion and mass flow due to 
evaporation and drainage tends to equalize the salt in 
the profile over the winter. 
1.0 
.9 
.8 
CORN IRRIGATION=24.4CM 
ETt em 
48 48 48 48 48 48 44 38 34 33 
------.-----------~--, 1i./ Tp 
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Figure 6-9. RelJJtive transpiration and average salt concentration for corn with deep roots irrigated at a 
rate of 24.4 em/year as influenced by year. 
The single point values, relating water added to 
the TIT P' are somewhat unrealistic in a real field 
situation because water is not distributed uniformly. 
Even in the best system there are parts of the field 
that receive more water than others. To account for 
this, engineers have defined a uniformity coefficient 
Cu as follows: 
eu = 1 _ ~ ................................. (6-4) 
M 
in which M is the average irrigation rate and D is the 
average deviation (sign ignored) above the average 
rate. If Cu = 1.0, water application would be 
completely uniform. To add this factor to the 
computations, it was necessary to assume a distribu-
tion pattern and the extent of coverage that might 
apply for some mean water application rate. From the 
distribution pattern, a new value of TIT p results from 
integrating TIT D over the water distribution pattern. 
This also provitles salt outflow information. These 
data were calculated assuming a uniformity of 1.0 for 
all of the data presented up to this point. Considering 
nonuniform coverage, the relationship of T/Tp to 
average water added by irrigation can then be 
constructed. These data are shown in Tables 6-5, 6-6, 
and 6-7 for the three crops for three different 
uniformities. The amount of salt outflow is also shown. 
These tables show essentially the same ratio of T/Tp 
for all uniformities provided the water application IS 
insufficient to allow any drainage (and thus salt 
outflow). However, once the irrigation rate is high 
enough to result in some drainage, the ratio of T/Tp 
decreases as the uniformity decreases. Thus, for 
alfalfa T/Tp is 1.0, 0.98, and 0.90 for a Cu of 1.0,0.88, 
and 0.42, respectively, (20 meq/l initial salt concentra-
tion). This ratio variation results from poor uniformity 
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due to irrigation greater or less than ET. The same 
result is also shown in Table 6-8 where the average 
water application is greater than ET. For this 
situation, some part of the field received water at less 
than ET resulting in T/Tp less than 1.0. 
These results point out another situation of great 
practical importance involving some present concepts 
of low leaching ratios. If water distribution is 
nonuniform and the average leaching ratio is low, then 
there will be part of the field which is not leached at all 
and salts will accumulate. This could be a serious 
problem when the same uniformity distribution 
pattern prevails year after year. A 10-year simulation 
of this effect shows a salt buildup in a portion of the 
wetted area getting less water than ET and a 
consequent decrease in T/Tp (Table 6-8). Where 
irrigation is greater than ET, essentially steady state 
conditions prevailed. 
The EcoDomic ComparisoDs 
The physical relationships discussed above are 
the basic data for the economic analysis. From the 
physical data, the relevant information on growing 
corn silage, oats, or alfalfa hay was accumulated. 
Decision options which included water application by 
sprinkler or by flooding at rates (from irrigation and 
rain) of 10.3, 15.0, 22.0, 40.8, 56.4, and 66.7 
centimeters for each of the crops were utilized. 
Limits on resource availability (the Bi) or 
right-hand-side values used in the linear programming 
study include the quantities of each of three land 
classes based on the beginning salinity levels in the 
Table 6·5. Relative yield 01 corn, equ,al to TIT pot, as irifl,uenced by three different value8 of Cu, water applied 
and initial salt concentration. 
lrrig. 
& 
Rain 
10.3 
10.3 
10.3 
15.0 
15.0 
15.0 
22.0 
22.0 
22.0 
40.8 
40.8 
40.8 
56.4 
56.4 
56.4 
66.7 
66.7 
66.7 
Initial 
Salt 
meq/l 
20 
50 
200 
20 
50 
200 
20 
50 
200 
20 
50 
200 
20 
50 
200 
20 
50 
200 
T/TPot 
0.89 
0.86 
0.55 
0.97 
0.93 
0.64 
0.98 
0.98 
0.78 
0.99 
0.98 
0.97 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
CuI 
Salt 
Outflow 
meq/cm2 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
19 
49 
214 
210 
532 
2160 
T/TPot Salt Outflow 
Cu = 0.88 
0.89 
0.86 
0.56 
0.94 
0.92 
0.64 
0.99 
0.98 
0.78 
1.0 
0.99 
0.96 
1.0 
0.99 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
meq/em2 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
60 
158 
644 
239 
581 
2398 
T/TPot Salt Outflow 
Cu" 0.42 
0.89 
0.85 
0.56 
0.93 
0.91 
0.64 
0.97 
0.95 
0.76 
0.98 
0.97 
0.88 
0.99 
0.98 
0.91 
0.99 
0.98 
0.92 
meq/cm2 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
89 
216 
892 
357 
821 
3563 
703 
1575 
7099 
Table 6·6. Relative yield of alfaIIa, equal to TIT pot, as influenced by three different values of Cu, water applied 
and mttial salt concentrattmL 
IIrig. 
& 
Rain 
em 
10.3 
10.3 
10.3 
15.0 
15.0 
15.0 
22.0 
22.0 
22.0 
40.8 
40.8 
40.8 
56.4 
56.4 
56.4 
66.7 
66.7 
66.7 
Initial 
Salt 
meq/l 
20 
50 
200 
20 
50 
200 
20 
50 
200 
20 
50 
200 
20 
50 
200 
20 
50 
200 
TIT Pot 
0.61 
0.58 
0.42 
0.68 
0.66 
0.49 
0.80 
0.67 
0.63 
1.0 
1.0 
0.93 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
Cu = 1 
Salt 
Outflow 
meq/cm2 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
22 
61 
178 
467 
1882 
soil profile. It was assumed that the farm under study 
had 10 acres with each of the three soil characteristics 
(20, 50, and 200 meq/l) described earlier. Also. a 
unlimited quantity of salt outflow was allowed in the 
drainage water (which level was sequentially reduced 
to determine the loss in profitability to the farm from 
restricting salt flow into the drains and streams). 
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TIT Pot Salt Outflow 
Cu '" 0.88 
0.60 
0.58 
0.41 
0.68 
0.66 
0.49 
0.81 
0.79 
0.64 
0.98 
0.97 
0.91 
1.0 
1.0 
0.99 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
meq/cm2 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
44 
124 
512 
232 
571 
2170 
TIT Pot Salt Outflow 
Cu" 0.42 
0.60 
0.58 
0.41 
0.68 
0.65 
0.49 
0.79 
0.77 
0.64 
0.90 
0.89 
0.81 
0.92 
0.92 
0.86 
0.94 
0.93 
0.89 
meq/crn2 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
86 
212 
804 
449 
996 
3492 
1007 
2128 
7158 
There were also constraints to force growing of crops 
in rotation such as to provide for nurse crops for new 
seedings of alfalfa and limits on corn production for 
disease control. 
The net profit values for each unit of production 
were based on approximate current prices for 
~ 
Table 6·7. Relative yield oj oats, eqtUJl to TIT pot, G8 influenced by tkree different 'Values oj Cu, water applied, 
and initial salt concentnJtion. 
TIT Pot Salt TIT Pot Salt TIT Pot Salt hrig. Initial Outflow Outflow Outflow & Salt 
Rain Cu= 1 Cu = 0.88 eu = 0.42 
em rneq/l rneq/em2 rneq/em2 rneq/crn2 
5.6 20 0.29 0 
5.6 50 0.28 0 
5.6 200 0.18 0 
10.3 20 0.37 0 0.37 0 0.37 0 
10.3 50 0.36 0 0.36 0 0.36 0 
10.3 200 0.24 0 0.24 0 0.24 0 
15. 20 0.46 0 0.45 0 0.45 0 
15. 50 0.44 0 0.43 0 0.43 0 
15. 200 0.32 0 0.31 0 0.32 0 
22. 20 0.59 0 0.61 0 0.60 0 
22. 50 0.58 0 0.59 0 0.59 0 
22. 200 0.46 0 0.47 0 0.48 0 
40.8 20 0.89 0 0.87 0 0.79 84 
40.8 50 0.88 0 0.87 0 0.78 209 
40.8 200 0.80 0 0.78 17 0.71 818 
56.4 20 0.97 26 0.97 63 0.84 365 
56.4 50 0.98 66 0.97 157 0.84 918 
56.4 200 0.93 490 0.93 738 0.79 3161 
66.7 20 0.99 198 0.99 225 0.87 780 
66.7 50 0.99 495 0.99 563 0.87 1967 
66.7 200 0.99 1975 0.98 2178 0.82 6492 
Table 6·8. Re1D.tion oj time and irrigation mte, for Cu = 0.+2 (square) to re1D.tive tmmpiration, TIT P' and 
average salt content Sf at different positions witkin tke uniformity pattern witk be!}lnning soil 
salinity at 20 meq/l. 
Relative Area 0.20 0.20 
Relative I Rate 0.10 0.30 
Year T/Tp Sf T/Tp Sf T/Tp 
1 0.45 33 0.75 30 0.96 
2 0.44 53 0.72 37 0.96 
3 0.43 81 0.70 43 0.96 
4 0.42 117 0.69 47 0.96 
5 0.39 162 0.68 50 0.96 
6 0.35 208 0.67 53 0.96 
7 0.30 249 0.67 56 0.96 
8 0.26 280 0.66 58 0.96 
9 0.22 298 0.66 60 0.96 
10 0.20 306 0.65 61 0.96 
products and the costs of various operations. Yields 
were estimated using the 1971 data for the farm as a 
base and the relative yields predicted in the physical 
model to give specific values for the rates of water 
applied as influenced by the initial salt concentration 
in the soil as shown in Tables 6·9 and 6-10. 
The profit function is based upon a price ~or alfalfa 
of $45/ton; for corn silage, SIS/toni and for oats, 
$1.60lbushel. These represent approximately the 
current prices, but are adjusted somewhat to a normal 
long-run relationship to each other. The cost of raising 
crops was computed as shown in Table 6-11. 
0.20 0.20 0.20 
0.50 0.70 0.90 Average T/Tp 
Sf T/Tp Sf T/Tp Sf 
24 0.96 24 1.0 20 83 
28 0.96 26 1.0 21 82 
32 0.96 28 1.0 21 81 
35 0.96 29 1.0 21 81 
39 0.96 29 1.0 21 80 
42 0.96 29 1.0 21 79 
45 0.96 29 1.0 21 78 
49 0.96 29 1.0 21 77 
52 0.96 29 1.0 21 76 
55 0.96 29 1.0 21 75 
SiqI.e Year Aaaly. 
Two main sets of results were desired in order to 
draw conclusions. These were the set of production 
activities that would maximize farm profit at each 
level of salt outflow and the loss in income from not 
allowing an incremental ton of salt to flow out. The 
latter may also be characterized in its mirror image. 
the value to the farm of allowing an additional ton of 
salt outflow. A number of different situations were 
modeled to determine the effects of irrigation method 
and rate of application, and restrictions on the crop 
combinations. 
--
Table 6-9. Predicted yield of crops under sprinkler 
irrigation by initial salt content of soil, by 
water application rates. a 
Crop Yield 
Initial Salt 
Water Com Level Alfalfa Oats Conte~t (Irrigation (Medium (Shallow Silage 
of Sod Plus Rain) Roots) Roots) (Deep Roots) 
Centimeters Tons Bushels Tons 
20 Meq./L. 10.3 3.3 34.0 20.5 
15.0 3.7 44.2 21.6 
22.0 4.4 55.7 22.8 
40.8 5.3 80.1 22.8 
56.4 5.5 89.0 22.8 
66.7 5.5 91.3 22.8 
50 Meq./L. 10.3 3.2 32.8 19.7 
15.0 3.6 39.8 21.1 
22.0 4.3 54.4 22.6 
40.8 5.3 79.8 22.8 
56.4 5.5 89.2 22.8 
66.7 5.5 91.4 22.& 
200 Meq./L. 10.3 2.2 22.2 12.9 
15.0 2.7 28.8 14.7 
22.0 3.5 43.3 17.9 
40.8 4.9 71.9 22.8 
56.4 5.4 85.3 22.8 
66.7 5.5 90.1 23.0 
aBased on'Tables 6-5, 6-6, and 6-7, above, and as· 
suming a coefficient of uniformity of application (CU) = 0.&8. 
Table 6-10. Predicted yield of crops under flood 
irrigation by initial salt content of soil, 
by water application rates. a 
Water Crop Yield Initial Salt Level Corn Content (lrrjgation Alfalfa Oats Silage 
of Soil Plus Rain) (Medium (Shallow (Deep 
Roots) Roots) Roots) 
Centimeters Tons Bushels Tons 
20 Meq./L. 40.8 4.9 72.4 22.6 
56.4 5.0 77.5 22.7 
66.7 5.1 80.0 22.7 
50 Meq./L. 40.8 4.9 71.9 22.4 
56.4 5.0 77.1 22.5 
66.7 5.1 79.7 22.6 
200 MeqJL. 40.8 4.5 65.4 20.2 
56.4 4.7 72.3 20.9 
66.7 4.9 75.7 21.3 
aBased on Tables 6-5, 6-6, and 6-7, above, and as-
suming a coefficient of uniformity of application (CU) = 0.42. 
Situation 1. Unrestricted corn in the rotation, 
corn roots deep, alfalfa roots shallow, sprinkle or 
flood irrigation. Without any constraint on corn in the 
rotation, the production activities in the optimal 
production pattern included nothing other than corn. 
In Figure 6-4, the most profitable production activities 
are summarized. Note that the tons of salt outflow for 
the entire 30 acres is on the scale at the bottom of the 
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figure. The set of crops which is optimal is plotted for 
the 10 acre units by soil type (where initial soil salt is 
at the high, medium, or low level) for each level of salt 
outflow. For instance, at a level of 60 tons of salt 
outflow, the model indicates that for the low soil salt 
condition, the entire 10 acres should be in corn 
irrigated at the fifth level (next to highest) by 
flooding. For the medium salt condition, there should 
be about 4 acres of corn at the fourth level of water 
application. On the saltiest land, there should be 10 
acres of corn irrigated at the fifth level by sprinkling. 
In meeting the requirement for low salt outflow, 
sprinkler systems and low rates of water application 
were required in the modeL As the allowable salt 
outflow was increased, the irrigation rates were 
increased and the method of irrigation changed to 
flooding. Net profit increased by about $900 (or $30 
per acre) as the salt outflow constraint was relaxed. 
Almost all of this profit increase occurred in the first 
20 ton increment. Only about $100 of additional profit 
(Figure 6-5) for the 30 acre block of land could be 
attained beyond this first 20 ton increment. In a 
practical management situation, all 30 acres would be 
irrigated by sprinkling or by flooding, rather than a 
combination of systems. 
There are two main reasons for obtaining these 
re~mlts. First. it was assumed that corn was a 
deep-rooting plant so that this crop was profitable at 
low levels of irrigation. since in the physical model the 
corn obtained considerable water from deep soil 
moisture or underground supply. In a static I-year 
analysis with a light application of water, there would 
be no outflow of salts, but there would be an 
accumulation in the soil profile. Second, corn was the 
most profitable crop assuming that yields can be 
maintained. 
In Figure· 6-6, the value to the farm of an 
additional ton of salt outflow as a function of salt 
outflow is shown. Note that the cost to the farm of 
reducing the outflow of salt (or value for letting 
an additional ton flow out) is very low compared to any 
. possible costs of removal by desalination or other 
methods. 
Situation 2. Corn restricted to ODe-half of the 
aereage, corn roots shallow, alfalfa roots deep, 
sprinkle or flood irrigation. This situation was tested 
for several reasons. Corn could probably not be grown 
exclusively for several years due to varied needs for 
livestock feed. disease and· fertility problems on the 
land. and grower preference for multiple crops. Also. 
the depth of corn roots may be somewhat shallower 
than the perennial alfalfa crop. The data which 
indicated corn was deep-rooted anq. alfalfa somewhat 
shallower were from separate experimental plots that 
may not be appropriate for the area of this study. 
Under these assumptions, the cropping patterns 
over the range of salt outflow are as shown in Figure 
6-7. Alfalfa would be profitable and the required nurse 
crop would accompany low salt outflows since alfalfa 
roots are assumed deep where more soil moisture or 
Table 6·11. Cost component, 01 crop production by crop arul by method 01 water appltication. 
Crop 
Alfalfa Hay 
Oats 
Com Silage 
Fixed 
Cost 
$ Per 
Acre 
13.65 
13.65 
13.65 
Acres 
Growing 
Cost 
$ Per 
Acre 
27.09 
58.11 
70.39 
Water 
Level 
(Irrig. 
Plus 
Rain) 
cm 
10.3 
15.0 
22.0 
40.8 
56.4 
66.7 
10.3 
15.0 
22.0 
40.8 
56.4 
66.7 
10.3 
15.0 
22.0 
40.8 
56.4 
66.7 
Irrigation Costs 
Sprinkler 
Construction 
Cost 
$ Per 
Acre 
24.22 
24.22 
24.22 
Energy 
Cost 
$ Per 
Acre 
1.22 
1.65 
3.30 
6.59 
8.91 
10.71 
1.22 
1.65 
3.30 
6.59 
8.91 
10.71 
1.22 
1.65 
3.30 
6.59 
8.91 
10.71 
Flood 
$ Per 
Acre 
9.63 
9.55 
Harvest 
Cost 
$ 
7.50/ton 
0.16/bu. 
10r---~------~~------------~-------------------' 
Low 
Salt 
Soil 
8 
6 
4 
2 
Corn 
6 (FL) 
20 meq/l O~~~------~----~~------------------------~ 
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Corn Corn 
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8 
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Figure 6·4. Optimal cropping arul irrigating pattern for high, medium, arullow initial soil8alt corulitionB where 
com roots are tkep arul alfalfa shallow arul either /kJoding or ,p';lnkling is allowed as an irrigation 
method.. 
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Figure 6-5. Net revenue by amount of ,alt outflow 
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Figure 6-6. Shadow price or value of an additional 
ton of salt outflow for the 10 acres as 
shown in Figure 6-4. 
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groundwater can be obtained, and heavy water 
application is not required for reasonably good yields. 
Low levels of irrigation are again optimal at low levels 
of salt outflow. Higher levels of water application are 
most profitable for high salt outflow. Note that 
compared to the previous situation in which corn was 
unrestricted and the corn roots were deeper than 
alfalfa a higher total salt outflow is more profitable 
than if there are no restrictions on these factors. This 
higher level of salt outflow is caused by the 
requirement for a mix of crops and by shallow corn 
roots which do not tap the underground water supply. 
As before, the most restrictive constraints in salt 
outflow are the most costly to the farm plan. Very 
high levels of additional salt outflow add little to the 
profit (Figures 6-8 and 6-9). 
Situation 3. Corn restricted to one-half of the 
acreage, corn roots shallow, alfalfa deep, flood 
irrigation only. Under this assumption (flooding only), 
a relatively small amount of corn would be produced 
except at high levels of water application and for high 
levels of salt outflow (Figure 6-10). This result is due 
to alfalfa being able to obtain water from underground 
sources so that fairly good yields can be obtained 
without high levels of salt output resulting from the 
leaching due to heavy water application. 
Note that for a given total level of salt outflow the 
water application levels on alfalfa are largest on the 
low salt soil and then lower successively to the high salt 
soil and the land remains idle at low levels of 
permissible salt outflow because it is unprofitable to 
operate without applying water. The system cannot 
meet the tight constraint on salt if all land is used, 
since flood irrigation is possible only at the three 
highest levels of water application. 
The highest levels of salt output is much higher, 
nearly 100 tons, than with the previous situations in 
which sprinkling is one of the options. The highest 
penalties for restricting salt output, as usual, are 
where the salt constraint is most restrictive as shown 
in Figure 6-11 and 6-12. But, once the constraint is 
relaxed to more than three tons per acre, the value is 
less than $1 per ton. 
Situation 4. Corn restricted to one·haIf of the 
aereage, corn roots shallow. alfalfa deep, sprinkler 
irription only. Under sprinkler irrigation, the most 
noticeable difference is that corn is produced to the 
maximum allowed in the rotation at all levels of salt 
outflow (Figure 6·13). As usual, the irrigation rate 
increases as the allowable salt outflow is increased. In 
Figures 6-14 and 6-15, it can be seen that as salt 
outflow reaches one ton per acre, there can be little 
additional profit by applying higher levels of water 
with the resultant higher salt outflow. 
Comparison and evaluation of situations. In 
comparing the different situations studied, it is clear 
that the crop which has the assumed deep roots is 
generally more profitable. As mentioned, this results 
from extraction of water from underground sources 
alleviating the demand for the heavy applications of 
water and the salt leaching that accompanies heavy 
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Figure 6-7. Opti:11U1l cropf)ing and irrigating pattern for high, medium, and low initial soil salt conditions where 
com roots are shallow, and alfaJIa deep and either ,IWodfng or spri1I.kli.ng is allowed as an irrigation 
method. 
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Figure 6-11. Opt1.1nal cropping and irrigating patternfor high,· medium, . and low initial soil salt conditions where 
cor-n roots are s!&allow and alfoJIa deep where sprinkler irrigation only is allowed. 
watering. This net upward flow leads to salt 
accumulation with time so these one year results do 
not apply for a period of years where net leaching does 
not occur. In other situations in which groundwater 
would not be available, such a result would not be 
expected. Without constraints on salt outflow, it 
appears that flood irrigation is most profitable to the 
farm. The advantages of better yields and the lower 
water use cost were not sufficient to make sprinkling 
generally profitable. It was found that net profit at the 
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maximum was about $8 per acre less ($250 for the 30 
acres) is the irrigation system was constrained to 
sprinkling. If the farm was constrained to one ton salt 
output per acre, sprinkling would be more profitable 
by a few hundred dollars. At 2 tons per acre, 
sprinkling would be more profitable than flooding by 
about $300 ($10 per acre). This difference depends on 
leaving some land idle under flooding to meet the 
restriction in addition to the yield advantages and 
lower water costs due to sprinkling. 
40 
Salt Outflow 
60 80 
Figure 6-14. Net revenue by amotLnt of salt (nLtfl,ow 
fM'the 80 acTesas slwwn in Figure 6-18. 
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Figure 6-15. SIuJdow price M'value of an additional 
ton of salt outfl,ow fM' the SO acres as 
slwwn in Figure 8-1S. 
In evaluating the shadow prices of salt output 
(value to the farm of an additional ton ohalt output), 
it is clear that the first ton or two of salt per acre 
under any assumptions are most critical.. It is not 
known just how much salt is presently coming from 
cultivation of lands of this type, but the amount is 
likely somewhat higher than one or two tons. 
Therefore. it may well be possible under any set of 
management objectives to reduce salt outflow 
considerably with minimum cost (usually less than $1 
per ton). This value surely is much less than other cost 
estimates of salt reduction in the Colorado River. The 
Bureau of Reclamation currently estimates other 
control measures at $9 to $30 per ton of salt (U.S. 
Bureau of Reclamation, 1974). But, these conclusions 
are limited to a single year in which soil salinity 
buildup is not accounted for. 
Multi·Year amilysis 
A multi-year analysis of management practices 
was developed by using the final conditions of the 
previous year for the initial soil salinity conditions of 
the current year subject to the assumptions of the 
physical modeL Four levels of water application were 
used in the modeling. The initial soil salinity figures of 
20, 50, and 200 meq/l were prime data for this 
analysis. The final soil salinity for each year, salt 
outflow, and yields depended heavily on the beginning 
soil salinity as well as on water application and other 
factors. 
InitialllOil salinity. In the following discussion, we 
present the results of initial soil salinity and water 
application level combinations. Results will be 
presented as final soil salinity, salt outflow, and net 
revenue per acre. A brief commentary on cropping 
patterns will also be included. 
Initial 80B salinity at 20 meqll. A number of 
somewhat expected results occurred in the multi·year 
simulation of soil salinity (Figure 6-16). First, the 
lowest level of water application (20 cm) resulted in a 
salt buildup in the soil profile. Second, this buildup 
tended to taper off in the last few years of the 6-year 
period. This was caused by the profit optimizing model 
letting a few acres remain idle and heavier water 
application being available for the remainder. This 
heavier application reduced the salt in the profile on 
part of the acreage and also for the average. Farmers 
would be expected to be doing exactly this if water 
was restricted for salt control purposes. Third, the 
heaviest water application rates resulted in no 
particular change in soil salinity over time. Note that 
the water application rates were an average for the 
several acres of soil with this initial condition. Some, 
depending on the crop, may have received more and 
some less or even none as noted above if some land 
were left idle. This resulted in the slightly erratic 
patterns shown especially for the intermediate water 
application levels. 
The simulation of salt outflow over time is shown 
in Figure 6-17. As might be expected, the heavier 
water applications flush the salt through the soil. 
Lighter applications of water lead to salt buildup to a 
severe degree. 
Alfalfa with the necessary nurse crop of oats 
dominates the . cropping pattern where minimum 
water application is allowed. Application is by 
sprinkler. The reason is the assumed deep rooting of 
alfalfa which enables it to obtain additional water from 
the groundwater. Corn with flood irrigation dominates 
the high level water application situation. 
The net revenue (gross income less variable costs) 
comparisons for the mUlti-year period are shown in 
Figure 6-18. At heavier rates of water application the 
net revenue is maintained, but at lower rates of water 
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Figure 6-17. Multi-year salt outflow comparisons for 
four average rates of water application 
at initial soil salinity of ~o meq/l. 
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Figure 6-1B. Net revenue comparisons for fourrotes 
of water application at initial soil 
salinity of !O meq/l. 
application the revenue declines sharply over time 
because of higher soil salinity and falling yields. 
bdtial son saIiDity at 50 meqll. Again. several 
comparisons have been made with initial soil salinity 
at this higher level. The ending soil salinity over a 
period of years is in much the same pattern as shown 
earlier. The heaviest average water application rate 
results in a slight decline in soil salinity. See Figure 
6-19. Salt outflow as shown in Figure 6-20 is fairly 
stable at the lowest rate of water application, is higher 
and increases at intermediate rates of applieation and 
is quite high but declines as leaching occurs at the 
highest rate of water applieation. Net revenue follows 
much the same pattern as with 20 meq/l soil salinity 
for high rates of water application, but is more 
depressed at low water application (Figure 6-21). 
Cropping pattern is nearly identical to the situation 
with soil salinity at 20 meq/l. 
Initial son saIiDity at 200 meqll. The ~hanges in 
soil salinity over time are shown in Figure 6-22. The 
two heaviest water applieation rates result in declines 
in soil salinity over time. Low water applieation 
results in an ever greater buildup. 
Salt outflow ranges up to high amounts of 15 to 16 
tons per year for heavy water applieation. but is fairly 
minimal for light applieations of water since little or 
no water goes through the profile. Net revenue is 
depressed by one-third or more because of the saline 
conditions, but improves slightly in eases where 
leaching is accomplished. 
POLICY IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY 
This study. although done for a specific site in 
Eastern Utah, indicates a number of management 
possibilities for irrigation water may be quite useful in 
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Figure 6-19. Multi-year ft1wl ,oa ,alinity compari-
80ns fOT four average rates of water 
application at initial ,oa ,alinity of 50 
metVL 
reducin'g Colorado River water salinity. Assume that 
the range of current average estimates of salinity 
outputs from irrigated agriculture is 1.5 to 3.0 tons 
per acre. Then. it appears that costs of reducing this 
level to one ton per acre or a little less may be fairly 
minimal. This is based on the single year analysis, 
however, and may lead to further increases in soil 
salinity and either greater salt outfiow in the future or 
even greater losses in income from attempting to 
reduce the salinity. It is readily apparent that a zero 
discharge standard is at best immensely costly or 
totally impossible. Moderate rates of improvement 
may be possible with limited cost to producers. The 
multi-year study showed that low rates of water 
application cause excessive salt buildup in the soil 
proffie and reduce net revenue very significantly. 
High rates of water application, of course, alleviate 
this problem but cause continued large salt outfiow. 
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APPENDIX 7 
INDIRECT ECONOMIC IMPACTS FROM SALINITY 
DAMAGES IN THE COLORADO RIVER BASIN 
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SUMMARY OF REPORT 
The purpose of this part of the regional research 
project "Salinity Management Options for the Colo-
rado River" has been to trace the total regional 
economic impacts caused either by salinity-induced 
damages to agriculture and municipal-industrial 
activities or by programs aimed at reducing salinity in 
the areas of origin. Geographically, these two sets of 
. events correspond to the lower Colorado River Basin 
and the upper basin, respectively. 
Total regional economic impacts include not only 
the direct damages or the explicit steps taken to 
reduce salinity but include changes in outputs and 
incomes generated by sectors of the regional economy 
which provide supplies for or are dependent upon 
outputs from the sector directly impacted. The tools of 
analysis used to trace these indirect effects have been 
input-output models-of the California-Arizona re-
gional economy for lower basin damages and of the 
upper main stem subbasiD of the Colorado River for 
salinity reduction programs. While regional output 
. and income changes are not necessarily the same as 
net national changes, they are extremely important 
·items of information for the public decision-making 
process. 
The structure of the overall salinity management 
project required the sequencing of sub-project 
outputs: basic crop response data had to precede the 
calculation of crop losses; the modeling of farm 
. management response had to incorporate the crop 
response data and produce estimates of net crop losses 
and changes in farm management practices for 
incorporation in the secondary impacts analysis; and 
upper basin irrigation and salinity management 
studies also had to feed into the secondary impact 
analysis. The relatively short period available made 
such sequencing difficult, so the secondary impacts 
analyses were based on simplified independent 
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estimates of crop losses reported upon in detail. 
Inputs from the upper basin farm management studies 
consisted of estimates of acreages and associated 
cropping patterns which appeared to be likely 
candidates for phase-out and these results are 
reported. The nexus of this study with the municipal 
and industrial losses study consists of the discussion of 
issues related to M&I secondary impacts. 
The crop loss analysis for California and Arizona 
was based upon data provided by Robinson for 
California (1974, Appendicies 1,2) and Jackson for 
Arizona (1975). These data related yields of major 
crops to the total dissolved solids (TDS) concentration 
in the irrigation water for three classes of soil types in 
each major agricultural production area served by 
Colorado River water: Imperial Valley, Coachella 
Valley, Palo Verde Irrigation District, and the San 
Diego Coastal Area for California; and Gila!Yuma, the 
Colorado River Indian Reservation, and the Central 
Arizona Project service area for Arizona. Both 
because of timing problems and uncertainties sur-
rounding future use of Colorado River water, the San 
Diego coastal area and the Central Arizona project 
area were eliminated from the secondary impacts 
analysis. 
The model used to estimate crop losses (in 1974 
dollars) was a simple profit maximizing model with 
frequency and method of irrigation (furrow and 
sprinkler) as the only farm management options. 
Long-run profitability (deducting full costs) and 
short-run profitability (deducting only variable costs) 
were both used as criteria to permit estimation of 
short-run and long-run effects. By either criterion, 
when a given crop became unprofitable, its acreage 
was dropped from production. While crop substitution 
could be important, data and time limitations 
prevented the formulation of more complete program-
ming models which could incorporate such alterna-
tives (see the Kleinman-Brown portion of the project 
report for the results of detailed programming models 
for some of the study areas). Thus, present estimates 
of crop losses must be interpreted as upper bounds 
since numerous modes of response to increased 
salinity were neglected. 
The aggregated direct crop losses expressed in 
1974 dollar values are given in Table 7-1 for Case 1 
(long-run profitability) and Case 2 (short-run profita-
bility). 
It will be noted that the predicted crop output 
cbanges due to the 900 (present) to 1000 mg!l increase 
are positive. Two factors explain this. The dominant 
factor is a methodological one, namely that the 
analysis moves from current cultivational practices 
and yields (largely furrow irrigation and an annual 
frequency of irrigation of 16) to those estimated to be 
optimal at 1000 mg/l. This usually involves an increase 
in tbe frequency of irrigation. When the frequency of 
irrigation increases in response to higher salinity t 
gross output (yield) may increase, although farm 
profitability falls. 
The effect that these changes in agrieultural 
outputs can be expected to have on other sectors of 
the regional California-Arizona economy was traced 
through the two-state input-output (1-0) and trade 
model constructed by Ireri and Carter (1970). That 27 
sector model was changed to make the household-
government sector an active (endogenous) part of the 
model and to up-date prices to 1974 levels. 
Two somewhat different types of crop losses had 
to be distinguished in the analysis: 1) Reductions in 
yields with the acreage remaining profitable and in 
production; 2) the dropping of acreages when they 
become unprofitable. When the latter occurs, espe-
cially before substantial increases in salinity have 
occurred, the usual kind of backward 1-0 impacts on 
supplying industries can be expected to occur and the 
existing 1-0 model can be assumed to remain 
appropriate for the analysis. However, when yields 
are substantially changed by salinity with production 
continuing, the 1-0 linkages as represented by the 
tecbnical coefficients change. This requires a revision 
of the 1-0 model for each salinity increment as detailed 
in a later section. In fact, under 1974 agricultural 
prices, very little acreage was predicted to be 
dropped. 
A second major consideration in the analysis is 
the existence or nonexistence of "forward linkages," 
i.e. the extent to which other industries in the region, 
especially agricultural products processing industries, 
are dependent upon locally produced agrieultural 
products as inputs. Under some conditions, forward 
linkages can be expected to be inflexible, especially in 
the shortrun under sudden output changes. An 
additional multiplier effect may then occur as 
forward-linked industries are forced to reduce their 
levels of operation. 
The following Table 7-2 summarizes the projected 
annual regional income losses from the fun 900 to 1400 
mg/l increase in salinity. Regional income losses are 
approximated by changes, direct and indirect, in 
payments to the household· government sector. 
7bble 7-2. Projected annual regiqnal income lo"e, 
from an increase in Colorado River 
,aJ:mity from 900 to 1400 mg/l under 
alternative cases (millions of 1974 dol-
lars). . 
California Arizona Total 
Case 1 (Long-run Adjustment): 
No Forward Linkages 117 19 136 
I-Stage Forward Linkages 492 39 531 
Case 2 (Short-run Adjustment): 
No Forward Linkages 54 10 64 
1-Stage Forward Linkages 201 15 216 
An inspection of the detailed Tables 7-22 through 7-30 
indicates that the incidence of income losses as a 
function of increases in salinity level is quite uneven, 
i.e. these losses do not increase uniformly with salinity 
level. Some of this may be due to the discrete steps in 
TDS chosen for the analysis. 
Translating the incremental regional income 
losses into dollars per mg!l results in the fonowing 
figures for Case 1 (long-term adjustment). 
Table 7-1. Summa1'1J of cAange, in crop output: California and Arizona (1,000', of 1974 dollar,). 
900- 1000- 1100- 1200- 1300- Total 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
mg/l mg/l mg/! mgt! mg/l Change 
Case 1 (LR Profitability) 
California 11,054 -25,231 -3,490 - 5,832 -24,748 48,247 
Arizona 3,389 - 3,166 - 849 - 6,380 - 1,562 - 8,568 
Total 14,443 -28,397 4,339 -12,212 -26,310 -56,815 
Case 2 (SR Profitability) 
California 13,607 - 4,964 -5,094 -18,877 - 6,197 -21,525 
Arizona 3,537 • 1,186 - 919 - 6,507 - 438 - 5,513 
--
Total 17,144 - 6,150 -6,013 -25,:84 - 6,635 -27,038 
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Table 7-8. Regional income loss per mg/l (doUars). 
900-
1100 
Case 1 (LT Profitability): 
No Forward Linkage 80,000 
I-Stage Forward Linkage 805,000 
Table 7-8a. Regional income multipliers (doUars 
reduction in payments to households and 
gO'Vernment per doUar direct income loss 
in agricuUure). 
1000 
mg/l 
1100 
mg/l 
1200 
mgtl 
1300 
mg/l 
Long-Run Adjustment and No Forward Linkages 
1.400 
mg/l 
California 3.6 2.6 3.3 3.0 2.5 
Arizona 2.8 2.2 2.7 1.9 2.0 
Long-Run Adjustment and l-Stage Forward Linkages 
California 7.7 10.0 7.6 8.5 9.8 
Arizona 4.9 5.7 5.6 1.8 8.5 
The progression of losses per mg/l and the extreme 
importance of the forward linkage assumption are 
clearly shown in these figures. 
A final set of insights into the regional income 
effects of salinity is provided by regional income 
multipliers which express the ratio of total direct and 
indirect regional income losses to the direct income 
losses in agriculture. 
The final substantive phase of this part of the 
study dealt with the evaluation of agricultural acreage 
phase-out in the upper basin as a measure for reducing 
the salt load in the river. Other steps such as control of 
point sources, canal lining programs, and changes in 
irrigation practice would also have some regional 
income effects, especially during the construction 
phase. Such effects can be expected to be relatively 
small and would disappear altogether after project 
1100- 1200- 1300-
1200 1300 1400 
239,000 290,000 643,000 
543,000 608,000 2,556,000 
construction. The present analysis has been confined 
to permanent agricultural acreage phase·outs. 
The origins of the salinity concentrations in the 
lower Colorado River have been estimated by EPA 
(1971, also see Table 7-33 of this report). Of the 1960 
concentration at Hoover Dam of 697 mg/l, 37 percent 
was attributable to irrigation above the dam-26 
percent to added salt load, and 11 percent to 
consumptive water use (EPA, 1971, Table 1, p. 15). In 
terms of the total salt load, irrigation accounted for 3.5 
million tons per year out of a total of 10.7 million tons. 
The same study estimated that the average salt 
pickup above Hoover Dam averaged 2 tons per 
irrigated acre per year, while some particular areas 
contributed 4 to 8 tons per acre per year. When it is 
observed that much irrigated agriculture is economi-
cally marginal because of poor soils, steeP. terrain, and 
short growing season, the potential importance of 
acreage phase-out as a part of a basin-wide salinity 
control program stands out. 
The particular acreages studied here were 
identified by Robert A. Young and others in their part 
of this study and consist of 8800 acres of marginal 
irrigated land in the Grand Valley and 10,200 acres in 
the Uncompaghre Valley. The average gross value of 
output was estimated to be $150 per acre in 1974 
prices or about $100 per acre in 1970 prices, the latter 
being the price level in which the analysis was 
conducted. The crops consisted of corn, grains, alfalfa, 
and pasture, which fall partially into the Range Cattle 
sector of the 1-0 mOdel. Three cases were studied: the 
Grand Valley phase-out, the Uncompaghre phase· out 
and both together. Key results are shown in Table 7-4. 
In interpreting these figures, it must be remembered 
that the present impact analysis had to assume a 
Table 7-... Summary of upper basin tmpacts of agricultural acreage phase·out. 
Direct Loss in Value of Output ($/yr) 
Direct + Indirect Loss of Regional Income ($/yr) 
Regional Income Loss Per Acre 
Total Annual Reduction in Consumptive Uses of Water 
Regional Income Loss Per Acre··Foot of Water Saved 
Range of Reduced Salt Loadsa 
aUsing the EPA range of 4 to 8 tons/acre/year. 
8800 Acres 
in Grand Valley 
$892,000 
954,000 
108 
14,800 
64 
35,200 
to 70,400 
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10,200 in 
Uncompaghre 
$1,034,000 
1,104,000 
108 
16,000 
70 
40,800 
to 81,600 
Total 
$1,926,000 
2,058,000 
108 
30,800 
67 
76,000 
to 152,000 
non-selective choice of acreage from the hydrologic 
viewpoint, i.e. that the acreages phased out were, in 
fact, average in withdrawal and consumptive use. It 
was also assumed that no new economic activity 
replaced the phased-out acreages, i.e. that any 
compensation received by landowners was not 
re-invested in the region. 
In the section "Indirect Impacts of Municipal and 
Industrial Salinity Related Losses" the issues involved 
in estimating the secondary effects of M&I damages 
are discussed. Because one pattern of expenditure is 
substituted for another somewhat similar pattern, it is 
concluded that secondary effects will be nil. 
CROP LOSS ANALYSIS 
This section covers the methodology and results 
of the crop loss analysis. This analysis determines the 
direct economic impact in agriculture using a simple 
profit maximization scheme. These results are 
aggregated into sectors conformable to the input/ 
output table to calculate direct and indirect economic 
impacts in the Arizona and California economies. The 
discussion is presented in three parts. First, the raw 
data and sources are discussed. Second, the profit 
maximization technique is elaborated upon and the 
results are displayed for each region. Finally, these 
are aggregated by region and by input/output sector 
to serve as a basis of comparison to other estimates 
and to be used for the indirect analysis. 
The Basic Data 
The data inputs into the direct agricultural 
analysis consist of physical yield data which present 
total crop output &! a function of salinity, number of 
annual irrigations, and soil type; crop production 
guildelines which give best-practice crop budgets; 
annual production reports which give crop prices; 
sprinkler cost estimates; a monthly breakdown for 
annual irrigation; and price indexes. 
The physical yield data were provided in 
Appendices 1 and 2. A detailed discussion of 
methodology and results is presented by Robinson for 
California in the "Agricultural Consequences" sub-
section of this report. Essentially, by finding a 
statistical relationship between electrical conductivity 
and total dissolved solids (TOS) in the irrigation water 
and by estimating the electrical conductivity in the 
root zone, it was possible to determine a relationship 
between TDS in the irrigation water and relative yield 
for each crop, using the California Committee of 
Consultant's yield declination curves. To show the 
impact of different irrigation practices, the zone from 
which water was eJ¢raeted was varied. The average 
pure water yields and estimated acreage to determine 
output on each soil type as a function of TOS in the 
irrigation water and the frequency of irrigation, 
holding the total quantity applied constant. Since 
many crops are not grown the entire year, Robinson 
(Appendix 2) provides Table 2-21, p. 96, which shows 
the monthly frequency of irrigation. 
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Optimum production practices are given by the 
"Guidelines to Production Costs and Practices" 
compiled by the Agricultural Extension Service of the 
University of California (September 1978). These 
guildelines also provide the crop budgets used in the 
profit calculation. Specifically, they provide labor 
costs and the breakdown between fixed and variable 
costs. Similar budgets were used for all study areas in 
Arizona and California (Ag. Extension Service, 1968: 
Ag. Extension Service, 1972: Hathorne, 1974). In 
those cases where the same crop appeared in different 
irrigation districts, the budgets were assumed to be 
the same. 
Crop prices were taken from the annual crop 
reports which are published for each irrigation district 
(Office of Agricultural Commissioner, 1968-1972 
inclusive; Shackleford, 1968·1972 inclusive: Bureau of 
Reclamation, 1968-1972 inelusive). These were adjus-
ted for changes in the agricultural price level using the 
U.S. Department of Agriculture's "Prices Received by 
Farmers" price index (USDA, 1968-1974 inclusive). 
Similarly, the "Prices Paid" index was used to adjust 
cost figures (USDA. 1968-1974 inclusive). All price 
figures are expressed in 1974 dollars. 
The last data item used is the cost of using 
sprinkler irrigation. This was provided by Robinson 
and was estimated at $98 per acre per year for full 
season sprinkler irrigation. 
Optimal Choiee of irrigation RePue 
The output of each crop as a function of TDS is 
determined on the basis of profit calculations. For 
each level of TDS there are five irrigation regimes, 
each giving a different level of output. That whieh 
maximizes total profit is assumed to be the one 
chosen. 
A computer program was written to calculate 
total profit for each irrigation frequency and sprinkler 
application and then to select the maximum value. 
Total profit is calculated as the difference between 
cost and revenue at the initial TDS level. This is 
assumed to be 900 mg/l and an annual rate of 16 
irrigations. Incremental profits for moving to annual 
frequencies of 22, 29, and 85 furrow irrigations or to 35 
sprinkler applications are calculated by comparing 
incremental cost to ineremental revenue. Incremental 
cost is determined by the additional labor required to 
increase the frequency of irrigation. This is the only 
variable cost since the physical yield tables were 
constructed holding total annual water usage con-
stant. Labor cost per irrigation is determined from the 
"Guidelines" and is assumed the source for all levels of 
irrigation. 
As mentioned above, the annual irrigation 
number does not give the actual number of irrigations 
for crops whose growing period is less than 12 months. 
Thus, Robinson's monthly breakdown is used in 
conjunction with the best-practice growing period for 
each crop to determine the actual number of 
irrigations. The number of incremental irrigations is 
then determined by the difference between these 
actual numbers for each level of annual irrigation. The 
incremental cost is thus labor cost per irrigation 
multiplied by the number of incremental irrigations. 
Total cost figures were given by the "Guilde-
lines. » These costs included the return to land as a cost 
to the individual firm. Since IaDd rents are not 
resource costs and since the non·agricultural value of 
the land is near zero, land rents were excluded from 
the total cost figures. ' 
In the case of, shifting to sprinkler irrigation, 
Robinson's estimate of $93 per acre per year is entered 
as an addition to total cost. This includes labor and fuel 
cost. Hence, the irrigation labor cost already included 
in total cost is subtracted to avoid double counting of 
irrigation labor. 
Incremental revenue is calculated analogously to 
total revenue by replacing total output with incremen· 
tal output. However, since agricultural prices .fluctu· 
ate from year to year, a 5-year average was calculated 
and adjusted for inflation to 1974 dollars. This was the' 
price used in these caleulations for each crop,. 
,Economic theory and observed farming practice 
suggest thai any farm will attempt to operate at a 
position of. approximate maximum profit. Hence. this 
is the criterion used to select the preferred irrigation 
seheme for each level of salinity. However, as salinity 
increases, some crops on some types of son will begin, 
to show negative profits. In the short term, the farm 
may continue to grow the crop if it can cover all 
variable costs and a portion, no matter how small, of 
fixed cost. Thus, a farm might still operate with 
negative long·run profit. In the long run, however, all 
costs ate variable and all costs must be covered. To 
reflect this difference between the long and short run 
shut down criteria, two cases 'Were run. Case I 
incorporates the long·run profitability criterion. 
Acreage is taken out of cultivation as soon as profit 
becomes zero or negative. Case n reflects the 
short-run criterion. In this 'case acreage is left under 
cultivation as long as variable costs are covered. Each 
case generates estimates of output for each crop on 
.each son type at each level of salinity. Since. Case I is a 
more stringent test for phasing out acreage, it is not 
surprising that output falls more rapidly under this 
, case than under Case n. An example of,the computer 
output for this. part of the analysis is presented in 
Table 7-5. 
It is frequently the case that output increases 
rather than decreases when salinity increases from 
900 mg!l to 1000 mg!l. An example of this pattern is 
given in Table 7-6. This is partly the result of 
assuming that 900 mg/l and 16 annual irrigations are 
the initial positions. In many cases this is not the profit 
maximizing position. The level of output for 900 mg!l 
is that which obtains at 16 annual irrigations 
regardless afthe profit criterion. When 'salinity 
increases to 1000 mg/l, the profit maximization 
criterion comes into play and production becomes 
more efficient. Better irrigation practice is used. 
I~ many eases, this effect more than counter balances 
the salinity increase, causing total output to rise. 
Other cases where output rises with salinity occur 
when a greater irrigation frequeney becomes profit-
able and counteracts the falling outputs caused by 
salinity. Such instances are sufficiently insignificant so 
that they disappear when results are aggregated by 
irrigation district or by input/output sector. 
There is one other peculiarity of the assumptions 
made concerning the initial position. Since this is not a 
profit maximizing position, it is possible (and indeed it 
does occur) that this position violates the shutdown 
criterion for both Case I and Case n. Since this 
position is assumed to reflect current practice, this 
type of acreage is phased out only if losses become 
worse than they are initially. 
In reality when acreage is shut down. a farm will 
attempt to use that acreage to produce an alternative 
crop which, is still profitable on that son type under the 
prevailing salinity. To try to capture this effect 
without building a complete programming model, 
some experiinentation was done with crop substitu-
tiOn. With no effective method for gaging market or 
other constraints on acreage. the results obtained 
were often unmeasurable. Therefore,.the subsequent 
analysis deala only with the results of Cases I and II. 
In the absence of a complete linear programming 
model. the farm management variable is irrigation 
practice and the major deciSion is whether or not to 
shut down certain acreage. Therefore. our crop loss 
estimates represent an upper bound on the actual crop 
losses. 
AareptIoa ad Presentation of Results 
The results of the crop loss analys~ are presented 
in Tables 7-7 through 7-15 and 7-20 through 7-24. 
These show the total estimated output in a variety of 
ways. 
For purposes of the secondary impacts analysis 
.. using an input-output model of the Arizona-California 
regional economy. it was desirable to partition total 
-crop losses into those associated with the phasing. out 
of acreage on one hand and with yield reductions for 
given input levels on the other. The' need for 
partitioning losses in this way arises from the fact that 
if acreage is phased ollt, all inputs also cease, whereas 
under yield changes the relationships of crop outputs 
to the various inputs also change. The ways of 
handling these changes within the 1-0 tramework· are 
different. An illustration for the' GilaIYuma area is 
given in Table 7-15. . 
Finally. Tables 7-16 to 7-19 show the total crop 
losses aggregated by state into the appropriate 
sectors of the 1-0 model used in the further. analysis. 
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Table 7-5. 'Sample outpUt of profit ~ program, C01.o1ado River I'fIII.ian Reservation, Ctue 2, alfalfa (aU 
figv.re8 are in 1974 dollars). 
Soil Type 1 Total Dissolved Solids 
Irrigation Increment 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
mg/l mgtl mg/l mg/l mgtl mgtl 
Marginal Profit Per Acre 
16 to 22 Annual Irrigations - 9.69 - 9.69 - 9.69 - 9.69 . - 9.69 - 9.69 
22 to 29 Annual Irrigations -11.30 -11.30 -11.30 -11.30 -11.30 -11.30 
29 to 35 Annual Irrigations - 9.69 - 9:69 - 9.69 - 9.69 - 9.69 - 9.69 
Total Profit Per Acre 
16 Irrigations 198.62 198.62 198.62 198.62 198.62 198.62 
22 Irrigations 188.94 188.94 188.94 188.94 188.94 . 188.94 
29 Irrigations 177.64 177.64 177.64 177.64 177.64 177.64 
35 Irrigations 167.95 167.95 167.96 167.95 167.95 167.95 
3S Irrigations by Sprinkler 131.21 131.21 131.21 131.21 131.21 131.21 
Total Output at Maximum Profit in 103 Dollars 
9993 9993 9993 9993 9993 9993 
Irrigation Frequency for 
Maximum Profit 16 16 16 16 16 16 
Marginal Output Loss 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Table 7-6. Sample output of profit maximizatitmprogram showing increased output at 1000 mg/l, Gila/Yuma, 
Ctue I, alftiIIa (allfigv.res are in 197.1; dolan). 
Marginal Profit Per Acre Total Dissolved Solids 
Soil Typ'e 3 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
Irrigation Increments mgtl mgtl mgtl mgtl mgtl mg/l 
16 to 22 Annual Irrigations 12.01 12.08 ' 18.37 19.87 19.95 23.02 
22 to 29 Annual Irrigations 2.03 -71.40 2.03 3.60 5.10 5.18 
29 to 35 Annual Irn,ations 5.79 83.86 10.43 12.08 12.08 15.15 
TotaJ Profit Per Acre 
-
16 Irrigations -25.56 -41.30 -60.18 -75.84 -93.15 -111.96 
22 Irrigations -13.56 -29.22 -41.81 -55.97 -73.20 -88.94 
29 Irrigations 
" 
-11.53 -100.62 -39.78 -52.37 -68.10 -83.76 
35 Irrigations • 5.74 -16.76 -29.35 -40.29 -56.02 -68.61 
35 Irrigations by Sprinkler -49.17 -67.98 -85.29 -96.30 -110.39 -124.55 
Total Output at Maximum Profit 
1618469.0 1749722.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Marginal Output Loss 
0.00 -131,253.30 1,749,722.31 0.0 0.00 0.00 
Table 7-7. Coacl&ela Valley, CtiBe 1. 
Crop (TDS) Total Output (1974 Dollars) 
900 mgtl 1000 mgtl 1.100 mgtl 1200mg/1 1300 mg/l 1400mg/1 
. Alfalfa 1,382,511.5 1,387,708.9 1,372,116.7 1,372,116.7 . 1,335.734.8 1,320,142.6 
Carrots 12,894,185.6 . 12,894,185.6 12,894,185.6 12,894,185.6 12,894,185.6 12,894,185.6 
Corn 4,399,234.2 4,574,203.7 4,524,212.4 4,474,221.1 4,449,225.5 4,349,242.9 
Dates 13,094,791.1 13,094,791.1 13,094,791.1 1.3,094,791.1 13,094,791.1 13,094,791.1 
Grapefruit 14,010,409.8 13,789,483.5 13,660,609.8 13,550,146.6 12,629,620.4 12,629,620.4 
Grapes 23,763,518.4 23,916,831.4 23,840,174.9 23,840,174.9 23,763,518.4 23,686,861.9 
Lemon/Limes 1,925,773.3 1,976,451.5 1,951,112.4 1,951,112.4 1,824,416.8 . 1,824;416.8 
Onions 944,179.6 944,179.6 944,179.6 944,179.6 931,420.4 944,179.6 
Oranges/Tangerines 57,011,712.8 . 57,161,237.7 57,118,516.3 56,798,105.8 56,392,252.4 56,39;'.,252.4 
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Table 7-8. GiloIYuma IJi8trict,. Case 1. 
Total Output (1974 Dollars) 
Crop (InS) 
900mg/1 1000 mg/l 1l00mg/l 1200mg/! 1300 mgjl 1400mg/l 
Alfalfa 10,090,580.0 10,221,833.3 8,460,047.3 8,460,047.3 8,472,111.0 8,460,047.3 
Cantaloupe 9,184,273.8 9,896,785.4 9,752,501.8 9,649,187.6 9,529,841.9 9,399,808.6 
Cotton 10,545,481.5 10,545,481.5 10,545,481.5 10,545,481.5 10,545,481.5 10,545,481.5 
Grapefruit 2,992,284.3 2,997,773.1 2,997,773.1 2,997,773.1 2,997,773.1 2,997,773.1 
Lemons 17,596,546.1 17,642,379.7 17,642,379.7 17,642,379.7 17,642,379.7 17,642,379.7 
Lettuce 20,057,105.8 21,698,141.7 21,201,945.0 20,798,411.6 16,766,066.5 16,664,435.9 
Oranges/Tangerines 9,406,613.0 9,419,531.7 9,098,411.3 9,098,411.3 9,098,41l.3 9,098,411.3 
Sorghum 1,958,683.6 1,963,663.3 1,963,663.3 1,956,193.8 1,947,064.3 1,937,104.9 
Wheat 5,187,316.9 5,187,316.9 5,187,316.9 5,187,316.9 5,167,483.3 5,147,649.7 
Table 7-9. Imperial Valley, Case 1. 
Total Output (1974 Dollars) 
Crop (TDS) 
900 mg/l 1000 mgjl 1100 mg/I 1200mgjl 1300mg/1 1400mg/1 
Alfalfa 51,625,294.5 53,780,525.2 49,219,455.5 47,565,441.2 46,763,494.9 24,459,362.8 
Asparagus 6,054,313.8 6,258,851.4 6,177 ,036.4 6,258,851.4 6,013,406.3 5,808,868.6 
Barley 8,196,485.4 8,196,485.4 8,196,485.4 8,161,269.6 8,090,837.9 8,196,485.4 
Cantaloupe 17,184,438.9 18,037,200.5 17,727,105.4 17,391,169.0 17,132,756.4 16,951,867.6 
Carrots 8,047,797.4 8,650,223.7 8,650,223.7 8,650,223.7 8,511,202.3 8,294,946.7 
Cotton 33,907,492.0 33,907,492.0 33,907,492.0 33,800,431.8 33,754,548.9 33,678,077.3 
Lettuce 51,023,729.1 57,411,553.0 41,008,252.2 41,008,252.2 41,008,252.2 40,377,356.0 
Onions 3,673,796.9 3,856,783.0 3,856,783.0 3,856,783.0 3,814,555.4 3,814,555.4 
Sorghum 9,554,0~7. 7 9,631,662.8 9,485,075.3 9,502,320.9 9,338,487.8 9,174,654.7 
Sugar Beets 39,942,009.2 39,942,009.2 39,942,009.2 39,769,100.1 39,942,009.2 39,596,190.9 
Tomatoes 5,656,080.3 6,016,440.0 5,895,014.4 5,746,170.2 5,656,080.3 5,565,990.4 
Wheat 9,035,313.3 9,176,022.9 9,026,519.0 8,824,249.0 8,789,071.6 8,595,595.9 
Table 7-10. Colorodo River Inditm Reservation, Case 1. 
Total Output (1974 Dollars) 
Cro!? (TDS) 900 mg/l 1000 mg/! 1l00mg/1 1200 mg/l 1300 mg/l 1400mg/l 
Alfalfa 13,683,422.2 13,765,611.6 13,688,309.2 13,563,914.4 13,607,896.8 12,646,058.9 
Cantaloupe 3,660,536.0 3,760,177.3 3,721,827.4 3,691,181.7 3,656,683.8 . 3,618,333.9 
Lettuce 12,409,121.7 13,463,179.2 13,258,177.5 13,091,636.9 11,272,555.5 11,293,919.1 
Onions 632,021.1 394,437.0 268,829.6 268,829.6 0.0 0.0 
Sorghum 910,215.2 757,309.6 757,309.6 757,309.6 757,309.6 433,779.6 
Wheat 4,367,781.6 4,357,563.6 4,360,707.6 4,347,345.7 4,352,061.7 4,340,271.7 
Cotton 14,055,243.3 14,055,243.3 14,055,243.3 14,055,243.3 14,028,828.2 14,055,243.3 
Table 7-11. PaW Verde Irrigation IJi8trict, Case 1. 
Total Output (1974 Dollars) 
Crop (TDS) 
900 mg/l 1000 mg/l 1l00mg/1 1200mg/1 1300mg/l 1400mg/l 
Alfalfa 10,510,509.0 8,716,154.1 6,079,755.6 5,984,524.4 6,119,852.9 6,079,755.6 
Cantaloupe 2,232,685.0 2,232,685.0 2,232,685.0 2,232,685.0 2,232,685.0 2,232,685.0 
Onions 6,963,691.4 7,285,711.8 7,285,711.8 7,285,711.8 7,232,041.8 7,205,206.7 
Sorghum 883,836.6 881,249.7 818,303.3 807,093.7 685,512.3 685,512.3 
Wheat 3,544,122.3 3,579,299.7 3,543,242.9 3,498,391. 7 3,487,838.5 M44,746.2 
Lettuce 11,291,554.3 12,445,377.7 12,099,230.6 11,832,657.7 9,429,522.1 9,314,139.7 
Watermelon 1,079,044.7 1,079,044.7 1,079,044.7 1,074,809.8 1,079,044.7 1,079,044.7 
Cotton 6,265,774.2 6,265,774.2 6,229,392.2 6,199,074.0 6,140,458.7 6,095,991.9 
Grapefruit 3,209,133.6 3,226,294.8 3,226,294.8 3,226,294.8 3,226,294.8 3,226,294.8 
Lemons 11,297,350.3 11,343,181.3 11,343,181.3 11,343,181.3 11,343,181.3 11,343,181.3 
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Table 7-12. Gilo,IYu1M INtrict, Case 2. 
Acreage 
Crop (TDS) 900 mg/l 1000 mg/l 1100 mg/l 1200mg/1 1300 mg/l 
Alfalfa 33,410.0 33,410.0 33,410.0 33,410.0 33,410.0 
Cantaloupe 7,630.0 7,630.0 7,630.0 7,630.0 7,630.0 
Cotton 19,880.0 19,880.0 19,880.0 19,880.0 19,880.0 
Grapefruit 2,300.0 2,300.0 2,300.0 2,300.0 2,300.0 
Lemons 10,700.0 10,700.0 10,700.0 10,700.0 10,700.0 
Lettuce 13,250.0 13,250.0 13,250.0 13,250.0 .. 9,670.0 
Oranges/Tangerines 17,600.0 17,600.0 17,600.0 17,600.0 17,600.0 
Sorghum 12,130.0 12,130.0 12,130.0 12,130.0 12,130.0 
Wheat 29,060.0 29,060.0 29,060.0 29,060.0 29,060.0 
Table 7-18. Aggregate output by district, Case 1 (tkotUlands of 197+ dollars). 
Acreage 
900 mg/l 1000 mg/l 1100 mg/l 1200mg/1 1300 mg/l 
Coachella 129,426 129,739 129,399 128,919 127,315 
Gila/Yuma 87,018 89,572 86,849 86,335 82,166 
bnperial Valley 243,900 254,865 233,091 230,534 228,814 
Indian Reservation 49,718 50,553 50,110 49,775 47,675 
Palo Verde 57,277 57,054 53,936 53,484 50,976 
Table 7-1+. Aggregate output by district, Case 2 (tkOUBands of 1974 dollars). 
Acreage 
900 mg/l 1000 mg/l 1100 mg/l 1200 mg/l 1300 mg/l 
Coachella 129,426 130,291 129,952 129,727 128,624 
Gila/Yuma 87,018 89,572 88,834 88,254 83,984 
Imperial Valley 243,900 254,865 250,759 246,566 231,521 
Indian Reservation 49,718 50,701 50,252 49,913 47,675 
Palo Verde 57,277 59,054 58,534 67,874 55,148 
Table 7-1S.IU'UStration of crop losses factored into acreage and yield reductions (197+ dollars). 
Crop (TDS) 
Alfalfa 
Cantaloupe 
Cotton 
Grapefruit 
Lemons 
Lettuce 
Oranges/Tangerines 
Sorghum 
Wheat 
Alfalfa 
Cantaloupe 
Cotton 
Grapefruit 
Lemons . 
Lettuce 
Oranges/Tangerines 
Sorghum 
Wheat 
900 mg/l 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Acreage 
1000 mg/l 1100 mg/l 1200mg/1 1300 mg/l 
Marginal Output Loss Caused by Acreage Reduction 
0 1,749,722 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 4,032,345 
0 321,120 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
Marginal Output Loss Caused by Yield Reduction 
-131,253 12,064 0 -12,064 
-712,512 144,284 103,314 119,346 
0 0 0 0 
-5,489 0 0 0 
-45,834 0 0 0 
-1,641,036 496,197 403,533 0 
-12,919 0 0 0 
-4,980 0 7,470 9,129 
0 0 0 19,834 
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1400 mg/l 
33,410.0 
7,630.0 
19,880.0 
2,300.0 
10,700.0 
9,670.0 
17,600.0 
12,130.0 
29,060.0 
1400 mg/l 
127,135 
81,893 
204,513 
46,387 
50,706 
1400 mg/l 
128,076 
83,630 
227,920 
47,592 
53,101 
1400 mg/l 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Q 
0 
0 
0 
12,064 
130,033 
0 
0 
0 
101,631 
0 
9,959 
19,834 
Table 7·16. Changes in crop output, Cali/<W'TIiIl, Case 1 (l,OOO's 0/1974 doUars). 
~ 
900- 1000· 1100- 1200- 1300- Total Sector Crops 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
mgtl mg/l mg/l mgtl mgtl Change 
4 Barley, Wheat, Sorghum, Corn 426 -445 -326 -427 ·392 -1,164 
5 Cotton 0 ·36 -137 -104 -121 -398 
6 Asparagus, Onions, Lettuce, Tomatoes, 
Watermelon, Cantaloupe 10,067 -17,263 -674 -3,241 ·1,452 -12,563 
7 Dates, Grapes 153 -77 0 ·77 -77 -78 
8 Grapefruit, Lemons, Limes, Oranges, 
Tangerines 42 -197 -431 -1,453 0 -2,039 
9 Alfalfa 366 -7,213 -1,749 -703 -22,360 -31,659 
10 Sugar Beets 0 0 -173 173 -346 -346 
Total Value 11,054 -25,231 -3,490 -5,832 -24,748 -48,247 
Table 7-17. Changes in crop output, Cali/<W'TIiIl, Case 2 (1,000', 0/1974 doUar,). 
900- 1000- 1100- 1200- 1300- Total 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 Sector Crops 
mgtl mgtl mgtl mgt! mg/l Change 
4 Barley, Wheat, Corn, Sorghum 426 -388 -349 -298 -459 -1,068 
5 Cotton 0 -36 -137 -104 -121 -398 
6 Asparagus, Onions, Lettuce, Tomatoes, 
Watermelon, Cantaloupe 10,067 -2,752 -2,109 -16,316 -1,452 -12,562 
7 Dates, Grapes 153 -77 0 -77 -77 -78 
8 Grapefruit, Lemons, Limes, Oranges, 
Tangerines 595 -197 -171 -992 -363 -1.128 
9 Alfalfa 2,366 -1,514 -2.155 -1,263 -3,379 ·5,945 
10 Sugar Beets 0 0 -173 173 -346 -346 
Total Value 13,607 4,964 -5,094 -18,877 -6,197 -21,525 
Table 7-18. Change, in crop output, Arizontl, Case 1 (1,OOO's 0/1974 doUars). 
900- 1000- 1100- 1200- 1300- Total Sector Crops 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 Change 
mgt' mg/l mgtl mgt! mgtl 
4 Barley, Wheat, Com, Sorghum -158 -3 ·21 -24 ·365 -565 
5 Cotton 0 0 0 -26 +26 0 
6 Asparagus, Onions, Lettuce, Cantaloupe, 
Tomatoes, Watermelon 3270 -1009 -704 -6274 -249 -4966 
8 Grapefruit, Lemons, Limes, Oranges, 
Tangerines 64 -321 0 0 0 -257 
9 Alfalfa 213 -1839 -124 -56 -974 -2780 
Total Value 3389 -3166 -849 -6380 -1562 -8568 
Table 7-19. Changes in crop Q'Utput, Arizmaa, Case. (1,OOO's ol1974 doUar.). 
900- 1000- 1100- 1200- 1300- Total Sector Crops 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
mg/l mg/l mgtl mgtl mgtl Change 
4 Barley, Wheat, Corn, Sorghum -10 -2 -25 -162 45 -244 
5 Cotton 0 0 0 -26 +26 0 
6 Asparagus, Lettuce, Onions, Cantaloupe, 
Tomatoes, Watermelon 3270 -1009 -704 -6274 -249 -4966 
8 Grapefruit, Lemon. Limes, Oranges, 
Tangerines 64 ·5 5 0 0 64 
9 Alfalfa 213 ·170 -195 ·45 -170 -367 
Total Value 3537 -1186 -919 -6507 -438 -5513 
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Table 7-20. Coache1l4 District, Case 2. 
~ 
Total Output (1974 Dollars) 
Crop (TDS) 
900 mg/l 1000 mg/l llOO mg/l 1200 mg/l 1300 mg/l 1400 mg/l 
Alfalfa 1,382,511.5 1,387,708.9 1,372,116.7 1,372,116.7 1,372,116.7 1,351,327.0 
Carrots 12,894,185.6 12,894,185.6 12,894,185.6 12,894,185.6 12,894,185.6 12,894,185.6 
Com 4,399,234.2 4,574,203.7 4,524,212.4 4,474,221.1 4,449,225.5 4,349,242.9 
Dates 13,094,791.1 13,094,791.1 13,094,791.1 13,094,791.1 13,094,791.1 13,094,791.1 
Grapefruit 14,010,409.8 14,341,799.2 14,212,925.5 14,102,462.4 13,181,936.1 13,181,936.1 
Grapes 23,763,518.4 23,916,831.4 23,840,174.9 23,840,174.9 23,763,518.4 23,686,861.9 
Lemon/Limes 1,925,773.3 1,976,451.5 1,951,11 2.4 1,951,112.4 1,925,773.3 1,925,773.3 
Onions 944,179.6 944,179.6 944,179.6 944,179.6 931,420.4 944,179.6 
Oranges/Tangerines 57,011,712.8 57,161,237.7 57,118,516.3 57,054,434.2 57,011,712.8 56,648,580.9 
Table 7-21. Gila/Y'Uma, Case 2. 
Total Output (1974 Dollars) 
Crop (TDS) 
900 mg/l 1000 mg/l llOO mg/l 1200mg/l 1300 mg/l 1400 mg/l 
Alfalfa 10,090,580.0 10,221,833.3 10,128,701.4 10,058,249.2 9,968,977.7 9,875,845.8 
Cantaloupe 9,184,273.8 9,896,785.4 9,752,501.8 9,649,187.6 9,529,841.9 9,399,808.6 
Cotton 10,545,481.5 10,545,481.5 10,545,481.5 10,545,481.5 10,545,481.5 10,545,481.5 
Grapefruit 2,992,284.3 2,997,773.1 2,997,773.1 2,997,773.1 2,997,773.1 2,997,773.1 
Lemons 17,596,546.1 17,642,379.7 17,642,379.7 17,642,379.7 17,642,379.7 17,642,379.7 
Lettuce 20,057,105.8 21,698,141.7 21,201,945.0 20,798,411.6 16,766,066.5 16,664,435.9 
Oranges/Tangerines 9,406,613 .0 9,419,531.7 9,414,610.3 9,419,531.7 9,419,531.7 9,419,531. 7 
Sorghum 1,958,683.6 1,963,663.3 1,963,663.3 1,956,193.8 1,947,064.3 1,937,104.9 
Wheat 5,187,316.9 5,187,316.9 5,187,316.9 5,187,316.9 5,167,483.3 5,147,649.7 
Table 7-22. Imperial vaUey District, Case 2. 
Total Output (1974 Dollars) 
Crop (TDS) 
900 mg/l 1000 mg/l 1100 mg/l 1200 mg/l 1300 mg/l 1400 mg/l 
Alfalfa 51,625,294.5 53,780,525.2 52,377,119.1 50,522,618.3 49,470,063.7 47,866,171.1 
Asparagus 6,054,313.8 6,258,851.4 6,177,036.4 6,258,851.4 6,013,406.3 5,808,868.6 
Barley 8,196,485.4 8,196,485.4 8,196,485.4 8,161,269.6 8,090,837.9 8,196,485.4 
Cantaloupe 17,i84,438.9 18,037,200.5 17,727,105.4 17,391,169.0 17,132,756.4 16,951,867.6 
Carrots 8,047,797.4 8,650,223.7 8,650,223.7 8,650,223.7 8,511,202.3 8,294,946.7 
Cotton 33,907,492.0 33,907,492.0 33,907,492.0 33,800,431.8 33,754,548.9 33,678,077.3 
Lettuce 51,023,729.1 57,411,553.0 55,518,864.5 54,083,575.6 41,008,252.2 40,377,356.0 
Onions 3,673,796.9 3,856,783.0 3,856,783.0 3,856,783.0 3,814,555.4 3,814,555.4 
Sorghum 9,554,057.7 9,631,662.8 9,485,075.3 9,502,320.9 9,338,487.8 9,174,654.7 
Sugar Beets 39,942,009.2 39,942,009.2 39,942,009.2 39,769,100.1 39,942,009.2 39,596,190.9 
Tomatoes 5,656,080.3 6,016,440.0 5,895,014.4 5,746,170.2 5,656,080.3 5,565,990.4 
Wheat 9,035,313.3 9,176,022.9 9,026,519.0 8,824,249.0 8,789,071.6 8,595,595.9 
Table 7-23. Colorado River Indian Reservation District, Case 2. 
Total Output (1974 Dollars) 
Crop (TDS) 
900 mg/l 1000 mg/l 1100 mg/l 1200 mg/l 1300 mg/l 1400 mg/l 
Alfalfa 13,683,422.2 13,765,611.6 13,688,309.2 13,563,914.4 13 ,60 7 ,896.8 13,530,594.4 
Cantaloupe 3,660,536.0 3,760,177 .3 3,721,827.4 3,691,181.7 3,656,683.8 3,618,333.9 
Lettuce 12,409,121.7 13,463,179.2 13,258,177.5 13,091,636.9 11,272,555.5 11,293,919.1 
Onions 632,021.1 394,437.0 268,829.6 268,829.6 0.0 0.0 
Sorghum 910,215.2 904,965.2 899,715.3 895,121.5 757,309.6 754,028.3 
Wheat 4,367,781.6 4,357,563.6 4,360,707.6 4,347,345.7 4,352,061.7 4,340,271.7 
Cotton 14,055,243.3 14,055,243.3 14,055,243.3 14,055,243.3 14,028,828.2 14,055,243.3 
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Table 7-~. Palo Verde District, Case fl. 
Total Output (1974 Dollars) 
Crop (I'DS) 
900 mg/l 1000 mg/l 1100 mg/l 1200 mgtl 1300 mg/l 1400 mg!l 
Alfalfa 10,510,509.0 10,716,007.7 10,620,776.6 10,320,046.7 10,109,535.8 8,355,278.2 
Cantaloupe 2,232,685.0 2,232,685.0 2,232,685.0 2,232,685.0 2,232,685.0 2,232,685.0 
Onions 6,963,691.4 7,285,711.8 7,285,711.8 7,285,711.8 7,232,041.8 7,205,206.7 
Sorghuin 883,836.6 881,249.7 875,213.8 861,417.3 868,315.5 804,506.8 
Wheat 3,544,122.3 3,579,299.7 3,543,242.9 3,498,391.7 3,487,838.5 3,444,746.2 
lettuce 11,291,554.3 12,445,377.7 12,099,230.6 11,832,657.7 9,429,522.1 9,314,139.7 
Watermelon 1,079,044.7 1,079,044.7 1,079,044.7 1,074,809.8 1,079,044.7 1,079,044.7 
Cotton 6,265,774.2 6,265,774.2 6,229,392.2 6,199,074.0 6,140,458.7 6,095,991.9 
Grapefruit 3,209,133.6 3,226,294.8 3,226,294.8 3,226,294.8 3,226,294.8 3,226,294.8 
lemons 11,297,350.3 11,343,181.3 11,343,181.3 11,343,181.3 11,343,181.3 11,343,181.3 
INDIRECf IMPACf ANALYSIS 
This section presents a discussion of ways in 
which regional input-output models can be used to 
estimate indirect effects of salinity-caused crop losses. 
It then presents the results of applying the 
methodology to the lower Colorado Basin. in 
particular the two state region of California and 
Arizona. 
Methodology 
The basic task of the indirect impact analysis was 
to find existing models which would permit the 
estimation of the region-wide effects of crop losses. 
Input-output (1-0) models have been the prevalent 
tool of regional analysis and the existence of numerous 
state and multi-state models made this approach 
attractive. On the other hand, the appropriateness of 
1-0 analysis for the salinity problem, involving as it 
does, changes in the input-yield relations and in farm 
management practices, could very well be questioned. 
The technique of input-output analysis has been 
presented in so many excellent sources that it will not 
be repeated here (see Miemyk,. 1965, or Baumol, 
1972). Suffice it to say that the basic model is static 
and assumes a fixed technology. Thus investment 
demands, public and private, which may be generated 
by adaptations of the regional economy and by farm 
managers to changing salinity conditions, are either 
ignored or taken into account in some ad-hoc way. 
Further, changes in input-yield relations must be 
entered as non-standard phases of the 1-0 analysis. 
Consider what bappens to the total output of a 
particular crop as salinity increases over some finite 
interval, say 900 mgll to 1000 mg/l. Figure 1 
illustrates a hypothetical situation. In the salinity 
interval 900 to SI' yields are changing for a given 
management scheme (i.e. inputs remain constant, 
including the frequency of irrigation). At SIt the 
poorest soil type becomes unprofitable, so all of that 
soil type is phased out of production. Between Sl and 
82' the production relationship on soil types 1. 2, and a 
continues to change. However. at S~ it becomes 
profitable to increase the frequency of Irrigation and 
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Figure 7-1. Typical clumge in crop output (7') in 
reBpOnle to salinity levels (S). 
total crop outpqt jumps up (although farm profits 
continue to fall). Between 8a and S5' yields continue 
to be impacted py salinity until. at S5' soil type 3 
becomes unprofitable. 
. What would the data show using this discrete 
process of analyzing profitability only at 900 and 1000 
mg!l? First, the data would show all of soil type 4 
being taken out of production. The total initial 
production on that land has been lost and will be 
accounted for as an "acreage change." Secondly. all of 
soil type 3 is shown as being dropped from production 
and all the associated crop output will be listed as 
"acreage chanp. II For soil types 1 and 2, yield 
reductions will be calculated on a net basis. including 
the jump in production which occurred at S3' Clearly, 
the present discrete method of analysis will not 
uncover the detailed order of these events as they 
occur in reality. The data will show that at 1000 mg/l, 
soil types 3 and 4 become unprofitable and that a 
change in the frequency of irrigation becomes 
profitable on the remaining lands. 
The importance to secondary impact analysis of 
the distinction between yield changes without acreage 
reduction and acreage reductions should be fairly clear 
from the following observations: 
1. Pure yield reductions do not change the 
demands for agricultural inputs, given 
existing cultivational practices. 
2. Pure yield reductions do. however, reduce 
income payments to (farm) households and 
thus affect the expenditures of households. 
3. Under pure yield reduction. the direct loss 
in (farm) household income equals tbe loss 
of crop value. while under acreage reduc-
tion the difference between crop value and 
input costs constitutes the (farm) house-
hold income loss. 
4. Acreage reduction reduces the demand for 
inputs from all sectors includinJ the 
household sector. 
5. Both types of' output reduction affect 
"forward linked" industries in the same 
manner. unless product quality varies 
significantly with salinity levels. 
Refer again to Figure 1. Let A represent the 1-0 
technical coefficients matrix. A is a function of 8, 
A(S). As 8 varies from 900 to 8,1' A(S) is continuously 
changing. "Backward linked' industries 8J'e not 
affected, however, since tbe production proceBS and 
input rates continue as before. If forward linked 
industries exist, they are affected by the reduced 
supplies of their inputs according to their own 
technologies (whielJ, remain unchanged). 
At 81' the relevant technology is A(81) and a 
discrete output loss of (TrT~) OCcurs. The "backward 
linkage effects" are appropnately analyzed by taking 
(TrT2) as a reduction in deliveries to final demand 
and calculating 
-1 [I-A(SI)] (TI-T2) .......................... (7-1) 
in which (T r T2) is interpreted as the vector of various 
crop losses associated with the acreage phase out. 
If important forward linkages are present, the 
losses (To-Tl) and (Tl.-T2) ~e both translated into the 
reductions in delivenes to final demand imped on 
the forward linked indu!¢ries. call it (T1T2)' and 
processed through the invt'rse above. These calcula-
tions are only approximate for the losses (To-'!'I)' 
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Difficulties arise in the application of this analysis 
since we know only A(900) and can only approximate 
A(I000). Which matrix is more appropriate to the 
analysis of acreage phase-out depends upon whether 
the important phase-outs occur with 8 close to 900 or 
close to 1000. 
Another complexity (point 2 above) is added by 
the fact that while pure yield changes do not affect 
backward linked industries, they do cause an equal 
drop in (farm) household incomes (although not a drop 
in needed labor input). This causes reductions in farm 
household expenditures which affect the rest of the 
economy. Thus farm household income reductions due 
to yield changes must be reflected in the analysis. 
The procedures actually used to accommodate 
these features of the changing economic structure can 
best be illustrated with a small example. Let the initial 
values (corresponding to 8 - 900 mg/l) of the 
intermediate flows. deliveries to final demand. and 
total gross outputs (TGO) of a 2-seetor economy 
consisting of "agricultural" and "household" sectors be 
laid out as below: 
Agriculture: Xn X 12 Fl Xl 
Households: X
21 
X
22 
F2 X
2 
............ (7-2) 
Let the crop losses experienced between 900 and 1000 
mg/l be 4,Xl' We assume that AXI has resulted 
primarily from pure yield reductions (a fact of our 
empirical findings with 1974 prices) and that it is 
manifested in reductions in deliveries to final demand. 
i.e. 
LlX
1 
= LlFI ., •• , •••••••.•.•••.••..••.•••• , •• ,(7-3) 
We now caIcuhlte the new A(I000) matrix, taking 
cognizance only of the direct output losses, not of 
reduced outputs of forward linked industries, if any, 
since only the agricultural sectors are assumed to be 
experiencing changing technology. The new values 
replacing those in (7-2) are: 
Xu X 12 Fl -LlX1 X1-LlX1 
X - LlX X ....... (7-4) 
21 I 22 F 2 X2 
The new A(1000) matrix is then given by 
A(lOOO) = 
JS2 
X; .............. (7·5) 
The new all ele~ent is larger than before and the 1121 
element is smaller than before, the latter capturing 
the reduced payments to (farm) households. 
The analysis is completed by introducing any 
forward-linked reductions in deliveries to final 
demand (call the new levels of deliveries to final 
demand Fi and F2) and carrying out the following 
calculation: 
[I-A(I~)]"' [::l [~l__·(7~) 
In this example, the new level of Xl would reflect the 
direct and indirect impacts of the salinity-induced 
reduction in agricultural output on agricultural TGO. 
while the new X2 would reflect direct and indirect 
reductions in the income (output) of the household 
sector. 
The laput-Output Model Used 
The two-state input-output-trade model utilized 
in the present study was taken from lreri and Carter, 
CaHfomla-Arizoaa Eeoaomie laterdependenee and 
Water Transfer PrebIeDlll (October, 1970). The 
California State model had Qriginally been constructed 
by Martin and Carter (1962) for 26 endogenous sectors 
(emphasizing agriculture) ~n the basis of 1954 data. 
but was up-dated to 1958 by Ireri and Carter. The 
Arizona model was construQted by Tijoriwala, Martin. 
and Bower (November 19t1i8) from 1958 data on " 
sector basis comparable to the California model. 
The definitiops of the commodities or industrie$ 
included in each endogeq,ous sector are given as 
follows: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
Meat Animal!i and Products-beef. hop, 
sheep and lamb~, wool and mohair. 
Poultry and EgJS-chickens •. egp, broil· 
ers, turkeys and turkey egp. other poultry 
and egp. and h,tcheries. 
Farm Dairy PrlPducts-milk. creaq1, and 
dairy I/.llimals SQld for meat. 
Food I/.lld Feed Grains-wheat. rye, rice. 
corn, barley, oats, sorghum, corn. and 
sorghum silage. 
Cotton-cotton lint and cottonseed. 
Vegetables-Irish potatoes. sweet pota-
toes. melons, dfY beans and peas, straw-
berries, and all ~ther vegetables. 
Fruit (ex~ludin~ citrus) and Tree Nuts-
apples. apricots. cherries. nectarines, 
peaches, pears, persimmons, plums. 
prunell. pomegranates, avaeados, dates, 
fip. a1ives, grapes, tree nuts, and bush 
berrie,. 
Citrus Fruits-oranges tangerine$, lem-
ons, grapefruit, limes. and satsumas. 
Forage Crops-Itay and pasture. 
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10. Miscellaneous Agriculture-legume and 
grass seed, vegetable seeds, greenhouse 
and nursery products, on-farm forest 
products, sugar beets, oil crops, miscellan-
eous crops, horses and mules. honey and 
beeswax, agricultural services, and hun-
ting and fishing. 
11. Grain Mill Products-flour and meal. cereal 
breakfast foods, rice milling, blended and 
prepared flour, and prepared animal feeds. 
12. Meat and Poultry Processing-meat pack-
ing, prepared meats, and poultry dressing 
plants. 
13. Dairy Products-creamery butter, natural 
cheese, concentrated milk, iee cream and 
ices, special dairy products, and fluid milk. 
14. Canning, Preserving, and Freezing-
canned seafood, cured fish, canning and 
preserving food, dehydrated fruits and 
vegetables, piekles and sauces, packaged 
seafood, and frozen fruit and vegetables. 
15. Miscellaneous Agricultural Processing-
bakery products (including bread baked at 
single retail outlets), sugar, miscellaneous 
food preparations, alcoholic beverages. and 
tobacco products. 
16. Chemicals and Fertilizers. 
17. Petroleum. 
18. Fabricated Metals and Machinery. 
19. Aircraft-aircraft and parts. 
20. Primary Metals. 
21. Othel' Manufacturing. 
22. Mining. 
23. Utilities. 
24. Selected Services. 
25. Trade and Transportation. 
26. Unallocated Services. 
The endogenous section of the model was 
constructed symmetrically, i.e., each sector had both 
an output row and an input column. In contrast, there 
were five rows and ten columns in the exogenous 
portion of the California and Arizona models. The 
exogenous sectors are as follows: 
27. Scrap and By-Products. 
28. Net IJIlports and Net Exports. 
29. Maintenance Construction. 
30. New Construction. 
31. State and Local Government. 
32. Federal Government. 
! 33, 34. Inventory Change. 
35. Gross Private Capital Formation. 
36. Households. 
The four "quadrants" of the 1958 table as taken 
from lreri and Carter are presented in Table 7-36 at 
the end of this seetion. 
Two major changes have been made in the Ireri 
and Carter model for purposes of the present analysis: 
1) the transactions table was up-dated to reflect 1974 
prices; and 2) the household sector was "endogenized" 
i.e. brought into tbe active transactions part of the 1-0 
matrix. The up-dating to 1974 prices naturally 
constitutes only a partial up-dating since 
Xij958 = Pi'1958' ~j!' ...... " .................. (7-7) 
The price up-dated transactions (and final demands) 
can be calculated as 
X~.974 = Pi'1974. X~.958 ....................... (7-8) 
IJ Pi'1958 U 
Endogenizing the hOllsehold sector required 
certain approxinu!tions. Tqe household column con-
tained the expenditures for goods and services by 
individuals, thus approximating, in sum, personal 
consumption expenditure. 'l'he household row, on the 
other hand, consi,<Jted of wage and salary paYQlents, 
proprietors' incOIlJ1e, interest, and depreciation by 
each transactionl~ sector. Unfortunately, in the 
original study, the household and government rows 
were added together. The sum of the resultant 
"household plus g!!)vernment" row exceeded the total 
of the government and household columns (a condition 
holding also for the housejlold row and coluDlD) by 
approximately $~) million;. This discrepancy was 
allocated to the elements of the "househol~ plus 
government" colU¥DD in the proportions of the original 
household expenditure patterns. 
Endogenizing' the "household plus government" 
sector was necessary to capture the Keynesiap.-type 
expenditure multiplier impacts stemming frOJD de-
creases in (farm) household incomes related to 
salinity. 
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HandliDg Forward Linkages 
Significant quantities of the outputs of the 
agricultural sectors impacted directly by salinity go to 
other sectors as inputs rather than being delivered to 
final demand. A glance at the 1958 transactions table 
(Table 7-36) shows, for example, that the Food and 
Feed Grains sector delivers large quantities of its 
output to Meat Animals and Products, Poultry and 
Eggs, Farm Dairy Products, and consumes substan-
tial portions of its own output. The technical 
coefficients matrix indicates a fixed relationship 
between each of these intermediate inputs and the 
output of the using sector-one of the basic 
assumptions incorporated in 1-0 models. Insofar as 
this relationship holds, a reduction in availability of an 
input will cause a multiple reduction in the output of 
the using industry. For example, if a12=0.5 and 
sector 1 reduces its flow of output to sector 2 by $1, 
sector 2 must reduce its output by $2. The forward 
linkage multipler would be 1/a12=1/0.5=2 for this 
particular industry pair. 
When a supplying industry suffers an output loss, 
it must choose which customers are to take the cut. If 
the "final demand customers" - in our case exports out 
of the California.Arizona region-take the cut, there 
is no forward linkage effect. But if an endogenous 
sector takes the cut, there may be a forward linkage 
effect. This depends on the options which the 
endogenous using sector has for finding substitutes for 
the diminished input supply. These options may 
include finding alternative sources of identical ipput, 
substituting different materials, or increasing the 
efficiency of use of the input (a step usually requiring 
more of other inputs). If none of these steps is 
available, produ~ion operations. will be phased out in 
proportion to thl!' input reduction. 
The impact of reduced input supplies depends 
greatly on the time frame-on the rate of change. If 
the cut-off occurs suddenly, there will be short-term 
difficulties in finding new supplies and the impact may 
be quite disruptive. Onthe other hand, if the shortage 
develops slowly and if it is anticipated, the customer 
plants have a lJluch greater opportunity to devise 
solutions. 
Identifying from the 1-0 table the forward 
linkages vvhich are likely to be important is difficult in 
theory but simple in practicel A very small 8j' 
coefficient could be interpreted to mean that the inpui 
from sector i to sector j was quite unimportant. We 
know that the cjemands for inputs which constitute 
only a small part of total cost are highly inelastic. Thus 
the using industry will find substitutes somewhere, 
somehow. For tbis really to follow, however, it would 
have to be known that other sources did exist at 
"reasonable" prices-that the old source wasn't 
the sole source. Since these conditions are difficult to 
ascertain for faraway regions, the actual criterion 
tended to be a "ri!!latively large direct input coefficient 
(from 0.02 to 0.20)" combined with an impressionistic 
evaluation of the nature of the product. 
Another practical consideration was the base 
period distribution of the supplying sector's output: 
how much in absolute terms went to the various 
intermediate uses IUld how much to final demand? 
Only those sectors receiving approximately 5 percent 
or more of a supplying sector's output were considered 
for possible forward linkages. 1 
The results of applying these considerations to 
the California-Arizona 1-0 table are shown in Table 
7-25. For example, if California Sector 7 (Fruit, 
excluding Citrus, and Tree Nuts) suffers a reduction in 
output of $100, it is postulated (on the basis of base 
period data) that California Sector 14 (Canning, 
Preserving, and Freezing) will suffer a reduction in 
inputs of $66, California Sector 15 (Mise. Ag. 
Processing) a reduction of $11, and deliveries to final 
demand (FD) will be reduced by $23. The forward 
multiplier for Sector 15 IOQks pretty large and might 
well be judged unreasonably large. The final result of 
lIn spite of these criteria. a few anomolies crept into the 
analysis. See Table '1-26 in which a few forward multipliers in 
excess of 100 .appearl We feel tbese did not aBed the analysis 
significantly. 
the $100 loss of output in Sector C7 then is postulated 
to be reduced deliveries to final demand of $899 by 
Sector C14, $445 by Sector C15, and $23 by Sector C7 
itself. These are the quantities which were run 
through the appropriate (I-A) 1 when the "I Stage 
Forward Linkage" cases are analyzed. 
Indirect Impacts 
The reader will recall that the analysis has 
covered four combinations of situations: Case I-the 
long-run full costs profitability criterion; Case 2-the 
short-run profitability criterion; the no forward 
linkage case; and the forward linkage case. Obviously, 
the Case 2-forward linkage case is most likely to 
represent the very short-run, quick phase-out results, 
while the Case I-no forward linkage combination is 
more likely to represent the actual impact of gradual 
salinity increase. 
These four possible cases are exhibited in detail in 
Tables 7-26 through 7-33 which show for each change 
of salinity the associated sectoral changes in TGO. 
Two important features of these tables should be 
emphasized: 1) the 900 to 1000 mg/l column consists 
almost exclusively of positive changes; 2) sector 27 
Table 7-25. One.stage forward 1in1uJges: CaliJornia-Arizooo. 
Qrigina ting Forward- Distribution Forward Reduction in 
Sector Linked of Outputs Multipliers Del. to FD Per Sectors (%) (l/aij) $ in Orig. Sec. 
C4 C1 0.18 16.78 3.02 
C2 0.16 12.34 1.97 
C3 0.12 21.19 2.54 
C4 0.54 5.02 2.71 
C6 C14 0.31 9.45 2.93 
FD 0.69 
C7 C14 0.66 6.05 3.99 
C15 0.11 46.49 4.45 
FD 0.23 
C9 C1 0.50 4.82 2.41 
C3 0.48 4.23 2.03 
FD 0.02 
C10 C5 0.14 7.93 1.11 
C6 0.11 17.54 1.93 
C14 0.20 28.57 5.72 
C15 0.17 38.76 6.59 
FD 0.38 
A4 Al 0.13 43.67 5.67 
A2 p.06 5.67 0.34 
A3 0.12 8.00 0.96 
All 9·26 3.50 0.91 
Cll p.04 400.00 15.92 
FD 0.39 
A9 Al 0.72 6.11 4.40 
A3 0.14 5.71 0.80 
A10 0.06 14.49 0.87 
C1 0.04 344.83 13.79 
C3 0.04 303.03 12.12 
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rule 1-26. Cha1l.{Je' in roo, Calif01"flig., Case 1, no forward 1:inkage. (1,000'. 0/1914 dollar.). 
900- 1000- 1100- 1200- 1300- Total 
Sector 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 Change 
mgt! mgt! mg/l mgt! mgt! 
1 100 
-
100 100 0 - 100 - 200 
2 300 - 400 100 200 - 300 - 700 
3 400 - 600 - 200 100 · 600 - 1,100 
4 600 - 700 - 3,400 - 600 · 600 - 4,700 
5 0 0 
· 
200 100 
· 
100 
-
400 
6 10,500 -17,900 - 800 - 3,500 - 2,000 -13,700 
7 400 - 500 - 100 - 200 · 400 - 800 
8 700 
-
300 - 500 - 400 - 100 - 600 
9 2,500 - 7,400 
· 
800 
· 
800 ·21,500 -28,000 
10 200 - 1,300 - 300 100 - 1,600 - 3,100 
11 700 - 800 - 300 - 300 · 700 - 1,400 
12 200 
-
300 
· 
100 100 
· 
200 
-
500 
13 1,000 - 1,300 - 500 - 300 - 1,300 - 2,400 
14 900 - 1,200 
-
400 
-
600 - 900 - 2,200 
15 2,500 - 3,500 - 1,100 • 1,100 - 3,200 - 6,400 
16. 1,000 - 2,100 - 500 - 600 - 1,900 - 4,100 
17 3,100 - 5,300 - 1,400 - 1,400 - 5,300 -10,300 
18 2,700 - 4,600 
· 
700 - 1,300 - 4,700 - 8,600 
19 800 - 1,200 - 400 - 300 - 1,100 - 2,200 
20 600 - 1,000 - 200 - 200 - 1,000 - 1,800 
21 4,200 - 6,300 - 1,900 - 1,700 - 5,700 -11,400 
22 200 
-
400 
-
100 
-
100 - 300 - 700 
23 3,100 - 4,500 - 1,400 - 1,200 - 4,200 - 8,200 
24 2,SOO - 4,000 - 1,300 - 1,100 - 3,700 - 7,300 
25 11,200 -16,000 - 5,000 • 4,400 -15,100 -29,300 
26 11,200 -16,100 - 5,100 - 4,300 -15,400 -29,700 
27 48,300 -65,400 -21,500 -17,300 -61,200 ·117,100 
Table 1·21. Cha1l.{Je, in TGO, Anzona, Case 1, no forward 1:inkage. (1,000', of 1914 dollars). 
Sector 900· 1000- 1100- 1200· 1300- Total 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 Change 
mgtl mgtl mg/! mgt! mgtl 
1 100 100 0 - 100 - 100 - 200 
2 100 - 100 0 0 0 0 
3 0 
-
ioo 0 
-
100 0 - 200 
4 • 200 0 - 100 
- 100 - 400 - 800 
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 1,700 ·1,000 - SOO -6,300 . 300 -6,700 
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 
S 100 - 300 0 • 100 0 - 300 
9 200 -1,900 - 100 0 -1,000 ·2,800 
10 - 200 0 0 • 100 0 - 300 
11 0 0 - 100 - 100 0 -200 
12 100 - 200 0 - 200 - 100 • 400 
13 100 - 200 0 - 200 - 100 • 400 
14 0 0 0 
-
100 0 - 100 
15 100 100 - 100 - 200 - 100 - 400 
16 0 0 - 100 - 100 0 - 200 
17 0 0 0 0 0 0 
IS 0 - 100 0 - 100 - 100 - 300 
19 lOO 0 - 100 0 0 0 
20 0 0 0 0 
-
100 - 100 
21 200 
- 300 0 - 500 - 100 • 700 
22 0 0 0 0 - 100 - 100 
23 200 -1,600 - 100 - SpO - 200 -2,500 
24 200 - 300 - 100 - 500 - 100 - 800 
25 900 -1,400 - 400 -2,21)0 - 600 ·3,700 
26 900 -1,700 - 600 -2,900 - 800 -5,100 
27 5,000 -6,900 -2,400 -11,700 -3,100 -19,100 
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Table r·ts. Chlmges in TGO. Co/i,frtmiD., Case J, flO lorward linkages (1,OOO's 011974 dollar,). 
~------------=; 
900- 1000- 1100- 1200- 1300- Total Sector 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
mgtl mg/l mgtl mgtl mgtl Change 
1 89 32 32 94 33 
· 
102 
2 299 
-
106 · 108 · 318 · 103 - 336 
3 438 
· 
159 
· 
162 
-
442 
-
178 
-
503 
4 670 - 475 · 418 - 556 - 551 - 1,330 
5 1 37 · 138 - lOS - 121 - 400 
6 10,505 - 2,910 · 2,270 ·16,820 - 1,622 ·13,117 
7 435 - 176 · 101 377 · 174 · 393 
8 657 
-
219 
-
194 • 1,056 · 388 • 1;200 
9 2,501 • 1,563 - 2,205 - 1,416 - 3,434 • 6,117 
10 244 88 
· 
263 
· 
996 - 509 - 1,612 
11 598 
-
214 
· 
219 
-
622 
-
227 
· 
684 
12 204 74 75 - 211 82 - 238 
13 977 
-
355 
-
362 
-
987 
-
397 • 1,124 
14 963 
-
337 
· 
343 - 1,048 - 309 - 1,074 
15 2,536 914 932 - 2,630 987 - 2,927 
16 1,061 
-
384 
-
392 - 1,748 - 463 • 1,926 
17 3,149 - 1,142 - 1,166 - 3,928 - 1,367 • 4,454 
18 2,800 - 1,012 - 1,033 • 3,479 - 1,196 • 3,920 
19 843 
-
306 
· 
312 
· 
898 
-
347 - 1,020 
20 575 
· 
208 - 212 
· 
701 - 242 - 788 
21 4,206 • 1,524 • 1,556 • 4,802 - 1,709 - 5,385 
22 236 85 87 
· 
273 98 
-
307 
23 3,062 - 1,110 - 1,134 • 3,346 • 1,255 - 3,783 
24 2,777 - 1,008 - 1,030 • 2,933 • 1,142 • 3,366 
25 11,104 - 4,020 • 4,105 -11,852 - 4,502 -13.375 
26 11,024 • 4,001 - 4,086 -11,856 - 4,555 -13,474 
27 46,912 ·17,037 -17,403 ·47,294 -19,110 -53,932 
Table 7-!9. Chlmges in TGO. Ariz~ Case t, flO lorward linkages (l,OOO's 011974 dollar,). 
900- 1000- 1100· 1200- 1300- Total Sector 1000 UOO 1200 1300 1400 
mgtl mg/l mgt1 mg/l mg/l Change 
1 111 
-
35 
-
36 - 142 - 14 - 116 
2 22 7 7 
-
28 3 · 23 
3 91 
-
29 
-
29 - 115 - 11 - 93 
4- 54 - 23 - 275 - 248 - 54 - 546 
5 0.2 - 0.1 - 0.1 - 27 26 - 1.4 
6 3323 ·1027 - 721 -6,3~6 - 256 ·5047 
7 5 2 2 7 1 7 
8 75 8 8 
· 
13 2 44 
9 253 • 183 - 208 - lqO • 176 • 414 
10 14 7 5 
· 
80 2 
-
80 
11 94 
-
30 
-
30 • 121 - 12 - 99 
12 182 
· 5~ - 58 • 231 · 22 • 187 
13 182 · 58 - 58 • 232 - 22 • 188 
14 17 5 5 
· 
21 2 
· 
16 
15 204 
· 
65 
· 
65 • 260 · 25 ·211 
16 46 17 15 131 6 • 113 
17 9 3 3 
· 15 1 · 13 
18 108 · 35 · 35 lSI · 17 • 130 
19 32 
-
10 
· 
10 
· 
43 4 
-
35 
20 27 9 I} 
· 
38 4 
· 
33 
21 299 - 98 · 97 • 4(l2 - 37 • 395 
22 11 4 4 - 16 2 - 15 
23 580 • 186 • 187 - 7~1 - 72 • 656 
24 393 • 125 " 126 5q4 48 -410 
25 1849 • 589 ·594 ·2,36.8 • 230 ·1932 
26 2317 • 741 • 745 -3,015 - 286 ·2530 
27 9646 ·3066 -3092 -12,231 ·1183 -9926 
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Table 7·80. Change, in TGO, CoJifornin., Cale 1, 1 'tage forward k"nkageB (1,000', of 1974 dollar,). 
~ 
900- 1000- 1100- 1200- 1300- Total Sector 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 
mg/l mg/l mg/l mg/l mg/l Change 
1 5,338 -44,906 -11,419 ·3,893 -69,094 -123,974 
2 1,574 -2,467 -1,097 ·1,355 -2,291 -5,636 
3 5,588 -41,791 -6,540 ·3,783 -62,170 -108,696 
4 2,719 -10,456 -3,582 ·1,684 -16,306 ·29,309 
5 2 
-
41 - 331 87 • 546 
- 829 
6 11,171 -14,762 -1,601 -3,894 -4,505 -13,591 
7 5,773 ·10,043 
· 
816 ·2,22P -2,416 ·9,728 
8 1,023 -1,023 - 524 -1,627 - 372 -2,523 
9 2,694 -20,794 -4,359 ·1,879 -31,667 -56,005 
10 2,668 -5,843 -1,001 -1,232 -4,520 -9,928 
11 6,493 -12,845 -7,754 -3,441 -22,445 -39,992 
12 657 -1,463 - 263 - 311 -1,176 -2,556 
13 2,320 "5,623 ·1,074 -1,123 -5,163 -10,663 
14 32,297 -55,562 -3,879 -12,023 -10,226 -49,393 
15 7,844 -16,319 -4,357 -5,022 -16,741 -34,595 
16 3,912 -8,920 -1,741 -1,898 -7,799 -16,446 
17 8,647 -21,442 -4,161 -4,230 ·20,288 -41,474 
18 10,760 -24,916 -4,216 -4,977 -19,997 -43,346 
19 2,015 -5,036 - 976 - 988 -4,794 -9,779 
20 2,062 -4,738 - 828 • 963 -3,915 ·8,432 
21 11,948 ·27,995 -5,224 ·5,708 ·24,421 -51,400 
22 697 -1,647 • 314 · 334 -1,463 -3,061 
23 7,644 -19,164 -3,699 -3,759 -18,220 ·37,198 
24 6,440 ·16,167 ·3,148 -3,166 ·15,506 ·31,547 
25 28,762 -71,778 -13,947 -14,342 -68,054 -139,359 
26 26,926 -67,447 -13,118 -13,219 -64,429 -131,287 
27 100,537 ·251,944 -49,166 -49,466 -242,259 -492,298 
Table 7-81. Change, in TGO, ANona, Case 1, 1 ,tage forward linkage, (1,000'8 of 1974 dollaT8). 
900- 1000- 1100- 120O- 1300- Total 
Sector 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 Change 
mg/! mg/l mg/I mg/l mg/l 
1 142 -8,286 -2,079 3 -6,511 ·16,737 
2 
· 
40 - 41 - 111 
· 
36 
-
170 - 398 
3 101 -1,684 - 408 
-
90 -1,292 -3,373 
4 
· 
50 - 901 - 478 - 109 ·1,141 -2,679 
5 0.3 1 - 0.2 - 27 26 - 1.9 
6 +1,699 -1,144 - 738 -6,367 - 333 -6,883 
7 + 5 10 3 6 7 21 
8 + 79 - 352 7 14 - 19 - 313 
9 2,707 -2,237 - 527 45 -1,931 ·2,033 
10 250 ·1,781 - 154 - ~3 • 970 ·2,678 
11 
· 
98 _. 415 • 413 · nS 746 -1,810 
12 162 - 345 - 98 - 215 - 253 - 749 
13 }62 - 346 - 99 • 215 • 255 - 753 
14 15 - 32 9 - 20 - 23 . 69 
15 ISO - 391 • 115 - 243 - 292 - 861 
16 75 153 55 120 124 377 
17 12 
-
23 7 -. 14 · 18 - 50 
18 150 • 335 
-
82 • 1'l9 - 256 - 672 
19 30 68 19 40 50 147 
20 31 - 69 18 - ~6 - 52 . 144 
21 295 · 624 · 185 • 441 45S -1,413 
22 13 
· 
29 8 16 - 23 - 63 
23 S50 -1,262 - 359 • 741 - 932 -2,744 
24 353 • 773 220 469 569 ·1,678 
25 1,679 ·3,806 -1,076 ·2,205 -2,829 -8,237 
26 2,183 -4,914 -1,395 -2,868 ·3,636 ·10,630 
27 8,582 -18,194 -5,168 -1l,3(i7 -13,323 ·39,470 
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Table 7-n. Change, in TGO, California, Case 2, 1 ,tage f&rWard k"nkage, (1,000', of 197.1, doUars). 
~ 
900- 1000- 1100- 1200- 1300- Total Sector 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 Change 
mgtl mgtl mgtl mgtl mgtl 
1 10,232 - 7,301 - 9,015 - 4,968 -12,042 -23,094 
2 1,636 - 1,191 - 1,077 - 1,587 - 1,451 - 3,670 
3 9,843 - 6,775 - 8,277 - 5,513 -11,014 -21,736 
4 3,034 - 2,146 - 2,517 - 2,788 - 3,413 - 7,830 
5 2 37 - 331 85 - 507 - 788 
6 11,252 - 3,241 - 3,042 -18,343 - 2,963 -16,337 
7 5,813 - 1,715 - 1,536 - 9,305 - 1,544 - 8,287 
8 1,035 - 340 - 309 - 1,671 - 511 - 1,796 
9 4,874 - 3,399 - 4,177 - 2,637 - 5,580 -Hi,919 
10 2,864 - 1,065 - 1,217 - 4,189 - 1,505 - 5,112 
11 4,745 - 3,401 - 3,931 - 6,757 - 5,460 -14,804 
12 695 - 270 - 293 - 996 - 362 - 1,226 
13 2,511 - 1,043 - 1,144 - 3,437 - 1,420 - 4,533 
14 32,419 - 9,282 - 8,133 -52,440 - 7,660 -45,096 
15 8,223 - 3,396 - 4,470 -12,180 - 6,750 -18,573 
16 4,156 - 1,683 - 1,818 - 5,852 - 2,227 - 7,424 
17 9,444 - 4,001 - 4,385 -12,732 - 5,441 -17,115 
18 11,543 - 4,519 - 4,782 -16,268 - 5,720 -19,746 
19 2,204 
" 
93,4 - 1,031 - 2,967 - 1,286 - 4,014 
20 2,212 - 872 - 928 - 3,109 - 1,117 - 3,814 
21 12,802 - 5,194 - 5,613 -17,837 - 6,876 -22,718 
22 747 - 306 - 332 - 1,036 - 408 - 1,335 
23 8,374 - 3,553 - 3,915 -11,260 - 4,880 -15,234 
24 7,0~5 - 3,002 - 3,316 - 9,471 - 4,142 -12,876 
25 31,429 -13,328 -14,743 -42,437 -18,485 -57,564 
26 29,468 -12,517 -13,832 -39,635 -17,283 -53,799 
27 110,051 -46,832 -51,802 -147,808 -64,743 -201,134 
Table 7-~~. Change, mTGO, Arizona, Case 2, 1 stage f&rWard linkages (1,000', of 197.1, doUar,). 
900- 1000- lJOO- 1200- 1300-
Sector 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 Total 
mgtl mgtl mgtl mgtl mgtl Change 
1 974 - 802 -1,040 -1,280 -1,034 -3,182 
2 15 9 17 
-
94 - 23 - 128 
3 243 
-
175 
-
218 - 331 - 209 - 690 
4 153 113 - 158 - 364 - 182 - 664 
5 0.3 - 0.1 - 0.2 - 27 26 1 
6 3,344 -1,037 - 730 -6,402 - 269 -5,094 
7 4 2 2 8 1 9 
8 79 11 - 0.5 - 74 5 39 
9 307 - 238 - 302 - 341 - 316 - 890 
10 251 
-
176 - 198 - 146 - 170 - 439 
11 94 - 59 - 92 - 360 - 107 - 524 
12 154 
-
65 
-
63 - 264 - 48 - 286 
13 154 
-
65 
-
63 - 2g)5 
-
48 - 287 
14 14 6 6 - :24 4 26 
15 173 
-
74 - 72 - 300 - 55 - 328 
16 78 
-
32 
-
31 
-
144 - 23 - 152 
17 10 4 4 - ,18 3 - 19 
18 143 
-
60 - 61 - 2:30 - 56 - 264 
19 29 13 12 
- 150 9 - 55 
20 30 13 13 - pO - 11 - 55 
21 303 - 125 - 119 - 5~0 - 88 - 559 
22 13 6 6 - :~2 5 - 26 
23 537 - 232 - 227 - 922 - 174 -1,018 
24 337 
-
144 - 140 - 580 - 107 - 827 
25 1,621 '- 700 - 686 -2,774 - 534 -3,073 
26 2,083 - 901 - 881 -3,576 - 679 -3,954 
27 8,113 -3,446 -3,327 -13,9161 -2,518 -15,139 
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represents the "government and household" sector 
defined earlier, so the TGO changes for Sector 27 
represent the changes in payments to households and 
government-our approximation to the changes in 
regional income. 
Regarding item 1 and its impact on the total TGO 
change occurring over the 900-1400 mg/l range, the 
cause of these increases in TGO is largely our shift 
from actual farm practice to "most profitable" farm 
practice as we calculated it for 1000 mg!l-a shift 
frequently involving an increase in the number of 
irrigations and a physical output (but not profit) 
increase. H we want to rationalize this, we could say 
that it indicates the ease of dealing with the salinity 
problem in the neighborhood of present salinity levels 
(if we're so smart, why aren't we ,arming?). The 
aggregated TGO changes are all negative above 1000 
mg!l. 
The following observations can be made regard· 
ing Tables 7-26 to 7-83: 1) The longer term 
profitability criterion implies a much more extensive 
reduction in outputs than might occur in the short 
term (Case 1 versus Case 2); 2) the effects of salinity 
on the sectoral TGO's and on regional income (Sector 
27) are not proportional ,to the salinity increments and 
are quite irregular; 3) the effects of assuming the 
one·stage forward linkages listed in Table 7 ·~.6 !'1'e to 
raise the total regional income losses over the 
900-1400 mg!l range as follows: 
Case 1: 
FL 
NFL 
Case 2: 
FL 
NFL 
California Arizona 
(income losses in $106) 
492 
117 
201 
54 
39 
19 
15 
10 
4) The multiplier effects are much stronger in the 
more highly integr~ted and developed California 
economy. 
Regional income multipliers can be derived from 
these figures by comparing the total loss in regional 
income (direct and indirect) to the direct loss of income 
in agriculture and the forward linked sectors, if 
applicable. In the no forward linkage ease, the 
multiplier is simply the ratio of the relevant element 
from row 27 of the preceding tables to the direct farm 
income loss. the latter being the same as the TGO loss 
in the pure yield reduction case. With forward 
linkages, the multiplier is the ratio of the appropriate 
figure from the preceding tables to the sum of net 
income losses in agriculture and the forward linked 
industries. The results are summarized in Table 7-34. 
Given the very gradual nature of salinity 
increases, the most plausible case can be argued to be 
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7bble 7-!Jl;. Regimwl. income multipliers (dollars 
reduction in payments to lwu8eAoldB and 
government per dollar direct income 
wssa). 
California 
Arizona 
California 
Arizona 
California 
Arizona 
1000 
mgt! 
1100 
mgt! 
1200 
mg/l 
1300 
mgtl 
No Forward Linkages: Case 1 
3.55 2.59 3.34 2.96 
2.83 2.17 2.67 1.85 
No Forward Linkages: Case'2 
3.44 3.43 3.42 2.50 
2.72 2.58 2.66 1.87 
1 Stage Forward Linkages: Case 1 
7.72 
4.90 
9.98 
5.74 
7.64 
5.64 
8.48 
1.81 
1 Stage Forward Linkages: Case 2 
1400 
mg/l 
2.47 
1.98 
3.08 
2.70 
9.78 
B.53 
California 8.0B 9.43 10.20 7.82 10.44 
Arizona 2.29 2.90 2.87 2.14 5.75 
aUnder 1974 prices, little acreage reduction takes 
place. Most agricultural output losses thus approximately 
equal direct reductions in farm income. This is not tme for 
forward-linked industries. 
"No Forward Linkages: Case 1." In the event of a very 
sudden, unanticipated change in salinity, the "I Stage 
Forward Linkage: Case 2" situation might be ob· 
tained. Such may have been the Wellton·Mohawk 
Project impacts on Mexicali. 
Before presenting the final table giving total 
regional costs per mg/l, two points require re-
emphasis: 1) The agricultural areas relative to which 
the regional income losses were computed; and 2) the 
nature of regional income losses versus national 
income (national economic efficiency) losses. 
In California, the districts for which crop losses 
were aggregated include Imperial. Coachella, and Palo 
Verde. Excluded we~ the coastal (San Diego) areas 
which receive some Colorado River water for 
irrigation. The ,exclusiOn of these areas may be 
justified on the grounds that they have alternative 
sources of water (groundwater and Metropolitan 
Water District) which, when mixed with Colorado 
River water, have the capability of preventing 
significant salinity increases. Partly due to the 
cropping' 'pattern, full sprinkler irrigation is also 
widely used so that salt build-up can be better 
controlled. 
In Arizona, the entire Gila-Yuma complex of 
districts was covered. plus the Colorado River Indian 
Reservation. The omission was the Central Arizona 
Project area. an area to be partially served in the 
future by Colorado River water. The uncertainties 
regarding the areas to be served and the differences 
between the qualities of presently used irrigation 
water (mostly groundwater) and Colorado River 
water made analysis of that area impossible. A recent 
report by Jackson (April. 1975) outlines potential 
Table 7-35. Estimated redtu:tWns in regional t"ncome (1,000's of 1971t dollars). 
900- 1100- 1200- 1300-
1100 1200 1300 1400 
Case 1, NFL: 
California 17,100 21,500 17,300 61,200 
Arizona 1,900 2,400 11,700 3,100 
Total 19,000 23,900 29,000 64,300 
$/mg/la 80,000 239,000 290,000 643,000 
Case 2, NFL: 
California - 29,875 17,403 47,294 19,1l0 
Arizona . 6,580 3,092 12,231 1,183 
Total • 36,455 20,495 59,525 20,293 
$/mg/la -182,275 204,950 595,250 202,930 
Case 1, FL: 
California 151,407 49,166 49,466 242,259 
Arizona 9,612 5,168 11,367 13,323 
Total 161,019 54,334 60,833 255,582 
$/mg/la 805,095 543,340 608,330 2,555,820 
Case 2, FL: 
California - 63,219 51,802 147,808 64,743 
Arizona 
-
4,667 3,327 13,961 2,518 
Total 67,886 55,129 161,769 67,261 
$/mg/la -339,430 551,290 1,617,690 672,610 
aThis row is in dollars per mg/l. 
impacts in the CAP region, but was received too late 
to be utilized in this study. The most important 
relevant observation is, however, that the salinity of 
the Colorado River at Parker Dam is generally already 
above the average for present Central Arizona 
supplies. Thus substituting CAP water for present 
supplies will increase salinity on the average. Average 
post CAP TDS levels appear, nonetheless, to remain 
low enough to avoid significant losses. 
The second point is a caveat regarding regional 
income losses as a measure of salinity costs. Losses 
incurred by a region may weD be made up in other 
parts of the nation, especially in the case of 
agriculture. It is well known that. except for unusual 
periods like 1973-74. markets for agricultural commo-
dities are limited. Federal programs also limit 
production. Thus the development of western irriga-
ted agriculture has had the effect of displacing 
agricultural production from other regions. especially 
the South and Southeast (see Howe and Easter, 1971, 
especially Chapter 6). The effect of increasing salinity 
in western irrigation water supplies may be to reverse 
some of this trend, to increase the extent of viable 
agriculture in those other areas. To the extent that 
this happens, the southwestern income losses will be 
offset by income gains in other regions, leaving only 
the interregional distribution effects as impact. 
With these caveats in mind, we present the cost 
estimates in terms of dollars of regional income loss 
per mg/l of TDS. Again, in terms of the very gradual 
nature of anticipated salinity increases, we feel that 
Case 1, no forward linkages, is the most applicable 
case, but the other cases are presented for 
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comparison. The 900-1000 and 1000-1100 steps have 
been combined to approximate the net effect of 
greater salinity combined with improved salt manage-
ment techniques. 
THE DIRECT AND INDIRECT ECONOMIC AND 
HYDROLOGIC IMPACTS OF AGRICULTURAL 
ACREAGE REDUCTION IN THE UPPER 
COLORADO BASIN AS A SALINITY 
CONTROL MEASURE 
Preceding sections of this study dealt with 
downstream losses, both direct and indirect. which 
were predicted to be associated with various levels of 
salinity in the Colorado River. The upper basin of the 
Colorado River must also be given consideration since 
it is the source of both the water used for irrigation in 
the lower basin and the salt which is impairing the 
usefulness of that water. This section calculates the 
regional economic impact of a hypothetical program of 
phasing out economically marginal irrigated land 
which is thought to contribute heavily to the salt load 
of the river. Estimates of net amounts of water 
released for other purposes are also given. 
The Origius of the Total Dissolved Solids Load 
ia the Upper Colorado River Basin 
The water quality problems of the Colorado River 
have been studied and modeled extensively. Among 
the more significant reports dealing with the origins 
and management of salinity are Hyatt et al. (July, 
1970). U.S. Department of Interior (January, 1971). 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (1971), U.S. 
I] 
Table 7-36. (Section 1.) IntenMustry flows of goods and services by sector and region of ori(#n and destination, 
California-Arizona Economy, 1958. a 
C 1 C Z C 3 C 4 C 5 C 6 C 1 C 8 C 9 CI0 Cll C 12 C13 CI4 CIS C 16 CI7 CI& C 19 
Section nu. Mea. Poultry F .... Fruit MiJc:. Gnin _& DaJry Canning, Cbem. !\otto· Fal>. Ai:r~ ~.8 
aDd Gralm Cotton Yes· ",d Citrus Fo .... Agri. Mill PuuJlIy Prod. P=etving, and leum Metah& craft l~ Anim>ls Eli&' Nuu P,od. Prod. Freezing Fert. _h. 
e 1 Mea' Arumolt and Prod» ... .(J .(J .(J .(J .(J .(J .(J .(J .(J .(J .0 452._ .(J .(J .(J .(J .(J .(J .0 C 
C 2· i'nullry and IlI!P .(1 S1;S:!fl .0 .0 .(J ~ .Q .0 .0 .(J .0 62.919 33 6 2.634 .(J .() .() .(J C 
C 3 Farm Dairy Produe<s .(J .0 10,401 .() .0 .0 .() .() .0 .() .0 .0 319,831 .0 .() .() .0 .0 .() C 
C 4 Food Il1!I Feed Gndns 28,412 26.445 18,710 4,948 .0 .0 .0 .() .0 419 87,879 .() .0 .0 4,967 .0 .(J .0 .0 C 
C S Couon .() .() .0 .0 697 .0 .() .() .0 .0 .() .0 .0 .0 .() .0 .() .() .0 C 
C 6 Vegelsble. .0 .() .0 .0 .0 1.783 .() .0 .() .0 .() .() .0 171.683 .0 .0 .(J .(J .(J C 
C 1 FruJj (Excluding Citru.) '" Nuls .(J .0 .() .0 .(J .(J .(J .0 .0 .(J .0 .0 .0 268.344 46,259 180 .(J .0 .0 C 
C 8 Cin., 
.0 .0 .0 .(J .() .(J .0 .0 .(J .0 .() .() .() 15,616 .() .(J .(J .(J .() C 
C 9 Po_ 98,109 .(J 93,441 .() .0 .() .() .0 .0 5,909 5.068 .0 .() .(J .0 .(J .0 .0 .0 C 9 
C 10 MisceJJaneous. Agriculture l,OOO .0 2,910 1,461 31.754 31.280 1IP./1 3.888 8.221 12.725 .0 50 .0 54,768 48,252 10,954 .0 .0 .(J C10 
C 11 Grain Mill Products 35,517 88.135 32.456 .0 .0 .0 .: .() .(). 384 4.808 .() 305 6,268 60,810 2.299 .0 .() .() CII 
C 12 Meat and Poultty PtoeewItg .() .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 785 46.273 .() 10.425 17.681 3.873 .(J .() .0 C12 
C 13 Dairy Products .0 .0 .0 .0 .() .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1,438 3.233 61,815 9.938 7,961 988 .0 .0 .() cn 
C 14 Canning. PresetYing, F.teezing .(J .0 .0 .() .0 .0 .0 .0 .(J .0 .0 .0 .0 25,403 6.811 516 .0 .0 .0 C14 
C 15 MUcelJa.neou$ Agri. Proc:esRng .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .() .0 23.020 .0 48,787 75,014 132.756 40.324 848 39 .0 CIS 
C 16 Chemh::.w and Fettiliun 810 985 332 7.587 1.336 26.150 22.840 5,378 4,733 3,994 10.875 3.300 15,149 25,460 33.108 285.841 61',937 39,272 5.066 C16 
C 11 Pettolewn 381 3,067 158 S,1l6 3,420 lQ,634 12.792 2,454 5,039 3,280 l,G46 2,444 3,752 9.153 
" 
" 1.431,437 17.018 4,848 C17 
C 11 Fabricated Metals and Machinery 5,874 4,317 4,223 13.949 5.015 16,695 18,755 3,181 9,391 S,672 3,466 5,985 4,629 170,714 34,109 57.208 57,208 832,824 188,945 C 18 
C 19 Aircraft.nd Parts 
" 
.0 
" 
.0 .0 
" 
.0 .0 .0 
" 
.0 .0 .0 
" 
.0 .0. .0 24.464 719,662 CI9 
C 20 Primuy Motals 38 25 20 8 S 31 .32 4 9 9 .0 23 16 1,547 1.103 10,531 944 531.734 18,933 C20 
C 21 Other Manufacturing 1,445 1,860 1.146 1.233 915 12,536 11.302 2.721 791 2,()43 15.232 4,519 25.719 81.586 31,588 40,448 15,191 ISO,112 41,601 C21 
C22 I&ing .0 .() .0 15 8 58 26 7 10 19 1.000 564 697 1.452 1.325 11,979 39,413 3,283 412 C22 
C13 Uiilitlo. 2,572 2,190 2,434 949 1._ 3.672 4,082 9S4 121 2,991 1,601 5,900 4,148 10.312 9.684 17,108 35.333 35,601 16,279 C2l 
C 24 Selected SeM",. 2,476 1,687 1,166 2.423 1.339 4,599 4,959 1,041 1,643 1,126 1.320 37,616 6.934 8,256 8,592 11.131 9.147 13,644 3,888 C24 
C 25 y.ade and TranSportation 19,337 20,810 25.137 7.203 5,504 11.712 9,989 2,287 4.482 6,219 20,796 63.772 65,552 136.503 382,614 140.134 147,336 248,824 55,958 cas 
C 26 Uoa11<>cated 10.461 5,760 9,080 16,214 19,502 21,172 1l.869 2.635 9,383 9,629 10,742 64,909 31,850 69.130 101,545 100,593 288,415 211,680 38,498 C26 
~ C 27 Setal" and By~Produc:ts 13,182 14.306 5,771 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 7,428 55,425 26.766 48,187 69,272 1.202 13,194 6,597 1.005 C27 C 28 N<t Tmde trom OoUide 217,533 81,596 53.140 n,481 7,782 25,334 25.594 5.811 1.492 7,291 61,471 250.356 40,929 165,317 146.004 182,890 94.098 855,623 172.134 C28 C 29 MaintlmmC8 Conatruction S,8ll6 4,261 4,126 3,937 3,390 7,798 10,410 2,283 2,678 3,490 1,029 14 3.195 1,924 7,906 2,299 3.860 6,_ 3,973 C29 
C 30 New Construction .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
" " 
.0 
" 
.0 
" " " 
.0 .0 .0 C30 
HOiWIehold$ and Gowmmcnt 28,984 12,368 129.338 89.301 205,630 379,958 261.084 125,550 151,913 216,319 180,500 171.455 108,221 246,277 701,496 547.001 957,4662jl22,8722,23!.o11 
A 1 Meat Animals and Products .0 .0 .0 .0 .(J .0 .0 .0 
" 
.0 .0 128 .0 
" 
.0 
" 
.() .0 
" 
A I 
A 2 Powfty and Egs .0 13 .0 
" 
.0 .0 .() .0 
" 
.0 .0 15 .0 .0 1 .0 .0 .0 .0 A 2 
A 3 Form Dairy Products . .0 .0 15 
" " 
.0 .() 
" " " 
.0 .0 463 .0 .() .0 
" 
.0 .0 A 3 
It. .. Food and Feed Glaim '358 333 236 62 .() .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 1.107 
" 
.0 
" 
63 .0 .0 .0 .0 A 4 
It. SCotton .0 .0 .0 .0 42 .0 .0 .0 
" 
.0 
" 
.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 A 5 
It. 6 Vegetables. .0 
" " 
.0 .0 .0 
" 
.0 .0 .0 .0 .(J .0 694 .0 .0 .0 .0 
" 
A 6 
A 7 FruiHExc1udlng Citrus) '" N ... 
" " 
.0 .(J 
" 
.0 
" 
.0 .0 
" 
.0 
" 
.0 .0 .0 
" 
.0 
" 
.0 A 7 
.. 8 Citrus .() .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
" 
.0 .0 
" 
.0 234 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 A 8 
" 9 F""", 1,368 
" 
1':.195 .() .(J .0 .0 .0 .() .0 82 70 .0 
" 
.0 .0 .0 .() .0 A 9 
A 10 Ml_usAgricultwa1 3 
" 
4 11 5S 46 17 6 12 19 .0 .0 .0 83 70 16 
" 
.0 .0 AlO 
A 11 GrainMmPtoducts 
" 
.0 .() .0 .0 
" 
.0 .0 .0 
" 
.0 .0 .0 
" 
.0 
" " 
.0 .0 All 
A 12 Meat and Poultry Pw",sing 
" 
.() 
" 
.0 .0 .0 .(J .0 .0 .0 .() .0 .0 
" 
.0 
" " 
.0 
" 
All 
A 13 Dairy Products .0 .0 .0 .0 
" 
.0 .0 .0 .0 
" 
.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .() .0 .0 
" 
A 13 
A 14 Csnning.l'mervlng. F=zing 
" " 
.0 .0 .() 
" 
.() 
" " 
.0 .0 .0 .0 .() .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 A 14 A 15 Mhcel.J.:meous Agri. Processing .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
" 
.0 .0 .0 .0 
" 
.0 .0 A IS 
A 16 Cho_ondFe"mz. .. .0 .0 .0 .0 
" 
.() 
.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
" 
.0 .0 
" " 
.0 .0 .0 A 16 
A 17 i'ettolollm .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
" 
.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 A 17 
A 18 Fabricated Metab and Maehiaety 23 17 17 5S 20 66 74 IS 31 22 14 23 18 670 134 103 225 3.269 742 A 18 
A 19 AIrcraft and Parts 
.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
" " " " 
.0 .0 .0 
" 
.0 
" 
.0 
" 
II: 19 A 20 Primary Metals 
" 
.0 .0 
" 
.0 .0 .0 
" 
.0 .0 
" " 
.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .() 
" 
.1.20 
It. 21 Other ManufaC'tUtfD,a .0 .0 .0 .() .0 .0 
" 
.0 .0 .0 
" 
.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .(J .0 .0 .1.21 
A 22 Mining 
" 
.0 
" " 
.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 3 2 2 4 4 37 121 10 1 A22 
A23 Utilities .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
" 
.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
" 
.() A23 
.1.24 SoIe_ So",""" 
.0 .0 .0 .0 .(J .0 
" 
.0 
" 
.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .(J .1.24 
A 25 Ttade: lAd Tra.u.JpQrta:tion )8 20 24 1 5 11 9 2 4 4 20 60 62 129 362 132 139 235 53 AlS 
A 26 UnaIlo<ated 
" " 
.() 
.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
" 
.0 .0 
" " " 
.0 .() .0 
" 
.0 A26 
A 21 Scrap and By·Products 
.0 .0 .0 
" 
.0 .0 .() .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .() .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 A 27 A 28 Net Trade from Outside 
.0 .() .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .Q .0 .0 
" 
.0 .0 .0 
" 
.0 
" 
.0 .0 A28 
A 29 Moinle .... oe Conat:II<1io. 6 4 4 4 3 7 10 2 3 3 1 .0 3 8 8 2 4 6 4 A29 A 30 N'OW ColUtrUction .() 
.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 
" 
.0 .0 
" 
.0 .0 
" 
.0 .0 .() A30 
Households and Gowmment .() 
.0 .0 .0 .0 .(l 
" 
.0 .0 .() .0 
" " 
.0 .0 
" " 
.0 
" GROSS OtFrLAY 475,913 326,035 395,590 177,030 300,069 548.150 485,601 158,825 206,568 342,31l 440,725 1,231.629 769,4761,623.105 1,869,689 1,437,2773,156.4185.003.1223,569,019 G.O. 
l~ 
Table 7-~6. (Section 2.) 
C20 C21 C22 C23 C24 C25 C26 C27 C28 C29 C 30 C31 C32 C 33 C34 C 35 C 36 
• .8 Sector Title Primary Otber 
Utilities ~~~ Trade Una!- Sa.p Net Malnt Ne .. State A Federal In .... Inven. Gross All ·B ~§ Metall Mig. Mining and _ted & By· Trade to Constr. Consa. J..,oQI Gov. tory tory Pri.Cap. HoullC- ~§ Jlz Trans. Prod. Outside Gov. Addit'n Deplet'n Form. holds Jlz 
ThousaDd DolJan Thousand Dollars 
C 1 Meat Animals and P.r.odw::ts .() 67 .() .() .() .() .() 212 ·13.026 .() .() .() .() 19,669 .() .() ~,320 C 
C 2 Poultry and EIP .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() ·19,350 .() .() .() .() 1,243 .() .() 201,364 C 
C 3 FJlrmDairyProductJ .() .() .() .() .() .() .() 51,465 ·212 .() .() .() .() 2,928 .() .() 10,964 C 
C 4 Food and Feed Grains .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() ·2,105 .() .() .() .(). 5,190 .() .() .() C 
C S Cottoa .() 470 .() .() .() .() .() 26,211 284,242 .() .() .() .() .() ·11,751 .() .() C 
C 6 Vegetablell .() .() .() .() .() .() .() 2,475 126,349 .() .() .() 2,756 69 .() .() 242,948 C 
C 7 Fruit (Exchlding Citrus) a. Nuts .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() 53,899 .() .() .() .() .() ·704 .() 35,071 C 
C 8 cruu. .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() 104,024 . .() .() .() .() .() .() .() 38,740 C 
C 9 For. .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() 3,441 .() .() .() C 9 
C 10 Miscellaneous Agriwltwe .() 3,732 .() .() .() .() .() .() 49,893 .() . .() .() .() .() ·1,985 .() 56,493 C10 
C 11 Grain Mill Products .() IS .() .() .() 196 128 2,583 ·5,488 .() .() 1,933 .() 1,760 .() .() 203,128 CII 
C 12 Meat1llld Poultry Processing .() 1,879 .() .() 158 2,306 35,289 15,488 .() .() 1,818 8,420 .() 4,904 .() .() 1,083;31 C 12 
C 13 Dairy Product! .() 126 .() .() 106 1,566 969 .() .() .() .() 5,807 .() 3,064 .() .() 672,466 C 13 
C 14 Canning, Preserving, Freezing .() 139 .() -II 77 1,164 741 .() 1,023;80 .() .() 12,436 .() 6,462 .() .() 475,325 C14 
C IS Mi:sccUaneous Agri. Pro~tng 191 1,621 2 .() 139 1,196 8,431 8,329 ·34,215 .() .() 10,598 .() 7,051 .() .() 1,511,322 CIS 
C 16 Chemicals and Fertilizers 11,411 163,245 4,682 471 17,310 5,603 49,668 24,284 ·15,977 93,217 51,374 53,937 .() 102 .() .() 406,620 C16 
C 17 Petroleum 7,388 24,603 6,967 15,578 21,510 183,465 49,698 3,186 391,021 46,258 113,091 59,504 .() .() ·26,712 .() 739,299 C 17 
C 18 FabricatedMetabandMachiDery 47,231 127,697 15,152 14.774 142.103 60,841 125,501 70,288 -63,433 122,006 736,102 128,791 .() .() ·73,152 940,9591,133;44 C 18 
C 19 Aircraft and Parts 81 9,879 .() .() 501,860' 22,140 136,615 39,386 2,674,241 .() .() .() .() .() -6,534 42,619 4,539 C19 
C 20 Primary Metals 193,444 69,780 6,899 1,593 573 4,475 16,597 34,552 ·14,141 44,160 228,630 .() .() .() ·5,122 .() 1,432 C20 
C 21 Other ManuCaeturing 17,171 981,267 13,541 43.098 133,659 109,334 504,302 35,937 ·22,305 101,274 660,438 88,186 .() .() ·1,262 93,024 1,009,430 C21 
C 22 Mining 111,675 52,688 34.054 128 783 2,665 15,999 .() 35,375 18,510 8,203 21,803 .() .() ·2,841 .() 28,434 C22 
e23 Utilities 25,665 57,987 8,646 325,422 48,224 240.093 206,122 .() .3,070 3,991 22,441 95,420 41,423 .() .() 24,720 971,255 C23 
C 24 Selected s.n;"" 4,756 26,423 706 2,890 269,031 205,750 200,739 .() 481,913 33,140 7,235 25,054 543,903 .() .() 1,1291,891,063 C24 
C 25 Trade and TransportatioD 91,901 347,737 14,932 28,622 135,355 386,059 500,444 21,969 ·13,672 202,484 789,711 99,734 201,668 .() .() 295,4606,57,3,771 C25 
C 26 UtWIocated 30,589 160,746 19,199 178,506 599,660 1,478,300 1,793,134 .() .() 24,143 402,475 220,479 296,422 .() .() 88,5131,609,534 C26 
W C 27 Soap and By-Products 42,232 10,264 671 18,586 9,916 10,156 .() .() .() 1,643 8,973 .() .() .() .() ·29,668 657 C27 
W C 28 Net Trade from Outside 177,414 252,671 24,461 121,975 209,598 288,549 591,699 ·1,944 .() 180,366 909,066 172,849 37,057 ·123 1,000 465,368 ·12,465 C28 
CIt C 29 Maintenance Construction 5,486 8,355 432 . 528,808 29,159 185,218 729,«6 .() ·12,272 135 860 580,644 118,268 .() .() .() 4,994 C29 
C 30 New Construction .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() 
·36,803 .() .() 1,097,368 334,846 .() .()5;38;91 .() C30 
Houlebokh and Go~t 454,1812,134,773 244,500 941;9761,705,9707,923,3708,973,479 .() .() 1,404;99 2,626,2662,344,2075,653,978 .() .() .() .() 
A 1 Mea t Animals and Products .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() 1 A 1 
A 2 Poultry and Esp .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() 47 A 2 
A 3 Farm Dairy Products .() .() .() .() .() .() .() 75 .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() 16 A 3 
A 4 Food and Feed Grains .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() . .() .() .() 65 .() .() .() A 4 
A 5 Cotton .() 40 .() .() .() .() .() 1,563 16,950 .() .() .() .() .() ·701 .() .() A 5 
A 6 Vegetables .() .() .() .() .() .() .() 10 51l .() .() .() Il .() .() .() 982 A 6 
A 7 Fruit (Excluding Citrus) a. Nuts .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() A 7 
A 8 CItrus .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() 1,567 .() .() .() .() .() .() .() SOl A 8 
A 9 Fwage .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() 48 .() .() .() A 9 
A 10 Miscellaneous Agriculture .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() 13 .() .() .() .() .() .() .() 83 A 10 
A 11 Grain Mill Prod.ucts .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() All 
A 12 Meat and Poultry Proc:cuI.Dg .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() A 12 
A 13 Dairy Products .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() A13 
A 14 Canning, PrctCrving. Freering .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() A 14 
A 15 Miscellaneous Agri. Proce.aing .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() A15 
A 16 Chemicals and Fertilizen .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() A16 
A 17 PetroleWn .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() A17 
A 18 Fabricated M,tab and Machlnery 185 501 59 58 558 239 493 276 .() 479 2,890 506 .() .() ·287 3,694 4,448 A18 
A 19 Aircraft and Parts .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() A19 
A20 PrimaryMetab .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() A20 
A 21 Other Manufacturing .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() A21 
A 22 Minins 342 161 104 .() 2 8 49 .() 130 57 25 67 .() .() .'J .() 87 A22 
A23 Utilities .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() A23 
A 24 Selected Services .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() A24 
A 25 Trade and Tnuuportation 87 329 14 27 128 345 473 21 44 191 747 94 191 .() .() 279 6,215 A25 
A 26 Unallocated .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() A26 
A 27 Scrap and By-Products .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() A27 
A 28 Net Trade With Outside .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() A28 
A 29 Maintenance Construction 5 5 .() 50S 28 177 697 .() .() .() 1 555 113 .() .() .() 5 A29 
A 30 New Construction .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() 1,024 312 .() .() 4,795 .() A30 
Houaeholds and Government .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() 
GROSS OUTLAY 1,222j)35 5.037,408 395,021 2,222,8173,811,907 11,113,323 13,942,913 336,3664,387,937 2,276,2536,570,406 5j)29,416 7,230,948 55,883 ·130,0657,669,08325,708,450 G.O. 
I] 
X~le 
All All AI3 A 14 AU A 16 AI7 A 18 A 19 
;.8 SeetorTitle Meat Poultry F..., Fruit MIse. Gmin _t& Dah:Y Cannln&. Mil". Chern. 
--
Fab. Air- -! H Anhnals and Datry Grains Cotton Ves. and Citrus Forage Mill Poultry l'I:eiomins, Asri. and Metals& 310 
.. z Egg. Prod. Nu .. JIsri. Prod. Prod. Prod. F...,.u,g Prod. Fort Ie ... Mach. ...ft ~:i 
C 1 Meat Animals and hoducts .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() 2,670 .() .() .() .() .() .() .() e 1 
e 2 Poultry and EggI .() 2.075 .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() 212 .() .() .() . .() .() .() .() e 2 
C ) Farm Dal!:y Pro4o'" .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() 170 .() .() .() .() .() .() C 3 
C'" Food .. dFoodC_ :24, 108 241 57 .(l .() .() .() .(l 22 496 .() .() .() 7 .() .() .() .() C 4 
C 5 Cotto. .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() C 5 
C 6 V.p"_ .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() C 6 
C 7 Fruit{ExcludingCitru!l)4Nuts .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() 163 .() .() .() .() C 7 
C 8 Citrus .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() C 8 
C 9 Parap .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() C 9 
C 10 Miscellaneous Agrim1tu.te 9 .() 1 5 114 5 .() 5 4 3 .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() CIO 
C 11 Crain Mill ProductS 374 701 436 .() .() .() .() .() .() .() 175 .() 7 6 1.172 180~ .() .() .() CII 
el2 Meat and P<tUltr)' Prooe.uing .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() C 12 
C 13 Dairy Products .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() CU 
C 14 Cl1l1Ilin.g, Presef'Vin&. Freezing .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() 460 545 i33 .() .() .() CI4 
C 1$ Mi3Q:11aneou. Apt Pr~ssing .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() 283 .() 49 32 714 555 .() .() .() CIS 
C 16 C1xlmk.als and Fertilizcu IS 3 5 422 1,010 358 14 61 129 46 214 12 77 36 433 963 11 60 22 C16 
C 17 Petroleum 6 4 .() 57 88 30 3 10 21 1 2 3 7 1 9 25 6 10 7 C17 
C 18 rahrlCJted Meuls and Macbiitery 56 3 IS 208 201 87 5 22 103 107 8 6 11 1 14 30 4 6,050 3,591 C 18 
C 19 _land Par .. .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() ~ .() .() .() C19 
C20 l'ximaryMetaJs .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() 1 7 20 .() 517 265 C20 
e 21 0tIJer Manufacturing 7 3 1 4 12 112 2 7 2 5 37 Il 100 10 48 41 1 247 198 ell 
C 22 Minln8 ~ .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() 4 .() .() .() C22 
e23 UtllUies 13 I 4 3 25 1 .() I 2 3 2 6 6 1 5 13 I 15 14 e23 
C 24 Selectod SeM"" .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() C24 
C 2S Trade and TraspOft3tico 175 .()~ 136 1 19 5 1 2 2 29 101 462 361 32 310 241 16 518 246 C25 
C 26 Unallocated .() .() .() 
.0 .() .() .() .() .(J .() .() .() .0 .{) .() .{) .(J .() .(J C26 
C 27 Scrap and By~Pm4uQts .() .() .() .() .() .(J .{) .I) .(J .() .() .() .() .(J .0 .() .() .() .0 e21 
~ C 28 Net Trad. from o.tside .0 .() .0 .() .() .() .{) .() .() .(J .() .(l .() .0 .() .() .() .() .() C2S C 29 Maintenance Construction 41 1 10 18 80 22 I " 13 5 6 10 20 2 27 10 .() 14 10 C29 C 30 New Comtruction .() .() .(J .() .() .0 .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .{) .() .() .() C30 Houaehold.e and Gove:r:nmcnt .0 .0 .() -II .() ;0 .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .0 .() .{) .() .() .() 
A 1 Meat A.nimaJs and Produ.-cts .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .(l .() 
-II 29,278 .0 .() .() .0 .() .() .() A 1 
A 2 Poultry and Eggs .() 310 .() -II .() .0 -II .() .() .() .0 89 .() .() .() .() .() .() .() A 2 
A 3 F..". Dah:Y ProduCtl .() .(J 618 .() .0 .() .() -II .() .() .(l .() 20.640 .() .() .() .() .() .() A 3 
A 4 Food and Feed Gra.ln, 3,276 1,442 3,224 765 .() .() .0 .() .() 296 6,632 .() .{) .(J 100 -II .() .() .() A 4 
A 5 Cotton .(J .() .() .() 189 .0 .() .0 .() .() .(J .0 .() .0 .() -II -II .() .() A S 
A 6 Vegetable. .() .() .() 
-II -II 291 .() .() .() 
-II .() .() .() 71 .() .() .() .() -II A 6 
A 7 Fruit (J!X<luding Ci1rus) &. Nuts 
-II .() .() -0 .() .() -0 .() -II .() .() -II .() .() 109 -II -II .() .() A 1 
A 8 Citrus .() .() 
-0 .() .{) -II .() 9 .() -II .() .{) .() 168 .() .() .() .() .() A 8 
A 9 Famse 23,342 .() 4,520 .() -II .() .() .() .(J 1.847 .() .{) .() -II .() .() .() .() .() A 9 A~IO Mi_u:sAsriculture 638 -II 116 68S 14.428 602 34 601 447 928 .() .() -II -II 173 45 -II .() .() A 16 
A 11 Gmin Mill ProduCtl 1,584 2,914 1.847 .() .() .(l .() .() .() .() 741 -II 28 25 4,971 424 -0 -0 .() All 
A 12 Meat and Poultry Prot:e1.1iing .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() 25 2,431 .() 16 394 162 .(J .() .(J AI2 
A U Dah:Y P!:odueb .() .() .() .() .0 -II -II .() .() .() 45 112 4,504 22 246 100 .{) .() .() AU 
A 14 Canning,I'Io.m!ng, Freezing .() .() .(J .() .() .() .() .() .(J .() .(J .(J .() 27 32 9 .() .() .() A 14 
A IS Milcellaneou, Aari~ 
-0 .() .() .() .() .{) .() .() .() .() 300 .{) 72 41 1,053 818 .{) .() .() A15 
A 16 Chemicals and Fertilizers 36 7 12 1.029 2,462 an 34 149 315 112 521 30 100 88 1.056 2,347 21 141 53 A16 
A 17 Petroleum 6 4 .() 60 93 32 3 II 28 7 2 3 1 1 9 26 ~6 11 1 AI1 
A 18 Fabricated Metals and Ma.cbinery 81 5 23 324 312 135 1 34 168 166 13 10 21 2 21 44 6 9.408 5,585 A 18 
A 19 AttaUt and Pam .() .() .() .() .() .() .{) .() .() .() .{) .() .() .() .() 1 .() 452 18,892 AI9 
A 20 Prim..,. M.tab 2 .{) 1 .() 3 1 .() .() .{) .{) .() .() .() 1 11 229 .0 6.012 31J79 A20 
A 21 Other Manufacturing 55 26 11 34 95 882 15 59 17 37 292 85 792 75 311 322 9 1,948 1,568 A21 
A22 Minlng .() .() .() .() .{) .() .{) .() .() .() .() I I .() 1 155 10 15 .() A22 
A23 Utlllties 812 41 225 165 1,542 402 11 67 115 161 103 363 346 31 321 684 41 898 878 A23 
A 24 Seleet.d s.m_ 314 12 43 35 110 47 
" 
15 15 17 61 249 385 18 149 287 3 245 29 A24 
A 25 Trace and Transportation 1,115 3 1,385 31 188 SO 6 20 24 298 1,023 4.699 3,470 326 3.757 2,511 166 5.262 2,503 AU 
A26 U_t<d 5.050 117 717 1,986 8,1194 1.106 94 360 1.161 876 617 2,169 2,003 193 3,249 2.otO 121 5,323 11J46 A26 
A 27 Scrap and By-&oducts 763 163 28 .() .() 725 21 13 .() 11 1,548 2,667 .() .{) .{) 12,686 .() 42 10 A27 
A 28 Net Trade with Outside 69.652 -1.978 13 6,074 10,295 1.421 279 IIJ93 2.691 1.994 2,547 5,132 3,241 157 3977 7.814 1,888 21,304 7,l145 A2B 
A 29 l\Iain_ CoDStnlClk!n SOO 21 104 189 857 236 12 44 143 49 61 109 216 23 291 109 4 148 201 A29 A 30 New Construction .() .() .() .() .() .() .{) o(J .() .(J o(J .() .() .() .() .() .() .() 
-0 A30 
Households and Government 33,918 1,490 11,932 16.004 110,578 59,731 1,143 7,251 2S.862~ 29,465 7.479 181 9,128 1,676 25,964 5968 332 40,302 46,539 
GROSS OIlTLAY 142.829 8.117 25.736 28,161 IS0,795 73,848 1.101 9.898 :\4,268 26.891 23,214 51,686 46.142 4.163 50,453 38,956 2.652 98,948 98,589 G.O~ 
It 
Tab~.7·86. (Secti:!m:+. ) 
A20 All A22 A23 A24 A2S A26 A27 A:za A2? A30 All A32 A33 A34 A3S A36 A37 
-] See ... TItle Primary Other Utilitic,=! T_ UnaI- Saap Net Maint. New S::::"'& Federal Inven. In,.". Gr ... AU Total Mining 
.od &B,- Trade to .my wry Pri.Cap. HOU8C" ~!l Metals Mrg. 
. Trans. loea1ed Prod . Outside Constr. Constr. Gov. Gov. Addit'n Deplo"'" FaM. hold> Production ~.ii Jlz 
Thousand Dollar. Thousand Dollars - Ii 1z 
e 1 __ andProduCU 
.0 .0 .() .() .() .() .() .() 9,850 .() .() .() .(J 708 .() .() 209 493,911 e 
e 2 i'<>Wtry !'lid F4!&' .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() 339 .() .() 16,'132 325,015 C 
C J ·_QaltyFroduOU ..0 .() .() .() .0 .j) .() .0 .() .() .() .() .() 4 .() .() 11 395,520 C 
e " l'ood .... F .. dGt ..... .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() 'Ui6 .() .() 1 .0 159 .() .() 3 177,030 e 4 
C 5 O>tmn .() .() .() .0 .() .() .0 .() .() .() .() .0 .() .0 .() .j) .() =~~ g! C 6 V., .. blol .() .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .() .0 71 .() . .() .() .() .0 .() .() IS 
C 7 FmiI (Excludlng Cltrot) A. Nuts .0 .() .() .0 .0 .() .() .0 617 .0 .() I .0 ·0 .() .() 1,706 405.600 C 7 
e 8 at"" .() .() .0 .0 .() .0 .() .() 340 .0 .0 .() .0 .() .() .() 97 IS8,BU C 8 
C 9' Forage .() .() .() .0 .() .() .() .() .0 .() .() .() .() .() .() .() .() 206,568 C 9 
C 10 MiscellaneousAgriwlture .0 17 .() .() .() .() .() .() 36 .() .() .() .() .() .() .() 10 342.310 e 10 
ell Gtaln Mill Pr04 .... .() .() .() .() 1 4 98 41 .() .0 .() 59 .0 .0 ·19 .() l,l3S 440.727 ell 
C 12 Meat and Poultry Processins .0 .() .() .() .0 .() .() .() .() .() .0 .0 .0 .() .0 .0 .() 1.231.630 C 12 
C 1) Dairy Pmdu~tJ .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .() .0 .() .() .() .() .() .0 769,471 e 13 
C 14 Canains. PreaeMoo. Fnozing .() 17 .() .0 34 153 3,882 .0 .0 .() .0 :za9 .() 630 .() .() 64,687 1,623,104 C 14 
C 15 MlJ<:eUsrtoou, Agtl.l'ro<:o&Iing .0 1 .() .() 12 52 1.354 6 .() .(). .() 41 .() 23 .() .0 31.165 1,869.686 e 15 
C Hi Cbaldoab and ~ertilizers 226 31l 1,459 8 164 41 201 4.341 .() 584 420 164 .() 15 .() .() 4.139 1.437.278 e 16 
C17 Petroleum 21 29 87 52 43 U2 100 2 .0 81 192 60 .() .() -10 .() 1.252 3.,lS6.41B e 17 
C 18 FabrlOl...s Me .... and loIacl>lnery 1.376 654 420 125 2,316 518 l.027 475 6.388 3.241 17,150 431 .0 0 -1,174 7,547 8,303 5;003.122 C 18 
e 19 AirmlI and Patts .0 .() .() .() .() .() .() .0 .0 .() .() .() .0 .() .0 .() .() 3,569,019 e 19 
C 20 Primary_ 4,SlO 73 260 22 5 22 124 124 7.237 203 638 .() .() 98 .0 .0 6 1,222,036 e 20 
e 21 Ofbet Manufacmring 171 3,385 513 92 358 344 l,237 38 57 956 6,725 195 .0 22 .() 285 S,!)74 5P37,396 C 21 
e22 MinIng 337 70 1.$69 1 .() .() I .() 5.111 23 101 .0 .() .0 .0 .() .() 395P21 en 
e2l Utilitie, 67 45 145 316 59 274 272 .0 505 5 2S 52 60 .() .() 17 J,107 2,222,B19 e23 4 __ eM 
.() .() .() 
.0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .() .0 .() .() .() .() .() .() .() 3.811,907 C 24 
C 2S Trade and Tn.nsportatiOD 892 1.148 1.143 380 1.359 2.140 M42 .0 2,261 1.146 4,369 297 1.536 .0 .() 1.083 38.728 11.113,313 C 25 
e 26 Unallocated .0 .() .0 .() .() .0 .() .0 .() .() .0 .() .0 .() -0 .() .() 11,942,913 e 26 
e 11 S<:o:ap aod By-Produ ... .() .() .() .() .() .0 .0 .0 .() . .0 .0 .0 -0 .0 .0 .() .() 336.365 C27 ~ e 28 Net Trad. from Ou_ -0 .0 .() .() .() .() .() -0 .() -0 .0 .0 .0 .0 -0 -0 .() 5,831.423 e28 C 29 Mahuenance Construction 10 1I 40 628 207 1,107 5,291 .() .0 1 5 4,182 460 .() .() .() .0 2.276,253 e 2!f 
...... ClO !IIe"eo_ .() .() .() .0 .() .() .() .0 -0 .() .0 --0 1.931 .() .() 34,872 -0 6,570,405 C:IO 
IIouJehold. and GoYetnm1tll1t .0 .() .0 .() .0 .0 .0 .0 .() .() .0 .0 .() .() .0 .() .0 43;8411,257 
A Moat A.J:dma:ls a4 Ptoduc:tI .() -0 .0 .() .() .0 .0 .() 107,956 .0 -0 -0 -0 3.161 .() .0 2.294 142.824 A 
A Poultry and F4!&' .0 .() .0 -0 .() .() .() .() .'Ui .() .0 .0 .() 142 .() .0 7,B16 8,117 A 
A Fann Dairy Producu .0 .() .0 -0 .0 .0 .0 2.667 -573 -0 .0 -0 .() 450 .() .0 1,300 25,735 A 
A 4 Food and Fed Grainl .0 .0 .() .0 .0 -0 .0 .0 8,016 .0 .() 10 .() 2.127 -0 -0 44 28,162 A 4 
A 5 Cotton .() .0 .() .() .0 .() -0 13,098 49.775 -0 -0 49 .() 69.798 .() .0 .() 150,195 A 5 
A 6 Vegetable, .() .0 .0 .0 .() .0 -0 .() 58,911 .0 .0 24 .0 .() .() .() U,329 73,841 A 6 
A 7 I'ml .. tllxcludingCittu.)'" Nuts .0 -0 .() .() .0 .() .() .() 452 .0 .() 1 .() .() -0 .() 1,138 1,700 A 7 
A 8 Citru. .0 .() .0 .0 .() .0 .0 .() 5.171 .0 -0 3 .0 .() .0 .() 2.165 9,898 A 8 
A 9 F...., -0 .0 .0 .() .() .() .() .() 1.979 .() .() 30 .0 .0 -320 .0 .() 34,261 A 9 
A 10 MlJ<:e1lan .... Agrieuluu< .0 2,182 .() .0 .0 .0 .0 59 4.125 -0 .0 3 .() .0 -13 .0 1,253 26,889 A 10 
A 11 Grain Mill P:roducu .() 1 .() .0 3 16 416 172 . .0 .() .0 251 .() .() -82 .() 9,902 23,273 A 11 
A 12 Meat and Poultry Processing .0 29 .() .0 18 77 2.008 .() .() .() .() 79 .() 109 .() .0 46.260 51,608 A 12 
A 13 Dalty Produ ... .0 3 .() .0 16 71 1,826 -0 .() .() .() 512 .() 4 .0 .() 38,661 46,142 A 13 
A 14 Canning, Pre"'rvIn& P'oezlns .() I .() .() 2 9 228 .() -0 .0 .() 17 .() 37 .0 -0 3,199 4,161 A 14 
A 15 Miscellancou, AgtI. ~ .() 11 .() .() 17 77 1.997 9 .0 .() .() 61 .() 34 .0 .() 45,955 50.451 A IS 
A 16 CtemicaIs Uld Fertitizm 552 762 3,557 19 400 99 504 10.599 .() 1.423 1.025 401 .0 l6 -0 .() 10,oll0 38,953 A 16 
A.17 Petroleum 22 31 91 55 45 328 105 2 .0 as 202 63 -0 -0 ·10 .0 1,317 2,652 1.17 
AlB Fabric:ate4MetabandMadtinay 2,140 1.017 653 1.127 3.602 837 5,952 738 -9.706 5.041 27.6\6 671 .0 -0 -1.826 11,737 13,037 98.650 A 18 
A 19 Airaaft and Parts 4 178 .Q .() /2,042 797 5,694 216 72,002 .() .() .0 -0 .0 ·2,878 1,031 1S8 98,589 A 19 
A 20 Primary Metah 52,559 848 3,025 257 56 252 1.441 1,438 84,145 2.359 7.416 .0 .0 1.138 -0 .0 73 164,410 A20 
A 21 Oth..- loIanufacmring 1,346 26,680 4,B47 728 2.824 2.710 25,511 297 449 7,Sl8 53,002 1,536 .() 176 .() 2.249 40P07 175,791 A21 
A 22 Mining 14,676 3,046 68,3'Ui 44 I 8 42 .() 221.503 l.ot8 4.403 2 .() .() .() .() 10 314,519 1.22 
A23 Uti .... 4,080 2,743 8,827 19.290 3.622 16.762 16.603 -0 30.840 285 1,500 3,201 3,691 .0 .() 1.066 67,634 187.502 A 23 
II 24 ·SeIec1>d s.m"", 258 gil 344 295 11,540 10.498 11,198 .() 55,695 174 1,058 1141 10,034 .0 .0. -0 104.225 209,831 A 24 
~ ~~ &",.=~r.J"portatio. 9.060 11,660 11.612 3.862 13,805 21,743 30.911 .() 12,468 11.646 44.391 3.014 15.600 .() .() 11,(106 393,508 632,496 A 2S 4,527 10,359 21,700 25,728 24.224 92.829 140.128 .0 5.438 1,544 24,459 103,271 26,300 .0 .() 3,526 467.446 994,541 A 26 
A 21 Scup and By..f'J:od1ictJ 1,620 2S 55 .() 246 135 55 .0 7,859 22 118 397 .() .0 .() .0 20 29.295 A 27 
A 28 1I.!Trade willi Out~de 14,144 30,126 37,922 13,698 21,534 19.458 30.289 
·M54 .() 11.664 35.739 6,609 30.092 -1.578 1,203 ·10.834 273.090 666,143 1128 
A 29 Maintenance Construetion 104 331 422 6.691 2,211 11,806 56,448 -0 ·2.175 9 55 44.613 4,911 .() -0 .0 .() 130,925 A 29 
A 30 New Construction .() .() 
.0 .() .() .() .() .-0 -6.123 -0 .() .() 13.114 .() .0 236,836 .() 249,958 A 30 
Households and Government 51,704 79.056 150.164 113,478 113,065 448.999 641,750 .0 .() 81.876 137,059 141.838 390.248 .() .0 .0 .() 2~778,2S8 
GROSS OtITLA Y 164,416 175,791 l16,521 181,502 209.831 632.498 994,541 29,296 741,439 130,924 369,076 313,269 497,985 77,204 -5,129 300.421 1.718.392 126,481.635 G.O. 
:sam entry shows the value of gooda and services produced by California or Arizona sector tisted at the left that were purchased by the California or Arizona se!="or listed at the top. 
Some columns and row totals d() not add up exactly due to rounding. 
Department of Interior, Bureau· of Reclamation 
(February 1972), Colordo River-Great Basin Conso-
tium of Water Centers and Institutes (September 
1973), and U.S. Department of Interior, Bureau of 
Reclamation (February 1974). EPA (1971) has given 
the sources of salt eoncentration at Hoover Dam as 
follows: 
Table 7-37. Effects of foetors on salt concentrations 
at Hoover Dam (191t!l-1961 records.). 
Factor 
Natural Diffuse Sources 
Natural Point Sources 
Irrigation (Salt Additions) 
Contribution to 
Concentration 
(mg/l) 
275 
59 
178 
Irrigation (Consumptive Use) 75 
Municipal and Industrial 10 
Exports· of Water 20 
Evaporation and Phreatophytes 80 
Totals 697 
Percent 
of Total 
Concen tration 
39 
8 
26 
11 
1 
3 
12 
100 
The U.S. Bureau of Reclamation has developed a 
program to deal with important point sourees and is in 
the process of optimizing a program of eontrol with 
respect to all sources and in light of the damages being 
imposed (see U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, February 
1972, and John T. Maletic in Flack and Howe, 1974). It 
is clear from the foregoing table that upper basin 
irrigation contributes substantially to the salt concen-
tration problem, both through its extensive consump-
tive use of relatively high quality water and through 
the salt loadings of its return flows. EPA (1971) 
estimated that the salt pickup from irrigated acreage 
was approximately as follows: . 
Average above Hoover Dam 
Grand Valley, Colorado 
Below Hoover Dam 
2 tons/acre/year 
4 t08 tons/acre/year 
0.5 to 1.0 tons/acre/year 
Skogerboe (Colorado State University) has more 
recently estimated that some irrigated areas of the 
Grand Valley eontribute as mueh as 10 tons/acre/ 
year. 
When these large externalities are observed and 
when the marginal economic condition of a significant 
number of acres of irrigated land in the Upper Basin is 
noted, a selective reduction in irrigated acreage 
naturally suggests itself as a potentially efficient way 
of reducing both salinity loadings and concentration. 
On-farm management practices can be expeeted 
to form part of an optimum program of salinity 
control. More ca.reful application of water and the 
lining of ditches, especially in the areas where return 
flows pick up sueh great quantities of salt, are likely to 
be helpful, as are changing furrow length, recycling 
drain water from tail water pits, and more extensive 
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use of sprinklers. These aspects of salinity manage-
ment are being studied by Young and Leathers as part 
of this project. 
Young has suggested to the present authors that 
the most obvious areas for acreage reduction lie in the 
Grand Valley and the Uncompaghre Basin. Young 
indicates that the fonowing acreages constitute the 
most likely candidates for the phase-out: 
Grand Uncompaghre 
Crop Valley Basin 
Acres Acres 
Com 1,200 1,500 
Other Grains 2,000 2,300 
Alfalfa 2,300 2,700 
Pasture 3,300 3,700 
--
Total 8,800 10,200 
Young has indicated that these acreages average (in 
1974 dollars) a total output value of about $l50/acre/ 
year and yield net ineomes to the farmer somewhere 
in the $30 to $50/acre/year range. 
It is these acreage reductions which have been 
taken for study in this chapter. the objectives being to 
estimate the impact in the region of losing this amount 
of agricultural activity and to determine how much 
water might be saved. Since in any such program the 
areas should be specifically selected for phase-out on 
the bases of low direct income production and bigh salt 
contributions, we will rely on the EPA estimates that 
4 to 8 tons of salt/acre/year are contributed by the 
selected areas. 
Direet ad Indireet Eeoaomie, Byclrologle, ad 
8aHDIty Impacts 
The main tools of analysis used for this chapter 
have been the integrated economic and hydrologic 
models developed by Udis, Howe, and Kreider (July 
1973). These models consist of regional input-output 
models for the Green, Upper Main Stem, and San 
Juan River Basins, plus (monthly) hydrologic models 
calibrated to the smaller basins shown on Figure 2. An 
earlier application of these models to the analysis of an 
Upper Basin acreage reduction was reported by Howe 
and Orr (October, 1974 and 1975). 
The input-output model of the Upper Main Stem 
BaSin was up-dated to 1970 prices for the present 
study, and the subbasins of the Upper Main Stem 
were redefined as: . 
Colorado Main Stem above Glenwood Springs 
Gunnison River to the North Fork 
North Fork of the Gunnison 
Uncompaghre Basin 
Gunnison Main Stem from the North Fork to but 
not including Grand Junction . 
Colorado Main Stem below Glenwood Springs 
including the Dolores and San Miguel Basins 
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While the hydrologic models were calibrated using 
hydrologic records of as great a length as possible, the 
historical record used in deriving the models was 
1962-1969, inclusive. 
The area containing the subject acreages consists 
of Mesa, Delta, and Montrose Counties, Colorado, but 
the integrated economic region of which they are 
a part also contains Gunnison. Ouray, Hinsdale. and 
San Miguel Counties. While the input-output· model 
relates to the Upper Main Stem Basin as a whole, the 
total outputs of each productive sector were allocated 
tQ the subbasins listed above. A baseline projection to 
1980 of the seven county area is shown in Table 7-88. 
Also shown are the payments to households (wages, 
salaries. rents, dividends, and interest) as percent-
ages of the gross value of output. Payments to 
households were used as an approximation to regional 
income. 
Corresponding to the 1980 economic projections, 
Table 7-39 exhibits the projected subbasin surface 
outflows in acre feet, based on the 1962·1969 
hydrologic record. Corresponding salt outflows are 
given in Table 7-40. 
Three cases have been treated in the following 
analyses: 
Case I - a direct reduction of 8800 acres of corn, 
other grains, alfalfa, and pasture in the 
Grand VaDey. 
Case II - a direct reduction of 10,200 acres of 
these crops in the Uncompaghre Basin. 
Case ill - the combined reductions of Cases I and 
II. 
These reductions have been valued at $101 (in 1970 
doDars) gross output per acre and have been treated 
as reductions in the "range livestock" sector of the 
input-output model since that sector is defined to 
contain pasture, alfalfa, and those grains grown on 
Table 7-88. Projected 1980 output ieveltl/ar the affected basins (th0'U8a1'ld8 0/1970 dollars). 
Uncompaghre N. Fork of Gunnisona Coloradob Total7c %H.P. 
Sector Basin Gunnison Main Stem Main Stem County Area in d T.G.O. 
1. Range Livestock 6,854 1,926 5,794 26,938 41,512 48 
2. .Peeder Livestocl\: 1,545 260 955 1,705 4,465 2 
3. Dairy 724 237 639 1,902 3,502 31 
4. Food/Field 2,734 762 898 3,274 7,668 52 
5. Truck Crops 417 159 178 429 1,183 33 
6. Fruit 357 560 735 2,458 4,110 32 
7. Forestry 193 205 213 1,539 2,150 53 
8. Other Agriculture 411 089 213 898 1,611 28 
9. Coal 0 11,218 0 664 11,887 53 
10. Oil and Gas 0 0 0 8,174 8,174 (NA) 
11. Uranium 0 0 0 160,042 160,042 (NA) 
12. Zinc and Lead 1,108 0 0 3,343 4,451 (NA) 
13. Other Mining 1,713 125 248 5,646 7,732 60 
14. Food/Kindred 2,767 529 8,303 17,794 29,393 19 
15. Lumber/Wood 1,848 396 1,531 1,624 5,399 26 
16. Printing/Pub. 345 345 173 3,392 4,255 40 
17. Fabricated Metals 100 0 800 2,900 3,800 30 
18. Stone, Clay, Grass 360 0 480 3,480 4,320 24 
19. Other Manufacturing 1,540 880 2,860 32,254 34,054 19 
20. Wholesale Trade 2,075 907 2,081 27,959 33,022 23 
21. Service StatioIlll 923 199 569 3,146 4,837 68 
22. Other Retail 8,286 1,810 5,172 37,529 52,797 58 
23. Eating/Drinking 3,411 460 1,290 11,472 16,633 31 
24. Agric. Services 814 455 700 2,427 4,396 40 
25. Lodging 761 109 257 9,280 10,407 40 
26. Other Services 3,489 416 1,551 20,176 25,632 47 
27. Transportation 4,747 955 5,172 22,392 33,266 38 
28. Elec. Energy 2,168 161 375 8,082 10,786 26 
29. Other Utilities 3,079 862 1,712 15,766 21,419 42 
30. Contr. Const. 6,177 1,705 3,337 59,801 71,020 27 
31. Rental/Finance 10,213 1,994 5,680 42,542 60,429 73 
Total 684,352 
aGunnison River from North Fork's confluence to but not including Grand Junction. 
bColorado Rivef from Glenwood Springs, including basins of the Dolores and San Miguel Rivers. 
~esa, Delta, Gunnison, Montrose, Ouray, Hinsdale, and San Miguel Counties. 
dpercentage ofpayme:nts to households in total value of each sector's output. 
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Table 7-39. Projected 1980 8111rfooe outj'/JJws ba8~d on 
projected 1980 economic conditions aM 
196!-1969 hydrow!11I (thoust.l'lldB of acre 
feet). 
Uncompaghre N. Fork Gunllisolla Coloradob 
Basin of Main Main Gunnison Stem Stem 
January 4.5 2.6 54.9 167.9 
February 5.8 4.5 49.6 164.2 
March 7.4 8.6 66.1 203.6 
April 20.6 22.4 128.4 347.2 
May 38.5 84.0 354.2 881.9 
June 27.9 72.4 299.5 881.8 
July 18.4 24.4 131.7 385.7 
August 11.0 6.7 75.1 207.4 
September 20.7 7.4 80.7 175.5 
October 27.5 9.4 88.0 254.7 
November 15.2 8.0 84.5 238.6 
December 8.8 3.8 75.9 206.1 
Ave. Mon. 17.2 21.2 124.1 342.9 
Ann. Total 206.3 254.3 1388.7 4114.6 
aGunnison River from N. Fork confluence to but not 
including Grand JunctJon. 
bColorado River from Glenwood Springs, including 
basins of the Dolores and San Miguel Rivers. 
7bble 7-1,0. Projected 1980 outflows of total dis-
solved solids ba8ed on projected 1980 
economic cO'l'lditions and 19tn-1969 hy-
drolo!11l (thoust.l'lldB of tom). 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 
October 
November 
December 
Ave. Mon. 
Ann. Total 
Unoompaghre 
Basin 
16.4 
17.0 
17.2 
52.9 
96.1 
59.3 
44.7 
37.7 
55.9 
67.1 
32.2 
21.9 
43.2 
51B.3 
N. Fork GunnisonaColoradob 
of Main Main 
Gunnison Stem Stem 
5.6 69.3 247.7 
5.8 60.6 234.2 
6.7 70.3 253.5 
14.1 109.4 331.0 
28.9 IB5.4 603.7 
31.1 153.4 497.8 
17.7 129.B 345.9 
7.7 120.9 293.3 
6.2 125.5 269.9 
6.5 138.4 323.1 
6.5 100.1 295.0 
5.9 90.5 278.8 
11.9 112.8 331.2 
142.8 1,353.6 3,973.8 
aGunnison River from N. Fork confluence to but not 
including Grand Junction. 
bColvrado River from Glenwood Springs, including 
basins of the Dolores and San Miguel Rivers. 
ranches for winter feed. It has been assumed that the 
resultant direct reductions in the value of output 
would take the form of reduced exports from the 
seven county regioJl.. The direct reductions in output 
are: 
Case I: 
Case IT: 
Case m: 
$892,000 in Grand Valley 
$l,Q84,OOO in the Uncompaghre 
:Qasjn 
$1,926,000 combined 
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When these reductions in deHveries to final demand 
are analyzed thrO\~gh the input-output model, the 
resulting groSs output levels &regenerated and reflect 
all of the direct lmd indirect impacts on all sectors of 
the regional economy. The output levels and the 
changes from the base 1980 projection are shown in 
Table 7-41. 
The results of analyzing the three eases are given 
below: 
Case I: 8800 acres in the Grand Valley. 
gross value of direct crop loss 
($1970) $892,000 
total direct and indirect output 
loss over all sectors $1.800.000 
total direct and indirect reduction 
in payments to households $954,000 
total direct and indirect reduction 
in consumptive uses of water (AF) $14.800 
approximate range of reduced salt 
l~g(tons) 
85,200 
to 70,400 
Case IT: 10,200 acres in the Uncompaghre Basin. 
gross value of direct crop loss 
($1970) $1.084,000 
total direct and indirect output loss over 
all sectors $2,083,000 
total direct and indirect reduction in 
payments to households $1,104,000 
total direct and indirect reduction in 
consumptive uses of water (AF) 16,000 
approximate range of reduced salt $40,800 
loading (tons) to $81.600 
, 
Case m: combined acreage reduction~. 
gross value of direct corp loss 
($1970) $1,926,000 
total direct and indirect output loss over 
all sectors $3,882,000 
total direct and indirect reduction in 
payments to households $2,057,000 
total direct and indirect reduction in 
consumptive uses of water (AF) 30.800 
approximate range of reduced 
loading (tons) 
$76,000 
to $152.000 
-Table 7-41. Pattern of gro" output, u7iderCue, I, II, and lIP: ,even county totalb (in t"()1I,8a~ of 1970 
dollar,). 
Sector Case I Case II Case III 
1. Range Livestock 40,511 40,352 39,351 
2. Feeder Livestock 4,459 4,459 4,453 
3. Dairy 3,497 3,496 3,491 
4. Food/Field 7,664 7,663 7,659 
5. Truck Crops 1,182 1,182 1,181 
6. Fruit 4,104 4,104 4,098 
7. Forestry 2,149 2,149 2,149 
8. Other Agriculture 1,608 1,608 1,605 
9. Coal 11,882 11,881 11,876 
10. Oil and Gas 8,174 8,174 8,174 
11. Uranium 160,042 160,042 160,042 
12. Zinc and Lead 4,451 4,451 4,451 
B. Other Mining 7,730 7,730 7,728 
14. Food/Kindred 29,347 29,339 29,293 
15. Lumber/Wood 5,397 5,397 5,397 
16. Printing/Publications 4,242 4,240 4,227 
17. Fabricated Materials 3,800 3,800 3,800 
18. Stone, Clay, Glass 4,318 4,317 4,315 
19. Other Mlillufacturing 34,021 34,016 33,983 
20. Wholesale. Trade 32,980 32,973 32,931 
21. Service Stations 4,819 4,817 4,799 
22. Other Retail 52,641 52,616 52,460 
23. Ea ting/Drinking 16,605 16,601 16,573 
24. Agric. Services 4,368 4,364 4,336 
25. Lodging 10,405 10,405 10,403 
26. Other Services 25,584 25,576 25,528 
27. Transportation 33,206 33,197 33,137 
28. Elec. En(lrgy 10,760 10,756 10,730 
29. Other Utilities 21,382 21,376 21,339 
30. Contr. Constr. 70,965 70,956 70,901 
31. Rental/Finance 60,259 60,232 60,062 
To tab 682,552 682,269 680,470 
Change from 1980 Base Projection ·1,800 - 2,083 - 3,882 
Change in Payrn~nts to Households 
from 19~0 Base Projects . 954 - 1,104 - 2,057 
aCase I: reduction of 8800 acres in the Grand Valley; Case II: reduction of 10,200 acres in the Uncompagme Basin; 
Case III: combined reductions of Cases I and n. 
bMesa, Delta, Gunnison, Montrose, Ouray, Hinsdale, and San Miguel Counties. 
INDIRECT IMPACTS OF MUNICIPAL AND 
INJ)tJSTRJAL SALINITY 
tlELJ\.TED LOSSES 
Preceding s~tions dealt with direct and second-
ary losses related to the use of increasingly saline 
water in agriculture. Another study in the present 
joint project (d'~r~ et al.) has made estimates of 
municipal and IllIdQstrial losses stemming from the 
presence of a high level of dissolved solids in the water 
supply. Previous sttldies (Wesner, 1974; and Tihan-
sky, 1974) have indicated quite substantial detrimen-
tal impacts in terms of reduced piping and appliance 
lives. Tihansky estimated per capita losses in 
residential applications from $1.15 in South Carolina 
to $22.50 in Arizona, while Wesner estimated monthly 
losses per housebold in Orange County, CalHornia to 
be about $12. 
Issues which must be considered when evaluating 
the municipal and industrial (M&I) impacts of 
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increased Colorado River salinity include: 1) Whether 
or not the municipalities and industries have 
opportunities for mixing with purer waters to keep 
TDS concentrations below highly detrimental levels 
(e.g. the Municipal Water District of Los Angeles); 
and 2) the particular constituents presented in the 
TDS load. It is possible, after all, to have "too good" a 
water supply in terms of corrosive effects of very pure 
water. 
The sections which follow define the issues which 
are involved in secondary impacts of M&I losses. The 
conclusion is that it is likely, on a priori grounds, that 
M&I damages cause changes in patterns of expendi-
tures over time but not in levels of expenditure. Since 
the resulting expenditure pattern is likely to be 
similar sector-wise to the original (for households and 
industry) or is extremely uncertain (for the public 
tlector), secondary effects are expected to be 
negligible. 
Impaete on Households 
The major non-health related impact is on the life 
of water-using appliances and piping. These effects 
are likely to be relatively long-run in terms of the 
planning horizons of most families. Plumbing may last 
30 years rather than 50, while appliances might last 10 
years rather than 12. The present values of the 
implied differences in cost streams are likely to be 
very low in view of the high rates of time preference 
expressed by many households (e.g. see Haveman, 
1969). It seems unlikely that many households think 
clearly in present value terms, but even if they do, 
differences in costs of far away events become 
unimportant with a high discount rate. Pertinent 
examples can be found in Howe and Vaughan (1972). 
Unlike the farm output losses which induced no 
substitute expenditures, greater losses. on household 
appliances and plumbing are most likely to cause the 
substitution of expenditures on such items for other 
consumer-type expenditures. While it cannot be 
known with a higli degree of confidence, it seems 
plausible that increased appliance expenditures will 
substitute for other types of consumer durables, e.g. if 
a washing machine is needed earlier, expenditures on 
lawn equipment or the auto will be deferred or 
reduced. Thus the sectors of the economy which are 
likely to experience increased demands from house-
holds are highly likely to be the same which 
experience redpced demands for other consumer 
durables. This is particularly likely in light of the 
broad sector definitions used in input-output studies. 
It follows from these observations that secondary 
effects of changt}s in household expenditure patterns 
stemming from increased salinity are likely to be 
negligible and I>eyond .our empirieai capabilities of 
tracing them. . 
Commerciaj and industrial water users utilize 
water for proce!J8 3Dd cooling purposes and for boiler 
feed purposes. Th~ latter use requires such a pure 
water that complete distillation is often used anyway. 
The public sector bas charge over water sllPply 
pipelines and wa~r intake treatment plants, all of 
which can be aff~ by water quality. 
In these use!). it seems more likely than for 
households (although far from certain) that increased 
damage from deteriol'ating water quality will result in 
an increased level (If I"xpenditures rather than simply 
a substitution of o~e type of expenditure for another. 
However, if ipcl'eased costs are passed on to 
consumers in ipcreased prices, the effect on total 
expenditures depepds on unknown price elasticities. 
Commercial enterprises may thus be faced with 
having to substiiuw increased expenditures related to 
salinity damage for Qther types of expenditure. This 
seems highly .\.Utelf also for local and state govern-
m.ents which have sueh definite budget constraints. 
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It is concluded from these considerations that the 
secondary effects of household and M&I losses are 
likely to be small, insignificant in welfare terms, and 
beyond our capabilities of tracing secondary impacts. 
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